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PREFACE.

To those who
American medical

lamentably
is, indeed,

acquainted
literature, it is

are

with the

history

of

needless to say how
biography. There

deficient it is in native
want of memoirs

no

they are, for
through ephemeral publica

the most part, scattered
and

;

but

therefore, inaccessible to the great
mass
of readers, thus rendering them, virtually, a
nullity as respects the object for which they were
composed. The first attempt, so far as the Editor's
information extends, to systematize our knowledge
upon the subject was made by Dr. James Thacher, an
eminent physician of Plymouth, Massachusetts, in a
work replete with interest and instruction, entitled
American Medical Biography," issued at Boston, in
tions,

are,

"

1828, in

two octavo volumes.

It

was

published sixteen

but has

years before the author's death,
a second edition, although highly

compliment.

The work

never

reached

deserving of such a
essentially consists of a collec

tion of memoirs of the lives of

some

of the

more

illus

trious medical men who had flourished up to that period,
contributed mainly by writers familiar with their per
sonal

career.

work is

a

only original portion of the
medicine in America, extending

Almost the

history

of

Vlll
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from the fh>t settlement of the country to the time of
its publication.
Dr. Thacher evidently did not aim at

object was to gather up all the fragments
likely to throw any light upon the subject,
and to place them, as a connected whole, before the
profession, lie was deeply impressed with the convic
his

novelty ;
that

were

tion that such

a

labor

the memories of

was

some

contemporaries, from

necessary, in order to

of his

predecessors,

as

undeserved oblivion ; and

rescue

well
so

as

well

did he execute the task that the work must be

regarded
industry, zeal, and
judgment ; as a legacy to posterity, worthy alike of our
admiration and our gratitude. "Whoever shall hereafter
write1 the history of American Medical Biography must
largely avail himself of the labors of this excellent and
distinguished man, who, to an extensive practice, and a
benevolent heart, at all times keenly alive to human
suffering, added an ardent love for books, the taste of
the scholar, and the reputation of a successful author.
as

an

enduring

monument of his

Dr. Thacher wrote

Medicine,
several

sional

an

able treatise
of the

on

the Practice of

United

Dispensatory
States, and
on
and
monographs
professional
non-profes
subjects. A brief sketch of his life accompa

nies the

a

present volume.

In 1JS45

appeared the "American Medical Biogra
phy,"' by the late Dr. Stephen W. Williams, of Deerfield,
Massachusetts, an octavo of upwards of six hundred and
fifty pages, intended as a continuation of the work of
Dr. Thacher, and, like it, composed of sketches of the
lives of American medical worthies who had died since
A few only of the memoirs are from the
lv2\
pen of
the author himself.
Dr. "Williams died a few
years ao-o
in

Illinois, whither he had gone

to

spend the

evening
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of his

clays

in the

the last

to

a

practice

of his

IX

profession, cherishing

noble and disinterested attachment for

the science of medicine.
The above

are

the

only

works

on

American medical

biography ; and as they are now out of print, and not
likely to be republished, it is evident that there is
ample
on

room

for other kindred volumes.

The present publication owes its origin to a desire,
the part of the Editor, to popularize the pro

fession,

and

to

place

its services and claims

more

conspicuously than has yet been done, before the
The idea which first led to it was
American people.
conceived nearly seven years ago, while he was con
fined to his chamber by indisposition; and he soon
after issued a circular in which, setting forth the ob
jects of the work, he endeavored to enlist the co-ope
ration of his professional brethren in various sections of
The project
the country in furtherance of his design.
met everywhere with favor, and it was not long before
he received an abundance of pledges of aid, some of
which were promptly redeemed, while others still re
When at length, in 1857, a suffi
main unfulfilled.
ciency of material was secured to form a large volume,
the monetary crisis suddenly occurred, prostrating all
branches of business, and thus effectually preventing,
for a time, the publication of the work. This statement
it is considered necessary to make in order to show that
the delay in the appearance of the work was not occa
sioned by any fault, neglect, or mismanagement of the
the
Editor, who 'never, for a moment, despaired of
but did all he could to urge it on to its

enterprise,
final completion.

It

was

originally

his intention to

with the
accompany most of the memoirs

portraits

of

PREFACE.
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their

respective subjects

;

but it

was

found that

soon

the

price
arrangement would greatly enhance
of the volume, without, perhaps, materially increasing
its interest, and it was, therefore, abandoned.
such

an

from the pen of the
Editor; all the rest have been contributed by other
writers, who were cither personal friends of the de
or so
acquainted Avith their labors

Three

only

of the memoirs

are

intimately
to qualify them, in a special manner,
for the faithful discharge1 of their delicate1 and responsi
ble duties.
A book of biography, constructed upon
a
must,
it is evident, possess superior claims
such
plan.
ceased,

and character

to

as

attention, since1, from its
to insure1

likely

just
offspring of

the

were

a

very nature, it will be

more

delineation of character than if it
a

single

SeweTal of

individual.

tliose of llosack, MeClellan, and Hartshorne. have been written by the sons of their respective
the lives,

subjects,

as

and it is believed that the

of unusual

one

been

delicacy,

performed,

The order of

under such

task,

at all times

circumstance's, has

with commendable taste and

judgment.

arrangement of the memoirs is chrono

logical.
The Editor deems it due to himself to state that the

enterprise1 lias been with him one of love, without
any hope, wish, or expectation of personal remuneration.
He has given his time and money freely to the object ;
whole

for his sole desire has been to render himself useful to
his

profession,

and to aid in

furnishing

a

work

worthy,

believes, of American medical literature. His
only regret is that want of space has compelled him
as

to

he

exclude

tion.

a

few of the memoirs sent to him for inser
however, that the writers who have so

He trusts,

obligingly supplied

them will

permit him

to retain

them

xi
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the basis of another

as

will be

happy

volume, which

his

issue, should the present

to

with sufficient favor.

publishers
one

meet

The lives and labors of such

Edward

Miller, Caldwell, Beaumont, Davidge,
Butts, J. P. Harrison, J. Kearney Rodgers, Dewees, Post, Power, S. M. Williams, J. K. Mitchell,
Mutter, and Bellinger, not to mention others, are emi
men

as

De

nently worthy
of

our

of

a

permanent record in the Uterature

country.

It is

hardly necessary to add, what must indeed be
self-evident, that the author alone of each memoir is
responsible for what he has written. The duty of the
Editor has been to superintend the publication, in a
general manner, and to expunge from its pages what
ever was likely to prove offensive to good taste, or to be
at variance with the amenities of biography.
December

1st, 1860.
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AMERICAN MEDICAL BIOGRAPHY.

BENJAMIN

RUSH.

1745—1813.
A

biographer

of Dr.

Rush,

in

Delaplaine's Repository,

says that all things conspired to render him illustrious; "that,
had he been placed in the cheerless vale of obscurity or destined
to

struggle

withered,

under

a

want of

patronage, his genius might have

and his ambition forsaken

him, beneath

the influence

disappointment and neglect."
It is vain to conjecture what might have been, the busi
ness of the biographer is to set forth what
actually was. Nor
must the reader forget how meritorious it is to become great
and good, since so few attain to this twofold eminence, even
among those who have been favored by every impulse to good
of

—

and greatness.
biography of Rush has been confided to the present
writer, because he was supposed to have an intimate know
ness

The

ledge
last

of the

courses

grateful

man

of his

and of his

lectures,

remembrance and

works, having attended the four

and

having ever since held him in
high esteem, without subscribing,

however, to all his doctrines. He will endeavor to tell his
story without the least hyperbole ; he will not draw on his
imagination for the image of a perfect man and physician ; for,
to honor such a character, it is only necessary to relate facts,
and adhere to truth.
2
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reader, in order to open his un
in contested
derstanding to some difficult passages, that Hush,
and
questions, regarded his conscience more than public favor,
dilu
with little
thereby made numerous enemies, whose hatred,
He would here

the

apprise

tion, has been transmitted

even

to

the

present time.

That the reader may have an idea of the man about whom
he reads, we shall here describe him as he appeared to us, and
He
to most others, the last five years of his life.

probably

very erect, rather slender, with
thin
: his hands and wrists, feet and
small bones, and rather
ankles, being small and finely formed. His face was thin ;

was

above the middle

height,

nose
aquiline ; eyes beautifully set, large, blue, mild, and
benevolent ; forehead broad and high ; head long in the trans
verse diameter, and nearly bald from the crown forward ; his

hair clubbed

behind,

and

and

His face

powdered.

healthy complexion,
looking, for his cheeks were

not

handsome

or

was

of

a

fair

what is called fine-

fallen in, many of his front teeth
with
care had left its wrinkles.
and
His counte
lost,
age
was
in
animated
conversation,
nance,
; when reading to
highly

himself

or

going abroad,

it evinced intense

thought,

entire ab

straction, and firmness of purpose. His unfrequent smile was
peculiarly gracious, but he hardly ever laughed. When walk

ing

the street, which

elastic,

and rather

was

seldom,

military,

never

he

was

using

a

very erect, step firm,
staff, his arms folded

his breast ; he uncovered to every one poor or rich who
uncovered to him, and his passing words were, "I
hope you
are
very well, sir," uttered with his habitually strong but mild
His dress was very plain,
voice.
of drab-colored

on

generally

cloth ; he rode in a plain vehicle with two wheels and one
horse, the same little negro by his side who had lived with him
more than thirty years,
master and man now
grown old to
gether. In this open carriage, we saw him facing the storms
the last winter of his life.
—

His

was
very simple and artless, without a semblance
remarkable
for kindness,
affectation,
cordiality, and even con
descension. An enemy, writing of his
in the

bearing

of

1707, says, "the

resources

of his

urbanity
amenity and courtesy

year

were

BENJAMIN
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all but

boundless, for he was among the most polished men of
polished age."* In conversation, he was acknowledged
all
to be pre-eminent ; yet he did not
by
appear to be at all
of
his
He
never
self-complacent
colloquial powers.
interrupted
as
the
fashion
runs
now
nor
did
he
another,
;
arrogate to him
self an undue portion of the talk, an offence too often given in
that

these later times.

Piety and benevolence were, to human per
ception,
predominant feelings. In fine, he was the accom
Christian
plished
gentleman whose "imposing first appearance"
subdued every mind, and won every heart.
An eminent lawyer
his

told

that he

me

present

was

at his first

interview with the great

Priestley, and that he was lost in admiration of his courtesy :
looking at his picture while saying this, he added, they could
not give us his benevolent blue eyes."
How far he was subject to irritation, is known only to his
Maker, for he had acquired a perfect dominion over it in public.
Of the six professors of our time, he was the only one who was
"

»

over his face there never came the shadow
angry,
Take the whole man, body, countenance, and de
cloud.

never seen

of

a

—

Hamlet says of his father, " a combina
form indeed, to give the world assurance of a man."

meanor, there was,

tion and
His

a

as

portrait, painted by

the eminent

Sully, in 1812, is

a

perfect

likeness.
He

was

ditary

teen miles
to

born the 24th of December 1745 0.

S., on a here
father,
Poquestion Creek, thir
belonging
northeast of Philadelphia, near the turnpike leading
to his

farm

Trenton.

His

on

great-great-grandfather

John Rush,

was

a

captain in Cromwell's army, and highly esteemed by that keen
He came to America in 1683, and settled in
observer of men.
Township, thirteen miles northeast of Philadelphia,

Byberry

where he lived

eighty.
1688.

James, the
a

was a man

great-grandfather
grandfather, was so careful

single debt
of a gentle
*

at the age of

1699,

died in

William the

that he left not

father,

his farm and died in

on

behind him.
and meek

Dr. Caldwell's

Byberry,

in

in his business

John, the Doctor's

spirit,

Autobiography.

so

perfectly just

20
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that to be

as

honest

John Rush

as

was a

He died in

proverb.

Philadelphia in 1751 and was buried in Christ Church grave
His wife's name was Susanna Morris ; of respectable

yard.
family

she

have

must

been,

as

the Rev. Dr. Samuel

afterwards President of Princeton
She lived

to

1795, her
"Let

Doctor's house.

College, married

year, and died in the
by my husband," she

seventy-eighth
be buried

me

Finley,

her sister.

said, "he was an angel to me." She was buried there, with
encomium, "best of mothers" on her tomb, and this sub
scribed, T>. Rush. Is there any mortal so obdurate as not to
the

be thankful that this best of mothers lived to

honors of her

son

rejoice

?

I Jut whatever is attainable in relation to Rush's

and their

long

residence in

following letter,
It

source.

death,

was

with

Byberry,

more

ancestry

be learned from the

can

satisfaction than from any other
eight months before the Doctor's

written about

his intimate

to

in the

friend,

John

Adams,

ex-President of the

We copy it from Watson's Annals of Phila

United States.

delphia.
"

I

was

called
with

lately

to

visit

a

patient

having
my youngest son, I
myself of the occasion to visit the farm

and

me

in that

neighborhood,
I would avail

thought
on

which I

was

born,

and where my ancestors for several generations had lived and
died.
In approaching it, I was agitated in a manner I did not

The

expect.

nearly

the

access

was

in the

altered,

but

of my

everything

around

was

days
boyhood,
family received me kindly, and discovered a dis
position to satisfy my curiosity, and gratify my feelino-s. I
asked permission to conduct my son up stairs, to see the room
I left it.

same as

at

which time

The

in which I drew my first breath, and made
my first unwelcome
noise in the world, and where first began the affectionate cares

of my beloved and excellent mother.
I next asked for a
large
cedar tree which once stood before the
door, planted by my
It had been converted into the
father's hand.
pillars of the
piazza. Filled with emotion, I embraced the one nearest me.
I next inquired for the orchard planted
by the same hand, and
was conducted to an eminence behind the
house, where I saw a

BENJAMIN
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number of

apple trees which still bore fruit, to each of which
something like the affection of a brother. The building,
which is of stone, bears marks of age and
decay. On one of
I felt

the stones, I discovered the letters J. R. Before the house
a small but
deep creek, abounding in pan-fish. The farm
consists of ninety acres, in a
highly cultivated state. The

flows

owner

did not want to

incline to
sons

of

dispose

the first offer.

sell, but I begged

make me,
it,
While I sat in its
to

or

if he

one

ever

of my

common

should

surviving

room, I looked

at its

walls, and thought how often they had been made vocal
by my ancestors, to conversations about wolves, bears, and
snakes, in the first settlement ; afterwards, about cows and
calves, colts and lambs ; and at all times with prayers, and
praises, and chapters read audibly from the Bible, for all who
had inhabited it of my family, were pious people,
chiefly of the
sect of Quakers and Baptists.
On my way home, I stopped to
view a family graveyard, in which were buried three, and a
—

part of four successive generations, all of whom
scendants of

Captain

John

followed William Penn to

daughters,

He had been

a

captain

of

I retain

well

Bible-leaf,

Rush, who,

on

which

are

a

Rush,

has his

holding

Pennsylvania,

the de

and three
in 1683.

as his relics, his sword, watch, and
inscribed, in his own hand, his mar

and children's births and

then

were

sons

troop of horse under Oliver Crom

riage,
yard

with six

names.

My grandfather,

James

gravestone and inscription in the aforesaid grave
While considering this repository of the dead,

my kindred

dust, my thoughts

ancestors seemed to stand before

me

in their

wild, and my
homespun dresses,
ran

'

What means this gentleman by thus intruding upon
?'
and I seemed to say, ' Dear and venerable friends,
our repose
be not disturbed. I am one who inherits your blood and name,
and have come here to do homage to your Christian and moral
and to say,

virtues ; and truly I have acquired nothing from the world,
though raised in fame, which I so highly prize as the religious
I inherited from you ; and I possess nothing that I

principles
value

so

much

as

the innocence and

purity

of your character.'

Rush lost his father in his sixth year, when his

mother,

"

noAY

'->■->
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small property, went into business in Philadelphia.
She has been uniformly represented as :i good and prudent
and economy, supported her family
woman

v^left

with

a

who, by industry
respectably, and was ambitiously determined
sons a

This

liberal education.

we

to

often heard

bestow

more

on

than

her

fifty

Even their bitter enemy, the celebrated Cobbett,
was a
"she
Jacob,
very kind and pious Presbyterian."
says,
the younger son, became an eminent lawyer, and finished his
years ago.

life in

an

Judge

of

honorable old age,
a

Philadelphia

unmarried and died in

f

The

Kev.

court.

1793,

for many years President

There

at

was one

sister who lived

the Doctor's house.

Dr. Finlev, mentioned above

lived at

as

his

uncle

by

the

Patuxent,
that sorrowful spot where the British landed in 1814,

marriage,
near

being

Nottingham, Maryland,

on

their way to Washington.
Here he governed an academy
with great reputation, acting at the same time as pastor of
a
church.
To this place, propitious to study, morality, and
on

religion, Benjamin

was

in his ninth year and received
care of this
good man,

sent

into the Doctor's

Under the

family.
triple relation to him of teacher, pastor, and
near connection, he is
supposed to have experienced something
like paternal care ; here too, as the people around were religi
ous and
exemplary, he no doubt established those various good
standing

in the

habits that

were never

broken.

In his fourteenth year, he was sent to Princeton
then under the presidency of the Rev. Samuel Davies,

highly distinguished

both for

ated Bachelor of Arts in
Dates show that he

cious
^

student,

piety

and

eloquence.

College,
a

He

divine

gradu

1700, while yet

must

have been

a

in his fifteenth year.
diligent if not a preco

and that he had entered

college by

the

junior

class.
As he

friends
suited

remarkably happy in elocution and debate, his
encouraged him to study law, as the province best
to the display of his
peculiar talents and the gratifica
was

tion of their laudable ambition ; but Dr.
Finley, knowing the
genius of his pupil, diverted his attention to medicine. He
therefore quickly began his studies under Dr. John Redman

BENJAMIN

the
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eminent

physician of Philadelphia ; and so assiduous
that, during his six years of pupilage here, he was
absent from the duties of the office only two days. As a
striking proof of his laborious devotion, he now translated the
Aphorisms of Hippocrates from Greek, and kept a common
place-book, in which he wrote concerning whatever he saw,
read, or thought, a practice which he maintained to the end of
his life, and recommended strongly to his pupils, as may be
seen in his
Introductory Lecture for 1809. To this journal he
referred in the yellow fever of 1793, and found there the only
most

was he

—

record then known to be extant of the

witnessed in

1762,

—

a

same

fever, which he had

memorable instance of the

utility

of

a

young man's care.
In 1766, in his twenty-first year, he went to the great medical
school of Edinburgh, then in the height of its glory under the S
fascinations of Cullen ; and there is abundant proof that he
a favorite of this
great teacher. In 1768, he gradu

became

ated M.D.,

having defended a thesis, Be concoctione ciborum
During his residence in Edinburgh, Dr. With-

in ventriculo.

erspoon of Scotland, was elected President of Princeton Col
lege, but he declined the honor and the office remained vacant

The trustees then, calling to mind the
more than a
year.
merits of their alumnus, Rush, deputed him as their commissioner
to negotiate with Dr. Witherspoon, and to invite him a second

having been successfully executed,
friendship began between the young man and the
The im
eminent scholar, that lasted as long as they lived.
sat
with
ported President became an American patriot and
Rush in the Congress of 1776, where they set another seal to
their friendship, by signing together the Declaration of Inde
pendence. In his lectures and writings, Rush often quoted the
authority of his venerable friend ; and says, in his Introductory
most copious,
Lecture for 1809, that he was one of the three
house.
the
in
and
correct
methodical,
extempore speakers"
The following winter, Rush attended the hospitals, lectures,
time.
an

This delicate trust

intimate

"

and other

sources

of instruction in London.

Dr. Franklin

was

24
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to his country
residing in that city, and he proved kind
to good society at his house
him
man, frequently introducing
When Rush was preparing the next spring to
and table.
time in
return home, Franklin urged him to spend some
affectionate
inquiry,
France; when, finding, through the most
that funds were wanting, he fairly obtruded upon him a large
This shows conclusively that the prudent, economical,
sum.
worth in
calculating Franklin plainly saw evidence of great
It is an old saying that facts speak louder
the young man.
than words, and here is one that speaks with the lungs of Stentor
and the authority of Franklin.
He then spent some months in the hospitals of Paris ; and
in August 1769, after nearly nine years' study of medicine, he
settled in Philadelphia, as a practitioner of what he had so
faithfully learned. He wras immediately elected professor of
chemistry in the Medical College of Philadelphia, his colleagues
being John Morgan, William Shippen, Adam Kuhn, and
Thomas Bond.
He had brought from London a chemical ap
paratus, presented to the College by Thomas Penn, one of the
Proprietors of Pennsylvania, who had been promoting medical
instruction in Philadelphia for some time.
This institution
was now in its fourth
year, and had conferred the degree of
Bachelor of Medicine on nine students at the previous session.
He was still in his twenty-fourth year, and yet he had spent
V^ nine years in the study of medicine, such are the great advan
tages of an early beginning in the acquisition of this long art."
His biographers tell us that he was very successful in acquiring
and retaining professional business; this is highly probable, for
he possessed every requisite to the forming of friendships, and to

then

—

"

the successful treatment of disease.

In 1771, he appeared as
spread his reputation among the Philadelphians,
particularly through the benevolent Society of Friends, by
essays on slavery, and by sermons to young men on tempe
He published also something on mineral
rance and health.
in
a
alliance
with his professorship.
waters,
These all
subject
in
the
of
the times ; and as native litera
magazines
appeared
ture was scarce, they were no doubt
generally read and talked

an

author,

and

BENJAMIN

of,

to

the young

Lecture for
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he mentions the
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"

on

utility

In his

Introductory
Acquiring Practice,"

The Means of

of

writing

on

a

subject

of

public

con

cern.

In

1774, then only in the fifth

year of his practice, he
Philosophical Society,

vered the annual oration to the

inquiry

into the natural

of North

America,

—

deli
"

An

of medicine among the Indians
comparative view of their diseases

history

with

a

and remedies with those of civilized nations."

With respect

health, strength, endurance, longevity, morals, and every
virtue, he draws a comparison highly favorable to civilization
in its uncorrupted state.
But here he shows that his country
men were even then
running headlong in the evil ways of Euro
pean nations ; that they were relaxing their stamina by luxury
to

and idleness.

Here he makes his first attack

on

the

use

of

spirits, and probably the first that was publicly made in Phila
delphia. He concludes by setting forth most eloquently the
possible future glories of Pennsylvania, under the fostering
care

of science and

and whether in

government.

style,

manner,

or

It is

force,

a

work of great merit ;

it is not

surpassed by

It ought to be read and studied
any of his later writings.
all
the
luxurious
and
idle, that they may see and feel how
by

poor is their

hope

of

preserving

health

of

or

attaining

lon

gevity.
The portentous troubles with the mother country were now
clearly foreseen as at no great distance, and Rush, from

too

sign thereof, became a decided patriot. He had been
a
debating society in London, at which Dr. Frank
lin was sometimes present, and as he had there distinguished
himself by his manly defence of his country, so he now wrote
much in the newspapers in favor of colonial rights. A distin
the first
a

member of

guished

and reliable young

not have been found in that
at the manifest

their country,
Honorable as

Rush with

man

he must have

been,

memorable house of

or

he could

Congress which,

risk of their lives, had the courage to liberate
by signing the Declaration of Independence.
a

more

seat in this

than usual

Congress
honor,

was, it

in the

was

following

given

to

manner.
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member of the Provincial Conference of Pennsyl
vania, and chairman of the commit toe to which was referred
the great question, whether it had become expedient for Con
The report they made (seeto declare

He

was

a

Independence.
to
Rep., Vol. VII, 43) was adopted, and sent
Congress the same day. It is a most animating document,
most probably written by Rush, as he was chairman of the
The whole committee
committee and ever ready with his pen.
gress

Jour, of House

The report

consisted of himself and Colonel James Smith.
so

much

of which it

might

includes all that has been
of

Independence,

When

appear to be the protocol.
their great measure, five mem

Congress had decided on
Pennsylvania, who were

bers from

praised

in the Declaration

in favor of

postponing it,

House, when the State Convention
pointed Rush and four others to fill their places. Thus,
withdrew from

patriot
did

not

into

went

sign

greatly

Congress knowing what he had
parchment because he
member that he might sign it,

the tremendous

ber, he became
\^

the

a

to

do.

ap
our

He

was a mem

—

a

fact that

enhances the merit.

This year, 1776, he was married
Richard Stockton of Princeton, who

to
was

Julia, daughter of
also a delegate to

Congress, and signed the Declaration ; an alliance truly honor
able and highly advantageous even to this rising man.
Towards the end of this year, he was appointeel SurgeonGeneral of the army for the Middle Department, which office
he exchanged the following July for that of Physician-General.
In the bustling discharge of his duties, he made many useful
medical observations ; which were afterwards interwoven with
his writings; and in his " Medical Inquiries," there is a paper

entitled "Result of observations made in the

military hospitals

of the United States."'

Among
friends

the evils of war, one of the most affecting is that
sometimes face each other on the field.
While

must

walking over the ground after the battle of Princeton, Rush re
cognized in a dead officer the countenance of one who had been
Captain Leslie, son of the Earl of Leven
very dear to him.
attended lectures with him at Edinburgh, and often invited him

BENJAMIN

to his father's seat in the

friendship, they

RUSH.
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country, where, in the confidence of

often descanted

Leslie to consider him

the

on

coming

troubles.

He

pressed
friend, should he be sent
to America, and
On these terms
any misfortune befall him.
they parted, to meet no more till this fatal day. Had Leslie
been yet alive, they might have renewed the
meeting of Glaucus
as a

and Diomed before the walls of

and like these, they
paternal hospitality.
Instead of this, there was found in Leslie's
pocket, a letter of
friendship he had written to Rush the previous day. Rush

might

have

tenderly

Troy,

adverted to the

had the

body of his friend carried away in their march to
Pluckemin, and buried in the churchyard with military honors.
A relative of Leslie visited the
grave after some years, with
the intention of placing a monument, but he found that Rush
had done the work, and he retired, as he
says, with tears of
gratitude. This monument, yet unimpaired by time, bears the

following inscription, which does honor both to Leslie and to
the grateful spirit of Rush,
In memory of the Hon. Captain
William Leslie, of the 17th British Regiment, son of the Earl
of Leven, in Scotland.
He fell January 3d, 1777, aged 26
at
the
battle
of
Princeton.
His friend, Benjamin Rush
years,
of
hath
caused
this stone to be erected, as
M.D.,
Philadelphia,
—

a

mark of esteem for his

"

worth,

and of respect for his noble

family."
Notwithstanding
Trenton and

his many distracting duties,
the battles of
the
inoculation
of
the
Princeton,
army that winter,
—

and then the battles of

Brandy wine and Germantown, with the
Valley Forge, he found time for writing four
very long letters to the people of Pennsylvania, commenting
severely on their Constitution of 1776, and urging an immediate
revisal.
There was a party in the State who thought it too
democratic ; these called themselves Republicans, and Rush
awful sickness

at

appears to have been

one

of their leaders.

The letters descant

principally on the dangers of giving the legislative powers to
a
single house, bringing forth authorities both ancient and
modern.
He shows that he was not a man of the Hippocratic
genus merely, but also a prophetic politician, who foresaw
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resulting from the savage unity of
a
single house. The subject was

or

literary,

nor

did it relate to the

the
not

cause

it was
Independence which had been exercising his mind ;
much
therefore
appropriate read
entirely new to him, requiring
to have
ing and severe study, so that his present political, seems
indeed
tradition
relates,
equalled his future medical ardor. All

of

that his exertions in letters and newspapers were very great,
the whole struggle for liberty and the organization of

during
the

General and State

governments.

the Avork of

The four letters

just

torrent of

they
unworthy of Junius or Burke.
In February 1778, he resigned his office in the army, for
Avhich he had two reasons, either of them sufficient,
first, his
him
of
had
to
led
to
the
soldiers
sense of duty
wrongs
complain
in a certain department ; second, there arose some coldness
It A\as said then,
between him and the Commander-in-chief.
what is still objected to him by his enemies, and by those loose
talkers who are Avithout affection either good or evil, and there
fore neither know nor care, that he caballed against Washing
ton.
This charge was not proven to the world ; and were it
As Hildreth, the historian,
proven, it would come to nothing.
that
Avas not
of
says,
Washington
day
Washington as Ave now
know him, tried and proven."
His command of three years
had shown little else than a series of disasters, while Gates en
joyed the fortunate reputation of having captured a great army.
Hence the Legislature of Pennsylvania addressed a remon
strance to Congress, in which, says
Judge Marshall, they
manifested in very intelligible terms their dissatisfaction with
Washington." A party, moreover, had gradually formed
mentioned

invective,

are

a

master ;

are

a

not

—

"

"

itself in

Congress,

of which the leaders

Samuel Adams and Richard

were

those renowned
Lee.

These im
patriots.
Henry
to
a want of
and
a
Washington
energy
puted
system of favor
Noav surely it Avas not to Rush's dishonor to be found
itism.
in company Avith these great men, or such as they Avould admit
to their councils ; it could not disgrace him to think as did the
Legislature of Pennsylvania. They all lived to see Washington

BENJAMIN

proved,
no more

and

no
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doubt the minds of all

changed. Rush is
undervaluing Washington in 1778,
most dangerous case, a medicine he had
were

to be blamed for

than for

rejecting in a
sufficiently tried. One ray of reason, however, dissipates
the intended stigma.
He had been a decided and active
Whig
from the very beginning, and the
conspiring Avith a few of the
best of men against the many and the
powerful, strongly
"It only
proves the vigor and warmth of his patriotism.
affords a melancholy proof," says an eminent writer,
that the
not

"

purest

of

may be led into error."
157.

men

Greene, I,

See Johnson's Life of

But anonymous letters were written, and Washington im
puted one of these to Rush. The imputed letter is indeed

without

a

name, but its Avhole tenor shows that the writer in

tended to be
addressed.

recognized by

Patrick

Henry,

He did not subscribe his

name

to whom it

lest it

was

might,

in

It breathes
slippery times, fall into other hands.
throughout the most ardent patriotism, and truly it is Avhat no
honest man ought to be ashamed of.
Suppose a parallel case:
Hamilton is ill under Rush's care ; Washington Avrites the
patient an anonymous letter, but in such language that the
author must be recognized, advising him to dismiss Rush and
send for John Morgan, an older practitioner ; but Hamilton is
cured by Rush, Avho afterwards becomes a great physician ;
to excite the ire of
noAV has Washington done what ought
Rush's friends through all time, and that of their children
then unborn ? It was very wrong in Judge Marshall to publish
this letter after twenty-six years, and send it abroad with an
under current of scandal, to inform the world of its imputed
author, calling it "a machination probably with good intent."

those

This could not have been done in a Christian mind, for it was
(See the letter, dated
necessary to Washington's fame.

not

Yorktown, January 12th, 1778, Marshall's Life of Washington,
Vol. Ill, notes to Chapter VI.) Had Marshall and others been
disposed to relate the Avhole truth, they might have informed us
that

Washington

gress,

—

stood

of Avhich Rush

so

low at that time in the esteem of Con

Avas

not

then a

member,

—

that

a

majority
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preparing to pass a resolution, to arrest him at Valley
Forge ; a bad intention, prevented only by procuring during
Avere

the ninht the hurried arrival from New York of an absent
See " Dunlap's History of New York," A'ol. II,
member.
It is, moreover, related on the reliable authority of the
present Judge Jay, that the great and good man, his father,
told him "there was a most bitter party in the old Congress,

133.

from first to last."

against Washington
of

See

"

Irving's

Life

Vol.

Ill, S74, note.
this time, Rush would

Washington,"

Though poor at
pensation for services

not

receive any

com

example not commend
able in either him or Washington, as thereby they made them
selves objects of envy to many good men, Avhose wives and
children could not forego their pay.
Sic utere tuo ut non
alienum la
own

das, is

property

as

a

in the army,

an

sound maxim of law and morals

please,

you

but

so as

not to

injure

:

use

your

your

neigh

bors.

lie

returned to

Philadelphia and resumed his practice.
interrupted by the presence of the British
army, but it was reopened in the autumn of 1778 "with a class
of 60, an auspicious number surely in the
deplorable state of
soon

The

College

the

country.

principally

had been

We must

as

a

professor

now

think of him for

in the

College

and

some

years

practitioner of
medicine, but that his tongue and pen were busy in the cause
of his country, humanity, and science, there are
many proofs.
Soon after this, Dickinson College Avas
projected, of which he
Avas said to be the father, for Avhat reason we cannot
ascertain.
He was, however, one of the first board of trustees
; and it
was
by his delicate management that Dr. Nesbitt was induced
to leave Scotland and preside in this
unpromising institution.
So important Avere this gentleman's
services, that Rush, if not
the father, might not inaptly be called the
grandfather of this
College.
In 17<S5 he published
Considerations on the Test Laws of
which
had
disfranchised every man Avho could
Pennsylvania,"
a

"

not

swear or

affirm

"

Independence, aided,

that he had not, since the Declaration
of
assisted, or in any Avay countenanced the

BENJAMIN
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Britain, his generals, armies, or adherents,
&c."
He pleads the cause of the nonjurors through twentythree closely printed pages, Avith a torrent of argumentation
that would honor a professed and profound politician.
About this time he projected the Philadelphia Dispensary,

King

of Great

and went about the collection of funds Avith his usual

The next year it went into
prolific example to other cities.

success.

be

of

a

his

seeing
1786,

and

vigor and
proved to

Thus he had the comfort

themselves.

multiply
Philosophical Society his very im
on the influence of
portant essay
physical causes on the moral
Avhich
Ave shall particularly notice in a subsequent
faculty,"
page.
This same year he published also an
address to the legisla
ture of Pennsylvania on the establishment of public schools,
and on the mode of education proper in a republic." He shows
herein that he had thought deeply on the subject, with his usual
energy and zeal, republican fire and Christian principles.
In 1787, the College of Physicians Avas established, and
he Avrote for them a discourse on the objects of the institution,
published afterwards in their Transactions for 1793. It is a
performance of striking merit, showing great comprehension
and foresight for that early period.
Hardly anything could
He points out all
be added to it even at the present time.
the duties of the College and the hopes that might be justly
entertained of its future utility and beneficence ; he shows the
opportunities it Avould afford of mutual improvement, then
everything Avhich they ought to attempt for the advancement
It is a manifestation of
of science and for the public good.
such a mind as no other man in the house possessed. His
usual gloAV of patriotism concludes the work with the belief
that "the influence of republican forms of government on
science, and the vigor Avhich the American mind had acquired
to
by the events of the Revolution," would contribute greatly
In

good

works

operation,

he read to the

"

"

the advancement of medicine.

find him, for a busy practitioner and pro
fessor of medicine, entirely out of his place ; to use medical lan
dislocation. The kindred shades of
guage, he had suffered a
This

same

year

we
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Sydenham might

avocation when

his'country

of medicine

his time

on

pardoned

have

needed his

help,
paramount.

were

member of the Convention of Pennsylvania
In a letter to
the Federal Constitution.

but

his

political

the claims

now

Yet he became
for the

adoption

a

of

friend, he says :
State.
"
The new Federal Government will be adopted by our
accommo
It is a master-piece of human wisdom, and happily
I now look forward to a
state of
dated to the

society.

present
The

golden age.
patriot and

a

new

Constitution realizes every hope of the

I love my country
rewards every toil of the hero.
in
idle
promoting her interests
ardently, and have not been
the session of the Convention. Everything published in

during

'

Foreign
papers, except the
sion of my Federal principles."
all

our

Spectator,'

was

the effu

Pennsylvania had lately made some
to philosophy and humanity, and
Rush could not go through Philadelphia Avithout seeing his
felloAV-men chained to wheelbarrows or writhing at the whip
The

of

Legislature

criminal bnvs abhorrent both

When the benevolent Chremes

ping post.

could find leisure amidst his

people's business,

he

own

answered, "I

was

asked how ho

affairs to attend to other
am

man."*

a

Such

Avas

Rush ; and therefore he read this year to a society, Avhich Avas
"
An inquiry
accustomed to meet at the house of Dr. Franklin,

public punishments on criminals and upon
subsequent exertions to the same end,
he is known to have contributed greatly, if not more than all
others, to the amelioration of the penal code.

into the effects of

society."'

This

By

same

this and

year,

1787, he

Avas

for the

vention of

chosen

a

of

member of the Con

State Constitution ;
Pennsylvania
forming
undertook
this
extraneous
business that he
probably
might have an opportunity of doing his utmost with respect to
public punishments and public schools, concerning Avhich he
had been writing. He might, moreover, have hoped to
impress
a

but he

*

Chreme,

tantumne ab

re

tua est otii tibi

Aliena ut cures, eaque nihil quae ad te attinent ?
Homo sum, humani nihil a me alienum pulo.

Terent.

Heaut.,

Act

1, Scene

1.
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he had defended in his

the vices of the

on

existing constitution.
Having rendered these services to his country and to his native
State, having helped them to the utmost of his power in all
their dangers and difficulties, in the establishment of their
government and their security from anarchy, he said that he
had now done with politics forever,
feeling it his duty to devote
himself to his profession and to the
providing for his family.
He had become a politician from
principle. In his lecture
on "The Duties of a
1789
Physician,"
(see "Medical Inquiries
and Observations," Vol. I.), he recommends to his class "a re
gard

for all the interests of their

country," as their education
qualify
public usefulness. He
honor of our profession, it should be
recorded,

and their influence

them for

"
for the
says,
that some of the

most useful men, both in the cabinet and the
the
late
field, during
Useful they cer
war, were physicians."
but
Ave
tainly Avere,
greatly doubt the soundness of the doctrine.

We have it

happiness

moreover

somewhere recorded

that, finding so much
Rush lamented that he had

in the

spent his time

study of medicine,
in politics.

Though now devoted to medicine, the republican fire was still
glowing in his breast ; and as a means of kindling and fanninoit through all future time in the hearts of his
countrymen, he
published "Thoughts on Female Education." He observes
that a philosopher once said,
let me make the ballads of a
country, and I care not who makes the laws ; he might, with
more
propriety, have said, let the ladies be educated properly,
and they will not only make and administer the laws, but
form manners and character."
He says that the first signs of
"

declension among

a

idleness, ignorance,
ruin."

people
and

among the women; "their
Avill be the harbingers of our

are seen

profligacy
a
picture

He then draws

of evils

resulting

from the

perverse education of females, not unworthy of Tacitus.
women of 1860, shameless in their
prodigality, ought to

this paper with care.
In the preceding pages,

publications

we

have

briefly

noticed his

The

study

principal

up to the present year ; but from this time to his
3
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important

that, for the sake

to the
brevity,
pass them by, referring the reader
them
books
and
to
the
their
for
titles,
appended Bibliography

of

must

we

deeply interesting as Avell
medicine, politics, and philosophy,
pleasing
but above all to the Christian philanthropist.
In 1789, in his forty-fourth year, he Avas elected to the chair
of Theory and Practice, in place of Dr. John Morgan, de
ceased.
His introductory lecture was partly occupied by a
memorial of his predecessor, Avho had been the founder of
public medical instruction in America, and in this College.
This memoir, since published in the "Philadelphia Medical
and Physical Journal" Vol. L, is believed to be nearly all
that is attainable concerning the life of a highly educated and
strong man in the profession, whose memory and services ought
to have been cherished with pride and gratitude.
In his early practice, Rush was a full
disciple of Cullen; for
in his oration before the Philosophical
Society, 1774, he says,
that the system of this great teacher
will probably last till
selves for much that
to

as

must

always

be

the student of

"

some neAv

diseases shall unfold other laws of the animal

econo

my." How long he remained in his youthful elelusion is, per
haps, unknown; but at the present period, it appears, he began
to make Brown's
Theory of Life" available to the construc
tion of a new system.
Dr. Ramsay relates
that, in 1789, Rush
said to him,
the system of Cullen was
tottering ; that Brown
had brought forward some new and luminous
principles of medi
"

"

cine, but mixed with

some

that

were

extravagant

; that he

saw

light, &c." This very sentence was, no doubt, bor
rowed from Brown, who represents himself as
bewildered by
theories, and in the state of a traveller in an unknown
a

gleam

of

who had lost his way in the dark : sed lux
demum
a gleam of
light, like the break of day, now dawned

The doctrine of

country

affuhit,—
upon him.

life, he adopted, with some modification ; but
medicine, which its wonderful author appended

the system of
thereto, he utterly

shameful

rejected. It has been very common, and a
ignorance it is, to identify the systems of these
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teachers.

Nothing can prove greater obliquity of mind or
glaring ignorance, than to call Rush a Brunonian.
In 1791, the College was
merged in the University, and to
Rush was assigned the chair of the "Institutes and Clinical
Medicine ;" the chair of
Practice" being confided to Dr.
Kuhn.
This change, it is probable, interfered for the
present
more

"

with his dissemination of the novel doctrine.
The year 1793, the forty-eighth of his age, exercised and
manifested the great powers of Rush. The yellow fever spread
devastation and terror

the

city, utterly confounding the
perfect novelty. Their
practice, as was to be expected, failed miserably ; nor were the
French physicians, who had seen the disease in the West Indies,
a whit more successful.
Every method failed, till the wretched
American

physicians,

doctors

Avere

in the

plague*

Rush

gives

over

to whom it

was a

almost struck dumb, as Lucretius says were those
of Athens : musabat tacito medicina timore.
awful

an

history

of the distraction of his mind at

this time ; but while turning over books, between hope and
despair, he remembered a manuscript concerning a yellow fever
in

Virginia

that it

rent ;
was

in

1741, which

had been

From this he learned that the

lin.

removed,

Avas

oppression

of the

given him by Dr. Frank
debility was only appa
vitals only ; that if this

the system would rise into open, free reaction

in almost every recent case.
He then began to purge freely, and finding this to relieve
the oppressed system, and to raise the fever into inflammatory
he tried

Dr. James Johnson tried it,
palpitating heart." The new

bleeding; but,
trembling hand and a
practice was unexpectedly successful, and Rush quickly im
parted it to the College of Physicians, to the apothecaries, and
But noAV it happened, as Avas to be expected
to the public.
action,
"

with

a

as

from the infirmities of man, that a furious storm was raised
against this innovation. Rush, however, had some friends
and some highly intelligent
among the younger physicians,
over the enemy by the new method,
these
triumphed
pupils,
—

so

that

during

were called
any patient was lost to whom they
Even the apothecaries, some
the first tAvelve hours.

hardly

/^
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clergymen,

intelligent

and other

treated the disease with

he
persons whom

Many physicians,

success.

names,

however,

not be taught by their own
pursued other measures, and would
method
Those too, who were disposed to try the new
failures.
the
requisite extent, were
without the courage to pursue it to
so that
unsuccessful and contributed greatly to its discredit,

The

disputes among
active part, soon
the evil man,
became as epidemic as the fever itself; and, like
much
good by preventing the
according to St. Peter, prevented
and
of bleeding
purging.

complete success was confined to a
the physicians, in which the people

few.

took

an

adoption

Whether the fever
another

source

Avas

imported

or

generated

of acrimonious controversy.

from the first and

on

occasions, that it

all

at

Rush
Avas

home,

was

proclaimed
of domestic

of
upon himself the hatred even
friends ; for nothing could be
many Avho had been his sincere
to the property-holders and merchants than
more

origin,

and thus he

brought

ungrateful
opinion that their city, in the prosperity of which all their
hopes of fortune were centred, had generated this fatal disease
and therefore would probably do it again.
Besides his labors and sorrows abroad, Rush had to struggle
the

with sickness and

at

sorrow

had refused to leave

home.

him, who

had

His maiden

supported

Avho

sister,

him in all his

trials, who had been his casuist in his choice of duties, died in
I got into my car
He says,
his house, the 1st of October.
she
after
and
hour
an
expired,
spent the afternoon in
riage
"

According

visiting patients.

as

a

sense

of

duty,

or as

grief

predominated in my mind, I have approved or disapproved
In addition to this, his pupils Avho, to
act ever since."
this
of

has

serve

him most

readily,

demic, sickened,

and

had lived in his house

one

of them

during

the

epi

died, having become deliri

refusing all treatment. Another died in the
had gone with the intention of soon
he
whither
country,
returning.
His aged mother Avas too infirm to be removed ; his wife with
ous,

and therefore

seven

children

one or more

families,

was

in the country.

of his dearest

Avere not

seized,

friends,

some

Hardly

a

day passed that
large

often the fathers of

of these his medical brethren.
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He visited from

patients

a

day,

hundred

one

care as

to

faint,

the 15th of

He

and he

the houses of sickness.
on

to

one

hundred and twenty
prescribed for in his

besides the crowds that he

house and in the street.
and
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was

was

sometimes
often

so

sunk with labor

obliged

to lie down in

In this debilitated state he

September,

but

having

was

feverish

been bled and

purged, he
them, though
fever, irregular chills,

resumed his labors the next
day, and continued
in a state of great weakness, with sIoav
and

a

troublesome

cough.

The second week of October
and Rush

Avas

but

the most fatal of that year,
timely and vigorous use of

attacked;
by
remedies, in the hands of his pupil, Mr. Fisher, then
residing in his house, he was soon recovered. His conva
lescence was very slow, and he does not say that he saAv any
the

Avas

a

new

more

He

of the fever that year.
published a full history of this

epidemic

the

following

year, which obtained unbounded praise throughout the medical
world.
Dr. Trotter, a man long versed in fevers, pronounced
"

it

the best

that

ever written of
any epidemic.
this vale of tears, amidst blasts
to share the well-earned fame of Dr. Rush."

history

Who Avould not travel
of

contagion,

was

through

Dr. Zimmerman said that "he merited

a statue, not
only from
Philadelphia, but from all humanity ;" and Dr. Lettsom states
that all Europe was astonished at his novelty and bold de
cision, his unprecedented sagacity and judgment."
He concludes the history of this fatal year in returning
thanks to his pupils for their support and sympathy. They
were Dr. Woodhouse, aftenvards Professor of Chemistry, Ed
"

Fisher, who became eminent in South Carolina, and
Coxe, the present venerable ex-Professor of the
But wherewith, he says, shall
of
Pennsylvania.
University

ward

John Redman

"

before the great Father and Redeemer of men, and
unto him for the issue of my life from the
Come then, expressive
Here all language fails.
grave ?
!"
silence, muse his praise
There were numerous cases of the fever in 1794, but it did not
I

come

what shall I render

become

epidemic again

till 1797 and 1798.

In these years, the

3>
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method, with occasional modifications,

was as

successful

as

in 1793.
Rush says, however, that in 1798, the prostration was
Here avc must do
sometimes too great to admit of bleeding.

honor

to

his candor.

him and led

to

the

The
same

principles, however, governed
general success. Local bleeding,

same

with calomel, sweats, blisters, counter-irritation, these
to the relief of the laboring viscera, Avhich would have
In most cases,
been still more oppressed by the old treatment.
as we learn not only
was
however,
requisite,

purging

conduced

copious bleeding

from

Rush,

but from his friends and from

some

of his oppo

nents.

ready tool in William Cobbett,
who soon became the most accomplished editorial villain this
country had ever known. He published a paper, called Peter
Porcupine's Gazette, which was continually blackened with
Those Avho had been
slandering Rush and his practice.
offended by the doctrine of domestic generation, assisted Cob
bett with their countenance and their money; and having, as
Johnson said of Junius, "the sympathetic favor of plebeian
malignity," they made a very serious impression on the public
mind.
As the wayward Jcavs, to use Gibbon's comparison,
were
perpetually forgetting the miracles wrought in their favor,
so the
Philadelphians forgot their benefactor. Some Avho had
found their own and their families' safety in the
depleting
treatment, now resorted to other physicians, and perished by
their malignant ingratitude.
Rush thought that it Avas owing
to the malevolence of party that
nearly as many died in 1798,
as in 1793,
not
half
as
though
many were affected.
Had Rush been one of those calculating misers, who secure
popularity by simply holding their tongues, his bleeding and
purging would have been soon received and established, for
even some medical enemies had
adopted his treatment ; but
domestic generation and its impetuous advocate, could not be
thought of without abhorrence ; hence, bleeding and calomel
were tortured
by Cobbett and his friends, into something worse
than poisoned arrows or
Porcupines quills. It was felt that
Rush's medical character was injured, and he was
encouraged
His enemies

noAV

found

a

BENJAMIN

bring a suit against
$5000, which, Dr. John

to
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The

Cobbett.

jury

mulcted him in

W. Francis says, Rush distributed
Cobbett's suborners finding him of no further

among the poor.
use, now left him to his fate.
and

devastated,

He then went to
man, he waxed

which he called

He

was

he declares

himself,
New York, where, as

as

worse
"

The

sold out

by

the

sheriff,

the amount of $8000.
St. Paul says of the evil

to

and worse, and established a newspaper
Rush-light." In the prospectus of this,

he says, " Rush's lawyer and the judge made it a crime in me,
Please Heaven, they shall
not to have examined the system.
not

have to

charge
unexposed

I leave
related

with the like omission this
one

any
anecdote in the

one

want of

me

knoAvledge,

or

of its

time, for if

if I leave

un
absurdities,
of
it
shall
be
for
blood,
history

of memory, and not for want of incli

nation."

Soon after

this, Rush began

to

suspect that he had indulged

yellow feA'er contagious. He
Avas very slow and cautious in making this important change.
At first he thought it fully contagious, then only in its concen
tration ; lastly, he satisfied himself that it was not such under
and this opinion, notwithstand
any circumstances Avhatever ;
some slanders to the contrary, he is known to have perse
ing
How early he had fully satisfied himself
vered in to his end.
of this important truth is not known, but in October, 1802, he
in

a

serious

wrote

a

error

in

believing

the

Miller, of New York, afterwards
Repository, Vol. VI., in which he ar

letter to Dr. Edward

published

in the Medical

and hopes this public re
gues most ably against contagion ;
cantation of his error may make some atonement for the evil

he did

by supporting

it.

He made this retraction at

a

time when the belief in conta
"
the majority of

gion was general and strong ; for he says,
and
our citizens who believe in it is greater,

they

are more

de

made in

in former years."
change, then,
with his usual
despite of its unpopularity, a fact in harmony
of con
doctrine
the
to
independence. That he ever assented
and
fame
his
to
tagion, has been made a very great detriment
at
by the
to science; for his opinion Avas eagerly caught

cided, than

His

was
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ignorantly

favorers of this mortiferous belief; and it has been
attributed to him, and propagated by
or

Kuropean

wickedly

books

ever

since his

a

pa^e

Even

retraction.
it pass

large book, let

editor of (rood's
out

public

through

note" in correction of this inexcusable
avc shall notice a Avicked attempt that

his hands AvithIn

error.
was

American

an

our

last

made after his

he confessed his belief in tho

in

dying,
prove that,
contagion of yelloAv fever : and that he had taught non-conta
who
gion for reasons known to himself. Little did the Avretches
the
man,
of
character
the
know
they
propagated this story
death

to

—

have levelled his morals with their
The fever ceased with the frost, but the medical Avar—" hel
ium phistjuam civile"
retaining its heat Avithout intermission,
OAvn.

must

—

It took on an exacerbation at every fresh
to freeze.
invasion of the fever ; nor did the pertinacious spirit thereof
"
where the
die out till all these feverish spirits had gone

refused

wicked

Meanwhile,

by

from

cease

the

new

troubling,

and the weary

method had

quent page.

finally triumphed,
we shall
speak of in

as

incontestable authorities Avhom

nents

at

are

a

rest."
proven
subse

Rush lectured and wrote, and turned his oppo

into ridicule in the exercise of his

professorial

office ;

he published histories of the fever of every year to 1805,
wherein he set forth his opinions and the success of his practice,

denouncing,

at

the

same

time, that of his enemies.

But these

silent ; they had become paralytic ; their nervous
centres were softened ; they were noAV Avithering away, and not
unwilling to be forgotten in relation to their inglorious war.
were

now

Rush had

temple
ever

now

of fame.

raised himself
His

medical science

of most of thb

name Avas

was

known.

very high stand in the
quoted with admiration Avherto

a

He had been made

scientific, literary,

a

his country ; and similar honors had been conferred
from abroad. He had obtained a most signal triumph
enemies: he had

member

and beneficent societies of
on

over

him
his

established, as he hoped, a permanent method
of treating the yellow fever, as also the
salutary eloctrine of do
mestic origin and non-contagion; he enjoyed the
hope of con-
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this doctrine in the minds of his future classes.

thing only
Avhat

seemed to be

wanting

to

his

happiness,

One

and that

home to the heart of every sensitive physician,
his brethren's friendship. This had been sacrificed to the
quiet
was

comes

of his conscience.

Like his great prototype, Sydenham, he
resolutely pursued the path of duty, and trusted to a good
Providence that it Avould lead him to a good end. Nor had he
had

any fear of the final judgment of men, knoAving that his
methods Avere founded in reason, and that they had proved suc
cessful.

"

Posterity, he says, is to the physician what the day
judgment is to the Christian ;" and though the rewards of
this afford no present help but faith and hope, these were
enough for him, these supported Sydenham and Rush.
It has been sneeringly asked, why this man had enemies.
The question may be justly answered with an equal sneer, that
no
good man, who faithfully acts a public part, is without them.
It does not appear, however, that Rush was thus distinguished
before the epidemic of 1793 ; for in his history of this, he
speaks of having always lived in harmony Avith his brethren.
It is a melancholy fact that any man of distinction, who nobly
avows
unpopular opinions conflicting Avith the accumulation of
either public or private Avealth, will bring upon himself a host
of enemies.
Such Avas the fate of Rush in a pre-eminent de
was the first to proclaim the yellow fever indige
He
gree.
nous, and he did this almost from the very beginning of the
first epidemic.
Noav, the merchants of every city are the
most powerful body, and they infuse their spirit into all the
various mechanics and laborers Avho must be always in their
employ. That the new doctrine would draw upon its author
the malice of these people, was no doubt what he foresaw, and
therefore his resolute spirit is entitled to the highest praise.
He sought his OAvn approbation rather than fame or Avealth ;
he preferred
of

"The

peaceful night,

Unsullied

fame,

the

self-approving day,
ever gay,"

and conscience
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sands of the

yellow

and to all the

Tagus,

gold

that

is rolled into the ocean."*

The

by

a

malignants of
physician, begin

sional skill.

a

community

happen to be offended
by undermining his profes

Avho

their attacks

This is the doctor's vulnerable part, for he cannot

defend himself without
Avho had invented

a

violating propriety.

Upon Rush, then,
appeared ex

method of treatment which

extravagant disease,
advantage. Their auda
favored by the venal Cobbett of the
Porcupine Ga
zette," and carried on with such success as to injure, for a short
time, the Doctor's private affairs. But his pre-eminent abilities
and prudence carried him Avith dignity through all his persecu
tions, and soon won over to his friendship many of his enemies.
A few of his medical brethren, and some of his colleagues in
the University, never forgave him ; thus proving the maxim,
which Tacitus appears to have adopted from Seneca, that men
always hate those they have injured. In their hatred, however,
there Avas supposed to be a spice of envy, for he had left them
travagant,

adapted,

as

he

thought,

made their attacks Avith

they
city was

no

to

an

little

"

far behind in the respect of mankind.
His fame had gone
triumphant through all the nations of Europe, while they, for
the most part, could see the circumscription of theirs from the

tops of their houses.

Horace says that poets

are an

irritable

people ; the same may be said of the physicians of that time ;
they might Avell have prayed in the words of the Litany, to be
delivered
from envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitable"

ness."
That Rush escaped without irritation, is not to be
supposed ;
but certain it is that he carried himself with
becoming dignity
and grace, thus proving the
supremacy of virtue. He proba
bly followed the advice of St. Paul,— was very angry but
sinned not.
We have said that in 1791 he

was

made Professor of the In-

*

Omnis
Ut

Tanti tibi non sit
opaci
Tagi quodque in mare volvitur aurum,
carcas, ponendaque pramia sumas.

arena

somno

Juvexal,

III.
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stitutes and Clinical Medicine in the
University. In this office
he continued ; and he filled also the chair of Practice
resigned

by

Dr. Kuhn in

tees till

1805.

1797, though
In this

formally elected by the Trus
triple professorship he continued the
not

rest of his

life, lecturing an hour every day, and towards the
end of his course, an hour in the
morning and one in the even
His
with
his
ing.
lectures,
busy practice, his attendance at
the

hospital, his numerous consultations and correspondence,
hospitalities and unseasonable A'isitors, his studies, and his
frequent publications. these constituted the business of this
much-occupied man during his old age ; yet he went through
the whole with proverbial punctuality, and even without
any ap
parent haste, for he said that a physician should never be seen in
a
hurry. In a letter to Dr. Ramsay in 1803, he says, "I con
tinue, through Divine goodness, to enjoy, in the fifty-ninth year
of my age, uncommon good health ;" and in one to Dr. Finley
in 1809, he observes, "In my sixty-fifth year I continue to enjoy
uncommon health, and the same
facility in studying and doing
business that I possessed twenty-five years ago." And about
six weeks before his death, he says, in writing to the same,
I
continue to enjoy uncommon health for a man in his sixty-eighth
year. Now and then I am reminded of my age by light attacks
of the tussis senilis, but they do not impair my strength, nor
lessen my facility in doing business."
He was, indeed, though delicate and frail in appearance, a
vigorous, animated old man, whose mind neither knew nor de
He was never absent from his daily routine ; of
sired repose.
this he never tired ; for if fatigued with bodily labor, conversa
He never sought
tion or books were a certain refreshment.
relief in the country from the heat and impurities of the city ;
he had a country-house for his family, and called it
Syden
ham," but for himself he Avas always at home, and a ready help
to his patients : even his father's house, with all the sweet attrac
his

—

"

"

tions of the

"

natale

solum,"

he did not visit from his sixth

to

his

sixty-eighth year, and not then till brought into its neighbor
hood by visiting a patient.
Justly has he concluded his Intro
ductory Lecture for 1808, when he says, in allusion to his
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come, I shall relinquish many
which to me
and
life,
among them, a pleasure
in human pursuits, I mean that which I derive
His chief
medicine."
and

"when that time shall

actions

has

MEDICAL

to

equal
practising
studying, teaching,
happiness consisted in doing good, and
discharging his medical duties.
no

from

He had
had

never

the

been what is called robust.
from the

plenitude
In

of it in

early life, he
Avas
only

Avhcnce it

lungs,
slight hemorrhages
through unceasing care, and the occasional use of bark as a
tonic, that he escaped, as he thought, an early consumption ;
for he says that he had a hereditary predisposition to this dis
ease.
During several of his last years, he had a slight cough,
the tussis senilis, and this increased during the last Avinter.
Fearing some latent inflammation, he took less animal food and
omitted wine, though his labors in lecturing, attending the hos
pital, and examining the graduating students several hours day,
Avere
The typhus pneumonoides,
very severe for an old man.
in
and
moreover, appeared
March,
gave him, most inopportunely,
an
of
increase
business.
oppressive
Thus, by incessant exertions
of body and mind, now debilitated by cough and low diet, he
became an easy prey to the prevailing fever ; a disease from
which the most robust of old people are in great danger.
His friend, Dr. James Mease, visited him the
night of the
14th April, 1813, and found him with a pen in his hand.
What, Doctor, always at your studies ?" He replied, I am
revising a lecture, for I feel every day more and more like a dying
I am not indisposed, but I deem
man.
life, at my age, particu
and
I
am
anxious
to
leave my manuscripts as
larly precarious,
perfect as possible." At nine o'clock he was taken with a chill,
and went to a warm bed, Avhere he spent a feverish
night, with
pains in his limbs and side. At daylight, perspiration broke
out and the pain in his limbs
subsided, but that of his side be
came more severe.
A bleeder then took ten ounces of
blood,
with decided relief, and his
colleague, Dr. Dorsey, Avas called.
He approved of what had been elone, but
considering the impor
tance of the patient, he desired a
consultation, Avhereupon Dr.
Griffitts, who had long been his intimate and steady friend, was
a

"

"
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selected.

day
but

He remained the rest of the

and

night, with a slight fever
on
only
taking a deep breath.

but Avhat

Avas

done is not said.
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and

Dr.

also the next

day,

as

some

pain

Dorsey

in his

attended

side,
him,

Dr. Griffitts had not been able

to visit him.

Saturday morning he aAvaked Avith an acute pain in his side,
Physick was called in consultation. Three ounces of
blood were taken from his side by
cupping, which relieved him
so much
that he fell into a comfortable sleep.
On Sunday
morning he awaked so well that his physicians pronounced him
apparently free from disease. Dr. Physick said he Avas doing
well, and that nothing appeared necessary but food. He pro
bably entertained different thoughts himself, for it was this day
and Dr.

that he gave much advice to his son, Dr. James Rush, and
particularly Avith respect to his attending certain families
Avithout

White,

charge.

His intimate

visited him this

Rush himself

quoting

of

man

a

righteous
physicians

The

"

feverish ;

at

prayed

from St.

James,

day,

the venerable

Bishop

with him at his request,
"
the fervent prayer

—

availeth much."

both

nine

friend,

and

saw

him at five

o'clock, they

active stimulation.

o'clock,

became at last

This

and found him

alarmed," and

enjoined
through the
and
as
as there was
the
next
His
night
day,
long
any hope.
wife saying to him that he was in a fine prespiration, he
promptly answered, "it is an unfavorable symptom," and soon
added,
take

—

care

was

maintained

"

my excellent Avife, I must leave you, but God will
Then clasping his hands, he prayed audibly
of you."
"

Episcopal litany,
By the mystery of thy holy in
carnation ; by thy holy nativity and circumcision ; by thy bap
tism, fasting, and temptation ; by thine agony and bloody
sweat ; by thy cross and passion ; by thy precious death and
burial ; by thy glorious resurrection and ascension ; and by the
coming of the Holy Ghost, blessed Jesus, Avash aAvay all my
impurities, and receive me into thine everlasting kingdom."
What little he spoke afterwards could not be understood ; he
became gradually comatose, and easily quitted his earthly
from the

tenement at

—

five o'clock in the afternoon.

The above account
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is extracted from his widow's letter

Mease, and from the letter of this reliable man to Dr.
Lettsom, both published in Thatcher's Medical Biography."
Something was obtained from his son, Dr. William Rush, and
to

Dr.

"

"

from

Cyclopaedia." Dr. Mease had been his pupil, had
friendship, and had nursed him through the
day, the 19th of April 1813.
sensation throughout the Avhole country was intense.

Recs's

grown old in his
whole of his last

The

had heard of Dr. Rush, and all that were interested
in medicine or philosophy, in common humanity or in the

Every

one

honor of their country, felt they had lost a friend and bene
"
From one end of the United States to the other,"
factor.
"

Caldwell, the event was productive of emo
for, since the death of Washington, no man,
America, Avas better known, more sincerely beloved,

says Dr. Charles
tions of sorrow ;

perhaps,
or

in

held in

higher

For

admiration and esteem

nearly

three thousand years past, but few physicians equal in greatness
have appeared in the Avorld, nor is it probable that the number
will be

materially

Avriting

to

John

increased for ages to come."*
Jefferson,
"
:
Another of our friends of '76

Adams, said

is gone, another of the co-signers of our country's Indepen
dence ; and a better man than Rush could not have left us,
more

benevolent,

more

learned, of finer genius,

or

more

honest. "f

The members of the African

Episcopal Church,

of which he

had been the active first promoter and steady friend, also other
negro churches in the city, asked permission to precede his

body

to

the grave ; and it was followed by a greater concourse
ever been seen at a funeral in
Philadelphia. He

than had

buried in Christ's Church

was

parents, and

next to

the best of mothers.

graveyard, by

the side of his

her whom he has called upon her tomb
In the same grave, now overhung by tAvo

weeping willoAvs, his widow, at the age of ninety, was buried,
after having survived him thirty-five years.
The appropriate
*

Delaplain^s Repository,

Life of Dr.

Rush, by

t Cyclopaedia of American Literature, I, 265.

C.

Caldwell,

M.D.
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quotation engraved on his tomb, is not read by the pious mind
as a mere
eulogium, but is felt as the present echo of the
Saviour's salutation in Heaven,
Well done, thou good and
faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."
We have now travelled with this illustrious man
through his
long life, most fruitful, as it must have been, of conversations,
incidents, works ; and the reader is, no doubt, surprised, as
well as the author, that we have gathered so few memorable
sayings or domestic facts. This certainly is not what we ex
pected to fail in when we undertook this memoir. Rush left
a
large volume of autobiography, but Avhether it was written
for the world at some distant time or for his family only, is
not publicly known.
Meanwhile, all who were old enough to
be his companions are dead ; and his conversations, with all
the anecdotes of his private life, the very essence of biography,
have perished.
Had the Life of Johnson been delayed forty—

"

years, we should have learned but little of his conversa
tion and habits.
His"bow-Avow way" in talking would not be
seven

known, nor Avould Miss Williams or Bozzy or Piozzi have a
place in history ; even the good Dr. Levet would lie buried in
the dusty leather of the Gentleman's Magazine, and Mrs.
Hodge, the cat, with her oyster suppers, Avould have perished
forever, instead, as Virgil says, "of flying through the mouths
of men," and mewing the praises of her kindhearted master.
In revieAving the career of Dr. Rush, in attending his last
four courses of lectures, in perusing his writings, in having
conversed much with

some

who had known and observed him

and with the children of

closely,
strongly impressed
can

be.

But it is difficult

to

it

was

his

are,

as

perhaps,

any

man

possibly

descend

to

as

living
Ave

eulogy

;

facts, Avhich generally shoAV

man.

piety began early, and there
deep and habitual : this was
pious acquaintance which Avas

His

we

portray the mind, and should

attempt it in this case, we would
we would, therefore, rather state
the real

these,

with his real character

is every reason to believe
the steady opinion of all

very extensive.

In

his
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he was careful to evince his belief in Chris
his works, in his lectures, and in his inter
and
in
all
tianity ;
manifest.
are
course with the world, piety and benevolence
the
be
to
overflowing of
Whatever he says in this way appears
or
cant
of
semblance
hypo
a fervent mind, without the least

earliest

writings,

crisy.

He seldom

If he could
most

to

not

passed

a

Sunday

reach his own, he

convenient in his drives

indifferent to

practice
"

says,

public

Avas

of

going

to

church.

to any other which was
It was plain
the city.

an

act

of

popularity

duty,
;

but his

this it could

in his old age, Avhen he had become
He probably learned this charitable

preceptor, Dr. Redman, Avhose biographer
stranger to bigotry, often Avorshipping Avith

from his

he

favor.

Avas

craving

a

be, for he continued it

not

Avent

through

those who knew him that this

enemies twisted it into

without

a

principles and forms from his OAvn."
Rush preferred the Episcopal Church, hence Bishop White
was the only clergyman Avho saAv him in his last sickness ; but
he Avent most frequently to the Presbyterian, because his wife
He was, however, a true cosmopolite
Avas of that communion.
in this respect, and reaely to countenance sincere religion in
every church, considering public Avorship and the observance
In his "Address to
of the Sabbath as truly made for man.
If
Avere
no
he
there
Ministers,"
hereafter, individuals
says,
and society would be great gainers by attending public Avorship every Sunday. Rest from labor in the house of God,
Avinds up the machine of both soul and body better than any
thing else, and thereby invigorates it for the labors of the

sects

that differed in

"

week."
He
shall

frequently

read the Bible to his collected

that he Avrote

see

a

sacred book in schools.
the

he

Philadelphia

Bible

powerful
He

Avas

Society ;

perpetually making discoveries
truths Avhich had escaped others
to

write

he drafted its

Vice-President from its

was a

a

thorough

work
was

on

family,

and

we

essay in defence of using that
a first mover in the cause of

origin

constitution,

till his death.

of wisdom in the

He

and
Avas

Bible,
preparing
and

; he Avas, moreover,

the diseases and

cures

his faith in the Sacred Book

therein described.

So

that, finding both

free
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agency and predestination taught therein, he piously believed
them both, teaching us every
year that they were not inconsistent
with each other. He said, " our illustrious
Jonathan

countryman,

has shown

EdAvards,
are

both true."

that, hoAvever strange

In his lecture

on

it may seem,
they
the Pleasures of the Mind,

he descants on the
delights and comforts of this double and
incomprehensible endowment, which gives to man a feeling of
free agency, though he knows that all his volitions are
governed
by his benevolent Creator. He says, "we act most freely Avhen
we act most
necessarily, and most necessarily when we act most
To
this he might have added some notes of admira
freely."
tion.
His benevolence embraced all

races and conditions of man.
he
wrote
tAVO
1771,
early
essays against slavery, and he
was, with Dr. Franklin, one of the founders of the "
Society
for the Protection of Free Negroes."
Of this he was

As

as

elected President after Franklin's death.
move in the establishment of the African
which has

1792,

immensely

benefited the

annually

He

the first to

was

Episcopal Church,
Blacks,

in

and has done

than any half dozen Caucasian churches in the
city.
only done good directly, but it has been the promo
tion of negro churches of other denominations, all
highly re
more

good

It has

not

spectable
write

and beneficial.

It

Avas

his benevolence that led him

long paper of advice to immigrants ; to write on pub
lic schools, spirituous liquors, tobacco, and many other subjects.
Of his essays on ardent spirits and tobacco, he published
very
large editions, and sent them, at his own expense, to the clergy
and others for distribution.
It is plain, from the mere titles of
to

a

his essays, that he wrote to benefit his fellow-men, not for post
humous fame ; nor did he consult his present reputation, for
he generally defended the unpopular side. Many striking in
stances

they

of his benevolence

all centre in the

are

simple

mentioned

by

fact that he

assist the poor and distressed with money
advice.

It has been said that he

never

great mistake which ought

to

charged

be
4

his

eulogists, but
ready to

was ever
as

the

well

clergy

as

:

medical
this is

a

corrected, for it is fraught
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Introductory Lecture for 1808, he excepts
pious clergyman who subsists only on a scanty salary,"
he does not excuse the rich, and we do certainly know that he

with evil.

In his

"the
but

charged

these

of them used

know, too, from the best authority, that one
complain of the amount of his bills. In charg

we

:

to

ing them, he followed Percival's Medical Ethics; and the Ame
rican Medical Association have since settled the
no

profession is exempt, except
His patriotism shone forth

troubles with

must

into

haA'e been

Congress,

pose of
a

England,

trait in his character.

ous

he

and it

the

perilous

confessed,

from mankind than

lie

account of

that

question

poverty.

the very beginning of our
ever after a very conspicu

much

Avrote

on

the

subject,

and

he Avould not have gone
patriot,
have related above, for the express pur

certain Americanism that

it must be

at

was

or

a Avarm

as Ave

signing

on

little

a

they

Declaration.

pervades
too

Avere

There

is,

moreover,

all his Avorks.

He was,

enthusiastic; he expected

ready

to

do.

The

more

goodness

and

greatness of his own heart represented all men as willing and
as able as himself, each in his proper sphere, and therefore
he

hoped

As

that great

patriotic discourse,
burg and freighted
of his

things

Avould be done in the

instance of his enthusiastic

an

enemies,

a mere

flight

that merchant
to

foresight,
ships Avould

republic.
predicted, in a
neAV

be built at Pitts

This drew upon him the sneers
his friends pleased with Avhat they called

Europe.

nor were

of

he

A little time showed them his

fancy.

foresight

dulness ; he proved to be a Cassandra.
It Avas
the
and
commerce
riches
of
his
that
occu
however,
not,
country
his
but
the
Avonderful
of
intellect Avhich he
mind,
pied
expansion

and their

hoped

OAvn

had been caused

the establishment of

a

by the collisions of the Revolution,
republican government. Sorrowful

and
it is

relate that, towards the end of life, he found cause, in the
violence of party and the venality of public men, to
despair of
that national happiness which had been the
subject of his de
lighting reveries.
to

His

ing
the

industry

had become

of his heart.
means

of

In his

a

habit almost

as

much

as

the beat

Introductory Lecture for 1809, on
acquiring knowledge, he copies certaiidv from
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He insists upon the students
keeping
"
at all times and in all

a

memo

randum-book to be used

places : even
Avhen the pencil cannot be
employed, a knot on the pockethandkerchief will preserve an idea."
He insists, too, that the
student shall read pen in hand : this was his own
practice, and
hence the proofs of extensive
reading his works afford. Every

moment of

his time seems to have been
occupied to profit.
He had well studied the first
aphorism of Hippocrates " life
is short, art long ;" and he had been
taught by Rittenhouse
that time Avas of more
importance than even health. Above

all, perhaps, the Divine admonition sounded in his
while it is
have

we

light,
use

and faithful

nute ;

the

of

punctuality

press of

night

said, found him with

ture for the

His

for the

posterity.
industry

he

went

he

failed

ears:

"work

His fatal

pen in his

and his

and it is said

sickness, as
hand, revising a lec

together

as

continual

Notwithstanding

was never

known to be

his

in his chair at the mi

being
that, during his thirty years' attendance
never

In his

time.

a

handmaids to each other.

business,

hospital,

cometh."

ten

at

minutes after his

valedictory to the class of 1810, he tells, with
strong approbation, of a noble statesman who said that he
Avould not disappoint the meanest of his tenants, if he had
agreed to meet him only for the purpose of playing push-pin.
He shoAvs too, in this lecture, how punctuality facilitates not
only our own business, but that of others also ; and how greatly
the Avant of this virtue frets and injures the sick, how it robs
brother physicians of their time, and thus disorganizes the con
secution of their several appointments.
It is worth mention
ing that Mr. Thomas Sully, the eminent artist, who took seve
ral portraits of Rush, told me that the Doctor never failed to
be present at the appointed minute. Upon Mr. Sully's remark
ing this, the Doctor replied, punctuality in other business ena
bles me to be punctual here."
The characteristics of this great man in society are of course
to be noted.
Dr. Charles CaldAvell, Autobiography, p. 281,
the
resources
of his amenity and courtesy Avere all but
says,
for
he
was
boundless,
among the most polished men of that
"

"
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Vol. III.,
says, Eclectic Repertory,
first
in
conversation."
was
the
men
ever knew. Rush
To this it will suffice to add the testimony of Dr. Caldwell
:" " In colloquial powers he had
from "
Dr.

polished age."
"of all

Dorsey

I

Delaplaine's Repository
equals ; and no one, perhaps,

few

invigorated
above

traits

kneAv him.

superior.

Avas an

believe, been conceded by all Avho
delighted in conversation, considering it as one

have,

He

of the readiest

he reminds

we

of

means

that

us

acquiring
he
said,
"

Fox

correct

knoAvledge

had learned

; and

from

more

with Burke than from all the books he had read."

conversing
He says,

could be held his

attic repast Avhich, far from cloying,
The
the appetites of those Avho partook of it."

His conversation

"

except in
in nine

taciturnity,
the effect of

of

cases

I believe

extraordinary pride,

of ten, in civilized company, is
He makes an exception, however, to
out

cases

stupidity."

this rule in favor of those Avho Avrite much for the press.
lie Avas noted for his total freedom from ostentation, and all

pretence.
as

perfectly natural, simple,

Avas

the Avhole

easy.

only

His demeanor

of his

Through
the gentleman, philosopher,
course

and

lectures,

Ave

and

kneAv him
He

physician.

never

adverted to his services in the army or the senate, or to his
He spoke of certain physio
friendships among the great.

observations made

by officers, the dreadful nights before
Princeton, but he did not say he Avas
All such things, of Avhich most
there.
public men avail them
selves in their ostentation, he forgot or
passed by with contempt.
In the title pages of his books, he omits all his
memberships ;
what others find so necessary and useful, he mu3t have looked
logical

the battles of Trenton and

upon as indecorous to him.
He despised all singularities,
are

distinguished by going

asserting

before

that

others,

men

and not

truly great

one side
This he says in relation to
a name
subscribing
illegi
bly, or in disguise ; a fashionable and troublesome folly, that
he treated with contempt, as
characteristic of
on

of them.

"generally

frivolous mind."

he

urged

that

"

to

the

He wrote

practice

read

or

a

very legible and fair hand, and
of this on his classes
every year;

rather

a

sayino-

decipher

the letters of
young

physT

BENJAMIN

cians, Avho apply to their superiors in
advice, often requires more study than
It has been matter of wonder
leisure necessary to the
conversations and works.
tion lies in

general
One
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age and
to

experience

answer

for

them."

many that he found the
reading, so apparent in his
to

cause

of his manifold informa

rule that he

adopted early, to exclude all useless,
The understanding," he says,
pernicious learning.
"
should refuse admission to everything that is not in unison
with truth and utility ; in this Avay, Dr. Johnson acquired his
stupendous mass of knoAvledge." At the head of his expurgatory index, he placed the pagan theogenies, the study of which
he considered not only as a Avaste of time, but as highly im
moral in its tendency.
Happy, indeed, Avould it have been for
false,

a

—

and

"

modern
this

literature, had some authoritative scholars set forth
doctrine, before the vernacular languages came into use

in modern poetry.
The pagan machinery must be tolerated in
translation, but it makes no impression on our modern nerves ;
the reader passes it over with frigid indifference, with the incredulus odi of Horace, and hurries on to find something true
Blair thinks that
in nature, to Avhich his OAvn nature responds.
Such
Homer's description of Jupiter's nod is truly sublime.
it
a

no

doubt

was

to

the ancient

modern educated reader.

vulgar,

but such it cannot be to

It is this affectation of ancient

Lycidas, the Windsor Forest, and even the
Messiah,
Pope condescends to be Virgil's parrot, in
Dr.
the Nymphs of Solyma.
not Avhat,
knows
he
voking,
this
tries
to
defend
of
Vol.
editor
I.,
Warton,
pagan folly
Pope,
of the Windsor Forest ; but suppose that a Philadelphia poet
reverend head
should represent Father Schuylkill, raising his
his
"sea-born
surrounded
his
from
brothers,"
by
oozy bed,"
Wissahickon, Perkiomen, Tulpehocken, and the God of the
Navigation Company, then making a speech in praise of the
city, Avould not this poet be considered as needing a blister on
folly

that

mars

the

where

—

"

—

his head ?
But Dr. Rush

strongly

who copy from nature and truth.

illustrations of the secret

of those poets,
In these he found many

advised the

workings

reading

of the

mind,

and his per-
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their truth and

pctual intercourse with the world, shoAved him
He says,
their utility in medicine.
they view the mind in all
its operations, whether natural or morbid, with a microscopic
their attention which escape the
eye, hence, many things arrest
He objected strongly to the reading of
notice of physicians.''
"

novels, savins

4*

they
carefully rejected by
A great

tinct.

outcry has been raised

the dead

learning

should be considered

This

Avas

as

offal matter, and

the student of medicine."

languages,
far from his

on

of his essay on
he wished them ex

account

though
thoughts,

as

and in contradiction

expressed in the essay ; but it seldom happens that
He Avished these
oppositionists set forth the Avhole truth.
of
law
or medicine ;
the
like
knowledge
languages preserved,
that is, by a distinct profession, to be paid for their services.
He makes another proposition also, that when it is found,
about his fourteenth year, that a boy is destined to a profes
to

his wish

sion, he

may learn all the needful Latin and Greek in two
And in his Introductory Lecture, on " The Medical

years.
Student's

Preparatory Education,"

Greek among other things Avhich, if
attended to in the summer recess.
of your faculties," he says, "
acquiring them ; and in so doing,

state

he

mentions

Latin

neglected, ought

to

and
be

"

In the present mature
will
find no difficulty in
you
will
add
no less to
you
your

private honor and interest than to the credit of this Univer
sity." Still, he thinks that both medicine and law may be
acquired without these languages, and this he deduces very
fairly from various premises, and from the fact that some of
the greatest and most popular lawyers in America had never
learned any but their native tongue.
Rush kneAv that modern languages could be Avritten

correctly
knowledge of the ancient ; he knew that one lan
guage can give very few rules to another ; that the inimitable
ancients did not perfect their style and their modes of
thought
by a seven years' study of dead languages, though they Avrote
with a vigor and polish that no moderns have attained to, even
by studying them. He had, moreover, daily proofs that this
study was not necessary to the development of mind. It was
without any

BENJAMIN
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Rittenhouse and Bowditch
among the
"
as
that
wrested
the
Turgot says,
and the lightning from the skies."

placed

this,

not

sceptre from kings

And,

had he lived to the present time, he
might have seen that the
study of Avords has not enabled us to hold converse with people
in distant lands ; has not covered our waters with

steamboats,

and

our

country with factories

from the bowels of the

have

sorry thing,
who pass with the

Avonderful hoAV

has not
our

lighted

—

a

glories,

country filled with

people,

our

houses

cities with stars that vie

But amidst all these

seen one

Latin,

and

earth,

Avith those of the skies.

;

for learned

he would

smatterers

men

in

; for it is

"

little Latin and less Greek," will re
public : as Boswell relates that a minis
ter Avas not esteemed
by an old lady of his church, because he
Avas not like his
predecessor, a "Latiner;" he did not quote

truly

commend

a man

Latin in his

a

the

to

sermons.

Rush wished to

multiply effective and prolific learning, some
thing really useful, as he says, in making the earth a more
safe and comfortable abode to man."
This was the professed
Avish of the great Bacon, the object set forth in all his writings
as the ultimate end of true
philosophy. Now Rush might
have asked in triumph, what haAre the Bembos, the Porsons,
the Bentleys done towards this attainment ?
His opponents have umvisely retorted upon him that his
It was not for him to
own sons Avere taught the languages.
render his sons singular, and to bring them, perhaps, into con
tempt with the sciolists in Latin. He was a frequent declaimer
against ladies' thin shoes ; he knew it Avould contribute to the
health of his wife and daughters to wear Steuben boots as high
as their knees, and he could have
given them from his In
and
a
Observations," greasy prescription for making
quiries
them Avater-proof ; but he did not insist, he Avisely left them,
"

"

as

he did his sons'

education,

to

the fashion of the times.

His

important subject, is both profound
and acute, nor can it be justly appreciated without long and
severe
study, not by the superficial, but by those deeply learned
Rush
in the languages, Avith minds naturally adapted thereto.

reasoning, however,

on

this
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to
study himself, for which he is justly entitled
sincere gratitude and gravest attention ; even the dreams,
even the errors of such men ought to be regarded Avith kind

underwent this
our

ness.

As

a

teacher,

we

cannot

and admiration of all

admit that he

unprejudiced

minds.

was

not

the

delight

His lectures

Avere

always carefully written, and he read them seated in an ele
vated pulpit.
They Avere revised every year, sometimes cur
oftcner
tailed,
amplified ; and so alive Avas he to every recent
so
improvement,
cordially did he hail everything new, that he
often raised his glasses to his forehead, and strengthened or
elucidated his pages with something he had recently read, even
in that morning's newspaper.
Each of his colleagues read the
same
Introductory every year, but Rush, whose mind Avas a
prolific hot-bed of thoughts, treated us every November with
one
entirely new. His subject Avas always something intelli
gible to the youngest student of the meanest capacity : would
to heaven, that our professors of the
present day had the Avisdom to imitate him in this humility.
They often dash into ab
struse subjects, of Avhich the
students
are
young
entirely igno
technical
Avhich
rant, involving
language
they never heard be
fore ; when the hapless men leave the house Avithout
having
acquired a single idea, except that of a great man spouting as
Hamlet says
Avords, words, words." As well might we begin
Euclid in the middle and proceed either backwards or for
"

wards,
on

the

as

"life

beginning

forces,"

of sixteen

or

the

student hear

enigmata

of

introductory
chemistry. In the
an

lecture
volume

introductory lectures published by Rush in 1811,
bright examples of these compositions. Every
idea and every word is intelligible to the
youngest student; there
is much novelty, and many striking
passages Avhich caused the
young men to prick up their ears and to look Avith hopeful ex
pectation to the pleasures of the coming course.
His eloquence was very peculiar, and
good judges have
thought they never knew it surpassed. He had been Avhen
young an ardent admirer of Whitfield, and it is said by some
Avho had heard them both, that he had
caught the tones and
there

are

sixteen
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cadence of that

fascinating orator, whose eloquence compelled
parsimonious Franklin to open his purse, though predeter
mined not to give a penny.
His voice was full and sonorous,
and
so
that
he
was
strong
clear,
easily heard in a large room
of four hundred and thirty students even in his
sixty-eighth
Dr. CaldAvell, not a friendly witness,
year.
says in his Auto
biography that Rush Avas the best reader he ever heard. So
the

great

was

the influence of his fine tones that if he

the end of his

near

lecture,

in order to be the first to scramble for
room, he Avould

every

man

begin

to his

saAv

moving slyly towards

now

a

seat

anyone,
the door,

in the anatomical

to read in

seat;

his best manner, thus chaining
and those whose previous attendance

them that

apprised

a
glowing passage Avas soon to be read, were
delights of expectation in their countenances.
Sometimes his enthusiasm would seem to violate the sobriety of
science, as when declaiming against nosology, he cried out, in imi
tation of Cato, "delenda, delenda, delenda est no sologia." And
Avhen treating of debility as the predisposing cause of disease,
I will associate this doctrine with an act which I hope
he said,
Behold me then rising from my chair,
Avill not be forgotten.
imploring you by your regard for the lives of your patients,
for your reputation, the peace of your conscience, and all that
is dear to you whether in earth or in heaven, to regard debility
as the
predisposing cause of nearly all the diseases of the human
body." He then prayed them to transmit this doctrine to their
pupils, hoping that it would be the means of saving the health

with the

seen

"

and lives of millions yet unborn. Few there are, indeed, who
could have done this Avithout incurring ridicule, but done by

this

what he
He

ing

wished,

—

possessed,

and venerable man, it proved to be
solemn, impressive, and memorable scene.

actor

accomplished

a

in the

others Avith his

OAvn

highest degree,

the

faculty

enthusiastic love of the

art.

of

inspir
In

this,

"

he surpassed any
says Dr. Caldwell, Autobiography, p. 318,
other teacher I have ever known ;" and in the next page he
further says, "Avhatever amount of medical knowledge I pos
sess, I frankly acknoAvledge myself much more indebted to him

than to all other men, whether

living

or

dead."

That

is, in-
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knowledge communicated, as
the study
for that inspiration of medical enthusiasm which made
Delaplainc's
The Doctor further says,
his future delight.
has arisen
and
influence
his
from
example
Vol.
I.,
Repository,''
with
much of that enlightened energy and spirit of enterprise
debtcd

Rush,

to

not

much for

so

"

"

which, for the last twenty years, medical science has been cul
What Boerhaave was to the
tivated in the United States.
that of Edinburgh, was he to
to
and Cullen
school of
the

Leydcn
Philadelphia;
of the pupils into

school of

the minds
Avhich

awakening spirit

an
a

that threw

state of action and

research,

to the end of their lives ;
accompany many of them
light on their paths and diffusing around them the

must

shedding

clearly saAv and highly estimated
taught ; he fervently loved it ; he be
lieved he was in the Avay of improving it greatly ; he had reason
to hope that his principles Avould be Avidely diffused by his pupils.
Such thoughts, reacting on a mind of unbounded benevolence,
could not fail to burst forth, as they often did, in language and
Rush

works of beneficence."

the value of the art he

sentiment that reached the heart.

characteristic of

Another

our

teacher,

Avas

his

high-toned

nationality,

which led him to think that the human mind had

received

impulse

an

from the collisions of the

the establishment of
has received

opinion
development

Revolution ;
execrated, it

of mind

for,

a

republican government.

no

by

Revolution, and
This

the tumultuous conflicts of the French

however much the actors therein

must

mind then made in

plausible

little confirmation from the Avonderful

be confessed

France, has

are

to

be

by

all that the advancement of

no

parallel

in

history.

Then,

the government of his country had been regenerated, and
the collective mind ennobled, so he hoped that education and
as

laAvs, domestic institutions and
would be

changed

manners,

for the better.

even

Hence his

medical science

Avritings

on

edu

cation and criminal laws ; hence also a stream of patriotism
was
ever
flowing through his lectures in the highest degree

delighting

to

his

He has been
amount

youthful audience.
ignorantly accused

of medical education.

of

trying to diminish the
Of this his candid and intelli-
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gent hearers do certainly knoAv that he

was not
guilty. No
held forth stronger inducements to long-continued
study ; always showing the advantages of a third course of
lectures, and often saying for himself that he hoped to be a
man

ever

student

long as he lived. It is true he thought the time
formerly given to pupilage, for instance his own nine years,
might be greatly shortened by excluding nosology and much
other useless learning. He thought, too, that by the
acquiring
of principles, and the using of reason more and memory less,
much time might be saved, and the road to the doctorate made
more
The nosologists and those taught to
easy and pleasant.
for
the
name
of
a
disease, he said had excellent
prescribe
but
memory
poor judgment, all which he used to illustrate with
argument, anecdote, and ridicule, to the infinite amusement and
satisfaction of his class.
He always, hoAvever, treated Dr.
Cullen Avith profound respect, and often expressed the sorrow
he felt in opposing his doctrines.
Were it possible," he said,
for him to meet me in ray study or my solitary walks, he
as

"

"

Avould say, go on, my son, till not one idea be left of all my
system of medicine ; provided, only, that mankind be bene

fited

by

the

Avork,

and the science

promoted

Ave

have loved and

cherished."
Rush had
can

be

intensely studied
easily persuaded that

assured that his doctrine had
of

and the

of

his

principles,

and

no

great

he has studied in vain.

given

him

a

mastery in the

Avhich he did

man

He felt
care

disease,
health,
possess
before ; and if this was already attained, Avhat might not be
expected from time, and the collaboration of other minds ?
cure

not

Reasoning and principles in our science were his favorite theme ;
without these he thought it a degrading art ; hence, in concluding
medicine directed by
his Introductory for 1809, he says,
principles, imparts the highest elevation to the intellectual and
In spite, therefore, of the obloquy
moral character of man.
with Avhich they have been treated, let us resolve to cultivate
them as long as Ave live.
This, gentlemen, is my determination
as long as I am able to totter to this chair ; and if a tombstone
"

be afforded after my

death,

to rescue

my humble

name

for

a

GO
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few years from oblivion. I ask no further addition to it, than
that I Avas an advocate for principles in medicine."
to Rush, that he was a man of reason
It has been

objected

rather than facts, and that he did not keep pace with the
It is true he did not make
discoveries in morbid anatomy.

ing

primary subject of personal inspection ; how could he
He always, how
amidst his many imperative engagements ?
ever, encouraged others to do it, while he, professor-like, derived
In exchange for this he
to himself a profit from their labors.
to morbid anatomy
referred
He
them
always
gave
notoriety.
in his lectures, quoting Bonetus, Morgagni, Lieutaud, Baillie,
As early as 1789, he urged the subject
and every authority.
in his valedictory charge: "give me leave to recommend to
you, to open all the dead bodies you can, without doing violence
He gave the morbid anatomy
to the feelings of your patients."
of yellow fever from Physick and Cathrell ; that of hydroce
phalus, tetanus, hydrophobia, and insanity from his OAvn ob
His doctrine and treatment of dropsy is derived
servations.
from morbid anatomy ; and though he Avas the first to shoAV, that
this long-known malady is a mere symptom of disease, his dis
covery has been lately claimed by an American, for the nosographers of France. His successful treatment of Avhat was
called hydrocephalus in children, was the result of his stuely of
this

a

morbid anatomy ; and those Avho Avere favored to hear his
lectures, know Avell that he used the same anxious scrutiny
into the

cause

-should like

to

of every disease, and of every symptom.
We
know what great practitioner and professor, with

equal engagements,
That

has

ever

less

become eminent in morbid
in other

ana

profitably employed
things,
department, we readily admit ; but
whether they have cured more patients than they have anato
mized, might prove a grave and troublesome question. Rush
had the Avisdom to study what belonged to his own chair, and
to profit by the labor of others, in the
department precluded to
him by want of time.
Lighting his candle by theirs, he sent
their light into distant lands, whither many of them could not
tomy.

have done

some men

more

in this

send it themselves.
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His

alleged deficiency of facts is disproved by his Avritings,
and had the excellent author of this unfortunate error been
favored with

a
hearing of his lectures, he Avould have been more
convinced; he would have been subdued. His writings
are loaded with
facts, and so Avere his lectures many original,
and many quoted from the most reliable authors of all time.

than

—

So desirous was he to appear as
had called in his first editions
named outlines
it consisted of

of facts that what he

theory of fever, he finally
phenomena of fever, because he thought
series of facts,
obvious not only to reason,

of
a

a man
a

the

"

but in most instances to the senses."

As to his

graphy

the necessary limits of the present bio
extensive examination, and therefore we shall

Avritings,

forbid

an

confine ourselves to those Avhich set forth his most

doctrines.

only

This is

truly

an

ungrateful task,

as

we

prominent
shall not

have to omit the exhibition of much that is brilliant and

beautiful, novel and useful,
bation, when truly it would

but also to express some disappro
more cordial to commend.

be

His

"Inquiry into the cause of animal life," is a startling
title Avhich ought to attract the attention, and yet it appears to
be misunderstood by some and neglected by many. Nothing
can be more simple, nothing more useful in the metaphysics of
Medicine.
Rush, adopting the language of Brown, begins in
reality at the very beginning, taking excitability and the action
of stimuli thereon
basis
never

as

a

fact in nature ; thus he finds

a sure

which to rest, which the mere medical dialectician can
find.
So Newton began his philosophy. Attraction and

on

repulsion he was contented to take as mere facts, and without
troubling himself at first about the cause of these, he traced
them through all their operations in nature, and thus esta
He found no exception to
blished the system of the Universe.
rule of philosophizing,
third
his
to
hence
and
them,
according
he looked upon these principles as universal in bodies. Hence,
"

That very law that moulds a tear,
And bids it trickle from its source ;
That law preserves the earth a sphere,
And

guides

the

planets

in their course."
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Thus Brown and Rush,
found the

bodies,
rently dead; and
called this
was

life

seeing the effects

these bodies

organism excitability

or

of stimuli

effect from their action

same

as

BIOGRAPHY.

excitement.

The

Avere

;

on

living

bodies appa

on

divinely organized, they
on

this

of

sus

the effects of stimuli

body then,

in

state

a

Adam before his
pended animation, is in the very condition of
then being the
Air
is
it
dead.
air,—
stimulated
were
by

lungs

"
and thus
first stimulus, the Creator breathed into his nostrils,
life."
The
and
excited in him animal, intellectual,
spiritual

body is further stimulated by light, heat, food, drink, exercise,
the pleasures of the senses, and the operations of the mind. All
this is

matter

attraction and

of

observation, open

repulsion.
excitability

Whether this

with

Rush did

to

the senses, like NeAvton's

is matter

only

or

matter

endowed

; he did not distract his

inquire
spirit,
things wisely placed beyond human intelligence.
"It is not necessary," he says, "to be acquainted Avith the
precise nature of that form of matter, which is capable of pro
ducing life from impressions made upon it. Sufficient it is for
The age of hypotheses with
our
purpose, to knoAv the fact."
their dialectics had passed away, and Rush Avas too Aviso to
neglect the method of Bacon, or to think of outdoing Newton
by inquiring after the remote cause of the excitability of
organized matter. So carefully did he avoid all slippery
ground that he Avould not use Hartley's questionable word
vibration ; he substituted the Avord motion, implying thereby
that either the nerves must be moved or something pertaining
to them, perhaps some elastic fluid therein contained,
but
what in reality might be the mode of communication, he cared
not.
Thus he escaped the folly of hypothesis,
as the
ether
of Newton, the pre-established harmony of Leibnitz, the insen
a

not

mind with

—

—

sible A'ehicle of Wollaston and

tary boely of
these inflict

Hartley,

on

sophical

the infinitesimal elemen

sophistry

which

the reader.

He considered this
but

others,

with all the Platonic

even

as

simple view of life not only as a philo
scriptural doctrine, and he supposed

a

that it manifested to the human

understanding

the difference
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between

man and his Maker : for the Bible teaches that
God
has life Avithin himself and that he has
imparted it to one
being only,—" For as the Father hath life within himself, so
hath he given to the Son to have life Avithin himself."

The various states of

and

excitability

excitement, their acci
stimuli, are all accurately
forth in three lectures, which

dental relations to each other and to

considered and

luminously

set

every one Avho would preserve health and retard the advances
of old age, would do Avell to
study both night and day. These
show hoAv a just and natural use of stimuli contribute to health
and

longevity ; on the other hand how a prodigal, irregular,
disproportionate use of them, Avears away the organism,
bringing on debility, disease, and premature death. Impressed
then as he certainly was Avith the vast benefit this doctrine would
confer on mankind, in relation not only to their
present but to
their eternal welfare, his expanding soul is enraptured Avith the
and

—

and he

view,

"by

means

each

other,

exclaims, I seem to hear
doctrine, revelation

his

—

of this

and Moses and the

seraphic tones,

and

Prophets

reason

embrace

shake hands with Dr.

Brown and all those
Avhich he has

—

physicians who maintain the sublime
promulgated. Think of it, gentlemen, in

truth

your
closets and in your beds, and talk of it in your walks and by
It is the active and wide-spreading seminal
your firesides.

principle

of all truth in medicine."

We must here

guard

the reader

against considering

Rush

a

It is true, he denied that an immaterial prin
necessary to a future state ; for he said matter Avas

materialist.

ciple
as

was

immortal

fiat of the

spirit,
Almighty.
as

and that
He

nothing
thought a

could

adopt either doctrine; but he said, "my
judices are in favor of immateriality."
God breathed into

tual,

and

would

Adam,
life.

spiritual
perhaps have

destroy

it but the

sound Christian

might

education and my pre
Hence he says that

and excited in him

—

animal, intellec

This too is the doctrine of Brown.

been wiser and

It

philosophical also, to
excitability, and of
effects of
the various relations of each to the other, Avithout using the
phrase, cause of animal life ; but the subject Avas neAA", and
ultimate wisdom was not to be expected.
have treated of the

more

stimuli

on
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related that he said

to

Dr.

Ramsay

in

that Brown had

"the system of Cullen was tottering;
brought forward some luminous principles but mixed with others
that he saw a gleam of light, &c." This
that were

17s9,

extravagant;

Morgan in the chair of Practice
prolific meditations on the
beginning perhaps
Brunonian system which led to his inquiry into the cause of
life, and finally to another doctrine, not however a necessary
This Avonderful vision
consequence of it, the unity of disease.
is a unit, and this
life
or
Excitement
may be thus explained.
morbid
can be accurately divided into healthy and
only ; hence
was

the time he succeeded Dr.

of those

and the

there

can

be but

one

disease, that is, morbid excitement. This

huge universality Avhich very few" minds who
position
have seen diseases, can at all comprehend ; nor have we ever
been persuaded that Rush himself had Avell-defined ideas there
We have always thought him most wonderfully entangled
of.
He had hopes
in the delicate Aveb of his honest sophistry.
from it certainly, but perhaps not entire satisfaction ; for con
tinually urging his pupils to reason for themselves, he often
prophesied of the improvements and changes they Avould make
in his svstem.
The division of excitement into healthy and
involves

morbid

Avas

tions of
man

an

a

and may be sufficient for the declama
the reveries of a poet, or even to a sober

incontestable,
orator or

in his closet Avho has

Avho has

never

practised medicine,

seen

disease ; while to

it is what Bacon calls

an

one

idolum

specus, the notion of one who has lived his life in a cave.
His object appears to have been, to sIioav the
impossibility of
ascertaining correct ideas and of making correct definitions of
the various forms of morbid excitement ; to shoAV that diseases
assimilate
human

this he

so
intimately and are of so hidden a nature that no
perceptions can ascertain their precise relations ; but all
might have set forth without running into a paradox.

To suppose that fever and spasm, a Avart and a cancer, are one
is to offend common sense, which he himself has defined
"the perception of things as they
appear to the

disease,

greatest

part of mankind."

through

a

long

When this greatest part of mankind,
then,
succession of ages, has assented to the evidence
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Avho resists

this,

must

bring

his

proofs.
But after

having supposed there can be but one disease, he
acknowledges six primary forms thereof, spasm, convulsion,
heat, itching, aura dolorifica, and suffocated excitement. Here
he seems to make some retrocession which is satisfactory as far
as it
But then comes his unity of fever.
This oldgoes.
fashioned disease is a convulsion confined to the bloodvessels,
and therefore all fevers are a unit ; they belong to one of the
six primary forms of disease, they are all one convulsion.
However different the predisposing, remote, or exciting causes
of fever may be, whether hot or cold succeeding each other,
Avhether marsh or human miasmata, whether intemperance, a
fright or a fall, still I repeat there can be but one fever. I
found this proposition upon all the supposed varieties of fever
having but one proximate cause. Thus fire is a unit, whether
it be produced by friction, percussion, electricity, &c."
Fever
—

"

then is

a

convulsion in the

ralization.

been

called

fever is

a

bloodvessels,

and all fevers

are one

Now it would be very hard to disprove this gene
The most we can say is, that fever is not what has

convulsion.

convulsion.

convulsion,

But

and that

granted that
distinguish betAveen
that of small-pox, yet

suppose
we

it be

cannot

the convulsive excitement in gout and
surely the effects of these will show some difference.
says the effects of all fevers are the
Avritings he considers typhus fever as
this he disclaims for the

yellow

fever

:

same.

secreting
here

But he

Noav in all his
a

seems

contagion:
to be

some

He compares fire to fever, as aboAre
Now it is the nature of fire to produce the same effects

difference in the effects.

said.
on

the

things

same

bodies

soluble it

the human

body

:

things

combustible it reduces to

ashes,

melts, &c. ; but the effects of many fevers
are
invariably distinct.

on

It has been said that every very great man has at least one
That the great Rush, after having reduced
kink in his head.

all the diseases of the earth into

a

unit, should have described

every distinct disease most accurately and minutely in his lec
tures on Practice, is one of the most inscrutable mysteries in
5
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learning. That he had some faint concep
tions or some mysterious reasonings which he could not convey
to others, that he had hopes which cheered him in his benighted
a
gleam of light like the break
way, that like Brown, he saw
of day now dawning upon him," must be conceded to this good
It seems to us, however, that he could not have persisted
man.
much longer in this abstraction, for he was the very antipodes
of those stolid mortals Avho are ashamed to change their opi
the absurdities of

'•

nions.

He made

a

public

sacrifice of his belief in the

contagion

yellow fever ; and as he still adhered to nomenclature, elistinguishing and defining diseases with the utmost care, there is
reason to think that a few years more Avould have taught him
of

that his
"

gleam

unity
of

Avas

light"
"

an

impracticable

Avas a mere

Which oft

Hovering

abstraction and that his

Will o' the

wisp,

they say some evil spirit attends,
blazing with delusive light."

and

Milton.

Such

an

acknowledgment

Avould have made his lectures

more

unity, Avhatever he thought
popular
for himself, Avas not a necessary part of his integral system.
It must be noted here that every system-maker has equally
Boerhaave and Stahl, Cullen and Danvin, men of the
failed.
greatest abilities and learning, have failed as did Rush in this
conflict with nature. The Zoonomic philosopher expressed his
hope that he had laid the foundation of a permanent system,
a beautiful edifice, which might not moulder, like the struc
tures alreaely erected, into the sand of which they Avere com
posed ; but which might stand unimpaired, like the Newtonian
philosophy, a rock amid the waste of ages." This rock Avas
soon broken down and given to the winds.
These system-makers, however, profited greatly by their
labors.
They were led to scrutinize nature, Avhereby they not
only acquired a more thorough knoAvledge of her mysterious
ways, but they also gained superior astuteness in the contem
plation of disease. In the same Avay did those profit who beand useful.

"

The doctrine of
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partisans. Nor have their
practice, for experi

to their

opinion at the bedside ; a fact that is evi
writings of Sydenham.
His
Inquiry into the influence of physical causes on the
moral faculty," is a most important
paper, and one that ought to
be studied by all who are
of
capable
comprehending its truth and
utility. The term "moral faculty" he adopts from Dr. Beattie.
It has been called the "moral sense"
by Rousseau; it is St.
John's light, that lighteth every man ;" the
good daemon" of
Socrates; the "lex vera atque princeps" of Cicero; the "light
within" of the Friends'
Society. He shows how this important
is
influenced
faculty
through the mind and through the body by
over

in the

"

"

innumerable
has

a

"

causes

strong will he

which
can

are

within the power of every
own.
These causes are

call his

one

who

climate,

food, drink, hunger, thirst, sleep, idleness, cleanliness,

and many
The doctrine he says " is calculated to
beget charity
tOAvards the failings of our felloAV-men ; and thus our
duty to
practise this virtue is enforced by motives draAvn from science

others.

as

well

from the precepts of

Christianity."
philosophers and poets Avhose faculties can
contemplated without wonder, and adds, that if the

as

He then
not

be

history of
versatility

names

"

mankind does not furnish similar instances of the
and

perfection

the moral

faculty
experiments than

of

the

body

Avhat has been said the

species in virtue, it is because
subject of less culture and fewer

our

has been the

and the intellectual powers.
From
of this is obvious.
Hitherto

reason

the cultivation of the moral

faculty,

parents, schoolmasters,

and divines.

have laid doAvn be

the

has been the business of

But if the

principles

we

and extension of this

just,
improvement
principle should be equally the business of the legislator, the
philosopher, and the physician ; and a physical regimen should
as
necessarily accompany a moral precept as directions with
respect to air, exercise, and diet, accompany prescriptions for
the consumption or the gout."
He then shows Iioav the moral faculty is independent of all
others, and that it may be cultivated and brought into use
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or
neglected. He
may be feeble
afford great pleasure to the lovers of virtue, to
and extent of this moral principle in the

understanding

"

It must
says,
behold the depth
human mind.

Happily for the human
happiness are not

race, the intimations to

left to the sIoav opera
doubtful inductions of reason, nor to the precarious
Hence Ave often find the moral faculty in a
decisions of taste.
state of vigor in persons in whom reason and taste exist in a
weak or in an uncultivated state."

duty

and the road to

tions

or

by insisting upon the utility of education in
strengthening the moral faculty. "Virtue," he says, "is the
To promote this, laws for the suppression
soul of a republic.
of vice and immorality will be as ineffectual as the increase of
jails. There is but one method of preventing crimes and of
rendering a republican form of government durable, and that
is by disseminating the seeds of virtue and knoAvledge through
every part of the state, and this can be effectually done only by
the legislature."
Address to the Clergy
Two years after this, he Avrote an
He concludes

"

of every Denomination," in Avhich he embodied the most prac
tical portions of the above Inquiry ; showing in a strong light

philosophy may beget morality and even religion itself.
Introductory Lecture, moreover, for the year 1799, is a
continuation of the same subject, showing how greatly the in
tellectual faculties are influenced by physical causes. He says,
The degrees of vigor and the number and celerity of motions
Avhich the mind is capable of receiving by all the causes that
that
His

—

"

enumerated, elude

have been

our

present powers of calculation.

inability to measure its attainments will be felt more
sensibly when we reflect that knoAvledge and the intellectual
faculties will mutually increase each other, to the latest period
Our

of

our

lives."

He then

gives his class that comforting assurance which had,
doubt,
long present to himself and had been one cause
of his own mental development.
"It appears," he says, "that
the enlargement and activity of our intellects are as much
been

no

within

our

power

as

the health and movement of

our

bodies.
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This lesson has often been obtruded upon

us
by the entertain
pigs, dog3, and other animals."
As a practitioner, Rush escaped
only by death from the
malignity of his enemies, nor have they ceased to persecute
his memory to the present
day. When he was a young man,
the practice of medicine was directed
by English Avriters, who
reigned alone till the invasion of yellow fever. Whether Rush
questioned their authority with respect to bleeding before this
period is doubtful ; but now he found that a freer use of the
remedy was necessary, and the dissections of Dr. Physick con
vinced him of this. Other physicians fell into his wake, and
the practice was established in the minds of
many. Physick,
Griffitts, Barton, Cathrall, Currie, and others, all pursued his
method and bled freely.
The two last named published their
without
experience
naming Rush as the author of their salu

ing spectacles

tary

of learned

Barton

was his
enemy, and yet in his lectures
for the present writer was his private pupil
conceded to Rush the praise of having invented the

measures.

and conversations

he

readily

true method.

ful of

late,

diseases

—

—

That

is not

change

an

bleeding

has not been

argument against its

with time and

so

so

generally

success

in the last century;
does the body.
Even in 1798,
use

Rush says there Avere many cases of the fever which Avould not
bear bleeding ; and in 1802, he relied upon moderate evacuations
and

sweating.

He did not bleed

freely in later times and in other dis
physicians ; Dr. Physick far outdid him
in this particular, as Ave do certainly know from having seen
their cups of blood year after year in the hospital. But Rush
wrote, lectured, and declaimed in favor of bleeding, and thus
brought himself into suspicion even among some of his best
friends ; all his declamation, hoAvever, was made in relation to
English practice, as inadequate to the violent rapidity of Ameri
Hence the imputation of bleeding too much
can inflammation.
was fixed
upon him ; and as "fame increases by travelling," he
and his cups were outrageously caricatured.
His good name has been still more injured in another way.
His perpetual praises of bloodletting instilled into many of his
eases as

many other

as
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pupils a sanguinary spirit, and these, being ungoverned by
the experience of Rush, poured out blood as he never did, a
practice that reacted sadly on the fame of the great master.
DeAvees and Physick thought themselves sometimes fortunate
in their pounds of blood; these eases they reported to the cre
dulous and delighted ears of Rush ; he sent them to the world
through his lectures and books, and thus they became the pre
cedents of multiplied extravagance and mischief.
This, the
to knoAV, or Ave should have had
not
live
Rush
did
injured
That he may,
some additional chapters on the loss of blood.
too
a
carried
have
sometimes
far, is very
principle
hoAvever,
some evil.
attained
Avithout
is
seldom
probable, for much good
death
unresisted, nor
Ardently benevolent minds cannot leave
would it be easy to prove that a homicide from bleeding too
much is Avorse than the same misfortune from bleeding too
little.
He has been often

represented,

nature in the

efforts of
expression
as

as

cure

of

not

disease,

only
but

as

neglecting the
using a standing

as

"
turn her out of a sick-room
of contempt for them
a
eat."
This
is
true as far as it goes, but
Avould
noisy
you
a falsehood.
He ahvays
it
becomes
it is not the Avhole truth,

added

"
—

—

in violent diseases and in those of feeble

where she is

tended

to

doing nothing

the indications of
of his

the

lectures,

but mischief."
nature

Part

No

reaction,

man ever

closely than
has a chapter

more

IV., he
of diseases,

he.
"

at

In
the

syllabus
and of the danger
operations of nature in the cure
of trusting her in such as are violent." A chapter also "on the
advantages of observing the tendency of her operations in
certain diseases."
On this subject he used to descant very
largely, pointing out numerous instances in which nature Avas
In one of his notes to Sydenham,
to be folloAved in her efforts.
on

69, he says, that "however excessive or deficient nature
in her attempts to throAV off febrile diseases, she
be
may
rarely
errs in pointing out the manner or
emunctory in or

page

which

they ought

cian is to follow

medicines,

to

be

discharged.

The business of

through
physi

a

her, but it should be with depleting or cordial
assist, restrain, or invigorate her." And

in order to
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"

One of the greatest attainments, and fre
the last in the practice of physic, is to know when to

note, page 301, says,

quently
do nothing."

In his

Introductory

for 1806 he commends the

old precept, paraphrased from Hippocrates, that " no medicine
is sometimes the best medicine," saying that it is of " the

importance and generally the last attainment of skill in
physician's life." In accordance with these precepts, he
often and carefully inculcated that a portion of inflammation
left after proper depletion, nature Avould safely wear away.
His noble independence in practice cannot be exaggerated ;
In dangerous
this was proverbial even among his enemies.
utmost
a

was resolute, determined to persevere in
evil
report, regardless of his reputation. If
right through
he was resisted, he would propose a consultation or to give up
This he often recommended to his class, assuring
the patient.

cases,

therefore, he

the

them that it Avould end to their

advantage

as

well

as

to

their

peace of mind.
His treatment of

phthisis has been most grossly abused and
misrepresented. Bleeding, salivation, and the stove-room,
It is true, he thought that
are said to be his radical remedies.
is
disease
this
in the United States
generally caused by halfcured catarrh and pneumonia ; that, in the beginning, it is a
mere chronic inflammation, to be generally cured by the anti
phlogistic treatment. Now, during this course, seclusion from
cold is important, and a little mercury may not be injurious, if
a medicine
there is no hereditary predisposition,
fully admitted
Inflammations."
Chronic
even by the renowned author of the
then

—

"

Rush alludes
vation

no

when he says,
succeeds in the recent disease."
doubt to these

cases

"

a

sali

generally
thought that genuine phthisis was ahvays preceded by
that it was
general debility, particularly in the bloodvessels ;
that it was
whole
the
of
a
disease
;
its
in
system
onset,
always,
to be prevented or cured only by chronic exercise in the open
He spends thirty pages of his two essays (In
air as a tonic.
and
Observations, third edition), in the vehement en
quiries
a
of
this
opinion ; and he says, too, that if there exist
forcing
of
class
the
in
found
be
it
will
the
to
medicine adequate
cure,
He
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predisposing debility,
the causes,

thinks it may be counteracted by flying
of tonics, and long-continued hard exercise
and

or

by

the

and
use

labor in the open

air.

dry

it is true, when the disease is
formed with high inflammation ; and who, let me ask, does
But though bloodletting, blisters, &c, did sometimes,
not ?
as he says, effect cures, it is plain that he looked upon this
to exercise; and as only pal
treatment as
He recommends

bleeding,

merely preparatory

liative in the incurable

cases.

Sometimes it effected cures,

as

Let
he was told, "in different parts of the United States."
of
these
of
the
us add that we are rather incredulous
reports
unseen

eases.

Rush's ardent and benevolent mind rendered

him very credulous with respect to the powers of medicine; he
was earnest in the cure of
phthisis, and like other men, not unto
believe
Avilling
any plausible story of the success of his OAvn

method.

It is true, he thought he had himself made
mercury, but here we must call to mind that the

some

diag
always certain, and that mere symptoms are
But respecting these cures, mark well Avhat he
often illusory.
after
haA'ing set forth all his remedies except exercise:
says,
many of these under certain circumstances, 1 have said, have
cured the disease, but I suspect that most of these cures have
taken place only when the disease lias partaken of an interme
diate nature between a pneumony and a true pulmonary con
sumption."
He then begins to treat of exercise as almost the only hope.
If we examine his two essays, Ave shall find that he spends
thirty pages in vehemently trying to prove that chronic exer
cise in the open air is the only hope of a radical cure; and that
all medical apparatus are either preparatory to this in hopeful
cases or
merely palliative in those that are desperate. This is
the whole drift and spirit of his Avork, though passages are found
therein where the good man in his medical ardor has admitted
cures by salh'ation, &c, some
perhaps real, some mistaken in the
darkness of the age, others merely heard of, as he
says, "in dif

cures

by

nosis

was

not

then

"

ferent parts of the United States."
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But these two essays the

Philadelphia physicians do not read.
their view a frightful picture of a
a
stove-room,
ghastly patient with a sahvating mouth, some
of
blood, Rush now feeling the pulse and ordering more,
cups
Death grinning over his shoulder, saying, yes, yes ; in the
background is a cqffin, in the distance a graveyard. From
this they turn away affrighted, and refer you to a certain essay
in the North American Medical and Surgical Journal, Vol. viii.,
written by Dr. Parrish, to whom they give the credit of changing
this deadly practice. Now, wonderful to tell, Dr. Parrish,
Avriting in 1829, represents himself as directly opposing Rush
and his debilitating method, recommending chronic exercise in
Not once does he
the open air as the only hopeful remedy!
allude to Rush as having published the same doctrine forty years
before, first in 1789, then by repeated editions in Philadelphia
and London, finally confirming it in his second essay in 1805.
It is certain that much mischief was often done by others
through a rash and ignorant use of Avhat they called Rush's
In the year 1811, I Avas present when Dr. Parrish
method.
Avas
descanting on the mercurial treatment, but he mani
fested a sorroAvful ignorance of Rush's practice, saying that
when there were vomica, hectic, and night sweats, mercury was
He might have been answered that in such
not a remedy.
Thus it Avas that
recommended by Rush.
been
cases it had not
condemned.
and
then
abused
first
his method was
by ignorance
method
Rush's
of
So general had this careless perversion
in
New
of
Medicine
York,
become that Dr. Hosack, professor
taught the Avhole routine of the stove-room, bleeding, and mer
There has been held up

to

which Rush had been careful
cury, without those reservations
This may be seen in the lectures left by him at his
to make.
death, twenty-two years after the demise of Rush.
We could relate

some

horrible salivations

perpetrated

after

by very eminent professors of medicine on distant
be added to many others that
unseen patients, Avhich may
resulted in the defamation of the great master ; thus he Avas
Rush's death

loaded Avith the offences of
like

manner

others, though

not broken down.

In

his methods have been blamed for effusions of
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temple
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abler head.

Avhat Rush did for
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have sanctioned: such is the tax this
of fame. \\ e
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pays for his high
quit this part of
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great

not
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Medicine,

we

answer,

—

men rather
than any other, except Jenner and Laennec
more than the present generation of
fortunate than great,
but Avhoever might at
can possibly comprehend ;
—

more

—

physicians

this, would have to deplore the Avant of his
manuscript lectures, Avithout Avhich all he could say would prove
tempt

to

show

defective and lame.
that

can ever

He

taught

be known of the

more

correctly

causes

of

life,
inquiry

be useful ; and that here all further
here the presumptuous mind is arrested

"
—

than Brown all

all that
is

can

cArer

stopped,

that

thus far shalt thou

He taught how to reason on the cor
go and no further."
relations of excitability and stimuli, adopting all that was true

carefully showing those errors thereof
sadly
European Avritei s.
BroAvn made war on nosology without entire success, because
his system was complicated Avith errors; Rush entirely destroyed
this movtiferous monster, and taught us to consider diseases in
in Brown's system, and

which have

deluded

their mutual relations, their causes, combinations, conversions,
translations.
He showed the precipitate delusions which very
often arise from the

long practice

naming of a disease, and the blind, head
resulting therefrom. Nomenclature,

sometimes

it is true, remains in part and must remain forever a necessary
evil ; but Rush ought to have the honor of shoAving its delusions
Avith

the

more success

hydra's

than

BroAvn,

heads and of

the honor of

bruising some of
guarding posterity against the rest.
—

Two vehement attempts have been made since his death to
revive the evils of nosology in America, but they have
utterly
failed.

The

well and Hosack

reason

—

—

is found useful in
to

adduced

by these authors Cald
is the fact, cheerfully conceded, that system
the several departments of natural
history,

principal

assist the memory; but poor indeed must be that
memory
utterly unfit for any profession, that cannot embrace all

and
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diseases

in Avhatever detail.
But the nosologists cannot agree
in their genera and species ; moreover
they must coin new
as
does
Mason
from
names,
Good,
Greek, HebreAV, Chaldaic,

Coptic, Arabic all these to help the memory,
help. Truly, there might be said of nosology
—

says of

vice,

that needs

no

Avhat the poet

—

"Tis

monster of such hideous

a

mien,

That to be hated needs but to be seen."

Well did Rush exclaim from his
Avhen it

pulpit,

"
—

where

was

human

adopted, Avhere was the mighty genius of
Sydenham when he proposed it?"
Rush taught more clearly than any other the utility of at
tending to the remote, predisposing, and exciting causes of dis
ease.
He assiduously shows how men may pass through a long
epidemic, fully possessed by the remote and predisposing causes,
and yet escape an attack by simply guarding against the ex
citing causes. In no other book is this fact so strongly urged ;
reason

was

it is the result of his meditations

on

the doctrine of life.

He

carefully showed how far and in Avhat states of the system
nature is to be trusted
when she is to be encouraged and when
—

restrained.
of nature

;" this

far

improved

He

reasons

and

was

that

nature

is

now

the servant of the

physician.

and

be settled
of the

"
the physician is the servant
says,
true in his time, but the art has been so

Hippocrates

by
other,"
in

wills, which she does not. The dispute might
calling them co-laborers, "each needing the help
as

body Avar.
brought

must be

Sallust says of the comparative value of mind
Rush taught that diseases of violent reaction
down to

a level with nature's
salutary efforts;
reaction, the system must be raised to
the same point ; that in diseases, however, Avhere she Avas doing
nothing but mischief, she Avas to be counteracted entirely. The

that in those of feeble

or
perverse reader is apt to think that his whole treat
consists in loAvering or raising the system, in adding to,

careless
ment
or

in

taking

master.

from

prosthesis kai aphairesis of his Coan
Ramsay, Eul. p. 21, is guilty of this un-

—

Even Dr.

the

\
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could make such blun

man

expected from common minds ? To
correct this error, it is
only necessary to look into Rush's
of
syllabus
Therapeutics.
He taught more clearly and urgently than any other to dis
tinguish diseases and their effects. Inflammation was called a
ders, what may

not

be

disease ; he called it an effect of disease, error loci, red blood
serous vessels ; hence he
escaped all the self-tormenting un

in

what is inflammation?

profitable folly

of

that

be answered.

can never

quiring

into the

inquiring,

mysteries

—

a

question

To go behind this error loci, in
of the formal cause, must forever be

vain ; as Avell might you inquire, as Newton vainly did, Avhat is
the cause of attraction and repulsion.
Almost every disease

destroys by some
directly

ascertainable effects, very seldom does any
the excitability ; and as the principal deadly

annihilate

effect of fever is

inflammation,

to

prevent this he summoned

his utmost energy.
He had learned from
two Avords, of which he made
frequent use,

a

French Avriter

centrifugal and
centripetal ; hence all his hopes in yellow fever and other cen
tripetal diseases Avere placed in timely depletion, or revulsion,
or in
changing the deadly excitement by mercury. Here is one
of the diseases in Avhich the
physician is the master, his reason
directing ; nature is the servant, acting by necessity and of her
self doing nothing but mischief.
Had Rush lived to see Broussais's book, he would have hailed the
pathological portions there
—

of Avith

delight, his entire medical soul harmonizing therewith.
He has done much service to medicine
by teaching that de
bility is to be looked upon as a
cause of disease.

predisposing

In this he
tion

the
be

as

the

causes

argued

departed from Brown,
beginning and part of
thereof

tion.

Nor

even

was

is often

tagion,

the

same

that BroAvn is

swer, no; for

cause

are

thus

so

strong

being

that

predisposi

itself,

and that

the disease.

cause

shown

If it

right,
by contagion,
here, debility predisposes to an easy infec

Rush

so

Avho considered

the disease

as

stupid
as

as

not to

to seize upon

at once

Ave an

teach that the

the

robust,

the remote and

as

remote

does

predisposing

con

and
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appears to be the irri

predisposition

tation of later times.

peculiarities of American diseases, showing
guided wholly by English books. He
found the Philadelphia constitutions similar to those of London
in the 17th century, hence he drew his practice from Syden
ham.
From him he learned to distinguish debility from de
pression ; and as this last is a frequent symptom in our fevers,
He

that

taught

we

he lectured
most

the

not to be

are

on

it with great

difficult of

care

and effect.

diagnoses, requiring

much

This is

one

of the

and pre
the anxious doctor

experience

carious ratiocination ; nor will these secure
error in
every case.
Nothing in the cure of fever shows

from

Hippocrates' first aphorism, "life is
short, the art long judgment is difficult opportunity fleeting
experiment dangerous." Rush amplified and elucidated what
he had learned, certainly bringing forward more for serious con
strongly

so

the truth of

—

—

—

—

sideration than any other writer.
It is impossible to set forth in this brief

biography all

that he

did for medicine ; but Ave must not omit to state the great im
pulse he gave to the study thereof in his own country. It was

greatness in teaching and writing that brought students from
great distances to Philadelphia, and made this city the metro
his

polis

of medical science in the United States.

They

came,

they

When Charles Caldwell

admired, they loved, they believed.

from Carolina in the year 1792, a talented, hopeful,
aspiring youth, he looked with ineffable contempt on all the
lectures, except that of Rush. This filled him
came

introductory

with medical enthusiasm and even with the hope of raising
We have referred above
himself to the same bright eminence.
to Caldwell where he says, in his eightieth year, that he had

profited more from Rush than from all other physicians, whether
living or dead ; not so much, however, in the amount of learn
ing as in the cultivation of his medical mind, his greatest com
fort during a very long, ambitious, and laborious life.
—

The fame of Dr. Rush

of

was

such

as

to make him

a

member

medical, literary, and beneficent institution in

nearly every
his country ; he

was

distinguished

also

by

many honors from
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Society

member of the

of Arts and Sci

Naturae Curiosorum, of
ences of Milan, of the Society of the
of
the National Institute of France, of the School of Medicine
of
Treasurer
was
Paris; he was created LL.D. by Yale College,
in
memory
the United States Mint from 17'.''.' to his death, when,

in his

given to his son ; thus it remained
of four Presidents.
family thirty years, through the official terms
on the sub
Government
Prussian
the
was
addressed
He
by
a
coronation
the
from
medal,
king
ject of yellow fever, receiving
answer.
his
as a
compliment for
He received the thanks of the King of Spain for his answer
to queries on the same subject.
He received a gold medal from the Queen of Etruria as a
mark of respect for his medical character and Avritings.
The Emperor of Russia presented him on the same account
with a costly diamond ring.
His writings are numerous, and may be very conveniently
set forth here in four departments, showing in what state they
were originally found in the book stores.
of

him, the office

was

§1.
Between the years 1789 and 1804 he published five volumes of
Avhat he entitled Medical Inepiiries and Observations. Of these
he

printed

in 1805

a

second edition in four

third edition in four

printed

volumes,

since his death.

Vol. I. An
Natural

America,

—

Inquiry
History of

they
They comprehend

into the

volumes,

in 1809

have often been

and

cause

the

a

re

folloAving :

of animal life.

Medicine among the Indians of North
read before the American Philosophical Society in

1774.

Inquiry into the influence of physical causes on
faculty, read to the Philosophical Society, 1786.

the moral

—

On the influence of the American Revolution

body
An

on

the human

and mind.

Inquiry

into the relation of

tastes

and aliments to each

other, and
pleasure.
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into the influence of this relation to health and

Result of observations made

the diseases of the

on

the

revolutionary
hospitals during
An Inquiry into the effects of ardent spirits

military

war.

on

the

body

and

mind.

Observations

tetanus.

on

On diseases caused
On the

by drinking

of several diseases

cure

cold water.

by

the extraction of

decayed

teeth.

Upon

and anthelmintic medicines.

worms

On arsenic in the
An

Inquiry

Observations
of

improving

cure

into the

of

cancer.

cause

and

the duties of

on

a

cure

of

sore

legs.

and

physician

on

the methods

medicine.

On the state of the

body

and mind in old age.

Vol. II. On the climate of

Pennsylvania.

Tavo essays on consumption.
On the cause and cure of dropsies.
On internal

dropsy

of the brain.

On the

cause

and

cure

On the

cause

and

cure

On the

cause

and

cure

Observations

of gout.
of hydrophobia.
of cholera infantum.

cynanche trachealis.
remitting fever of 1780.

on

Account of the

An account of the scarlatina in 1783 and 1784.

On the measles of 1789.
Account of the influenza in

1789, 1790, 1791.

Vol. III. Outlines of the phenomena of fever.
His various histories of the yellow fever in Philadelphia, from

1793

to

1796.

Vol. IV. Histories of the

1797

to

yelloAY

An account of the diseases

An

Philadelphia,

from

1805.

An account of the measles in

1809,

fever in

Philadelphia, 1801.
in Philadelphia, from

1806

to

inclusive.

Inquiry

into the various

sources

of

summer

and autum-
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nal diseases in the United States, and the

means

of

preventing

them.
Facts to prove yellow feArcr not
A defence of bloodletting.

contagious.

Inquiry into the comparative state of
delphia between the years 1760 and 1809.
An

Medicine in Phila

§11-

Essays, Literary, Moral, and Philosophical,"
originally published in the periodicals of the day ; collected
and published in one volume 1798, and frequently republished.
A Volume of

"

The volume consists of
A

for

plan for establishing public schools
conducting education agreeably to

in
a

Pennsylvania, and
republican form of

government, 1786.
Of the mode of education proper in a republic.
Observations on the study of the ancient languages, with hints

plan of
republic.
Thoughts

of
a

a

liberal instruction without

on

the amusements and

them, accommodated

punishments

to

proper in

schools.

Thoughts on female education, accommodated to the present
society, manners, and government in the United States.

state of

A defence of the Bible

as a

school-book.

An address to ministers of the

Gospel

of every denomina

subjects interesting to morals.
inquiry into the consistency of oaths with reason and
Christianity.
An inquiry into the consistency of the punishment of murder
by death Avith reason and revelation.
A plan of a Peace Office for the United States.
Information to Europeans disposed to migrate to the United
tion,

upon

An

States.
An account of the progress of population,
ners, and government in Pennsylvania.

agriculture,

man
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An account of the German inhabitants of

Thoughts

Pennsylvania.

on common sense.

An account of the vices

peculiar

to the

Indians of North

America.
Observations upon the influence of tobacco upon
and property.

health,

morals,

An account of the

sugar-maple tree of the United States.
Drinker, aged 103 years.
circumstances in the life of Ann Woods,

The life and death of Edward

Remarkable

of 96 years.
Biographical anecdotes of

a

woman

Biographical

anecdotes of

Paradise of negro slaves
Eulogium on Dr. Cullen.

Benjamin Lay.
Anthony Benezet.

—

Eulogium

on

a

dream.

Rittenhouse.

§HL

introductory lectures published 1801, to which ten others
published 1811.
Medical Inquiries and Observations on Diseases of the Mind,
Six

were

one

added and

vol. 1812.

The Works of

Sydenham, Pringle, Cleghorn,

and

Hillary,

he

published the last three years of his life, with original notes.
No portion of his MS. lectures has been published since his
death.

§IVSermons to young men on temperance and health, 1770.
His two essays against negro slavery, 1771.
His numerous contributions to medical journals.
The same to the newspapers and magazines of the passing
time

on

literary subjects

;

during

the

war

establishment of the General and State
G

on

politics

governments.

and the

Among

so
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these may be noted his four letters to the people of Pennsyl
vania on the Constitution of 1776 ; also his vehement denun
ciation of the Test Law.

highly interesting and instructive memoir of Christopher
Ludwick, baker-general of the revolutionary army, republished
by the Charity School Society of Philadelphia.
A

It does not appear that Rush Avas ever ambitious of the ele
gant style of professedly literary men ; perspicuity and vigor
Avere

enough for his purpose, and these are all that he appears
sought. In pursuing these, however, he attained, and
very -early, a style of uncommon beauty and various excel

to have

that

the best model for gene
ral use ; but if he took this fluent and careless writer for his
own imitation, it must be confessed that he greatly surpassed
He used to commend Swift

lence.

as

in polish and grammar. Rush's style is natural and
and perspicuous, lively and vigorous ; his idiom is
fluent
easy,
for
knew enough of both ancient and modern tongues
he
pure,

his

to

master

guard

He

himself

never

against impurities

introduces

new

words

nor

in

our

polyglot English.

does he

fantastically

mo

dify old ones, as some of our medical authors now do ; but
taking the language as others used it, he found it sufficient to
all his ideas and to all his notions of beauty.
He makes no
struggling attempts

at

elegance,

shoAvs

no

ambition of

Helicon ; yet the mere fervor of his
times makes him highly eloepient, apparently in
flowers
his

own

on

intentions.

his natural

plucking

subject some
contrariety to

All who heard him read these
passages in

unpretending

manner, must now say, as iEschines
had you heard him."
In every work of his there is much to praise and little to
blame ; his beauties are many, of deformities he has not one.

did of

As

Demosthenes,

"

Johnson wrote

on
Goldsmith's tomb, nihil quod
tctigit
Avhatever
he touched upon he Avas sure to adorn :
ornavit,
hence his works abound in what Lucretius calls the aurea
dicta,
those golden sentences which every reader of taste will
to
non

admire and

stop

even

commit to memory.
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Floriferis ut apes in saltibus omnia limant
Omnia nos itidem depascimur aurea dicta,
Aurea perpetua semper

dignissima

vitiL"

writings, his resolute and fearless mind was gene
admired
; and it does not appear that he wrote for either
rally
or
present
posthumous fame, but for the present benefit of suf
In all his

fering humanity. This he did with a fearless mind, for many
of his startling and novel thoughts, such as are sure to offend,
and are therefore suppressed by the timid and wary, were pub
lished by him in Philadelphia while yet a young man and a
candidate for popular favor.
Some affect to look upon his
novel thoughts as rather superficial ; to this he himself would
not have objected, for it was his opinion that many truths
which have often been sought for at great depths, are not unfrequemtly found on the surface : as a great writer says, the
"

reader of the Seasons wonders that he
Thomson shows

him,

and that he had

never
never

saw

before what

felt what Thom

impresses," so the student is surprised to find that what he
sought in vain by the deepest reasoning, is shown by Rush
as obvious to common perception.
But what is above all other fame, there runs through his
works, and did through his lectures, such a vein of humble
piety and cordial devotion as must have impressed many a
youthful, careless, or doubting mind with the truth of Revela
tion, and thus have sown the seeds of faith, to spring up and
ripen their fruit through all succeeding time. Of such it is
said by Divine authority,
they shall shine as the brightness
son

had

"

of the firmament, and

as

the stars forever and ever."

the beginning and
many readers Avho see only
the end of a book, we have postponed the following important
"
des
subject to the last page. It is asserted in Le Dictionnaire
Sciences Medicales," Vol. XV., 346, that Rush acknowledged
As there

Avhen

dying

are

he had

always believed

the

yellow fever

to be

con-
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and that he had

tagious,
known

himself

to

the contrary doctrine for reasons
The author

taught

(considerations particulieres).

have this anecdote from credible witnesses, of whom
says,
it is sufficient to name M. Moreau de St. Mery." This slander
"

we

and
eagerly caught at by the archcontagionist Chisholm,
trumpeted in great triumph through Europe. Where De St.
Mdry got this fable, it is not stated. Dr. La Roche says that he
resided in Philadelphia about the year 1800 ; that he returned
to Europe long before Rush's death ; that he aftenvards held
some office under Napoleon at Parma; and he justly wonders
was

could have got information from this death-scene
which had never reached any neighboring ears, not one even of
how this

man

his enemies

having

ever

La Roche Avonders still

insinuated this
more

that Dr.

hardy falsehood. Dr.
Strobel, a contagionist

Charleston, should have credited this invention and tried to
support it by some manuscripts left by Dr. Hosack, another
contagionist.
of

These manuscripts were aftenvards published, and in page
224 Hosack says, "during one of my visits in the last years of
his life, I submitted to him my views of the qualified conta
of

yellow fever ; when he returned it to me he ob
served, Doctor, you and I can now shake hands, and unite
Rush may have said something
nearly in the same doctrine.'
very courteous, but those who knoAv his firmness and honesty,

giousness
'

"

will

believe that Hosack did not

not

believe that he

one can

acknowledged

misapprehend

him.

No

to him what he had denied

all the world for many years, to the great injury of his for
His colleague, Professor
tune and friendships.
Dorsey, who
to

closely in his last illness, says, "Eclectic Reper
III., that he died firmly impressed with the truth
tory,"
and importance of the doctrines he had advanced and
taught;"
and this same incontestable Avitness, on reading M. de St.
Mery's slander, wrote to a medical journalist in England a flat
attended him

"

Vol.

denial thereof.
Rush's

death,

Dr. Hosack lived tAventy-two years

and he would have used De St.

in his controversies had he

As

to

Rush's

teaching a

thought
doctrine

after

Mary's testimony

it true.

during his last

eleven years,
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and yet secretly not believing it, and all this heinous sin for his
private emolument, a little knowledge with a moment's reflec
tion aborts the monstrous conception. For every one knows
that contagion and importation were the
popular doctrines in
What
then
to
have
been
his course had
Philadelphia.
ought
he sought popular favor ? He had
to
do
but to write,
nothing
and
clamor
in
defence
of
what
the
lecture,
people were most
willing to hear. What then are we to infer from his doing the
very contrary, from his writing, lecturing, and talking in de
fence of what they always heard with pain, hatred, and malice?
But for a full discussion of this subject, we refer to Dr. La
Roche's work on yellow fever, Vol. II., 254, 255, where De St.

Mery

is treated with merited contempt.
Samuel Jackson,
Formerly

of Northumberland.
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1753—1815.

Among those

terity
none
as

men

will learn to

will be

placed

entitled to

whom in the

regard
in

a more

as

a more

history

of

our

their most devoted

elevated

position,

or

country pos
benefactors,

be considered

grateful remembrance, than the earlier

practitioners of scientific medicine. Surrounded
insuperable obstacles, both to the attainment of in
by
struction in those acquirements which in this noble pursuit can
alone lead to extensive usefulness, yet having overcome them
all, they certainly most richly merit the gratitude of succeeding
generations, Avho have placed the cultivation of this science upon
a firm and
enduring foundation. When, in addition, we have

teachers and
almost

the memory of the purest, most disinterested, and most active
patriotism, sacrificing the dearest of human ties and interests
for the

have

general good, then, indeed, we

a

combination Avhich

the pages of a nation's history are but rarely called upon to
It is of such a man that the following pages are com
record.
memorative. Justice demands no more truthful exemplification
of such

a

career, than is found in the

public life

and services of

Dr. John Warren.
Dr. Warren

was

born in

Roxbury,

on

the 27th of

The house in which his father, Mr. Joseph Warren,
standing until recently, when, becoming extremely

July,

1753.

resided,

was

dilapidated,

his son, Professor J. C. Warren,
who caused a neAv stone edifice to be erected to mark the spot.
Mr. Warren's chief interest and occupation consisted in culti

its remains

vating

the

were

land,

removed

and

by

particularly

in

raising fruit,

and his

en-
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producing and bringing to maturity a certain
variety of apple, to which he had given much attention, may,
indeed, be said to have cost him his life. This was the apple
While walking through his
now called the Warren russetting.
orchard one morning, he observed, near the top of one of his
favorite trees, a very beautiful specimen of this fruit. The sun
gilded its rosy side, and it had a very tempting appearance.
Determined to obtain so valuable a sample, he climbed the tree,
and just as he had plucked it, the branch upon which he stood
gave way, he fell to the ground, and was instantly killed.
The mother of Dr. Warren was one of those truly noble-minded
women who
always leave an impression ; an impression which is
however
felt,
unacknowledged, from one generation to another,
and which is extended in constantly widening circles, like the
eddy formed by the stone upon the lake, with increasing radii,
until the shore upon each side is touched by its gentle un
thusiasm in

dulations.

biography must indeed be imperfect, which omits all
youth of the great and good, or to those early
influences and teachings that planted the seed, which in its
maturity yielded such beneficent fruit. The virtues of the
mother of Washington will ever form a part of his country's
history, and the simple instructions and example, the disinte
rested courage and devotion of Mrs. Warren, will be felt so long
That

reference to the

and the memory of Bunker Hill shall
hold a place among its annals.
Left at an early age a widow, Avith four young boys to edu
as

the

names

of her

sons

perform the double duty which
daily life they witnessed the ex
of those virtues, which in after years they so
emplification
in describing
signally imitated. A writer who knew her well,
But not only as a mother was she esti
her character, says :
mated, for she practised the virtue of benevolence in the fullest
To her neighbors she was kind and hospita
sense of the word.
house was always open."*
her
the
to
ble ;
poor
cate, most faithfully did she
devolved upon her, and in her

"

*

"

Stories of General

Warren, by

a

lady

of Boston."

S,s
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eldest brother, Dr. Joseph
be remembered, as that of one of the earliest

of Dr.

name

MEDICAL

Warren's

country's freedom. General \\ arren
was also a
physician, and previous to the Revolution enjoyed
an extensiA'e and lucrative
practice in Boston. The eminence
to which Dr. Joseph Warren had attained in the New England
States, as a medical practitioner, may become shaded, and
perhaps even overlooked, in the interest which his bright career
and early death have awakened in the hearts of his countrymen.
But this can never be without doing injustice to his memory, and
to the medical profession, of which he was an earnest member,
and in whose ranks he Avas proud to enrol himself. Dr. Joseph
martyrs in the

Warren

was

cause

of his

the medical instructor of his youngest brother,
He is, therefore, doubly entitled to con

Dr. John Warren.
sideration in

a

work

on

American Medical

Biography,

both

as

medical man, and as
distinguished
kindled the flame of professional enthusiasm which

having
having

himself been

burned

so

long

as

a

and with such results in the heart of his

ready

pupil.
As, however,

it does not enter into the

plan

of the work for

Avhich these pages are intended, to include a distinct memoir of
him, a brief notice, in this connection, will not be considered as

inappropriate.
Dr. Joseph Warren Avas born in Roxbury, June 11th, 1741.
He graduated at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa
chusetts, in 1759, and immediately commenced the study of
medicine.
Having completed the usual course, he established
himself as a physician at Boston, where he soon acquired
an extensive
practice, and arrived at the highest eminence
in the profession.
Had he been desirous of wealth, or am
bitious only of eminence in his profession, his opportunities
were such as
might have gratified his highest wishes. Dr.
If Warren were not a
Perkins, a tory, used to say of him,
he
soon be
and
ride in his chariot."
might
Avhig,
independent
But the oppressh-e acts of the English government had excited
an alarm, and Dr. Warren took too
deep an interest in the affairs
of his country, and felt too strongly the
dangers that threat"

JOHN
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to suffer himself to be

engrossed by private business,
might be of some use to the public.
After the passing of the Stamp Act, he undertook a serious ex
amination of the right of Parliament to tax the Colonies ; and
as time was not at his command
during the day, his nights
were spent in this investigation.
When he had satisfied him
self that no such right existed, he was indefatigable in his ex
ertions to produce the same convictions in the minds of others.
He devoted himself to the common cause with a zeal extremely
prejudicial to his private interests. While he was engaged in
disseminating the great truths he had learned, his pecuniary
affairs were neglected and became greatly deranged.
Young
and ardent, with a fine person, engaging manners, and a kind
and generous disposition, he enjoyed the affection and confi
when his exertions

dence of all classes ; and Avas thus enabled to exert an influ
extremely beneficial to the cause he had espoused. By

ence

his writings in the newspapers, his public speeches and orations,
he labored to infuse his own ardor into the breast of his fellow-

Probably no man did more to excite and sustain the
spirit of opposition to British tyranny, for which Boston was so
early distinguished.*
During his short but eventful life, Dr. Joseph Warren was
appointed by his fellow-citizens to various high offices within
their gift. He was elected first a delegate, and then president
of the Provincial Congress ; and chairman of the Committee
of Public Safety.
By virtue of these places he united in his
the
chief
responsibility for the conduct of the whole
person
civil and military affairs of the new commonwealth, and became
a sort of
popular dictator."! He twice delivered the annual
citizens.

"

oration commemorative of the Boston Massacre of the 5th of

March, 1770; viz.,

in 1772 and 1775.

livered at the

of the

that

some

should

point

of General

publicly

bayonet.
Gage's officers

The latter

It is

an

had declared that

refer to the event of which the

memorative, and

was

day

no one

was com

escape with life.

*

Vide Rees's Encyclopaedia.
f Biography by Hon. Alexander

H. Everett in

de

historical fact

Sparks's Biography.
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account of these threats of

was on

his

at

MEDICAL

own

request,

was

assassination that Dr.

appointed

orator

on

the

occa

to
many equally willing
sion,
The pulpit in which he
brave the indignation of the military.
stood was filled with British officers, and the orator was obliged
The
to make his entrance by a ladder at the pulpit Avindow.
invec
an
oration was as warm, earnest, powerful, and stirring
tive against English oppression and tyranny as any which had
ever been
pronounced; and the bloody scene in State Street,
with the series of wrongs which had preceded, Avere vividly
portrayed. While in the midst of one of the most exciting
periods, an officer standing upon the steps leading to the desk,
being unable longer to endure the stinging words, drew and
Dr.
cocked his pistol and pointed it at the head of the orator.
as

it is stated that there

were

not

the movement, and without a moment's hesitation
in his speech, unblenched and unmoved, took from his desk his

Warren

saw

pocket-handkerchief and quietly dropped it upon the up
The sensation produced among the populace
muzzle.
below Avarned the officers of their danger and prevented the
execution of their implied threat.
At the battle of Lexington, the first conflict of our Revolu
tion, Dr. Warren took a prominent part. In Mr. Alexander H.
Everett's account of the engagement, he says :
For the vigor
and determination Avhich marked the conduct of the people on
white

turned

"

this

occasion, it

is not too much to say that the country is
mainly indebted to the vigilance, activity, and energy of
Warren."

On the

occasion he

wore

himself,

and Avent

On this

his usual

displayed
freely to the

person very
so near his head
zontal curls,

as

to

to

fearlessness, by exposing

his

fire of the enemy ; and a bullet passed
carry away one of the long, close, hori

which, agreeably

above his

Previous

of the British he armed

with General Heath to meet them.

approach

out in company

to

the fashion of the

day,

he

ears.

receiving his appointment as Major-General,
requested to accept the office of Surgeon-

Dr. Warren had been

General

to

the army.

But this office suited less with the ardor

JOHN
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of his temperament, than to be an active
participator in the
hazards and triumphs, the adversities or successes, of the glori
ous

We

struggle.
sought in

are

told, however, that

his aid and advice

the medical

department, and were of great ser
vice to them in their organization and
arrangements.
Dr. Warren was prepared by a
thorough course of military
study and observation for the elevated rank to which he was
appointed in the army. He did not live to see the grand
object of his life achieved. He died on the field of battle, on
were

the 17th of

June, 1776.

of Bunker Hill

by
"Among

thus noticed:

Warren,

the dead

was

Congress, his death is
Major-General Joseph

whose memory will be endeared to his country,
worthy in every part and age of the world, so long

a man

and to the
as

In the official account of the battle

the Massachusetts

virtue and valor shall be esteemed among mankind."
was the life and character of the elder brother and

Such

medical instructor of the

Warren

was

Massachusetts.
and

He entered

Dr. John

in

University,
Cambridge,
college at the age of fourteen,

entirely dependent on his own exertions for mainte
pursuing his education. Even at this early age,
exhibited a taste for the study of anatomy, and by his

efforts
of

of this memoir.

Avas

nance

he

subject

educated at Harvard

while

an

association of students

cultivating

it.

formed for the purpose
He took the degree of Bachelor of Arts in
was

1771 ; and. having, under the tuition of his brother, completed
his preparation for the practice of medicine, he settled in Salem,

1773, being then only twenty years of age. He had pre
viously made himself thoroughly acquainted Avith the Dutch
language, with the intention of pursuing the practice of his
profession at Surinam.
in

The disturbed state of his native

land, however,

leave home Avhile trouble

and his

un

impending, pre
willingness
While pursuing his medi
vented the execution of this design.
cal studies, he was initiated by his brother into the principles
on which the
patriots of that time grounded their opposition to
the pretensions of the British government ; and imbibed his
He early
ardor in supporting the rights of his country.
to

was
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became
sacred
often

and

political writer,

a

cause

of

freedom, and

desponding

engaged heart and soul in the
in animating his friends and his

felloAV-citizens

the difficulties of the contest.

them his
was

ju-t,

neither

sentiments

to

encounter

with fortitude

He endeavored to
in

"that

impress

upon
that

being engaged
duty to persevere, and to be discouraged
by present danger nor by the certain prospect of
own

it

was

:

a cause

their

death."'
In

Salem, Dr. Ilolyoke

became

soon

one

of his warmest

acquainted with the medical history
of our country, the name of this distinguished physician is
familiar.
Universally respected and beloved, he was alike
honored for his practical science, his extensive attainments
and accurate judgment, and for those noble qualities of mind
and heart which attached all who Avere personally acquainted
with him, and left a memorial in their hearts Avhich the lapse
of years has had no influence in effacing.
Aided by so influential a patron, and winning his own way
by his agreeable manners and evident ability, the practice of
Dr. Warren rapidly extended, and soon became second
only to
that of his distinguished friend.
In the mind of Dr. Warren,
however, personal and individual considerations were of but
minor importance Avhen the welfare of his
country was in
It
is
evident
that
love
for
his
native
land was
jeopardy.
friends.

To all who

are

all other interests.

paramount

to

first blood

Avas

He

was

present when the

shed in that eventful conflict which severed the

American Colonies from the mother
country. News being re
ceived of the intended attack on the
military stores at Concord,
he immediately joined Colonel Pickering's
as a volun

teer, and marched
and

was

to

present when the

Lexington,

regiment,
important post,

the defence of this most
two

hostile forces encountered at

where the first battle took

Warren's brothers
of them took

an

place. Two of Dr.
action, and each

also present in this
active part in the skirmish.
were

The reports of the conflict and the
rumbling of the cannon
of the ever to be remembered 17th of June,
again called Dr.
Warren from his professional duties. He armed
and

himself,

hastened

on

the army

at

for

anxiety

foot, guided by the flames of Charlestown, to join
Cambridge. His mind was overwhelmed with
his brother's safety.
He well knew that that

brother's enthusiasm in the
thickest of the

fight,

contradictory reports
was

cause

would lead him into the

and he felt his

to engage in

eagerness

the

others, that he had been slain
this

During

period

After

some

heart

own

glorious struggle.

reached him

on

informed that General Warren

distress.
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the road.

was

taken

burning

with

Various and

By

some

he

prisoner ; by

the field of battle.

on

of suspense, Dr. Warren suffered great
days the certainty of his brother's death

established, and the excitement caused by this event, added
his previous deep interest in the cause, determined him at

was

to

once

to

relinquish

his brilliant

professional prospects,

and to

engage as a volunteer in the capacity of a private soldier.
The intense agitation and emotions of resentment which

burned in his breast
which had

brought

against

gathered from some
recently been discovered,
I cite

lished.

a
"

I went

on

instigators

of those outrages

from which have been

extracts

few sentences
Some told

citing period.
edly alive and well,
that he fell

the

such evils upon his country, may be best
fragments of his private journal which have
to

shoAV his

feelings

at

pub

this

ex

that my brother Avas undoubt
others that he Avas wounded, and others

the field.

with

me

Thus

perplexed almost to distraction,
solicitude, Avhich was such a mixture

inquiring
hope and fear as none but such as have felt can form any
conception. In this manner I passed several days, every day's
Oh ye
information decreasing the probability of his safety.
dreadful
scene
which
bloodthirsty wretches, who planned the
you are now forcing your bloodhounds to execute, did you but
feel the pangs of heartfelt pungent grief for the cruel wounds
you inflict upon the tenderest part of the public, as well as upon
individuals, you would execrate those diabolical measures which,
by your counsels, have been adopted, and which have precipi
on

a

of

tated

us

into all the horrors of

and tell your bloodthirsty
too, that the laurel which

a

once

civil

war

!

....

Go

home,

your pitiful tale, and tell him,
decorated the English soldier,

master
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the American shore.

on

that British honor and fame have received
the brave conduct of Americans.

a

Tell him

mortal stab from

Tell him that

even your
fresh
Avith
sufferers
conquests have but served to inspire the
knoAV
him
and let
courage, and more determined resolution,
that since that accursed day, Avhen first the hostile forces of

Britain

their foot

planted

has been such

on

the American shore, your conduct
a continued series of disgrace

has resulted in

as

incidents, and in operations replete with ignorance and

ful

folly."

deep grief of Mrs. Warren at the loss of her eldest son,
and the anguish she experienced at the thought of another
being equally exposed, at last prevailed upon Dr. Warren to
He decided to serve his country by per
alter his resolution.
forming the more useful and equally arduous duties of hospital
To this office he Avas appointed by General Wash
surgeon.
the siege of Boston.
during
Important and honorable
ington,
was to America, the
as this
siege
regular army of Great Britain
shut
an
up by
undisciplined militia for nearly a year, it
being
Avas not fertile in military events.
In March, 1776, however, there was a prospect of a bloody
and desperate engagement.
The Americans, by a masterly
manoeuvre of their General, had taken
possession of Dorchester
Heights, and the British commander had the alternative of
driving them from their position, or of evacuating the city. He
determined to make the attempt to storm the Heights, and at
the same time to attack the American force at Roxbury. Gene
ral Washington, ever on the alert, and not willing to act
simply
on the defensive, ordered a select
body of four thousand men
The

to cross

Charles River in

attack Boston.
thized with the
this

patriotic

General did
the

boats,

Dr. Warren

hopes

band.
not

and at the

same

moment to

of this party, and
sympa
and animation Avhich filled the breasts of

It is

carry

out

a

Avas

matter

his

of

history

intention,

but

that the

finally

English

abandoned

city.

Dr. Warren

was one

session of Boston

on

of the detachment ordered to take
pos
by the British troops. It

its evacuation

was

this occasion that

on

the

of
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he,

with Dr. Daniel

Scott,

made

ignoble and fiendish trap which had
discovery
been set for their destruction by the enemy, viz., the poi
a

most

soning of a large quantity of medicines that had been left by
the English in the workhouse.
This building had been used
them
as
a
and
in
it
were
found large stores of capi
by
hospital,
tal and important articles.
Upon examining these, Dr. War
ren found that
large quantities of Avhite and yelloAv arsenic had
been mixed with them. By this timely discovery,
undoubtedly,
many lives were saved.
Dr. Warren in his private

very accurately describes
left by the British, and the

journal

the appearance of the city as it
redoubts and fortifications upon

was

Beacon, Copp's,

and Fort

Hill,

with the cannon, ammunition, horses, Avheat, hay, and
other articles which were found in various parts of the city.

together

Although

this sketch is intended

chiefly as a biography of
medical man, yet we cannot forbear making one
further extract from this journal, to show more fully by what
Dr. Warren

as a

influences he

surrounded

his entrance into

professional
judge
stirring events,
which aroused the deepest feelings of an acutely sensitive na
ture, may have assisted in moulding his character in after life.
life, leaving

was

the reader to

on

how far these

His first visit to the spot where his brother was slain is thus
: "This
day I visited Charlestown, and a most me

mentioned

lancholy heap of ruins it is ; scarcely the vestiges of those beau
buildings remain. The hill which Avas the theatre upon
which the bloody tragedy of the 17th of June was acted, com
mands the most affecting view I ever saw. The walls of mag
nificent buildings tottering to the earth, below ; above, a great
number of rude hillocks, under Avhich are deposited the remains
tiful

in clusters of those deathless heroes who fell

The

scene Avas

self

as

Avalking

the field of battle.

When I considered my
the bones of many of my worthy fellow-

inexpressibly
over

on

solemn.

countrymen, who jeoparded and sacrificed their lives in these
high places ; when I considered that perhaps, while I was musing
on the objects around me, I might be standing over the remains
of

a

dear

brother,

Avhose blood had stained these hallowed walks ;
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inspire me! how many endearing
and gone forever, pre
scenes of fraternal friendships, now past
is
it
!
But
view
enough ; oh, may our
sented themselves to my
Dr.
of our God !"
battles
the
arms be strengthened to fight
with what veneration did this

attached to the main army under the immediate
command of General Washington. In the disastrous battle of
Island, his professional skill was called into full opera
Warren

was

Long

tion,
and

and be continued in active service

disheartening

throughout

the

gloomy

He, however,

winter of '76 and '77.

never

discouraged. Notwithstanding that the
almost inevitable, as he constantly
seemed
the
fate of
army
in
numbers
saw it diminishing
day by day ; although he beheld
the Avant of provisions and
from
the
the suffering of
troops
as
remnant
they were pur
clothing, and retreated with the
and
sued from spot to spot, in this, the most dark
trying period
of our eventful contest, yet his faith in the integrity of the
for

one

moment

was

his conviction that the result would

cause, and the firmness of

liberty of his country, prevented him from
happiness
to the pressure of the circumstances by which he
yielding
was surrounded, but enabled him to sustain and strengthen the
sinking hearts of his felloAv sufferers. The successes on that
and

be the
ever

eventful Christmas Eve

ing of the ensuing
prognostications.

at

3d of

Trenton,

and

on

the brilliant

former

morn

confirmed his

Princeton,
place, he and
being taken prisoners.

January

At the

at

the entire

This Avas
very near
in consequence of the celerity and secrecy of General Washing
ton's movements.
Following up his advantages with a rapidity

medical staff

Avere

and decision which

constantly took the English by surprise, and
strikingly displayed the talents of a great military
commander, he marched during the night to the attack upon
The breaking up of the encamp
the British at Princeton.
took
that
the medical officers were not
ment
place so quietly
aware of the event, until in the
morning they beheld upon the
which

so

other side of

a

small stream the advance of the enemy upon

them, while their own army was not anywhere visible.
ing their horses, they with some difficulty discovered

Mount
traces of

JOHN

the route taken
succor

by

AVARREN.

the American

the wounded

at

forces,
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and arrived in time to

Princeton.

Soon after this, Dr. Warren Avas seized Avith a fever which
fatal.
Brighter prospects began now to daAvn
upon our country, and having been with the army through the

nearly proved
most
was

dangerous

and

discouraging periods of the Revolution, he
department, and returned to Boston to
establishment of a military hospital in that

removed to another

superintend
place. He

the

there continued in

This situation

public

service until the peace.

favorable to the advancement of the anato
mical studies which he had commenced Avhen in
college, and
which he had occasionally pursued to the
present time.
His

was

proficiency

in this

branch, together with the skill in sur
gained him a distinguished repu

gery which he thus acquired,
tation, and soon raised him

to

in the NeAV

the rank of the most eminent

surgical practitioner
England States ; a rank which
he maintained for nearly forty years.
While Avith the army at Philadelphia, Dr. Warren had fre
quently met, at his General's table, Miss Abby Collins, the
daughter of Governor Collins, of Newport, Rhode Island.
This young lady was on a visit to the wife of General
Mifflin,
and formed one of the family party at
headquarters, at General
Washington's table. She Avas a favorite protege of the great
commander, and the writer has often heard, from her daughter,
anecdotes of the amiable hospitality and genuine kindliness of
feeling which were exhibited by General Washington in his
domestic relations.
The sweetness of his smile, called forth by
act
of
to
himself, has been particularly dwelt upon.
any
courtesy
This expression no artist has ever adequately portrayed ; and,
in truth, it Avas too spiritual and characteristic in its tone ever
to admit of being transferred to the canvas.
Before the
at
this
Dr.
was
broken
Warren
became
encampment
place
up,
to
Miss
and
soon
after
his
settlement in
Collins,
engaged
Boston he went to Newport to claim his bride.
During the early part of his married life, the expenses of a
family Avere a source of anxiety. They exceeded his means,
particularly as he was, at this time, under the necessity of
7
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liquidating a debt incurred for his education. Pecuniary
embarrassments, however, could no more damp his ardor than
political adversity : and. triumphing over all difficulties, he led
guard in the corps of medicine and surgery.
acquirements excited the interest and in

the advanced

His anatomical

of his friends, and he gave for their instruction a feAv
These Avere so well received that the
demonstrations.

quiries
private

Boston Medical Association invited him to deliver

regular

a

of lectures.

course

Dr. Warren's

opportunities

subject connected with
Those whom he

his

attending lectures upon any
profession had been very feAv.
for

called upon to instruct had some of
foreign medical schools, and had heard

was now

them been educated in

the first lecturers of the age ;

they

held the medical

practice
vicinity.
contemporaries in the profession, when pursuing their studies,
had been prevented from quitting home by the dangers Avhich
menaced their country, and the importance of their services at
home at that juncture.
Before such an audience, it was some
Dr. Warren and his immediate

of Boston and its

what of

a

An

ordeal to present himself as an instructor.
"
biographer, however, states that all deficiencies
severe

early
supplied by talents and resolution ;" and another Avriter
that
he
says
gained much reputation from his accuracy in
and
his facility in describing."
demonstrating

were

"

In
with

1780, he
success.

desirable that
ever

were

situated in

General

they seized upon it with zeal, and none of them
impression received from his lectures. These
delivered in the Military Hospital, which was

the

forgot

lectures

gave a course of dissections to his colleagues
To them, the opportunity was so novel and so

a

pasture, in the

Hospital,

at

It is well known

the

rear

corner

of the present Massachusetts

of Milton and

Spring

Streets.

the time referred to, and in truth for
that,
there
existed a strong popular prejudice
many years later,
dissections.
On
this
against
account, the lectures were con
at

ducted with great secrecy.
In the following year,
more public, and the students of Harvard

University

mitted

to

attend.

It

was

this season, and at the

they
were

place

were

per

above

JOHN
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referred to, that Dr. Warren

performed the operation for the
shoulder-joint, with complete success.
Already, by bequests previously made, there existed, at the
University, foundations for professorships of anatomy and sur
No person had as yet appeared whose talents and
gery.
acquirements in these branches were such as to entitle him to
fill these important chairs.
President Willard perceived how
much the interests of the University might be promoted
by the
talents of Dr. Warren.
A correspondence was entered into,
removal of

an arm

the

at

which terminated in the establishment of the first medical
institution in NeAV England.
The courses were opened in

1783.
for

Dr. Warren filled the chair of anatomy and
surgery
than thirty years.
For twenty-six years, his lectures

more

were

delivered in

Cambridge

without any assistance.
successfully contended in the

The difficulties with which he
of these

performance
the

times,

duties, arising from the circumstances of
public opinion in respect to dissections, and

from the

other causes, cannot now be thoroughly understood.
Add to
these the delays and uncertainties of a tedious ferry, Avhich had
to be

daily
of

crossed,

occupation and embarrassments
surgical practice, and we may
undertaking, and its attendant labors, as
Avith the

extensive medical and

an

indeed consider this
almost Herculean.

Avinter, the accumulation of ice wTould render
ferry impassable. To disappoint his class, or take a long
drive through Roxbury and Brookline were the alternatives,
The latter was universally
a circuit of at least twenty miles.
his choice,
going and returning on the same morning by this
At

times,

in the

the

—

—

circuitous route, after performing his dissections for demonstra
tion to his students, and delivering a lecture sometimes three
hours in

length.
commencing

Soon after
Avas

attacked with

pected

to

a

these

violent

recover, and

exhausting labors,

fever,

more

than

from Avhich he
once

were

Dr. Warren
was

not ex

his overtasked

point of sinking under these accumulated
Becoming fully aware that such exertions were rapidly
undermining his constitution, he tAvice unsuccessfully tendered
His services as a physihis resignation of the professorship.
poAvers
duties.

on

the
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zealously rendered to the poor, as Avell as to those
Avhose pecuniary circumstances enabled them to remunerate, so
far as money can remunerate, the attentions of a faithful physi
With what fidelity these duties Avere performed, with
cian.
cian

were

what devoted attentions their various calls
many in all classes of society
words, still breathing the warmest

are

were

yet living

affection,

answered, there

to

and

attest, by their
by their grate

ful remembrance.
In

gentlemen,
near

concert with several other medical

1784, Dr. Warren, in
established

small-pox hospital

a

Boston, and in 1792, he inoculated

at

Point

more

Shirley,

than fifteen

hundred persons.
At the time of the

yclloAV fever epidemic in Boston, in 1798,
deeply in the study of this disease, both
in its symptoms and treatment during life, and in the morbid
He examined the bodies
appearances presented after death.
of a large number who had died of this disease, and at the time,
when the belief in its contagious nature Avas universal, he an
he interested himself

swered all calls, and showed his fearless devotion to the Avelfarc
of his patients, by inhaling their breath, in order to ascertain
whether the calomel administered had had its

specific effect.
experience in this disease convinced him that it was non
contagious.
At this period, Dr. Warren again became embarrassed in his
pecuniary circumstances. He was induced to become responsi
ble for the debts of a medical gentleman, and a former student,
who had made extensive purchases of lands in the State of
Maine.
The lands Avere held in security.
The gentleman
failed to redeem his notes, and the property,
reverting to Dr.
Warren, was the source of large loss, of great annoyance and
vexation, and finally involved a large portion of his property.
His

In

1783, he took part

Medical

Society

ber, and

most

; and in

of the time

pointed president,
until his death.

there had
times

even

in the formation of the Massachusetts

1804, after having been

an

office

officer in that

to

Between the

unfortunately
severe

an

been

collisions.

Avhich he

was

an

active
he

Society,
annually

mem

Avas

ap

re-elected

Society and the Medical School
some
misunderstanding, and at
From his prominent position in
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both

institutions, he was enabled to create harmony,
co-operation in the furtherance of those great objects

and final
for which

had each been instituted.

they
In

efforts of Dr. Warren and his

1810, by the

colleagues,
University was located in Boston.
greatly to increase its prosperity and use

the medical branch of the

This step has served
fulness.

A remarkable advance in the state of American

science dates from this

These

medical
observed

changes
period.
originated in Boston, and to have spread from thence
throughout the country. A few years previous to this event,

to

were

have

Dr. Warren had been elected President to the Massachusetts
Humane and

Agricultural

Grand Master of the Massachusetts
In

from

eloquent eulogy, glowing

an
one

He

Societies.

also at this time

was

Lodge

of Free Masons.

Avith words fresh and

of the noblest hearts and most

gifted

Avarm

intellects of the

profession, we find the folloAving mention of the amount of work
performed by Dr. Warren during these years of incessant toil.
We refer to an address on the subject of this memoir, delivered
at the request of the citizens of Boston, by Dr. James Jack
still pursues the
son, who, universally beloved and honored,
beneficent work to which his life has been devoted, and exhibits
a noble example of the true physician, the brightest star in the

medical

galaxy

His words

Warren took

of NeAV

are as

England.

follows

:

"

From the year 1777, when Dr.
hospitals in this place, he be

of the army

charge
in private practice.

came

engaged

been,

almost from the first moment,

in

an

assembly

How extensive this has

scarcely need
Probably

of his toAvnsmen.

to
no

be stated
man

in

business, I' will not say
America has gone through
with the longest life.
even
but
of
in the same number
years,
he scarcely re
think
would
one
Certainly, for thirty years,
for
the
common pur
command
own
tained time enough at his
find
that
we
Yet
during this
poses of sleep and refreshment.
fullest
his
in
do
propor
good
period he always had time to
The
all men.
as to those concerns which arc common to
so

much

—

tion,

interests of

humanity

were

always his,

and from her call he
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could
able

never

turn

thirty,

:

to

aAvay his

ear.

of

We learn from the respect
Avas among their greatest

that he

Masons,
and, following his brother, he attained,

fraternity

favorites
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the

highest

In the Humane

Society

distinctions which
he

was

one

they

the age of
could confer.
at

and most

of the earliest

members, and for many years Avas justly placed at
their head. What, in short, is the institution, designed for the
valuable

of human happiness among us, in which he has not
active part ? When a useful object was proposed,
Avho has not felt assured that Dr. Warren might be counted

promotion
taken

an

among those Avho Avould give his efficient support?"
Dr. Warren's mental attributes Avere of a high order.

truly be
tempered and
may

considered
rendered

a

man

doubly

of

useful to mankind

He

this

genius, although

by

a

was

most

combination with

rare

sense,

clear, far-sighted judgment, keen common
and extensive general literary attainments. His reason

poAverful. He Avas gifted with a
imagination,
practice of his profession Avas
of great service, both in enabling him to arrive at a more true
and sympathizing appreciation of the sufferings of his patients
than could otherwise be attained, and also in varying and
adapting his treatment to the peculiarities and exigencies of
the occasion.
With a thorough knowledge of his art, he pos
sessed a peculiar tact for the accurate observation of disease,
and in rapidly arriving at conclusions, Avhich another Avould only
prove to be sound after a prolonged investigation. This quick
ness of perception, and the
extraordinary rapidity with Avhich
each
succeeded
other
in his mind, bringing him almost
thoughts
a correct
to
instantaneously
judgment, constantly excited the
ing

faculties

were

acute

and

which in the

vivid

astonishment and admiration of those with whom he

Avas
brought
rapidity of his bodily movement Avas equally
To this physical quality, may in part be attri
remarkable.
buted the poAver Avhich he acquired of performing an amount
of work in a short time, and of accomplishing in a
comparatively
short life, what, under other circumstances, would have been
utterly impossible. His intellectual activity and celerity of

in contact.

The

motion

manifested in all his habits of life.

Avere

It

was

his

JOHN

custom to drive

through
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the streets, when

visiting

his

patients,

often with his mind concentrated upon some important case,
and with a speed which frequently set the laws of gravity at

defiance,

and at his

own

imminent risk.

It has been related

him in his

those who have

accompanied
gig, that, considering
danger as always great, they have been in the habit of
placing one foot upon the step, in readiness for a spring to the
ground in case of accident. An incident may, with propriety,
be here mentioned, at onee exemplifying the universal respect
with which his person was regarded by all classes of his fellowcitizens, and the qualities, mental and physical, above referred
to.
A military company being one day on parade through the
streets of Boston, Dr. Warren was observed approaching them,
driving Avith his customary speed, absorbed in thought, and evi
dently unconscious of their presence. At the word of their
commander, the soldiers, in true military style, opened to the
right and left, and it was not until Dr. Warren had passed

by

the

several of the foremost ranks that he realized this token of

re

spect, and cordially acknowledged it with his usual courtesy.
His experience of the toil and anxieties indissolubly con
nected with the medical

profession,

both in their effect

on

the

practitioner himself and upon those connected with him in the
family relation, and their intrenchment upon those hours of do
mestic

enjoyment,

Avhich

to him

Avere

peculiarly dear,

led him

adverse to any of his descendants

a decided opinion
entering upon the same path, or forming any connection by
Avhich they would be liable to suffer from this cause, as he and

to express

his had suffered.

But the father cannot mark out his children's

His eldest son, the late Prof. J. C. Warren, whose
of elevated usefulness and distinguished professional

destiny.
career

only recently terminated, early exhibited a taste
for the studies and pursuits in which his father was so deeply
interested. When his collegiate education was finished, this

renown

has

His father's oppo
and for several months the young
remained at home in comparative idleness, prevented from
his natural bias by his desire to conform to the pater-

inclination assumed

sition
man

was

following

a

decided character.

equally decided,

1"4
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wishes,

while at the
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time he found it

same

impossible

to

But it Avas of no avail ;
interest himself in any other pursuit.
to
the decision of the father was forced
yield to the enthusiastic
Another
ardor of the son.
And it was well that it was so.
of his sons, Dr. E.

became

a

medical

united in
to

Warren, of NeAvton, Massachusetts, likewise

practitioner,

John

vard

and

members of the

marriage
Gorham, M.D., late
University, and another
to

two

Professor
to

of his

daughters were
profession ; the eldest
of Chemistry in Har

same

John B.

BroAvn, M.D.,

of Bos

orator, Dr. Warren was gifted with peculiar power.
His contemporaries unite in attributing to his eloquence a

ton.

As

an

charm and interest which fascinated and riveted the attention of

listening to his flowing
elapsed, which length
of time Avas not unusual, they heard the closing Avords with re
gret. One Avho kneAv the subject of this memoir intimately, and
to Avhose address we have previously referred, thus speaks of this
Time

his audience.

speeches,

passed

unheeded in

and after three hours had thus

endoAvment

:

"

Amidst the various incidents and characteristics

of his life which crowd upon my
his rare eloquence as a lecturer,
in

adequate

charms I

terms.

mind, I have
nor

not

yet noticed

do I know Iioav to do

so

To those Avho have been accustomed to its

His voice was most
appear to do it justice.
harmoniously sonorous, his utterance distinct and full, his lan
But its more peculiar
guage perspicuous and well chosen.
charms Avere derived from the animation of delivery, from the
interest he displayed in the subject of bis discourse, and from
his solicitude that every auditor should be satisfied both by his
demonstrations and explanations." In a private communica
tion to the Avriter, the same distinguished authority says:
His
cannot

"

voice

sonorous, and

fine,
mellow, and in the sick-room it
beautifully tender, expressing the kindliness of his heart
and the warmth of his sympathy."
The first time this gentle
man met Dr. Warren, was in the chamber of a
young college
friend, Avho was taken ill in Cambridge, far aAvay from his home;
was

Avas

and the warmth and tenderness of his
made

an

impression

which, after the

years, is still fresh in his memory.

manner

lap«o

of

at

more

that time
than

sixty

JOHN

Another,

in

referring

to
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these traits Avhich

marked his character, and which alone can
deep affection which Avas felt towards him

so

prominently

account

by

for that

all who kneAv

and which is cherished for his memory in the hearts of
those who yet survive, thus Avrites : "Nor was his fame limited
to a narroAv circle of admirers ; it was extended through our

him,

State and country; it Avas known, and honorably, in that from
we
Much may not be said, but it is impossible
sprang.

which
to be
as

wholly silent,
as
diligence

well

on

his wonderful

in the

study

of his

assiduity in
profession.

the

practice,

No call

Avas

Wherever
unansAvered ; no hours or seasons were reserved.
there Avas pain to be assuaged, or infirmity to be supported, or

anguish to be relieved, there, at the first summons, was this
ready minister of the healing art. The poor, who could give
nothing but gratitude, the Avretched, who scarce dared ask his
attention, found in him a good Samaritan, not only binding up
their wounds, but imparting, too, oil and wine for their com
fort.
To all his patients the manner of his attendance en
hanced the value of his skill, and rendered him not only a
celebrated but a beloved physician."
"Not diligence alone, in the pursuit and communication of
knowledge, and the discharge of those duties to Avhich he had
peculiarly pledged himself, but ardor of soul in all that he
thought or did, emphatically characterized him. Who so active
Who more fervent in spirit ? What could
in business as he ?
have carried him through such a course of duty, especially with
his slender habit of health, but an eagerness which nothing could
a resolution Avhich
repress, a zeal which nothing could abate,
nothing could impede? His liberality was not confined to pro
fessional services ; he cheerfully gave pecuniary aid to those he
found in Avant ; and all enterprises of a public or charitable
nature found in him a ready contributor, both of money and
of time."

Ardent, energetic, enthusiastic, and generous in his tem
in harmony Avith
perament, Dr. Warren's mind and heart were
Disinterested and unselfish almost to a fault,
these qualities.
his whole soul

was

absorbed in

fulfilling

his

duty

towards those
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leaving no possible means
unessayed: elevating, ennobling, and extend
the
of the medical profession ; and benefiting
usefulness
ing
His nature Avas
the community of which he formed a part.
He
acutely sensitive, and his feelings keenly susceptible.
he
should
declined no responsibility which it seemed right
assume.
He exacted from himself the performance of duty
to its utmost limit ; and his shrinking from the fear of sub
sequent self-reproach caused him often to extend these limits
far beyond the reality, and beyond his OAvn poAvers of physical
If an unusually important or doubtful case, or
endurance.
one which
especially interested his feelings, Avas to be con
his
sidered,
anxiety overcame all personal considerations, and
the long hours of the night were passed in pacing his room,
tasking his brain for some untried measure yet remaining to
be employed, or by prolonged thought seeking to assure himself
that no expedient which science or thoughtful consideration
could suggest had been neglected.
Keenly alive to the suffer
of
the
feebleness
of
his
OAvn constitution and his
others,
ings
to
of
own
attacks
Avhich he was for many
to
disease,
liability
were
overlooked
when others called
years subject,
immediately
Avho

were

entrusted

to

his

care :

for their relief

It Avas his custom to ride much upon horse
upon him for aid.
back, as being the most expeditious means of visiting his pa

tients, and especially when summoned in the night. His OAvn
were most
frequently relieved by an emetic, com

complaints

bined with the sudorific effect Avhich

usually accompanies

their

administration.

He could not, however, even while under the
influence of this remedy, be prevailed upon to refuse to bestow
upon others the
retired for the

required attention ; and frequently, after having
night under these circumstances, he would rise
in
the
severest
Aveather, jump upon his horse and hasten
and,
to the bedside of the sufferer.
It was undoubtedly such
expo
sures, united to other causes already referred to, that under
mined his constitution and shortened his life.

As

an

almost

accompaniment of this extreme sensibility, Dr. War
ren Avas subject, at times, to
great depression of sph its. The
and
of
a
hopes
aspirations
strong and firm religious conviction
necessary
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had, however, taken deep root in his mind. Faith in the
supreme goodness of a superintending Providence, and in a
nobler state of existence, cheered him in his most desponding
To

moments.

a

firm conviction of the truth of the Christian

revelation he had

arrived,

as

the result of

personal

exami

nation.
"

He

Avas

a

Christian from conviction

as

Avell

He had examined for himself the evidences of
and

was

belief

as

our

feeling.
religion,

satisfied of their conclusiveness ; and the fruits of his
shown in a life spent in doing good, and in diffus

were

Although he
morning, he devoted the rest
attending on public Avorship,
and
instructing his family in
religious subjects,

sentiments where he had influence.

ing religious

visited many patients on Sunday
of the day to religious duties, to
to

reading

on

The foundations of
the great truths of Christian doctrine.
this practice were laid by the instructions of an excellent and
pious mother, Avhom he zealously cherished Avhile she lived and

deeply mourned on her death."*
All biography is comparatively Avorthless which, in describing
the public actions of a man, does not, at the same time, Aveave
into the history a sketch, minute so far as possible, of the dis
tinguishing traits in his character in private life, one from
which the reader may be enabled to trace, in a clear, welldefined, and unique form, the entire man. No apology, there
fore, is required for having entered into these minutiae. It
is in such
man

chiefly

that

the

biography

of

differs from that of another in the

one

distinguished

same

Avalk of life ;

otherwise there would be a tendency to wearisome sameness.
It is a narrative of the mental and moral qualities which can
to the interest in the private history of an indi
alone

respond

vidual which his public career has awakened. From the sketch
which we have thus far endeavored to trace, the true characte
ristics of Dr. Warren, in his domestic relation, will be readily
understood.

The

ever-floAving

which he

regarded

awakened

an

enduring
*

tenderness of affection

those of his
and

own

peculiar strength

Thacher's Medical

Avith

household, and Avhich

Biography.

of filial love and
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memorial here.

It

requires

no more
living remembrance than that Avhich it has found in
the hearts and lives of those to Avhom he Avas thus united, and
Ave re required, that the career of the
affords
if
man

of

ample proof,
science, of

proof

one

completely

the most

even

absorbed in

the active duties of life, is not inconsistent with the cultivation

higher and nobler qualities ; that such a life does not,
necessity, exclude the growth of those finer sentiments of
the heart upon which, more than upon all else, true happiness
depends.
In his intercourse with his patients, the same susceptibility
Avas
conspicuous, and Avas the means of acquiring their affection.
"He entered readily and warmly into their feelings.
He
of the
of

affected

no

interest in their troubles that

Avas

not

sincere.

If

pain
they
sufferings Avere, and it Avould
have been abhorrent to his nature to have treated them with
were

in

he knew what their

indifference.
with the

In all the anxieties of those Avho

sufferers, by

sympathized,
His virtues

the

place

were

in

a

no one

life,
Avarmly
deeply than he.
unaffected modesty, which

had felt them

heightened by

an

connected
he

more

he held in the estimation of his fellow-citizens

diminished.
not

for

were

the relations of domestic

With the

never

qualities avo have described, he could
true politeness, Avhich has its foundation

fail to possess that
benevolent heart."*

The

esteem

called upon

in which he

was

held often caused him to be

those whose Avish it

by
portant political

was

to

advance

some

im

social measure, and Avho were desirous that
his influence should be exerted in its favor.
The Avriter has
been informed
ence Avas

or

by contemporaries

considered

peculiarity

as

almost

of the connection

a

of Dr. Warren that this influ

guide

Avhich,

to

public opinion. The
days, existed be

in those

tween

the beloved

will

in part for the power he possessed, to control or
the public mind.
His interest in political affairs con

physician

and the families under his

charge,

account

move

tinued unabated
measure

ay as

through life,

one

which

met
*

and when thus called upon, if the
with his approbation, and one

Op.

sup. cit.
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Avhich he believed would advance the Avelfare of his country,
or

of his

he entered into it with his Avhole

adopted city,

and endeavored to

secure

its

success

by

every

means

heart,
in his

It was his custom, on such occasions, to acquaint him
power.
self thoroughly with the subject in debate, and previous to the
to Avrite

meeting

address,

an

of

in Avhich his

own

views, with the

Avhich had convinced him of their correct

reasoning
clearly stated. Dr. Warren's published writings are
not numerous.
It certainly is remarkable, under the circum
stances in Avhich he was placed, that he found any time for the
cultivation of general literature.
Those important branches of
the
of
which is so indispensable
knowledge,
daily acquisition
course

ness were

in the progress of every Avell-balanced

mind,

were,

however,

neglected.

never

He delivered the oration

on

the first celebration of our National

Independence, July 4th, 1783. This oration affords abundant
proof of extenshre historical reading, of familiarity with the
political affairs of the day, and of a Aviso and thoughtful con
sideration of their influence

on

the present and future welfare

of the country.
Orations and addresses on various other occa
sions of public interest have been published, viz., one before

Society; one on the Hon.
Society; an address to the

the Massachusetts Humane
President of that

Russel,

Lodge

of

Massachusetts, &c. &c.

Thomas
Masonic

He likewise contributed

a

articles for the Communications of the

number of valuable

Massachusetts Medical

Society ; others to the New England
Surgery, and the Memoirs of the
The Boston Maga
Arts and Sciences.

Journal of Medicine and
American

Academy

of

instituted in 1783, also contains in its pages
zine,
articles from his pen, on some of the various miscellaneous
Avhich

subjects

of

was

general

interest.

A dissertation read before the Massachusetts Medical So

ciety,

A View of the Mercurial Practice in Febrile
contains a minute analysis of the effects of this

entitled

Diseases,"

"

in the class of diseases in which it has been considered
The results of an extensive practice, and of
most efficacious.

remedy,

many years of careful

observation, are here impartially narrated.
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in many in
by the remedy, as modified
is
stances by the peculiar type of the prevailing disease,^
in
Avhich
minutelv investigated, together with the circumstances
it may be regarded as beneficial or injurious.
In regard to various diseases in Avhich calomel had previously
ad
been universally resorted to, Dr. Warren offers opinions in

The influence exerted

of the received authorities of the ago, and in some in
coincident with those which prevail at the
stances
vance

strikingly
Hydrocephalus, for example, is even yet con
large majority of English and American prac
titioners to be properly treated only by a resort to large
and frequently repeated exhibitions of that remedy.

present time.
sidered by a

In

1813, however, Dr. Warren

wrote:

to be almost the

"

Calomel has for

a

medicine afford

only
thought
long
a
ing any prospect of success. Whether it has ever effected
Avithout
in
real
cure
hydrocephalus internus, may, perhaps
imputation of skepticism, be doubted." His pathological in
vestigations were unwearied, and the recorded results of these
researches have afforded assistance in the diagnosis of disease
at a later period, and their effects may often be traced in the
established and universally received opinions of the present day.
The Avork alluded to is, perhaps, the most concise and extended
examination into the influence Avhich this poAverful remedy has
upon many of those diseases with which Ave have most frequently
to deal, and is a resume of the knoAvledge and experience of
the period, tempered and biased, of course, by the prevailing
ideas and theories upon the subject to Avhich it relates.
Dr. Warren's chief, and perhaps only recreation, consisted
in the indulgence, during the middle and latter periods of his
time been

life, of his

taste

for horticulture.
had

for rural

kept
and

pursuits
ahvays
abeyance by his more
At no period could
duties.
in

taste be considered

relaxation.
summer

family,

day

It
to

Avas

as

more

the

than

gratification of this refined
passing and momentary

a

his custom in the afternoon of

into his

jump
speed

drive with

His love for the country and

been strong, and had only been
absorbing and sterner interests

to

a

Ion"

gig, and, accompanied by one of his
on Jamaica
Plain, in Rox-

his estate

JOHN

Ill

WARREN.

There he would pass an hour more or less, as circum
stances would permit, in laying out his land, planting, trim

bury.

grafting his fruit trees, and in noting their growth,
development and progress of his various experiments
These hours afforded him the purest and
and improvements.
most unmixed enjoyment, and they Avere those which his com
panions on such occasions recalled in after years as among
and

ming,

and the

the

happiest

His keen

in their lives.

of

provisions

times

peculiarly

communicative and

tion.

His allotted time

and immersed in the

in the beauties

delight

nature, rendered him

and wonderful

in his

at

these

interesting
having expired, again he Avas in the city,
anxieties and fatigues of professional
conversa

business.
A contemporary describes Dr. Warren's personal appearance
and hygienic habits in the folloAving manner :
"
The personal appearance of Dr. Warren was most pre
—

possessing. He Avas of about middling stature and Avell formed ;
his deportment was agreeable ; his manners, formed in a mili
the officers of the
tary school and polished by intercourse with
an
of
French army, were those
accomplished gentleman. An ele
vated forehead, black eyes, aquiline nose, and hair turned up
from his forehead, gave him an air of dignity which became a
and character.
Temperance was as
person of his profession

agreeable

to his

wishes

and breakfasted

as

it

He
necessary to his health.
at
did
business
afterwards
home,
Avas

early,
for about tAvo hours, rarely
promiscuous,
professional
in the morning in summer, and ten in
nine
till
home
leaving
He dined at two, ate heartily, but drank no wine and
winter.
the stronger stimulant
usually nothing but water,— for wine and
The afternoon and
drinks were poisonous to him through life.
like the morning, in visiting
part of the evening were passed,
in visiting, or in consulta
terminated
the
and
evening
patients,

rose

either

or

the
were necessary to the labors of
in
his
to
incident
duties
the
position
time, or
performing
his
the many societies with which he had become connected by
and
beneficent
active
disposition.
no time
"Dr. Warren made his visits very short. He wasted

tion of

such works

in

as
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immediately applied bis mind to the case,
possessing himself of it in a few minutes, in
such a manner as perfectly to satisfy the patient and his friends ;
so that, though they often complained that his visits Avere short,
and wished that they could have more of his company, they Avere
deeply attached to him. This is not, hoAvever, to be attributed
solely to their confidence in his skill, but to the warm and affec

in

but

conversation,

and succeeded in

tionate

manner

which Avith him

Avas

constitutional.

In surgery,

during the greater part of his
pre-eminence
career.
The soundness of his judgment saved him from erro

his

unrivalled

was

neous

the

conclusions in

public

practice

a

cognizance of
Although compelled to trust

more

than that of medicine.

within the

part destitute of any aid
from consultation in this division of his duties, his success Avas
to

his

own

uniform,

so

resources, and for the most

far

the nature of the diseases he treated would

as

I fence he

allow.

Avas

resorted to from all parts of New Eng
operation. His manner of opera

advice and

land for

surgical
ting Avas perfectly cool, composed, and decided. Though sym
pathizing in the suffering he Avas called upon to inflict, he did
not alloAv that sympathy to influence him, or to hurry one step
of his operation, or to omit any detail Avhich could contribute to
Before its conclusion, he always satisfied himself
its success.
and those about him that everything had been done that ought
to

be done, and that

no

relic of disease had been suffered to

At a very early period, and long before
escape his vigilance.
it was practised on the continent of Europe, he introduced the

healing of wounds by the first intention ; thus shortening pro
digiously the cure and the sufferings connected with it. Among
other difficulties he had to surmount
vidual to Avhom he could

resort

pairing surgical instruments.
during the principal part of
find

a

of his

substitute in

pupils

or

Dr. Warren's

his

for

the Avant of

making, improving,

an

indi

and

re

No such person existed in Boston
his time, and he was compelled to

some

itinerant

OAvn

hands."*

collegiate

Avas

razor-grinder,

education included

Thachers Medical
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knowledge of
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extent of

some

the Hebrew

languages.

He afterwards studied also the Dutch.

being desirous

of

becoming acquainted

Still later in life,
with the French medical

works, he acquired that language ; and thus a
new field of industry and improvement was opened to himself,
and an opportunity of transplanting to American soil the results
and anatomical

of the

investigations

Dr. Warren
out

the

never

and discoveries of the French literati.

possessed a robust constitution. Through
period of his life, he had been sub

and middle

early
ject to frequent attacks of sick headache, Avhich Avere accom
panied by great depression of spirits. In his fifty-first year,
From
he experienced complete relief from this affection.
the age of thirty, he also suffered from uneasiness and pain in
In 1811, while demonstrating a brain
his chest and side.
which had been immersed in alcohol and muriatic

acid, and

long time, in a very cold state,
paralytic affection of the right
From this
arm, from Avhich he never completely recovered.
time the affection of the chest increased in severity, and re
The pain came on in
curred with still greater frequency.
in
He was often obliged
the
and
night.
generally
paroxysms
to take considerable doses of opium for its relief, and at
He would then rise and bleed
times even this remedy failed.
This last resort generally mitigated his sufferings.
himself.
During the last Avinter of his life these attacks became alarm
ing. They Avere attended by a sensation as if of a cord drawn
across the chest and consequent dread of suffocation, producing
great agitation and distress. In February and March, 1815,
he underwent great anxiety, exposure, and fatigue. His friend,
Governor Brooks, had been dangerously ill, and Dr. Warren
had been obliged to visit him once and sometimes twice a day at
Avhich he held and handled for
he

Avas

suddenly

seized with

a

a

Medford, five miles from Boston. About the same time, one
him
evening, on returning home, he received a letter informing
dislo
had
miles
distant,
that his brother, at Foxboro', twenty-five
cated his shoulder, and that the physician of the place had been
Exhausted as he was in body and mind,
unable to reduce it.
and laboring under disease, Dr. Warren immediately ordered a
8
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On his

arrival, he

at

once

and made several unsuccessful attempts
He finally deferred further efforts

reduce the dislocation.

until

morning.

He obtained

the

Before

walking

and made

the

room.

reneAved,

joint.

Sinking

rest,

morning

he

passed the night in
again roused the family,

but

successful, efforts to restore
exhaustion, he got into his sleigh and

and this time
from

On

and resumed his usual routine of visits.

returned

home,

the

of the 22d of

night

no

paroxysm of dyspnoea,
visited some patients, and

he had

March,

with fever.

On the 25th, he again
in the afternoon attended to business

a

home.

In the

night,
complaint. From this time,
the disease increased in severity, accompanied by fixed pain in
the right side, and laborious respiration, Avith occasional cough.
The remedies made use of alleviated the most distressing and
urgent symptoms, but debility and general derangement of the
functions of all the organs supervened.
The pulsations of the
heart became irregular and intermittent; the circulation in the
left arm became peculiarly disordered, and the functions of
the brain impaired.
On the evening of April 3d, a distressing
paroxysm of pain and dyspnoea occurred, so severe that be re
quested an opening might be made in the side, probably under
the impression that pus or water might be discharged.
The
pain was relieved by the application of hot tincture of cantharides and a moderate dose of opium.
At seven in the morning
of the fourth, he inquired the hour ; then remained quiet ; in
a few moments he
began to breathe more sloAvly, and almost
imperceptibly expired Avithout a struggle or a groan.
A dissection of the body revealed extensive disease of the
aorta.
The folloAving is the account given of the pathological
he had

an

alarming

attack of his

appearances.
"
The affection of the aorta
nates

in ossification.

Avas

of that sort which termi

The extent of the morbid

from the orifice of the

change

the valves to

was

far
vessel, including
and
vertebra,
probably
On the right side of the thorax, the lun^s ad

down the thorax

much further.

at

as

as

the sixth dorsal

hered in all the upper part.

This adhesion

Avas

evidently

of

JOHN
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long standing. The lower part of the lung on both sides, but
mostly on the right side, Avas greatly inflamed. The pleura on
this part was high-colored and was covered by & recent effusion
The lungs were heavy and very firm,
of coagulable lymph.
not

crepitating.

feAv air-bubbles

When the inflamed parts Avere divided, very
but from some portions there Avas dis

issued;

charged much thin purulent fluid. In nearly one-third of the
lungs the air-cells were compressed by the effusion of co
agulable lymph into the cellular membrane."
The grief felt at the death of Dr. John Warren Avas great
His fellow-citizens united to do honor
and widely extended.
His remains were deposited in a tomb erected
to his memory.
for the purpose by his family, in the cemetery under St. Paul's
Church in Boston, in the same sepulchre where also were laid

Avhole

the relics of his

brother, Avho

Avas

killed

on

Bunker Hill.

A

his friend and for

eulogy was pronounced at the interment by
colleague, Professor James Jackson. A funeral sermon
was preached at the church Avhere the deceased had attended
public Avorship, and the Hon. Josiah Bartlett delivered a fune
ral oration at the request of the Grand Lodge of Massachu

mer

setts.

BUCKMINSTER BROWX.

CASPAR

AVISTAR.

1761—1818.

In every age, and among all nations by which medical
science has been cultivated, the names of those Avho have

devoted themselves to the advancement of that
the

application

of its

principles

to

science,

or

to

practical purposes, have
ornaments of that scroll

been enrolled among the highest
Avhose ample face bears the record of the
to

worth.

Both

as

grateful homage paid
a
practi
medicine, Caspar Wistar deserves a place

a

cultivator of the science and

tioner of the

art

in the

rank of American Avorthies.

highest

of

If the statesman and the Avarrior
amid the bustle and

agitation

of civil

the surface of the broad

are

more

often lauded

their

strife,
glory is found
anel rushing stream. In

floating
that deeper and more important current of the
great sum of
human interests, the tranquil course of domestic life, where the
on

affections

dwell, and
healing occupies the
the

perfection

the heart finds its repose, the minister of
most sacred
place ; and, in proportion to

in which the various elements of the moral and

intellectual power are combined in his character, is the devotion
to himself with Avhich he inspires the hearts of those to whom
he is the minister of God to

dispense relief in suffering, in the
disease,
sympathy with affliction and be
reavement.
There has been no period in the annals of Penn
sylvania in Avhich the inhabitants have not been blessed by the
cure

of

or

in the

presence of medical men Avhose names Avere household Avords
during their respective lives, and Avhose memory has been

CASPAR
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transmitted from

generation to generation by grateful recipients
appreciators of their skill. The names
of Owen, Zachary, Cadwalader, the Bonds, Shippen, Kearsley, Kuhn, Morgan, Jones, Redman and Rush, predecessors of
Wistar, may well challenge still for their descendants the
homage which succeeding generations are always ready to pay
to the merit of the
past ; and the knoAvledge of their honor,
doubtless, had its due Aveight in determining his career. It is
a natural
influence, felt and recognized by the ingenuous mind
of honorable youth, filled with noble aspirations ; and leads to
the dedication of the highest talent and purest moral worth to
the noble calling of the physician.
To commemorate, there
those
like
have
adorned
the profession of
fore,
Wistar,
who,
is
to
the
not
due
medicine,
only
memory of such as have
earned the meed of praise, but is, at the same time, a debt
Avhich posterity may claim, as every such memorial affords a
strong incentive to others to emulate their character, that they
may participate in the honor of those thus revered: and as
the lapse of time obliterates the record, it becomes a work of
of their kindness and

affectionate interest to

cut

afresh the

traces

their influence

of the

Avorn

in

the

ever-flowing
scriptions, and thus to renew
generations of man.
Caspar Wistar was born in Philadelphia, on the 13th of
September, 1761. It was then, without a rival, the acknoAvledged principal city of the British Colonies in North America ;
and the period was one which gave more than usual eminence
to

all whose lot it

Avas

to

on

become actors in the great events

just beginning to assume the position which
has given them unrivalled importance, and made their influ
ence to be felt throughout the civilized world.
It was not only by their resistance to unrepresented tax
ation that the colonists were at this time asserting their rights
which

Avere

then

British freemen, and their claim to that interest in the
be exercised
management of the government which could only
of their independence of the mother coun
the
as

by

try.

recognition

growth of nationality, not only very
especially germane to our present sub-

An indication of this

significant

in

itself,

but
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at

just

the birth of Wistar,

Philadelphia.

It

this time,

was

only

one

school of medicine

a

thus

a

conjuncture

which demanded for our science men homeborn and bred upon
the soil, Avho should be able to seize the lamp, as it should be
to fall from the hands of the first runners in the race,

ready

and carry it, with steady and increasing poAver of illumination,
be delivered to another generation. To this, Caspar Wistar

to

Avas

admirably adapted.

of parents of great respectability, and in
His paternal ancestry Avas German.
affluent circumstances.
He

Avas

the

son

grandfather, who bore the same name, had emigrated from
Hillspach, near Heielelberg, in the year 1717, and had married
at GermantoAvn, Pennsylvania, Catharine Janscn, Avhose parents
It is interesting to trace the germs of the
Avere also German.
same character Avhich Avas afterwards displayed by the grand
son, in this his first progenitor in the NeAV World.
Having a
brother younger than himself and several sisters, he relinquished
his patrimony to his sisters, abandoned the Fatherland, and
arrived in Philadelphia with a pistareen in his pocket and a
handsomely-mounted double-barrelled revolving gun on his
His

shoulder,

"

to

carve

World."

This

C. Wistar

Pennock,

out

for himself

a

fortune in the Ncav

is still in the

possession of Dr.
The legends of
the family prove hoAV zealously and honorably he applied him
self to the accomplishment of this object, and his efforts cer
tainly Avere crowned with success. Residing in Philadelphia,
he established in Ncav Jersey, near Salem, Avhat is believed to
have been the first glass factory in the Colonies ; an enterprise
foAvling-piece
one

of his descendants.

in which his son, the father of Dr. Wistar, Avas, in due time,
associated with him.
The peculiar characteristics which dis

themselves in the person of Dr. Wistar in the Avider
adorned, were equally strongly marked in his
father and grandfather.
These Avere strict

played
sphere

Avhich he

integrity, great
industry, quick conscientiousness, and enlarged benevolence.
His maternal ancestry was English, Bartholomew
Wyatt,
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the father of his mother, having
settlers of West Jersey under the
These

Avorthy people
"

called

Quakers,"

a

on

both sides

accompanied the earliest
auspices of William Penn.
Avere "Friends,"
commonly

fact which alone is sufficient to indicate

possession of an earnest and religious character ; since at
that period the vieAvs which are peculiar to this sect were held,
with perhaps a few exceptions, only by such as were willing
to sacrifice all personal and temporal advantages for conscience
their

Under the influence of such parents, and with such an
Wistar was trained to the practice of

sake.
cestral

traditions, Caspar

every virtue and the avoidance of every vice.
Among the earliest efforts for the permanent benefit of the
"

colony they had established, William Penn and his Friends"
appropriated their means freely to the endowment of schools of
learning, in which their children and descendants should receive
the advantages of a liberal education under the purest and
wisest moral control.

It

was

in

a

school thus

endowed,

and in

building Avhich exhibited the generous and enlarged vieAvs of
those by Avhom it was erected, and Avhich stood until the last year
a

or

tAvo

on

Fourth Street beloAv

in Avhich it

Avas

built,

the

Chestnut,

healthy

in what

was

in the

day

Avestern suburb of the groAV-

city, young Wistar received the best classical education
World could afford. The devoted and constant friend
Newr
the
his memory,
maturer
of his
years, and the loving eulogist of

ino-

Tilghman, says of this period: "I have been able
to discover nothing very uncommon in his juvenile character.
In quickness he was surpassed by several of his companions ;
but what he undertook he never failed to accomplish by perse
verance." He certainly at this time and in this school laid the
Chief Justice

foundation of
he

repaired

to

education which enabled him, when soon after
the schools of Europe for further advantage, to

an

which proves that he was at least
the equal of his compeers, and through life he associated on a
and scientific men of his
footing of ease with the most learned
He was able to con
as in this country.
as well in
assume

at

once a

day,

verse

fluently

position,

Europe
correctly

and

in

Latin, had the usual command
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acquaintance

with the

German

language.
political excitement which marked the period at which
he Avas born, steadily increased in the several Colonies, and it
was while he Avas a boy, pursuing his studies in the Academy in
Fourth Street, that the Congress of Delegates met to consider
their grievances and devise means for their redress, in Carpen
ters' Hall, which stood immediately adjacent to the school.
The

What

then his

Avere

and emotions

sympathies

Ave

are

not

We may, hoAvever, justly infer from the vicavs on such
questions which he held strongly in mature life, that the ardor

told.
of

youthful feelings

would lead him

asserted the liberties of the

to

that side Avhich

adopt

and their

people,
right to resist,
passively at least, all encroachment on their privileges; and
with an intelligent appreciation of the blessings of that free
dom which had been the heritage of their ancestors from the
earliest period of history, to transmit to their posterity a noble
patrimony Avhich can only be maintained in its integrity by
the resistance of each generation to those invasions Avhich are
ever being attempted on the one or the other side.
It Avas not long till the determined resistance to encroach
ment culminated in open strife.
The importance of Philadel
phia, then the largest city on the continent and the seat of
the American
seat of

Avar

Government, caused

its

vicinity

; and the battle of GermantoAvn

peace-loving

inhabitants the sad

be

to

soon

presented

to

the

the

Avitness "the

opportunity
religious principles
to

wicked wastrie of life in war."

While the

of the Wistar
active

family prevented most of its members from any
participation in the bloodshed of battle, there Avere others

nearly

allied

to

them who

and

every feeling
called those who

principle by
Avere

of the wounded.
whose

Avere

foremost in the conflict

which their lives

non-combatants

It is asserted

by

to

minister

to

Chief Justice

;

and

governed,

were

the relief

Tilghman,

is

beyond doubt, that Caspar Wistar, then but
sixteen years old, Avas active in assisting those who Avere
prompt
in rendering the services required by the wounded.
His beauthority

"

CASPAR
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nevolent heart

Avas affected
by the sufferings of the wounded
soldiers ; and so deeply was he struck with the happy effects
of the medical art that he determined to devote his life to a

profession
Such

onward,

ings

as

formed to alleviate the miseries of mankind."

was
ever

the fountain-head of the

spread

stream

wider and grew stronger,

Avhich,

as

dispensing

it

ran

bless

it flowed.

When he had

completed

his

scholastic

education, young
study of medical science under
the direction of Dr. John Redman, one of the most eminent
medical practioners of Philadelphia, and President of the Col
lege of Physicians, instituted at that early period for the pro
motion of the culture of medical science, and the
regulation of
Wistar devoted himself

to

the

those ethical relations which should subsist among those Avho
pursue so noble a calling.
The Medical School of
was

Philadelphia,

then still in its

the first established in the British Colonies.

under the

infancy,

Commenced

auspices of men of highly cultivated minds and lofty
aspirations, it had been founded solely with a view to the benefit
of those Colonies.
While pursuing their own studies in the
schools of Europe, two of the sons of Philadelphia, Dr. W.
Shippen, Jr., and John Morgan, conferred together on the need
of such an institution, and determined to accomplish the great
undertaking of providing one for those who were forbidden to
seek foreign instruction by the res angustoz domi, but who
yet were endowed with ability to apply to the public benefit
such medical knoAvledge as should be placed Avithin their reach.
Dr. Shippen reaching home before Dr. Morgan, commenced by
giving private lectures on anatomy only. In April, 1765, Dr.
John Morgan presented to the Trustees of the College of Philadel
phia, a letter from the Hon. John Penn, Proprietor of the Pro
vince, giving his approbation to the effort ; and being appointed
by the Trustees Professor of the Practice of Medicine, deli
vered and published an address on the subject of medical
In September of the same
schools under their auspices.
year, Dr. Shippen Avas, by the same board, appointed Professor
of Surgery and Anatomy. These two gentlemen, in conjunction
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the

two

lbs.

Bond, Dr. Cadwalader, Dr.

and the Rev. Dr. Smith, the learned and

Provost of the

College, prepared plan
conferring degrees, which
Faculty enlarged by the addition of Dr.
a

for

education and

fessor of Materia Medica

judicious

conducting medical

Avas

adopted, and the
Kuhn, as Pro
in the folloAving

Adam

and Botanv, and

year of Dr.

Benjamin Rush, of Chemistry.
The starting-point of the school Avas eminent ; its tone Avas
dignified: its ambition lofty. It aimed at the establishment of
a

system of instruction, which should present

wealth

men

duly prepared

to

the

common

deserve the confidence

to

they

seek, when they asked that the lives and health of the
community should be intrusted to their care. The first com
mencement was held June 21, 1768, after a public examination
should

of the candidates for the honors of the

College.

This fact is

thus noticed in the minutes of that venerable institution.

"

This

day, which may be considered the birthday of medical honors
in America, the Trustees being met at 9?, o'clock in the fore
noon,

and the several

professors

and

medical candidates in

their proper

habits, proceeded from the apparatus room to the
a
Avhere
hall,
polite assembly of their fellow-citizens was
public
convened
livered

by

to

honor the

Mr.

solemnity."

Lawrence,

'

A Latin oration

De honoribus

omni

was

de

in veris

qui
disputation was held
betAveen two of the candidates
On the seat of Vision,' and
another betAveen other tAvo on the question, Num deturfluidum
Ten young gentlemen received the
nervosum.'
degree of
medicin.e cultoribus collati fuerunt.'

aevo

A

'

'

Bachelor of Medicine.
Such

the noble

beginning of the Medical School of Phila
delphia.
College with which it was connected was, howdoomed
to
eA-er,
participate with all other humane institutions in
the ruin caused by war.
During the heat of the civil strife in
the year 1779, an unfounded jealousy led to the confiscation of
its estates, and the transfer of its
property and position to a
neAV
organization incorporated under the title of the University
of Pennsylvania.
Possessed of the funds of the old
College,
and favored by the patronage of the dominant
party, for a time
Avas

The
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organization was paramount; and it was in this school
Caspar Wistar attended the lectures, and from it he re
ceived his degree of Bachelor of Medicine in the
year 1782,
just before the war with Great Britain was brought to a close
by the acknowledgment of the independence of the American
Colonies.
The examination of the candidates for
degrees was
then conducted publicly, in presence of the Trustees and
any
citizens Avho might be disposed to witness it.
Conflicting
neAv

that

theories

met

with the support of rival teachers
among the

and

faculty,
Judge Tilghman says, doubtless on authority
beyond question, "Each Professor examined with an eye to his
own

to

Of this Wistar

system.

answer

was

aAvare, and had the address

each to his satisfaction in his

uncommon

promptness and precision

as

OAvn way, Avith such
excited the surprise

and commanded the admiration of all who heard him."
content Avith the amount of

the honor thus

achieved,

laudable desire to render

performance of

the

high

thus

Not

knoAvledge
acquired,
panting with an honorable and
himself thoroughly qualified for the
nor

with

and

and

responsible

duties of the

profession

to

which he had dedicated himself with entire deA'otion of all

his

faculties, the youthful graduate repaired to Edinburgh, at
light of medical science

that time the centre from which the
was

diffused

over

the entire British

Empire.
preceding generation had repaired
well as from London, to Leyden to learn
Albinus, so, at this time, they flocked to

As the students of the
from

Philadelphia

as

from Boerhaave and

Scotland for the instruction of Cullen and the Monroes.

On

the Avay
Edinburgh young WTistar spent a year in the vici
London
; and though, by the death of his father, he had
nity of
to

pursuits, and had
become possessed of an ample estate, he not only resisted the
temptations to vicious indulgence by which so many are betrayed
under such circumstances, but gave himself entirely to the dili
gent prosecution of the purpose for which he had crossed the
Atlantic ; thus early affording evidence of the possession of those
principles Avhich in after life enabled him to reach the eminence
From London he repaired to Edinburgh,
to which he attained.
been left to the unchecked control of his

OAvn
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and the assiduity with which he there devoted himself to his studies
demonstrated not only by the ripe fruits of his after life,

is

amply
by the friendships

he formed and the honors conferred upon
his fel
tAvo
successive
for
Thus,
years he Avas elected by
Medical
the
of
Presidents
low-students one of the
Society
Royal
but

him.

Edinburgh, and also President of a Society for the further
investigation of Natural History." We may, Avithout hesita
tion, adopt and reiterate the expressions of Chief Justice Tilgh
the esteem Avhich
man, who, in recounting these evidences of
These honors conferred by a
Wistar had acquired, remarks :
a
stranger,
great, a learned, and a proud nation, on a youth,
into
risen
had
but
Avhose
one
and
existence, arc
just
country
We contemplate
the surest testimonies of uncommon merit.
but
with
with
them not only
pride. Their lustre is
pleasure,
'v

of

"

reflected from the
Nor must
a

we

the country which gave him birth."
Avhilc estimating their value, that it Avas at

man

forget,

to

time when the fratricidal

dence

to

our

country

Avas

struggle which had given indepen
but recently terminated, and the

jealousies of civil Avar had not yet died away.
pursued by Dr. Wistar was singularly consis
tent. Chosen calmly and deliberately, though at an early period,
it Avas steadily pursued to the end. Thus, diligent as he Avas in the
study of those branches of knowledge Avhich are more strictly pro
fessional, Ave find him, even while preparing for the examination
for his Doctorate, turning his attention also to those collateral
heartburnings
The

course

and

of life

branches the cultivation of Avhich adds
of the

so

much to the

and in which he

resources

after manifested

intelligent physician,
increasing interest. It was not the mere caprice of the youth
ful mind, wandering lawlessly around the fields of observation,
and returning with the empty recompense of dissipated powers ;
his was the careful, accurate investigation Avhich seized and
made profitable all knowledge which came Avithin his reach.
Dr. David Hosack, in the eulogy pronounced by him before
the medical classes attending upon his lectures in the city of
New York ere the cold clay of Wistar had been consigned to its
ever

an

repose in the grave, thus records his testimony to the character
he had Avon for himself while pursuing his studies at Edinburgh:

CASPAR
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"

He Avas distinguished for the same assiduity, correct moral
deportment, and retiring, modest demeanor, that characterized
him in every period of his life, and which, young gentlemen,

permit

me

to

add, you will

ever

find to be the

distinction and usefulness.

sure

and

never-

was
failing passport
the impression made at that early period of his life upon his
friends in the University, that his name Avas ever afterwards
mentioned in terms of the Avarmest regard and respect.
The
which
was
thus
made
on
mind
the
affection
impression
my
by
ate language in Avhich he was
spoken of by the late celebrated
divine Dr. Erskine, the present eminent physician of that city
Dr. Charles Stuart, and by the elder Professor Duncan, in all

to

Avhose families he had been
To those thus
ever

domesticated,

enumerated, he added

watched his

career

on

Such, too,

can never

be erased."

the list of friends who

with the interest which had been be

gotten by his character

as a student, the celebrated Cullen him
self, Sir James Mcintosh, Mr. Emmet, and Professor Jeffrey,

Avhose friendship was not lightly bestowed, and never with"
reflecting honor on the merit of the recipient. After three
years thus honorably and profitably spent, he took his degree
of Doctor of Physic in 1786.
Nothing could more perfectly
exhibit the character of the mind of Dr. Wistar than the subject
selected for his inaugural thesis, "Be Animo Bemisso."
De
dicated to Cullen the great luminary of the medical Avorld, and
Franklin the philosopher of both the Old and the New, it is de
voted to the investigation of the nature, causes, and treatment
of one of the most distressing maladies to Avhich our nature is
subject. In Latin which does ample credit to his knowledge
of that language, he discusses the relations between mind and
matter, deducing his illustrations from the stores of medical
literature, classic authors, and modern poets and philosophers,
Avith a judicious liberality proving his acquaintance with them
all, yet falling short of pedantic display, as well as of the mere
quotation to furnish matter, so frequent in such productions ;
and he closes the essay Avith a tribute of grateful affection to
his preceptors, Dr. Redman of Philadelphia, Dr. Jones of New
York, and his friend, Dr. Charles Stuart of Edinburgh. In the
men

out
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he had been domesticated

during

Eruthe two years of his residence ; and he addresses him as
ditus vieus jucundissimusque amicus," and tenders his thanks,
,l

"

propter magna quce

cipimu*

ex

eonsuetudine

commoda

colloquiisque ejus

pcr-

habitavimus, quorum

quamdiu apud
voluptatc, gratixsimoque animo ad cxtrcmam
This feeling he ever re
usque cetatem fovebimus memoriam."
of the Christian faith
the
recollection
tained, cherishing fondly
maxima

as

well

cum

cum

as

the domestic virtues of his friend.

The earnest
In the year 1787, he reached his native city.
student Avas the germ of the anxious, diligent, and faithful

position of his family and connec
comparatively limited population of the city of
Philadelphia, placed him at once in a position Avhich forbade
mediocrity. His fellow-citizens manifested their respect for
him in every proper mode, and ample Avas the return he made
in the honor which, gathering around his own brow, Avas trans
ferred to the city of his birth and the home of his affections.
He was immediately appointed one of the physicians to the
Philadelphia Dispensary, then recently established; and one
of his preceptors. Dr. Jones, took every opportunity to pro
mote his advancement, by manifesting his own confidence in
his ability.
It is related of him that having requested the
young surgeon to assist him in a critical operation, Avhen the
patient was prepared, he handed the scalpel to Dr. Wistar,
pleading the failure of his own vision as an apology for trans
ferring the responsibility to him. The College of Physicians,
The social

practitioner.

tions. Avith the

Avhich
and

they

then

very exclusive body, having few members
the oldest and most distinguished medical men of the

Avas

a

city, elected him one
Philosophical Society,
Rittenhouse and

of its Fellows ; while the American
under the auspices of Franklin and

Jefferson, called

their labors for the

him to
of

a

participation

in

investigation
knoAvledge,
an
alacrity the offspring of earnest in
terest.
On both he conferred by his subsequent career, honor
more than a
The
recompense for that thus early bestowed.
College of Philadelphia, to Avhich the returning sense of justice
devoted himself with

to Avhich he

CASPAR
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the part of the government of the

vania had restored its charter and

State of

neAv

Pennsyl

endowments, placed him

immediately among the trustees to whom was committed
duty of resuscitating that venerable institution, and a
months afterwards appointed him Professor of Chemistry

the
feAv
and

the Institutes of Medicine.
He devoted

himself,

with

untiring

of the two

energy, to the Avork of
institutions, convinced

accomplishing
junction
that more injury would result from the jealousy of rivalry in
so narrow a
sphere, than good from any honorable competition.
It Avas chiefly through his instrumentality that this happy
At that period,
result Avas accomplished in the year 1791.
the chair of anatomy was held by the one incumbent teaching
a

the classes of both schools.
numbered
dants also

sity

of

of the

The

hundred and

one
on

four,

Avhile the

his lectures

on

of whom

fifty-five
professors of

the lectures of the other

Pennsylvania,
College.
new

The attendants

larger

number

institution thus formed took the

Avere

atten

the Univer

were

matriculates

name

of the Uni

Pennsylvania, and the Medical School that, by
so Avidely known, of The Medical Depart
The high reputation
ment of the University of Pennsylvania.
of Dr. William Shippen, Jr., as a teacher of anatomy, of whom
it wras said by competent judges he had no superior, had
of

versity

which it has become

caused him

placed
Wistar

to

in the
was

hold that chair in both
in the

position
appointed Adjunct
same

new

schools, and

he

was noAV

arrangement, while Dr.

Professor of

Anatomy and

Mid

wifery.
Wistar, in his thirtieth year,
in Avhich he achieved for himself

We thus find Dr.
on

that

course

than which

no

fairly
a

started

distinction

greater has been attained by any competitor.

The honor
for fame.
propose to himself to seek
confidence
the
to
and
the
esteem
to
win
able ambition
acquire
his
to
was
no
bosom, which re
of his fellow-men
stranger
He did

not

sponded promptly and warmly to such appeals. This was the
goal at Avhich he aimed ; and, in the faithful discharge of duty
to Avhich this desire stimulated him, he acquired a reputation
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like the monument of the bard, would
As we hoav lock
"Ao/i oinnis moriar."

pcrenniusf
to

only

say,
the

on

course

coevals and successors,

we

he himself ran, but on that of his
at least primus inter

find him still

be injustice to any to challenge
pares, and it would scarcely
for him an unequalled reputation, even in this community, in
has attained a degree of honor
which the medical

profession
enjoys even where it is most esteemed.
higher
Made illustrious during successive generations by the devotion
to its arduous labors of those who, like Wistar, were impelled
of medi
only by the desire to confer blessings, the profession
no stinted
with
been
in
has
cine
regarded
ever,
Philadelphia,
honor, and it is to Wistar and such as he, who, regardless of
gain and prodigal of personal exertion, devoted their talents,
and time, and fortune to the public, that Ave, who noAV bear
the heat and labor of the day, owe the estimation Ave here
enjoy.
The medical department of the University of Pennsylvania
thus organized from the junction of the two schools, soon
assumed in the Western continent the position of the great
centre to Avhich all Avho sought instruction in the art of healing
flocked, from every part in which the English language was
spoken ; and, though the eloquence of Rush was a strong attrac
than it

much

tion, the sound wisdom of Wistar Avas not less celebrated. He
Dr. Hosack
Avas an able, instructive, and attractive teacher.
says: "he at once evinced those great qualifications by which
he Avas afterwards distinguished. The same fluency of utterance,
the unaffected

expression,

ease

and

simplicity

of manner, the

the animation and earnestness

viction of the truths he

was

delivering,

as

arising

well

as

perspicuity
from the

of

con

from the desire

impress them upon the minds of the pupils, and the readi
ness Avith which he summoned and
applied the numerous and

to

varied

resources

hearing have had
played in a most
delivered.
that

even

Avhich many of you noAV in my
opportunity of Avitnessing, Dr. Wistar dis

of his
an

mind,

remarkable manner, in the first lectures he
were his fascinating powers of
description,
those
upon
subjects that are usually considered as an
Such

CASPAR

uninviting part
of his hearers

of

demonstration of
the

philosopher

The

only

by

a

as

of Anatomical

awakened and

muscle

well

as

or

a

lectures,

the attention

unremitting.

Even in the

bone,

his views

Avere

his

pupils,

was

such

as

their confidence in his powers

and veneration for him

as

those of

the anatomist."

of Dr. Wistar in the anatomical

manner

rounded

a course

was ever
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a

man.

at

as a

once

theatre,

sur

to command not

teacher,

but their love

Courteous and

gentle yet
stooped to seek the passing favor of the
moment by
pandering to a vicious taste, or indulgence in
jesting or levity. His whole demeanor was that of one who
felt himself the accredited minister of a
holy service. With a
countenance which changed with
every passing shade of thought
and feeling, and a heart which
responded to the gentlest influ
ences Avhich touched it, none ventured on
familiarity; yet
the only awe he inspired, was that with which a kind and
loving
parent attracts to himself, rather than repels the children of his

dignified,

he

never

affection.

His intercourse with the students who
was

marked

by

one

greatness of mind
character.
the

So

Avhich

peculiarity,
which depends

soon as

the lecture

on

frequented
was

his

lectures,

indicative of that

entire truthfulness of

closed, he allowed them

to

in which he stood ; and he never closed the
throng
door to his private apartment, to Avhich they were freely ad
area

and he would

mitted ;

prolong the lecture by conversation,
was
during
preparing to retire, and often remained
talking to them and answering their numerous questions, not
only without reluctance, but with a cheerful and happy tone of
voice and expression of face, Avhich, while it gratified the youth
ful aspirants to his favor, convinced them that he considered
the time he

He thus
their interests paramount to his own convenience.
than compensated his class for the few minutes by which

more

trespassed upon their patience, through a want of
punctuality to his hours, which with him was almost
unavoidable. Universally knoAvn and respected, his daily course
through the streets was interrupted by persons of every grade
in life, Avho were permitted to stop him by the way to consult
he often
absolute

9
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him about their ailments, or to
benefits received from his skill.

testify

their

His courtesy
with the richest

bounded ; the poorest equally
with kindness, and their cases treated with
ation.

His walks

well

manhood

as

nod, Avhich

were

almost

rejoiced

at

gratitude
to

all

Avere

respectful

for the
was

un

received
consider

ovation, and childhood as
beaming look and pleasant

an

the

gave evidence of his

recognition

of each token of

respect.
the habit of Dr. Wistar to invite the students in small
numbers to his house, repeatedly during their attendance on his
On these occasions his urbane manner and happy
lectures.
It

was

faculty of engaging them in com'crsation relieved the frigid
formality which usually settles on such assemblages. The stu
dents of that day Avere generally from the rural districts, having
enjoyed but feAv opportunities for social intercourse or familia
rity with the usages of city life. Great embarrassment was
therefore naturally a serious alloy to the enjoyment of such
No

associations.

sooner

around the wall of Avhich
but little

acquainted

would Dr. Wistar
some

tAA'enty

with each other

or

Avere

enter

the room,

thirty young men
arranged in awful

expectancy, and take his seat in their midst, than he would ad
dress first to one and then another, some question as to the local

peculiarities
worded

as

to

of the section of country from which they came, so
prove the possession on his part already of some

knoAvledge of themselves personally, and the subject about Avhich
inquiry; and thus would he draw them into conversation
and give freedom to their powers, pent up not so much by igno
It was not in the company of students
rance, as by timidity.
of medicine only, that he thus sought to place those around him
at ease by drawing them into conversation on those subjects
with which they were familiar, while adding at the same time
to his own stock of knowledge. This delicacy of perception, and
consideration for the feelings of others, marked his general in
tercourse Avith his patients and society ; and gave an especial
charm to the literary and scientific soire'es which he g.ithered
weekly at his house, when he collected there not only the besthe made

informed and

most

intellectual citizens, but also all

strangers

CASPAR

Avho
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supposed capable of giving or receiving pleasure at
meetings. It is asserted by the Abbd Correa da Serra,
that these parties at Dr. Wistar's house were the first which
were held in this country on the
plan of the European conver
sations. Nor Avas his hospitality confined to those meetings
only,
which were the origin of the Wistar parties, so called, of the
present day. Under the auspices of Dr. Wistar, these scien
tific and literary parties were strictly such ; the refreshments
being limited to the simple tea and coffee, and similar light
were

such

articles, Avhich

Avere handed to the
company, instead of the
luxurious suppers which now form so prominent a feature of
these entertainments. On suitable occasions, however, his table
Avas

spread

visited

our

as a

city

tered there.

generous board ; and few strangers of any mark
Avithout partaking of the pleasures which clus

Warm and

quick

in his

feelings, generosity

was

especial characteristic of his heart, and by its promptings
influenced his mind.
This led him to pay but little attention
to the pecuniary obligations of his patients, to whom he gladly
an

rendered

services even Avhen the recipient had no spe
his consideration ; Avhile to those, who, with strait
ened circumstances AArere struggling to sustain a respectable

gratuitous

cial claim

position,
As

with
who

his

sympathies were ever open.
practitioner of the healing art

Dr. Wistar

occupied a
possessed
cultivator and teacher of the science. Endowed by nature
a determined Avill rather than a
quick perception, those
knew him best speak of him as less rapid in his mental
a

position
as a

on

no

less eminent than that

we

have

seen

he

action than many Avho have yet not attained to the same emi
As a corrective he combined with this an earnestness

nence.

of purpose, and highly Avrought moral sensibility, and an
alted benevolence, which stimulated him to action and
tained him in effort.

The examination of each individual

made with the most minute

ex
sus
case

of all its

therefore,
scrutiny
features, and a patient attention to the complaints of the suf
ferers, which assured them of the interest he felt, and his desire
Avas,

to

attain that intimate

knowledge

of the disease which would

enable him to administer his remedies

understandingly.

The
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Abbe Corrca da Serra remarks

:

"

He

was

scrupulously

atten

tive in the examination into the nature of disease, and gentle
It Avas his object to
and kind in the treatment of his patients.
did not enter into his
Hazardous
assist nature.

experiments

This system is but little understood by those
Avhom
he
lived, but was the natural product of his own
among
character."
The estimation in which he was held as a surgeon is proved
of

plan

healing.

Managers of the Pennsylvania Hospital,
in which they speak of his resignation as unexpected and very
much regretted by the Managers, who would gladly have em
braced an opportunity of giving to a long-tried, experienced,
and faithful practitioner a further proof of their confidence in
his skill and abilities, by re-electing him to the office ho had
filled more than sixteen years with great reputation, had he
not prevented them by declining to serve any longer."
The Avriter of this sketch can still recall vividly the impres
sion made by him on his boyish imagination, and the deep hold
upon his affections Avhich was established by Dr. Wistar as the
medical attendant in his father's family. The countenance beam
ing with affectionate interest in the suffering of the patient : the

by

the minutes of the

"

—

gentle
and

tones

quieted

of the

of endearment with Avhich he soothed the anxieties
the alarm of childhood:

symptoms,

so as to

offend

as

—

the

patient investigation
adapt his remedies
irritability of a sick and

and the earnest effort to

little

as

possible

the

perverted taste, then much more difficult than now, Avill never
be forgotten, and are as vividly present as when, more than
years ago, they determined the adoption of his OAvn course
of life. These traits of character Avere natural. He was sincere

forty

and truthful ; and the patient in the hospital, in the wards of
which he was a faithful attendant during seventeen years, or the
poor sufferer in an alley, recei\red from him the same delicacy

proudest citizen Avho claimed his services for
a fee.
disregard of the pecuniary recompense for
his services was so great, that it not only prevented the accu
mulation of wealth for his family, but, whilst it gave a higher
elevation to the esteem of the community for the philanthropy

of attention

as

the

Indeed his
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it was open to the censure of leading them to
from
others, who are more dependent on their own ex
expect
ertions for their support, the same self-sacrificing devotion to

profession,

their interests
We have

as

seen

he had

displayed.

that, from the commencement, Dr. Wistar

was

accustomed to

give wide scope to the action of his mind. Che
mistry, botany, and mineralogy were all studied with care, but
anatomy, as the subject on which it became his duty to teach
others, claimed his special attention. He published, for the bene
fit of his class, a work on Human
Anatomy, which, for clearness
and conciseness of description was unrivalled, and which re
tained its position as the text-book of all our medical schools,
until the ad\7ances made in the modes of
investigation and clas
sification, and the changes in the modes of teaching, which have
characterized the last thirty years, required another. The dis
covery made by him of the mode of development of the cells of
the sphenoid bone, and their attachment in the early period of
life
an

to

the

ethmoid,

investigator

and

was one

which conferred honor

discoverer,

and in which he took

and great satisfaction.
With the exception of the work

on

Anatomy,

on

him

as

unalloyed

he committed

but little to the press. He sometimes wrote anonymous essays,
and occasionally communicated his view7s o\rer his own signa

through the daily papers, and the Transactions of the
College of Physicians, and American Philosophical Society.
Of this body he was always a zealous member, and Avas one
ture,

of the Vice-Presidents from the year 1795 ; he Avas elected to
the Presidency on the resignation of his intimate friend Thomas

Jefferson, in
with

men

1815.

He maintained

a

correspondence
countries, as well as

constant

of eminence in science in other

home, and in every mode in his poAver labored to promote
the cultivation of general knowledge. In the natural history

at

of

our own

cially
were

so

deeply interested, and was espe
investigation of those fossil remains Avhich
claiming the attention of scientific men. The

continent he

then first

fifth volume of the
rican

was

in the

neAV

series of Transactions of the Ame

Philosophical Society, published

after his death, contains
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article from his pen on this subject, which he was the first
investigate in a scientific manner, and to Avhich it was his
lie
intention to devote the leisure of his remaining years.
an

to

history of our OAvn nation, and it
was at his
through his influence, that a com
suggestion,
mittee of the American Philosophical Society Avas appointed
for the purpose of collecting and preserving the scattered frag
ments which are essential to the perpetuation of our knoAvledge
The meetings of this com
of the transactions of the past.
mittee he attended regularly, and one of his colleagues re
marks, that it was the custom, after having despatched the
business of the evening, to gather around the hearth, and
enter into general and unrestrained conversation, in which he
ever took the lead Avithout
intending it, and by his just re
marks and interesting anecdotes, he would beguile the time,
until Avarned by the unwelcome tolling of the midnight hour,
that they were entering on another day.
Dr. Wistar's literary taste Avas good and elevated.
Poetry
had a charm for his maturer years as well as for his youth ;
but works of fiction he disregarded in his more earnest seek
ing for solid truth.
His opinions on government Avere in strong contrast with
those of his family and friends and the social circle in Avhich
he moved.
He embraced fully and decidedly the vieAvs of Mr.
Jefferson.
Yet he lived in harmony with those Avho differed
from him on these subjects, at a time when party divisions were
was

interested, also,

in the
and

more

violent and

parties

rancorous

than

entertained for him that

affection which
Avarmest

was

friends,

equally

most

even now

creditable

devoted

;

and those of both

profound respect
to

patients,

and

him and them.
and nearest

Avarm

His

relatives,

zealous advocates of the vieAvs of the Federal
party.
His sense of propriety taught him, as a medical practitioner,

Avere

avoid the obtrusion of his views upon others ; and he Avas
aware of the
incompatibility of political and medical
studies and pursuits.
He therefore never took any
part in
the former, beyond the expression of his views when occasion
demanded it, and then in such manner as was least offensive.
to

well
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His well-known

popularity

at

one

time induced the leaders of

the Democratic party in Philadelphia to endeavor to persuade
him to allow them to put him in nomination as their repre
The Abbe
sentative in Congress : this he positively refused.
Correa da Serra says : " A citizen, he loved his country ; and
among different modes of promoting her interests, he adopted
the views of

one

always ready

to

party.

Yet, free

render

those from Avhom he

from all

excitement, he

was

the motives and actions of

justice
differed, whom
to

he

always

met with kind

ness."

only to notice the more private relations
family, and his views on the most important
As may be
of all subjects, the responsibility of man to God.
not shrink
has
been
we
need
said,
readily inferred from what
a3
from the investigation of these relations, except
they are too
sacred to be made the subject of prying curiosity.
Soon after his return from Europe, he was united in matri
It remains for

of WTistar

to

us

his

mony to Miss Isabella Marshall.

called to
ance

mourn

her

and solace his

loss, with

no

grief. It was
again married,

Within two years, he was
child to perpetuate the alli
not

till after the

lapse

of

Elizabeth, daughter of
eight
Thomas
of
niece
and
Mifflin,
widely known as
Mifflin,
George
years that he

one

of the

cheered the

long

Miss

This estimable lady
by her sympathy, and
daughter were the fruits

Governors of this State.
subsequent years of his life

survived him.

Tavo

sons

and

a

of this union.
His delight in nature was as simple as that of a child, and fur
nished him unbounded gratification. A modest but beautiful
country-residence afforded him a retreat from the toil and cares

profession during the summer months, and it was here
delighted to gather around him his family and friends.

of his
he

that

He

and thus disarmed
was fond of children, whom he caressed,
for
hands
his
in
Three times
their fears.
surgical assistance,
heart
which he gently
I can still remember the palpitating

quieted by
the

ing

to

are

many

his kind and

sympathizing

manner, before resort

and there

painful applications necessary for relief,
now
living in the decline of life, who still

similar reminiscences.

cherish
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visiting

about character

;

his

patients

and when it

in his presence would check it by the apt
that noblest sentence of uninspired morality :

or

else

was

quotation

at

of

—

"

Who steals my purse, steals trash ; 'tis something, nothing ;
mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands 5

'Twas

But he that filches from

Robs

me

of

And makes

The

religious

that,
me

which

me

not

my good name,
enriches him,

poor indeed."

views of Dr. Wistar

Avere

those of the

Society

of Friends, modified by his large intercourse with the world.
When his professional duties permitted, he ever joined with

meetings for worship once, at least, on the
day, and he enjoined the same habit on his children,
not as appropriate to their childhood only, but as the privi
lege and duty of man through life, and requested they Avould
He urged upon his sons that, even should
ever continue it.
the
medical
profession, they Avould never allow
they adopt
their duty to their patients to furnish an apology for the
neglect of this duty to God. Among the latest acts of his
life was the postponement of other engagements to join in a
religious meeting held at his own house by some travelling
ministers of the Society of Friends.
It was also his custom to
take with him in his carriage, and read as he travelled either
for pleasure or professional calls, a copy of the word of God
which he especially valued, as the present of his early friend,
Dr. Charles Stuart of Edinburgh ; and, on such occasions, he
commended the sacred teachings of the Gospel to the affec
tionate regard of his children, whom he frequently carried
with him on short journeys.
His philanthropy was quiet and sincere, manifested not
only
in the discharge of his duty as a physician, but by a
ready
response to the call for aid in every mode by Avhich want is ac
customed to appeal for relief. His sympathy for the weak and
oppressed found vent in his kind interest in the sad remnant
of the Indian tribes, which, at that day, still lingered in Avretchthem

Lord's

in their

CASPAR

edness amid

our

frontier
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settlers, and frequently visited

our

great cities ; while, in common with Franklin, and Rush, and
every enlightened citizen of this, and many of the leading men
of

States, he took

southern

more

a

lively

interest in the abo

lition of negro slavery here, and desired to promote the dif
fusion of those views which would lead to its extinction else
where

here, by the voluntary

as

thus

Having

act of

the

masters

themselves.

described the character of Dr.

briefly
principal

and narrated the

events of

his

Wistar,
life, it only remains

record the circumstances of its close.

During many years
less from symptoms which indicated an
organic affection of the heart, which occasionally gave rise to
On this account he strove as much as
attacks of dyspnoea.

to

he had suffered

possible

to

more or

reduce the number of his

patients

and diminish the

He however entered

the

amount of his

labor.

duties of his

in the winter of 1818 Avith his usual

professional
professorship

on

But about the middle of January he was seized Avith
energy.
a fever Avhich soon manifested those indications of prostration
Dr. Horner, then his affectionate
Avhich gave rise to alarm.
successor of Dr. Physick in the
the
and
subsequently
pupil,

chair of anatomy, records :
"
So long as reason maintained her seat, I heard him say,
'Well, to-morrow I shall certainly be able to meet my class;'
'

and it

was

only by

the Avatchful

care

of his friends he

The last sentence he
vented from the attempt.
"
to all mankind."
I
well
wish
pronounce Avas,

On the 18th of

turity
which

January, 1818,

of his intellectual

earthly

ambition

Avas
pre
heard to

Dr. Wistar died in the

ma

and at the

highest point to
aspire. Beloved, respected, honored

force,

can

was

all who knew him, his virtues had secured him the affections
of his friends ; his talents and industry the respect and esteem
of the community in which he lived, and a reputation of no

by

ordinary

character in

a

Avider circle ;

and,

if in the

struggle

and

of life there had been personal jealousies
heart-burnings,
they died Avith the individuals Avho Avere affected by them, leav

ing only

a crown

of honor

placed

on

his brow

by

a

grateful
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posterity Avhich cherishes his memory as that of one Avho, by
the diligent discharge of duty in his generation, established
To adopt
his claim to be "held in everlasting remembrance."
life was
His
:
the language of the Abbe* Correa da Scrra
"

too

short in the estimation of all Avho knew him.

especially applicable

emphatically appropriate,
expression already become trite,
as

to

We may
him, the

magnum SUI desiderium RE-

LIQUIT."
Caspar Morris.

JOHN SYNG DORSEY.
1783—1818.
Nearly half

a

century has elapsed since Philadelphia

was

called upon to mourn the death of the subject of this memoir ; at
the time universally regarded as one of the most able, talented,
and

promising

members of the medical

profession

that America

had yet produced.
The event was so much the more deplored
because of his many excellent social qualities and his remark
able

of his

personal popularity, as well as
usefulness, to say nothing

fame and

just

been elevated to

the school in

Avhich,

rapidly increasing

of the fact that he had

of the most honorable

one

fifteen years
Had he been

positions

in

he had received

previously,
spared to the age ordinarily
allotted to the more favored portion of the race, he would,
doubtless, have earned an undying fame as a great surgeon ;
for he unquestionably possessed all the attributes of a superior
mind, blended with the accomplishments of a varied, if not a
profound, scholarship ; and he was, next to Physick, the very
man to Avhom, above all others, the
public everywhere looked
as best
qualified by nature, education, and opportunity to illus
his medical

degree.

character of the art and science of surgery in the first
third of the nineteenth century in the United States.
John Syng Dorsey was born at Philadelphia on the 23d of
trate the

December, 1783. Placed

at

school

of

at

an

early

extraordinary sprightliness
soon outstripping most
It Avas in fact easy to predict that the boy

great facility, and

His classical education

Avas

age, he evinced

mind, acquiring knowledge with

obtained

at

the

of his

companions.
a
genius.
Friends' Academy

would be
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Street, where he remained until

the

comple

tion of his fifteenth year, pursuing his studies with unwonted
ardor, and making more than ordinary proficiency, especially in

the Latin

language, for which

fondness.

prominent
school

he seemed to have had

an

unusual

The English language and mathematics also formed
objects of inquiry with him. His conduct while at

remarkably exemplary ; and, although full of life
he Avas rarely absent from the recitation-room.
Immediately after quitting the Academy, young Dorsey
began the study of medicine, and for this purpose he entered
the office of his maternal uncle, Dr. Philip Syng Physick, then
just at the commencement of his brilliant career as a practi
tioner of surgery, and of that astonishing reputation Avhich no
American physician, Avhatever may be his talents or opportuni
ties, may hereafter hope even to approach, much less to rival.
and

was

playfulness,

His life

was one

of such

of great and incessant labor; for, under the
preceptor, only a short time before the favorite

auspices
pupil of John Hunter,
gery, he could

a

not

the

most

have been idle

which, however, he

never

Avas.

illustrious
even

name

in British Sur

if he had felt

so

inclined,

Intrusted with the

ordinary
his daily task of

text-books then in A-ogue, he had assigned to him
committing to memory the greater portion of what he read, in
order that he might appear to proper
advantage at the recita
tion on the morrow.
The study of medicine in the latter

part

of the last century and the
early part of the present, was a
regular, systematic business with all conscientious private pre
; the

pupil Avas subjected to frequent examinations, was
compound prescriptions, and Avas generally carried
about to visit the more humble class of
patients. From this
routine of labor, even city students were not
entirely exempt at
that early day.
One of the great requirements at that time
was that the
pupil should memorize what he read. Physick
often boasted of having at his
tongue's end the whole of Cullen's two volumes on the Practice of Medicine, and of some of
his other text-books his
knowledge Avas nearly equally intimate.
ceptors

obliged

to

Whether young Dorsey carried his lessons to the same
extent,
I have no means of
judging, but it is certain that he studied

JOHN

Avith

SYNG
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diligence, and missed no opportunity of wit
nessing
practice, and of assisting him in his opera
tions.
Dissections also engaged a large share of his attention,
and he became, at an early period of his
pupilage, profoundly
versed in practical anatomy, well knowing that a
thorough
knowledge of this science must form the basis of a finished
medical education.
Such were his industry and proficiency
uncommon

his uncle's

at nineteen, tAvo
years before he had attained the age re
quired by the laAvs of the University of Pennsylvania for
graduation, he Avas considered as fully qualified to take his
degree, and the Trustees, at the instance of the Faculty, accor
dingly conferred upon him, in the spring of 1802, the honors
of the doctorate.
His inaugural dissertation Avas upon
The
PoAvers of the Gastric Juice as a Solvent of Urinary Calculi,"
in Avhich he embodied the results of some very ingenious origi
nal experiments, and Avhich Avas subsequently published in a
volume of Theses, edited by the late Dr. Charles Caldwell.
The yelloAV fever breaking out soon after he received his
degree, Dr. Dorsey was appointed one of the resident physicians
of the City Hospital, a situation in which, by his assiduity,
skill, and devotion to the sick, he gained the good opinion of
every one concerned, and shoAved, by his fearless conduct, that
he was no believer in the contagiousness of that singular, and
hitherto unexplained, disease. So firm, indeed, Avas his convic
tion upon this subject, that he frequently exposed himself in
the most reckless manner, with a view of courting infection.
The epidemic, however, finally disappeared without touching

that,

"

him.

Being still too young to begin the practice of medicine
and surgery on his OAvn responsibility, Dorsey, in November,
1803, set sail for Europe, intending to divide the time during
After
his absence betAveen London and Paris.
incidents
of
any
by
days, undistinguished

a

voyage of

importance,
the vessel on Avhich he had embarked arrived in soundings, but
owing to heavy fogs, was unable to effect a landing until the

nineteen

31st of December.

of the

Thames,

At

Sheerness, twenty miles from

the passengers

were

obliged

to

the mouth

remain at quar-
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he lost

time

no

introduction, among others, one to
delivering
afterward
Everard
Sir
Home, an old friend of Physick,
Mr.,

in

his letters of

and in

repairing

labors of John

St.

to

George's Hospital,

the

scene

Hunter, and also of his uncle during

of the

his resi

metropolis. Here he found that he should
compelled to pay twenty guineas for the privilege of seeing
the practice of the house, five guineas each to two lecturers, six
guineas for admission into the dissecting-rooms, and three
guineas for every subject he might use ; an aggregate sum of
nearly tAvo hundred dollars, an amount, it Avould seem, far be
yond his calculations, and making sad inroads upon his scanty
dence in the British

be

means.

Soon after
famous Dr.
was

anxious

settling

Lettsom,
to

have

a

in

London, he received

a

visit from the

advanced in years, Avho
conversation with him respecting the nature
then

considerably

yelloAv fever, which had prevailed the previous summer
Philadelphia, and Avhich, as stated in a preceding paragraph,

of the
in

Dorsey had so well studied during his residence at the City Hos
pital. The British physician Avas about to publish a paper upon
the subject, and he freely availed himself, for that purpose, of
the knowledge of his young transatlantic brother, although the
latter had brought no letters to him.
Writing to a friend in this city, under date of the 21st of
March, Dorsey observes: I am very fortunate in being situa
ted in Mr. Nicholson's house.
He is Home's particular friend,
and very sensible, and I trust I derive some
advantage from
He is the nephew of a Scotch general Avhom
his conversation.
"

I

met at

Home's,

—

General

Frazer,

at the battle of Germantown in the

fond of

Americans, and has treated

a

veteran, Avho lost

Revolutionary
me

war.

with very great

an

eye
He is

polite

ness."
..." Home continues to treat

me
He lately
Arery kindly.
Joseph Banks at one of his converzationes,
which are held every Sunday evening, and are attended
by all
the literati of London.
He has given me his ticket of admission
to the Royal Institution for the season, where I hear chemical

introduced

me

to

Sir

JOHN

lectures in the

gentlemen,

evening,

SYNG

and Avhere

a

vast
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other lecturers.
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number of ladies and
to

Mr.

Davy

and the

of this Institution has in

reputation
price of subscription which was .£50
is now £120, and this sum purchases only two tickets of admis
sion to the reading-room, and lectures, and laboratory, all of
which are very splendid.
The theatre, where the lectures are
is
of
read,
capable
containing nine hundred persons, and is
I commonly see from two to three hundred ladies
often full.
and gentlemen.
The street about the door is crowded with
coaches and chariots, with coronets, &c, so fashionable a science
is chemistry."
It is interesting to knoAV that the Mr. Davy, mentioned in
the above extract, was the poor Cornwall boy, the son of a
carver in wood at Penzance, and the apprentice of an apothe
cary, who, then hardly twenty-five years of age, was just enter
ing upon that glorious career of discovery and usefulness,
which made him the great philosopher and chemist of his age,
and one of the most brilliant lecturers and experimenters the
The vast audiences which he already
world has ever produced.
drew when Dorsey heard him at the Royal Institution, the
resort of the gay and fashionable circles of the English metro
polis, were a testimonial, such as no young man probably ever
creased

so

much that the

received before
The

London

opinion
was

not

or

since.

Dorsey formed of the
always very flattering. Writing

which Dr.
"

Home let
March, he says :
in
is
which
that,
operating
day,

of

wait till it becomes fixed.

pupils
cases
cases

me

into

a

surgeons of
the 17th

on

wonderful secret to

the eye, we should always
This Dr. Physick has taught his
on

these five years. Home thinks that in one of a huudred
the artificial pupil may succeed. I saw it succeed in three
This allusion is evidently to the practice
out of three."

of his uncle.

morning Mr. G., one of the surgeons of St. George's,
trepanned a woman at Dr. P.'s request. She had been some
He sawed
time in the Hospital Avith most obstinate headache.
and dura mater ; they both
away till he got through the skull
"

This
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Is not

from other

are

ten

to

this licensed murder ?

people's

He considered Home and

one

that the

One learns,

blunders."

Cooper

as

the

only really good

rest he thought
surgeons he had met with in London ; all the
As to the science
and
some positively bad.
indifferent,
very
and practice of surgery, his opinion Avas that we were in ad
vance of our British brethren.

Arriving

at

London in

mid-Avinter, Avhen the lecturing

season

diligently to his
operation, Dorsey
professional pursuits, eschewing almost entirely general society
As soon, however, as the sessions of
and public amusements.
the schools had fairly terminated, he found himself at leisure
to accept the invitations of some of his friends, and to visit the
theatres, the Houses of Parliament, and other places of in
Avas

devoted himself

in full

terest.

April, he Avas present at the anniversary dinner of the
Royal Humane Society, at the London Tavern, a most inter
esting and delightful occasion, the company numbering about
three hundred, and the table literally groaning under every possi
ble delicacy of the season, Dr. Lettsom, the Quaker doctor, as
he Avas styled, presiding. From twenty to thirty persons, re
stored to life by the exertions of the Society the previous year,
Avere
present, and Avalked in procession after dinner, each
carrying a Bible, bearing upon its back, in large gold letters,
the following inscription :
The gift of the Royal Humane
instituted
1774."
Since the commencement of the
Society,
Society's efforts, Dorsey adds, 2859 persons, apparently dead,
In

"

had been resuscitated.
In

he visited the House of Commons, where, as he
it, he luckily heard the most celebrated speakers of
the day, as Fox, Pitt, Addington, Tierney, Canning,
Poultney,
and several others.
The eloquence of Pitt," he remarks, "is

May

expresses

"

beyond everything. Fox's rapid and persuasive manner is
graceful and commanding than the smooth, easy flow
ing style of his rival ; but they are both far, very far superior
to any other men, perhaps, now
living. Fox, however, Avill
far less

JOHN

have

no

share in the

caught

in his

is

prime

now

administration,

and the wits say he is
office, and

Pitt has taken the oath of

trap.

own
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minister."

A visit to Somerset

House,

to

Avitness the exhibition of

the

Royal Academy, afforded him but little
few of the pieces displayed any genuine artistic
skill, and there was, withal, very little variety, the great
majority being portraits.
Invited to spend an evening with Dr. Lettsom, at his resi
dence, three miles from London, Dorsey found himself in the
paintings by
gratification ;

midst of five hundred persons.
The cards had been issued
three weeks previously.
The house Avas large, the company

intelligent
charming.

and

the supper

elegant, the whole scene
provided for the occasion, but
about nine pence a piece,
a
pretty

fashionable,

The strawberries

then

out

little

sum

of

an

hour

or

the horizontal

of season, cost
for a London doctor !

—

The party was a conversa
"
and
did
fulfil
The chattering of the
Avell
it
its
zione,
object.
"
me
much
better than a lecture
ladies," says Dorsey, pleased

We
London

on an

give
:

"

eclipse, an Egyptian
parallax."

one

more

Home

extract

laughs

mummy,

a

rusty medal,

illustrative of his

at my

spring-lancet,

doings in
ugly

which is

enough ; I never had but the one, and this is, at present, very
dirty for the want of use. He calls it the doctor's mode of
bleeding ! He is very friendly to me. His wife gives me
occasionally lessons of great use to my manners, always at
She is extremely etiquettical, and I
my particular request.
am always making some awkward blunder ; for instance, in
handing Miss Thomson, her daughter, out of the carriage, I
She asked me to accompany them
landed her in the gutter.
to the theatre, and we were seated in the stage-box. I went with

cocked-hat, because I had none, and Nicholson's, which
commonly use on such occasions, was locked up, and he from

out

I

a

home.

We dined

on

asked Mrs. Home for
with
and

turbot
some

some

soal !

days
Last

ago, and I unluckily
week, I dined there

stockings of a nankeen color, which are
I thought I was quite stylish ; Mr. Home
10

very dashing,
insisted that I
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Mrs. St. Leger's stockings, one of the Covent Garden
performers. But all these are great lessons, and I shall never
had

on

He enjoys
again sport yellow stockings at Mr. Home's.
all
his com
forces
and
I
more than
laughing
anybody knoAV,
his
at
and
odd
remarks."
to
puns
laugh
pany
Home, whose name occurs so often in the foregoing extracts,
was

brother-in-laAv of the celebrated John

a

whom he studied his

He

profession.

Avas

a

Hunter, under

native of Green-

Castle, in the county of Benviek, and after receiving his
license, he practised surger}7, with great eclat, in the British
laAV

forty years. He Avas the author
Comparative Anatomy, and of
various Avorks on Surgery, besides contributing numerous arti
The Philosophical Transactions of London," and to dif
cles to
medical
ferent
periodicals. Raised to the dignity of a baronet
in 1(^13, he Avas sergeant-surgeon to George IV, and afterfor

metropolis
of

a

more

than

voluminous treatise

on

'•

Avards

William

to

and for many years President of the
He died in 1832.
After his

IV,

of

Royal College

Surgeons.
proved, before

death, it Avas
Commons, that he had burnt

having,

as

Avas

a

committee of the House of

some

supposed, previously

of Mr. Hunter's papers,
availed himself of their

To this man, rendered infamous by this act of
Dorsey carried a letter of introduction from

contents.

treachery,
Physick, Avho

had made his

acquaintance during

his

sojourn

in London ten years previously, and thus arose that inter
change of civilities so frequently referred to by the young
American in his letters to his friends at home.

travelled

Quitting London, Dorsey
Avhere he arrived

Paris,
France,

on

by way of Holland to
the 30th of June.
He found

use his own expression, a
very curious kind of
all
the
ideas
which
he
had
formed
country,
respecting it being
"
I supposed," says he, "Europe, in every part of
erroneous.

it

to

through

which I should

but, instead of this, there
either side.

people

do

towns

bear

The fact

not

live

so

to be
very thickly settled ;
miles of road Avithout a house on

travel,

are

is, villages

scattered

strong marks of the

as

are
very numerous, and
in America.
Most of the

Avars

by

which

they

have suf-

JOHN

fered."
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French

It appears that he found less difficulty with the
language than he had anticipated before he went to

Paris.

In

eminent

London, he had taken lessons from Poisson, an
teacher, and the knowledge thus acquired proved to

be of great use to him.
One morning, soon after

Guillotin,
his
"

name.

and

an

reaching Paris,

he fell in with Dr.

the inventor of the horrid instrument which bears
"

He is

a

venerable

looking

old friend of Dr. Franklin.

I

old

man," he

saw some

says,
of Dr. Frank

lin's letters to him."

On the 9th of

Medecine,

which

August,
contains

he Avrites
a

fine

"I go to the Ecole de
library and an extensive
:

museum, three

days in the Aveek, to read : it is open on Mon
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays, from 10 to 2 o'clock. On
the intermediate days, I go at 10 to the Hospice de l'Ecole de
Medecine.
This was formerly a nunnery, but the building is
I prefer this hospital, not
now applied to a better purpose.
from hearsay, but because I am convinced that all that can be
learned from the French is the operative and mechanical part
of surgery, and Dubois, who operates here, is confessedly the
I have taken notes of his operations,
first in that department.
The number of patients in this hos
Avhich I shall carry home.
with
that of the Hotel Dieu."
is
small
compared
pital
Through the influence of Boyer, surgeon-in-chief of La
Salle de
Charite, Dorsey obtained leave to dissect in the
he
the
most
ever bestowed
name,
elegant
thought,
Repos,"
The enthusiasm and self-sacrifice Avhich
upon so vile a place.
he evinced in his anatomical pursuits will appear from the fol
lowing extract from one of his letters : I have succeeded at
It Avas two Sundays ago I Avas to
last in dissecting the ear.
have seen a most splendid review by the Emperor, but as I
Avas fortunate enough to trace the origin and insection of the
stapedius and tensor tympani, and to show all the cavities of the
ear very completely, I was so delighted as to forego the splen
"

"

dor of the

scene

in the Tuileries for that in the Salle de

Repos."
"

As to French surgery, I haA'e learned

nothing

from it.
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hospitals are large, but not so clean as could be Avishcd.
Boyer's was removing a bandage from a fractured
other
the
day, Avhen, upon lifting the first turn, a nest of
leg
about a dozen bugs took the alarm and dispersed themselves
The

A dresser of

over

Fractures

bed

the

out

turn

Avell

very

and

straight. The after-treatment of operations is very bad ; and
This I must
in operating, they seldom save skin enough.
say,

—

cut in

they are not
removing a

and Mons.

forceps,

I

saw

the radial artery

the

hemorrhage Avas very great,
took
up the vessel in a pair of
very coolly,
use neither the tenaculum nor needle here, and
tumor :

Dubois,

for

secured it.
I

scared at trifles.

they

But of all the cruel

operations

I

ever

Avitnessed,

Avhich gave me more pain than one performed
It consisted in ap
Dubois for the cure of tic douloureux.

never saAv one

by
plying
face.

a

piece

This

was

of

dry

set

to

moxa

on

the most

fire, and suffered

painful part
to burn to

of the

ashes, in

patient's agony. Hoav he could submit to it I
I really thought the bust of old Ambrose
cannot conceive.
Pard, which Avas directly over his head, froAvned with indigna
The reason assigned for not using the
tion at the cruelty.
caustic is that the slough will be deeper."
The folloAving anecdotes, with Avhich we bring these extracts
to a close, are interesting and Avorthy of preservation.
Allud
ing to Mr. McClure, the naturalist, and one of the commis
sioners sent to Paris, by Mr. Jefferson, to settle the Louisiana
questions, Avhose acquaintance he had the good fortune to
make at Paris, and whom he regarded as one of the most sen
sible men he had ever met with, he states that, upon leaving
with a box for
America, he had been intrusted by Dr.
Professor Fabricius, of Sweden, a great insect-monger, and by

spite

of all the

all accounts

a

most

"

learned character.

McClure took great

care of the box ; and, calling upon the savant, he Avas ushered
into the presence of several literati, convened on the occasion.

They were all eager
Virgil says, Intenta
'

the contents of the

to see
ora

que
Fabricius trembled while he
nascitur mus!

No

sooner

tenebant.'

opened

it.

box, and, as
procured it.
Montes parturiunt

McClure

had he removed the lid than the

JOHN
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box fell from his hand. He
coolly thanked Mr. McClure for
his attention to the doctor's commands, but
thought his
countryman might have sent him something else than a
potato-fly !
"I have

his

Imperial Majesty. He is extremely plain
dress,
people generally are much more so than
The
lower
classes are many of them gaudy. I was
formerly.
much diverted in Avalking through a small
dirty alley to see a
fishmonger selling carp, and a barber behind him dressing his
head ! but powder is almost
universally Avorn by middle-aged
people. A beggar accosted me in the street, Avith his head
elegantly dressed and a cocked hat upon it, and solicited alms.
I did not at first comprehend him, being a bad French scholar,
but bowed civilly with, Monsieur je vous souhaite le bonjour, but
my civility did not do ; he wanted alms, and to do the beggars
justice they speak plainer French than any other people."
It is somewhat surprising that Dorsey, in his letters from
seen

in his

Paris,

and the

makes

no

allusion to any other surgeons than Dubois

and

Boyer. He could certainly not have overlooked Sabatier,
who, although far advanced in life, was still connected, at the
time of his

the Hdtel Dieu.

visit, with
must

His great work on
on that sub

have been the text-book

Operative Surgery
ject in the French metropolis ; and one
Yankee curiosity, if nothing else, would

would suppose that
have prompted the

young American to seek out the author who was hardly more
distinguished for his professional than for his general scholar

acquainted with Greek and Latin,
English, Italian, and German
in
all.
He was one of the sur
languages, conversing fluently
and
one of the first upon whom that great
of
Napoleon,
geons
He died in
man bestowed the cross of the Legion of Honor.
him
an imperishable name.
behind
1811, leaving
Dubois was better known, in his day, as an obstetrician than
ship.

He

was

not

only

Avell

also familiar with the

but

was

as a

surgeon.

It

was

he who attended Maria Louisa in her

perilous confinement, and Avho, fearing the result, asked the
Emperor Avhich he should attempt to save, in the event of
necessity, the mother or the child. The answer of the
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mother,

if either

must

be sacri

ficed."

a

Boycr was chief surgeon at La Charite, a dull lecturer and
heavy operator, but a man of vast science and attainment.

His anatomical and surgical Avritings have given him
ing world-wide reputation.

Dorsey
man

at

is

equally

silent about

the time of his

visit,

Avas

Dupuytren, Avho,

destined

to

play

so

an

cndur-

a
young
illustrious

the greatest surgeon France has ever produced.
He had been elected assistant-surgeon to the Hotel Dieu in

a

figure,

as

1803, and must have been a very busy personage, even at that
period, although he Avas the senior of Dorsey only by six years.
Pelletan, another glorious name in surgery, was, at that time,
and up to 1815, Avhen he was succeeded by Dupuytren, sur
geon-in-chief of the Hotel Dieu. Desault, a child of genius,
rich in talent, melancholy, and ill at ease in the gay and
fashionable world around him, had died, and Bichat, his illus
trious pupil, the founder of general anatomy, had followed him
only a short time before Dorsey 's visit.
On the 25th of October, 1801, Dr. Dorsey found himself on
Old Tom," in Hampton Roads, on his voyage
board the ship
to Philadelphia, where he arrived in the following month, after
"

an

absence of

one

arduous studies.

year, spent for the most

part in active and

Immediately upon his return, he opened an
office in his native city, and by bis assiduous attention and
affable deportment, so essential to success, soon acquired busi
ness, although a considerable time elapsed before it became at
all lucrative, notAvithstanding he enjoyed largely the influence
of his uncle, whom, as during his pupilage, he again assisted
in his operations and private practice.
In 1807, at the age of
he
Avas
twenty-four,
appointed adjunct-professor of surgery in
the University of Pennsylvania, an office rendered
necessary
on account of the
frequent indisposition of Dr. Physick, the
principal. The new duties thus devolved upon him, at a
period of life when most young men are still pursuing their
elementary studies, Avere discharged with the most scrupulous
fidelity. He was obliged not only to prepare the subject for
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the demonstrations in the

amphitheatre, but, whenever his uncle
to lecture.
Young and inexpe
rienced as he was as a teacher, such was his knoAvledge of the
human frame and the principles and practice of surgery, that
he took at once a firm stand in his new position, Avinning the
confidence, and even eliciting the admiration of his pupils.
His articulation, at first rapid and somewhat confused, by
reason of a natural
impediment in his speech, became gradu
ally more easy and distinct ; and his manner, originally em
barrassed, composed and dignified. It Avas evident that he was
was

unable to

destined

day

he

to

attend,

make his mark

acquired

new

and enthusiasm knew

by

his

also

profession,

as

popularity
no

bounds.

and from this

brilliant

a

and

new

His whole soul

nothing
society

nor

every

His
was

industry
engrossed

could divert his

neither the blandishments of

tion,
of pleasure.

teacher, and

friends.

atten

the syren voice

NotAvithstanding his numerous and arduous occupations, Dr.
Dorsey found leisure, in 1807, to marry Maria, daughter
of Robert Ralston, Esq., a merchant of this city, distinguished
for his benevolence and acts of public generosity.
By this
alliance he had three children, a son and two daughters, Avho
The former, speaking of his father at this time
still survive.
in a MS. sketch of his life, kindly placed at my disposal, ob
Dr. Dorsey's efforts to attain professional eminence
serves :
noAV
began to meet with that signal success to which intelligent
perseverance entitled them, and he Avas in the midst of a large
practice." Mrs. Dorsey died in 1833, mourned by a large circle
"

of devoted friends.
It

Avas

period that Dorsey commenced the prepara
Elements of Surgery," Avhich were finally published
two small octavo volumes, illustrated by engravings.

about this

tion of his

"

1813, in
Of the character of this work, the success of which Avas com
plete, further mention will be made presently. It is sufficient
in

now

to

state that

it

greatly

author, and readily led
to add

to

that he had

proper
the appointment of surgeon

enhanced the

reputation

of the

acquisition

of business.

It is

the

received, several years previously,
to

the

Pennsylvania Hospital ;

a
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feelings,

necessary to one
art and science of

additional field for clinical observation,
engaged in expounding the principles of the
an

surgery.
In the
he

it afforded him

as

so

was

year in Avhich he made his debut as an author,
appointed to the chair of Materia Medica in the Uni
same

versity of Pennsylvania, rendered vacant by the transfer of
Chapman to the professorship of Medicine, the incumbent
of which, Dr. Benjamin Smith Barton, well-knoAvn as an emi
nent teacher, practitioner, and naturalist, had recently died.
Shortly after entering upon the duties of his chair, he published
a
Syllabus of his Course of Lectures," for the benefit of his
pupils, giving a systematic classification of the various articles
Dr.

"

medica, with

of the materia
and doses.

This

succinct account of their virtues

a

appointment

he filled until the

spring

of

1818,

upon the death of the venerable and lamented Wistar,
he Avas chosen as his successor in the chair of Anatomy ; a de*

when,

partment of science Avhich he had
in

the

of

already previously assisted
Physick ; and which, by his

illustrating
adjunct
subsequent experience as a teacher,
as

lated
neAV

to

adorn.

incumbent

he

was now so

But Providence had ordained otherwise.
was

hardly permitted

even

to open

his

new office.
Death, intent upon an illustrious
him down in the midst of his fondest hopes and

consigning

him to

the cherished

friends,

avcII calcu

an

The

the doors of

victim, struck

anticipations,

grave ; and thus blasting forever
not only of his family and intimate

untimely

expectations,

but of the citizens of

Philadelphia

and of the whole

American medical

profession.
Dorsey early became an author. His Elements of Sur
gery" were published in 1813, in two octavo volumes, when he
was
hardly thirty years of age. The work, intended chiefly
for the use of students and junior practitioners, was received
with much favor both at home and abroad.
For a long time
it was the only text-book of our schools, and it was not until
after the appearance of the Institutes of Surgery by Dr. Gib
son, that it finally lost its hold upon the affection of the pupil.
It was early reprinted at Edinburgh, in whose
university it
Dr.

"
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long

maintained its supremacy in the class-room. A second
edition was issued by the author in 1818, only a few days
before his lamented death ; and, in 1823, a third edition ap

peared,

with notes

Dr. J.

Randolph, himself aftenvards so
accomplished surgeon. For many
years the work has been out of print ; and haAring served its
day and generation, it is destined to sleep quietly upon the
shelf in company with similar productions in other departments
of science and literature,
proud at having achieved the objects

distinguished

as a

by

skilful and

of its mission.
In

the

"

Elements of

Surgery" in a critical point
especially deserving of
notice. In the first place, the Avork was written Avhen Dorsey Avas
quite a young man, and, consequently, at an age when he could
not have had the benefit of an
enlarged personal experience.
He had, it is true, enjoyed the advantages, both as pupil and
relative, of the practice of Dr. Physick, at that time, as well as
of

looking

vieAV,

at

there

are

several circumstances

for many years afterwards, the most extensive and diversified
in the country ; attracting, as he did, cases from all sections of
the Union ; he had been a diligent student at the Pennsylvania

Hospital,

and

during

his residence abroad he

was a

constant at

tendant upon the charitable institutions of London and Paris.
Moreover, soon after his return from Europe he Avas appointed

Pennsylvania Hospital, and rapidly acquired
private practitioner. These circumstances, then,
notwithstanding his youth, peculiarly qualified him for the re
sponsible task he had undertaken of composing an elementary
treatise on surgery ; a book that should supply a want in the
the

Surgeon

to

business

as a

medical literature of the country.
Secondly, the author was perfectly familiar Avith the
literature of

England

himself of the

and

resources

France,

surgical

and could therefore avail

of those countries in the

composition

of his work ; and this, in fact, constitutes one of its most valu
able features. The volumes everywhere exhibit evidence of the

liberal

use

brethren,
which

which he made of the labors of our transatlantic
sharing any of the prejudices and jealousies

without

at that time

existed between the

English

and French ;
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day,

are

not

passages from
phrasing their

them,

or

entirely uprooted.

The

especial manner, his obligations
Bell, Desault, and Boyer, of whose

acknowledged,
Hunter, Benjamin
surgical Avritings the practitioners
until then, almost Avholly ignorant.
to John
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an

of the United States Avere,

He often borroAved Avhole

limited himself to

condensing

with his

and para
or those

views

import, interspersed
Physick, whose methods and results of practice figure largely
throughout the Avork.
Thirdly, the style of the work is a model of simplicity, plain
and easy of comprehension, without the slightest attempt at
ornament, and therefore admirably adapted to the wants of the
student, the more so because it was eminently practical. The
first edition was issued hastily, as is proved by the numerous
errors, literary and typographical, Avhich disfigure its pages.
The plates illustrative of the work Avere designed and en
graved principally by Dorsey himself, and in a style which,
considering the state of the art at the time, did great credit to
OAvn

of

his taste and skill.

Finally, the success of the Elements was complete, indeed
triumphant, as is established by the fact that it Avas universally
employed as a text-book in the schools of this country and also
in the University of Edinburgh ; and by the circumstance that
in the course of ten years it passed through three large editions,
the last after the decease of the author.

Much of this

doubtless due to the

success

compendious form of the Avork and
the simplicity of its style, to the fact that it comprised a full
abstract of the views and experience of the
Father of Ame
rican Surgery," the illustrious uncle of the author, and to the
absence of foreign and domestic competitors.
The system of
since
so
republication,
extensively carried on in this country,
was then in an
embryotic state ; and the only native Avork on
surgery was the little hand-book, issued tOAvards the close of
the last century by Dr. John Jones, at one time professor of
surgery at New York, and subsequently the family physician
of Washington during the residence of that great and
good
man in this
city. Had Dorsey's life been spared ten years
was

"

JOHN
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it cannot be doubted that he would haA'e
produced a
Avork
destined to reflect the state of surgical science and
great
literature in the early part of the nineteenth century, and to
transmit his name to the remotest
ages as a great

longer,

surgical

author.

As it was, he is justly entitled to the honor of having
been the pioneer in this branch of literature in the United
States.

Dorsey

Avas an

medical, literary,
to

occasional contributor to the
and scientific.

the second volume of

In

1811,

periodical press,
he communicated

"

The Eclectic Repertory and Analytical
RevieAV," the first medical journal ever established in this city,
the particulars of a case of inguinal aneurism, cured
by tying the
external iliac artery, the first example of the kind that had oc
curred in this country.
Mr. Abernethy, of London, had per
formed a similar operation in 1796, in a case of aneurism of
the femoral artery, but the patient died of the effects ; and it
was

not

finally

until

1806, after

croAvned Avith

two

success.

other attempts, that his skill

Dorsey's patient

was

thirty years
nearly two
being four
The operation was exe
presence of Dr. Physick
was

of age, and the tumor, which had been forming for
years, was of uncommon size, its shortest diameter

inches, and the longest nearly five.
cuted with the greatest care, in the
and Dr. Hartshorne, and it was estimated that
ounce

of blood

Avas

lost.

In

passing

the

ligature,

not

half

which

an

came

away on the fourteenth day, great aid Avas derh'ed from the
use of a flexible blunt bodkin, inserted into the jaws of a pair

forceps, knoAvn as the instrument devised by Physick
securing the pudic artery, when wounded in lithotomy.

of curved
for

The report of the case, an abstract of which was afterwards
"
Elements of Surgery," was accompanied
transferred to the

by

a

graphic drawing.
eighth volume

In the

"account of

a

of the

same

work is to be found

an

large wen," successfully extirpated by Dorsey,

"
Transac
the paper having originally been published in the
in
the first vo
tions of the American Philosophical Society,"

lume of its

new

account of the

series.

The

extraordinary

case

was

remarkable

chiefly

on

bulk of the tumor, its circumfe-
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vertically, being nearly
one

inch and

half.

a

four feet,
It

Avas

at

a broad
base, to the upper part of the back, and
the
a
patient,
gave
negress forty-five years of age, the appear
ance in
as if she Avere
Avalking
carrying a large and heavy sac.

tached, by

Its

after

Aveight,

removal,

Avas

twenty-five pounds.

Although

described under the vague name of " Aven," it avus doubtless of
a
fatty nature ; a circumstance rendered the more probable by
its immense

bulk, its pendulous form,

its

tardy growth,

and its

have been very
innocuous character.
The bleeding Avas said
insignificant, owing, as Avas supposed, to the fact that the pa
to

tient, fifteen minutes before the operation

placed,

at

the

suggestion

while assistants

a manner

blood.

"I

Physick,

directed

were

in such

of

as

to

on

was

commenced, was
on the table,

her face

elevate and compress the tumor
empty it as completely as possible of
to

greatly delighted," says Dorsey, "to perceive
superficial veins, which resulted
change
from this simple expedient ; many of them contracted, and
the

Avas

in the size of the

could not be discerned."
"

His

literary contributions appeared chiefly in The Portfolio,"
published in this city under the editorial supervision of Joseph
Dennie, and at that time the only literary periodical of any
note in the United States.
The journal had a wide circulation,
and was everywhere, both at home and abroad, regarded as the
exponent of American taste, talent, and criticism.

To its

pages Dorsey occasionally
poetic effusion, generally
dashed off in the leisure moments of his practice, Avithout, it
sent

a

may be supposed, much study or care in regard to
Most of the pieces are, nevertheless, characterized

composition.
by uncommon
rhythmical beauty, force of expression, and purity of sentiment,
and Avould be Avorthy, Avere they collected, of a permanent place
in our lighter literature. The poem, entitled,
Reflections on the
"

God," written in 1805, Avhen the author
twenty-second year of his age, embodies uncommon

Incomprehensibility
was

in the

of

Arigor of thought and power of description, and breathes through
out a feeling of piety
worthy of Dante and of Milton. It com-

JOHN

prises nearly

SYNG

hundred

lines,

been written Avith unusual

care.

In
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and bears the marks of

having

leave of his muse, in a valedictory ad
forcibly depicts her artful Aviles, and the im

1806, Dorsey took

dress,

in which he

portance of yielding himself up

to

the

more

solid studies of

Locke, Newton, Hunter, and other great lights of modern phi
losophy and science. That he Avas not, however, able alto

gether to resist her blandishments, appears by the fact that he
occasionally, after this period, indulged his taste for versifica
A fondness for poetry was evidently deeply implanted
tion.
in his breast ; and although he felt that his muse Avas a dan
gerous companion, he found it impossible Avholly to abandon
her.
Even his prose Avritings strongly partook of the poetical.
His Introductory Lecture to the course of anatomy, in the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania, delivered only a few hours before he
was seized with his fatal illness, is replete Avith evidences of the
inspiration of his muse. The subjoined extracts from this dis
course, which has, I believe, never been printed, will serve to
shoAV how beautifully the newly elected teacher portrayed the
uses

of anatomy before his young auditors, and hoAV he Avould
vigor into the dead subject as it lay before

have infused life and

him,

on

the table in the

amphitheatre, had he

been

spared

to enter

fully upon his professorial labors.
"
Placed in a world in which we find ourselves at the head of
creation,
far

—

angels,' but superior, very
beings which surround us, it is

'a little lower than the

superior

to

all other animated

—

in every respect proper that we should know ourselves, and what
was intended by the poet to express the importance of an ac
Avith the mind of man, is equally true Avith respect

quaintance
In every sense, the
to his corporeal organs and functions.
Man is justly considered
is man.'
mankind
of
proper study
He possesses faculties and organs,
the most perfect animal.
to
are
peculiar himself ; some, however, he enjoys
many of Avhich
'

with the brutes, and in some the loAver orders of
animals surpass him. He can neither soar with the eagle, nor
His smell
tribes through the depths of ocean.
folloAV the
in

common

finny

is less acute than that of the

greyhound,

his

sight

less

piercing

15^

than the hawk's.

In
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he is

strength

surpassed by

the

elephant,

obvious, his
mental powers render these endowments useless, and place

in fleetness

by

them all

his command.

at

The

the reindeer.

reasons

are

—

He has dominion 'over the fish of

the sea, and over the fowl of the air. and over every living
thing that moveth upon the earth.' All are made tributary
to his wants and even his caprices.
Should it be demanded,
'

The

ansAver

is
'

"

has not

AVhy
a

good

For this

microscopic

man a

one

plain

eye ?'

—

reason

—

man

is not

a

fly.'

The various organs which compose the human structure can
comprehended unless they are very distinctly seen ; and for

not be

the purpose of exposing them to view, various artifices have been
contrived, by Avhich different kinds of organization are rendered
For this purpose, the anatomist has recourse to dead
the different parts of which are in succession exhibited

obvious.

bodies,
and

In this

explained.

much violence is done to

horror of death
It

the

Avas

species
our

of intercourse with the

natural

recognized by
pronounced on sin ;

seems

curse

feelings.

the whole human
it is

all doomed ; a state full of mystery, and
into new modes of existence, of which we

are
us

a

distinct

conceptions
'Through
Through

These

are

:

dead,

An instinctive

state to

race.

which

Ave

one

which ushers

can

now

have

no

—

what

variety

what

new scenes

of untried
and

bein^r,
changes

considerations Avhich render it

must

we

pass I'

impossible

for

living

with indifference the confines of the tomb.
"
There are other points of view from which the task
appears
loathsome and disgusting.
To seek for knowledge ' 'mid skulls
and coffins, epitaphs and worms ;' to behold the
which
man

to

approach

the fair frame of
of health

changed

changes
ruddy glow

is destined to suffer ; the
to the dim hue of putrefaction

beauty

—

JOHN

'

SYNG
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;'

carcase when deserted
by the soul,
clay clod lump,' is surely enough to excite
sensations of disgust and horror ; and yet, gentlemen, these
are the
objects to Avhich the anatomist invites you ; with them

contemplate

and reduced

you
"

must

the lifeless

to

a

'

learn to be familiar.

The anatomist has

no

field for the

him every subject is detailed
torical dislays of rhetoric or

of

display

fancy

of fact.

plain
eloquence can aid
eloquence is of the hand ;
matter

as

; Avith

No

ora

him to enliven

his rhetoric of
your attention ; his
the scalpel ! But when years shall have rolled away, and when
your memory shall be tasked to recall the vestiges of scholas
tic

learning, when your teacher's tongue
motionless, then the impressions

his hand

shall be

derived

silent, and

through

the

medium of your senses Avill be found fresh and vivid, long after
the collections of impassioned oratory shall have faded from

your minds.
"

And now,

gentlemen, I beg leave for
subject, to those who

attention from the

professorship to which I have been
originally founded by the exertions
gentleman in whom Avere combined,
form

varied talents necessary
"
His descriptive powers and
to

the attention of his

pupils,

and

a

a

moment to

have

taught

call your
it.
The

elected in this

school,

of Dr. William

Shippen, a
degree, the

in

a

remarkable

was

teacher.

fascinating eloquence riveted
impressed with indelible force

the lessons he inculcated. His successor* is fresh in the recol
lection of most of those whom I have the honor to address.
With devotion to his arduous duties, he founded for himself a
character of such unsullied excellence, that envy itself would
in vain

attempt

and amiable, he

to

tarnish its lustre.

was

master
*

Dr.

of his

Caspar

Learned, accomplished,
subject, and master of his

Wistar.
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Their feelings and their intellects acknoAvledged his
he enlightened by the purest rays of science, and
these
sway ;
those he captivated by the unaffected benevolence of his heart.

pupils.

"

He

of those described

by

late

writer,

'

pro
the admiration of their young pupils, assuming
decided and dictatorial character, affecting to have gone to

fessors
a

not one

Avas

a

enjoying

everything, and to have overcome every difficulty,
the natural powers of their own minds, or by severity
No !
and perseverance in the pursuit of knowledge.'

the bottom of

either

by
study,

of

modest, and Avhenever doubts or difficulties existed, he
acknoAvledged them, and if truth lay beyond his reach, he
he

was

'

ignorance Avith a decent
imperfections of human nature.'

confessed his
the
"

Were I

to

attempt

a

and

becoming

sketch of his method of

of

sense

teaching,

I

should say that its striking feature Avas extreme solicitude to
force upon each of his pupils a knowledge of his subject, and

disregard to every meretricious method of enhancing
reputation, by obtrusive displays of his learning or
accomplishments. Happy had it been for you, gentlemen,
happy for the University of Pennsylvania, and happy for the
interests of science, if his life had been prolonged till some
utter

an

his

OAvn

successor,

worthy

of such

a

station, had been

raised to take his

place.
"

The present incumbent is well aware that much
strength
be necessary to flex the boAv of Ulysses ; yet he ventures
Avithout affectation of diffidence to attempt it, and not without
must

that at a future day he shall have achieved
by diligence,
better claims to his present distinction.
All he can even
promise is his honest, zealous, and unremitting effort to dis
a

hope

some

those

charge
ries

are

science,
some

duties, heretofore performed by men whose memo
embalmed in the heart of every
votary to medical
and Avhose glory, no longer in its zenith, still casts

lingering

beams around the

horizon,

once

illuminated

their noontide

by

splendor."
personal popularity

The
of Dorsey Avas very
The
great.
Avarmth of his manner, his kind and
his
en
genial disposition,
thusiasm, the charm which he threw around his
his well-

subject,

known

honesty,

and the

uncommon

interest which he evinced in
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the instruction of his

pupils, all conspired to render him the
classes,
public and prh'ate. After his death,
his private students, of whom he always had a large number,
united in a subscription to defray the expenses of a portrait,
painted by Thomas Sully, and engraved by Goodman and Piggot, as a memorial of their beloved preceptor. The likeness,
idol of his

both

Avhich is said

have been

to

sey with a large Avhite
coat, the collar of which

in contrast with the

a

very correct one, represents Dor
and ruffled shirt, with a black

cravat
was

narrow

of

enormous

cervical

dimensions, strikingly

apology worn

at

the present

day.
In person, Dorsey was eminently handsome.
He was of
medium height, Avith a decided tendency, a few years before his
death, to corpulency. His features Avere broad and intellectual,

his

prominent,

nose

The eyes

off.

forehead

ish,

fell

lips large, and his chin well rounded
blue and sparkling with intelligence, the

his

Avere

and the

ample,
negligently,
was

in

a

hair, Avhich

large

cue over

with the fashion of the times.

ance

speech,
genital,

Avas

somewhat broAvn-

his

collar,

The

early life, if, indeed, it
been already seen, perfectly

contracted in
was,

as

has

in accord

impediment
was

in his

not

overcome

con

long

before he died.

evidently of a high order, and well stored with
knoAvledge. His conversational powers Avere remarkable.
one approached him without being fascinated ; and, on con

His mind

Avas

varied
No

occasions, he was the life and soul of the company. He
decided taste for music, which he cultivated with much
ardor in early life, and for Avhich he always cherished a warm
It was said that he could perform well on several
vivial

had

a

regard.

He also evinced

instruments.
but I

tive

am

not

pieces,

literature,

aware

of

a

partiality for poetry,
anything, except some fugi
interest, in this department of
marked

that he has left

special

merit

or

for the cultivation of which the arduous duties of

practitioner's life seldom afford any leisure.
As a draughtsman he possessed unusual
he have

indulged

his

taste

and

inclination,

bable that he Avould have attained
11

to

talent,

it is

more

distinguished

a

and could
than pro

eminence

as
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painter and an engraver. It has already been seen that he
alone supplied the plates for his Avork on Surgery ; and several
landscapes, still in the possession of his descendants, attest the
With a mind so versatile, so susceptible to
power of his brush.
the beauties of Nature, it was not surprising that he should
have been passionately fond of music, poetry, and the fine
a

arts.

Rich in

knoAvledge, eminently self-possessed,

and fertile in

resources, aided by a retentive memory and a fluent elocution,
there were few men among Dorsey 's contemporaries, who could
successfully cope with him in debate, or in the systematic discus

His displays before the Philadel
sion of a professional topic.
phia Medical Society, comprising many of the master-spirits of
the day, were generally highly creditable and effective efforts.
As a debater," says Dr. Chapman, in his eulogy delivered
a
before the medical class, in 1819,
gentleman who kneAv him
he
Avell and intimately, and Avho loved him as a brother,
The style of his speaking was
never had a superior among us.
peculiar and distinctive. Destitute of rhetorical pretensions, it
had the character of warm and elevated conversation, and Avhile
it Avas sufficiently strong to cope with the most powerful, it was
intelligible by its simplicity to the meanest capacity. Equally
adroit in attack or defence, the resources he exhibited in these
contests, and especially Avhen pressed by the weight of an ad
versary, were surprising, and often dreAV forth strong expres
sions of admiration and applause.
It has been objected to his
speaking that, though always ingenious and forcible, it was
occasionally loose and desultory. But this defect Avas visible
only in those ex tempore effusions, Avhich escaped from him
without premeditation or reflection, and proceeded in great
measure from the
fecundity of his genius, and the copiousness
of his matter.
Teeming with ideas, and exuberant in facts, he
could not always preserve his arrangement, nor the chain of his
reasoning, perspicuous and consecutive."
As a surgeon, considered in the more
lofty sense of that
term, his ability shone forth with peculiar lustre. Eminently
conservative in his practice, he never hesitated to
employ the
"

—

"

—

JOHN
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knife, Avhen he found he could no longer rely upon his thera
peutic resources, and it was upon such occasions that he evinced
the

highest talent in the art of the operator. Endowed with a
vigorous mind, thoroughly acquainted with relative
anatomy, and early habituated to the sight of blood, he went
about his task Avith an unflinching eye, and a hand that never
trembled, however trying the occasion, or unexpected the emer

firm and

In short, he Avas a brilliant operator, and an
gency.
conscientious surgeon and medical practitioner, doing

honest,

nothing
merely for the sake of doing it, but always for a definite object.
With the exception of Physick and of Post, the one the leading
surgical authority at that time in Philadelphia, and the other in
New York, he had no rival as an operator in the country. Mott
was then
just merging into reputation, full of the promise that
was Avithin him, but it was not until after his young, ardent, and
accomplished contemporary had been gathered to his fathers,
His immortal operation
that it reached its culminating point.
the surgical world,
convulsed
Avhich
the
innominate
artery,
upon
was performed only a few months before Dorsey's death.
Although Dr. Dorsey was educated in the Society of Friends,
his religious views gradually underwent a change, and soon
after his marriage, probably influenced by the example of his
wife, he began to attend the Second Presbyterian Church, then
under the joint guardianship of the Rev. Dr. Ashbel Green,
afterwards President of Princeton College, and the Rev. Dr. J.
J. Janeway, the latter of whom attended him during his last
illness, and preached his funeral

His mind

sermon.

and there is

Avas

evi

doubt

dently early imbued Avith religious feelings,
that these feelings exercised a most salutary influence upon his
and a citizen.
career as a man, a practitioner, a teacher,
a desire to
I
have
Shortly before he expired, he observed :
live and to remain with my family, but my desire to be with
no

"

Christ is far

greater."

The last illness of

Dorsey

was

sudden and violent.

On the

2d of November, 1818, he delivered before his class, in the
and the Trustees of the University
presence of his colleagues
an
of
introductory to his course of lectures on

Pennsylvania,
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anatomy, abounding, as already seen, in passages of extraor
dinary beauty and eloquence, uttered with unwonted fervency ;
and early on the same evening, while the praises which it
elicited from his auditors were still resounding from their
lips, he Avas struck doAvn by that disease Avhich Avas destined
to consign him to an
untimely grave. The attack Avas one of
and
such
Avas its vehemence that it
typhus fever,
proved fatal
in eleven days from its commencement, before Dorsey had
attained his thirty-fifth year.
The sad event created much excitement throughout the city,
as well as
throughout the Avhole American medical profession.
It Avas regarded as a public calamity that one so young, so
promising, and so full of talent and ambition should be cut off
in the vigor of his manhood and in the midst of his usefulness.
Philadelphia had lost one of her most valued and popular prac
titioners ; and the long train of mourners, as they carried the
mortal remains to their last resting-place, attested their
appre
ciation of his Avorth in heartfelt sobs and sighs, such as the
good and the virtuous alone merit and receive Avhen called
away from the scenes of their earthly labors.
Dorsev left behind him

hardly

means

no

riches.

Commencing life Avith

other than his

any
his indomitable zeal and

professional knowledge and
industry, he died too early to accumu

late Avealth

or to transmit
any munificent estates.
time before his death he removed to the south Avest

Walnut and Seventh

Streets,

A short
corner

of

Washington Square, into a
house then regarded as one of the most
stately and beautiful
in the city, furnishing it with great taste and
elegance. The
Square was not then Avhat it now is, one of Nature's lovely
spots, laid out in handsome walks and adorned with majestic
trees, the air fragrant and redolent with the song of birds, but
an
unseemly and deserted common, serving as a Potter's field.
Directly opposite, on Sixth Street, stood the old Philadelphia
Prison.
The house now occupied by
Dorsey had been only re
cently erected, and was literally at the west end" of the
city. He had been in it but a few days when Judge Peters, an
on

"

old and intimate

ing

at

friend, called to pay him his respects. Stand
opposite the Square, he facetiously exclaimed,

the Avindow

JOHN

"

Dorsey,
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I do not like your situation ; you have

a

poor pros

pect beyond the grave."
A

lady, possessed of excellent taste and accomplishments,
upon being informed that I was engaged in writing a memoir
of the life of Dr.
Dorsey, Avhom she had known intimately for
several years, kindly sent me the following graphic sketch of
his mental and personal attributes :
His character from the
outset Avas one of
he
and
occupied, at an early
great promise,
a
in
When
some one said to
his
age,
high position
profession.
Dr. Physick, 'Who can
supply your place?' he ansAvered,
'You have Dr. Dorsey.'
His talents Avere universally ac
"

knowledged,

and in addition to his love of science and the

duties of his

profession, he was a man of great taste, and was
pictures, but still more so of poetry, of Avhich he read a
great deal and quoted constantly. He was also an excellent
chess player. It is not surprising that he should have been so
great a favorite with the public, when it is remembered that
fond of

his tastes

were so

varied,

and that in addition to his

abilities,

polished and courteous. He possessed
great vivacity, was most actively kind and polite, and Avas a
charming companion.
"In Lord Brougham's 'Lives of British Statesmen,' he says
of Charles James Fox that he was the most thoroughly amiable
being he ever knew. In reading this it brought to my mind
the character of Dr. Dorsey."
All the intimate male friends of Dorsey have passed away,
and the penury of contemporary biography prevents us from
offering any further details of his life. Chapman, who was his
senior only by five years, and Avho knew him thoroughly in all
his social and public relations, Avas in daily intercourse with
him during the Avhole of his brief but brilliant career, and pro
nounced, soon after his death, a glowing eulogy commemorative
It Avas, however, after
of his many virtues and manly qualities.
its
an
subject under the floAvers of
all,
empty affair, concealing
a
us
without
just insight into his personal
rhetoric,
affording

his

manners were

most

character.
Samuel D. Gross.

SAMUEL

BARD.

1742—1821.

profession of
medicine, whose lives should be recorded with especial reference
to their value, as examples Avorthy of imitation by all just enter
ing upon the discharge of its duties and responsibilities, feAv,
probably, may claim a higher place than the subject of the
following memoir. Without claiming for Dr. Bard great genius
or brilliant talents, without asserting that Nature had bestowed
upon him gifts superior to those possessed by many who daily
embark in the same pursuits, yet will it, in the course of this
narrative, be perceived that, by industry in the study of its
several departments, by diligence throughout a large profes
sional career, in the discharge of all his obligations as a prac
titioner, and by cultivating all the social and Christian virtues,
Among those who have been

conspicuous

in the

he elevated himself to the very front rank as a medical
a
philanthropist, and a citizen. What he attained may,

suing

a

scholar,
by pur

similar course, be the lot of every neophyte.
The path
The objects for Avhich he success

which he trod is open to all.

encompass all that is most desirable in this
a fadeless inheritance in the life to come.

fully contended,
life,

and

secure

unexceptionable character of the man, the value of the
example furnished in the life of Dr. Bard, in his social, religious,
and professional intercourse with his medical brethren and with
the Avorld, Avill, it is believed, furnish an adequate apology for
the length of the following narrative, and the minuteness of
detail in private, social, and other matters, which may not pos
sess interest to the medical practitioner exclusively.
Through
The
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and blameless life, he was no less conspicuous and useful
relative, neighbor, and Christian, than assiduous and intel
ligent in the discharge of the responsible duties of the physician.
Believing that the claims of the community and of religion can
not be too strongly
urged upon the consideration of medical men,
we shall
proceed without further preliminary to ask attention
to the subject of the
following memoir, in the full conviction
that before its conclusion every reader will be ready to concede
the truth of the predictions already hazarded in relation to his
a

long

as a

peculiar

merits.

The ancestors of Samuel Bard

faith,

preferring adherence to their
requisitions of an arbitrary

rather than submission to the

decree of the French government, became exiles under the
provisions of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. To the
same

decree

was

the Revolution.

America indebted for many of the heroes of
Among the French refugees in this country

may be enumerated the ancestors of Laurens and Jay and
To this intelligent class
Boudoin and Pintard and Boudinot.

immigrants was she also indebted for much of the spirit of
civil and religious freedom, which led to the Declaration of
American Independence, and the successful resistance to British
oppression and intolerance.
Peter Bard, the paternal grandfather of Samuel, on his
of

arrival in America, established his residence upon the banks
Here
of the Delaware, a short distance above Philadelphia.
he soon after united his fortunes with those of Miss Marmion,
the

daughter

of

an

English gentleman, Avho
scruples of

doned country and home from
sought their enjoyment in the

marriage
this

From this

World.

the immediate ancestor of the

sprung
Dr. John

sketch,

New

had also aban

conscience and

Bard,

one

of the most

subject of
distinguished

practitioners of his times. Dr. John Bard, the friend and
companion of Franklin, received his education and commenced
Here
the practice of his profession in the city of Philadelphia.
he became attached to the granddaughter of Peter Falconer,
another distinguished French refugee, who had emigrated to
New York in the capacity of private secretary to Lord Corn-

~
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and favorite cousin of Queen

Anne.
Not

this event, upon the first day of
Dr. Samuel Bard, the subject of the present
born, and whilst his father and family Avere yet

long subsequent

April, 1742,
memoir,

residing
son,

Avas

in

pied

a

of his

In

Philadelphia.

Samuel,

duced to

to

was

remove

1746, however, Avhen his eldest

but four years old. Dr. John Bard Avas in
to the city of New York, where he long occu

among the medical and

prominent position
period.

Soon after his arrival in New

literary

men

York, the education of his

son commenced, by placing him at the grammar school of Mr.
Smith, Avho is said to have been a teacher of considerable

Of

merit.

precocity

of

talent,

feAv anecdotes related of his

no

early

evidence appears ; but the
years, show the peculiar

traits of his character to have been rather

tion

given by

cited

she,

felicity

of nature

discipline. He Avas, hoAvever, regarded
tardy
quick, industrious, and amiable child ; and the instruc

a

as

a

fruits of

than the

to
"

his observant mother to his master is
"

shoAV her

does

not

punish him,

opinion of his capacity.
knoAv his lesson, excuse him

for he

can

frequently

Peter,"

said

; if Sam does not,

learn at will."

An anecdote is often

regard of
discipline

If

related which illustrates the high

his father for
his child

truthtelling, and the care he took to
in the path of rectitude, Avith its effect
To screen from punishment a servant-boy

upon his after life.
of about his own age, ayIio had broken his father's cane, he
-falsely took the blame upon himself; the deceit being dis

covered, his father

punished

his

falsehood, whilst he praised
generosity.
seventy
years after its occurrence, shows the strength and value of
The lesson he then received, he
such early impressions.
transmitted to his children.
Any fault," he used to say,
his

His narration of this circumstance

"

"

may be excused but want of truth."
Nor was he less indebted to the tender

instructions of his mother, who planted
mind the seeds of truest wisdom.
In

care

early
a

and valuable

and

paper

deep in his
of religious

SAMUEL
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the date of his seventy-first year, he thus
"I thank God for the tender and affection

ate care of my mother

through the hazards of a sickly infancy,
having impressed upon my mind, almost from the first
dawnings of reason, an early sense of religion."

and for

When about the age of fourteen, his constitution, which from
had been feeble, received so severe a shock, by a con

infancy
tinued

fever, that his father judged it prudent to remove him,
time, both from the city and his studies. He accord
ingly passed the ensuing summer at Coldenham, in the
family of one of his father's most distinguished friends, CadHis
wallader Colden, lieutenant-governor of the province.
residence in the country not only restored him to health, but
filled his memory with pleasing recollections both of the society
and studies to which it introduced him.
In this family resided
Miss Colden, Avell known as the correspondent of Linnaeus, and
in whose honor
or that of her father, as is by some contended
the Coldenia bears its name in the Linnaean Catalogue. With
this lady, differing in years but united in tastes, young Bard
Under her instructions, he
formed an intimate friendship.
a
became skilful in botanizing,
pursuit which ever remained
with him a favorite amusement, and Avhich owed, perhaps, a part
for

a

—

—

of its attractions to the

originally connected,

pleasing

associations Avith Avhich it

since to the end of life he

never

was

men

expression of
admiration or attachment. Nor was the obligation unreturned ;
with a degree of native taste, which through life made him a
delicate, if not a critical judge of painting, he had united at
this early age much poetical skill, which enabled him to double
the value of his companion's botanical researches by perpetua
re
ting their transient beauties or peculiarities. The delicate
on the following occasion, excited a feeling of grati
spect paid
tude proportioned rather to his own embarrassment than the
his arrival,
importance of the circumstance. The first day of
dinnerthe
at
called
he
was
Colden
Mr.
upon,
being absent,
a blessing ; through confusion or forgetfulness,
ask
to
table,
he began the Lord's Prayer ; he had not proceeded far before

tioned the

name

of his instructress without

some

-
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sensible of his mistake, and overwhelmed with confu
sion ; casting, hoAvever, a timid glance around, he became re
assured by the composed looks of tho ladies, his auditors, and

he

was

proceeded gravely to its close. To this mistake, they never
slightest allusion, until the intimacy of friendship
a smile at his
justified
long and unusual grace.
With renovated health, a mind enlarged by neAV studies, and
manners
improved by early and constant intercourse with tho
best society, he returned to NeAV York, to engage in the severe
duties of collegiate life.
His father, though deprived of the advantages of early
classical education himself, justly regarded the studies of that
department, as the broad and firm basis of a refined and liberal
education. Young Bard Avas accordingly placed in the family
of Dr. Leonard Cutting, the classical teacher in Columbia
College, as private pupil.
so

made the

_

Mr. Bard
Avere

of his

among the number of those of that school Avho
distinguished for classical purity, and he ahvays spoke
was

accomplished teacher,

respect, but

as

one

to

not

only

in terms of affection and

whose refined taste and critical acute-

ncss, he OAved Avhatever he himself

possessed of either. In
by nature, it was here that he laid the foundation of
that habit of early rising, Avhich lengthens life, and doubles the
powers both of body and mind ; a practice which he ever after
wards continued, and always recommended to the young around
him as the greatest source of health, of leisure and enjoyment.
Daylight in summer and an hour previous to it in Avinter,
seldom found him in bed, and this practice trained him to
habits of strict economy of time, and a vigorous employment
dustrious

of it.
After the

of his

collegiate course, he was led by
father, to adopt the study
of the medical profession.
His opening talents were viewed
by a partial parent in so strong a light, and so just an estimate
did that parent place upon the importance of being
fully and
thoroughly taught in the several sciences upon which medicine
his

is

own

completion

wishes and the choice of his

based,

that he determined to educate him abroad.

This
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plan, though

rendered necessary by the difficulty of
obtaining
able medical instruction in this
country at that period, was
much more consonant with the inclinations than the

pecuniary

condition of his excellent father.
The school of Edinburgh was

repute, and
which the

this time in the

at

selected

accordingly
young pupil was to
was

highest

the great source from
derive his medical education, and
as

form his character for future life.

ration,

the

at

early

his native country,
the colonies then

parental

afforded,

and

heart not untutored

a

was

incident to

at

September, 1761,

at

a

a sea

which his father received from

in

dated

letter,

young

father,

was noAV

prisoner

in confinement.

that Dr.

Franklin,

then resided in London

colonies.

when Great

him,

By

-

contained

Avas

Bayonne Castle, announcing that in three
leaving New York, he fell into the hands of the

weeks after
enemy, and

period

with France ; nor did he escape the hazards
The first
voyage under such circumstances.

war

intelligence
a

by

instruction.

He embarked in
Britain

After much anxious prepa
of
nineteen, young Bard bade adieu to
age
with a mind stored with such learning as

his kind

offices,

the

as

It

was

fortunate for

"

our

the intimate friend of his

agent for several of the

gloom

of

a

prison

was soon

for the freshness and freedom of the country, and
after five months' residence in France, he proceeded on his way
to London.

exchanged

It may not be amiss, brief
to introduce in this place

be,

letters to his

practised

as

this sketch must

a

short extract from

necessarily
one

of his

father, showing the thoughtful and rigid economy

whilst

only nineteen years of age, and relieved of all
influences of home ; and commend the spirit of

restraining
accountability therein manifested, as an example worthy of
But although
imitation by all under similar circumstances.
I cannot charge myself Avith any unnecessary extravagance,
except it was purchasing a German flute and employing a
the

"

teacher, in order to pass my time with some little content in
the prison, I have, during my stay in France, together with my
expenses

on

my voyage and journey from

Plymouth, spent near

-
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afraid you will think this a very
assure vou that there Avas not

tAventy shillings, except my flute, Avhich I spent

unnecessa

rily." During the Avhole of his five years' residence abroad,
his correspondence with his father and family Avas full and

frequent.
and

never

friends.

His letters

bespeak good

sense

and

warm

feeling,

failed to cheer the heart of his fond parents and
In a letter from his judicious father, we find the

following among other excellent suggestions, relative to the
objects deserving his chief attention during his residence abroad,
and which Avere not lost upon the young man to whom they
were addressed, and
may profitably be placed before all aspi
to
the honors and emoluments of the medical profession.
ring
There are two things in your residence abroad I have much
at heart : first, that you should acquire the character of an
ingenious and skilful physician ; and secondly, that of an easy
and well-bred gentleman.
The first is to be attained by a
close attention upon the duties assigned you by the professors,
and a careful investigation of the principles upon which the
science you are studying is founded.
The other is by a cheer
affable
to
secure
the
ful,
behavior,
friendship of your teachers
and equals, and by relaxing your mind in the company and
conversation of the polite part of society, always, as you have
heretofore, cultivating an acquaintance with those whose abili
ties and dispositions will improve, as Avell as entertain you.
Above all things, my dear son, suffer not yourself, by
any company or example, to depart, either in your conversa
tion or practice, from the highest reverence to God, and your
religion : always remembering that a rational and becoming
view of these duties is the most likely means of influencing
your moral conduct, and is, in truth, the brightest ingredient
in a gentleman's character, naturally producing not only that
decent, chaste, and polite style, in common conversation, so
essentially necessary in one of your profession, but also laying
"

....

the foundation of

object

a

virtuous and honorable life."

London, young Bard now entered upon the great
of his visit with that diligence and zeal, which through

Arrived in
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His letters of introduction

were

which he became

of the age,

to

in

immediately
by
Fothergill, Hunter, Smith of St. Thomas's Hospital, Mackenzie, and others. The gentleman under whose
peculiar instruction he placed himself, was Dr. Alexander
Russell, an able and amiable man, Avell known by his various
communications to the Royal Society, and other writings.
Pursuing his studies here until September, 1762, he left
London, and repaired to the great medical school at Edinburgh.
Here, as in London, he enjoyed the privilege of associating
men

troduced to

with characters of the first eminence.
son, the

historian,
Rutherford, Whytt,

Avas

the

at the

At this

head of the

time,

University,

instruction ; was received an inmate into the family of
and continued to keep up a frequent correshis
London instructors, especially Dr. Fotherwith
pondence
as

Dr.

Robertson,

_

and

Monros,
Hope, Ferguson, Gregory, and Blair,
Under such men was Bard trained, and at this pile Avas that
torch lighted, which subsequently inflamed many kindred
bosoms.
Of his teachers he appears to have enjoyed, so far
as a
young stranger can be supposed to do, the friendship as
well

-

Robert

father and son, Cullen,
were
among its teachers.

two

-

-

-

gill.
With Dr. Cullen's lectures he
matter he

styles him,

manner, he says
so

:

entertaining
pleasure

"

as

him Avith

"

I own, I think
well

peculiarly delighted ; in
professor," and of his
nothing can exceed it ; being

Avas

that accurate

as

instructive,

-

that I could listen to

for three hours instead of one."

Of Monro's

speaks highly, and comparing him with
for
But
Avant of opportunities for dissection, I
:
Hunter, says
should have no occasion to regret the change from London ;
but to have a subject in my possession here, would run the
The application of his
risk of banishment, if not of life."
no
weak proof of his in
affords
as
time,
given by himself,
and
of mind.
firmness
and
ardent, away from
Young
dustry
a
of
the
surrounded
and
home
large metropolis,
temptations
by
it affords an honorable example of the conscientious performance
of duty, and a lesson, not without its use, to those who may
anatomical lectures he
"

-

-
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"

My day in general," says he,
"is thus spent: from seven to half after ten, I am at present
employed in the mathematics, which will soon, hoAvever, be

similarly

circumstanced.

professional reading and the examination of my
dress, and am by eleven at College, attending
Professor Ferguson until tAvelve ; from that hour until one, at
the hospital ; from one till two, with Dr. Cullen ; from two to

changed
notes ;

for

I then

three, I allow

to

dinner ; from three to

four, with Monro in

anatomy ; from four to five, or half an hour after, I generally
spend at my flute, and taking tea, either at a friend's room,
or

friend in my own : after this I retire to my study,
spend from that time until eleven o'clock in connecting

with

and

a

This is the plan I have set
my notes, and in general reading.
down for myself, and am resolved to stick close to it, for the

winter at least."
have

a

more

pleasure

"

In the

summer

I shall not be

so

busy,

but

little time if I do not go to London, to amuse myself
Avith botany and seeing the country ; then you shall have as
long letters as you please from me, for there is nothing I take
in than in

Avriting

from you, for in either of

these,

you, unless it be in hearing
especially the last, I cannot

to

help imagining myself conversing
much obliged," he goes on to add,

with

you." "I am very
good opinion my
NeAV York friends entertain of me, and hope I shall never, by
any negligence of mine, disappoint them. If liking a profession
be a good omen of proficiency, I can assure you I
begin to be
most highly delighted with mine ; I
discover
so
daily
many
beauties in it, that I

and,

am

it not for the

at

a

"

by

the

loss Avhich first to

investigate

;

regular plan I have laid down, I should
be bewildered and lost in the labyrinth."
To a zeal thus
grounded in love, no labors seemed arduous, nor any aims too
lofty to be attempted. This is evinced in another letter to his
father, in Avhich he suggests, at that early day, the establish
ment of a medical school in the
city of New York ; a plan,
which, in his riper years, he effected, and to which his gray
hairs brought reverence.
It is worthy of remark, in passing, that in his letters he fre
quently expresses a strong sense of gratitude for his father's
were
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Fully appreciating

the effort it

required

in his

then straitened

circumstances, to furnish the means requisite
for his long residence abroad, he thus expresses himself : " I
do assure you, sir, I never think of the great expense you are
at in my education, Avithout sentiments of the warmest
grati
tude ; at the same time I feel much uneasiness lest it should
fall heavily upon you."
"I am laying out to the best advan
now, to return it double Avhen we come to a reckoning."
sequel will show that this promise, so generously made,
was
literally more than fulfilled in after life.
About this time, he achieved his first triumph in scientific
attainment, the record of which we give in his own language.
Last week, the judges for the annual medal, given by the
professor of botany of this University, examined the hortus
siccus of the candidates, and I have the pleasure to acquaint

tage
The

"

-

you, decided in my favor ; in consequence of which determina
tion, the medal is to be publicly given to me sometime in April,

Dr.

by

Hope."

To show the

variety

of his studies and

which he sustained himself
from another letter

:

"

creditably,

exercises,

in all of

copy the

following
opportunity of send
before "the medical society
Ave

I cannot omit this

copy of the papers I read
this winter; they may perhaps afford you half an hour's enter
tainment, and let you a little into the nature of that institution,

ing

you

a

of Avhich I informed you some time ago that I was admitted
"
In the year 1737, this Society Avas first organa member."
ized

by

at the

Drs.

Cullen, Akenside,

head of their

profession

and

here

some

others, who

are now

in London ; and since
who have become orna

or

that time it has had many members,
ments to society. As it naturally has undergone many changes,
and now consists of between twenty and thirty members, who

Saturday evening, in a room in the infirmary, where
they dispute upon medical subjects in the following manner :
each member has, about six months beforehand, a set of papers
given him to Avrite a comment upon, consisting of a practical
and an aphorism of
case, a question on some medical point,
a set of these
papers is proHippocrates. Every Saturday,
meet every

-
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Society by

the

author, having

circu

lated for a Aveek before among its members, Avho come prepared
with objections, and the author with arguments to defend them.

In this exercise of

disputation,

Ave

spend about

good purpose, for Ave are obliged to muster
knowledge, to defend opinions, which arc

four hours to very
Avhole stock of

our

never

allowed

to

pass, without being thoroughly examined ; and as there are
always a number of members, men of real knoAvledge, Ave young
men are not alloAved to be carried
aAvay by false reasoning,
nor

led into

The
father

-

erroneous

folloAving
"

I

opinions."

letter contains

gratifying

present engaged in

information

to

his

variety of studies ;
besides my college duties, I have two private tutors Avho attend
me.
With one, I spend an hour every day in AYriting and
speaking Latin ; with the other, French ; and also three hours
in the week with a most excellent draAving-master.
So many
with
branches, together
reading practical authors, entirely fill
:

am

at

a

up my time, and are attended with considerable expense ; but
I hope I shall never repent it, and that it "will one day be
I sent you, some time ago, a
letter from Dr. Hope ; since that the medal has been publicly
given to me, and the enclosed paragraph published on the

returned to

me

"

occasion."

with interest.

I had

an
opportunity this Avinter of showing my
Pultney, a man of eminence in the literary
Avorld, and felloAvof the Royal Society; he praised them much,
and assured me they exceded any in the British Museum.
He
me on
Avith
a
with
the
presented
going aAvay,
thesis,
folloAving
compliment on the first page : From the author to Mr. Bard,
as a small tribute of
respect due to his success in cultivating
botanical knoAvledge.'
In the folloAving letter the father's fond
anticipations and the
arduous toils of the son are, in a good measure, consummated.

preparations

to

Dr.

'

_

"

Edinburgh, .May 15th,
My

dear

My

Father

work

of the first

:

17G5.

—

being now over, and my mind at ease, I lay hold
opportunity of spending an hour with you, and
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little of the satisfaction I

a

myself feel.

I received my degree, with all the
form and ceremony usual upon such occasions.
The two
Monros, with Dr. Cullen, were in all my private examina

day

before

yesterday,

tions.

My good friend Dr. Hope, publicly impugned my
thesis ; and to all of them I consider myself much indebted
for their behavior on this occasion, in which, although
they
kept
the

up the strictness of

professors, they
gentlemen."

of

politeness

Dr. Bard described his
and

ingenious,

will medical

but

Avhen it is

Brown, afterwards

so

theory
principles, and so
to great practical

In the lectures of Dr.

they gratified
fitted him

excel in such studies.

ability

he

displayed

him, drew forth,
dation.

In

a

professor,

mind of such

a

nor

this
_

so

simple

in its

have been liable

On

a

one

occasion, the

paper submitted to
marked public commen
a

temperament, praise stimulated

little of his

exertion ; and not a
studies and ability in

dogmatic ;
justice of

delight ;
discerning taste, which

in the criticism of

from the

"learned

Mr. Bard took great

delicate and

a

to

of

the author of the medical

a

;

Blair,

naturally

as

pathology
application, as to

name

easy in its
abuse.

the

sight

that it relates to Dr. John

added

well known

which bears his

dispute

lost

as a man

time bold and

same

be inclined to

men

description,

instructor

private

the

at

never

subsequent

fondness for these

them, may be traced

to

the

assiduity

In this art, Dr. Bard
Avith which he then cultivated them.
In after life, he ahvays commanded
Avas no mean proficient.

public delivery, a degree of attention, which went far
beyond the claims of his figure or voice, but which Avas the
result of graceful gesture, correct emphasis, and, above all,
the nice discrimination and animated expression of the sense
in

and
an

feeling
orator

of that which he delivered.

of

Avords, and

no

common

stamp

Indeed,

Dr. Bard

was

; he threw his heart into his

from the fulness of his own,

poured persuasion

into

the breasts of others.
The letter of recommendation which Dr. Bard received from
12

—
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departure,

has the

sign

manual of

members, among whom may be found the names of
whom kings have since
delighted to honor," and, Avhat

each of its

"

some

credit, avIio have themselves done honor to
their profession.
Among such may be mentioned, Saunders,
of London, and Sir Lucas Pepys, physician to George IV ;
Percival, of Manchester ; Professor Duncan, of Edinburgh ;
Professor Parsons, of Oxford ; Ilavgarth and Watson, of
is

-

more

their

to

Cambridge ; and Professor Morgan, of Philadelphia ; names
widely scattered, yet indebted perhaps to this early union for
the first excitement of that native talent which subsequently
rendered them conspicuous.
His inaugural thesis, "Be viribus opii," Avhich he defended
at hi3 examination, has been spoken of with great respect by
competent medical men. Having selected, as his subject, the
effects of opium on the human system, Avhich, in common with
his teachers, he regarded as a stimulant, he instituted a set of
experiments to test or rather to verify that opinion.
From the learned Professor John W.
Nestor of the New York

Faculty,

to

Francis, M.D.,

the

whom the author is under

many obligations for facts and anecdotes contained in this
sketch of Dr. Bard, the following remarkable circumstances

bearing
Francis,

"Such," says Professor
upon this point are derived.
"Avas his success under Cullen chiefly that he Avrote
'

inaugural, Be
guide or assistant.

opii,' for graduation, without
Saunders, who Avrote on the
liver and on mineral Avaters, and who, by-the-by, was the first
clinical instructor or lecturer, chronologically speaking, that
ever London had, told me that those experiments recorded in
his

""

viribus

Old Dr.

Bard's essay or dissertation, Avere made on his own person, as
he was fellow-student with Bard at Edinburgh."
The experi
ments

were

accurately
with his

with

frequently

noted.

and

inductions, and concluded,

singular

freedom from

from that which he had

opinion

carefully repeated, and the results
being thus obtained, he proceeded

His facts

be

right

or

if

not

with

in the

prejudice,
proposed maintaining.

wrong, the mode of

truth, at least
opposite opinion
Whether that

arriving

at

it

Avas
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creditable alike to his candor and his enterprise. It showed
him to be a true philosopher, and evinced an openness to
conviction and a fairness of mind, which form not only the
basis of moral excellence but the corner-stone of true

philoso
carefully prepared and ably defended,
admitted Mr. Bard to his medical degree. His diploma bears
date September 6th, 1765, and has the signatures affixed of
the tAvo Robertsons, Rutherford, the two Monros, Whytt,
Hope, Young, Hamilton, Cumming, Ferguson, Russell, and
Blair. With the botanical professor, he was a great favorite.
My good friend Dr. Hope," is his ordinary designation of
him ; and he justly felt it no small praise to be thus distin
guished in botany by the friend of Linnaeus. The particular
intimacy with Monro, of Avhich Dr. Bard speaks in one of his

phy.

This

thesis,

thus

"

letters, related

to the younger of that

sembled much in

older than his

character,

pupil,

name :

one

Avhom he

re

and not less in fate.

Monro died the

Four years
number of years

same

before him ; both rising to the highest eminence in their pro
fession, and in the medical schools of their respective coun
tries ; both retaining, amid the bodily Aveaknesses of age, all
their mental vigor, and each closing his academical career by

the

delivery

of

valedictory

a

discourse in the

seventy-seventh
gradu

year of life, Monro to his medical class, Dr. Bard to the
ates of the college over which he presided.

Among

the traits of character Avhich

throughout life,

was

an

insatiable

Avhich led him, Avherever he

Avas

or

distinguished Bard
inquisitiveness of mind,Avhatever the subject, to

Avhich

within his

reach,
Minerals, plants, animals, man and
his Avorks, Avere rapidly and by turns the object of his atten
Whatever Avas rare or beautiful or useful, immediately
tion.

investigate carefully everything
whether of art

or

seized upon his

investigation,

or

came

nature.

imagination,
a

basis for

and afforded matter for curious

ingenious theory.

Even while

the A'arious branches of arts

engaged in his medical studies,
and manufactures and of agriculture received

inquiry and pursuit.
Having completed

his

course

of medical

a

share of his

education,

he

em-
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through

the most interior

England, and the
highest gratification,

parts of Scotland, and various parts of
scenes

to

Avhich

presented

afforded him the

Avhich he often afterwards alluded with the

feelings

of enthu

siastic admiration ; but from some unknoAvn cause, he Avas dis
appointed in the execution of his project of a continental tour.
A visit to the celebrated

University of Leyden he had long
contemplated
delight. This interest Avas doubtless en
hanced from the fact that at that period Leyden was consi
Boerhaave
dered as the great continental rival to Edinburgh.
with

he

venerated,

as

one

greatest and best of men, Avhose

of the

character he recommended to the young, as a model for their
imitation, and a high and encouraging picture of Avhat virtue
and

industry can perform.
professional career

He may
Avith his

even

be said to have

upon his lips, as
the last discourse he delivered to the medical graduates con
closed his

forcible delineation of the character of this great
the best embodied picture he could give them of the

cludes with
man,

as

name

perfection

a

at

which

Of his last visit

they
to

should aim.

Dr.

anecdote, giving the origin

Fothergill,
of

a

he told the

folloAving

maxim which has been since

repeated, and may again answer as a useful hint to the
After much salutary advice, suitable to
young practitioner.
Dr.
a
parting visit,
Fothergill concluded with Avhat he termed
the secret of his own success :
I crept," said he,
over the
backs of the poor into the pockets of the rich." It Avould be
doing injustice to a character of more than common philan
thropy, to interpret this as a recommendation of cold-hearted
often

"

selfishness ;
a

as

such, it

prudential maxim,

Avas

neither intended

"

nor

felt ; but

Avhich Dr. Bard often himself

as

repeated,

and enforced upon young physicians, viz., that the basis of
their practice and their fame, to be permanent, should be laid

in the

opinions of the many, and thus growing up by insensible
degrees, it Avould be free from the dangers that attend on a
premature reputation or a narrow and wavering patronage.
After a residence of ten months in the metropolis,
making
in all an absence of five years from home, he embarked for

SAMUEL
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it,
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The
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ensuing voyage
safely, and

terminated

Avas

long

and boisterous ;

restored him

again to his
and anxious parents.
The emotions excited by his
first intervieAv are such as can better be conceived than de
scribed. To his father, independently of parental affection,

longing
this

peculiarly interesting. His favorite plan for
was now completed : a
plan which he had
pursued under difficulties and embarrassments, with a perse
verance
proportioned to his anticipation of its success. He
Avas now to
judge of its results ; and eA7ery parent can imagine
with what eager anxiety, under such circumstances, a father
would meet a son, and make every Avord and movement supply
deductions either of hope or fear. On Avhich side these pre
ponderated, it is easy to conjecture ; how far they were
realized, subsequent events Avill shoAV. Upon the first even
ing of his return, he also met his cousin, Mary Bard, a lady
highly accomplished and of great personal beauty, then residing
in his father's family, who had previously enjoyed his affection,
and was soon to consummate his happiness.

meeting

was

his son's education

~"

The expenses of Dr. Bard's education had exceeded one
thousand pounds, a large sum to expend for such a purpose at
that

early period, and which had invohed
self-sacrificing parent from

To relieve his
curred in his
his

profession

behalf,
in

he entered at

partnership

with

his father in debt.

embarrassment in

upon the exercise of
devoting himself to it

annum,

beyond

amounted to

"

once

him,

with his native enthusiasm and faithful perseverance.
three years, be drew nothing from the profits of their

business, which

—

nearly fifteen

his necessary expenses,

hundred

allowing

For

joint
pounds per
all the

-

re

mainder, that he might justly have claimed, to go towards the
liquidation of debts Avhich, in honor, he regarded as his own.
Considering himself, after that time, as exonerated from all
other claim than that of

gratitude, he proceeded to form a
more
lasting union by fulfilling his engagement Avith his cousin ; and trusting to Providence and his own
exertions, the marriage took place whilst his pecuniary re
With this lady,
sources did not exceed one hundred pounds.
tender and

more

~
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uninterrupted harmony and affection, he lived through the
long and chequered period of fifty-five years : a period ex
ceeding the ordinary duration of human life : and in its joys
and sorroAvs, found her, to use his oavh expressive language,
"a steady, judicious, and affectionate friend, and a dear and
in

,

excellent wife."
Dr. Bard's
abandoned

by

of

Europe. Instead,
originally proposed, he

on

ever, of the

ceeded in

—

youthful assistants
exciting older and abler

Avere

men

to

Avas

not

Iioavsuc

engage in tho task.

Drs.

Tennant ; while to

-

a

his return from

Within a year after his return, an organization Avas effected,
and united to King's College.
His associates in this laudable

enterprise

-

medical school

early-formed plan
him

Clossy, Jones, Middleton, Smith, and
him, then but in his twenty-eighth year,

was
given, by common consent, what Avas considered the most
responsible and influential department of the Practice of Physic.
Thus early did he begin to repay his debt of education to this
literary institution, which for forty years he continued to serve,
as circumstances demanded, in almost
every branch of experi
mental and medical science, and for the last tAventy years of
his residence in the city, as Trustee and Dean of the Faculty
Medical degrees Avere first conferred by this school
of Physic.
in 1769, when a public address was delivered by Dr. Bard, in
Avhich he displayed that persuasive eloquence with which he
ahvays urged a good cause.
Though not the first lectures Avhich Avere delivered on medi
cal subjects, it Avould appear to be the first regularly organized
complete faculty for that purpose in America. Upon this
point, the following extract from a letter recently received from

the venerable Professor Francis Avould

"
seem conclusive.
Bard
associated
with
the
first
medical
school
of
the
closely
colonies ; for though Philadelphia boasts an origin some two or

is most

three years earlier, it was in the NeAV York school, Kind's
-College, that the first entire faculty of medicine was created,
as

that first

blished

association, for the first time in this country, esta
independent Professor of Obstetrics, thus making for
time, what is now universal in all the professorships

an

the first
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regularly organized schools. Philadelphia did not
MidAvifery as a separate professorship until some

establish

thirty years after, when James, about 1810-11, was appointed:
Shippen had given Anatomy and a feAv lectures on Midwifery,
from the first foundation of the Philadelphia school until his

-

-

death."
On the 16th of

May, being

the

day

of its annual

commence

ment, Dr. Bard delivered before the officers of the College,
and the governor and council of the province, a " Discourse
upon the duties of a physician," in which he enforced the use
fulness, or rather necessity of a public hospital, and the pro
priety of its immediate establishment, as the most efficient
means

of relief to the

suffering

tion to medica] students.
and

So

poor of the

convincing

city,
Avere

and of instruc
his

arguments,

well-timed the

appeal, that it aroused the individual upon
whom it was perhaps most intended to operate.
Sir Henry
Moore, governor of the province, as soon as the address Avas
closed, expressed warmly both his admiration of the speech, and
his patronage of the plan, and immediately headed a subscrip
so

sum of tAvo hundred
pounds^ This was folloAved
the
of the council, and
members
liberality
proportional
by
by
other gentlemen present, and the sum of eight hundred pounds
sterling was on the same day collected. The city authorities
made liberal appropriations to the same object, and a suitable
structure Avas erected ; but when on the point of completion,
■the building, whose progress he had watched Avith so much
solicitude, Avas entirely destroyed by an accidental fire, so that
this noble design remained unaccomplished until the year 1791.
From the period of its commencement until his retirement, Dr.
Bard continued to be one of its visiting physicians, in which
he never omitted a single day to perform its onerous and
gratuitous duties.
Among other obligations which the profession in NeAV York

tion Avith the

owe to

this

same

their

their

is the exposure it contains of the
dangerous practice which then prevailed, of

discourse,

unreasonable and

charges being grounded solely

patient ;

thus

unjustly depriving

on

the medicine

given

to

them of any remuneration

-
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for that Avherein alone the value of their services consisted
them to the constant

if not absolute

:

and

temptation,
exposing
sity of prescriptions, often needless and sometimes hurtful. This
bold expostulation probably tended in no small degree to hasten
the change, which, on this point, soon after took place, sepa
rating the duties of the physician from those of the apothecary.
In the year 1772, Dr. John
Hyde Park, his native country

neces

Bard, the father, removed to
residence, and his city esta

purchased by his son, who entered at once into
practice, out of the profits of which he
continued for five years to allow him a large proportion.
In 1774, Dr. Bard added to his existing duties the labors of
a
public course of chemical lectures. They were, however,
soon
interrupted by the all-absorbing topic of the day : the
struggle of the colonies with the mother country. In the
year 1775, when the sword was about to be unsheathed, and a
mighty contest for liberty Avas about to be decided, Dr. Bard
was found,
among many other upright and patriotic men, Avho
-could not at once shake off their reverence for the obligations
under which they had been born, and educated, and prospered ;
blishment

was

his father's circle of

and the native tenderness of his heart rendered him

averse

to

ToAvards the end of the year, he placed
~his wife and children under his father's roof at Hyde Park, and
all acts of violence.

he himself remained in NeAV York until the great epiestion of
Finding, however, all hopes
peace or Avar should be decided.

vain, and the torch of discord already lighted,
city of New York, previous to the British army
taking possession of it, joined his family at Hyde Park, and
of reconciliation

he abandoned the

after various removals took up his residence in Ncav Jersey.
following year, however, failing in the secular employ

In the

engaged, and learning that his property
in New York was wasting during his absence, he came to the
resolution of returning to the practice of his profession in that
city.
Obtaining permission to return, he found upon his arrival,
his house occupied by the enemy, and that it Avas exceedingly
difficult to resume his professional business.
The government
ment in

-

~

which he had
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and his former intimates with

a

His father's residence within the American

and his brother's

holding

a

-

commission in the Continen

tal army, seemed to
justify this caution; Avhile the moderation
and candor of his character were, in those
days of hostile zeal,

misconstrued or unappreciated. He remained a considerable
time Avithout a single professional call, and Avas reduced liter

ally to his last guinea. Walking down BroadAvay in a melancholy mood, his mind filled Avith melancholy forebodings, a
wife, two sisters, and five children, all dependent upon exer
tions he had no opportunity to make, he was accosted by a
former friend whom he had not before

MattheAvs,

the mayor of the

city,

met ;

this

Avas

Mr.

Avhose Avell-known

loyalty
and official standing, placing him above all low suspicion ; he
not only addressed Dr. Bard with his accustomed
cordiality,
but immediately, on some slight pretext, requested his pro
fessional attendance at his house.
His frequent letters to his
American friends, had given color to a malicious accusation
preferred against him, of maintaining a treasonable correspon
dence.
Indeed, the commandant was just issuing an order for
his arrest, Avhen Mr. Matthews entering, heard the name of
Dr. Bard ; he immediately interfered, claimed him as his friend
and family physician, pledged himself for the falsehood of the
charge, and calling on Dr. Bard, gave him an opportunity to
To suspicion now succeeded confidence ; his talents
refute it.
and professional skill rapidly extended his business and influ
While these qualities gained him business and friends,
ence.
his scientific character gathered around him a literary circle,
with whom, after the labors of the day, he generally passed
The late Bishop Moore, his old friends, Mr.
the evening.
Kempe, Attorney-General, and Lindley Murray, the gramma
rian, and his neAV intimates, Dr. Nooth, superintendent of the
hospital, and Dr. Michaelis, the son of the learned commenta
tor, were his most frequent and acceptable guests.
The return of peace between countries thus united in lan
guage and sentiment, Dr. Bard, in common with all good men,

hailed with

pleasure

; to

him, however, it

was

not

-

without its

-

~

-
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patriotism and honor of his conduct were
undergo a scrutiny from heated, if not unfriendly,
NotAvithstanding the advice of many, Avho urged his
he trusted again to the uprightness of his motives,
as

not

the

His countrymen knew how to distin

mistaken.

guish between moderation and indifference ; and Washington,
"the father of his country," by selecting him as his family

_

marked the

physician,
racter

opinion

he entertained both of his cha

and medical skill.

enemy now assailed his domestic
six children, four perished by a rapid and
A

were
ness

neAV

buried in the
and

promise,

same

of its mother, the usual

a

grave, one,

to have called

as

happiness. Out of
untimely fate ; two

child of

forth,

so

apprehensions of an early
family, was the

disease Avhich thus desolated his
its most virulent form.
Avere

all seized with

Children, parents,

it;

added to the horrors of
or

slow
-

with

death.

The

scarlatina in

nurses, and servants

and the delirium which
an

rapidly ensued,
infection, which already restrained

disabled their friends from

were

much loveli

in the anxious mind

assistance.

giving

Tavo children

snatched from the grave, and recovered by
As the mother's care ceased to be necessary,

difficulty

degrees.

her health and

spirits

sunk under the

greatness of her loss and

her exertions; and Dr. Bard was called to forget the feelings
of a father in those of the husband.
A deep melancholy
-

settled upon her mind, which threatened almost the extinction
of reason.
Alive only to this great duty, he immediately gave
up all attention to business, and, for
devoted himself to her recovery with an
ness

Avhich

were

repaid by success.
displayed under

near

a

tAvelvemonth,

assiduity and faithful
The pious resignation and

edifying

devotion

tions

among the finest traits of character in this excellent

are

these afflictive

dispensa

man.

In the

summer

profession,
health,

at

in the

of

1784,

city

Dr. Bard resumed the duties of his

of New

the house of her

York, leaving his Avife, in better
uncle, in New Jersey. His religious

feelings, on the restoration of his wife's health, are expressed
with pious gratitude in a prayer found among his papers.
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business,

Bard,
retirement, as to induce

for relief from his

it

was

found

had suffered losses to such

Dr. John

pecuniary

him to

embarrassment.

apply

to

-

a

his

The

appeal
forgotten his early debt of
gratitude of education, and immediately applied the whole of
his accumulations, now amounting to five thousand guineas, to
his father's relief, preferring this application of it to the most
tempting speculations then opened to capitalists by the sale of
confiscated estates.
He accordingly relieved his father from
his load of debt ; and, by his persuasions, induced him to
return to the exercise of his
profession in New York, in which
he continued until the year 1797, when his son's projected

was

not in vain ;

his

son

had not

removal determined his OAvn, and he
to close

retired,

for the last

a

minds of his children, and seldom did a father succeed better
in awakening a warm and generous enthusiasm to deserve it.
In all their early performances, they were sure to receive in
his animated commendation a sufficient recompense for their
exertions ; and the

applause

which first

arose

from

parental

history, we would commend the
Bard," by Rev. John McVickar, of New York, where
will be found many interesting letters, upon the various subjects referred
to in this memoir, from himself, his wife, and father, and from several other
*

-

time,

long and chequered, but cheerful life, in the shades
of his early retirement.
Dr. Bard's character having been displayed to some extent
in the light of a son and husband, it remains but to show that
the duties of a parent were fulfilled by him with equal tender
Out of ten children, but two had been
ness and judgment.*
to
him
a third was aftenvards added, not only
to
these,
;
spared
the child but the companion and solace of his old age, and to
their education he noAV devoted most of the leisure which busy
days and broken nights afforded him. His numerous letters to
his children exhibit a pleasing picture of the animated tender
Kind and judicious praise, as his letters
ness of his manner.
the
medium
was
indicate,
by which Dr. Bard operated on the

"

-

To those interested in his domestic

Life of Dr. Samuel

members of his

family.

~~
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excitement

to

Avhat

might

truly deserv
their companion
be

of it.
As they grcAV older, he became
and friend, leading them to unreserved communication of their

ing

actions and sentiments, counselling them in the language of
affection, and resting all his influence on the attachment and
almost

veneration Avhich

his solicitude

their

for

happiness

excited ; but with all this fondness, he united perfect candor
and plain dealing.
This gained their confidence, and ripened,

they grew up, into the most reposing friendship ;
which advancing years and commerce with the Avorld,
of weakening, strengthened, by enabling them better
as

mate

the value of such

a

instead
to

esti

friend and adviser.

While the General Government

President

bond

a

had

in New

sitting

was

York,

Dr. Bard's

professional
friend, he says: "The
President's complaint continues to amend, so that I have not
the least doubt of effecting a perfect and, I hope, a specely
cure.
It will give you pleasure to be told that nothing can

Washington

skill in his

In

own case.

to

recourse

a

letter to

a

exceed the kindness and attention I receive from him."

On

occasion, being left alone Avith him, General Washington,
looking steadfastly in his face, desired his candid opinion as to
the probable termination of the disease, adding, with that placid
firmness which marked his address,
Do not flatter me with
vain hopes ; I am not afraid to die, and therefore can bear the
one

"

Dr. Bard's

worst."

reply,
apprehensions.

his

ledged
to-night

whilst it

am

senior,

was

subsequently called
Washington,

tion of General

good

Providence" in which he

felt

was an

proud

seat of

of.

in

the sugges
blessing of that

consultation,

and

by

the

trusted, his life

when it

his country, at a
counsels of his calm

to

illness

"

twenty years hence makes no difference ; I knoAV
in the hands of a good Providence."
Dr. Bard,

or

that I

"

expressed hope, acknoAv
replied, Whether

The President

at

Avas

preserved

needed the
period
wisdom.
The
result
of this
prospective
with
his
which
Dr.
Bard
patient,
intimacy
justly
never

more

It continued unbroken until the removal of the

government

to

Philadelphia,

lamented for many and obvious

an

reasons.

event

which he much
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Temperance, exercise, and early rising had strengthened a
Aveakly constitution, and enabled Dr. Bard to go through a
daily course of extraordinary professionable labor. One of his
early students thus speaks of a winter residence in his family.
"He rose at the earliest hour; at five o'clock he was superin
tending the studies of his son and myself, and engaged in pre
paring his public lectures ; from breakfast till night I saw no
more of him,
except in the streets on professional business;
then, indeed, himself, his phaeton and servant were to be seen
at most hours, both of the day and night."
Into his literary gratifications, Dr. Bard carried all the
ardor of his character ; he seized upon every new publication
of merit, with the avidity of a famished appetite, and during
its perusal, was both deaf and blind to all causes of interrup
tion.
This absorption of mind was so great in his later years,
as sometimes to be made the subject of good-humored experi
ment ; of which he seemed to be unaAvare, as of everything else
On looking into a copy of the Vicar
that passed around him.
of Wakefield," Avhen it first came out, he reserved it for evening
reading to his family. Commencing it at rather a late hour,
his high relish of it Avould not permit him to lay it doAvn until
he finished it ; and his hearers not choosing to retire, he closed
In reading Shaksthe volume as the morning sun Avas rising.
and
his graceful action
excelled
but
he
not
;
only delighted
peare
the sentiment
was in just and harmonious accordance with
a moral or
of
On
religious nature, Avhere
questions
expressed.

—

-

-

"

the
was

arguments
both

Aoav rather from the heart than the

poAverful

and

persuasive

;

not

head,

he

indeed in the nice

energetic enforcement of
peculiar tone of
leading
full-hearted
from
arises
which
sincerity, a language
eloquence,
nor
misunderstood
be
neither
can
that
counterfeited, and which
than
otherwise
can
be
never
persuasive and commanding.
had a great share, but it did
Bard
Dr.
Of personal courage,
of
not arise from forgetfulness
danger, so much as from disre
on the duty to be performed,
intent
gard to it. His mind Avas
distinctions of

broad and

and

weighed

schoolmen,
truths.

~

but in the

He had here that

not the risk that

attended it.

In

illustration,

an

~
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instance may be mentioned of his conduct in the popular tumult,
"
__commonly called The Doctors' Mob," excited in the year 1788,
against the physicians of the city, from suspicion of their rob

riot, Avhich for tAvo days set at
military force of the city*, Dr. Bard
exhibited a calm and dignified composure, which seemed to aAve
even the wild
passions of the populace. Conscious of his inno
cence of the
alleged charge, he resisted the most urgent solici

bing

the

graveyards.

In this

defiance both the civil and

tations of his friends to flee

infuriated mob

approached

or

his

conceal

house,

himself;

but

as

the

ordered the doors and

be thrown Avide open, and paced his hall in full
vieAv of them as they drew near.
His calmness or his charac-

Avindows

-

to

saved him ;
gazed a Avhile in
ter

they approached with horrible imprecations,
silence, and then passed on with acclamations

of his innocence.
That this composure Avas the triumph of mind over body,
may be safely inferred from the anxiety and sensibility he

evinced, when

the

sufferings

of others

were

in

question.

This

temperament unfitted him, as it did his favorite teacher, Cullen,
and many other eminent physicians, for a calm surgical opeThe first operation he performed, having completed it
steady hand, he fainted as soon as the Avound was
dressed and the patient safe.
His anxiety of mind Avas so
on these occasions, that he is knoAvn to have
great
passed the
entire night before making an important operation Avithout
sleep, pacing his chamber, and absorbed in reflections upon the
responsibilities involved in its performance. As a physician,
this acute sensibility, so far from an impediment, was in no
small measure, the ground both of his popularity and success.
It stimulated him to greater efforts in storing his mind with
the history, symptoms, and location of disease, and increased
his vigilance in the application of remedial measures.
Being
of a hopeful temperament also, whilst it sometimes
depressed
his feelings, it never lessened his exertions.
It gave the
warmth of friendship to professional formalities,
inspired the
patient with confidence in his skill ; and, thus giving relief to
the mind, paved the Avay for that of the
body. To the friends

-rator.

with

a
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his manners, or rather his character, Avas pecu
to the skill of the
physician he added the
interest of the relative. They were satisfied that
e\Terything

sick,

liarly comforting,
was

done his

ness,

nor

—

art could

the

pursuits

do ; that neither coldness, nor selfish
of pleasure or ambition, withheld him

from any personal exertion.
His look, and language, and
all
the
interest
he took in the result ;
actions,
spoke
deep
showed a heart not then set on reputation or
but filled

-

profit,

Avith

sympathy

for human

suffering,

and aliA'e in all its

energies
comparison Dr. Bard once
made use of in a case of violent disease, will illustrate this ex
citement.
"I feel," said he, "as if I had a
giant by the
and
must fight for life."
Of the success of medical
throat,
practice it is not easy to speak ; but there is no doubt that this
poAverful union of heart and head often produced Avonderful
to

devise

means

for its relief.

The

-

recoveries ; and the universal attachment of his patients, cer
tainly evinced no common degree of reliance on his professional

skill.
In practice, Dr. Bard Avas guided more by the cautious
perience of an observing mind than medical theories.
doubtful cases, he was content to prescribe rather for
symptoms present than the disease, and trusting much to

ex

In
the
the

curative efforts of Nature, Avas content to consider himself
Nature's interpreter and ministering servant ; following, not

finding his chief employment in removing the
impeded her Avise course to returning health.
Whilst he did not undervalue the improvements in modern
medical science, he cautions young practitioners against too
great readiness in receiving neAV names, neAV theories, and new
remedies. "NeAV names," says Dr. Bard, "are always deceiving ; neAV theories are mostly false or useless ; and new reme
This rage for novelty pervades
dies for a time are dangerous.
Hence our extended
our profession, especially in this country.
new fevers, and hasty adoption of new remedies ;
of
catalogue
hence the unlimited and unwarranted application of mercury
Avithout weight, and brandy without measure, and the lancet
without' discrimination ; and hence, I am afraid I may say, the

guiding her,

and

obstructions Avhich

~"
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sacrifice of many lives, which might have been preserved, had
they been left to water gruel and good nursing."
With respect to his communicating to his patients a knoAvledge
"
danger, he says : There is in the human mind a prin

of their

ciple

of

which,

acquiescence

in the

Avhen treated with

dispensations of Divine Providence,
prudence, seldom fails to reconcile

information, 1 have
perturbation of mind, than to
generally found rather
increase danger or hasten the event of the disease. Whenever,
therefore, the duties of piety, or even tho temporal interests
of friends have demanded it, I have not hesitated making, and

the

most

calm

to

seldom

or never

repented

such communication."
his

Having accumulated, by

-

hundred

Such

timid to their situation.

guineas,

industry,
England to

own

he sent it to

the

sum

of fifteen

be invested in the

British funds ; the banker in Avhose hands the funds Avere de
posited failed, and it became to him a total loss. Whilst read

announcing this fact, his wife observed him to change
-countenance, and anxiously inquired its contents: "We are
If that be all," rejoined his
ruined," said he, that is all."
never mind the loss, we Avill soon make it
calmer companion,
up again." Such a spirit Avas contagious ; Dr. Bard took courage
from the example of his wife, and returned to the task with cheering

a

letter

"

"

"

_

ful resolution.

The necessities of his father three times absorbed

all his means, and involved him in debt ; but the same resolute
and prudent management as often freed him, and eventually

-secured for their

age that

happy medium of wealth
affording the greatest
enjoyments with the fewest cares; and which so fully answered
all their desires, that they retired to the quiet of the country at
a time when the extent of his practice, and the
rising charges
of the profession, would have doubled his fortune in the space
declining

which the Avise have

of

ever

preferred,

a
very few years.
Of Dr. Bard's time and

services,

as

most of

the

literary and
Hospi
tal, he continued devotedly attached. Of the City Dispensary,
he Avas one of the founders and physicians ; of the
Agricul
tural Society of the State, an original and active member.
benevolent institutions of the

city

had

a

share.

To the

SAMUEL

His exertions contributed

library

;

and,
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short,
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the formation of the first

his heart and hand

scheme of benevolence and

public

with every

Avere

public improvement.

In the year 1791, the trustees of Columbia
the co-operation of the Medical Society,

~

College, with
reorganized the de

partment of medicine, which the

war of the Revolution had
broken up, at the head of which, as Dean of the
Faculty, was
placed Dr. Bard, who, anxious to contribute his personal exer
tions to the advancement of medical education,
to the

gave

students in

the wards of the

hospital a course of clinical
lectures.
At the bedside of the patient, Dr. Bard exhibited
the finest model for imitation, as teaching not merely the
learning but the manners of a physician. His kindness, his
patience, his minute examination and inquiries, his cheering

-

words of consolation addressed to the poorest and meanest,
as well as medical instruction,
impress

had the value of moral

ing

the minds of the students with

a

conscientious

sense

of

the
"

responsibility of life and health which rested upon them.
"
Avoid," he used to say, that affectation of quick discern-

ment and hurried

practice

Avhich

generally

marks the

*~

ignorant

and ostentatious ; hurrying from patient to patient, without once
reflecting on the misery and mischief they may occasion, and
that

life, thus
In

hands."

trifled away, will one day be required at their
of his sketches of the good physician, he

one

"
The physician who confines his attention to the body
says,
knows not the extent of his art ; if he know not how to soothe

the irritation of

fretfulness of
and

even

to

a

troubled and enfeebled

mind,

to

"*

calm the

the courage of the timid,
impatience,
the
quiet
compunctions of an over-tender con
to

rouse

science, he will very much confine the efficacy of his prescrip
tions ; and these he cannot do without he gain the confidence,
esteem, and even the love of his patients."
As a relaxation from business, Dr. Bard

peculiarly prized

the enjoyment of his garden and conservatory, which
stored Avith the choicest native and exotic plants. The
sure

to

he took in them

him,

as

he

was

almost

asserted, without

a

peculiar

its moral

13

sense

uses.

;

He

were

plea

nor was

was

it

often

-
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nothing calmed and
plants and flowers ;

the petty

soothed his mind like
and that he used it

as

and anxieties of life.

specific against
The period was now approaching in Avhich Dr. Bard thought
that, consistently with duty and prudence, he might gratify his
peculiar taste for the beauties of Nature, might retire to the
bosom of his family, and the enjoymeut of those quiet pleasures
He thought, too, that
to which he had always been attached.
a

cares

pause for reflection should intervene betAveen the business
of life and its close ; and he resolved to carry into effect a plan
that of retir
which many wise men propose, but feAv execute,
some

—

_

ing voluntarily from the bustle of life. To this plan, many ob
jections were started and Avarinly urged by his friends. To the
calculations of interest, he replied that he had enough ; to the
predictions of after repentance, he Avas content to ansAver that
he was not afraid to try ; but against the solicitations of friend
ship, he found it difficult to maintain his resolution. His father's
removal, and his daughter's settlement at Hyde Park, at length
decided him ; and, in the spring of 1798, he removed to his
well-known seat, within
dence.

a

short distance of his father's resi

During a temporary visit he made the year previous, in
_which his only son accompanied him, a sudden and violent ill
reduced both his

and

grandson to the brink of the
grave.
declining age of a father who so
him
a
was
consolation not long spared him after
tenderly loved
this removal to his vicinity.
His father survived but two years,
and then suddenly sunk full of years, but free from the infirmi
ties of age ; retaining, to the very last, that indescribable
ness

To Avatch

charm of

manners

over

son

the

and conversation Avhich attached to him

both young and old, and enlivened every society Avith
tinued flow of cheerful and unaffected good humor.

a

con

These

though quickly passed, were long and gratefully
remembered by his son. Upon his father's character, he loved
to expatiate ; while the firm health, the cheerful mind, and the
many blessings Avhich cheered the close of his life, were a sub
ject to him of frequent thankfulness.
tAvo years,

SAMUEL
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time

intimacy
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him into
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Dr. Bard's removal from the

to

city,

had subsisted between him and Dr. David Hossoon

as

his removal

as

partnership, partly

of much

with

a

was

decided upon, he took
own relief at a

view to his

but

principally that he might intro
large
patients, one to whose medical skill
he was content to transfer their safety.
Under this agreement
he was enabled to pay frequent visits to his new establishment,
where he Avas engaged in extensive building, and at length, in
the spring of 1798, to bid adieu to the city.
This fareAvell,
was
neither
a
final
nor
a
The fearful
one.
however,
long
which
had
the
before
desolated
epidemic,
city, again, in that
exertion,

duce to his

circle of

-

-

year, made its appearance, and Dr. Bard resolved not to aban
don his post when about to become one of anxiety and danger.

His fearless exposure of himself whenever benevolence called
him, during that season of flight and alarm, was the means of
many poor deserted wretches from death, and still
oftener, of bestowing upon them some comfort and consolation
But the aid he so liberally gave
when relief was hopeless.

rescuing

others he

soon

himself; being seized Avith the prevailing

needed

difficulty saved by the
of his medical brethren, and especially by
watchfulness, nursing, and care of his devoted
fever, his life

was

with

kind attentions

the

affectionate

wife.

After his restoration, Dr. Bard removed to Hyde Park, and
the remainder of his life made the country his perma

during
nent

residence ;

diversified, however, by occasional visits to
duties still devolving upon him, and

discharge of
enjoyment with

town for the

the many attached friends which he
In many of these he supplied the absence of
his friend and former partner from the city ; returning, with

for social

had left behind.

professional fondness,
sive practice.

to the toils and excitement of

The attractions of retirement from

busy

life

are

exten

an

proverbially

illusive ; and, perhaps, no nicer test can be found of mental
vigor, than the ability to bear the change from necessary to

voluntary occupation.
as

Few

Dr. Bard ; the untired

men

could stand this test

curiosity

so

of his mind found

well

a new

»■
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and boundless range in the objects and employments of the
country. His poetic enjoyments of the beauties of Nature, his

planning and fondness for effecting improvements, his
experiments and skill in directing them, his desire of
knowledge of Avhatever kind and eagerness in acquiring it, his
early and active habits, and. above all, the enthusiasm Avhich
stimulated and supported him in all his undertakings, set him
taste

in

love of

"

above the power of indolence, that
master vice," as Burke
terms it, of our nature, and secured to him, to the very last
It
Aveek of his life, all his energy, activity, and cheerfulness.
easy to crowd into life more sources of enjoy
filled the tAventy-three ye'ars of retirement, which
adorned and dignified, as well as terminated his life.
All the

would not

seem

ment than

descendants of his father

by degrees draAvn around him ;
life, and gathered into
successively
the circle ; his grandchildren greAv up upon his knees, and as
he looked around upon the health, and prosperity, and promise
with which he Avas surrounded, he looked, and felt, and spoke,
like a patriarch of a better age.
But this is anticipating the
picture of a later period.
his

Avere

children

own

settled in

Soon after Dr. Bard became
zeal in
of

a

agricultural pursuits

a

county society of that nature,
tribute due

resident of the country, his

led him to unite in the formation
over

Avhich he

his scientific

was

called to

only
knowledge, but
to
it
useful
To
applied
purposes.
this society, on its succeeding anniversaries, he addressed seve
ral discourses, which evinced a union of much practical skill in
farming with enlightened theory ; and anticipated, in some
degree, the course of Sir Humphrey Davy, in applying the
powers of chemistry to elucidate the principles and improve
the practice of husbandry.
A comparison of the virtues of
-different soils and manures, together with the means of form
ing them ; the introduction of improved implements and foreign
grasses, now became to him a never-failing source of occupa
tion and interest, seldom of profit, generally of expense ; since,
like most other experimentalists, his unsuccessful trials formed
by far the greater proportion. To the public, hoAvever, they
preside

to

;

a

not

the ardor with Avhich he

to
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had their value ; his failures taught caution as well
cess wisdom ;
and, on the whole, diffused much new

his

as

suc

knowledge

among practical farmers, exciting a spirit of rational inquiry
into the means of improving the most neglected,
though the
most useful

At

of arts.

later

period, when his friends, Chancellor Livingston
Humphreys, introduced into the county the merino
breed of sheep, Dr. Bard entered, with more zeal perhaps than
prudence, into that speculation. One danger attending their
introduction, Dr. Bard early perceived and labored to obviate.
Finding them liable to many new and fatal diseases, the nature
a

and Colonel

and

cure

of these became

a

matter of the first

importance,

both

the individuals and prevent infection. With this view.
he published a Avork called " The Shepherd's Guide," which,

to

—

save

though small,
and careful
With all

was

the result of much

experiment.
the scrupulousness

sidered his medical skill

as a

of

a

investigation,
moralist,

talent committed

and

repeated

Dr. Bard

by

-

con

Providence

to his

charge, and one which he was bound to use diligently
conscientiously. These feelings prevented complete retire
ment from professional duties, and made him alive to every
call of sickness in his neighborhood ; especially Avhere poverty
precluded remuneration, or the case demanded experience
beyond that of the resident physician. On these occasions, he
Avould break off from any occupation, however engaging, and
run almost any personal risk, rather than fail in his daily visit ;
and

and it

was

a

moral
to

lesson, Avhich sometimes put

witness such

younger men,
vigor in its performance, in
so

well have

pleaded

an

sensibility

to

duty,

to

shame

and such

whose age and services might
apology for indulgence. At such
one

indisposition that Avas confining
him to his chamber, and throwing his cloak around him, mount
his horse or chair, be for an hour the active and vigorous phy
sician, and then return to the quiet and repose which his health
His patient's health," he was wont to say, he
required.
as
committed to his keeping ; his own as in the
considered
calls,

~

he would often shake off

"

"

hands of Providence."

-

10-i
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character, he was immediately,
the county of Dutchess, elected President

to his age and

his settlement in

Society, in which station he labored to advance
the interests of the profession by increased strictness in exami
nations for license, and by various schemes for its improve

-of its Medical

ment.

It

is, perhaps,

his attention

to

more

regretted that
public authorship.

be

to

Dr. Bard did not turn
The clearness of his

perceptions, the inductive character of his reasoning,
and the manly vigor of his style, would have added much to
his own celebrity, and somewhat, no doubt, to the advancement
of science ; Avhile the Avarm tone of religious earnestness which
pervades all his Avritings would have given them additional
value, and served to Avipe out from the character of his pro
fession that base stain of irreligion Avhich has too long and too
unjustly rested upon it. Upon this subject, he thus expresses
Galen is said to
himself, in one of his academical charges :
the
Atheism
from
have been converted
contemplation of a
by
that
a modern
human skeleton ; hoAv, then, is it possible
physi
one who is
cian can be an infidel !
acquainted with the mech
mental

"

—

anism of the eye and the ear; Avith the circulation of the blood;
the process of nourishment, Avastc, and repair, and all the count
He must be blind indeed
less Avonders of the animal economy !
if he do not see in these the unquestionable marks of infinite

Avisdom, power, and goodness."
Besides the works

"Angina
city, under
-

"

The

use

already mentioned,

Dr. Bard's

publica

treatise, Avritten in the year 1771, upon
suffocativa," a disease which then appeared in the

tions consist of

a

a neAV

form

or

with

of Cold in

new

virulence ; another upon
addresses

Hemorrhage ;" many occasional
anniversary discourses to medical

students ;
public bodies ;
"A
his
Treatise
on Obstetrics," which
of
works,
largest
This is a work of
was prepared by him after his retirement.
the
from
if
not
merit,
salutary caution which it
superior value,
to

and the

teaches in the

use

of those

instruments, Avhich,

in rash and

unskilful hands, have rendered this part of the art rather a
It inculcates the necessity of a more
curse than a blessing.
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frequent resort to the safer instruments, the forceps,
lessening the frequency Avith which practitioners are in
habit of using the more deadly instruments, the perforator

and
the
and

hooks.
Dr. Bard's

His

literary

habits

were

a

model for

literary

men.

and active

early hours,
employment of them ; his great
and
habitual
temperance,
exercise, are habits which would go
if
in
far,
adopted,
preserving the race of authors from those
mental diseases which have become their proverbial inherit
ance, and which arise much

imprudent

exertion of

mind,

more

of temperament, to which they
These habits saved him, though

perament, in

paniment

of

from indolence of

than from that

body, or
superior delicacy

willing to impute them.
possessed of a nervous tem
a
great degree from the most melancholy accom
age, and prevented that gloom Avhich too often
are

darkens the close of life ; and in his domestic letters are to be
found pleasing evidences of a cheerful, virtuous, and happy old
age.
Another marked trait of his intellectual character has been

already mentioned, his unsated desire of knowledge. He
never rested in his acquisitions ; and even in his latest
years,
Avould undertake some new study with all the ardor of youth.
It was one of his maxims that at no period of a man's life
should he leave off employing his mind in the acquisition of
useful knowledge ; he ought always to have some study before
him, and that not only as affording him a rational employment
in old age, but as a means of keeping the faculties of his mind
"We fail them," he used to say, "a^alive and vigorous.
deal
more than
they fail us."
great
In 1813, wdien a separation took place between Columbia
College and its Medical School, upon the remodelling of the
latter, Dr. Bard became the President of the College of Physi-This honorable station he continued to
cians and Surgeons.
hold during life, and rendered his official duties valuable to the
institution by the warm-hearted interest he took in its success,
the judicious plans he framed for its improvement, and the im
pressive discourses with which he accompanied the delivery of
—
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degrees. In these, he drcAv, with his accustomed energy,
picture of the accomplished physician, in his educa
his
in
tion,
subsequent improvement, in his professional conduct,
Over all these sketches, he
and in his private deportment.
and
moral
threw a
religious coloring, which gave them rich
and force ; showing the happy influence AA'hich pure
ness
morals and firm religious principles must ever exercise over
professional success: and concluding one of his last, as already
noticed, with the character of Boerhaave, as approaching to
this rare union of the physician, the scholar, the gentleman,
its
a

vivid

—

and the Christian.
In the flowers and fruits of his
and skilful
the

subject

him in

garden,

he became

a

learned

horticulturist, conversed, read, and wrote upon
; laid exactions on all his friends Avho could aid
—

obtaining

what

Avas

rare,

beautiful,

or

excellent in its

kind ; drew from England its smaller fruits, the
from France, melons from Italy, and vines from

larger

ones

Madeira,
all
them
a varied
with
managing
yet experimental skill, which
baffled the comprehension of minds of slower perception.
These plans, though novel, were in general judicious, being
the result of much reading and long experience, and, above
all, of an imagination trained to what Bacon terms "tentative
experiments." In the construction of a conservatory, he dis
played much of this talent, it being the first, in that northern
climate, Avhich substituted, with success, the heat of fermenta
tion for the more expensive and
dangerous one of combustion.
In this, during the severity of the winter, he would often
pass
the greater part of the day engaged in his usual
occupations of
reading and writing or his favorite amusement of chess, and
welcoming his friends who called upon him, to use his own
sportive language, to the little tropical region of his own

—

"

creation."
At the

time, Dr. Bard discharged his whole duty as a
churchman, though occupied by the various
pursuits already enumerated. In the year 1811, circumstances
favoring its establishment, the Church of St. James, at Hyde
Park, was erected, of which Dr. Bard Avas in effect the founder.
same

Christian and

a

SAMUEL
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not

only by habit,

Episcopal branch

but

by

of the Protestant

anxious for its establishment in his

did he value the
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rational

conviction, to the
long been
neighborhood. So highly

Church,

he had

exercises of devotion

as means

both of

instruction and conviction, that, after the erection of the

church,
supply the occasional absence of its rector, he sub
mitted to the necessity, at the age of seventy years, of receiving
from Episcopal authority, the license required to entitle him to
act as lay reader in the church.
in order to

In

one

perhaps

devotional habit Dr. Bard resembled Boerhaave ; and
guided by his example. He regularly devoted a

was

part of his

by which,

early morning
as

his mind to

a

he himself

right edge

to

religious
expressed it,

for the business of the

church which he contributed
tinued to

find,

to

to the very close of

comfort and satisfaction.

used to say, " had ever returned
interest;" and by those who ever saAv him
he

Avas

vices,

its truth will

not be

day."

doubted.

In the

erect, Dr. Bard con
more than
ordinary

largely
life, a
"No equal expenditure
so

-

reading and reflection ;
he endeavored to " set

to

of

him

so

engaged

His venerable

money,"
large an

in its

looks,

~

ser

his

devout but animated manner, his loud response, and eye glisten
ing with gratitude and thankfulness, surrounded by childrena
picture on which memory loves to
meetings, sanctified alike by devotion and
family affection, he was rarely absent. Sickness could hardly
detain him: and absence from home he always felt as a mis

and

grandchildren,

dwell.

form

From these

fortune.

In the education of his children and

grandchildren Dr. Bard
lively interest, personally superintending many of their
His eldest grandson, having determined on medicine
studies.
as his profession, renewed all the ardor of his grandfather's
mind, to prepare him for and advance him in it. He became
not only his instructor, but his companion in all his medical
pursuits ; aided him in the arrangement of his laboratory, led
the Avay in experiment, and ran over the whole circle of his
former studies with equal enthusiasm, and greater pleasure, as
it was now connected with the improvement of one endeared to
took

a
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the tics of kindred; and the

by

character

daughter

display

of such traits of

To his
repay his exertions.
promised fully
kind
the
same
he
in the stuely of botany,
performed
to

as

gathering plants and making drawings, with all the
These circumstances are illustrative
ardor and zeal of youth.
of the position that the powers of usefulness are not neces
sarily lost with age ; that feebleness of mind is rather the rust
of indolence than the decay of nature : and that old age may
continue to the very latest period, honored and beloved : if,
instead of driving away the young by austerity, it will teach
them by its experience, instruct them Avith its learning, and
turn into love and veneration those natural feelings of respect
with which it is regarded.
He Avas alike the counsellor and companion, the instructor
offices,

—

and the
as

to

of all the young persons who were so fortunate
His plans for their
claim upon his attentions.
were novel and varied, his pursuit of them eager,

friend,

have

a

improvement

his commendation
"

tender,

Avarm

and

vehement in love."

animated, and his reproof, though
The correspondence which, under

these circumstances, he maintained Avith his grandson, Avhile
pursuing his medical studies, abounds in lessons of practical

wisdom, and contains the result of his medical experience upon
most of the subjects which, during its continuance, attracted

public or professional
In passing through

attention.

Princeton at the

period

of its

public

com

mencement, Dr. Bard received a mark of the high respect in
which his character was held, by being Avaited upon by a depu
tation from the Trustees of that institution, and to confer upon

honorary degree of LL. D.
following letter of religious reflections

him the
The

desk after his decease

Avas

found in his

:

"April 2d,

181?,.

"Yesterday I entered my seventy-first year ; and when I
review my past life, I find through the whole course of it,

only for gratitude for an almost uninterrupted
For the liberality, almost beyond his
of blessings.

reason

succes

sion

means,

SAMUEL
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Avith which my kind and
generous father conducted my educa
tion ; for his Avatchful care through the
dangerous period of my

youth ; for

the excellent

example

of his

just, honorable, useful,

and benevolent life ; for his early introduction into the business
of my profession ; and for the invariable and affectionate friend

ship

with which he treated

me

unto

the

day

of his death.

For

the many kind friends Avho took me by the hand in my first set
ting out in life, and for that success in my profession, by which
I have all along been
comfortably supported, and enabled to
sufficient for an easy and independent old age.
For
the many Adrtues and most useful talents of my dear and excel
lent wife; for the good order, neatness, and liberal economy,

lay by

Avith which she has

always conducted my family ; for the steady,
and
affectionate
judicious,
care, Avith Avhich she has assisted me
in the education of our children, and to which, I firmly believe,
we are

enjoy

in

a

great

in their

domestic

measure

indebted for the

happiness

we now

; for her courage and support

society
during
afflictions, professional vexations, pecuniary losses,

and other difficulties I have met Avith ; for the constant love and
fidelity with which she has blest me in health ; and for the
patience with which she has endured my fretfulness, and the

tenderness with which she has almost annihilated the
sickness.

For the virtues and affectionate

gratitude,

pains

of

the health

of the children with Avhich God has blest my
old age ; for the kind attention of the excellent Avife He has
given my son, by whom we are enabled to enjoy our present

and

prosperity

easy and tranquil life ; for the virtuous character and kind and
affectionate temper of the husbands He has given to our daugh

by Avhich we enjoy the unspeakable happiness of seeing
them happy, and being assured that whenever it shall please
God to take us from them, we shall leave them under affection
ate and tender protectors.
For the pleasing prattle and promi
sing virtues of all our grandchildren ; for the society and affec
tionate friendship of my sisters and brother-in-laAv, and for the
hopes and promise of their children; and lastly, for having, by
His most gracious and singular providence, noAV in the evening

ters,
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days, brightened my setting sun by collecting all these
blessings around me.
GiAre me grace, O Heavenly Father, constantly to acknoAvledge, in all these blessings, thy most merciful goodness ; to
feel my own demerits ; to repent sincerely of the ingratitude
of my past life ; and to dedicate the future to thy service, in
promoting, to the utmost of my power, tho temporal and eter
nal happiness of my family, friends, and neighbors, and all
others Avithin the reach of my influence.
Continue thy most
and
and
to
me
blessing
gracious protection
my dear Avife
of my
"

during the residue of our lives ; sustain
finally pardon and accept us, for the sake
son, Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour."

us

in

death, and

and merits of

thy

Being severely afflicted by the death of a young but favorite
grandson, his correspondence relating to the subject contains
It is a
the folloAving sentiments and instructive reflections :
hard lesson, and one I cannot believe required of us, to receive
pain and soitoav at our Father's hand with the same feelings avc
submit Avithout murmuring Ave can, and
do joy and blessing,
even acknoAvledge the goodness and
mercy of the hand Avhich
chastises us, yet Ave cannot but feel the stripes ; and, indeed,
if we did not, they would be no chastisement.
Still, I yield
him up, with the composure of Christian resignation, to the
Avill of our merciful Father, Avho not only knoAvs, but deter
"

—

mines Avhat is best for

those who put their trust in him.

Misfortune, properly improved, becomes the source of our
greatest blessings. If it serve to moderate our desires, at the
same
our

time that it

unruly passions,

above

all,

greater exertion ; if it control
strengthen our virtuous inclinations ;

rouses us

and

if it excite in

to

hearts true

religion, and confirm
the
and
dependence upon
mercy
goodness of God,
then Ave may say, with truth, it is good for us that we have
been afflicted. Whenever I pursue this train of
thought, I
our

our

humble

gain
strength, and become ashamed and repentant that I suffer the
comparatively slight reverses Avhich we have met with for a
moment to damp me.
I buckle on my armor, and
prepare for
the conflict Avith reneAved vigor and fresh
hopes. Something

SAMUEL

like

despondency,
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I

confess, will noAV and then assail me ; and,
spite
convictions, the prospect of difficulties,
now when
my strength begins to fail me, brings a load upon
my spirits which I find it difficult to shake off; until again an
appeal to that Good Being who has so long conducted me for
ward, in a prosperous and happy career, calms my troubled
mind, and again I feel able to submit to whatever his wisdom
in

of my better

may direct."
Having attended

through

his

long

the

career

its conclusion in the

venerable

physician

and honorable

ripeness

life,

and

Ave come

Christian
to

notice

of its age, and in the fulness of

its powers.
In the month of

May, 1821, Avhile preparing for their annual
city, and after having passed a Avinter of
more than usual
enjoyment, Mrs. Bard Avas attacked Avith a
pleuritic affection, which, after a few days, gave evidence of a
fatal termination.
Dr. Bard, though laboring under a similar
attack, would not be separated from her, but continued, as for
merly, her companion, nurse, and physician. Such a long
and affectionate union as theirs had been, had early excited
the wish, the prayer, and the expectation, that in death they

spring

were

visit to the

not to be

divided.

What

was

-

~

thus both wished for and

become, it seems, the subject of their sleeping
expected
and
a remarkable dream of Mrs. Bard's, to this
thoughts ;
Avas
now
remembered, and repeated by her husband
effect,
had

with

feelings

not of

superstitious

but

pleasing anticipations.

The last effort of his pen was to give comfort to those who
were absent.
On Sunday, 20th instant, three days before his

death,

he wrote, with

trembling hand, a consolatory
York, who Avere anxiously await
This
his
arrival.
letter, which conveyed to his daughter
ing
the first intimation of danger, brought her to her paternal
home a few hours too late to receive a mother's blessing ; but
in time to spend a feAv short ones of affectionate intercourse Avith
her dying father.
It was passed in calmness by both ; indeed
there Avas no room for sorrow in such a tranquil, peaceful depar
His calm, but affectionate inquiries about absent friends,
ture.
own

a

letter to his friends in New

-
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to future

arrangements, and his free

spirit, Avere so foreign from tho
perturbation
common conception of departing humanity, that the feelings
could not realize it,
there were in it no images of grief from
which imagination might draw her pattern.
of

dom from all

—

Under these

circumstances,

not

of

stoical, but Christian

composure, he sunk to rest, at five o'clock in the morning of
the 24th of May, in the eightieth year of his age, twenty-four
a common
hours after the death of his wife !
grave receh'ing
—

their remains.

scarcely necessary to state, that the Governors of the
New York Hospital and other public bodies, Avith Avhich he had
been connected, manifested their appreciation of the loss they
had sustained, and their respect for the memory of the deceased,
by passing resolutions suitable to the occasion.
It is

It is proper to

add,

in

conclusion, that the foregoing is, in
"

great measure,
abridged narrative from the Life of Samuel
the
Rev.
John McVickar, A.M., Professor of Moral
Bard," by
an

Philosophy and Rhetoric,

in Columbia

College,

New

York, pub

lished in

1822, and to which the reader who may desire a more
full and complete biography of this distinguished man, is re
ferred.
James P.

White.

ephraim Mcdowell.
1771—1830.
Dr. McDowell
on

born in

Rockbridge County, Virginia,
November, 1771. His father, Mr. Samuel

the 11th of

was

McDowell, was for many years a member of the Legislature
of that State, and appears to have been a man of great popu
larity in his district. In 1782, he was appointed, along with
Mr. Caleb Wallace, and Dr. Flemming, by the Legislature of
Virginia, a commissioner to settle the land-claims of the terri
tory of Kentucky, and entered immediately afterwards upon
the discharge of the duties of his onerous and responsible
office.

The

following

and settled

near

year he removed with his family to Kentucky,
Danville, where he lived till the time of his

death in August,
pointed judge of

1817.

During

his residence here he

ever

ap

Kentucky, and, along
and Judge Muter, assisted in

associates, Judge Wallace
organizing the first court at Danville, which

with his
court

was

the District Court of

formed in the district

or

Avas

territory

He remained upon the Bench until within

a

also the first

of

Kentucky.

few years of his

death.

January, 1755, Judge McDowell married Miss McClung,
Virginia. The result of this union was twelve children, of
whom Ephraim, the subject of this sketch, was the ninth, and
the only survivor of whom is Colonel Joseph McDowell, of
In

of

Danville.

scarcely tAvo years of age, Ephraim McDoAvell Avas
brought by his parents to Kentucky. It is not known Avhen
he began to go to school ; but we are told that he was educated
When
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Avards at

tuition of
I

charge,
he

Worley and James, avIio
Georgetown, and aftcrseminary,
Bardstown.
What proficiency he made under the
these teachers, or how long he remained under their
am not informed.
The probability, however, is that

gentlemen

two

conducted
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of the

of

name

first at

classical

a

made any great progress in his classical studies,
it would seem that he had some fondness" for them.

never

although

The few brief articles which he contributed to the medical

journals,

after he had attained to

professional eminence, clearly

defective.
early
he
entered
upon the study of
leaving school,
Dr.
his
medicine,
Humphreys, of Staunton,
preceptor being
of
With
the University of Edinburgh.
Virginia, a graduate
him he read from two to three years, Avhen, without having, so
far as I can learn, attended any lectures in Philadelphia, at
that period the only seat of medical education in the United
indicate that his

education

Avas

Soon after

States, he
afforded

by

He

try.

sity

of

went

to

Avas a

to

avail himself of the facilities

was

at

the

capital

of that

coun

member of the medical classes of the Univer

Edinburgh,

institution

Scotland,

the celebrated school

at

for the sessions of 1793 and 1794.

This

that time at the very zenith of its renown,
from all parts of the civilized Avorld, and

attracting pupils
overshaeloAving every other medical school in Europe. We
may well imagine with what interest and delight the young
and ardent Kentuckian, thirsting after knowledge, drank in
the waters of science as they gushed forth from the eloejuent
lips of a Gregory, a Black, and a Monro, men Avhose fame was
upon the tongue of every medical student and physician in
Europe and America. We may suppose, too, that, amid the
novel

scenes

which surrounded

him,

his mind often reverted to

his native country, lamenting its deficiencies for the acquisi
tion of a sound medical education, and regretting, perhaps in
bitter terms, the time which he had spent, to so little purpose,
in the office of his Staunton preceptor.
We may imagine, more
the
that
one
from
wilds
of America must have
fresh
over,
just

felt

no

little

restraint, and

even

embarrassment,

in the

polished

and refined circle of students in the modern Athens.

His
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principal friend and companion, during his attendance upon
the Edinburgh school, was Dr. Samuel Brown, aftenvards the
elegant and accomplished Professor of the Theory and Prac
tice of Medicine in Transyhania University, and brother of
the Hon. James

Brown, Minister at the Court of France. Of
living and his habits of study, Avhile at this farfamed institution, unfortunately nothing is known. His nephew,
Dr. William A. McDowell, who was intimately acquainted with
his Avhole history, states that the surgical lectures at the Uni
versity Avere not satisfactory to him, and that, in consequence,
in his second year he took a ticket to the private course of the
his mode of

celebrated Mr. John Bell.

I

am

lectures at that

not

certain who delivered the

in the

surgical
period
University; probably
they were given jointly by Dr. Monro, the second, and Dr.
Russell, the latter of whom was always regarded as a very
dull teacher by his classes ; Avhile the former, although more
sprightly and animated, Avas very prosy in comparison with
John Bell, whose enthusiasm and ardor were absolutely bound
less.

It is difficult to

conceive,

at

this distant

Avhich this great teacher infused into his
ambition which he inspired in his pupils.

day, the charm
subject, and the
All

loved him ;

Among the
many worshipped him ; not a few idolized him.
latter was the subject of this memoir.
During his attendance
upon his prelections, the young American was enraptured by
the eloquence of his teacher, and the lessons which he imbibed,

while thus
native

his

peculiar

occupied,

not lost upon him after his return to
Mr. Bell is said to have dwelt Avith

Avere

country.

force and

pathos

upon the

organic

diseases of the

ovaries, speaking of their hopeless character, when
selves, and of the possibility, nay practicability,
them
ful

by operation.
impression upon

stated,

was not

The instruction thus
Dr.

McDowell, which,

given
as

left to them
of

made

removing
a

has been

power

already

lost upon him after he took leave of the

aca

demic groves of Edinburgh.
I am not able to say, from the facts before me, whether Dr.
McDowell Avas graduated at Edinburgh or not. His brother,
14
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that he Avas, and in this opinion he is
well as by his nephew, Dr. William A.

states

his son, as
My belief that he did not take

McDowell.

a

degree

in Scot

land, is based upon three facts: first, that no diploma of tho
kind has been found among his papers ; secondly, that Dr.
Samuel BroAvn, his classmate at Edinburgh, solicited him,
after he had attained to eminence in his

profession,

to

permit

him and his friends to draw up an account of his cases of
ovariotomy, in Latin, in order that it might be sent to Edin

burgh, to secure him a degree ; and thirdly, that in 1825,
the University of Maryland conferred upon him the honorary
decree of Doctor of Medicine

hardly
this

it may, the fact that he

as

happened

a

regular graduate. Be
not a graduate, ought
derogate from his character as

slightest manner, to
professional man, especially when

more

difficult it

then than it is

was

circumstance Avhich Avould
a

was or was

not, in the
a

:

had he been

have

it is recollected hoAv much
to obtain

now

a

degree

in

medical schools.
After

a

residence abroad of about two years, during which
a
large amount of valuable information,

he stored his mind with

Dr. McDowell returned to

Danville, the

scene

upon his
acquiring business.

entered
ceded

Kentucky,

of his future

professional

career,

The fame of his

him, and served

to

known that he had been

in

1795,

labors.
nor

and settled at

He
was

immediately
he

foreign
practice.

introduce him into

sIoav in

tour had pre

It

Avas

student of John

Bell, one of the
celebrated surgeons of the age, and that he had devoted
himself, with special assiduity, to the study of anatomy and
a

most

during his sojourn in Scotland. The consequence
patients soon flocked to him, at first, from the neigh
borhood, and subsequently from all parts of the Southwest, for
Those who were unable, on account of the
his aid and adA'ice.
of
their
ailments, or the roughness of the roads, to
peculiarity
come to him, he visited at their own homes, often
remaining
with them several days, or, when the case was unusually
urgent, even a week or two. All the important operations
that Avere required for hundreds of miles around, were per-

surgery,
was that

formed,

for

time he

was

the West.
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number of years, exclusively by him.
At that
almost the sole occupant of the field of surgery in

a

Dr.

Dudley,

since

so

celebrated for his

surgical

exploits, had not yet commenced his professional studies, and
none of the
larger towns of Kentucky had any surgeons of dis

ordinary capacity. The only exception, pro
this
statement, was Bardstown, the residence of Dr.
bably,
Brashear, who, early in the present century, performed the
first successful amputation at the hip-joint in the United States,
tinction,

or even

to

and who

enjoyed

for

some

time considerable

operator in Nelson and the

hoAvever,
was

Avas

at any

scarcely
time, he

reputation

as an

Dr. Brashear,
adjacent
competitor of Dr. McDowell, or if he
did not long continue to be ; for soon
counties.

a

after the achievement above alluded to, and while he was still
a
very young man, he abandoned his profession, and moved to

Louisiana, Avhere he engaged in planting, even then a lucra
tive and respectable pursuit.
Cincinnati, too, was at that time,
and, indeed, for a long period afterwards, without a surgeon of
any respectability or eminence. Thus, as I have already stated,
Dr. McDowell was, for a number of years, in the undisputed
of the surgical field, not only of Kentucky, but of

possession

the entire Southwest.

How well he cultivated this

field, Avhat

honor he conferred upon his adopted State and upon the coun
try generally, is too well known to require any comment in this

place.

thirty-first year of his age, Dr. McDowell
Shelby, a young lady of great personal beauty
and excellence, daughter of Gov. Shelby, one of the most dis
tinguished citizens of Kentucky. The result of this alliance,
Avhich greatly augmented his happiness, was eight children, only
Mrs. McDowell died at Danville only
three of whom survive.
In

1802,

in the

married Sarah

about ten years ago.
Dr. McDowell had

medicine and surgery for four
a
large share of repu
tation for his bold and successful exploits, when, in the autumn
teen years,

of

1809,

large

he

practised

and had secured for himself

was

consulted

by

Mrs.

Crawford, the subject

OArarian tumor, whose case, from its

novelty

of

a

and the atten-
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forever remain memorable in the

must

an

and critical

thorough
profession.
examination, Dr. McDoAvell informed his patient, a Avoman of
unusual courage and strength of mind, that the only chance for
her relief

her,

After

our

was

most

a

excision of the diseased

with great clearness and fidelity, the
operation ; he told her that he had

of the

lie

mass.

explained

nature
never

to

and hazard

performed it,

ready, if she Avere willing, to undertake it, and
reputation upon the issue, adding that it Avas an
experiment, but an experiment well worthy of trial. Mrs.
Crawford listened to the surgeon with great patience and cool
ness, and at the close of the intervieAV, promptly assured him
that she Avas not only willing, but ready to submit to his deci
sion : asserting that any mode of death, suicide excepted, was
preferable to the ceaseless agony Avhich she was enduring, and
that she would hazard anything that held out even the most
but that he

to

was

risk his

prospect of relief.

remote

the

profession.

The result has been

Mrs. Crawford submitted to the

and thus became the first

subject

have any knowledge.
It has already been

that Dr.

dence

at

Edinburgh,

seen

attended the

Bell, Avho took especial pains

pupils

to

of

ovariotomy,

long before
operation,

of whom

avc

McDowell, during his resi
surgical lectures of Mr. John

to direct the attention of his

the diseases of the ovaries.

It is not

improbable

that

the young Kentuckian, while listening to the
teaching of the
ardent and enthusiastic Scotchman, determined in his OAvn
mind to

extirpate these organs in the first case that should pre
itself to him after his return to his native
country. The
had
a
made
subject
evidently
strong impression upon him, and
sent

had

frequently engaged his attention and reflection. He had
thoroughly studied the relations of the pelvic viscera, in their
healthy and diseased conditions, and felt fully persuaded of the
practicability of removing enlarged ovaries by a large incision
through the wall of the abdomen. He knew very well that
the Ctesarian section had been repeatedly performed with
success, and he could perceive no reason why ovariotomy

ephraim

should be attended with

greater hazard

to

the
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more

difficulty

to

the surgeon,

or

patient.

When Dr. McDowell undertook this

operation, he was not
performed by any one else, a pre
cedence which certain Avriters have attempted to prove. In
speaking of his first case, he distinctly states that he had
never seen so large a substance
extracted, nor heard of an
or success
attempt
attending any operation, such as this re
Nor
was
such an operation eA'er performed before.
quired."*
From all the testimony that I have been able to collect
upon
the subject, I am satisfied that it was first executed by Dr.
aware

that it had

ever

been

"

McDowell.
Until I had
in

this matter, I was of the
others, both in this country and

carefully investigated
with many

opinion,
Europe, that a foreign surgeon, L'Aumonier, of Rouen, had
anticipated our countryman in this bold and daring under
taking. The attempt to remove this organ is said to have
been made by this gentleman as early as 1776. Upon inquiry,
however, I find that this was not the fact, and that the case
upon which he operated was one merely of abscess of the
There was, of course, no
ovary, consequent upon parturition.
all
for
that
was done
extirpation ;
by L'Aumo
necessity here
nier was to puncture the abscess, to give vent to its contents.
He never dreamed of excising the organ, and it is surprising
common

in

that Dr. John Mason Good and other learned authors should
ever

have referred to the

Equally unfounded,

case as one

in this

fessor Dzondi and of Professor

of

respect,

ovariotomy.
are

Galenzowski,

the claims of Pro
Avhose

names

cede that of Dr.

pre

McDoAvell, in the elaborate and valuable table
In a
of ovariotomy, by Dr. Washington Atlee, of this city.
work published by the former of these writers, at Halle, in
1816, entitled
Beitrdge Zur Vervollkommung der Heilkunde," or, Contributions towards the Improvement of the
Healing Art, is an account of a pelvic tumor, in which a cure
was effected by draAving out the cyst through an incision in the
"

*

Eclectic

Repertory,

vol. 7. p. 242.

Philadelphia,

1817.
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Avail of the abdomen,
and, after
of long tents,

inducing mortification in it by
extracting it piecemeal with a pair of

means

broad

forceps.*

ovarian,

nor Avas

of age, of the
scribed tumor

The
the

thus

tumor

patient

a

treated, however, Avas not
female, but a lad, twelve years

of

Christopher Shultz, who had a circum
large as his head in the hypogastric region.
Dzondi relates other
examples of a similar nature, relieved by
the same mode of
management, and he expresses the opinion
that this operation
might be resorted to with equal success in
ovarian dropsy, provided the sac is situated
superficially, and
is

not

name
as

affected with ulceration

conceive how such
of

a case

could

or

scirrhus.

ever

It is difficult to

have been adduced

as one

of the ovary, the more so, when it is recollected
that the author himself never advanced such a claim.
The case of GalenzoAvski, of
Wilna, was also one very differ
ent from
of
the
extirpation
ovary. But this is not all ; his
Avas
not
operation
performed until March, 1827, eighteen
years after Dr. McDowell's now celebrated operation
upon
Mrs. Crawford.
The tumor, in the case in
question, was multilocular, of large size, and so firmly and universally adherent
to the posterior wall of the abdomen as
to render its total

extirpation

extirpation impracticable. Galenzowski, therefore, made a
large incision into its cavity, according to the method of Le
Dran ; and then,
passing his fingers into it, he tore up its cells,
evacuated its contents, and secured the sac with a
ligature to
the external wound, to
prevent the possibility of peritoneal
effusion.
On the thirty-second
day a piece of the sac was
found in the dressings ; another was
discharged on the fiftysecond day; and,
finally, a third on the sixty-second. The
patient was discharged on the seventieth day, having
only a
small fistule in the
hypogastric region.
The particulars of Galenzowski's case are
contained in the
twelfth volume of Graefe & Walther's
Journal der Chirurgie ;
and in a translation of his
paper, originally published in
in the ninth volume of the North American
Medical and Sur-

Latin',

*

American Medical

Recorder,

vol.

3,

p. 62.

ephraim
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Philadelphia, in 1830. An abstract
Malgaigne's Operative Surgery, by
Brittan, p. 391, Philadelphia, 1851, and in the Bictionnaire
de MSdecine, T. 22, p. 592, Paris, 1840.
In consequence of the novelty of Dr. McDowell's operations,
and of the loose manner in which they were drawn up for
publication, an attempt was made by certain writers, both in
this country and in Europe, to deny their authenticity, and to
cast discredit upon the author's veracity.
Among the various

gical Journal,

issued at

of it will also be found in

detractors who busied themselves in this way,

no one was more

loud and clamorous than Dr. James

Johnson,* the editor of
Medico-Chirurgical Review, a periodical well
known in the United States. In speaking of Dr. McDoAvell's
first case, he remarks :
Dr. Mac visited the patient at the
end of five days, though she had come to his oavu residence to
have the operation performed ! !
He found her engaged in
!
her
bed
She soon returned to her native place quite
making
Credat
well.
Judosus, non ego." In adverting to the second
We cannot bring ourselves to credit
case, the reviewer says :
the statement." It is proper to add that Mrs. Crawford,
the subject of the first operation, performed in 1809, and so
sneeringly spoken of by Dr. Johnson, survived until 1841,
or until after the completion of her seventy-eighth year ; and
that the authenticity of the second case, concerning which he
expresses so much incredulity, is equally well established.
In a subsequent article upon this subject, published in Octo
ber, 1826, the same writer indulges in the following language : f
A back settlement of America, Kentucky, has beaten the
mother country, nay, Europe itself, with all the boasted sur
geons thereof, in the fearful and formidable operation of gasthe London

"

"

"

trotomy with extraction of diseased ovaria.
volume of this
Dr.

and

*

page

216,

In the second

adverted to the
Mr.

Lizars,

cases

of

of Edin

Kentucky, published by
expressed ourselves as sceptical, respecting

McDowell,

burgh,

series,
of

we

Eclectic Repertory, vol. 7, p. 242. Philadelphia, 1817.
f Medico-Chirurgical Review, January, 1825.

their
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authenticity.
more cause

died.

There

at

it

the

success

given

us

much

of Dr.

circumstances in the narratives of

cases

that raised

which uncharitableness

McDowell,

now

McDowell; for it
of five cases operated on in Kentucky by Dr.
recoAered after the extraction, and only one

were

the first three

BIOGRAPHY.

Coatcs, hoAvever, has

for wonder

appears that out
McDowell, four

MEDICAL

ask

we

of Danville."

Such

some

of

minds, for

misgivings in our
pardon of God, and of Dr.
language needs no comment;

itself, for it carries with it its OAvn condemnation.
When the learned, caustic, and ungenerous editor of the Lon
don Medico-Chirurgical RevieAV indited it, he Avas ignorant

speaks

for

—

perhaps, wilfully ignorant
the father of ovariotomy,
that has given birth to the

—

of the fact that he

and
first

Avas

speaking sneeringly
lithotomist,

slandering
of

of the nineteenth century.
But it need not surprise us that Dr. McDowell's

can

a

State

and the first Ameri

statesman

should have been treated with contempt
when attempts were made to discredit them at home.

ovariotomy

cases

of

abroad,
What

effect these attempts exerted upon the professional mind of the
United States, it would be useless, at this remote day, to

inquire
to

a

;

suffice it to say that they aroused the assailed party
of self-defence, and caused the publication of ad

sense

ditional cases, confirmatory of those that had
peared in the Eclectic Repertory.
It would

seem

ap

that Dr. McDowell

his cases, and that he

was

kept no notes of any of
upon, with the greatest
of the first three in the Eclec

prevailed

difficulty, to publish an account
Repertory. His nepheAv, Dr.

tic

previously

William A.

McDowell,

states

that he had to urge, among other inducements, the debt of
gratitude Avhich his uncle OAved to Mr. John Bell, and his obli

compliment that celebrated surgeon with an exhibition
exploits of his pupil, in the execution of an operation,
the practicability of which he had been at so much pains to
teach in his lectures.
This appeal had more weight in decid
ing Dr. McDowell than anything else that could be urged.
He finally drew up an outline of his cases, referring to his
ledger for his dates, and to his memory for the facts. They
gation

of the

to
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not written out with sufficient minuteness and precision ;
they had, at least, two capital merits, truthfulness and
brevity. A copy of the paper, with a letter of acknoAvledg-

were

but

—

ment,
He

was

was

forwarded

absent at the

Mr. Bell, but this he never received.
time, travelling on account of his health

to

Italy, Avhence he never returned alive. The paper subse
quently fell into the hands of Mr. Lizars, who published it
seven years aftenvards, in the thirty-second volume of the
Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, in consequence of
in

attempt Avhich he made

an

peril

of her

minal

to

life,

who

was

to

ovariotomize

female,

a

found to be afflicted

only

to

the

with abdo

obesity.

Another copy of these
Dr. Physick, of this

worthy,

cases Avas

city,

he should have them

a

published

It is not known Avhether the

nal.

sent, in the

with
"

autumn of

1816,

request that, if found
in

some

Medical Jour

Father of American Sur

gery" ever read the paper, or investigated the nature of the
operation which it described ; certain it is, he never took any
notice of it, either to Dr. McDowell, his pupils, or any one else.
He had no time to bestow upon the subject, or the subject was
unworthy of his attention. He might have thought the author
of the paper a backwoods impostor, or a man who was speaking
for*Buncombe.
Dr. William A.

dispatch,

McDowell, who

Avas more

the modest,

was

the bearer of the above

successful in his interview with Dr.

James,

amiable, and benevolent Professor of MidAvifery in

University of Pennsylvania. This gentleman had been in
depicting to his pupils, with every reA'olving lec
ture term, and in the most harrowing language, the fatality
and utter hopelessness of all attempts, past, present, and to
He
come, to cure organic diseases of the ovaries by operation.
seized with avidity the intelligence communicated to him by
the younger McDowell, and immediately requested an account
of the cases for publication in the Eclectic Repertory, of which
the

the habit of

he

was

class,

then

one

of the editors.

He also read the

who received them with the most

The

publication of the

cases

cases

to

his

rapturous applause.

in the Eclectic

Repertory

elicited
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could be ascertained, it
The
if not positive ridicule.

far

as

general incredulity,
Lizars, in the Edinburgh

paper of Mr.

Medical and

Surgical

Journal, met with a better fate ; for it at once attracted marked
attention, and produced strong excitement throughout the medi
cal circles of

Europe ; a circumstance which reacted with elec
rapidity upon the United States. The question
of the reliability of the reported cases was at once thoroughly
investigated and established, and the operation has since been
repeatedly performed with success in nearly all parts of the
civilized world.
Ovariotomy is noAV one of the established
resources of
surgery; and for this boon our profession and
mankind are indebted to Dr. Ephraim McDowell.
It is not positively known, even to his most intimate sur
viving friends, how often Dr. McDowell performed the opera
tion of ovariotomy.
Dr. William A. McDoAYell, AA'ho was a
member of his family for nearly seven years, five as a student,
and two as a partner in practice, states that up to the period
of his removal to Fincastlc, Virginia, in 1820, his uncle had
trical force and

had

seven

cases,

all,

tions Dr. McDowell
under Dr.

amanuensis."

tleman,

"

in

"

Six of theso opera
and in two he handled the knife

one, successful.

"

McDoAvell's direction.

Ephraim

modestly adds,
an

save

witnessed,

I

acted," he

a sort of
conceived,
capacity,
this
continues
gen
operation,"
James McDowell, who was Dr. Ephraim

in the

as

of

I

"In his first

1809, Dr.

McDowell's

nephew, partner, and brother-in-law, and a young
man
just commencing practice, used the knife under similar cir
cumstances, as it respects the external incision. Dr. Ephraim
McDowell had, at the time, determined to decline practice in
favor of Dr. James McDowell.

The death of the latter

occur

ring shortly afterwards, changed the arrangement. Under the
same circumstances, Dr. A. G.
Smith, who succeeded me as a
partner of Dr. McDowell, operated in
Dr. William A. McDowell informed

believe,

from reliable

operation altogether
Dr. Smith.

testimony,

two
me

or

three cases."

that he had

that his uncle

reason

performed

thirteen times, exclusive of the

He declared that he himself had been

to

this

cases

cognizant

of

of

ephraim

two more successful cases

nessee, and the

be

been

doubt.

no

so

precise

one, that of Mrs.

Overton,

of Ten

other, that of Miss Gilmore, of Pulaski County,

Kentucky ; making
can

:
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in

all, eight

cures,

Dr. McDowell's

respecting

success

does not

Avhich there
seem

to

have

great in his latter as in his earlier operations, but the
ratio cannot now, unfortunately, be ascertained.

It may not be improper to state, in concluding the considera
tion of this part of Dr. McDoAvell's professional services, that an

attempt

many years ago, to deprive him of the credit
operation, by ascribing the performance of it to his

was

of his first

made,

Dr. James McDowell, at the time his partner in prac
In consequence of this attack upon his veracity and pre
tensions to surgery, Dr. McDowell was induced, in 1826, to

nephew,
tice.

address

"

printed card to the physicians and surgeons of the
West,
particularly, to the medical faculty and class at Lex
in
ington," vindication of his claims. After remarking that he
had visited Mrs. Crawford, the subject of the operation in ques
tion, at her residence in Green County, Kentucky, a distance
of sixty miles from Danville, for the purpose of examining her
case, and that she soon after came to his own house to undergo
the operation of ovariotomy, he says :
My nephew, Dr. James
McDowell, whom I had brought up, had graduated a few
months before this time, in Philadelphia, and had commenced
business as my partner. Being in delicate health at the time,
it was my intention to remove to the country in the spring, or
so soon as I could establish my nephew in business.
a

and

"

"

From the time of Mrs. Crawford's

arrival, he had made
frequent attempts
persuade
operating; but, finding
he
determination
was
fixed,
agreed to be present, but not
my
until the morning I operated, and as my partner, to assist ;
for should the patient die, the responsibility was all my own ;
should the patient live, it Avould assist him in his outset in
to

me

from

business.
"

The

table,

day having arrived,

desiring

and the

patient being

on

the

pen the course of the incision to be made ;
him to make the external opening, which, in part, he

I marked with

a

did ; I then took the

knife, and completed the operation,

as
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stated in the Medical
of this

Repertory. Although the termination
flattering, yet I Avas more ready to attri
accident than to any skill or judgment of my OAvn ; but
most

case was

bute it to

it emboldened
had

to

me

undertake similar

three times

cases

; and not until I

did I
operated
on the
to
I
it
due
then thought
publish anything
subject.
my
own reputation and to
suffering humanity to throAV all tho light
which I possessed upon diseased ovaria."
—

all of wliich

Avere

successful

—

It is not necessary that I should enter into a formal exami
nation of the claims of Dr. McDoAvell as the author of the

operation in Mrs. Crawford's case. The paper from Avhich I
quoted the above extracts, is accompanied by three certifi
cates, all testifying to the truth of Dr. McDowell's statement.
have

One of these certificates is from Mrs. CraAvford herself; another
Baker, one of her female attendants ; and the third

from Mrs.

from Mr. Charles

who,

with Mrs.

McKinny,

a

private pupil

of Dr.

McDowell,

Baker, witnessed the Avhole proceeding.

He

states, expressly, that Dr. James McDowell made the external
incision

as

directed

by

his

uncle, and that then the latter took

the knife and extracted the diseased ovary.
He asserts, more
that
he
never
heard
claim the credit
Dr.
James
McDowell
over,
of the

operation.

of Dr. William A.

When

we

add to these

facts, the

statement

that he and Dr. Smith both

McDowell,
Ephraim McDowell, on several occasions, in the
same manner, it
follows, as a necessary corollary, that the
claims set up in behalf of Dr. James McDowell, who is said to
have been a young man of great professional promise, must fall
to the ground as untenable.
I have endeavored to establish the claims of Dr. Ephraim
McDowell, to the operation in question, upon a firm and immu
table basis.
My only motive for so doing has been a wish to
defend truth, to subserve the interests of surgical science, and
assisted Dr.

to

award credit where alone credit is due.

Hoav far I have

succeeded in my effort, let others judge.
But Dr. McDowell's claims to distinction do not,
by any
means, rest upon his exploits, novel and brilliant as they were,
as

an

ovariotomist.

He ranked also

deservedly high

as

a

ephraim

lithotomist.

Kentucky

For

time he

a

Avas

almost the

this

who
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only physician in
period
of surgery, by his

In the latter

operation.
performed
eclipsed, in this branch
neighbor, Dr. Dudley, of Lexington, who, after the establish
ment of the Transylvania Medical School, for
many years
almost monopolized the stone cases in Kentucky and the adja
of his

he

life,

was

It is not known

States.

cent

formed this

had,

up to

per

operation
1828, two

thirty-two times,
Such

.how often Dr. McDowell

; but it is

success

is

and

positively ascertained that he
years prior to his death, executed it
that without the loss of a single patient.

as rare

it is creditable to Dr. McDowell's

as

skill and

judgment. He confined himself to the lateral method,
and early in life opened the bladder with the gorget, but afterAvards made his deep incisions with the knife.
One of his most interesting cases, not from any peculiar cir
cumstances or merit, but from the exalted position afterwards
attained by the patient, was that of the late James K. Polk, Pre
sident of the United States. This gentleman had suffered from
symptoms of vesical calculus from an early period, and in his
seventeenth year he was induced to visit Danville in' search of
advice.
The operation was performed in the autumn of 1812,
with Dr. McDowell's usual
consequence.
with a

heavy,

home with

rough,

him,

his friends and
In

curiosity.
December
cure, and

skill, and

The calculus

bladder,

neighbors,

letter,
3d, 1812, he

feelingly

a

but in his

with Avhom it

dated in

of

recovery Avas the
very hard and

size,

Mr. Polk carried it

pocket,

show it to

to

was a source

Maury County,

West

of great

Tennessee,

informs his surgeon of the progress of his
expresses his sense of gratitude for the ser

vices which he had receh'ed from him.
men

happy

of small

tuberculated surface.

not in his

a

Avas

literary composition,

is far below

This

letter,

as a

mediocrity ;

it is

speci
badly

spelled, and Avritten in the Avorst style. In these respects, it
striking contrast with another letter addressed to Dr.
McDoAvell, nearly fourteen years afterwards, when Mr. Polk
represented his adopted State in the Congress of the United
is in

States.
and

even

communication, written with great accuracy,
eloquence, Mr. Polk again expresses his gratitude to

In this

ooo
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Dr. McDoAvell ; speaks of the excellence of his health, and
alludes to the manner in Avhich he had spent his time since his
"

recovery from the
says, "to obtain an

I have been enabled," ho
operation.
education, study the profession of the law,
and embark successfully in the practice ; have married a wife,
and permanently settled in Tennessee ; and now occupy the
station in which the good wishes of my fellow-citizens have
placed me. When I reflect, the contrast is great indeed, be
tAveen the boy, the meagre boy, with pallid cheeks, oppressed
and worn down with disease, when he first presented himself to
your kind notice, in Danville, nearly fourteen years ago, and the
I
man at this day in the full enjoyment of perfect health."
take great pleasure in alluding to these letters of Mr. Polk.

gentleman, and that of his surgeon, shoAV
how early obstacles may be vanquished by industry, and Iioav
perseverance enables men, from small beginnings, to attain to
The

of that

career

great ends.
Dr. McDowell

performed numerous other operations, but of
not apprised ; nor would it be necessary, if I
to
refer
to
them particularly here.
His anatomical
Avere,
and
were
sufficient
to enable
dexterity
knowledge, courage
him to execute any operation that might have been required
It cannot be sup
within the extensive circle of his practice.
posed, for a moment, that the man who was the first to excise
a diseased
ovary, and who cut thirty-tAvo patients for stone
without a single failure, would shrink from the performance
of any surgical duty, however novel or hazardous, provided
he was certain that it was imperatively demanded by the cir
their

nature

cumstances

I

am

of the

case.

much attention to the

He

paid
operated successfully

subject of hernia. He often
strangulation, and per

for the relief of

formed many radical cures by means of the truss.
His repu
tation in this branch of surgery attracted patients to him from
a

great 'distance.

subjects,

and

one

President

Polk, early

of those who

were

in

life,

was one

permanently

of his

cured

by

his skill.
As

a

surgeon, Dr. McDowell

was

exceedingly

cautious.

He

EPHRAIM
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operation until his own mind and the
patient's system were prepared to his entire satisfaction. Not
withstanding his extraordinary accuracy in anatomical and
surgical knowledge, he never operated, in any important case,
without carefully reviewing the relations of the structures
involved, and referring to the best surgical authorities in his
library on the subject. His pupils were obliged to do the
same thing, as well as to examine the case, and favor him with
their opinion on it. His assistants were carefully selected,
and regularly drilled, until, like so many Thespians, they
perfectly understood their parts.
He was remarkably kind to his patients, sympathizing with
them in their suffering, and encouraging them by tender and
soothing expressions. His hand never quivered in an opera- (

never

undertook

an

'

in/

tion ; nor did his mind quail ; but his face flushed, and even
the depth of winter, the perspiration often started from every/
Dr. Alban G. Smith, now Dr. Goldsmith, who knew
pore.
Dr. McDoAvell intimately, and who is himself an excellent opera

tor, Avrites me that he was the best operator he ever saw, in all
He ahvays preferred
cases where he had a rule to guide him.
that
he liked to have
to operate on Sunday mornings, saying
the benefit of the prayers of the church.
He made it
He Avas an accomplished anatomist.
to
on

at that

period,

without trouble and

Dr. McDowell
ever

was

no

business

special pains,
acquiring a knowledge
Subjects Avere not ahvays obtained,

dissect, more or less, every Avinter,
such occasions, to aid his pupils

of the human structure.

a

and he took

writer.

made to medical literature

are

in

even

The

risk.

only

contributions he

his first five

cases

of ovario

tomy, in the seventh and ninth volumes of the Philadelphia
It is a subject of deep regret that he
Eclectic Repertory.
should have

felt, throughout the whole
the

of his

life, such

a
deep
experience.
period in the

of the results of his

publication
repugnance
Extensively engaged as he was for so long a
practice of medicine and surgery, he must have accumulated
a vast amount of knowledge, most valuable to the profession
and to suffering humanity, and eminently conducive to the
to

■
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But such exercise

fame.

remonstrance,

no

on

Avas

the part of his

distasteful

friends, could

induce him to engage in it.
Temporary notoriety and posthu
He
mous fame were subjects alike of indifference to him.
'*

the

pursued

way," and his habits
impossible to change them.

tenor

even

confirmed that it

so

was

of his

Avere

honorary member of several medical
associations.
The Medical Society of Philadelphia, one of tho
oldest and most respectable institutions of the kind in the
country, sent him its diploma in 1807. In 1825, he received
from the University of Maryland, then in the height of its
a dis
renown, the honorary degree of Doctor of Medicine,
tinction which was a full acknowledgment of his exalted repu
tation, and which afforded him genuine gratification, the more
especially as it Avas unsolicited on his part.
Dr. McDowell

was

an

—

—

Had Dr. McDowell lived in France he would have been

elected
the
a

a

cross

member of the

of the

magnificent

Royal Academy

of

of Honor from the

Legion

reward from the government,

received

Surgery,

Kinu, and obtained
as an

acknoAvledg-

of the services which he rendered his country, his pro
fession, and his felloAV-creatures. His OAvn country, and espe
ment

cially

his

him.

I

OAvn

am

that but few of

drawing
tans

a

just

in his

neighborhood and State, failed to appreciate
by gentlemen whose veracity is indisputable,
his immediate fellow-citizens Avere capable of

told

distinction betAveen him and the
Such

vicinity.

greatness in all

new

must

ever

communities.

charla
of true

Dr. McDoAvell had the

misfortune to live before his time ; he
his age.

He

merest

be the fate

was

born in advance of

kind-hearted, amiable man, an urbane and accom
plished gentleman, a benevolent physician, a warm and gene
rous
friend, an excellent neighbor, an affectionate husband,
and an indulgent and anxious parent.
His character, in all
the relations of life, was most exemplary.
Of a lively, social
Avas -a

temperament, abounding in wit and pleasantry, he

master-spirit

and

delight

with his presence.

No

was

the

of every company which he honored
man

was

ever

more

agreeable,

more

amusing,

more

unassuming.
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Frank in his manners, and easy

of access, it was impossible to be a stranger in his
leave his presence without a feeling of regret.

society,

or

to

-

As

a

rison

scholar he

even

Avith

of the learned

most

Latin,
from

pied

entitled to

of his most

ordinary rank in compa
distinguished contemporaries
no

profession of which he was a member.
study, especially in early life, and

much devoted to

Avas
a

was

some

He

admirable recitationist.

knowledge
Europe. But
a

more

was

of which he retained

He
was

fond of Greek and

long

after his return

historical and belles-lettres literature

occu

of his time and attention than classical and scientific

greatest favorites.

In his

authors, he rolled the Scottish idiom

upon his

works.

Burns and Scott

readings

of these

were

his

perfectly indescribable. His recitations
from Scottish dialogues, adapting his intonations to the sup
posed character of the speaker, were richer and more exciting
tongue in

a

manner

than any theatrical exhibition.
He Avas fond of music, and sung a variety of odes and catches
in Latin, English, and Scotch, in good taste and with fine comic

pieces those of a comic and humorous
character he frequently accompanied with his A'iolin, an instru
ment to which he was very partial, but upon which he was a
he could
Like Themistocles, the Athenian,
poor performer.
not fiddle, but yet he could make a small town a great city;"
effect.

His favorite

—

—

"

he could achieve wonders in surgery, such as had neArer been
achieved before; and thus immortalize his State and country.
His excellence in the Scottish dialect and

bly

attributable

to

his

summer

rambles in

vacations of the medical sessions in the

burgh.
and Dr.

melody is proba
Scotland, during the
University of Edin

In company with tAvo of his classmates, Dr. Brown
Speed, of Kentucky, he perambulated a consider

portion of that "land o' cakes," much to their mutual
delight and edification. They travelled on foot, each packing
In the tour, Dr. McDowell
a change of clothes in a wallet.
met with several respectable members of his family connection,
Avho recognized and received him as a clansman, pretty much
able

15
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and

style and manner of hospitality commemorated
immortalized by Burns and Scott.
The travellers were well provided with letters to distinguished
after the

en route," who
personages
marked attention and respect.
"

never

On

failed

to treat

approaching

them with

the residences

always hired a conveyance, and
style, were received accordingly.
Avas to their liking, soon
entertainment
if
their
They, however,
the
out
of
cat
the
"let
wallet;" immediately upon which all
and
they Avere carried about, all over the
formality ceased,
horseback or in a coach, as they hap
on
neighborhood, either
of these individuals, they
riding up in due form and

"

gig-man," and exhi
bited to all sorts of people as gentlemen from the extreme
backAVOods of America. It is very questionable Avhethcr the
United States have had, at any time since, the good fortune
to be more creditably represented in that ancient and interestin<r country; a trio of equal intelligence, of fine looks, wit, and
good felloAvship is rarely to be found anywhere.
After his return to Kentucky, Dr. McDoavcII frequently
recurred in terms of the greatest delight, to the happy hours
spent in these peregrinations, recounting with peculiar glee tho
incidents Avhich befell him and his backwoods companions. He

pened

ever

to

fall in with

after cherished

a

commoner or

a warm

a

attachment for the

beautiful and romantic country, and their
charitable institutions.

Scotch, their
noble, scientific, and

library was quite extensive for the period in which he
lived, consisting of all the standard medical Avorks, many of
which he had brought from Europe. On the practice of physic
he always procured and read the most celebrated authorities ;
more, says one of his pupils, on account of his students, of
whom he always had a considerable number, than of his pa
He was an ardent admirer of Sydenham and Cullen,
tients.
and never could appreciate any advances Avorthy of note upon
these celebrated Avriters.
With many of his contemporaries, he
the
of
disease, delineated by the hands of
regarded
portraitures
In his judgment, all other Avriters
these masters, as inimitable.
on the practice of medicine Avere mere
bunglers and copyists ;
His

ephraim

a

decision in which

that

nearly

all

He

concurred.
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intelligent professional men at
in the habit of earnestly cau

period
tioning his students against too free a use of medicines. As a
secret, he apprised them of his impression that the employment
of medical drugs was more of a curse than a blessing to the
human race, and that quackery perpetrated much more mis
chief and destruction by their means, than the science of the
profession could counteract. In the surgical branch of the
profession he took great delight; he characterized it as the
certain branch of the healing art, and spared no pains to
He does not
advance and perpetuate his knowledge of it.
fondness
for
the
seem to have had
practice of
any particular
most
had
a
devolved
as
he
Avhom
medicine,
partner upon
always
had
some
kind
of
after
he
achieved
of this
business, especially
reputation as a surgeon.
His fees for surgical operations were regulated, as a general
rule, by the ability of his patients. As might be supposed,
from the extent of his practice, and from his benevolent dispo
sition, he frequently rendered his services gratuitously. Pauper
patients, no doubt, often went to him from a great distance, and
was

McDoAvell Avould have been the last

man

fully appreciating

his

duty,

to turn

a

deaf

ear

to

humane surgeon,
the claims of the sick poor appeal

their entreaties for advice and relief.

To

a

Avith irresistible force, proving paramount to every selfish con
sideration; they are his best subjects, because, in the language
of

Boerhaave, God is their paymaster, and because the

sion of their

gratitude

is

voluntary,

not

expres
extorted in the hope

small bill for services received from their pro
fessional attendants.

of obtaining

a

Occasionally his fees Avere large ; in one instance almost
princely. I allude to the case of Mrs. Overton, upon whom he
performed the operation of ovariotomy, in the summer of 1822.
This lady lived in the vicinity of the Hermitage, in Tennessee,
Jackson, and Dr. McDoAvell
operate upon her, at her own house, for five

the residence of the late President
had

agreed

to

hundred dollars.
on

the

morning

He remained with her for
of his

departure

her

husband,

days, and
highly respect-

some
a
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stipulated sum,
presenting it, he discovered
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as he
supposed,
gave him a check,
On
of the banks of Nashville.

on one

that it

was

instead of five hundred.

dred dollars,
take had been
the

Presuming

that

he

who

that the services he had received from Dr. McDowell
than counterbalanced the
rous

liberality

receiver.

this country for

as
a

sum

he had

paid

alike honorable to the

Avas

So far

mis

a

his servant

immediately despatched
replied that no mistake had occurred,

made,

gentleman,

draAvn for fifteen hun

him.

giver

to

and

more

Such gene
and to the

largest fee ever paid in
surgical operation. Considering the value
I

knoAv, this

of money at that time in the
cheapness of living, and the

Avas

the

SoutliAvcst,

or, in other

small

Avords,

the

comparatively
compensation
generally, it Avas fully equivalent to
the celebrated fee of a thousand guineas paid by Mr. Hyatt,
a West Indian merchant, for an
operation performed_upon him
by Sir Astley Cooper.
Dr. McDoAvell Avas not wealthy; his estate at the time of
his death Avas estimated at from forty to fifty thousand dollars.
His mode of living was plain and unostentatious; he was always
glad to see his friends, and to extend his hospitalities to them.
He was a man of enlarged and liberal vieAvs.
He spent his
and
his
time
charitable
and
manifested
money
freely upon
objects,
great interest in advancing the prosperity of Danville, the scene
of his professional labors and renown.
Of Centre College,
located at that town, and at present the most successful literary
institution in Kentucky, he was one of the founders'and
original
trustees ; subscribing liberally towards its
support.
Dr. McDowell was always a decided Christian in his
feelings
and conduct.
At the time of his settlement at Danville, in the
latter part of the last century, nearly the entire male
popula
tion of the village was atheistically inclined ; and not a few
were of the
Robespierrian school, having achieA-ed the grand
discovery that "death is but an eternal sleep." With these
men he had no
sympathy, though he was of too benevolent
and tolerant a nature to fall out with any one for
entertaining
for

professional

services

different tenets from his

own.

ephraim

In

1828, he united himself with
granted a lot at Danville, on which
present church edifice of that
Dr. McDowell
1830.
life

on

the
was

Episcopal Church,

and

afterwards erected the

town.

Danville, on the 25th of June,
inflammatory fever, terminating his
day of the attack, in the fifty-ninth year

expired

His disease
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at

was

the fourteenth

of his age.
For him death had no terrors, the grave no vic
He
aAvaited
his end with the patience of a Christian,
tory.
and the calmness of

order,"

a

a

From the very moment of his
that he should not survive it.
To the

He had

philosopher.

and met death with

serene

"

set

his house in

and

seizure, he

composed mind.
had a presentiment

West, it will not be unin
Kentucky's first great
surgeon repose in the family burial-ground of Gov. Shelby,
His tombstone, a plain slab of
five miles from Danville.
marble, bears the simple inscription of his name, Ephraim

teresting

professional pilgrim

to

of the

knoAV that the remains of

"

McDowell."
In person, Dr. McDoAvell was nearly six feet in height, with
florid complexion, and very black eyes.
He was of a remark
able happy disposition, and rather inclined to corpulency. Up
a

to the very time

of his

sickness,

As

he

was one

of the most active

agility and mus
Kentucky.
Avhich
he
the
often narrated
following anecdote,
strength,
with special glee, affords a striking example. While he sojourned
in Edinburgh, a celebrated Irish foot-racer, a sort of Mike Fink,
arrived, boasting that he could out-run, out-hop, and out-jump
any man in the city, and bantering the whole medical class.
McDowell was selected as their champion. The distance was
sixty yards, and the stake ten guineas ; the trial took place in the
College grounds, and the American purposely allowed himself
A second race for one hundred guineas, and at
to be loser.
men

in

an

illustration of his

cular

increased

an

the
his

distance, came off soon afterwards, and this time
Irishman, after much bullying, was badly beaten, much to

own

chagrin,

and the

gratification

of the students.

Dr. McDowell remained faithful to his
last moments of his life.

He

literally

profession

until the

died in the harness.

A
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few months before his final
of

a

large
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illness, he commenced the building

and beautiful mansion in the country, two miles from
Avhere he had intended to spend the evening of his

Danville,
life, away from the cares and fatigues of a busy practice.
Death, as has already been seen, frustrated this design. The
mansion was finished, but was oecupied by other tenants.
Samuel D. Gross.

SAMUEL

BROWN.

1769—1830.
It is the lot of

individuals to exhibit in their writings
genius and of their scientific attainments, as well
as the record of the
application they have made of these to vari
ous useful
purposes ; and to be able thereby to receive, Avhile yet
living, expressions of gratitude and praise from those they have

proofs

some

of their

instructed

or

amused.

But such individuals may be considered

constituting a limited portion of those who come within the
Others, no less entitled to live in the
scope of biography.
remembrance of society, have been, as it were, useful in silence,
or have
modestly refrained from displaying through the medium
of the press, their OAvn merits and success, and from giving in
this way to the public at large, an opportunity of forming an
as

estimate of their moral and intellectual character.
The former

biographer

need, much less than the others, the aid of the

to transmit their

and to insure

we are

virtues, also,
naturally inquisitive

distinguished

names

to

succeeding generations,

remembrance of their services.

of their

ledge
of

a

Avriters.

The know

widely disseminated ; for
in regard to the private character
is

The

more

reputation

of the other class of

the contrary, is in great measure local, or at
individuals,
a much narrower circle : and Avhatever
Avithin
confined
least,
on

may have been the degree of their talents and usefulness, or
the conspicuousness of their moral qualities, their names are

seldom handed down
soon

the

cease

beyond

the

following generation. They
good qualities ; for

to receive due credit for their

improvements they

may have introduced in the useful arts,
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and discoveries in science, unless the knoAVthrough the instrumen

of these be rescued from oblivion
of the

biographer.

subject of the present memoir,
Dr. Samuel Brown, must be placed.
Regarding the mere consciousness of being serviceable to the community at large, as a
It is in this class that the

sufficient recompense for his exertions and labors, he has left
few publications of any note ; none in which are embodied
and described the results of his scientific
Avhich the

public

can

form

advancement of useful
mained in great

correct

a

researches, and

from

idea of his efforts for the

His virtues, too, have re
concealed from all but his friends and

knowledge.

measure

acquaintances.
And yet, Dr.

BroAvn,

as

"will be

seen

in the

course

of the

following pages, merits, in more respects than one, to receive
a more particular notice than is
commonly accorded to our
deceased professional associates.. Impressed with this belief,
the author has taken the liberty of transgressing somcAvhat the
rule adopted in the preparation of volumes like the present, by
giving to this sketch greater extension than he had originally
intended.
He had

that

competent than himself,
Avho, unconnected with Dr. Brown, by the ties of the tenderest friendship, could expect to escape more surely the charge
of partiality, would have been found prepared for the task of
offering a sketch of the life, and a portraiture of the character

hoped

some one

more

and

of that

gentleman.

sooner

than that it should be

But in this he has been
without

yielded, though
perform
not

that he should
Dr.

Samuel BroAvn

disappointed,
neglected any longer he

reluctance,

to

the

and
has

expressed desire

it himself.
was

born in the month of

February,

in the county of Augusta, now Rockbridge, in the State
His father, the Rev. John Brown, had founded
of Virginia.

1769,

grammar school in the immediate vicinity of his residence,
with the view to the education of his sons, and of a number of
other young gentlemen of the neighborhood.
The course of
a

instruction

at

this school

was

not

limited to the rudiments of

a

SAMUEL
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English education, but extended to the higher branches of
knowledge. The dead languages, in particular, were
carefully taught by students of divinity, under the direction of

mere

useful

It

the founder.

was

in this

institution, that

Dr.

Brown, under

the watchful eye of his tender and learned parent, laid the
foundation of his classical education. At the age of sixteen
transferred to the family of the Rev. James
superintended a seminary of learning in Louisa
County, Virginia, and whose eloquence and style of oratory
have been described in such glowing colors by the distin
guished author of The British Spy," Mr. William Wirt. After
remaining under charge of Mr. Waddell about eighteen months,
Dr. Brown was removed to Dickinson College, in the State of
Pennsylvania, Avhere he entered as a Junior, and at the expi
ration of his senior year, graduated Avith distinguished honor
years he

Waddell,

Avas

Avho

"

as a

Bachelor of Arts.

Soon after the

completion of his collegiate education, he re
State, and immediately applied himself to

turned to his native

study of medicine, under the direction of his brother-inlaw, Dr. Humphreys, a physician of high reputation, and who
was then
engaged in extensive practice at Staunton. After
enjoying, during several months, the private instruction of his
experienced relative, Dr. BroAvn proceeded to Philadelphia, at
that time the only city in the Union possessing a regular
medical school ; and he became the prh^ate pupil of the late
Dr. Rush.
But although Philadelphia presented to him many
the

sources

of

benefit from

attraction, and he could

not

fail to derive great

the lectures of his illustrious pre
ceptor, and of the other members of the faculty, yet the means
of instruction the school afforded were far from fulfilling his
an

attendance

on

expectations, or enabling him to satisfy his ardent thirst for
knowledge. In consequence, and influenced, no doubt, also
by the desire natural in individuals of his age, disposition, and
tastes, of extending the sphere of his observation to another
part of the world, the seat of learning, science, and refinement,
our friend determined to visit Europe, and there complete the
medical education he had commenced under such favorable
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With this in vieAV, he proceeded
to Edinburgh, Avhere he devoted himself with his accustomed
zeal and ardor to the acquisition of professional knoAvledge,

auspices

in his

while at the
the

same

subordinate,

learning
dents.

country.

OAvn

time he
as

well

paid
as

to

a

the

by
usually
Previously to his returning

to

general, branches of
majority of medical stu

more

the

done

than is

greater degree of attention

to

his native country, Dr.
Scotland, and parti

Brown visited the other universities of

Aberdeen, Avhere he obtained the degree of
Doctor of Medicine, which he had neglected to take at Phila
delphia, and to Avhich, at Edinburgh, he could not pretend, in
consequence of his not having fulfilled certain of the requisi
It may not be improper to
tions of that celebrated school.

cularly

that of

remark in this

place,

that at

Edinburgh,

Dr. Brown

was

the

Hosack, Davidge, Brockencontemporary
and
of
several
other Americans, who have
borough, McDowell,
since risen to eminence, and occupy a deservedly distinguished
and friend of Drs.

position

in the annals of American medicine.

On his return

to

America, Dr. BroAvn entered upon the

duties of his

profession, in the vicinity of Avhat is noAV the
Washington, Avhere he speedily acquired a high reputa
tion, for practical skill and assiduous care of his patients, and
NotAvithstandobtained an extensive and lucrative practice.
his
this
success,
which, considering
comparative youth, and
ing
the short period which had elapsed since his admission to the
doctorate, could not fail to prove not only encouraging, but
highly flattering to him, Dr. Brown was unable to reconcile
himself to a separation from the members of his family,
the
majority of Avhom had emigrated to the western country. The
desire to join them, and to enjoy the pleasure of their society,
was far more
powerful than that of amassing wealth. This
desire he soon found it impossible to resist, and in consequence,
left the shores of the Potomac in 1797, and crossing over to
Kentucky, fixed his residence in the family of his brother, Mr.
James Brown, who some time preA'ious had commenced the
practice of the law, in the town of Lexington.
As might naturally have been anticipated by all who were
city

of

—
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apprised of his talents and activity, Dr. Brown was not long in
acquiring at Lexington a reputation equal to that he had
enjoyed elsewhere, and in securing the confidence of a large
number of the most respectable part of the population of the
His reputation, indeed, soon
town and surrounding country.
spread over the whole State, and he was consulted far and
wide.
In

1804, Mr. James Brown, whose health obliged

seek the benefit of
removed to the

nently

a

city

his residence.

climate milder than that of

him to

Lexington,

of New
Dr.

Orleans, where he fixed perma
Brown, who continued to live in his

brother's

family from the first period of his emigration to Ken
1797, obeying the impulse of feelings similar to those
tucky,
that had induced him to remove to Kentucky, unhesitatingly
abandoned Lexington, to the regret of a large circle of friends;
and descending the Mississippi in 1806, joined his brother in
New Orleans, and entered almost immediately upon the duties
of a large practice.
About two years subsequently, he made an excursion to
Natchez, where, in the following year, he married Miss Catha
rine Percy, the daughter of an influential and wealthy inhabi
tant of that place.
Dr. Brown's success in New Orleans had
been so rapid, and his prospects Avere so flattering, that he
naturally felt unwilling to abandon a third time the chance of
acquiring renown and wealth ; but the desire of Mrs. Brown to
remain in the vicinity of her relations, became for him~a law,
which no personal considerations could induce him to disre
gard. He, in consequence, abandoned New Orleans, and set
tled quietly on a plantation, situated at a short distance from
Natchez.
From that time he gave up the practice of medicine,
continuing, however, to extend to his friends, and especially to
the poor of his neighborhood, the advantages of his professional
in

skill.
Dr. Brown

domestic

was

destined, however,

to

which his union with

an

not

enjoy long
intelligent

the
and

happiness,
lovely woman, his connection with an honorable and influential
family, and his easy pecuniary circumstances, were so well
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lead him to
his

anticipate. A few
marriage, Avhen his Avife, in

years only had
Avhom his hopes

great measure centred, Avas snatched
from him, and from her devoted family, by the unrelenting
hand of death, leaving to his paternal care, three small chil

could

no

Brown.

in

last of whom

dren, the
After

were

so

afflictive

folloAved its mother to the grave.
dispensation of Providence, Natchez

soon

a

longer prove an agreeable place of
Every surrounding object reminded

residence
him

to

Dr.

continually

sustained, and served to increase and per
petuate his soitoav. He determined, therefore, notAvithstanding
the affectionate attentions and entreaties of his Avife's relatives,
to leave Natchez, and soon after removed to the territory of
of the loss he had

With the negroes he had brought with him from
the loAver country, he established a plantation near Huntsville,
and in the immediate vicinity of his brother-in-law, and intimate
Alabama.

friend, Colonel Thomas Percy, and of his no less intimate friend,
the Hon. James Walker, Avho some years after filled with great
credit, a seat in the Senate of the United States.
Dr. Brown

now

day separated

devoted himself almost

exclusively

to

the

and for several years Avas scarcely a
from them.
As soon, however, as his daughter,

education of his

children,

the elder of the two, had attained an age to justify her depar
ture from her parental roof, for the purpose of being placed
under proper instructors, he determined to put in operation a

mind, which ahvays required useful occupation,
suggested to him, that of establishing in the Avestern
country a medical school, at which students from that part of
the Union as well as from the Southern States, could gain the
requisite instruction, Avithout the inconvenience and expense of

plan,

his active

had

—

seeking

it in the schools of the Atlantic States.

His first purpose was to co-operate with Dr. Drake, and
establish this school at Cincinnati.
In a short time the plan
was so
a

far

matured, that Dr. Drake, early in 1819, obtained
Ohio, and caused Dr. Brown's
be inserted in it as a professor, in conformity to a laAv,

charter from the State of

name to

which

required

that the

names

of all the

gentlemen

who

were

SAMUEL
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to be connected with the institution should be

While, hoAvever,

this movement

so

mentioned.

in progress in Ohio, an
the Trustees of the medical

was

offer was made to Dr. Brown, by
department of the Transylvania University, established at Lex
ington, of a chair in that institution. Regarding this offer as
highly advantageous to him, considering also that the esta
blishment of a medical school at Lexington held out more certain
prospects of success than at Cincinnati, impelled besides by
the reflection that Lexington would prove more agreeable to
him as a winter residence, containing, as it did, many of his
old associates, and being at no great distance from the resi
dence of some of his dearest relatives; finally, unapprised and
even doubtful of the success of Dr. Drake in
obtaining the
charter already alluded to, Dr. Brown determined in favor of
Lexington.
Having accepted the offered professorship, he
entered Avithout delay on the duties of the chair assigned to
him, that of the Theory and Practice of Medicine, and Avas
for a long time actively engaged in organizing the school.
In this important undertaking he was ably seconded by Drs.
Benjamin W. Dudley, William H. Richardson, and Charles

Caldwell, all of Avhom continued for many years, to hold with
great distinction, their connection Avith that institution. The
reputation and popularity of Dr. Brown, as also of the three
gentlemen I have just named, commanded for this school, a
considerable share of attention in the Western country, and
attracted thither a large class of students. The school ac

quired rapidly great
by the accession to

renoAvn, Avhich was, in

1823, increased,

the list of

of Dr. Brown's

professors,
abandoning

his enterprise
friend, Dr. Drake, who, after
Cincinnati, was induced by him and the other professors,

accept the chair of Materia Medica and Botany.
the desire to enjoy once more the society of his

at

to

Impelled by
brother, Mr.

Brown, then Minister from this country to the court of
France, and whom he had not seen for some years, as well
James

as

to add to his

stock of

knowledge,

Dr.

in the various

depart

Brown, during the recess of the
science,
in
the
summer of 1824, repaired to Paris, Avhere he
college,
ments of medical
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remained several month-, and
many of the

ing manner, by
polis.
He returned

ber,

and after

Lexington,
his

to

to
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Avas

noticed in the

distinguished

men

most

flatter

of that metro

the United States in the month of Novem

spending a
complete

in

few

days

the

course

Philadelphia,

hastened

of lectures Avhich,

during

absence, his friend, Professor Drake, had volunteered

commence

to

to

for him.

Discovering shortly after, that the
sufficient celebrity to insure its stability

school had

acquired

and success, and that
the session of the medical

his attendance at Lexington

during
lectures, interfered greatly with his other engagements,

par

frequent visits his interests required him to
his
in the South, and with the no less frequent
to
estates
pay
visits his duty and feelings impelled him to make to his daugh
ter and friends in tho Atlantic States, and finally, desirous
of obtaining repose, which a gradual deterioration of health,
ticularly

with the

the natural effect of
duties of his

sedentary

chair, had

habits and

devotion to the

rendered

absolutely necessary,
Dr. Brown, in the spring of 1825, tendered his resignation in
favor of his friend, Dr. Drake, Avho was unanimously appointed
After spending a feAv months in the city of
his successor.
and
visiting the Falls of Niagara, he retired to
Philadelphia,
Alabama with his children, Avhere he proposed to fix his
permanent residence.

paired

to

noAV

In the year

the last-mentioned

he embarked for

1827, he once more re
city, whence, some months after,

Europe, with a view of again visiting his
transacting some family affairs. In the month
of September, 1828, he returned once more to this country,
and soon after his arrival repaired to Alabama.
Dr. Brown's constitution was naturally robust and plethoric,
and for a number of years he had enjoyed uninterrupted and ex
cellent health. But in 1826, while travelling in the Western
States, he experienced for the first time, an attack of cerebral
congestion, which deprived him for some time of the poAver of
speech. By proper measures, this alarming condition was soon
removed, and he Avas enabled to complete his journey Avithout
brother,

and of
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period, however, he became predis
During his residence in Philadel

posed
phia, in the winter of 1827-8, he Avas threatened often with a
repetition of it, as indicated by vertigo, pain and sense of ful
ness in the head, attended at times with loss of memory.
During his passage to Europe, in the spring of 1828, and
to

home, in the autumn of the same year, he Avas
seized with very severe attacks, which noAV assumed an epilep
on

his return

tic character.

The

following spring,

he

was once more

affected

similar Avay ; but after this, so far recovered as to enter
tain the hope, and inspire the same in his friends, that he was

in

a

entirely secure from a repetition of this alarming com
plaint. This hope, unfortunately for himself and his. friends,
On the evening of the 24th of Decem
was not to be realized.
ber, 1829, a few days only after writing to his daughter, who
had recently returned from Europe with her uncle, Mr. James

now

Brown,

and to the writer of these pages, in a strain which
indicated a cheerfulness of mind and a warmth of

plainly
feelings incompatible Avith disease, and announcing his inten
tion of leaving Alabama shortly afterwards, on a visit to Phila
delphia, he was seized with an apoplectic attack, Avhich, not
withstanding every means that art or friendship could suggest,
proved fatal on the 12th of the succeeding month.
In his death, the medical profession of this country and,
indeed, the community at large, experienced a great, and his
friends an irreparable loss. Endowed by nature with a power
ful and suggestive if not inventive intellect, Avhich he assidu
ously and successfully cultivated ; animated at the same time
by a fixed and laudable desire to apply his resources to the
promotion of public good rather than of his personal interest,
Dr. BroAvn, Avithout enriching the professional literature of this
country with any work of magnitude or note on important points
of science, succeeded in rendering himself useful to his country
men to a greater extent than falls to the lot of the generality
That this is not an exaggerated estimate of
of medical men.
his usefulness, the natural effect of the friendly feelings Avhich
Avill readily appear from a brief
the author entertained for him,
—

—
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which he directed his

atten

During his first resielcnce in Kentucky, Dr. Brown, although
and
engaged in extensive practice, found sufficient leisure
devoted
Ho
means to
enlarge the sphere of his usefulness.
considerable time and took much pains in organizing a course
of instruction for a private class of medical students ; delivered
gratuitously, in the Transylvania University, lectures on Che
mistry; founded societies for the discussion of questions relat
ing to literature and science; and gave, as I have been in
formed by one wrcll calculated to judge, an impulse to the
minds of the young men of the State, Avhich had a favorable
Nor Avas this
influence on their future pursuits and morals.
He Avas, at the same time, actively engaged in promoting
the progress of agriculturo and the useful arts, and in intro
all.

ducing

in

Kentucky

various

improvements originating

in the Atlantic States but also in

not

only

Europe.

occupied, DrVBroAyji was fortunate enough to
improvements in the arts, Avhich have since been
suggest
turned to considerable advantage in the Western States, and
have been found equally useful in other parts of our country.
He it Avas, for example, Avho first suggested the process, noAV
in general use, for clarifying or cleansing ginseng, and thus
rendering that article suitable for the Chinese market. It also
occurred to his active mind, from some chemical experiments
he had witnessed, that steam could be applied with advantage
to the distillation of spirits, not
only with a saving of time
and expense, but as a means also of avoiding the
empyreumatic
flavor which affects, more or less, all liquors that come in imme
In conjunction with a friend, he in
diate contact with fire.
stituted a series of experiments, with a vieAv of
ascertaining how
far his ideas on the subject Avere Avell founded, and had the
grati
fication to discover that the process could be
applied with the
greatest advantage, on a large scale. Satisfied with the reflec
While thus
some

tion of

likely

having been

instrumental in

to lead to results

introducing
to his

advantageous
Brown, generously yielding to the friend

an

improvement

countrymen, Dr.
to

whom I have

SAMUEL

alluded,

all the

advised him
Avas

pecuniary

benefit that

might

accrue

from

it,

patent for it, and turn it to use. This
effected without delay, and the process has found its Avay both
to obtain

a

the Atlantic States and to

to
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Europe,

and is

many other operations of kindred nature.
Every individual exhibiting talent and

whose mind

industry,
objects and

was

kind

or

applied

possessing
pursuit

devoted to the

the cultivation of sciences

find in Dr. Brown

now

arts,

was

to

habits of
of useful

certain to

and

willing
enlightened adA'iser, always a
not unfrequently a munificent patron.
In
a

friend, and
proof of this, it will

be sufficient to

remark,

American artists that have conferred the

that

one

of the

honor upon
their country in England, owed, in a great measure, to the
liberal pecuniary aid he received at the hands of Dr. Brown,

highest

the

advantage of being able to complete his studies among the
classical models and under the directions of the masters of

modern
Nor

Italy.

the exertions of the subject of this memoir limited
improvement of the useful and liberal arts. About the
year 1798 or 1799, an effort Avas made in Kentucky to obtain a
convention for the purpose of amending the Constitution of the
State. Believing that the moment Avas favorable for the adop
tion of a plan for the emancipation of the slaA'es, then few in
number comparatively to the white population, Dr. BroAvn
united with his brothers, John and James Brown, and Mr.
Clay, in strongly advocating the measure. His pen, as also
his influence in public assemblies, to use the language of one
who Avas no stranger to the proceedings, was zealously em
ployed in endeavors to persuade the people to elect to the con
vention representatives friendly to their views, and willing to
support the proposition of introducing into the neAV Constitu
tion a clause respecting gradual emancipation.
These efforts, as is well known, were not crowned with
the desired success, the majority of the members elected being
opposed to the measure. With its failure ended the political
aspirations of Dr. Brown. His temper was so mild and con
ciliatory, and his dislike of agitation or strife so great, that he
to

Avere

the

16
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politics; and Avhatever may have been
engaging in the question to which reference

shunned party

the motives of his

just been made, it does not appear that he ever after took
active part in the public questions Avhich at different times
divided and agitated the country.
Dr. BroAvn Avas elected a member of the Philosophical Society
has

an

on

the lsth of

April, 1S00, principally through

the influence

of Mr. Jefferson and Dr. Rush, both of whom had early dis
and fully appreciated his scientific and literary attain

covered,

worth, and entertained for him feelings of the
friendship. Up to that period, he had contributed
little by publication to the cause of science or the arts.
Some
his
after
admission
into
the
indeed,
years,
elapsed
Society
ments

and moral

warmest

before he broke silence ;

nor

did his almost constant absence

from

Philadelphia permit him to take part in the deliberations
of that body.
However, in February, 1806, he appeared in
the

capacity

of

a

contributor to its Transactions.

On the 13th

of that

month, he presented for insertion an elaborate paper,
under the title of " A Description of a Cave on Crooked

Creek, Avith Remarks and Observations on Nitre and Gun
powder." As this paper is inserted in the sixth volume of the
old series of those Transactions, it is not
necessary to dwell
upon it in this place ; but I cannot refrain from remarking
that

even

made

so

at

the present

day,

much progress, it will

when sciences and arts have

richly

repay the trouble of

a

perusal.
The science and

remark, occupied

no

of medicine, as I scarcely need
little share of the attention of Dr. Brown.

practice

While

engaged, at an early period, in the active duties of the
profession in Kentucky and subsequently in Ncav Orleans, he
communicated several short essays to the editors of the " New
York Medical Repository," which
by them were inserted in
successive numbers of that A'aluable

periodical. Even after he
practice,
neglected no opportunity of aiding
in the introduction of improvements in medical and
surgical
matters, as also in the accessory branches, and of promoting
the trial of every remedial agent or mode of
practice, Avhich
had retired from

he

SAMUEL

his

active and inventive mind

own

and recommended

In illustration of
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suggested

or was

native

by trustworthy observers,
this, it is sufficient to mention,

or

proposed
foreign.

that he

en

deavored to naturalize among us, with suitable modifications,
Sanson and Vacca Bellingeri's recto-vesical operation for the
stone ; that he

AYas

recommend in this

among the first, if not the very first, to
country the operation of Lithotrity, which,

in the hands of

Civiale, Leroy D'Etiole, and other French
operations he had witnessed, was
a
large number of cases, the more
dangerous method of Lithotomy.

surgeons, whose successful
already fast supplanting, in

painful

and

With

an

ardor alike creditable to his heart and understand

he

sought all means, by precept and example, to sustain
the dignity, vindicate the honor, and raise the status of the pro
fession. In his lectures, in his correspondence, and in con

ing,

versation

with his

inculcate,

younger brethren, he took the greatest
with that power of argument, and that faci

pains
lity of elocution and richness of illustration for which he was
distinguished, and a warmth of feeling which evinced the deep
interest he took in the subject, the necessity to say nothing
of the obligation on the part of physicians, of so conducting
themselves in their intercourse Avith each other, as to insure
the existence of a perfect harmony in the ranks of the profes
sion ; and in no case to be forgetful, in their relation with
society at large, of those ethical precepts, the observance of
He expa
which serve to characterize the true gentleman.
rank
on
the
honor
and
elevated
of
our
tiated
calling, pointed
out hoAV greatly it had, but too frequently, been degraded, no
less in our country than elsewhere, by the unworthy conduct
and ungentlemanly and vulgar deportment of some of its mem
bers, and on the obligation we were all under to effect, with
the least delay possible, a reform in that respect.
With a vieAV to insure success in this attempt a necessity
for which no one can deny existed in this country a few years
ago, and more particularly at the time here referred to Dr.
Brown had recourse to an expedient, which met with the full
approval of all the professional friends to Avhom he communito

—

—

—

—
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I allude to the formation of

cated his views.

an

association

or

general medical society, intended to embrace all the leading,
reputable, and influential practitioners of medicine that could
This association he proposed to
be enrolled under its banners.
form through means of local societies established in various
Its object was to unite its scattered
sections of the country.
whether
members
residing north or south, east or Avest, into
a single homogeneous body, and by fostering among them reci
procity of kindly, fraternal, and honorable feelings, insure the
establishment and cultivation of harmony in their ranks : while
at the same time, it Avould, through various means, be instru
mental in exciting emulation, and promoting the advancement
of medical knowledge.
The society, Avhich, Avas originally planted in Lexington,
where Dr. BroAvn Avas then attending to his professorial duties,
—

—

and the existence of Avhich

fully appreciated
soon

at

the

time,

established in other
and other cities.

years, for various reasons
concealed from the public, was

Avas some

places,

—

Philadelphia, Ncav York,
regulations, framed by

Laws and

Baltimore,
Dr. BroAvn, for the government of the entire association,
there

adopted. By-laAvs,
gencies, were proposed.

suited to meet

special

Avere

and local exi

The Coan sage was with propriety
the patron of the body, and as a model most Avorthy
A promise, modelled in great measure on the
of imitation.
selected

as

celebrated oath of the father of
member

at

the

moment

medicine,

was

exacted of each

of his admission ; to obtain which

a

unanimous vote of those present was necessary.
By this pro
mise the member bound himself to live in peace and harmony
and to do

everything honorable in his power to promote
of
his
brethren in and out of the society, and to
the Avelfare

with,

implicitly by a stringent code of ethics, that had been
prepared for the guidance of the members in their intercourse
with each other, and with society at large.
The local societies established in the above-mentioned places,
those in Philadelphia and New York particularly,
gradually
acquired importance and efficiency. Their ranks filled through
means of a sort of
process of suction, on the part of the origiabide

r

SAMUEL

nal and

successively

amount

of

branches,

success
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elected members.

In

regard to the real
large, or of its local
object contemplated, it is

of the association at

in the attainment of the

unnecessary to enlarge in this place. But whether this success
has equalled or exceeded, or whether it has fallen short of the

anticipation of Dr. Brown, and those who joined him in the
enterprise, it is certain, that while in a few places the results
may, from a variety of unexpected influential circumstances,
have been nugatory or imperfect, in many more they were of
a
salutary character, and were nowhere injurious. So far as
the effect on the profession of Philadelphia is concerned, I have
elsewhere stated some facts, which may without impropriety find
a
place here. Before the reforming power Avas made to bear on
the medical men of that city, these, although inferior to none
elsewhere, in point of intelligence, scientific attainment, or prac
tical skill, so far from fraternizing together, lived in an almost
constant state of warfare,
quarrelling, and even Avorse, Avas not
uncommon
among them, and now and then street fights occurred.
This state of things gave way under the influence of the society.
Soon after its establishment, harmony, comparative harmony, at
least, was restored among its members, and before long, through
their influence, among other medical men around them.
The
society did more. At its meetings much was done to excite
—

emulation among its members, and to promote the advancement
A journal, placed under the guidance of a
of medical science.
committee of the

society, was,

established and continued

to

at

the

suggestion of Dr. Brown,
quarterly during six con

appear
secutive years.
After a prolonged existence the society closed its career, or
rather ceased to hold its meetings. But the work of reform
Avas

was

in great

accomplished. Peace among doctors
comparatively restored, and is now but seldom broken ; and
measure

when the umvelcome event occurs, the infractor, whatever be
his social or professional position, or the wrong he may have

suffered, so far from eliciting the approbation
brethren, is openly and decidedly censured by

surely

be wrong when I say, that the

of his medical
all.

I cannot

originator, organizer,
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and active promoter of a plan of federation among us so com
plete, so harmless, and at the same time so promising of fruit
ful results, and Avhich has brought forth such fruit, if not every
where at least in some places, is entitled to the gratitude of
every American physician avIio feels
and dignity of his profession.

an

interest in the honor

In conclusion, it may be remarked, that
the character of Dr. BroAvn, derived from
intercourse with

confidence,

him,

that few individuals have

feelings

rest

of

long

presented
qualities, of those

of the human

life, and
their fellow

estimable in

full

knowledge

of

and intimate

authorizes the Avriter to assert with full

combination of those amiable
cultivated

a
a

serve

to

beings.

a

more

rare

virtuous and

heart, which render character

elevate their possessor above tho
Those qualities, associated as

in him with intellectual poAvcrs of high order, scien
tific and literary attainments of more than ordinary extent, as

they

Avere

with great conversational talents and a happy mode of
illustrating his ideas, adapted to the circumstances of the case,
well

as

and the

capacities

and

feelings

of those he

addressed,

com

manded the respect and esteem of a large circle of professional
and other friends, who Avill long cherish the remembrance of

his many virtues and services.
R. La Roche.

JOHN D. GODMAN.
1794—1830.
Whatever difference of opinion may exist as to the es
sential elements of human greatness, there are a few combi
nations of qualities, the possession of any one of which is an
distinction.

An active, brilliant,
honest, noble impulses, and
habits of temperance and unAvearied diligence, when concen
trated in the same individual, constitute a type of man rarely
found, but universally acknowledged to deserve a conspicuous
place in the galaxy of a country's Avorthies. But seldom as
such a character appears in any station or calling in life,
America can boast of a few such ; and it is Avith a just pride that
the medical profession can point to the names of some, whose
claim to this high position cannot be wisely called in question.
Among this limited number, the generation now rapidly passing
away has, with one consent, conferred a fellowship upon the
subject of the present brief memoir, and the Avriter hazards
nothing in asserting that their judgment is fully approved by
all who are familiar with our national scientific history.
John D. Godman was the son of Captain Samuel Godman,
an officer of the Revolution, and was born at Annapolis, in the
State of Maryland, on the 30th of December, 1794. Of his
parents little is known, except that his mother died before he
was two years old, and his father in less than three years there
We are told that,
on the death of his mother, he was
after.

undisputed passport
vigorous intellect, a

to true

heart full of

"

placed

under the

care

of

an

in the State of Delaware ;

a

aunt, then

lady, wTho,

residing

Wilmington,
superiority of

at

from the
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her intellect and education,

well

as

the sweetness of her

as

to
disposition, and her elevated piety, was eminently qualified
such
Under
mina.
the
direct
and
youthful
unfold, impress,

culture he received the first rudiments of his
His alphabet
his earliest moral impressions.

education, and

Avas

taught

him

and we are told that, before he
upon the knee of his grandmother,
When he had attained
to
read.
Avas two years old, he was able
from Delaware to
removed
the age of four years, his aunt
Chestertown, upon the Eastern Shore of Maryland, and here
He had already
at school.
the
she

interesting orphan
family, but

placed

become the idol of the

precocity
tude

to

of intellect, such

a

learn, and withal evinced

and SAveetness of

noAV

he manifested such

a

books, and such an apti
much sensibility, frankness,

fondness for

disposition,

so

that he

gained

the affection and

He thus gave indications at
of that brilliancy of intellect Avhich

excited the admiration of all."*
this

early age, not only
subsequently exhibited itself in such splendid colors, but also
of that deepseated religious sentiment that became the govern
ing principle of the latter years of his life.
But the favorable auspices under which his early training
Avas begun, Avas destined soon to become overshadoAved by the
At the age of six, the aunt Avho
dark Avings of the destroyer.
had Avatched over him so faithfully, loved him so fondly, and
If I have
of Avhom he was heard to say on his dying bed,
led
to
been
do
it
has
been
the
ever
influence
through
any good,
of her example, instruction, and prayers," was called to another
world, and he was again thrown upon the charity of his friends
Who became his protector, or what special in
and relatives.
fluences Avere brought to bear upon his mental constitution
"

from this time until he

formed.
he

was

bilities,

Avas fifteen
years of age, we are not in
know that the life of dependence, to which

We

only
obliged to submit, grated harshly

upon his tender sensi
and someAvhat marred the natural joyousness of his

disposition. Some time subsequently,
he thus expressed himself in regard to
*

Memoir

by

Dr. Thomas

Sewall,

of

in

a

this

letter to

period

Washington,

a

friend,

of his exist-

D. C.
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"Let me now give you a retrospect of the days of my
Since I have returned from you, I have discovered my
real age, in an old book of my father's, and you would hardly
ence:

life.

it, I was twenty-one years old on the 20th day of
December, 1815. Before I Avas two years old I was mother
less ; before I was five years old, I Avas fatherless and friend
less. I have been cast among strangers ; I have been deprived,
by fraud, of property that was mine by right ; I have eaten
suppose

—

the bread of

misery ; I have drunk the cup of sorrow ; I have
the
of my days in little better than slavery ;
flower
passed
and have arrived at what ? manhood, poverty, and desolation.

Heavenly Parent,

teach

me

patience

and

resignation

to

thy

will!"
In

1810, young Godman, then living in Baltimore, made
acquaintance of a gentleman, who subsequently became his
benefactor and most intimate friend.
This gentleman was Dr.
W. N. Luckey, who was then a senior student in the office of
Dr. Thomas E. Bond, of Baltimore, and who in a letter to the
late Dr. Daniel Drake, relates the circumstance in the following
the

"

I discovered

The office"

evening,

one

himself with the

—

manner

of Dr. Bond

"

fitted up with
taste; and boys, attracted by its appearance, would* frequently
drop in to gaze at the labelled jars and drawers. Among them

manner.

an

—

was

interesting lad,

who

in which his comrades

was amusing
pronounced the

'

hard Avords,' with which the furniture was labelled.
He ap
peared to be quite an adept in the Latin language. A strong
curiosity prompted me to inquire, Who are you ?' Don't you
recollect,' said he, that you visited a boy at Mr. McCreery's,
'

'

'

who had

a severe

attack of bilious colic ?'

your name, my little

boy?'

—

He

'

I do ; but what is

small for his age.
'My
Did you study the Latin

was
'

—

sir, is John D. Godman.'
No,
language with Mr. McCreery ?'
name,

'

he does not teach any
intend
to prosecute your
'Do
English
you
studies alone ?' ' I do ; and I will, if I live, make myself a
Latin, Greek, and French scholar.' "* How fully he carried
but

an

out this

school.'

determination will appear in the
Dr. Drake's Memoir.

sequel.
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the early part of
of a news
printer
1812,
apprentice
But it may be readily imagined that, to
paper in Baltimore.
one of such lofty aspirations and refined sensibilities, the duties
of the office were far from agreeable, and the drudgery actually
set
repugnant; which may sufficiently explain the difficulties
to
letter
a
from
forth in the following paragraph,
subsequent
his
his friend, Dr. Luckey, who was then practising
profession
at Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania.
Everything is in statu quo
with me.
The same series of oppressions, impositions, and in
But I will not bear them long.
are
still
sults,
my lot to bear.
Some time toward the close of
he

was

bound

1811,

or

to the

as an

"

to

the

disposition

to

From the oldest
have

a

hear, that

to

prised

roneous

opinion

unless he be
if at

a

be

all,

myself

count

of

I

at

pick

some

You

me.

can never

people

make

that

a

will,

or

printer.

no one can

all

seem

to

may be sur
It is an er

make

a

printer

On the contrary, scholars can harelly,
I Avould not Avish you to think that I

scholar.

printers.
a

master and man,

youngest,

On the contrary, I think

scholar.

myself

no

scholar."
It

was

while thus

his tastes,

so

engaged

repugnant

to

in

an

occupation so ill suited to
sensibilities, and so ex

his tender

upon his naturally delicate constitution, that he suffered
from a train of symptoms, Avhich were supposed at the time to

acting

be due to

hypertrophy

of the

heart,

but which may have been

the first indication of that insidious

malady, Avhich, seventeen
after, brought him to a premature grave. In a letter,
October, 1813, he says: "A continued pain in my
breast, and at night, a slow but burning fever, convince me
that I am travelling down a much-frequented road, to the place
where disease has no effect. This, my friend, is no phantasy.
years
dated

I do not say it from affectation ; I feel it.
I cannot believe in
this disease being contagious, or I should be certain that I

have

caught it. I sleep with
fully developed."

a

youth

who

was

born Avith

it,

and has it

It was during this time also that he conceived the idea of
studying medicine, as we learn from the following letter to his
friend, dated January, 1814 : At the suggestion of Dr. An
derson, I have determined to commence the study of chem"

JOHN

D.
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as he
says it will be a great improvement to the mind,
and more, as I may be enabled, the ensuing season, if I should
live so long, to attend the lectures at the University ; and it

istry,

seems

day

to

be

greatly
physician.

in Dr. Anderson's head that I shall

run
a

time will disclose.

one

Hoav far this surmise may be right,
It may, indeed, so happen ; and should

I

study chemistry now, I shall not have it to do at a future
period."
Wearied and disgusted, as he very naturally was, of stand
ing from morning until night over a font of type, poring over
the dirty and oftentimes unintelligible manuscript of newspaper
scribblers, and thus wearing out both body and mind in a labor
which, except so far as it kept him from immediate starvation,
was
every way opposed to his natural inclination and the high
purposes for which his superior gifts and attainments qualified
him, Avhile at the same time it contributed to the development
of the disease, the seeds of which had been already deposited
in his system, we are not surprised to learn that the young
printer abandoned his calling as soon as he could rid himself
of his apprenticeship.
How this was accomplished does not
appear ; but that it was effected without discredit to himself,
there can be but little doubt ; for we are sufficiently informed

by

his letters that his

early

moral education

had, previous

to

time, produced its proper influence upon his conscience, in
rendering him incapable of a dishonorable act. He had
this

already become imbued with that true wisdom of which a pure
morality is the legitimate offspring, and we may rest assured
that his conduct, under the present trying circumstances, was
governed accordingly.
In the fall of 1814, fired by the patriotic sentiments which
had already enlisted many of his comrades and acquaintances
in the service of his country, then engaged at Avar Avith Great
Britain, he joined the flotilla, stationed at that time in the
Chesapeake Bay, under the command of Commodore Barney,
and, in the capacity of a common sailor, was present at the
bombardment of Fort Mcllenry.
Quitting this, however, soon
after, either from choice

or

in consequence of the termination
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of the war, he presents himself to us again as the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Stella Miller, of Baltimore, but still without the
of his heart, to pursue the study
the
means of

fulfilling

of

longings
gaining a livelihood.

And noAV, actuated
that high sense of honor that disdained the charity of his
or friends, he is a second time about to engage himself

medicine,

or even

of

by
family

noble aspira
a
ncAvspaper publisher, again to sweat out the
tions of his mind and heart over a printer's desk, from tho un

to

labor of which he had

congenial
from his

friend, Dr. Luckey,

once

escaped,

Avhen

animated his desires

a

letter

afresh, and

This was
opened the way for the gratification
in the early part of the year 1815, when Dr. Luckey, already
"captivated by his genius and touched by his misfortunes,"
resolved to invite him to his house at ElizabethtoAvn, and afford
of his tastes.

him all the facilities in his power for
which he aspired.

studying

the

profession

to

His acceptance of Dr. Luckey's generous offer is couched in
following touching and enthusiastic language, expressive of

the
his

delight

and the

grateful

emotions with which his heart

over

flowed upon the reception of this unexpected pleasure : " I have
this hour received your last letter, and I can assure you that
language is inadequate to express to you my sincere, unfeigned

joy

for the

the

manner

Let
news you have communicated to me.
in which these lines are penned convince you of the

pleasing

state of my mind at

present.

I was,

thirty

minutes before I

received your letter, on the point of going to a printer in this
city, to seek employment, and, but for Providence, I should
have done

letter,
house,

so.
You may suppose that as soon as I read your
I abandoned this intention and returned to my sister's
'

with fire in each eye and paper in each hand,' to
I must
your epistle of friendship's own dictating.
lay this aside until my mind becomes settled and undisturbed.
"
I stopped at the line above, that I might recover a small
answer

degree of
so good a

composure, in order to express myself as I ought to
friend. I will certainly comply with your request,
should it please God to continue my health and
strength,
during the ensuing Aveek. Should it please the mercy of

JOHN

Providence
shall
to

suffer

endeavor, by

give

am

to

in

me

to

the most

D.
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take up my residence with you, I
indefatigable study and diligence,

I
you the satisfaction your kindness to me deserves.
I
shall
be
able
to
in
that
come some
the
hopes
day

of the next week ; but as my journey must be a pedes
trian one, I should not wish to mention a particular day."
"
On the 10th day of April, four days after the date of this
course

letter, he arrived," says Dr. Luckey,*
up his residence in my
for in six weeks he had

family.
acquired

"at my house, and took
He made his promises good,
more

knowledge

in the differ

of medical science than most students do in

departments
During this short period, he not only read Chaptal,
Fourcroy, Cheselden, Murray, Brown, Cullen, Rush, Syden
ham, Sharp, and Cooper, but wrote annotations on each, in
cluding critical remarks on the incongruities in their reason
ings. He remained with me five months, and at the end of
that time you would have imagined, from his conversation,
that he Avas an Edinburgh graduate."
These must ha\re been glorious days in the life of our young
student.
After having been tossed about upon the restless sea
of adversity, grasping at eArery object that offered the least hope
of supporting him until he could reach the desired haven for
which he Avas so manfully striving, his heavy body was now,
for the first time, at rest ; Avhile his mind, left to range at will
over the fields of science, revelled in the delightful scenes that
presented themselves at every step. Noav the object of his
heart's desire is within his grasp, and with what idolizing love
he pressed it to his bosom may be learned from the assertion
when
of his appreciating benefactor, who says of him that,
he sat down to study, so completely was he absorbed by his
subject that it seemed as though the amputation of one of his
limbs would scarcely withdraw his attention."

ent
a

year.

"

But Avith such
must have

soon

an

ardent thirst for scientific

knowledge, he
library of a
at all surprised

drained the contents of the small

country physician of that day, and
*

we

are
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few short months he determined to seek
We

can

trivial incident related
was

MEDICAL

the true

by

cause

more

hardly believe, therefore, that the
Dr. Drake, in the
of his

leaving

folloAving

para

the house of his

friend.

circumstance, having no connection with the relation
between him and his benefactor, but involving them both, led
to premature separation.
One or both of them Avere requested
by the political party to which they belonged, to deliver ora
"

A

approaching Fourth of July. Dr. Luckey began
appointed hour, and went through with his discourse,
attempts were made by the opposite party to offer insult

tions

on

the

the

at

but

and create disturbance ; at which our young orator became
indignant, and yielding to the impulse of his strong native

only refused to deliver what he had prepared, but
resolved on returning forthwith to Baltimore.
His oration Avas
left with his preceptor, who speaks of it as not umvorthy of
a Patrick
Henry."
Returning to Baltimore he became a pupil of Dr. Hall of
that city, and the succeeding autumn entered upon the course
of medical lectures in the University of Maryland; but it Avould
seem that, in
consequence of pecuniary difficulties, his purposes
were again thwarted.
In the ensuing February
1816 he
wrote to his benefactor in the
and
following eloquent
affecting
style :
Need I then inform you how high my expectations were
raised, Avhen I commenced attending the lectures this winter ;
need I say I Avas almost certain of future
competency ? Alas,
my friend, the Great Ruler of events, has interposed, in order
to teach new resignation to his will, this
heavy disappoint
ment.
By unforeseen events, by domestic calamities, I have
been compelled to relinquish the study of medicine, so
long the
ultimatum of all my hopes.
Father of all, thy avill be
done.
I have made this my motto,
my consolation, and did I
not daily see the truth of
Omnia pro Optimo,' I might,
perhaps,
repine. I am now in expectation of a situation with an emi-

feeling,

not

—

"

'

—
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apothecary of this city, and I
period, to recommence the study

The
some
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may be enabled at
of medicine."

a

he did not obtain ; but by
resume the
study of

enabled to

medicine ; for, on the 18th of April of the same year, he wrote
"
I still continue to study with Dr.
to Dr. Luckey :
Knight
—

the partner of Dr.
heaven, I may

will of

Davidge and provided it shall be the
possibly procure admission, in the course
—

of the next year, into the venerable circle of medicine."
Under the direction of, and in all probability, by the friendly

interposition of Dr. Davidge, he prosecuted his studies, and
with such diligence and zeal," says Dr. Sewall, "as to fur
nish, even at that early period, strong intimations of his future
eminence.
So indefatigable wras he in the acquisition of know
ledge that he left no opportunity of advancement unimproved ;
and, notwithstanding the deficiencies of his preparatory educa
tion, he pressed forward with an energy and perseverance that
enabled him not only to rival but to surpass all his fellows."
He attended the lectures in the Medical Department of the
University of Maryland, during the two succeeding AA'inters,
under the pupilage of his new friend, Professor Davidge, and was
graduated at the commencement in the spring of 1818. During
"

the last session of his
is well

of

attendance,

a

mentioned

circumstance occurred which

here, as illustrating his high
worthy
being
and
in
the
the
confidence
which the faculty of
class,
standing
the institution placed in his abilities. Dr. Davidge, who was
the Professor of Anatomy, having met with an accident by
which his thigh-bone was broken, was prevented from attend
ing to his professional duties for several weeks, and in the mean
time it became necessary to provide a temporary substitute.
The faculty with one accord selected Mr. Godman, who, confi
dent of his own attainments and of his ability to make a lecturer,
having already acted as a demonstrator in the dissecting-rooms,
consented to fulfil the appointment, and such was the enthusi
asm and eloquence of his delivery, the clearness and simplicity
of his style, the forcible appositeness of his illustrations, and,
withal, the modesty and propriety of his deportment, that he
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and commendation of all who heard him.
"
the supe
to be examined for his degree,
of his
as well as the extent and accuracy

applause

When he

came

of his

riority
knowledge
fessors
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mind,

were

as one

so

who

apparent, that he
was

destined

at some

high honor upon the profession."*
Confessedly the most important and

marked by the pro
future period to confer

was

interesting period

in the

is that at
life of a young man, who has studied a profession,
or
of
divinity,
medicine, law,
Avhich the degree, whether it be
It is then that his friends look upon
is conferred upon him.
him with emotions of unusual pleasure and anxiety ; gratified

but
that he has thus far succeeded in the calling of his choice,
aside
turn
he may
anxious, lest contented with his attainments,
from
into the paths of idleness, or seek others leading away
made
has
he
progress.
which
satisfactory
that upon
already
Pro
Hoav many there are, especially among those upon whom
who
a
of
intellectual
order,
superior
vidence has bestowed
gifts

and given
having reached this point with the highest honor,
and
usefulness, sud
promise of a career of great distinction
what is
denly stop short, and either sink into insignificance, or,
vicious pursuit as they Avere
worse, become as notorious in some
for a Avhile distinguished in their endeavors after knoAvledge.
The
Such was not the case with the subject of this narrative.
Avas not a turning-point
in
medicine
his
of
graduation
period
in his life, but only a mile-stone upon that road to eminence
which he continued subsequently to tread with such rapid
strides.

point in this connection is worthy of notice. It
might be supposed from the preceding account of Dr. Godman's trials and privations, that he entered upon the study of
Another

medicine Avithout any more preparatory education than what
he might have picked up during the few years of schooling
Avhich he enjoyed when a boy, as is unfortunately the case
many young men who apply for and gain admission
But this is very far from being
into our medical colleges.

Avith

so

♦Memoir

Introductory Lecture, by
Society, 1830.

the American Tract

Thomas

Sewall, M.D., published by
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true, for, notAvithstanding the many and serious
under Avhich he

disadvantages

labored, he had succeeded, by dint of indomit

able perseverance, backed

by

a

high appreciation

of the

quali

fications necessary to enable him thoroughly to grasp the re
condite truths of medical science, in making himself an excel
"

In this respect he was a shining example ; and
should animate every friendless young
man, Avho may engage in the study of medicine, to imitate
his industry and unfaltering perseverance.
By these means,

lent scholar.
his

subsequent

success

if not blessed with his

extensive

usefulness,

Destitute of the
sIoav

and

course

of

genius, he may prepare himself for
earn
respectability, if not renown."*

means

necessary to enable him to wait the
business in a city Avhere, doubtless,

professional
preferred

he would have much

to remain, Dr. Godman pro
ceeded to the country, and became a candidate for practice in
the village of New Holland, State of Maryland, whence, how

ever, he removed in
not far from

ness, and

few months to the banks of the

a

Baltimore;

Here he succeeded in

Patapsco,
obtaining busi

here, also, he made those observations in

which became

natural

the basis of

a
years subsequently
"
Rambles of a Naturalist."
papers entitled
"But his ardent temperament was little adapted to the stagnant

history,

series of

some

popular

existence of

a

village

doctor.

He thirsted for

competition,

engage in the rivalries which prevail among the
didates for fame. Nature seems to have urged him on.

longed

to

and
can

It

she Avho revealed to him the compass of his intellectual
powers ; and bid him seek a theatre commensurate with their
Avas

He looked with eager

anticipation upon the time
opportunity of employing his talents
as a public teacher of anatomy, and had no little expectation
of being called to the University of Maryland, to occupy, as a
professor, the place which he had temporarily filled during the
But being disap
last course of lectures that he attended.
to
remove to Phila
he
resolved
in
this
latter,
boldly
pointed
medical
of
as
the
still,
teaching in this
emporium
delphia, then,

efficiency."!

Avhen he should have

*

an

t lb.

Dr. Drake's Memoir.
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country, and the Mecca of all his hopes and aspirations, thcro
upon his individual account as a lecturer upon
and
anatomy
physiology. But he had hardly taken up his
residence there, and begun to attract the attention Avhich his

strike

to

out

talents almost
the late Dr.

immediately elicited,

Drake,

Avho

was

when he

then in search of

was

solicited

men

of

by
ability,

complete the organization of the Faculty of the Medical
College of Ohio, to accept the professorship of surgery in that

to

institution, the

previously.
of the

first session of which had closed

To this he

consented,

and

on

a

few months

the 6th of

October,

year, 1821, being his wedding-day,* he left Phila
and after a tedious journey of two or three weeks,

same

delphia,

arrived at Cincinnati

just

in time to enter upon his

profes

sorial duties.

Looking
poor

ratively
called
an

back from this distant

prospects of the Medical

little fitness of Dr. Godman for the chair which he

to

fill, this

seems

to me at

exceedingly ill-judged

must

day at the then apparently
College of Ohio, and the compa
first

But,

thought

to

was

have been

the other

hand,

it

be taken into account that his ambition to become

a

move.

second

on

his insatiate

public teacher,
only
knoAvledge ; that he possessed a thorough acquaintance with
the leading principles of medicine; that he Avas
admirably
versed in the subject of anatomy, with which
surgery has so
close a connection ; that the only other medical school then in
operation in the great West, Avas the one at Lexington, Ken
tucky ; that Cincinnati, although containing but about ten
thousand inhabitants, was the largest city west of the
Alleghanies; and that the probability of his getting rapidly into
practice was far greater than it would have been in Philadel
phia, or any of the other older settled cities of the East. Such,
Avas

to

thirst for

doubtless, were the arguments which influenced him to emi
grate to Cincinnati ; but the sequel, while it did not disprove

their cogency,

proved

to

him

an

unfortunate experience.

*

Dr. Godman married a daughter of the
distinguished artist, Peale.
survived him many years, never ceased to mourn his
untimely death
lived in confident and joyful expectation of
meeting him in heaven.

She
and

JOHN
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Indeed, he may be ranked among the first victims to the
remarkable ill-success which befell nearly all those who were
about that time, and

subsequently, persuaded to leave their
homes,
join the illustrious Drake in his attempts
to build up the Medical College of Ohio.
Scarcely had he
delivered his introductory address, Avhen he was compelled to
resign his appointment, and thus to abandon the principal
object Avhich he had in view in leaving Philadelphia. Of the pre
to

eastern

which led him to take this step we have no definite
information, but only the simple statement of Dr. Drake, that
cise
"

causes

difficulties of Avhich he

Avere

generated

in the

was

neither the

faculty;

cause

the class

was

nor

the victim

small,

and the

prospects of the institution overcast."

Although again foiled in his efforts
tion, commensurate with his talents
the

pecuniary

man

to

Avants of his

family,

to
as

secure an
a

official

posi

public teacher,

Dr. Godman

succumb under such adverse circumstances.

was

not

His

and
the

ascent

up the precipitous and rugged hill, upon which the temple of
fame is said to stand, Avas not thus to be prevented, and hardly

lightly-rooted shrub given way beneath his weight,
again upon his feet, struggling up another
and
undiminished strength, seizing upon other
with
pathway,
which
promised a more secure hold. Disappointed
objects,
and thwarted by the failure of the Medical College, he engaged
immediately in the establishment of a medical journal, and the
Western Quarterly Reporter," the first periodical of the kind
west of the Alleghanies, was the result of his enterprise.
It
he
was not the
that
of
true
be
this
the
originator
scheme,
may
had the last

before

Ave

find him

"

credit of which is ascribed to his friend, Dr.
labor of having carried it into execution was

Drake, but the
certainly his, as

"
the pages of the
Reporter" amply attest. But alas ! for his
not have laid hold of a Aveaker support. Medi
he
could
hopes,

Avas then, as it has ever since
proved to be, in
the
least profitable investment of talent, labor, or
this country,
money, within the range of a professional man's pursuit, and

cal

journalism

we are

not at all

surprised

numbers, the enterprise

to learn

was

that, after the issue

abandoned.

of six
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the brief existence of the

establishment under the

"

Reporter,"

existing circumstances,

is

its

sufficient

to those avIio are familiar with such labors, of a degree
of energy on the part of the editor, almost unparalleled in the
history of medical journalism, cither in this or any other

evidence

signal ability with Avhich it was conducted, is
hardly equalled by any of the thirty or forty similar periodi
country

;

and the

cals, with which American medical literature is

supplied.

at

present

In

looking over its pages, one is absolutely aston
great literary merit and intrinsic value of its con

ished at the

and some idea of the enormous labor bcstoAved upon it
Dr.
Godman, may be gained from the statement, that more
by
than three hundred pages of its contents were contributed by his
tents ;

Of these

contributions, many Avere of an ethical
nature, relating
education, medical quarrels, medi
cal excellence, medical duties, kc. ; others of a purely scientific
character, and quite a number revieAVS of medical Avorks ; any
OAvn

pen.

to

one

of Avhich

medical

Avould command attention in

journals

of the

present day.
Dr. Godman did

sion of the

"

not

Reporter,"

remain in Cincinnati until the suspen
but impelled by the same high ambition

Avhich had led him from the banks of the

phia,

and from the latter

city

to

Patapsco

to

the banks of the

Philadel

Ohio, he
1822,

retraced his steps to Philadelphia, in the autumn of
having resided in the West but a single year.

During this
only accomplished the work
above alluded to, and attended to his practice, Avhich is said to
have been considerable for a stranger, but
occupied himself with
many other less important objects, bearing upon the good of
the profession, or his own individual improvement.
Amoiif
other things it is mentioned that
he erected an apparatus
for sulphurous fumigation, and translated and
published a
French pamphlet on that remedy; he read
many medical
brief

period, hoAvever,

he had not

"

books, and

stuely

current

works of

of the German and

general literature ; prosecuted the

Spanish languages ;

and labelled the
ancient coins and medals in the Western Museum.
In the
midst of the whole, he also found time to cultivate his social

D.
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and every day added a neAV friend to the catalogue
of those Avho loved him for his simplicity and frankness, not

relations,
less than

they

admired him for his

genius, vivacity,

and dili

gence."*
October, 1822, Dr. Godman, with his wife and infant
child, bid farewell to the West, and set out to retrace his steps
In

across

The

the mountains.

one,

performed entirely by

road,

he characterizes it

journeys that
Philadelphia,

he had

ever

journey

was

stage, and in
as

exceeding

a

in

a

long

and tedious

letter written

on

the

misery,

before undertaken.

any tAventy
He arrived in

the theatre of his future renoAvn, just as the
were assembling for the annual course of lec

medical students

University of Pennsylvania, then the only medical
school in the city.
Having no time to lose, he went imme
diately to work, to provide himself with the means for estab
lishing himself as a private lecturer upon anatomy and physio
logy. For this purpose, he hired the rooms in College Avenue,
which had been previously occupied for one or two years, by

tures in the

Dr. Jason

Lawrence, and which

devoted to the

same

have

objects by

whom have become well known

ever

various
to

the

since his

time, been

gentlemen, many
profession, as men

of
of

science, and teachers of great ability. Here he commenced
lecturing, and in a few Aveeks, his eloquence as a speaker, his
great powers as a delineator of the subjects which he undertook
to teach, and his Avinning manners as a companion, attracted

large numbers, not only of students of medicine, but of others
His talents, indeed,
not directly interested in medical studies.
soon became the theme of remark throughout the numerous
circles of scientific and literary men, of which Philadelphia has
had such good reason to be proud for the last half century, and
requisitions Avere frequently made upon him for addresses,
before various professional and non-professional assemblies.
Never, however, so far as I am informed, did he condescend to
anything like a political harangue ; for, notwithstanding the
fervid patriotism which he exhibited, whenever occasion oc*

Dr.

Drake, Op.

cit.
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to

have lived above

even

slips of party demagogues.
appear before public audience's,

of the tricks and

Whenever he consented

to

unfrequently did, the subjects which ho selected
discussion, were almost invariably of a scientific character,

Avhich he
for

not

and thus while those Avho crowded to hear him,

tained

enthu

the

by

display of his brilliant imagination, deep
graceful delivery, they never failed to receive

and

siasm,

less valuable instruction.

more or

delivered about this

lished in

volume

a

enter

were

time,

some

In the addresses which he

and which

years

collected and

were

afterwards,

will be found

pub
some

specimens of his eloquence as a speaker, and skill as a reasoner,
Avhich clearly evince the remarkable talent with which he was
gifted.
It was not, however, to prh'ate instruction or public lecturing
that Dr. Godman devoted his Avhole time, exacting as these duties
were.
During the four years in Avhich he occupied the rooms
in College Avenue, he made many contributions to anatomical
science, and more especially to surgical anatomy, most of
which were published in the "Philadelphia Journal of the
Medical Sciences."
Of this periodical, he afterwards, in 1824,
became

support,
rate

of the

one

to

within

anatomical

editors,
a

and continued to

short time of his death.

investigations, comprising

a

use

his pen for its
more elabo

His

minute account of

the connections and distribution of the various fasciae of the

human
to

the

body, were published in a separate volume, given
profession in 1824. He also issued a tract of eighty-

six pages, entitled " Contributions to Physiological and Patho
logical Anatomy, made at the Philadelphia Anatomical

Rooms,

during
But

search

the Avinter of 1824-5."

by

his removal

was

opened

the banks of the

to

Philadelphia,

a

still wider field for

re

before him.

Since his first settlement upon
he had employed every suitable

Patapsco,
cultivating a practical acquaintance with gene
ral natural history, and had already become
proficient in
many of its branches ; but here, through the Academy of Natu

opportunity

ral

for

Sciences,

of which he had been made

a

member before his

JOHN

D.
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departure for the West, he was enabled to extend his investiga
tions, and soon conceived the idea of writing a book upon the
subject, which should be the crowning labor of his life. By
the most indefatigable industry and perseverance this was
accomplished, and in 1826, appeared his "American Natural
History," in three octavo volumes, a work which, considering
the circumstances under which it was produced, is at once a
valuable addition to the scientific literature of the
country, and
a
monument
to
his
worthy
memory.

In addition to his

strictly scientific labors, which, in viewing
accomplished, one Avould suppose must have occupied
moment
of his Avorking hours, Dr. Godman dipped
every
somewhat into general literature, and wrote several elaborate
analytical and critical reviews for the "American Quarterly,"
and translated and published a number of papers from the
Latin, French, and German languages, among which were
LaA'asseur's "Narrative of Lafayette's Visit to the United

what he

States."
Such

the life of incessant toil that he

was
leading in
body Avhich met with but
little recompense in a pecuniary point of view, when he Avas
called to the professorship of anatomy in Rutgers' College, in
The office was one of honor ; the
the city of New York.
school, boasting among other well-known names upon its list

was

Philadelphia,

a

sacrifice of mind and

lecturers, those of Mott

and

Hosack, promised to obtain a
Having
appointment, he went
rapid
to NeAV York in the fall of 1826, and lectured, with almost un
paralleled popularity, during the ensuing winter. He also be
came a candidate for practice ; but, considering his devotion to
pursuits which ill fitted him to compete for popular favor of
this sort, it does not seem likely that he obtained much en
couragement. The following Avinter, his health, which had
been declining for some time previous, became so much im
paired that he Avas obliged to quit about the middle of the
course, and resign his chair.
Being advised to leave New
a
went to Santa Cruz, Avhere he
he
for
Avarmer
York
latitude,
remained during February, March, and April, and returned to
of

success.

consented to the
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unpleasant and, so far as
unsatisfactory visit. Convinced
concerned,
did
now that he was in the advanced stages of consumption, he
Avas
he
skeleton
mere
a
to
not attempt
indeed, being reduced
physically unable to resume his anatomical labors, but taking

Philadelphia
his health

in

after

May,

rather

a

an

was

—

—

a

Germantown, he continued to labor with his pen
of
support of his family. It was here, while for most

house

for the

at

the time unable to leave his

that he wrote for

"

The

room

Friend,"

and often too Aveak to sit up,
a

Aveekly magazine, published

letters entitled "Rambles of

a
delightful
and
collected,
published
subsequently
in Waldie's "Select Circulating Library," but after the author's
death Avere issued in an independent 12mo. volume, edited by
Dr. Reynell Coates, and prefaced by a memoir taken from the
"Western Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences," for
Avhich it had been prepared by the editor, Dr. Daniel Drake.
Dr. Godman also continued to work for the
Encyclopa3dia
Americana," the natural history department of Avhich had

at

Philadelphia,

Naturalist."

those

These

were

"

exclusively confided to him, but which he did not live
complete. In this condition, he passed nearly tAvo years ;
occasionally able to go out and enjoy the sunshine and the
landscape, Avhich to his genial heart seemed so bright and
green, but for most of the time confined to the house, hus
banding his strength for the performance of those labors
But,
upon Avhich the daily bread of his family depended.
with all the appliances which science and art could suggest or
contrive, the unremitting attentions of his friends, of whom
Dr. Samuel Jackson seems to have been the most devoted, and
the affectionate nursing of his attached Avife, his disease made
steady inroads. During this period, he Avas fully aware that
his end was not far off, and often thought it immediately at
hand, but never once did he repine or complain. Throughout
the whole of his sickness, he maintained a remarkably cheer
ful frame of mind, and would not permit any exhibition of sad
On the 17th day of April, 1830, he com
ness in his chamber.
mended his family to the Father of mercies, and calmly resigned
himself into the hands of the Saviour in whom he trusted, and

been
to

JOHN
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"

thus fell from the firmament of the American profession,
before he had reached his meridian splendor, one of the

brightest

stars

Of the

which have yet risen above its horizon."
salient points presented in the life and

numerous

character of Dr. Godman, that which stands out with probably
prominence than any other was his inordinate thirst for

more

This showed itself in his

childhood, seemed to
"grow
strengthen
growth
strength," and
was as manifest
during the long days of his last illness, days
which he felt to be his last,
as it Avas Avhen, with elastic step
of conjoined youth and vigorous health, he scoured the country
in pursuit of objects of natural history.
Such was his intense
craving, that nothing seemed to satisfy him. Although human
anatomy and general zoology Avere his favorite studies, yet he
took in, Avith almost equal avidity, physiology, pathology, and
the other branches of medicine; became proficient in several
modern and ancient languages; prosecuted extensive and diver

knowledge.

and

Avith his

with his

—

—

sified researches into the natural sciences; made himself tho
roughly acquainted Avith general history, and acquired a know

ledge
more

of the fine arts

beyond

that

usually possessed by those
In the pursuit of

immediately interested in such matters.

subjects, his eagerness knew no limits ;
and
winter
summer, alone in the wide Avorld or
day
night,
cares of a family, he knew no rest, variety
the
oppressed by
any

one or

other of these

and

of

occupation being

the

only

relaxation which he

sought

or

desired.
It

Avas

not, however, for

purpose that he
Avith
such
knoAvledge
eagerness, and
it for the gratification of a variety of learning.
a

selfish, miserly

accumulated stores of
much less

was

He seemed to love truth for truth's sake ; and, Avhile he
ever ready and willing to impart it to others, he did

was

not

attempt to make display of it for the purpose of applause,
but preferred rather to pass for a student even among those
Avhom he essayed to teach.
a

As

a

lecturer, he

Avas

unusually gifted.

His

style

Avas

easy

and natural ; his diction simple, but choice and graceful ; his
powers of illustration remarkably quick and accurate ; and the
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delivered his

prelections

was sure

to win the attention of his auditors, whatever the subject in
hand might be. Added to these qualities, he possessed a coun

tenance full

of

interest, and capable of strong and varied

ex

In
melody
pression,
he
seemed
human
his
favorite
branch,
anatomy,
lecturing upon
to comprehend precisely what were the wants of those Avho
were just
beginning the study, and he was the first and only
man in this
country who has ever been able successfully to

and

a

and

voice of Avonderful

flexibility.

his dissections in the presence of his class, Avithout
interruption to the continuance and integrity of his lecture.
on

carry

This he

always

contended to be the

only

true

method of teach

ing anatomy in the amphitheatre ; and Avith his happily con
stituted powers of description, and his great aptitude in hand

ling

the

scalpel,

the

superiority

of

the

plan

Avas

hoAvever aAvkward and tedious such

demonstrated,
might seem Avhen attempted by

a

clearly
course

almost any one else.
In his intercourse with society, he Avas characterized

frankness and
manner, Avhich

by great
honesty of purpose, conjoined with a suavity of
captivated every one with Avhom he was brought

in contact; and the close attachment of the numerous friends
Avho enjoyed his intimacy is a sufficient evidence of his sin

and

cerity
As

a

sation,

uprightness

Christian,

he

of heart.

illustrated, both in his walk

early youth, and of Avhich,
more
fully approved. It is
his mind

was

conver

at

the age of

true

that,

maturity, his mind
period of his life,

one

fears, and for a
groping in the darkness and uncertainty
again, some time before his death, the

of materialism ; but
clouds dispersed, and he stood forth
to

at

much disturbed with doubts and

time he seemed to be

witness

and

the truth of those doctrines which he had received in

the truth

it is in

as

a

bold and cheerful

Jesus, testifying

before all Avho
visited him in his sick chamber to the inestimable value of the

Christian's

as

hope.
T.

G. RlCHARDSOX.

SAMUEL LATHAM MITCHILL.
1764—1831.

This

distinguished individual,

to the citizens of the United

by

so

long
and

States,

the

and

enlightened of Europe, merits
labors, as the pioneer philosopher

a

and
so

familiarly known
highly appreciated

record of his character

in the

promotion

of natu

ral science and medicine in America.

Samuel L. Mitchill

was

born in North

Hempstead, formerly

Plandome, Queen's County, Long Island, New York, on the
20th of August, 1764. In this village, his father, Robert
Mitchill, of English descent, was an industrious farmer, of the
Society of Friends. He died in 1789, leaving behind him six
sons

and tAvo

daughters,

most of

whom he lived to

see

respect

the third son, who was remark
ably
able for those habits of observation and reflection which Avere

settled in life.

Samuel

enviable distinction among his
fortunately for mankind, his talents and

destined to elevate him to

contemporaries

;

and,

was

an

laudable ambition met a discerning and liberal patron in his
maternal uncle, Dr. Samuel Latham, a skilful and intelligent
medical

practitioner

in his native

village.

received his classical education under

Young

Mitchill

the direction of the

accomplished Dr. Leonard Cutting ; the elemen
tary principles of medicine under his uncle Latham ; and com
pleted his professional studies in New York, with the erudite
learned and

Bard, with whom
devoted pupil.

Dr. Samuel

he continued three years

The condition of affairs in NeAV
rences

of the

revolutionary

York, owing

to

the

—

a

occur

contest, and the occupancy of this
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himself of the
young Mitchill to avail
the University of Edinburgh, Avhere he

1783, and Avhich Avas at that time adorned by the
talents of Cullen, Black, Duncan, and Monro. Here he enjoyed
the gratifying intercourse of many remarkable students, and
arrived in

among his fellow-companions were the late Sir James Mackin
tosh: the excellent Dr. Caspar Wistar; Richard S. Kissam, the

surgeon ; William Hammersly, long a professor in
Columbia College ; and Thomas Addis Emmet, still so well
remembered as pre-eminent at the NeAV York Bar.

popular

Upon his return to his native country, the young physician,
richly laden with stores of professional and general information,
devoted a portion of his leisure to acquire a knoAvledge of the
laws and Constitution of the Republic, under the direction of
Robert

Yates,

at

that time Chief Justice of the State of NeAV

His medical career, his professional labors, and his con
tributions towards the natural history and science of his country,

York.

comprehended by those who investigate the progress
departments of knowledge have made in this country.
The universal praise, says "Old New York,"* Avhich Dr.
Mitchill enjoyed in almost every part of the globe where
science is cultivated, during a long life, is demonstrative that
his merits Avere of a high order.
A discourse might be deli
vered on the variety and extent of his services in the cause of
learning and humanity. Dr. Mitchill's character had many
peculiarities ; his knoAvledge Avas diversified and most exten
sive, if not always profound. Like most of our sex, he was
married, but, as old Fuller would say, the only issues of his
body were the products of his brain. He advanced the scien
tific reputation of NeAV York by his early promulgation, when
first appointed professor in Columbia College, of the Lavoisierian system of chemistry.
His first scientific paper Avas an
essay on Evaporation ; his mineralogical survey of Ncav York
in 1797, gave Volney many hints ; his analysis of the Sara
toga waters enhanced the importance of these mineral springs.

■will be best
those

*

Old New York ; or, Reminiscences of the past

12mo. 1858.

Sixty Years.

New York.
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"

published An Account of the State of
in
Columbia
College." His ingenious theory of the
Learning
doctrine of septon and septic acid gave origin to many papers,
and impulse to Sir Humphrey Davy's vast discoveries ; his
doctrines on pestilence aAvakened inquiry from every class of
observers throughout the Union ; his expositions of a theory
of the earth and solar system captivated minds of the highest
qualities. His speculations on the phosphorescence of the
Avaters of the ocean, on the fecundity of fish, on the decortica
tion of fruit trees, on the anatomy and physiology of the shark,
His corres
swelled the mystery of his diversified knoAvledge.
pondence with Priestley is an example of the delicious manner
in which argument can be conducted in philosophical discus

About this

he

time,

sion.

His elaborate account of the fishes of

waters

adjacent
enlarged,

wards

to

somnium

NeAV

invoked the
the

our

fresh and salt

York, comprising 166 species, after

plaudits

of Cuvier.

of Rachel Baker

His reflec

evinced

psycho
His
numerous papers
combination.
original
logical
on natural history enriched the annals of the Lyceum, of Avhich
His researches on the ethnological
he was long President.
characteristics of the red man of America betrayed the bene
His fanciful
volence of his nature and his generous spirit.
a ne\v and more appropriate
for
intended
Fredonia,"
article,
geographical designation for the United States, was at one
period a topic which enlisted a voluminous correspondence, now
printed in the proceedings of the NeAV York Historical Society.
He increased our knoAvledge of the vegetable materia medica
of the United States, and he Avrote largely on the subject
to Barton of Philadelphia, Cutler of Massachusetts, Darling
He in
ton of Pennsylvania, and Ramsey of South Carolina.
He
Avrote
orientale.
the
sessamum
into
troduced
practice
other
to
and
of
Percival
to
philosophers
Manchester,
amply
He largely seconded the views
in Europe, on noxious agents.
He cheered
of Judge Peters, on gypsum as a fertilizer.
Avas
when
he
Fulton
dejected ; encouraged Livingston in ap
propriation ; awakened new zeal in Wilson, when Tompkins,
the Governor of the State, had nigh paralyzed him by his
tions

on

vieAvs of

"

—

case

—
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Pintard, Cael-

; and with John

zealous pro
Edely,
moter
system of internal improvement which has
stamped immortality on the name of Clinton. He co-operated
with Jonathan Williams in furtherance of the Military Aca
demy at West Point ; and, for a long series of years, Avas
an
important Professor of Agriculture and Chemistry, in
Columbia College, and of Natural History, Botany, and
Materia Medica, in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Avallader D.

Colden,

and Thomas

Avas

a

of that

uf NeAV York.

His letters to

Tilloch, of London,

on

the pro

gress of his mind in the investigation of septic acid
genated azote is curious as a physiological document.
—

—

oxy

Many

leading papers from his pen are to be found in the
Philosophical Magazine," and in the New York
Medical Repository," a journal of Avide renown, which he
of the
"

"

London

established with Miller and

Smith ;

"American Medical and
York Medical and

yet he

Avrote

Philosophical Register,"
Physical Journal," the "American

of

in

the

the "NeAV

the

"

Mine-

Transactions of the Philo

Bruce,
ralogical Journal,"
sophical Society of Philadelphia," and supplied several other
periodicals, both abroad and at home, with the results of his
cogitations. He accompanied Fulton on his first voyage in a
steamboat, in August, 1807; and, with Williamson and Hosack,
he organized the Literary and Philosophical Society of NeAV
York, in lsll. He Avas associated with Griscom, Eddy, Colden,
Gerard, and Wood, in the establishment of the Institution for
the Deaf and Dumb ; and, with Eddy and Hosack, may be
classed with the first in this city in respect to time, who held
converse with the afflicted mute by means of signs.
With Dr.

Townsend and

Sylvanus Miller, he disinterred a mammoth, at
the Walkill,
Orange County, in 1818; and constituted a pro
minent member of a convention held at Philadelphia, in 1819,
for preparing a National Pharmacopoeia.
He was one of the commissioners appointed by the
general
government for the construction of a new naval force, to be
propelled by steam, the steamer "Fulton the First." While
he Avas a member of the United States Senate, he was unin

—
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adoption of improved quarantine laws,
Bayley in the undertaking ; and, among
his other acts important to the public weal, Avas strenuous to
lessen the duties on the importation of rags, in order to render
the manufacture of paper cheaper, the better to aid the diffusion
of knoAvledge by printing.

effecting

the

and aided Dr. Richard

There

Avas

a rare

and multifarious
his

"Epistles

to

union in Dr. Mitchill of

a

mind of vast

and of

poetic imagery. Even in
knowledge
his Lady Love," the excellent lady who

became his endeared
tuneful

numbers,

dove,

Avith

mens

of his

wife, he gave utterance of his emotions in
and likened his condition unto that of the

trepidation seeking safety in the ark. The speci
poetic talents given in the Messrs. Duyckinck's
Cyclopaedia of American Literature," are a fair representa
tion of his metrical genius.
He Avas tinctured with the Rosa
Matilda style, and adored Darwin.
The epistle to that philo
Dr.
the intellectual elabo
was
blended
Avith
Smith,
sopher, by
"

demonstrates, like his versification
of the piscatory eclogues
Sannazarius, how deeply devoted
and
to
the
effective.
De Witt Clinton, his
he Avas
the simple
numbers
of his special
admirer, caused him to add to the
rations of Dr.

Mitchill,

and

of

Neapolitan bard ; and I am ready to admit
that Mitchill equalled in harmony and in manner, the once
highly estimated piscatorial poetry of Moses Brown, who, in
1773, had published his "Angling Sports," in nine eclogues.
translations of the

Dr. Mitchill's translations of

increased

celebrity ;

our

Indian War songs gave him
Avas admitted, for this

and I believe he

generous service, an associate of their tribes. The MohaAA'ks
had received him into their fraternity at the time Avhen he was
with the commission at the treaty of Fort Stamvix.
I was repeatedly curious enough to interrogate him

as

to

the

question, Avhat agency he had had in the modification of the
New England Primer, and whether, at his suggestion, the old
obey," had been trans
lines, "By Washington
equally
great deeds Avere done." In one of my morning visits to him,
at his residence in White Street, about the time that Jeffrey,
poetry,

"

Whales in the

formed into the

sea

God's voice

sonorous
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Edinburgh critic, had called upon him, to take
the dimensions of a universal philosopher, the learned Doctor
was engaged in
writing a series of minor poems for the nur
sery ; for his nursery literature, like his knowledge of botanical
writers, had scarcely any limitation. "You are acquainted,"
with the nursery rhymes commencing Four-andsays he,
blackbirds?'
twenty
They abound with errors," added he,
and the infantile mind is led astray by the acquisition of
I have thus altered them this morning : 'When
such verses.
the pie Avas opened, the birds they Avere songless ; was not that
a
pretty dish to set before the Congress?' I thus correct,"
added the Doctor, "the error that might be imbibed in infancy
the celebrated

"

'

"

of the musical functions of cooked birds ; and while I discard
the King of Great Britain, with wdiom Ave have nothing to do,

give them some knowledge of our general government, by
specifying our Congress." These trifles show Iioav intense
Avas his Americanism.
When he declared, in his ingenious
effusion on
Freedom and Fredonia,"
I

"

''

Not Plato in his

Phaxlon,
Fredon,"'

Excels the Chief of

his

democracy

and his admiration of the

philosopher Jefferson,
complete.
Ancient and modern languages Avere unlocked to him, and a
wide range of physical science, the pabulum of his intellectual
then

President,

An essay

repast.

dumb,

Avas

verses to

on

septon,

composts,
or

to

a

tractate

the Indian

on

the deaf and

tribes, might be elimi

nated from his mental alembic within the compass of a few
He was now engaged with the
hours.
anatomy of the egg, and
noAv
deciphering a Babylonian brick; noAV involved in the
nature of meteoric stones ; noAv in the different
species of brassica ;

in the

evaporization of fresh water ; noAV in that of
scrutinizing the geology of Niagara ; now anatomi
the
tortoise; now offering suggestions to Garnet, of New
zing
the
Jersey,
correspondent of Mark Akenside, on the an^lc of
salt ;

no ay

now

the windmill ; and

now

concurring with

Michaux

on

the

beauty

SAMUEL
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furniture ; now,

investigation of
bivalves; and now with the learned Jewish Rabbi, Gershom
Seixas, in exegetical disquisitions on Kennicott's Hebrew Bible.
Now he might be waited upon by the indigent philosopher,
Christopher Colles, to countenance his measures for the intro
duction of the Bronx River into the city ; and now a committee
of soap-boilers might seek after him, to defend the innoxious
influence of their vocation in a crowded population. For his
services in this cause of the chandlers, Chancellor Livingston
assured him, doubtless facetiously, by letter, that he deserved
a monument of hard
soap ; while Mitchill, in return, compli
mented Livingston, for his introduction of the merino sheep,
as chief of the
Argonauts. In the morning he might be found
composing songs for the nursery ; at noon dietetically experi
menting and writing on fishes, or unfolding to admiration a
new theory on terrene formations ; and at evening addressing
his fair readers on the healthy influence of the alkalies, and
the depurating virtues of whitewashing.
At his country retreat, at Plandome, he might find full
employment in translating, for his mental diversion, Lancisi,
on the fens and marshes of Rome, or in rendering into English
poetry the piscatory eclogues of Sannazarius. One day, in
workmanlike dress, he might have been engaged, with his
friend, Elihu H. Smith, on the natural history of the Ame
rican elk, or perplexed as to the alimentary nature of tadpoles,
on which, according to Noah Webster, the people of Vermont
almost fattened, during a season of scarcity ; another, attired
for presents
in the costume of a native of the Feejee Islands,
he was better
Avere sent him from all quarters of the globe,
accoutred for illustration, and for the reception, at his house,
of a meeting of his philosophical acquaintances ; while again,
—

—

in the scholastic robes of

cises of

an

LL.D., he would grace the

college
imperfectly glanced at the literary
of
Dr.
Mitchill : they are too numerous
writings
a

exer

commencement.

I have but

18

and scientific
to

be noticed
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To others must be

His detailed narrative of the

that

assigned
earthquakes, which

on
the 16th day of December, 1811, and which
the
the
parts of North America that lie betAveen
agitated
occurrences
and
of
Atlantic Ocean and Louisiana,
subsequent
of a like nature, is a record of physical phenomena avcII worthy

occurred

King, Mr. Merriam, and others,
escaped the attention even of our dis
tinguished philosopher, Dr. Maury, the famed author of the
Physical Geography of the Sea. This elaborate paper of Dr.
the notice of

but which

Mitchill is

to

Storm

our

seem

to

haAre

be found in the Transactions of the NeAV York

Philosophical Society, 4to, vol. i, pp. 281-310.
collegiate labors in the several branches of
knowledge, which he taught for almost forty years, I shall
assume the
privilege of saying a few Avords. His appearance
before his class was that of an earnest instructor, reaely to im

Literary

and

Of Dr. Mitchill's

part the

stores

of his accumulated wisdom for the benefit of

disquisitions Avere perpetually enlhTingenious observations. Chemistry, which
first engaged his capacious mind, Avas rendered the more capti
vating by his endeavors to improve the nomenclature of the
his

pupils,

Avhile his oral

cned Avith novel and

French savans, and to render the science subservient to the
In treating
useful purposes of agriculture, art, and hygiene.

medica, he delighted to dAvell on the riches of
products for the art of healing, and he sustained an
enormous correspondence
throughout the land, in order to add
to his own practical observations the experience of the compe
tent, the better to prefer the claims of our indigenous products.
As a physician of that renowned institution, the Ncav York
Hospital, he never omitted, when the opportunity presented,
to employ the results of his investigations for clinical appli
ances.
The simplicity of his prescriptions often provoked a
smile on the part of his students, while he was acknowledged a
sound physician at the bedside.
His anecdotical remarks on
the theories and systems at once declared that he Avas fully
apprised of previous therapeutical means, from the deductions
of Hippocrates and Pliny, Boerhaave and Hoffman, to the fan-

of the materia
our

native
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ciful speculations of Brown and DarAvin.
He was filled with
the precepts of the Salernian code. But his great forte was
natural history.
Here his expositions of that vast science, in
its several ramifications, gave the best proofs of his capacious
stores of bookish wisdom and

personal knowledge. He may fairly
pronounced the pioneer investigator of geological science
He was early
among us, preceding McClure by several years.
led to give his countenance to the solidity of the Wernerian
theory, but had occasion to announce his belief, from subsequent
investigation in after life, that the Huttonian system Avas not
wholly Avithout facts deduced from certain phenomena in this
country. His first course of lectures on natural history, includ
ing geology, mineralogy, zoology, ichthyology, and botany,
was delivered, in extenso, in the
College of Physicians and
Surgeons, in 1811, before a gratified audience, who recognized
in the professor a teacher of rare attainments and of singular
tact in unfolding complex knowledge with analytic power.
be

Few left the lectures Avithout the conviction that
sitor had enlisted their attention.

teacher in that
neven

and Mott.

faculty
There

He in fact

which included
was

blended someAvhat after the

a

an

a

great

Hosack, Post,

Mac-

wholesome natural
of

able expo

was

Paley,

theology,

with his

prelec
tions, and an abundance of patriotism, associated with every
rich specimen of native mineral Avealth. It would have proved
difficult for him to have found adequate language to express
his gratification at the present day, of our California treasures.
His manner throughout, as an instructor, was calculated to
attract the attention of the students by his intelligible language
and pleasing elucidations. His confidence in his expositions was
not always permanent
new facts often led to new opinions
but the uncertainties of geological doctrines, not yet removed,
gave him sometimes more freedom of expression than rigid
induction might justify ; and when he affirmed as his belief
that the American continent was the Old World, and that the
—

manner

—

might have originally been located in Onon
daga Hollow, he imposed a tax on credulity too onerous to
bear. Jefferson, indeed, considered the red men of America
Garden of Eden
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antiquity than those of Asia ; and
Clavigero thought that the first American people

of

the Abbd

remote

more

descended

In con
from different families after the confusion of tongues.
on fishes, Mitchill thought he had
his
investigations
templating
"

enlarged the boundaries of science, and his exclamation, ShoAV
me a scale, and I will point out the fish !" was not thought too
hyperbolical for his scholars. But even in the warmth of such
utterance, he did
great surgeon of
with him
mammoth

For

not

Bell, the

outvie the assertion of John
in

conversation I held

Edinburgh, who,
history, affirmed that, with
bone, he could form a new theory of the earth.
on

more

a

American natural

than

ciated in

a

a

score of years it Avas my lot to be asso
labors with this renowned man, and I may

collegiate
pardoned if my remarks

length on the professo
philosopher.
Pages might be appropriated to a record of his various occu
pations with men of all ranks and of every profession. His
popular address; his unpretending demeanor; his cordial feel
ings to advance the interests of all classes, blended Avith his
Avell-known and acknowledged merits, constituted him an oracle

be

rial

career

are

of

some

of this American

He held converse with the way
among his felloAv-citizens.
man ; could amuse an old soldier
by the recital of mar
faring
tial

deeds,

and excite the admiration of

a

Radcliffian

professor

philosophy. Almost every projector of a new device sought
his judgment and asked his decision. This was in an especial
of

manner

the

American

case

with artists and mechanical

men.

Some

new

modification of a gridiron ; some
pigment ;
newly-devised rudder, was sure to summons the Doctor's
artistic or practical powers ; and scarcely an indigenous author
sprung up, who was willing to overlook him, without first
securing his approbation to his yet unfledged thoughts. Anom
alous products in creation ; monstrous formations in animality ; hybrid plants ; literary curiosities of remote nations ;
Indian hieroglyphics and illustrations of Indian mounds,
all
were subjected to his critical knowledge for
opinion. His per
sonal acquaintance with authors, travellers, and particularly
naturalists, was almost unbounded, and among those of this
some

—
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last

of

designation, Bartram,

Avere

sprightly

ample

Avhen Correa de Serra

out the treasures of

the

admiration.

Humphreys

and Al-

the

He

the

poetical, but preferred
deservedly classed Rush with

of his native land.
Avas

He kneAv

Mitchill

Avas

dealt

imagi

Georgics to the JEneid.
highest medical writers
—

no

South ; the

His cabinet boasted of few

family.

one

North

no

Muhlenberg

or

their natural science.

native and

with him

Volney,

warmest

among those who held him in estimation for his
conversation on all topics ; but his own gratification

most

was

and

Pennsylvania,

French savant, were the themes of his
Our earlier poets, Freneau and Barlow,
sop,
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Union,
golden

coin ; but his collection of unclassified specimens, of divers
sorts, Avas imposing, and his herbarium worthy of consultation.
The whole after his demise

were

The

presented

of his life

to

the New York

that in

Avhich, at
proudest day
Celebration, in October, 1825, Avhen he, Avith Clinton,
Colden, Eddy, and others, united in "indissoluble marriage"

Lyceum.

Avas

the Canal

the Avaters of

our

inland lakes with the

ocean.

By many, Dr. Mitchill was considered of a passive nature,
and indifferent to the sports of wits and humorists ; but few
men

felt

torted

on

more

his

illustration

"

severely

the force of ridicule.

He

rarely

re

enemies, yet among the doctors often quoted in
Garth's Dispensary," and suffered the stings of

deeply. A peculiar combination of circum
striking opportunity in confirmation of
He had met the medical faculty of
this view of his character.
the college for the examination of students ; while thus engaged

satire

long

stances

and

afforded

me a

with the Board of

"

Phlogobombos."

abouts of Dr.

was

It

long period.

the well-remembered lines to

and had sent in the paper, Avet from
The Doctor, glancing
moment.
have been hardly more
pierced his intercostals. Nor was
His feelings suffered annoyance
amiable and Avinning Joseph Rodman

colors, and might

upon had an arroAV
this effect of brief duration.
a

was

responsible

wrought
for

a

The Avriter had ascertained the where

Mitchill,

the press, at that
at it, looked all

copy of one of the famous
brought in by some stranger, and

Professors,

poems of Croaker & Co.,
delivered to the Doctor.

The
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recently created a physician, and, notwith
standing
impulses, had awakened his muse to
this literary exercise
to himself, doubtless, a pleasurable ex
citement, but Avhich proved to the venerable Doctor, the imme
diate subject of Dr. Drake's genius, a wound long corrosive.
At this very period of his life Drake was Avasting by pulmo
Drake had been

his benevolent
—

nary irritation ; his sensitive appearance, his attenuated frame,
A feAv evenings after
and pallor, betokened a brief existence.

the

publication

association,
I

saw

of the

him.

Culprit Fay

"

a

member.

was a

Halleck has done

and the American
"

satire, he presided

of which he

over a

It

select medical

was

undying justice

to

the last time
his memory ;

critic, Tuckerman, has pronounced the
genuine poem, as it takes us completely
"

The child
away from the dull level of ordinary associations."
of impulse, Drake, occasionally demonstrated the doctrine that
an excess

of the saccharine sometimes

degenerates into the acid.
early life aimed to se

It is manifest that Dr. Mitchill from

name in letters and
science, and that his multifarious
pursuits ever kept him alive as a close observer. That he ac
complished much is also demonstrative. His industry was
unintermitting. He mingled with all classes. Though a medi
cal man by profession, it may be justly inferred that, saving as
a
physician to some of our charities, he early abandoned private
practice. His utilitarian principles led him incessantly into the
field of physical inquiry ; and when we contemplate the ample
scope of his knowledge in physical investigation, not yet even
approached by any other philosopher in our annals of science,
Ave need not Avonder that
every day opened to Mitchill neAV
subjects of study. There Avas something of our exalted FraLklin in Mitchill.
I have repeatedly witnessed his
perplexities in
neAV researches.
The indigenous Avheat which his intimate
friend De "Witt Clinton had described;* the Fezzan ram of
Davis ; our native Fire-fly ; the trilobites of Trenton
Falls, all
provoked new inquiry on his part, and De Kay and Torrey and

cure a

—

*

See the Life and

by Lady

Smith.

Correspondence

of Sir James Edward

Smith, edited
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specimens his geological and
delight of a meeting of natu
ralists ; the seed he sowed gave origin and growth to a mighty
He Avas, emphati
crop of those disciples of natural science.
The
fishermen
and fish
our
cally,
great living ichthyologist.
were perpetually bringing him new specimens ;
mongers
they
adopted his name for our excellent fish, the streaked bass, and
designated it generically as the perca Mitchilli. When he had
circumnavigated Long Island, the Lighthouse at Sands' Point
was called the Mitchill, and the
topographers announced the
highest elevation of the Neversink Hills as Mount Mitchill.

Cooper

often summoned

botanical

by

He

resources.

new

Avas

the

His courtesy among all ranks, and the adulation he almost
hourly received, rendered him a social friend among them, and

interpreter

an

ness

to

Italian

to all their

queries.

To

an

to

season

irnprovisatore

:

When chestnut leaf is

large

as

thumb-nail,

Then bite blackfish Avithout fail ;
But when chestnut leaf is as broad

Then catch blackfish

These
cal

interrogatory put

would prove most advantageous in their busi
catch blackfish, he replied with the promptitude of an

him, Avhat

lines,
pinions.

he

said,

Avere

The records of State

—

but

if you

as a

span

can.

stray feathers from his poeti

legislation

and of

Congress

must

be

the extent and nature of his services

consulted to

comprehend
public representative of the people. He manfully stood
by Fulton in all his trials, when navigation by steam was the
prolific subject of almost daily ridicule by our Solons at Albany ;
and when the purchase of the Elgin Botanic Garden, by the
constituted authorities, was argued at the Capitol, he rose in
his place, and Avon the attention of the members, by a speech
of several hours' length, in which he gave a history of gardens,
and the necessity for them, from the primitive one of our first
as a

parents down to the last institution of that nature, established
by Roscoe, at Liverpool. It is probable that no legislative

body

ever

received

more

instruction in novel

information, than
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philosopher poured out on this occasion ; and even
enlightened Regents of the University may have imbibed
With his botanical Latinity oc
Aviselom from his exposition.
he
probably appeared more learned than
casionally interspersed,
the eminent

the

eA-er.

Van

Home,

Western member of the

a

founded at the Linnoean

ledge

to be too

Clinton, only

impress
Mitchill,

an

a

dum-

phraseology,

De Witt
for human powers to fathom.
hour or so before the learned Doctor^ speech,

Legislature

in

Avas

deep

had intimated to him the

the

House,

and declared such knoAV-

barber's

topic

of his

address,

best fitted to

as

with the value of the

purchase,

and

the substance of his

shop, digested

remark among our citi
at
the
Doctor
and
he will flow."
Tap
any time,
Dr. Mitchill was eminently a practical man. Nature Avas the
It

effective discourse.
zens :

was a common

"■

altar at Avhich he

worshipped.

His ambition

among all the incongruities of his
forget nor bear to be forgotten.

busy

developed

itself

He could neither

life.

He felt

more

comfortable

gooseberry society than when occupying
member of an archaeological association.
a
While a student at Edinburgh, he was decorated with the in
signia of felloAA'ship of the order of the Roman Eagle, by the
Avhen

presiding over
seat as a sitting

a

celebrated Brown, the founder of the Brunonian system of
medicine, and honors without number steadily flowed in upon
him to the time of his

His

diplomas

death,

from his

OAvn

and scientific distinctions

and remotest nations.

might

have demanded

a

for their conveyance.
He said they were burdens
imposed on the shoulders of the learned. It is question

cart team
ever

able whether he

ever

suffered

a

morbid

hour,

imperative
the

cause

or

any serious portion of his time.
that each day should be marked by

pied faculties,

of science

aroused

by
for, according

or

fresh

humanity.
suggestion,

lost, by
some

service in

Public attention
in

unoccu

He deemed it

must

be

in

reverberate

theory
practice ;
to him, the echo of notoriety must
perpetually
around the heads of public men.
Otherwise, added

the

if this condescension be not

some

Doctor,

poet will

assuredly
"

most

I've been

so

fittingly apply
long remembered,

or

made, the
:

I'm

forgot."

lines of the
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of his scientific

productions cannot here be
are his
pointed
speculations in the
of
his
defence
of
and
theory
septon ; what an in
promulgation
of
doctrine
the
is
his
spiration
omniprescence of hydrogen : a
doctrine afterward better comprehended by the brilliant achieve
ments of Sir Humphrey Davy.
How natural his story of the
pennated grouse of Long Island was appreciated by Wilson ;
how fanciful was his notion of the identity of the poison of the
rattlesnake with the causes of yellow fever.
And most assu
redly his science and his ingenuity abated not in public estima
tion from his forensic display in the still well-remembered case

quality

Yet how elaborate

out.

of

"

whale is not

a

when Kent and

a

fish."

He could argue constitutional law
in the ascendant.
He had great

Spencer Avere

at command for illustration, and great independence
reasoning.
Though the love of fame Avas with him a ruling passion, he
neither sought nor desired the ostentatious displays of luxuri
He was indifferent to the appropri
ous and fashionable life.
ations of extravagant expenditure; but the simplicity of his
habits Avas best comprehended by all Avho best knew him.

resources

in

one of more wonderful
memory. When
from
return
church
service and
he
would
quite young man,
write out the sermon nearly verbatim. There was little display

I

encountered

never
a

in his habits

with his

or manners

desires,

continue

; his

means

of

and his Franklinian
to want.

superior

enjoyment corresponded
principles enabled him to

He often observed that he had

live in lofty edifices, had built
aiming
many, who,
The great Dr. Black saw
themselves out of house and home.
in

seen

beauty

in

a

gave Mitchill

crucible.

to

The little

violet,

or

an

Indian

skull,

than the fashionable baubles of the

delight
day. By choice, his legs were in general his carriage, and this
was in conformity to his notions of health and his early bota
nical life. His pedestrian tours often embraced many miles.
He might, on these occasions, stray alone, or be accompanied
by Masson or Michaux, or Le Conte, or Pursh. He thus
more

studied nature in lawns and in forests, at brooks and at rivers,
original attire, and plucked knoAvledge at its source.

in her
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revisit the scenery of the spot where the
more than a century before,

Quakerism, George Fox,

apostle
given utterance to his inspirations, and under the famous
oaks at Flushing hold communion with creation, Avith a volume
of CoAvley or of Pope, his most esteemed poet. At other times,
tenaciously impressed with early associations, he would enter
the memorable building, hard by, erected in 1661 by the pri
mitive John Bowne, the Quaker victim of the persecuting spirit
of the Dutch governor of the colony, Peter Stuyvesant, but
Avho was subsequently honorably liberated by the authorities of
Holland; and here, with some of his once juvenile friends, dis
Thus constituted,
cuss the blessings of religious toleration.
His instructor was every
no place was uninhabited to him.
He was a gratifying specimen of those excellent prac
where.
tices Avhich so peculiarly designated the Knickerbockers of the
"olden times;" fidelity in fiscal concerns, and a scrupulous
Exact in pecuniary
observance of the meum and tuum.
matters, yet willing to advance his competency, he never for
got the old currency of his youth, that a pound demanded the
payment of tAventy shillings."
"With all his official honors and scientific testimonials, foreign
the counsel
and native, he Avas ever accessible to everybody,
Even the
lor of the young, the dictionary of the learned.
John
called
him
the
Randolph
Congressional library.
captious
To the interrogatory, why he did not, after so many years of
labor, revisit abroad the scenes of his earlier days for recrea
I know Great Britain, from the
tion, his reply Avas brief:
Grampian Hills to the chalky cliffs of Dover ; there is no need
of my going to Europe ; Europe now comes to me."
But I
The inhabitants of New Yrork will long bear him
must desist.
in grateful recollection, and the Historical Society cherish his
had

"

—

"

memory for the distinction he shed OA'er that institution ; for
his unassuming manners, his kind nature, and the aid he was
ever

ready

to

give

to all who needed

collections he furnished

a

Addis

Dr.

Rush;

His

"

Emmet;

on

De Witt Clinton.

his counsel.

For their

the great jurist, Thomas
also on Dr. Samuel Bard, and

eulogium

on

Discourse

on

the Botanical Writers
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of North and South America" is

Other addresses

might

be

facts and historical interest.

printed in their Transactions.
mentioned, abounding in curious
For

public

occasions he

was ever

ready for any emergency. He addressed the Black Friars and
glorified St. Tammany, whose genealogy he elaborated with
antiquarian research. The Krout Club and the Turtle Club
enlightened by his gastronomic knowledge and natural
science ; while the naturalists of Long Island, at Prince's Gar
den, Avere stimulated to renewed efforts by his laudatory
strains in behalf of botany and the knight of the polar star,
the Avorld renoAvned Linnaeus.
Dr. Mitchill has not unjustly
been pronounced the Nestor of American science.
He died in NeAV York, on September 7th, 1831. His funeral
I was of the
Avas a great demonstration for a private citizen.
multitude that attended, and lingered at the grave until all,
Not being recognized by that
save the sexton, had withdrawn.
official, I inquired Avhom he had just buried. "A great cha
racter," he ansAvered, "one who kneAv all things on earth, and
in the Avaters of the great deep."
It might prove too hasty a generalization to conclude that
the high qualities of Dr. Mitchill's mind, thus specified, would
He had his detractors, and his pecu
be acknoAvledged by all.
liarities Avere such as not to be comprehended by every one.
The masses were his friends and admirers, and a contemplative
student, with knowledge of men and things, could analytically
It has already been
class him among remarkable individuals.
observed that he was long a professor in Columbia College.
Three of the presidents of that institution, who may be justly
thought to have become well acquainted with him, either Avhile
he was a member of the faculty or subsequently, have given us
their opinions concerning him. The classical scholar and grave
bishop, Dr. Benjamin Moore, pronounced him a chaos of know
ledge ; but it demanded an intellect better stored with philo
sophical research to arrive at a just estimate of the scientific
claims of Dr. Mitchill. The harmony of the Gospels, however
edifyingly fitted for the pulpit, was hardly the best criterion
by Avhich to test the scientific acquisitions of a distinguished
he
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frankly recorded of the Doctor,
philosopher than a physician :
he states that, upon the arrival from Europe of the Doctor, he
was the lion of the
day, not only in the medical and literary,
in
the
fashionable
circles ; that his various learning was
but
more valuable to others than to himself; that he Avas used by
others as a living encyclopaedia ; that, upon the whole, he Avas
more of a professor than a practitioner, shone more as an epi
than as an experimental or moral
curean or a peripatetic
and
is
remembered
more for the
goodness of his
philosopher,
Those who are dissatis
heart than the strength of his head.
fied with this portrait Avill bear in memory that it is draAvn by
one Avho, though rich in the graces of
elegant literature, had
President Duer has

savant.

that he

Avas

more

of

natural

a

done little in the natural

what

a severe censor on

and Clinton.

A

more

have influenced the

to

sciences, and

such characters

was, moreover,
as

Fulton,

and

some

Colden,

generous estimate of Dr. Mitchill seems
opinion of President King, of Colum

personally kneAv the Doctor long and well.
impulse, he pronounced him a man renowned for
much and various learning, and of rare simplicity of character;
a
genius, prompt in execution and original in combination; a
successful promoter of physical science.
bia

College;

With

a

he

kinder

None who knew Dr. Mitchill
memorv.

ever

doubted his Herculean

Those most familiar with him

were

often delighted

original train of thought which would rapidly spring
up from the subject-matter before him, and the actual science
he unfolded in the classification of new subjects and neAV mate
I am ready to leave the integrity of his mind, and the
rials.
benefits derived from his labors, to the estimate which may be
formed of them by the enlightened and whole-souled philoso
pher of the age, the learned and accomplished Agassiz.
It may be someAvhat difficult to harmonize these
conflicting
opinions of contemporaries, enlightened and intelligent as they
unquestionably were. But Dr. Mitchill long stood alone as
the recognized devotee to physical studies in our population of
that day, and sustained a foreign reputation little understood
with the

at

home, either

as

to its causes or extent.

Indifferent

as

he

was
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to the aids which often contribute to the increase of renown,

his self-sustained reliance cast aside the

displays of personal
importance,
plenitude
acquisitions, his simple
his
his
cordial approach, and
manners,
beaming countenance,
his frank utterance, proved effective substitutes for any defi
of his

and in the

What else

ciencies.

was

left to the

beholder,

but wonder and

admiration to witness this

unsophisticated disciple of Nature, in
the public walks of the city, giving counsel for humanity's sake
to an infirm beggar as to the easiest method by Avhich he might
carry his burden, while perhaps he himself might be returning
homeward Avith his pockets freighted with a flattering corre
spondence from the most eminent savans of Europe. The man
had

a

heart

In the

well

as

prime

inches in

ten

as a

head.

of his manhood Dr. Mitchill

height,

of

comely,

was

about five feet

rather slender

and erect

form ; in after life he grew more muscular and corpulent, and
lost somewhat of that activity Avhich characterized his earlier

days. He possessed an intelligent expression of countenance,
aquiline nose, a gray eye, and full features. His dress at
the period he entered into public life was after the fashion of
the day, the costume of the times of the Napoleonic consulate ;
an

blue coat, buff-colored vest, smalls, and shoes with buckles. He
was less attentive to style of dress in his maturer years, and
abandoned

powder

of his chest
on

at

horseback,

and his

of pulmonary evils. His
life with the
times be

seen

cue.

a

hemorrhagic tendency

personality, hoAArever, varied in

advanced

of his graver years, and he might at
without hat or overcoat, exposed to the vicissi

cogitations

tudes of inclement weather.

features, and

From

the age of seA'enteen years, he adopted exercise
and was fortunate enough to avert the progress

to

the last not

His robustness
a

wrinkle

ever

preserved

his full

marked his

face,

lapse of years modify his thirst for knowledge, or his
cordial and prompt and sprightly utterance ; thus setting at

nor

did

nought

the declaration of the poet
"

:

Old age doth give by too long space,
Our souls as many wrinkles as our face."
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of this brief memorial of Dr. Mitchill,
conspicuous Avere avc to avail ourselves

be rendered less

some

cularly

feAv extracts from his
on

geology.

the death of
suffice.

Jefferson,

He is

philosophical lucubrations, parti

A sentence

speaking

a

theme

or

tAvo

from his discourse

perhaps

more

of the Declaration of

on

must

popular,
Independence,

that manifesto of freedom for all nations and all time.
"

For sententious

brevity, strong expression, and orderly
topics, the reading of it ahvays brings to my
mind that incomparable performance, the Litany of the Chris
In this, miserable sinners invoke the Father of
tian Church.
Heaven ; in that, suffering subjects submit facts to a candid

disposition

of the

In the latter, the One in Three is entreated to spare
world.
from all evil and mischief those who have been redeemed ; in
the former, a worldly prince, for a continuance of cruelties, is
as a tyrant, and unfit to be the ruler of a free
people.
Litany, the Church supplicates blessings and comforts,
from a being willing to grant them ; in the Declaration, the
nation puts at defiance the poAver that neither pities nor for

denounced
In the

gives."
How far the Quaker
his earlier

youth

discipline

had influence

The

on

of that

Avhich Mitchill

received in

his

religious belief, is left to
peculiar denomination must
morals and upright conduct,

conjecture.
principles
have taught him the Aalue of sound
and through life he illustrated the excellence of sound ethics.
His inquiring mind, so Avide in its grasp for knoAvledge, could
scarcely be gratified to the entire exclusion of studies deemed
sacred. Passing through that remarkable period of the early
constitutional organization of the States, when the scepticism
of France had diffused itself among all classes of the Christian
world ; when the Jacobin element in this city was so
strong that
the

of

Liberty received the homage of a divinity from
every order of society ; and when from even reverend lips pro
ceeded the significant sentence, " Better for the American
goddess

Republic

to

elect

an

infidel President than

a

Christian Federal-

SAMUEL

ist,"

Ave

find

even

Mitchill with the

in such commotion

no

of doubtful

utterance
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to

cause

doctrines,

reproach

or

that he

betrayed the uncertainties of infidelity. In his later life, deeper
feelings of Christian hope were strengthened by the intense
prosecution of his favorite inquiries into the nature and designs
of Providence, thus bringing together the great argument of
revealed truth illustrated by the harmony of creation.
He
doubtless often felt the full force of the memorable words of the

celebrated
tion

"

Bishop Home,

his

book,
extensive, and

When

and God his

man Avas

first

formed,

crea

His

hymnology
by the martial
strains of Toplady, and at his last illness, of a pneumonic cha
racter, which was but of a few days' duration, his quickened
spirit was sustained by Christian promises. It is pleasurable
to record this benevolent man in the ranks of apostolic faith,
and if, peradventure, he was held in contemplation on the megalonyx longer than with the Horse Paulinas, his latitudinarian
thoughts on some points of polemical controversy are to be
overlooked in his devotion to the great study of the works of

was

was

his calm

preceptor."

spirit

was

awakened

God.
It may further enhance our estimate of these pure studies
in which Dr. Mitchill's attention was so largely absorbed, when

consider that

Ave

they

were

the

operations

cultivated at

all sordid

considerations,
science was just dawning on

a

of

a

mind free from

period

when natural

the land ; when Cuvier's name had
scarcely reached us, Avhen geology had not enlisted a solitary
philosopher in her cause, and that pursuits of this sort absorbed

fiscal

which

means

money could
my

were

He, hoAvever,

turns.

belief,"

never

Avere

was

bring.

never

realized

reAvarded,
"

by corresponding

re

and obtained that which

I have believed to the utmost of

among the last words of the

dying philoso

pher.
reigned within his
primitive Barclay. Like

There must have

principles
cessor

in literature and medical

to have

tian.

of

practised Christianity

bosom the

benignant
prede

his illustrious

science, Dr. Garth, he

without

knowing

he

Avas a

seems

Chris

28S

He

now

monument
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is

a

Cemetery, Avhere a beautiful
by his surviving AvidoAv.
His portrait, by
tomb.
at
his
pilgrim

lies in GreenAvood
is erected
will be

over

a

his remains

faithful likeness.
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SAMUEL
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THE

MONUMENT.

M I T C II I L

L,

DIED

7th
"

Whether there be

September, 1831,

knowledge

aged

G7

tears.

it shall vanish away. For we know in
Cor., 13th Chapt., 8th and 9th verses.

part.''

1st

OBVERSE.

Medicus, Physicus, Civis, Senator,
Quantus fuerit dicant alii
Indolem

ejus humanum
simplicitatem, fidem incorruptam
Desideriumque nostrum
Vitro

Fas sit

commemorasse.

John W. Francis.

DAVID

HOSACK.

1769-1835.
When Wilkie

in the Escurial

looking at Titian's famous
Supper"
Refectory, an old Jeronomite said to him,
I have sat daily in sight of that pic
ture for now nearly threescore
years.
During that time my
have
off
one
after
another
companions
; all who were
dropped
seniors
all
who
were
;
my
my contemporaries, with many or
most of those who were younger than myself.
More than one
has
and
there
the
passed aAvay,
generation
figures in the pic
ture have remained unchanged.
I look at them till I some
times think that they are the realities and we but the shadow."
Biography, in like manner, saves from the wreck of time
those whose good deeds live after them.
It serves as an ex
to
to
view
such
characters as are
others, by holding up
ample
worthy of imitation ; and thus, like the portrait of the artist,
they become the substance, while the shadows of the living
multitude are passing in review before them. While history,

picture

of

"

Avas

The Last

in the

"

on

the other

events, it

at

hand,

the

same

furnishes

a

record of circumstances and

time creates

a

desire for

a

further

ac

quaintance Avith the indh'idual who has occupied so conspicuous
a
position in them, and who has, either by his talents or efforts,
thus been elevated to a high rank among his felloAV-men. Bio
graphy may therefore properly be considered as a part of his
tory and as inseparably connected with it ; hence, the lives of
distinguished men, in whatever profession or situation they may
Of the three learned
be found, become doubly interesting.
none contribute more to
and
physic,
professions, divinity, law,
19
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the amelioration of
character of
of the

most

a

man

learned and

good physician

is

always deserving

attention and admiration.

profound

The

than that of Medical Science.

ceive to be that of the eminent

folloAving
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Such

Ave con

individual, the subject of the

memoir.

David Hosack
house of his

Avas

born

grandfather.

on

the 31st of

No. 44 Frankfort

in the

August, 1769,
Street,

in the

city

of

His parents Avere Alexander Hosack and Jane
They Avere married on the 1st April, 1768, in the

New York.
Arden.

children, of Avhom David
His father, Alexander Hosack, Avas a native of
was the eldest.
the town of Elgin, Murrayshirc, Scotland, and Avas born the 29th
of August, 1736. In 1758, at the age of tAventy-one, he served
as an officer in the
artillery under General Sir Jeffrey Amherst,
with Avhom he embarked for this country, and Avas at the re

city

of New York.

They

had

seven

and

prided himself upon being at the
America, on which occasion he was
Avounded. Jane, his Avife, the daughter of Francis Arden, was
born on the 2d of March, 1743.
Her father's family came
from England, that of her mother from France ; being com
pelled to leave their native country hy the persecutions Avhich

taking
first

of

cross

Louisburgh,
of bayonets

in

folloAveel the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

subject of this memoir, after receiving the ordinary
childhood, about 1783 and 1784 entered as a pupil
of the Rev. Dr. Alexander McWhorter, of Newark, NeAV Jer
sey, at Avhose academy he remained until 1785, attending to the
Latin tongue, geography, arithmetic, and other studies. Under
Dr. McWhorter he also commenced the study of Greek ; but
as Dr. Peter Wilson, of Hackensack, Avas more
distinguished
as a teacher of that
language, he Avas enrolled in his academy.
In 1786, he entered as a freshman in Columbia
College,
The

education of

New

York, Avhere he remained

until

he advanced

half-way

through the junior year. He availed himself, in the meantime,
of a private teacher, spending an hour of each afternoon in
reading the classics under the direction of James Hardie a
graduate of Marischal College, Aberdeen, and well known as
an

eminent teacher.

He also found leisure

during

the

same

DAVID

period

to

give

a

portion of his

in association with
were

a
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attention to the French language,

feAv of his

the late Rev. Dr. John

felloAV-students, among whom
Mason, De Witt Clinton, John

Randolph, Chancellor Jones, and others. While a pupil in Co
College he received three testimonials, one of which was

lumbia
for

public speaking.
Finding his time not fully occupied in the commencement of
the junior year, he resolved upon the study of medicine, and
accordingly, in May, 1788, entered as a private pupil with the
late Dr. Richard Bayley, an eminent surgeon in New York.
He had scarcely begun his studies before the celebrated
Doc
tor's Mob" occurred, which threatened serious results to those
concerned ; it arose in consequence of the imprudence of some
of the students carelessly pursuing dissection in the building
This
upon the site since occupied as the New York Hospital.
mob caused many of the professors to absent themselves from
the city, and others to seek shelter in the city jail. Mr. Hosack,
with the rest of the students interested, learning that the mob
had seized upon and demolished the anatomical preparations
found in the lecture-room above referred to, repaired imme
diately to Columbia College, with the view of saving such spe
Before reaching
cimens as Avere to be found in that institution.
the college, however, and Avhen on his Avay in Park Place, he
Avas knocked down by a stone striking him on the head ; he
would, in all probability, have been killed, had it not been for
the protection he received from a neighbor of his father, Mr.
Mount, who was passing at the time, and took care of him ; he
never saw that gentleman afterwards Avithout feeling and ex
pressing his gratitude to him for his kindness.
In the autumn of 1788, being ambitious of completing his
collegiate course, preparatory to receiving his degree of medi
cine, he removed to Princeton, New Jersey. Quoting from
memoranda which he has left for the benefit of his children, he
"

says:
"
After

class,

being

examined with the students of the

college

then

into their senior year, I Avas admitted into the senior
and was graduated Bachelor of Arts in the autumn of

entering

-
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succeeding year, that is, 1789. My great inducement for
removing to Princeton Avas my desire to complete my course of
collegiate studies as soon as possible, in order to devote my
the

exclusive attention

to

medicine,

to

which I had

now

become

ardently attached, and that I might .also have the benefit of
attending the valuable lectures on Moral Philosophy and Elocu
tion delivered by the learned president of that college, the Rev.
Dr. Witherspoon ; those of Belles-Lettres and Composition, by
the vice-president, the Rev. Dr. Samuel Stanhope Smith ; and
the instruction in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy, by the
celebrated mathematician, Dr. Walter Minto, all of Avhich pre
sented attractions Avhich I could not resist.
Having finished
I
at
returned
to
New York, and resumed
Princeton,
my course
my favorite medical studies, to which I noAV gave my undivided
attention, availing myself of every advantage Avhich the city at
I attended the lectures on Anatomy and
that time presented.
delivered
by Dr. Wright Post ; those on Chemistry
Physiology,
and Practice of Physic, by Dr. Nicholas Romayne ; and the
valuable course on MidAvifery and the Diseases of Women and
Children, by Dr. Bard. I also attended the practice of physic
and surgery at the almshouse, Avhich then offered the only
means of clinical instruction in this city ; they were, however,
very ample, the house being daily visited by Dr. Post, Dr. Wil
liam Moore, Dr. Romayne, and Dr. Benjamin Kissam.
In the
autumn of the year 1790, being desirous of obtaining all the
advantages of instruction which the United States at that time
afforded, I proceeded to Philadelphia, the medical school of
Avhich had already acquired great celebrity from the learning of
its professors, especially Drs. Shippen, Rush, Kuhn, Wistar,
At that time a division already existed
and Barton.
among
the Faculty, which led to the institution of a medical college as
a

rival school to that connected with the

little contributed

to

vancement

of the

entered

a

as

the benefit of

University,

both,

science of medicine in

regular pupil,
during the winter

attended those delivered

Philadelphia.

and attended all the

lectures delivered

on

the

in the

Theory

and not

a

and the ultimate ad

courses

University.

and Practice of

I
of

I also

Physic

DAVID

by

Dr.

as

Avell
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College of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania Hospital.
In the summer of the succeeding year, after the usual private
and public examination, I Avas admitted to the degree of Doctor
of Medicine in the Unh'ersity of Pennsylvania, upon which
occasion I duly defended an inaugural dissertation on Cholera
Morbus, in which I endeavored to illustrate the doctrine of Dr.
Kuhn on that subject, that an acid in the priraae viae, chiefly
the effect of the use of ascessants, was the most usual proxi
mate cause of that disease.
Upon that subject my views have
been materially changed since that period."
After receiving the degree of Doctor of Medicine, Dr. Hosack
then

Rush,

as

a

professor

in the

his clinical instructions in the

returned to

Princeton, and married Miss Catharine Warner, a
worth, to whom he had become attached while
collegiate studies.
Marriage," says Leibnitz,

lady of great
pursuing his
"

is

a

life."

"

good thing, but a wise man ought to consider of it all his
His marrying at that early age might, perhaps, be con

sidered indiscreet

on

his part,

as

he

was

without the

; it

means

of

incentive

doubtless, however, proved
after, by the advice of Dr. Rush and others
whom he consulted, he removed, in the autumn of the same
year, to Alexandria, in Virginia, which he then believed would,

supporting

to

at

exertion.

some

a

family

an

Soon

future

day,

be the

capital

He

of the United States.

took with him letters of introduction from Dr.

Witherspoon

and

Smith, the president and vice-president of his Alma Mater,
Princeton College, as well as from his friends and preceptors

Dr.

University of Pennsylvania.
He soon acquired a considerable practice ; it, however,
proved insufficient for his wants. Being dissatisfied after a
year's experience, and desirous of residing near his family, he
returned to NeAV York in 1792, a step which ultimately proved
very judicious. Upon commencing the practice of his profes
sion at this time, he felt the necessity, and perceived the im
portance of a European education, and, as he says, observing
of the

"

the distinction which
those

-

physicians

our

citizens at that time made between

who had been educated at

home, and

those

who had had additional instruction from the Universities of

-
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how little property I had

reason

to

ex

pect from my parents, I found that my chief dependence was
upon my OAvn industry and unceasing attention to the profession
as the means of
my subsistence : my ambition to
in
did
excel
not suffer me to remain insensible
my profession,
under such distinction.
Although it Avas painful for me to

I had chosen

leaving my family, consisting then of a wife and child,
accordingly suggested to my father the propriety of my
making a visit to Europe, and of attending the medical schools
of Edinburgh and London. He at once, with his characteristic
liberality, acquiesced in my vieAvs and Avishes. In August,
1792, leaving my family to the care of my parents, I took
passage for Liverpool. The day after my arrival there, I called
think of

I

upon Mr. William Renwick, the father of Professor RenAvick,
of New York, to whom I had letters of introduction ; he kindly

insisted upon my removal to his house, to remain Avith his
during my stay in Liverpool. Mr. Remvick introduced

family
me

to

many of his friends in that tOAvn ; among these were the late
Dr. William Currie, Dr. Brendrith, Dr. Thomas Renwick, and

others, from Avhom I received many kind attentions.
house of Dr. Brendrith I

At the

in the

society of
distinguished the
town of Liverpool, and Avho Avere assembled to meet the
Ayr
shire poet Burns, then on a visit there, and already becoming
distinguished for his enchanting verse. After supper, the toddy
passing freely round, he gratified us by singing one of his own
some

of the choicest

I

songs.

was

passed
spirits, who at

then but little

an

aware

him, and the distinction that his
From
time

Liverpool
to

I

proceeded

to

evening

that time

of the fame that awaited
name

has since

Edinburgh,

attend the medical lectures of the

acquired.

where I arrived in

University of that
only the lectures delivered by Dr. Monro
city.
on Anatomy, Dr. Black on
Chemistry, Dr. Gregory on the
Practice of Physic, Dr. Duncan on Institutes, Dr. Home on
Materia Medica, Dr. Alexander Hamilton, and his son Dr.
James Hamilton, the present Professor of
MidAvifery ; but I
also attended the Demonstrations in Anatomy by Andrew
Fyfe,
the practice of the Infirmary and the clinical lectures delivered
I attended not

during
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that Avinter in this institution

Dr. Gre

byrDr. Duncan,

gory, Dr. Home, and Dr. James Hamilton, afterwards the
author of the celebrated work on purgatives. I also enjoyed,
in addition

to

the

of

advantages
lectures,

public

courses

course

Avith them and their

Duncan, Gregory,
Dr.

Gregory,

I received from the Professors'

the benefit of much

families, especially

and Alexander Hamilton.

I had the

private

inter

those of Drs.

At the table of

gratification frequently

of

meeting

many of the distinguished literati of Edinburgh ; among these
were Dr. Greenfield, the
colleague of the Rev. Dr. Blair, and
for

time the

author of the

Waverley Novels, Dr.
gentlemen of dis
tinction.
Upon one occasion I had also the pleasure of meet
ing at dinner, at the house of Dr. Gregory, tAvo of his sisters,
who were then making an annual visit to their brother : these
Avere the ladies to whom their father, Dr. John Gregory, had
addressed his memorable Legacy to his Daughters.'
In addition to the foregoing interesting characters mentioned
here, many others might be cited from Avhom Dr. Hosack re
some

reputed

Rotherham, Professor Rutherford,

and other

'

'

attention, such as Dr. Charles Stew
art,
distinguished physician of Edinburgh, the Rev. Dr.
Erskine, of Lauristan, and Henry Mackenzie, the author of the
ceived every kindness and
a

"

Man of

Feeling,"

at

whose table he

He then continues his remarks.

frequently a guest.
Speaking of the learned
was

"

I re
divines, perhaps the most learned of any age, he says :
sermons
from
Prin
sometimes
attended
church,
hearing
gularly
cipal Robertson, at other times from Dr. Erskine, Sir Henry
Moncrieff, of Wellwood, and occasionally from Dr. Blair. Dr.

distinguished for the valuable in
struction they conveyed, and the dignified style and manner in
Avhich they were delivered. Dr. Erskine was remarkable for
the piety and Christian fervor which pervaded his sermons, and
in which they exhibited great resemblance to those published
by his relatives of the same name. The most eloquent and
animated preacher of Edinburgh Avas Sir Harry Moncrieff,
whose discourses were attractive, and were always listened to
with the utmost attention by a crowded audience, while those
Robertson's discourses

were
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of the town council of

Edinburgh,

head, Avho always attended
office, and accompanied him
regularly formed procession,
except

delivered in

a

as

body

dull,

with their

insignia

of

in

a
his church every Sabbath,
were not remarkable for any in

to

beautiful moral essays.

as
a

the presence
with their Provost at their

Blair, though sanctioned by

of the celebrated Dr.

terest
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But these

prosing

monotonous,

manner,

even

as

were

if the

scarcely conscious of the merits of the
admirable discourses he Avas pronouncing ; totally forgetful of
the 'si vis meflerc,' and other lessons so happily inculcated in
his lectures on rhetoric, and so practically illustrated in his

speaker

himself

Avere

'

valuable papers contained in the
actions.'

Royal Edinburgh

Trans

"

The

following

memorandum of the

shows the nature and incessant
the fall and winter he spent in

daily disposal of his time,
occupation of his mind during
Edinburgh :

Duncan's

Institutes,
Gregory's Practice,
Black's Chemistry,
Home's Materia Medica,
Infirmary,
Monro's Anatomy,
Hamilton's Midwifery,
Clinical Lectures,
Fyfe's Demonstrations, in

at 8
.

from 9 to 10

id

"

n

tt

11

"

12

u

12

"

1

it

1

"

3

tt

3

"

4

it

6

"

7

"

7

"

8

a

....

.

.

In the

the

even

spring

of

1793, while

the north

as

far

ing,

.

in

Scotland, he made a short
Elgin,
birthplace of his father,
and there met several of his relations, two uncles, &c,
by
whom he was introduced to the Brodies, of Brodie House, from
tour to

the

as

Avhom he receiA'ed the greatest kindness and attention.
He
remained under their roof for a fortnight, and was introduced
to Mrs. Grant, of Seabank, the well-known
authoress, the late
Duke and Duchess of

Gordon, and the Marquis of Huntley.
On his way to Elgin he passed a feAv days at Aberdeen, to
deliver letters of introduction given him by Dr.
Gregory to

three

distinguished

Aberdeen,

writer of

residing there. Dr. Beattie, of
Minstrel," the Rev. Dr. Campbell,

persons
"

The

and the Rev. Skeene
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Keith,

of Keith Hall.

In his Memo

"

I can never forget my first visit to the
says :
amiable and excellent Dr. Beattie, and the hospitality with

randa, he

He Avas introduced by Dr. Beattie to
Shepherd, and the celebrated Dr. Camp
of the
Essays on Rhetoric," and still more
for his great work on the Gospels, and his
Observations on Miracles," written in reply to David Hume,
and the only work of the numerous replies to his writings
which he considered as possessing great merit, Dr. Beattie's
excellent
Essay on the Immutability of Truth" notAvithstandAfter
his return to Edinburgh, he proceeded to London,
ing.
where he entered as a pupil of St. Bartholomew's Hospital,

which I

Avas

his

received."

neighbor,
bell, author
distinguished

Baillie

"

"

"

Earle, the son-in-law and successor to the
Hunter, whose death took place at this time,

under Sir James

celebrated John

attending. He
hospitals,
any important
frequently
surgical operations were performed, surgery being the favorite
subject of his pursuit; he nevertheless did not neglect the
collateral branches of medical science, as will be seen by his
own statement:
Having," as he says, "upon one occasion
while Avalking in the garden of the Professor Hamilton, at
Blandford, in the neighborhood of Edinburgh, been very much
mortified by my ignorance of botany, with which his other
guests were familiarly conversant, I had resolved at that time,
whenever an opportunity might offer, to acquire a knowledge
of that department of science.
Such an opportunity was now
presented, and I eagerly availed myself of it. The late Mr.
William Curtis, author of the Flora Londinensis,' had at
that time just completed his botanic garden at Brompton,
which Avas arranged in such manner as to render it most in
structive to those desirous of becoming acquainted Avith this
and whose funeral he had the
also

gratification

of

when

visited other

"

—

—

'

ornamental and useful branch of

Mr. Curtis had for

though
on
botany,
instruct

me

some

a

medical education.

time ceased to

give

Al

lectures

he very kindly undertook, at my solicitation, to
For this
in the elements of botanical science.

purpose I visited the botanical

garden daily throughout

the
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spending several hours in examining the various ge
I also had
nera and species to be found in that establishment.
the benefit, once a week, of accompanying him in an excursion
to the different parts of the country in the vicinity of London.
Dr. William Babington. Dr. Thornton, Dr. now Sir Smith
summer,

Gibbs, Dr. Hunter of Ncav York, the Hon. Mr. Greville, and

myself, composed
sions, in the

the class in these instructive botanical

summer

excur

of 1793.

"

By Mr. Dickson, of Covent Garden, the celebrated cryptogamist, the maximus in minimis,' as Mr. Curtis has very
properly and facetiously denominated him, I AYas also initiated
into the secrets of the cryptogamic class of plants.
In the spring of 1794, I also attended the public lectures
of botany delivered by the president of the Linnsean Society,
Dr., noAv Sir James Edward Smith; and by the kindness of the
same
gentleman, I had access to the Linnrean Herbarium.* I
spent several hours daily for four months examining the various
genera, and the most important species contained in that ex
tensive collection. Notwithstanding my attention to botany, I
was not unmindful of the other departments of medicine.
During my residence in London, the winters of 1793-4,
I devoted myself to anatomical dissections, under the direction
of that very distinguished teacher of anatomy and surgery, Dr.
Andrew Marshall, of Flavel's Inn, Ilolborne ; to chemistry,
practice, and materia medica, under Dr. George Pearson, of
Leicester Square ; to mineralogy, as taught by Schmeisser. At
the same time, I daily visited the hospitals, and attended the
various surgical operations which were performed during that
period. I also frequently visited the Leverian Museum, having
taken a ticket, which gave me the privilege of seeing and
examining the precious collection of objects in natural history
'

"

"

contained in that valuable establishment.
"

*

In the
The

course

of that

winter, by the

advice of my

friends,

acquaintance thus begun with this distinguished botanist, Sir James
Smith, warmed into an affectionate friendship, which, judging from
his letters to my father, now in my possession, continued
uninterrupted
during their lifetime.
Edward
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Sir

Joseph Banks, Dr. Marshall, Dr. George Pearson, Dr.
Robertson, of the 42d, and Dr. Wilson, to whose examination I
previously submitted the manuscript, which I communicated to
the Royal Society of London my Observations on Vision, pub
lished in the Transactions of that year, 1794,* and for Avhich,
after due examination by a committee, and a report to the
I received the thanks of that

Society,

In the midst of such

that he

body."
diligent application and study,

it is not

young man, have sought recre
ation in the various amusements of London.
Having been

surprising

should,

as a

initiated in the excellencies of the drama while in

Edinburgh,
prepared to enjoy the superior and more
numerous attractions of London, in the
succeeding years of
1793-4, a period when the stage displayed a constellation of
talent that has never been exceeded, if it has ever been
equalled.
"John Kemble, and, if possible, his more extraordinary
sister, Mrs. Siddons, Mr. and Mrs. Pope, Miss Farren, since
Countess of Derby ; Mrs. Eden, Mrs. Jordan, Miss De Camp,
afterwards the Avife of Charles Kemble ; John Palmer, Parsons,
Quick, Holman, King, Bannister, Munden, Suett, Faucett, and
Irish Johnstone, afforded to the friends of the drama a gratifi
cation never to be forgotten ; while in song and at the opera,
Madame Mara, and Billington, Banti, Mrs. Crouch, Signora
Storace, Incledon, Kelly, and others, fascinated the lovers of
music with their most exquisite performances." These delight
ful amusements, however, alluring as they Avere, did not divert
him from the more important objects of his visit to Europe.
In 1794 he returned to New York in the ship Mohawk, after
a
passage of fifty-three days. Among his fellow-passengers
were Mr. Thomas Law, brother of the late Lord
Ellenborough,
Mr. Daniel McKinnon, author of
Travels in the West Indies,"
and Mr. Hunter, late Senator of the United States from Rhode
Island. During the voyage, typhus fever made its appearance,
and became very general, particularly among the steerage pas-

he says

:

"

I

was

"

*

See

"

Philosophical

Transactions."
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sengers. Dr. Hosack being the only physician on board, Avas
called upon to exercise his professional skill in the treatment of

singularly successful, not losing a soli
were duly appreciated by all, as was
unsolicited vote of thanks published in the daily

in which he

them,
tary

evinced

the

by

papers.
From this date

of New
sion

Avas

His services

case.

commences

York, previously

to recur to

that

his

professional

Avhich,

to

the time devoted

in the

career

however, I must take

to his

It will be

education.

his

city

occa

well

as
during
preliminary studies,
the time devoted to the study of medicine, he, at an early age,
evinced an ardor and persevering industry in the pursuit of
knowledge which characterized him through life, and by Avhich

seen

throughout

he doubtless

profession,
attain.

was

so

On

as

enabled to arrive

gratifying

to

his

at

that enviable rank in his

ambition, and

to

Avhich but few

in conversation with his

occasion,
children, pro
view to encourage them to further action, he re
marked that he was himself naturally very dull Avhen at

bably

one

with

school,

a

much

that it

only by diligent application
accomplish his ordinary tasks. By
the record made by himself, it will have been perceived that in
enlarging the area of his studies, the suggestions always came
from himself, the reverse of the general rule, as parents usually
are obliged to
urge upon their children the necessity, and to
out
to
them
the advantages of education in early life. The
point
devotedness to his studies, and the full occupation of his time,
served also another purpose, that of diverting his mind from
gloomy reflections, to Avhich, in his youth, he was much inclined.
We shall now return to that period from which Ave date the
commencement of his professional career in the city of New
York.
He Avas encouraged by his success ; experiencing the
benefit growing out of an intimacy formed with his felloAv-passenger Mr. Law, who, upon his arrival in this country, took
pleasure in introducing him to most of his acquaintances, among
so

and labor he

Avhom

were

was

so

was

enabled to

General Hamilton and Colonel Burr.

The favor

he made upon the minds of these distinguished
persons induced them to adopt him as their family physician.
able

impression
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year's practice, together with that de
private pupils, amounted to about fifteen hun
dred dollars, which enabled him to support his family, consist
ing at that time of himself and wife ; his only child, a son,
having died during his absence.
In 1795 he was honored by being appointed to the Profes
sorship of Botany in Columbia College,(upon the duties of Avhich
At the termination of the course he
he immediately entered.
published a Syllabus of his lectures, afterwards inserted in his
"Medical Essays." In the autumn of 1795, the yellow fever
made its appearance in the city of New York, and was pecu
liarly malignant and fatal, affording ample opportunity to young
medical men to distinguish themselves.
At this time he attracted the notice of Dr. Samuel Bard,
an eminent
physician of New York, who, forming a strong
for
him, and with due appreciation of his talents,
friendship
Avas induced to place him in charge of his practice during a
short visit to the country.
Upon his return to the city, grati
fied by his assiduity and attention to his patients, Dr. Bard pro
posed a connection with him in business preparatory to his re
tiring from the profession, which he did after the lapse of three
or four years, leaving Dr. Hosack in the enjoyment of an ex
tensive and profitable practice.
This preference was in itself highly complimentary ; not but
that Dr. Hosack would have been successful in his profession
Avith his energetic and determined character, and the distin
guished friends he had already acquired. Still, the patronage

receipt

from his first

rived from four

of

one so

eminent

as

Dr. Bard, while it tended to confirm them

in the correctness of their

choice,

was

certainly

of the greatest

young a man. A feeling of affection greAV out
of this connection more like that of father and son.
Having lost his wife and child, he was again married by the

importance

to

so

Bishop White, of Philadelphia, on the 21st of De
to Mary Eddy, daughter of James and Mary
Darragh Eddy. The issues by this marriage were nine chil
dren, of Avhom five are now living.
At this period of his life he became more particularly known

Right

Rev.

cember, 1797,
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to the community for his success in the treatment of yellow
feA'er, which had made its appearance during four successive
summers, viz., 1795. 1796, 1797, and 1798 ; and since in 1803,
1805, 1819, and 1*22. From the extensive opportunity of
observation thus afforded him, he became a strong advocate of
contagion and of the foreign origin of the disease, and was the
first to pursue the sudorific and mild treatment of it, to Avhich

may be traced the successful results attendant upon his prac
tice.
To use his OAvn language : " I have generally," he says,
"

pursued the sudorific treatment during every visitation of
yclloAV fever since 1794. With due respect for the opinions
and vieAvs of other practitioners, I am no less convinced of the
injurious conseejuences to be apprehended from the indiscrimi
nate use of the lancet and mercury in this epidemic form of
fever."*
To quote from a biographical sketch of Dr. Hosack, published
"
National Portrait Gallery," in 1834, where the Avriter

in the

remarks: "Tho attention which Dr. Hosack

paid

to

this disease

in the years referred to, received, in a peculiar manner, the ap
probation of his fellow-citizens ; for it was remarked of him

during those several epidemics he was ahvays present, and
thereby enjoyed the amplest opportunity of observation, and
of forming correct opinions of the nature and character of the
that

disease."
In

fever,
had

my father Avas himself attacked with the yellow
and he pursued in his OAvn case the same treatment he

1798,

public

in others.

successfully employed

so

Such, too,

confidence in the correctness of his views and

was

the

practice,

the request of the Corporation and Board of Health of
New York, he was frequently called upon for the express pur
pose of ascertaining the character of a disease, to allay

that,

at

thereby

the

anxiety

as a

member of

trace the

Amboy,
*

phia,

of their fellow-citizens.
a

committee,

introduction of the

in New

Jersey,

See his "Lectures
and also his

"

on

1811,

he

Avas

requested,

investigate the nature, and
yellow fever, which appeared at
to

in that year.

the Practice of

Medical

In

Essays/'

The report of that

Medicine," published

vol. 3.

com-

in Philadel

mittee,

which

was
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communicated to De Witt

dent of the Board of

Health,

was

luminous and circumstantial

written

statement

by
Avas

Clinton,

Presi

as

Dr. Hosack.
received

This

as a con

clusive document, shoAving the specific character of the disease,
and its communication by means of contagion, and was repub
lished in the medical
also

journals

in the third volume of

Register of New York.
Upon the death of Dr.

of

and

Edinburgh

the Medical and

William Pitt

to that

branch,

and

Philosophical
in

Smith,

held the Chair of Materia Medica in Columbia
Hosack

London,

1797,

who

College,

Dr.

in addition to the

of
appointed
him.
In
held
this
he
by
Botany already
department
acquired
He continued to fill these joint professor
further reputation.
ships until 1807, when the College of Physicians and Surgeons
was

of the State of New York

established, Avhen

he

was

chosen

and

Professor of

quished

Avas

one

Midwifery. He soon, however, relin
Surgery
the former for that of the Theory and Practice of Phy

sic and Clinical Medicine.

the

foregoing statement, it may
already, and in so short a
professorships, and had actually lec
By

be observed that Dr. Hosack had

space of time, held these
tured upon five different branches of medical science.
I have next to speak of the qualifications of Dr. Hosack
"

A

be neither

as a

philosopher
physi
by rules, but by native
genius alone." Professor Vogel remarks: Perhaps there is
no science Avhich requires so penetrating an intellect, so much
talent and genius, so much force of mind, so much acuteness
These requisites
and memory, as the science of medicine."
Avere eminently conspicuous in the character of Dr. Hosack.
He noAV became distinguished as a general practitioner,
enjoying a more extensive practice than many of his contem
poraries, and among his patients may be enumerated many of
the most learned and distinguished citizens of NeAV York.
Believing that his character as a general practitioner and lec
turer in medical science could best be described by one less
interested than myself, I have taken the liberty of inserting
here a sketch drawn by my friend Dr. Minturn Post, who

physician.

man can

cian," says Herz, "by

imitation

a

nor a

or

"

-
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attending

his lectures, and who

Avas

of my father's most ardent admirers, and Avho, from his
intimacy with Dr. Hosack, is well calculated to do him justice:
one

"

It has often been remarked that many men, though gifted
great talents, and whose fame rests upon an enduring

with

basis,

in

were

no

degree

remarkable either for conversational

oratorical powers, while in others these qualities have been
happily blended. In no respect Avas Dr. Hosack more remark
or

able than
a

lecturer ; gifted with a commanding person and
eye, of an ardent temperament, and of strong con

as a

piercing

victions, his
with his

manner

of

professorship

treating
at

AYas

the various

subjects connected
bold, impressive, and elo

once

quent.
"

career,

a

chair

—

subjects

observations

the most

that of the

Clinical Medicine
of

distinguished portion of his
Theory and Practice of Physic and
which, perhaps, embraced a greater variety

Occupying, during
—

than any other, the scope which he gave to his
was of the most extended character.
None of the

ills to Avhich flesh is heir

escaped

his research

or

baffled his

investigation.
"

The beautiful science of

botany

lent to less attractive sub

jects its kindred grace and classical allusion, and added a charm
to a discourse already beaming with observations of the highest
import
"

to

humanity.

Avith a keen desire for the acqui
strongly attracted to all who exhibited
an ambition to excel in the various
departments of learning.
He thus became intimately associated with the most remark
able men of our country, and was imbued with the spirit, the
manner, and the characteristics of the most distinguished vota
Gifted

as

Dr. Hosack

sition of knoAvledge, he

was

was

ries of

science, literature, and

he

enabled to

give

interest which

was

art.

Stored

as

his mind thus was,

subjects, comparatively unattractive,
imparted to them by the charm of his
impressive manner. His great object Avas to direct the student
to the importance of the subject under examination, to lead him
by his eloquence, and to rivet his attention by his earnestness,
and no man ever succeeded better as a public lecturer in attaining
an

A\-as

these results.

to

"

Students from every part of

were
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our

widely

extended country
arrive, and

anxious for the hour of his lecture to

ever

inspired with neAV zeal as they listened to the eloquent
teachings that fell from his lips ; and many a practitioner of
the healing art in every State of our Union, and noAV perform
ing the duties of his profession, recurs with pleasure and grati
tude to these recollections of his more youthful days, and with
profit to the instructions he then received. The writer well
remembers the absorbing interest these lectures awakened, and
the impatience with which they were expected.
Dr. Hosack was a man of great and untiring industry. Nu
merous as his
engagements were, the appointed hour found him
were

"

at his

Upon

desk in the lecture-room, with his notes before him.
many subjects connected Avith his branch of medical sci

ence, he held

opinions

which

controverted

were

these

by many of his
subjects especially his style

professional brethren. Upon
of lecturing was conspicuous for its bold and fearless character.
As a professor of the science of medicine, he was of the opinion
that many of its most distinguished votaries had taken too
limited

a

view of its nature and extent, and had founded theo

ries, Avhich being based upon some particular part of the system,
Avere found, Avhen applied to practice, to be inadequate and
valueless.
"

In his

lectures, he says

'

:

We shall not,

as some

have

done,

confine ourselves to any particular part of the body in consi
dering the cause of disease, but shall examine the Avhole, and
in

so

doing,

establish

shall adhere

we

our

This

facts.

strictly

was

not

to

the inductive system to
the case.
Thus,

formerly

~

Hoffman gave his whole attention to the nervous system, as also
Cullen, who attempted to explain all the phenomena of disease

by

the

same cause

diabetes, typhus,
all

Avas

humoral

sorbent and
fluids.

school.
fertile

; he overlooked the fluids

entirely, except in
Hoffman,
Darwin resolved all by the ab
Sydenham and Boerhaave by the
Before the time of

and scorbutus.

pathology.

nervous

systems

;

Rush and his followers

are

-

modifiers of the Brunonian

speculations of a Darwin, and the
Brown, shall have no place here. I

But the dreams and

imagination
1

of

a

20

-
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to the nerves,

fluids,

and solids ; in

part of the system, for every part may become

of disease.

The

principles

of the

practice

of medicine should invaria

body and the cause of
disease.
Principles are but the assemblage and classification
of facts, and are the only safeguards to practice, as has been
Avell observed by Rusii. The plan to be pursued in studying the
theory and practice of medicine Avill be :
1st. The structure of the human frame, more especially
the various functions it performs in health, including those that
appertain to the mind.
bly

be deduced from the structure of the

" '

'

"

2d. The natural functions of the

disease,

Avhether inherent in the

body,

or

system

;

the

produced by

causes

of

the opera

tion of external agents ; the influence of climate, soil,
food, sleep, and exercise, both bodily and mental ; the

clothing,
passions

of the mind ; the functions peculiar to the sexes ; the various
trades and occupations ; as also the sensible and adventitious

qualities of the atmosphere
epidemic diseases.
"

k

by

production

of endemic and

3d. IIoav far the functions of the constitution extend their

influence,
it

in the

in

overcoming

the ancients and

or

preventing disease,

some

moderns,

as

ascribed to

under the term of

"

vis

medicatrix naturcc."
"

4th. The arrangement in the best order of the diseases to
boely is subject, with their respective treat

'

which the human
ment
"

and

symptoms.'

The extended outline exhibited

energetic

and

above, gave free scope to the
mind of Dr. Hosack, embracing

comprehensive
primary

in its outline both the

His

healing
of information, Avhich
art.

course was

made it

and collateral branches of the

marked

by

an

extent and

variety

singularly

attractive to the young
votary of science. Of an ardent and sanguine temperament, he
threAv his Avhole soul in support of the opinions he had

adopted,
appeared at all times ready as their champion and defender.
His advocacy of the doctrines of the humoral
pathology was
marked by the ardor and decision which
distinguished his cha
His illustrations in support of these
racter.
principles, as
and

DAVID

draAvn from

typhus, scorbutus,
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and other

diseases,

Avere

at once

pointed, cogent, and convincing. Could he have lived to see
the manner in which these doctrines have since been received

by distinguished members of the profession, how great would
have been his joy and satisfaction.
Dr. Hosack was gifted with a fine sonorous voice, great play
of expression, and a remarkable vivacity of manner, qualities
which, being as it Avere contagious, begat in his youthful audi
tory a kindred sympathy, relieved from the tedious monotony
of manner, which has characterized some distinguished profes
"

of medical science

sors

'

—

Pleased

they listened,

and

were

won.'

"

In lecturing upon points of theory and practice, on which
Gra
he held controverted views, he was singularly eloquent.

dually rising

with the

subject,

his voice would

assume a

depth

and poAver that gave evidence of the faith that was in him,
while his gestures added to the effect Avhich his discourse pro
his powers of illustration less remarkable.
lecturing upon fever, on croup, on tetanus, and scarlatina,
diseases upon which he held opinions peculiar to himself, and,

duced.

Nor

were

In

professional brethren, the
were
exceedingly in
portfolio
reader
The
and
may form some
general
impressive.
teresting
idea of the manner in which he illustrated his subjects, by the
example which we subjoin. At one time during his profes
sional career, scarlet fever prevailed in New York as an epi
demic, and had attacked several of the family of General
The General, Avho was in public office,
Alexander Hamilton.
absent
from the city, although information
at
the
time
was
most of his

indeed, in advance of
cases

was

with which his

Avas

communicated to

to the state

by

an

of

one

of his

him,

family,

stored

from time

but he

Avas

to

time,

in

reference

at last summoned

home,

urgent letter, informing him of the hopeless condition
of his children.

He started

immediately,

and after

winter, arrived during the night

fatiguing journey

in

sorroAvful home.

He

proceeded immediately

to the

at

a

his

sick-room

-
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inexpressible joy, he found his little
sleep. Being informed of the change Avrought,
and of the means by which it had been effecteel a spirit and
ammonia bath,
refusing all importunities to take repose, the
General repaired immediately to the adjoining chamber, Avhere
Dr. Hosack had retired to rest, after several fatiguing and
sleepless nights. Being awakened from his slumber, Avhat Avas
his surprise to see the form of General Hamilton, the friend
and comnanion of Washington, kneeling at his bedside, and
returning thanks to his God for his merciful interposition.
The General said, in his most impressive manner, and in ac
of his
son

child, Avhere,

in

a

to

his

sAveet

—

—

deep emotion, that he could not lie doAvn
by the hand and expressed his heartfelt
him
ayIio
had
to
been a ministering angel' in restor
gratitude
To
to
him.
Dr. Hosack, the intervieAv, with the
his
child
ing
accompanying circumstances, was overwhelming, and Avas ever
remembered by him as among the most gratifying compliments
and acknowledgments he had ever received.
Laudari laudato
ciro,' must ever be, to the generous mind, the highest species
In his lectures
of praise, and this he had indeed received.
he
scarlet
cited
this
fever,
upon
ahvays
interesting incident,
with a a ieAv to elevate the profession, by exhibiting to students
that medical science and unceasing exertions were ever duly
appreciated, adding, at the same time, that such heartfelt
gratitude, thus expressed, Avas worth more than any pecuniary
compensation Avhatever.' A friendship, cemented under such
interesting circumstances, survived till death, and Avas con
spicuous on every occasion ; in none was it more so than when
he accompanied his illustrious friend to the fatal field, Avhen he
fell in his unfortunate duel with Colonel Burr, a conflict which
carried dismay to the hearts of our citizens, and Avhich Avas
mourned by the Avhole nation, as the untimely fall of a great
man, Avho had devoted his time, his talents, and his energies
cents

that shoAved his

until he had taken him

'

'

'

the great cause of
It Avill be easily

Liberty.
perceived that a course of lectures, illus
trated by cases so interesting and instructive, would be highly at
tractive to the youthful student, and was eminently calculated
to

"

DAVID

to

cheer him onward in the
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rugged path

of his

professional

; but when we add to these his clear voice, his gestures, and
his animated countenance, the effect was indeed conspicuous.
career

"

Many

since been

of the views which Dr. Hosack entertained have
the

profession ; others ha\*e been con
pointed out the use of the stetho
siderably
but
he
did
not
attribute
to the beautiful
scope,
study of
auscultation the importance which it has since acquired ; but
his treatment of fever, of croup, of tetanus, of scarlatina, and
many other diseases, Avill ever remain as enduring evidences
of his skill and research.
As a clinical lecturer, he brought
to the bedside the same methods of quick
perception, close in
vestigation, and sound judgment ; he brought every resource
of his art to wrestle with the fell Destroyer, and was ever
ready to respond to the call of the afflicted. To the student
he pointed out the marked and distinguishing features of the
case, and, although pathological investigations were not then
prosecuted as at present, still his great experience enabled him
to point out with accuracy the character of the disease before
him.
His clinical lectures wTere clear, lucid, and practical,
to
the student such information as Avould serve him in
giving
He took a deep and abiding interest in his
the hour of need.
in
all
Avho exhibited a desire to recehre infor
and
profession,
mation in its arduous and responsible duties. He lived in me
adopted by

He had

modified.

morable

passed

times, before the great

away ; had

of the

age ;

had

tuned to sweet

seen

listened

to

the

cadence, from his

Rush, and Gregory,

men

of the Revolution had

and conversed with the

and Sir

most

eminent

of

inspired song
Burns,
lips ; was intimate Avith

OAvn

Joseph Banks,

and

was

the friend

of Clinton and Hamilton.
"

youth of our country a
industry, talent, and
bright example
in
have
the
attainment
of
reputation and fame."
energy
In looking 0Arer my father's correspondence, I found the copy
of a letter in his handwriting, addressed to his friend Dr. James,
of Philadelphia, in reply to one requesting information from
Farewell Address of Washhim as to the authorship of the
His

career

Avill

ever

remain to the

of the influence which

"
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General Hamilton.

to

Dr.

James had been induced to seek this information from my
father, from the well-known intimacy existing betAveen him and
General Hamilton, and,
of these tAvo

General

and

as

every fact

distinguished
Hamilton

—

concerning
—

personages
will be of the

future ages, I deem it important to
subjoining a copy of it.

Friend:

dear

the history
Washington

greatest

give publicity
New

My

General

to

interest to

it

here, by

York, July 9th,

1826.

—

your communication of the 6th inst., to
learn that Mr. Rawle has received satisfactory information
I

am

gratified by

from Governor

FareAvell

Jay

upon the

subject

of General

Washington's

Address, and which I believe you will find

to

corre

spond with the statement I gave you verbally when I Avas last
As I then stated to you, I. happened to be at
in Philadelphia.
the house of General Hamilton, making a professional visit to
family, on the morning he received from General
Washington the outline of his contemplated address, written
upon several sheets of foolscap paper, and requesting General
I shall
Hamilton's opinion and views relative to that subject.
never forget the gratification displayed by the General upon
receiving this high compliment from his great chief. I was
aftenvards informed by my friend, the late Nathaniel Pendle
ton, one of the executors of General Hamilton, who at the time
one

of his

possessed

some

valedictory

of the General's papers, that he had seen the
handwriting of General Hamilton, by

address in the

which it appears that the suggestions and alterations which he
had made, were so numerous and so extensive as rendered it

This fact, I believe,
necessary for him to transcribe the whole.
has been the origin of the report that the Avhole production had

originally written by General Hamilton.
Any person acquainted with General Washington and the
productions of his pen, must have knoAvn that he was distin
guished for those poAvers of mind, that correctness of judgment,
that decision and pride of character, that original thinking and
readiness in committing his thoughts to paper, and in which
been

DAVID

his
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composition may almost bear
writers of the age, that he
classic
comparison
a
Avould not have committed
subject of that magnitude exclu

simplicity

and neatness of

with the most

But while the same ability Avould
any man living.
prompt him to execute the outline, his high respect for and
confidence in the distinguished abilities of his friend Hamilton,

sively

to

long

confidential member of his

a

family,

Avould induce him to

avail himself of the counsels of the latter in the

details of

so

important

document

a

as

the

completion and
legacy he has left to

his beloved country, and indeed to the Avorld.
I am, my dear friend,

Very truly

yours,
David Hosack.

As I have before

observed, my father possessed the confidence
community generally, to which he was fully entitled, not
from
his skill and ability as a physician, but from his
only
of
manner, social disposition, and great decision of
urbanity
as
Avell as for his uniform kindness to the poor. He
character,
never spared himself and Avas never known to shrink from what
He observed with strict precision
he conceived to be his duty.
the numerous engagements of his profession, and ay as always
punctual in his attendance in consultation Avith his fellow-prac
titioners, treating them with deference and respect ; and if he
differed from them in opinion, he would patiently listen to their
argument, and if not convinced, he seldom failed to persuade
of the

them to his way of thinking.
So conscientious was he as a

physician

that I have

frequently
fatigued after
some patient,
be wholly unex

knoAvn him upon returning home late at night,
an arduous day's duty, feeling anxious about

voluntarily to visit him,
pected by the family.
He

was

perception

when his visit would

remarkable for his skill in
and

an

which I think may, in

a

great

measure, be attributed to the

always acted upon first
He Avas
is then most free from bias.

fact that he

diagnosis, having a quick
detecting disease,

almost intuitive tact in

impressions, as
indefatigable in

the mind
his habits
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industry,

for he

always spent

hours in his

after the

stuely

and seldom retired to rest until after

labors of the

midnight,
study, reading over the lec
ture he was to deliver the following morning, or ansAvering
letters to his numerous correspondents, professional and otherAvisc, which, with an extensive practice, shows a diligence and
day,
devoting himself

either

application

to

medical

seldom to be met with.

having been a pupil
distinguished surgical practitioners, Dr.
Baylcy : he was, under his tuition, fully qualified for the prac
tice of this branch of his profession ; besides having, Avhile
abroad, availed himself of the ample opportunities afforded him,
while in attendance at the hospitals in London and Edinburgh,
of witnessing operations performed there by Mr. Earle, Abernethy, John Bell, and others.
Upon being appointed to the Chair of Surgery, he delivered,
at the opening of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, in
the city of New York, November, 1807, an introductory lec
ture, entitled,
Surgery of the Ancients." His authorities
He

of

was

one

not the less knoAvn

of

our

as a

surgeon,

most

"

were, of course, those of the old writers in

medicine, such

as

Hippocrates, Celsus, Galen, and others; he Avas consequently
obliged to translate from the original languages in Avhich they
Avritten, the Greek

were

and the Latin.

This lecture contains

facts in

interesting
surgical history.
Being one of the surgeons of the Almshouse Hospital, he
there performed many important surgical operations, done for

many

the first time in America; among Avhich may be cited that of
tying the femoral artery at the upper third of the thigh, after
the
was

manner

recommended

performed by

same

by

Professor

Dr. Hosack

as

early

Scarpa
as

:

this

1808.

artery several times afterwards for aneurism.

operation

He tied the

He intro

early as 1795, in American surgery, the operation
for hydrocele by injection.
He also contributed several valu
able essays on surgical subjects and cases, such as,
Observa
tions on Glossitis ;"
Cases of Tetanus cured by Avine, spirits,
and brandy;"
Observations on Tic-Douloureux ;"
Cases of
duced,

as

"

"

"

"
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Anthrax ;"* " Observations on Hemorrhage, and the removal
of Scirrhous Tumors from the Breast." In this latter communi
cation he dwells
from

particularly upon the advantages to be derived
the wound to the air, after operations, with a

exposing
checking hemorrhage;
Astley Cooper,f of London,
vieAv of

a

practice

and

by Sir
Dupuytren, of

since claimed

Professor

Paris.
He

all the

physical requisites for a surgeon, and
department of the profession,
he would, doubtless, have been pre-eminent. His attention Avas,
however, diverted to the more elaborate theory of medicine,
to the abstruse reasoning of Avhich he directed the best ener
gies of his mind ; being encouraged so to do by the offer made
him, by the trustees of the College, of the Professorships of the
Theory and Practice of Medicine, and Midwifery. The former
of these he retained until the end of his professional career.
Another circumstance particularly connected with his early
history, is that of seeking the society of his seniors, and of
attracting them to him, as may be seen by the following kind
letters from his distinguished preceptor, Dr. Benjamin Rush.
possessed

had he confined himself to this

Philadelphia, August 15th,
Dear Sir:

1810.

—

I shall this

day put

into the hands of Mr.

Humphreys

the

Spanish translation of my account of the yellow fever in 1793,
and a manuscript copy of Dr. Mitchill's letter on the yelloAv
fever, accompanied Avith
the

same

subject.

a

They

letter from Governor Colden upon
found among the papers of my

Avere

old master, the late Dr. Redman, and were given to me by his
daughter since his death. The copy from which Dr. Coxe
printed an extract of Dr. Mitchill's letter, perished in the

printing

office to Avhich it

was

sent for

publication.

I

beg

you

Avould return the copy herewith sent Avith the Spanish trans
lation, which accompanies it. I thank you for the liberal
*

For all

f See

"

these,

see

2d vol. of

American and

"

Medical

Essays."

Philosophical Register,"

vol.

4,

p. 63.
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call

making
said

once

man a

to

improve

the condition of mankind, I

could be formed to humanize
:

"

brother!"

a

were

With how much

''

I say,
Oh ! that I were a
than that of medicine, that

physicians.

Ge

that I

might
might
member of any other profession
I might not call physicians my

Oh ! that I

dog,

more reason

brethren !"
I have

treated

lately

a case

of anthrax with bark and other

your practice, with success.
inflammatory action in the bloodvessels, in that disease,
partakes too much of the soap bubble to admit of the common
antiphlogistic remedies.
Our city is unusually healthy.
My Avife and daughter are
Were they here, I am sure they would unite
now in Jersey.
in cordial respects to you and your excellent lady, with, dear
Yours sincerely,
sir,

cordial

remedies, agreeably

to

The

Benjn. Rush.

June

My

dear

Friend

:

20th,

1812.

—

Philosophical Society meets but once a month in sum
They met last evening. Their next meeting will be on
the third Friday of next month, which is, I think, on the 17th
of the month ; on which day, or before it, I shall expect to
have the pleasure of taking you by the hand as my guest. All
my family unite with me in requesting you to make our house
Let us shoAV the
your home Avhile you remain in Philadelphia.
world that a difference of opinion upon medical subjects is not
incompatible with medical friendships ; and in so doing, let us
throw the whole odium of the hostility of physicians to each
other upon their competition for business and money.
Alas !
while merchants, mechanics, lawyers, and the clergy live in a
friendly intercourse with each other, and while even the brutes
Our

mer.

are

gregarious,

and
"

Devil with devil firm concord

holds,"

to use the words of

Milton, physicians,

tries, riot upon each other's
this problem in morals ?
WTith love

to Mrs.
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characters !

Hosack and Miss

in all ages and coun
How shall we resolve

Mary,

in which all my

family join,
I am, dear

sir,

Your friend and brother in the

republic

of

medicine,

Benjn. Rush.

He also cherished

a

very

pleasing

ceptors, from his grammar-school

education,

to

recollection of his pre
the completion of his

and had much

pleasure in keeping up a friendly
long as they lived. In an obituary
notice of the late Dr. Cochran, which appeared in a Canada
paper immediately after the death of that distinguished scholar,
after making mention of his virtues and high literary attain
ments, and of his having been Professor of Languages in Co
lumbia College, the writer says :
There he had under his care
several young men, Avho have since attained the highest repu
tation and distinction in the United States, and some of whom
kept up a correspondence with him till a late period of his life.
Among his pupils were the late De Witt Clinton and John
Randolph, Dr. Hosack, one of the most eminent living phy
sicians of the United States, the late Rev. Dr. John Mason,
Chancellor Jones, and others."
Holding so conspicuous a situation as a leading practitioner,
as Avell as
being a Professor in the University, Dr. Hosack
could not fail to interest himself in most of our public scien
tific institutions and charities, and Avas instrumental in esta
blishing several of them. His love of botanical science induced
him to found the Elgin* Botanic Garden, which he did at his
It was situated
own individual expense, as early as 1801.
It
about three and a half miles from the city of New York.
intercourse with them

as

"

consisted of about twenty
*

The

being

of land

of Elgin was given to it,
birthplace of his ancestor.

name

the

acres

on

the middle road.

that town in

It

Murrayshire, Scotland,

-
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selected from its varied soil, as
cultivation of the different A'egetable
Avas

skilfully

were

laid out and

and beautiful of

conservatory

our

At this time there
of

species

rare

as

well

as

those of

Avere

of American

some

of the

most rare

to

those devoted to medical pur
our OAvn

country.

under cultivation

plants,

besides

a

fifteen hun

nearly

considerable number

To this collection additions

and valuable exotics.

made from time

with

An extensive and ornamental

erected, for the cultivation of tropical and

was

greenhouse plants, as
poses, more especially
dred

planted

forest trees.

peculiarly adapted to the
productions. The grounds

time, from various parts of Europe,

from the East and Weft Indies.

founder of this beautiful
devote it

garden,
science

It

Avas

Avere

well

as

the intention of the

had his

means

been

more

especially
generally
mineralogy. This, however, he was com
pelled from Avant of fortune to relinquish, hoping that the State
of New York Avould, at some future day, be induced to carry
out the plan as suggested by him, similar, in all respects, to
ample,

to

those of

zoology

to

;

more

and

that of the Garden of Plants in Paris ; but in this he
appointed. The State purchased the garden from

Avas

dis

him, but
like many other public Avorks, unconnected with politics, it was
suffered to go to ruin. While it Avas in his possession it afforded
him many a pleasant hour of recreation, and served to abstract
him from the cares and anxieties of an arduous profession.
As early as 1792, by an essay published by him upon sus
pended animation from droAvning, the corporation of the city
induced to co-operate with him in establishing an institu
His friend, General
tion known as the " Humane Society."
Avere

Jacob

Morton,

a

distinguished

citizen of New

York,

known for

his charitable and benevolent acts, lent his aid in the cause, and
in speaking of Dr. Hosack, says: "But in the charities of life,
in those services which carry comfort to the poor and distressed,
'
was he
eminently useful. To him the Humane Society' is

indebted for its establishment.
was

the
his

called the Jail

When he first

and its services

joined it,

it

Avere confined to
Society,
provisions to the prisoners in jail for debt. Upon
suggestion, and through his instrumentality, a charter Avas

supply

of
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obtained, extending the objects of its charity, and naming it the
'Humane Society.' A convenient soup-house was erected with
the funds of the institution, aided by the corporation. Appa
ratus for the recovery of persons apparently drowned were pro
cured, and distributed in several parts of the city. The souphouse department of this institution was extended to the relief
of the respectable poor who chose to apply.
In the severe winters with Avhich our city has been visited,
this institution Avas eminently and extensively useful.
A gene
ral direction was also given to the matron of the house never
to refuse an applicant, so that our city might have the proud
boast that
no one need
perish from hunger." This institution
existed in active operation for many years ; the necessity of it
has since been superseded by the liberal and more extended
plan of our city almshouse establishments, and arrangements
for our foreign poor.
The City Dispensary received no less his care and attention.
It was principally through his exertions that it Avas remodelled,
and became useful both as a charity and as a school for young
One of the principal features of this
medical practitioners.
"

the extension of vaccination to the poor ; for
immediately after its discovery by Dr. Jenner it was,
through the interests of Dr. Hosack, fully adopted, as he was

institution

Avas

almost

among the first, if not the very first, supporters of it.
In his discourse for the improvement of the medical

police
city of New York, delivered to the medical class in
1820, as introductory to a course of lectures on The Practice
of Physic," he urges the necessity of a separate and indepen
dent building for the reception of the sick poor afflicted with
yellow fever or other epidemic diseases. He says : I early

of the

"

"

in the
to

this

typhus
either
"

past

season

subject,
fever in
to

called the attention of the Board of Health

and

Bellevue

upon the first appearance of
the instantaneous removal of the sick

recommended,

our

city,

or some

other suitable

place

to be

provided.

I then earnestly urged upon the Board the necessity of some
provision being made commensurate with the in

permanent
creasing population

of the

city."
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Hosack, being at that time the resident physician, induced
corporation to select a spot at Bellevue for the erection of
an extensive fever
hospital, which Avas accordingly done. The
for
an institution could not be doubted for a
such
necessity
moment ; avc are only surprised that Ncav York, abounding in
Dr.

the

numerous

charities, is still deficient in such accommodation for

the poor, to say nothing of the advantages to be derived to the
health of the city by isolating diseases of a malignant cha
racter.

Additional

deserving
"

It is

an

suggestions

are

also made

by

him in this lecture

Of National Quarantine Luays he says :
unavoidable inference from the vicAY taken of the im
of notice.

portation of fever, that nothing short of the most rigid system
of quarantine laws, and those, too, executed by officers who
conscientiously believe in their utility, will secure our cities
from a repetition of the evils Ave have experienced. Nor can
our country be effectually guarded against the
reneAval of
yelloAv fever in our seaports, Avhile our commerce continues with
the torrid zone, unless the government of the United States
shall, as has been done in Great Britain, institute a general

system of quarantine regulations,
commercial

city

of the Union.

to be

strictly enforced in every

When, too,

Ave

take into vieAv

the late progress of the plague, and call to mind the introduc
tion of that disease in former days into the cities of London,

Marseilles, and Moscow, have Ave not reason to expect that our
commerce with the Levant will, ere
long, add another scourge
to

our

country, unless
be alike

we

are

protected by

in all

a

code of health

seaports ?"*
This paper on Medical Police contains many other valuable
suggestions for the further improvement of the sanitary condition

laws,

to

city, such
substituting
thereby enabling

operative

the extensive establishment of sewers, and
wood, stone piers, erected upon arches ;
the current to force them from accumulation,

of the

as

the

for

which tended
It

citizens.
*

See

"

so
was

Medical

our

much to the
also

a

Police,"

engendering
suggestion that the

p. 30 and

31,

in

"

of disease
sewers

Medical

to

our

should

ex-

Essays,''

vol. 2.
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tend to the termination of these
tents into the channel.

regulation,
Board of

no

These

doubt at

Health,

some

as

piers, and discharge their con
suggestions will, as a sanitary
future day, be adopted by the
to the welfare of the
city.

necessary
It has often been a subject of wonder to his friends that Dr.

Hosack should have found

pursuits, to
profession.

leisure,

have contributed

so

in the midst of his various

much to the literature of his

This may be accounted for by his extraordinary
method and system in the division of time.
His leisure mo
ments, if such they may be called, were always occupied by
miscellaneous
most of

them

reading, as the Avorks of
bearing pencil-marks and
It

therein contained.

was

library

also his habit from the

life to record in

ment of his

his

reference to

will attest,
some facts
commence

note-book every

fact,
professional
prescription deemed by him of importance.
At an early period he commenced the publication of the
Medical and Philosophical Register," in which he was asso
ciated Avith Dr. John W. Francis, formerly a private pupil of

case,

a

or

"

and for many years afterwards united with him
This Journal Avas issued quarterly, and each
in his practice.
Dr.

Hosack,

hundred pages and upAvards.
He aftenvards published three volumes of his

number contained

a

"

Medical Es

addresses before the different

societies, intro
says," containing
ductory lectures, biographical sketches and obituary notices
of some of the most distinguished medical men of the United
States, besides some of his most practical papers on vision,*
It was observed by a
scarlet fever, and contagion, &c. &c.
distinguished foreign critic, in revieAving his various publica
tions, that
paper

on

"

he would rather be the author of Dr. Hosack's

the LaAVS of

Contagion,

quarto volume of Dr. Adams
popular work of the day.
ous

than the writer of the
on

Morbid

Poisons,"

ponder
then

a

*
This paper on Vision, for which he was highly complimented, was read
by Dr. Pearson before the Royal Society of London. It contained many
original views, showing, by experiments made upon himself and others, that
the power of the eye to adapt itself to different distances, depended upon the

action of the external muscles.
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He also

published

an

extensive
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appendix

to

a

Avork

on

the

Practice of Medicine, by Dr. Thomas, of Salisbury, England,
in which are contained most of his views of the treatment of
diseases

Adopting nosological arrangement,

generally.

system best calculated
prepare
editions.

Dr.

Avork

a

on

to

that

Hosack, being the

of the

distinguished

scientific,

as

well

as

illustrate

subject,

diseases, he
Avhich

ran

was

as

induced

through

a

to

several

intimate friend and associate of many
of our country, both literary and

men

of most of

our

eminent statesmen, could

not, with his acute penetration and singular discernment of
character, have failed in forming a correct appreciation of them.

intimacy and confidential friendship with Mr. Clinton, from
boyhood through life, induced him, upon the death
of that distinguished statesman and accomplished scholar, to
pronounce his eulogy: this he did at the request of the public
authorities and different literary institutions of NeAV York, in
many of Avhich Mr. Clinton and himself had been so intimately
associated. He felt honored by the appointment, and rendered
that homage to his friend which Avas so justly his due.
This eulogy Avas pronounced, on the 8th of November, 1828,
in the Middle Dutch Church, in Cedar Street, before a nume
rous audience, composed of the friends,
partisans, and admirers
For the manner in which he acquitted
of Governor Clinton.
himself on this occasion, I shall refer the reader to the folloAving extract of a letter, Avritten on the evening of the same day,
by the late Chancellor Kent, the intimate friend of Mr. Clinton,
His

his earliest

who

Avas

himself not less

distinguished

for his talents and lite

rary attainments, and Avhose name, associated with those of
Marshall and Story, will be handed down to posterity as among
the most eminent jurists of the age.

Saturday evening,
Dear Sir:
I had

Nov. 8th.

—

not

finished your

a

fit

opportunity

address,

to speak to you, after
you had
I
and
Avrite this to tell you how much I
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manner was chaste and
dignified ; your
distinct
and
utterance clear
; the language was pure and ele
gant, and the matter judicious and instructive. The biographi

was

Your

pleased.

ancestry of Governor Clinton

cal details of the

entertaining, and you
lity and success.
I congratulate you.

through

went

were Arery
the Avhole with great abi

Yours

sincerely,
James Kent.

It occurred at

time when Dr. Hosack

was most
engaged
profession, and it was with difficulty
he could find time to complete so ample a biography as he has
offered to the friends and admirers of Mr. Clinton. Not being
a
political man himself, it required a very extensive and elabo
rate correspondence, on the part of Dr. Hosack, to obtain the
necessary information from his political friends for such an
undertaking. I cannot forbear stating the fact that the
a

in the various duties of his

greater part of this Avork

during
the

his visits to

sick-room,

so

was

patients

written upon the backs of letters
Avaiting to be admitted to

whilst

characteristic

Avas

this of his economy of

time.
From the

flattering

reviews,
journals
distinguished men from
as

notices of this work
all

reason

the various
letters from

parts of the United States,

from eminent statesmen

he had every
the task.

by
by complimentary

and also

and

to feel

on

gratified

with the

:

Avell

Atlantic,
performance of

Salem, July 3,
Dear Sir

as

the other side of the

1829.

—

was not until a day or two since that I had the pleasure
receiving your present of the Memoir of Governor Clinton,
and your accompanying letter. I am very grateful to you for
this mark of your favor, and for the flattering terms by which
you have made me feel it still more to be a personal favor.

It

of

21
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The work itself is of
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and permanent interest, and every
You have discharged your
way creditable to the country.
duty to your friend, in a manner which confers at once honor

high

and on his memory. It is
the enviable distinction of

yourself

on

arrived

praise
being

from

one

entitled

Avho has

praise,
distinguished a
statesman and scholar has thus found a biographer qualified to
do justice to his merits, and I am quite sure that, with the
public, his fame Avill acquire new strength and solidity from
at

laudari

a

laudato

I

viro.

that

rejoice

to

so

If men like Dr. Hosack will devote
your successful labors.
their time to such literary efforts, it will no longer be a reproach

American

to

that it is

biography,

dry

and

dull,

without anima

and without power.
I shall place your Avork in my library, among those Avhich I
for their intrinsic merit, and for
value from a double motive,

tion,

—

the elevated rank of their authors in

letters,

as

well

as

in their

professions.
Believe me, with the highest respect,
Your much obliged servant,
Joseph Story.

Richmond,
Sir

June

13th,

1K29.

:—

polite and flattering letter of the 8th of May, with
truly interesting memoir which accompanied it, reached
I have deferred acknowledging these
me a few days past.
favors until the adjournment of the court, which was at the time
Your

the

session, should leave

in

able

biography.

me

I have

at leisure to peruse
your very valu

now

read it with attention and

plea

sure.

As

an

patron

eminent statesman, and as the effective and energetic
greatest public Avork in our country, Mr. Clinton

of the

has been

long

knoAvn

throughout

have introduced him to

his

services,

if less

portant and useful.

us

the United States ; but you
characters, in which

in many other

splendid, appear
Nothing which

to

have been

could benefit

equally im
humanity or

DAVID

improve

science

attention,

or

to

seems

have

to

have been

thought umvorthy

of his
You have shown him

his notice.

escaped

to possess many claims to
to your distant readers.
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our

admiration which

You have made

us

were

unknown

acquainted

too

with many others, the ornaments of your State, whose benevolent
deeds entitle them to the applause of their
fellow-beings, and
with institutions which the wise and humane could wish to
imitate.
Have the goodness to accept my thanks for the
very valuable
mark of your attention, and my assurances of the
grateful sen
timents with Avhich I received the kind and
flattering expres
sions of your letter.
I am,

sir,

Avith very great respect,
Your obedient servant,
J. Marshall.

His

public spirit

not

was

the different institutions.
taste for

medical science

Having imbibed,

well

mineralogy,
generally,
as

less manifest in his donations to

he

as

whilst

abroad,

a

for the collateral branches of

early began

to form

a

cabinet of

To quote from a sketch of his life by a friend : " He
attended in the Avinters of 1793-94, the first course of lectures

minerals.

mineralogy that Avas delivered in London by Schmeisser, a
pupil of Werner. With this additional knowledge of miner
alogy, Avhich Dr. Hosack had begun to study at Edinburgh, he
on

continued to augment the cabinet of minerals which he had
This collection was brought by him
commenced in Scotland.
to the United

States,

and was,

we

believe,

the first cabinet that

crossed the Atlantic ; it was afterwards deposited in Princeton
College, in rooms appropriated by the trustees, but fitted up at
the expense of the donor, similar to those at the JEcole des
Mines at Paris.
To render this donation immediately useful,
it

accompanied by a collection
mineralogy."*

was

on

*

of the

most

important works

specimens were systematically arranged and marked by Dr. Hosack
Europe, assisted by the late Dr. Archibald Bruce,
who was then his private pupil, and whose attention was thus first awakened
to the subject.
soon

The

after his return from
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He also made

a
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liberal contribution

to

the

library

of Co

of several hundred volumes.

The
College, consisting
New York Hospital and Historical Societies profited much by
his liberality.
In private life. Dr. Hosack was no less conspicuous for his
His home Avas made a
social qualities and kindness of heart.
all
avIio dwelt under his
not
but
to
to
himself,
happy one,
only
to
roof.
His love of society induced him, as may be said,
or
of
claim
to
the
literature,
keep open house;"
stranger,
any
scientific distinction, as well as our OAvn prominent citizens,
partook of his hospitality, and always found a hearty welcome.
His constant professional engagements interfering greatly
with his disposition and Avish to entertain, induced him to set
aside an evening in each Aveek for the reception of his friends,
and he selected Saturday for that purpose during the Avinter
months.
These evenings Avere ahvays Avell attended, and are
doubtless remembered by many still living as among the most
agreeable and enlightened associations of the time. At these
pleasant "reunions" Avere to be found the poet, the painter, the
learned theologian, and eminent jurist, as well as all Avho were
distinguished in medical science : it Avas a school for the young
aspirant in every department of knoAvledge. Of the distinguished

lumbia

"

persons Avho were to be
enumerated the Abbe

seen

at

these

"

conversaziones" may be

Corea, Andrew Michaux, Sir John
Franklin, Dr. Richardson, Captain Sabine, Captain Basil Hall,
Washington Irving, Fenimore Cooper, Bryant, Halleck, Chan
cellor Kent, Thomas Addis Emmet, Professor Silliman,
Bishops
Hobart and

During
pleasure in fostering

of their future

lect the time Avhen he
tion

Avas

professional
youth,
discernment,

talent in

of character and acute

predictions

and De Witt Clinton.

WainAvright,

Dr. Hosack's

was

success

without

career, he

always took
knoAvledge

and from his

he seldom failed in his

in life.
some

I

can

scarcely

such protege

recol

; his selec

made among those whose want of means
obtaining the advantages of a liberal edu
Those thus selected were educated in the
profession of

always

debarred them from

cation.

medicine ;

most

of them

were

successful,

and

some

became emi-

.

DAVID

The first of his

nent.

named John

adoption

Charters,

dinary intelligence,
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son

of

a

Avas,
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as

early

carpenter

:

as

much so, that my father

so

1797,

a

youth

he evinced extraor
Avas

induced to

take him into his

family and to educate him in medicine, having
himself previously instructed him in the Latin and Greek lan
guages. He was very studious, and, by his diligence and appli
cation and desire to please, won my father's
affection; but
unfortunately he did not live to fulfil the high expectations
formed of him : he fell a sacrifice to yellow fever
by his devo
tion to the sick during the epidemic of 1798.
My father was
much grieved and disappointed at his death, and as a further
expression of his affection and esteem, erected a tablet to his
memory commemorative of his talents, industry, and estimable
character.
This monument was placed upon the wall of the
of
the
portico
Presbyterian Church in Nassau Street, the place
of worship of his parents.
Not many years after the death of this young man, my father
induced to adopt another in his place, under somewhat

Avas

similar circumstances
he has since

from the

:

I will offer

occupied,
by

tion of the incident
In

notice.

one

of his

city, he
Upon inquiring of

near

the

distinguished position which
no
apology for making men

Avhich he first attracted my father's
early Avalks, Avhen at his country-seat

observed

a

young

young Frenchman, who
intrusion, saying that he

man

gathering

flowers.

he discovered him to be

him his

object,
politely apologized
was

a

a

in French for the

botanist, Avhich proved

to

be

a

sufficient passport, and was peculiarly gratifying to ray father,
who had always been so great an admirer of that science him
self.

After further conversation with

be

ardent follower of the

an

him,

and

finding

him to

system of Jussieu, he became much

interested, and invited him in to breakfast : this was the only
introduction, but it proved to be all that was necessary. The
young man, in his intervieAV Avith my father, informed him that

obliged to leave France during the troubles
being desirous of pursuing his favorite
of
in
fields of America, had emigrated to
the
wild
study
botany
this country. The young man being poor, my father adopted
his

family

of the

had been

Revolution,

and he
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to

his

family,
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and educated him in the

cine, as best calculated
of time, he graduated

to

gh'e

in the

him

a

of

College

geons in the city of Ncav York.
Upon the termination of the Reign of

being established,

profession

support.

of medi

In due

Physicians

course

and Sur

Terror, and the Empire
land, and became

he returned to bis native

attache to the Jardin des Plantes in Paris ; here he attracted
the notice of some of the most eminent botanists of that country,
an

Emperor Avas organizing his corps
Egypt, our young friend Avas parti
cularly recommended to him gs best qualified for the department
of botany.
The Emperor gave him an intervieAV, and asked
many questions, such as, Avhere he had studied his profession,
His
where he had acquired his knoAvledge of plants, &c.
answers doubtless must have
the
Emperor, Avho, at
surprised
that time, could have had but a very imperfect knoAvledge of the
much so, that when the
savans of the
army of

so

de

United States.
young
in the

man

at

it is creditable to

Indeed,
that

early period

our

country that

a

should have been here educated

profession of medicine, and have been prepared to occupy
important a situation, and still more surprising that he should
have been chosen from among the many who, it might have been
supposed, had enjoyed superior advantages. Nevertheless, such
was the fact, and he
proved to be not only an honor to the
but
to
the
French nation, now proud to place
appointment,
so

his

among the most learned and scientific of their country
this
;
person is Professor Delile, of the School of Medicine
at Montpellier, and Superintendent of the Jardin des Plantes in
name

men

that

city.

I cannot forbear

in

stating

1836, when in Europe.

I went to

for the purpose of visiting
the hotel in the afternoon, and

Montpellier, principally

Professor Delile.
the

the circumstances of my visit to him
In my tour in the south of France,

I arrived

following morning

at

five

at

o'clock,

din des Plantes to his residence.
to his

ning
saw

private apartment.

some

He

Avas

I walked

flowers with the

me, and

through the

Jar

The servant conducted me
just then engaged in exami

microscope, turning from Avhich, he
appeared quite surprised he doubtless saw the
—
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resemblance

"
to my father. He said in
English, I know you,
sir ; you are the son of Dr. Hosack," and at once threw his
arms around
my neck. He was unable for a moment to speak.

After

wiping aAvay his tears, he exclaimed, "Is it possible!"
After many rapid inquiries about my father and
family, and
old friends, long since dead, he pointed to a chest in the corner,
which,
as

he

said, had

he shoAved

correspondence
whelmed

never

been out of his

room :

it

contained,

his notes upon my father's lectures, and his
with him since his return to France. He OArer-

me,

with his

kindness, insisting upon my making his
regretted being compelled
to decline, as my
stay was but for a few days. I, however,
passed most of my time with him : he accompanied me to every
place of interest, hospitals, colleges, &c, and appeared to be
much gratified in introducing me to his colleagues, Professor
Serre and Professor Lallemand, the tAvo eminent surgeons of
me

house my

home,

which invitation I

the south of France.

The reflective

pleasure

wThich this

distinguished gentleman

derived from my presence, and the great emotion he evinced
upon recalling the pleasing associations of his early friend and

preceptor,
He

tude.

It

are

beautiful

was as

proud

exemplifications

of

sincerity

and

grati

of my father as my father was of him.
than at present, the prevailing opinion

formerly, more
study of anatomy, and medical science generally, tended
to unsettle the mind, and frequently led to atheistical principles :
so far from this being the fact, it has a direct
tendency to
awaken reflections of a very serious character, and if doubt of
was

that the

the great First Cause should exist in the minds of any one, it
dispelled by contemplating the infinite beauty of our

must be

organization,

the

harmony

matter to sustain life and

celebrated

and

extraordinary

resist disease.

combination of

In the
"

language

0 God ! how

of

a

naturalist,
thy
might exclaim,
infinitely surpass the reach of our feeble understandings ;
all that we actually know of Thee, or ever can, is but a faint
and lifeless shadow of thy adorable perfections, in contemplation
of Avhich the highest understandings grow bewildered !"* Many,
Ave

works

Swammerdam.
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therefore, who study medicine are frequently more strongly
impressed Avith the truth of religion, and are induced to relin
quish the pursuit of the former to enlist under the banner of
I could cite several who were educated as private
the cross.
of
pupils
my father, who have since become distinguished
divines, and ornaments to the church of their adoption. Though
this may not be attributed to any influence which he as pre
ceptor may have exerted upon the minds of his pupils, yet he
failed in his

never

teaching

to

sIioav his

reverence

for, and

religion, and to express his
admiration of the works of the Creator.
entire belief
An

in, the truths

high

case of a
young pro
it
not
out
of place to men
Avhich
be
father,
may
During a severe snoAv-storm in 1815, in the morn

interesting

tege of my
tion here.

of

incident occurred in the

poor young man, badly clad, about seventeen years of
My mother, meet
age, appeared at the door asking for alms.
ing him in the entry, and hearing his pitiful story, invited him

ing,

in,
at

a

and ordered

a

breakfast for him.

He

was

quite

overcome

kindness, and Avhen he sat down to his repast said grace
it.
My mother, questioning his sincerity, interrogated

her

over

him further ; he assured her he had not partaken of a meal for
twenty-four hours, and could not do so without first thanking
his Maker for

kindness.
voted

a

hospitality

and

faithful and de

if she would allow him to remain under her roof.

servant

He had left

conducted him to such

having

He then said that he would be

happy home, and was in this country a stranger
Her sympathizing heart was moved
by his im

a

without friends.

portunities,
main in the

table, with

and with my father's consent he was allowed to re
family in the situation he solicited.
father, at
a

view to

improve

his

children,

often

My
interrogated

On one occasion a question in
them upon their studies.
geo
arose which his children were unable to ansAver.
This
graphy
his
young man, though in the capacity of waiter,

forgetting

position, prompted

the

to

whom the

had been put.
This attracted the notice of my father, who feeling
regret that
man so well informed should hold so menial a
a
young
situation,

determined to

place

one

him in the

office,

question

and to have him

taught
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to prepare and

compound medicines and deliver them to patients,
physicians in those days before the es
tablishment of druggists in the city of New York.
He was accordingly taken into the office, and at his own re
quest was permitted to attend the examinations and lectures
as was

the custom Avith

delivered
After

to

a

the students.

year or more, being treated as a companion by the
in the office, he became careless and indifferent to the

gentlemen
duties assigned him, and for some cause, now
forgotten, my
father was compelled to part Avith him.
Many years elapsed
before he was again heard of.
One evening, in the fall of the year 1831 or 1832, a welldressed gentleman, of a clerical appearance, called upon
He
my father, and related to him the following narrative.
stated that he had recently arrived from England, and was on
his way to Canada, to take charge of his congregation there,
one of the
largest in the provinces. His principal object in
passing through New York was to see his benefactor, to obtain
his forgiveness, as well as to inquire after the welfare of the
family, mentioning them all individually. He said he had
waited in the city a week or more, trying to make up his mind
to call and see him, knowing it was a duty he owed to himself
as

well

as

to one

Avho had been

so

kind

to

him under the most

trying circumstances ; but he had not the moral courage to do
so, and he determined to leave the city without carrying out
his resolution.

On

arriving

at the

steamboat

on

his way to

Canada, he there saAv my father, who was, as he conjectured,
going to his country-seat at Hyde Park. He reproached him
self for his erroneous decision, and ordered his baggage back to
the hotel, to await the return of Dr. Hosack to the city, his
winter residence.

He called

immediately at

the house to

ascer

might be expected, and was informed that he would
At the expiration of that time
be in town in a day or two.
He
he called, and was happy in noAv finding him at home.
and hoped that he was not
I
said his name was P
altogether forgotten. He recounted most of the incidents as
before related by me, and then Avent on to state that he was
tain when he

,
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to

himself any crime for

for sufficient reason, which he would

mention, Dr. Hosack appearing

quite

distressed

Avas sure

happened
by him if

to

find that he

forgotten it.
not recognized, and

to

was

have

the Doctor's children Avould remember him.

I

my father's house at the time, and Avas asked
I had ever known such a person, giving his name.

to be at

affirmatively, and at his request accompanied him
library, and there saAv a tall stately gentleman, Avhom I
recognized as the individual spoken of. He Avas quite de
lighted to see me, and then continued to relate the further cir
After leaving NeAV York, he said he
cumstances of his life.
had experienced many hardships and privations, and had it not
been for the interest taken in him by a kind-hearted clergyman
I answered
to

his

Canada, he would have been lost forever. While under his
roof, he Avas aAvakened to more serious reflections, and by dili
gent application and perseverance Avas prepared for the ministry,
in

His
upon returning to England, Avas there ordained.
in
his
had
and
to
his
he
found
father,
absence,
died,
surprise

and

he had inherited

an

versation he took

an

his mission.

ample

fortune.

After

a

little further

con

affectionate leave of us, and departed to fulfil
This little incident, so full of interest, shows bene

volence of heart and kindness ; while it is creditable to the re
it tells Avell for the religious feelings which prompted him

cipient,
so

to

humble himself.

After the death of my mother, my father was again married
to Magdalena, widoAv of Henry A. Coster, a
lady much esteemed
for her amiable and excellent

Some time after this

sion,

qualities.

my father retired from the profes
with the intention of devoting himself to agriculture and
event

rural life.

It is

"

saying that professional men live well, work
hard, and die poor." As a general rule, it would seem to be
correct ; applicable alike to law, physic, and
divinity. If an
it
affords
the
individual
thus
favored
facilities
exception occur,
to entertain and keep around him his old associates and friends,
and to do honor to the elevated position he naturally assumes
an

old

in the

He lives to

community generally.
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enjoy,

in

a

retrospec

tive

view, his past well-spent life, honored and revered before
retiring from this Avorld. If constant occupation have prevented

him from

disseminating the knowledge acquired by experience,
opportunity is now afforded him of doing justice to himself
by furnishing to the Avorld the result of his labors.
Dr. Hosack, after a life of nearly fifty years spent in the
arduous duties of the profession of medicine, retired to his
beautiful residence at Hyde Park, Duchess
County, situated on
the banks of the Hudson, where he passed his remaining years,
devoting himself to agriculture in all its various departments.
an

He carried with him the
so

ardor and zeal Avhich had been

same

characteristic of him in his

professional

career.

He intro

duced into the country many of the finest breeds of cattle,
sheep, and SAvine, Avhich he imported at great expense from
abroad.

The

grounds

were

cultivated in the best

possible

man

ner, and the most esteemed fruits and vegetable productions of
the country were made to thrive in the greatest luxury possible.

His extensive farm

was

indeed

model one, and from its wide

a

spread reputation attracted many strangers from different parts
of the Union, as well as from abroad, to visit it. The pleasure-

grounds

were

arranged

with great taste and

skill, and

are

thus

distinguished persons who have writ
by
Mr. James Stewart, of Scotland,
ten travels in this country.
described

some

of the

"

The splendid terrace
says :
beautiful rivers, admired the

Hyde Park,

as

I

think,

the

over

the most beautiful of all

the oftener seen, renders
enviable of all the desirable

more

most

grounds are very charming, and
the vieAvs from them very picturesque and striking, in Avhich
the Catskill Mountains form a bold and remarkable feature."
situations

on

the river.

The

Martineau, in her work on this country, ob
possession of such a place ought to
make a man devout, if any of the gifts of Providence can do
To hold in one's hand that Avhich melts all strangers'
so.
Miss Harriet

serves :

"

hearts, is
Most

I felt that the

to be

a

steward in

liberally
possessed.

ment he

a

did Dr. Hosack

very serious sense of the term.
dispense the means of enjoy

Hospitality

is

inseparably

connected Avith
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in the minds of all Avho

hospitality

of the heartiest

Hosack had

a

good library,

and

ever

most

I believe

on

of the best

one

libraries in the country ; some good
and mineralogical cabinets of value.
around his estate, which lies
the farm on one side, and the

heard it, and it Avas
gladsome kind. Dr.

private

and botanical

pictures,

Dr. Hosack drove

both sides of the

pleasure-grounds

on

mc

high road,
the other.

The conservatory is remarkable for America, and the flower
garden all that can be made under present circumstances ; but
the

neighboring country people have no idea of a gentleman's
pleasure in his garden, and of respecting it. On occasions of
weddings and other festivities, the villagers come up into the
Hyde Park grounds to enjoy themselves, and persons Avho
would not dream of any other mode of theft, pull up rare
plants as they would wild floAvers in the woods, and carry them
Dr. Hosack Avould frequently see some flower that he
away.
had brought with much pains from Europe, flourishing in some
garden of the village beloAV. As soon as he explained the
nature of the case, the plant would be restored with all zeal
and care; but the losses were so frequent and provoking as
greatly to moderate his horticultural enthusiasm.
We passed through the poultry-yard, where the congrega
"

tion of fowls exceeded in number and bustle any that I have
ever seen.
We drove round his kitchen-garden too, Avhere he
had taken

pains to grow every kind of vegetable which will
flourish in that climate.
Then crossing the road, after paying
our

orchard,

his

of fine cows, we drove
through the
and refreshed ourselves with the sweet river views on

respects

to

dairy

There Ave sat, in the
our Avay home.
much of De Witt Clinton, and showed

pavilion,
me

his

a
copy of which, he said, should await
New York. When that time came he was

and he told

own

ton,

me

to

no

promise

was

kindly

borne in mind

hands I received the valued

by

his

mo

life of Clin

my return
more; but his

lady,

on

from whose

legacy."

Peninsular Cam
Captain Hamilton, the author of the
paign," and Cyril Thornton," &c. &c, also makes mention of
his visit to Hyde Park, and thus expresses himself:
"

"

—
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the very kind and pressing invitation of Dr.
visit him at his country-seat on the banks of the
The various Avorks of this gentleman have rendered

accepted

Hosack

to

Hudson.
his

name

the

most

well known in

Europe, and procured his admission to
philosophical institutions in England, France,
and Germany.
For many years he enjoyed, as a physician,
the first practice in New York, and has recently retired from
the toilsome labors of his profession, with the warm esteem of
his fellow-citizens.
I reached Hyde Park in a heavy snow
storm ; but the folloAving morning was bright and beautiful.
The snoAv, except in places Avhere the wind had drifted it into
wreaths, had entirely disappeared, and, after breakfast, I Avas
glad to accept the invitation of my worthy host to examine his
domain, Avhich was really very beautiful and extensive. No
thing could be finer than the situation of the house. It stands
upon a lofty terrace overhanging the Hudson, whose noble
stream lends richness and
grandeur to the Avhole extent of the
of
the
foreground
landscape ; beloAV, its waters are seen to
from
a
approach
country finely variegated, but unmarked by
of feature ; above, it is lost among a
boldness
any peculiar
of
and
range
rocky
woody eminences, of highly picturesque
eminent

In one direction alone, hoAvever, is the prospect very
the Catskill Mountains,
the northAvest
extensive ; and in that
summits
far up into the sky,
bald
and
their
rugged
sending
outline.

—

—

form
"

a

glorious

framework for the

picture.

farmer, and took great interest in the
expensive amusement of improving his estate.

Dr. Hosack

laudable but

Avas a

imported sheep and cattle from England, of the most
improved breeds, and, in this respect, promised to be a bene
I am not much of a farmer, and
factor to his neighborhood.
found the Doctor sagacious about long horns and short legs in
a
degree Avhich impressed me with a due consciousness of my
ignorance. The farm-offices were extensive and Avell arranged,
He had

and contained
"

I visited

some

Hyde

excellent horses.
Park

again

in the month of June.

I

now

beheld its fine scenery adorned by the richest luxuriance of
verdure; Poet or painter could desire nothing more beautiful.-

•■;.", i
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tenanted

neighborhood,

agreeable families, and had it been necessary
the United States, I should
the scene of my repast."

certainly

to eat

have selected

by

very
lotus in

Hyde

Park

as

flattering descriptions of my father's home, it is
surprising that his life was now one of continued enjoy
ment and happiness.
His habit of early rising, which, during
his professional career, had been acquired from the necessity of
The
toil and labor, now became that of unalloyed pleasure.
and
the
of
of
sAveet
the
hum
bees,
birds,
perfume of
song
floAvers springing into reneAved life before the rising sun, and
gentle breezes of the morn, while it delighted the senses, could
not fail to exert a benign influence upon a mind so well stored
and fully prepared to admire
After such

not

"

To him it

joyed

was

an

Nature, for Nature's sake alone."
inestimable

blessing,

and

one

Avhich he

en

its fullest extent.

to

In the autumn of

his

to his

family

1835, Dr. Hosack removed as usual Avith
city residence, and a few weeks after Avas

apoplexy, which terminated his existence. On
Friday morning, the 18th December, 1835, he rose as usual in
his Avonted good health.
After breakfast, he made one or two
calls in the neighborhood for the purpose of transacting busi
ness.
On his return home, he found he Avas paralyzed in his
arm.
Upon entering his parlor, he calmly signified by
right
as his
signs,
speech was confused, his actual condition to some
members of his family. I was immediately sent for : perceiving
Beized with

his situation, and in obedience to his request, I took from him
eighteen ounces of blood, and directed a bed to be prepared for
him in the

same

tion became

stupor

came over

pursued,
Tuesday,
without
devoted

room.

more

His symptoms increased, his articula
and finally unconsciousness and

indistinct,

him ; the usual treatment in such cases was
He lingered in this state until

but without effect.
the 22d

December, when he

struggle,
family. Dr.
a

and surrounded

ceased to

by

live, expiring
and

his affectionate

Hosack had attained his

sixty-sixth

year.
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Some three or four weeks previous
father in conversation with me, said to

to

his last

viction that he would either be attacked with
and that the

lysis,

attack would be

the

on

belief that he told
left
his

an

A few

event.

he handed

study,

side.

might

had been Avritten with his left

then made
to me, I

an

attempt himself.

he in this

practise writing

a

with his

conversation, when in
friend, which he said

hand, he being paralyzed : he
The subject being a painful one
He continued to

further discussion of it.

discouraged

was

make known his AA'ishes in

from

note

a

me

or para
and that the

distant,

after this

days

my

a con

apoplexy

So confirmed

he intended to

me

in order that he

hand,

such

period
right

not far

Avas

illness,

that he had

me

entertain the belief that the fatal disease

hovering

Avas

over

him, and acting under this impression, he stopped at the jeAveller's, and ordered several rings Avith his hair set in them, which
he

presented to
adopting

for his
I had

ever

I

his children.
such

a

belief,

known him.

did not disturb his

could discern

never

he

as

appeared

to

The conviction that death

tranquil mind,

or

affect his

a reason

me as

well

as

was so near

spirits

in the

He received every attention during his illness from his
professional friends, Dr. J. W. Francis, Dr. W. J. Macneven,

least.

Stevens, and Dr. George Wilkes, Avho

Dr. Alexander H.

in

his devotion and kindness seldom left his bedside.

Friday, the 25th of December.
Church, Avhere the Episcopal
service for the burial of the dead Avas read by his friend and
former pupil, the Rev. Dr. Ducachet, of St. Stephen's Church,
Philadelphia, who, upon receiving the sad intelligence of his
death, came to NeAV York for the purpose of assisting in the
His funeral took

His remains

were

last ceremonies

body

Avas

place

on

taken to Grace

over

deposited

His
the remains of his late preceptor.
Marble
at
the
vault
Cemetery
family

in the

in Second Street.

Dr. Hosack

was

educated

members of that church.
that
to

faith,

but after Avards he

that of the

a

Presbyterian,

His children
was

Episcopal service,

were

induced
and

to

though

his parents

being

also christened in

give
not

a

the

preference

communicant,
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ceremonies, and

dant upon church until his death.
His death Avas noticed at the time
with

day,
apology

and

appropriate
transcribing

for

"National
his

pupil,

Intelligencer,"

and

a

eulogistic
a

by

was a

all the

communicated

resident in his

journals

family,

by

atten

of the

I will offer

remarks.

few lines which

regular

appeareel
one

no

in the

Avho had been

and Avho noAV, like him

self, slumbers in the grave.
'•The death of Dr. Hosack may be considered as an addi
tional bereavement to the city of Ncav York, and indeed to our

country,

as

few

men

have contributed

more

than he to elevate

in the United States,
and to the general encouragement of science, literature, and
His regular and methodical industry, and his kind
the arts.

the character of the medical

profession

immediately inspired confi
previously tested his skill, raised
him early in life to eminence and fortune ; and he employed the
advantages thus honorably acquired in a manner which rendered
them beneficial to the Avhole community.
Endowred by nature
with a generous disposition and a taste for intellectual pleasures,
his house was the seat of hospitality and refinement.
There the polished European met Avith a society not inferior
in accomplishment or elegance to any Avhich he had left beyond
though

decided

deportment,

dence in those Avho had

Avhich

not

'■

Atlantic, while the most humble individual, who had any
notice, from his efforts in the advancement of know
or of the interests of
ledge,
humanity, received a welcome, and

the

claim to

frequently

found

a

friend.

To his

example

and his

judicious

aid, many, if not all of the scientific and benevolent institutions
of NeAV York owe their origin and success.
He devoted his
time to

them, he

gave them

funds,

and he distributed among

precious collections of books and of objects in the various
departments of natural history, in the formation of Avhich he
had spent years, and from which he could not have separated
himself without regret, in order that they might thus be ren
dered more accessible to the public."
The portrait, as originally designed by me, is now complete.
I have endeavored to place upon the canvas every trait that
them
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might tend to illustrate the man. How far I have succeeded
in depicting the true features of his character, must be left for
those to determine who knew him well and appreciated his
worth.
mer

I

am aware

pupils,

common

and who

to

that many of his intimate friends and for

himself, have long since paid the debt of nature
all; yet many still remain who enjoyed his society,

like
us

can

bear

testimony to his talents
interesting.

and virtues ; to them

this short memoir may prove

Alexander Eddy Hosack, M.D.

THOMAS C. JAMES.
1766—1835.

"

whatsocA-er things are honest, Avhatsocver
things are pure, whatsoever things are of good report," are to
be thought of, honored, imitated, Dr. James may claim a high
place in the regard of posterity, as he certainly Avas held in
A'eneration and esteem by his contemporaries.
Perfect in his bodily proportions, dignified in his carriage,
possessing features of the purest style of manly beauty, from
which radiated not only the expression of a highly gifted intel
lect, but the manifestations also of a kindly, generous, noble
heart, he ever arrested the attention of the passing stranger as
a citizen
worthy of honor; while those who knew him most inti
mately prized him most highly, and found each added year
of acquaintance, and every opportunity for more close and
searching investigation of his character, to give additional assu
rance that he was one whose
ingenuous nature had survived its
contact with the world, and whose guileless truthfulness justi
fied the confidence which was reposed in him by the entire
community in which he dAvelt.
The paternal ancestry of Dr. James was Welsh.
A band of
earnest, honest, Christian men, followers of George Fox, em
braced the offers of perfect toleration made by William Penn,
and, making large purchases of land in the province of Penn
sylvania, migrated with their families to the yet unexplored
wilderness, to establish there, amid the privations incident to
the New World, homes in which their posterity might hold in
peace, principles which in the Old World shut them out from
By the rule that
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they valued only less than their sense of duty
Agriculturists in the Old World, they retained their
fondness for the same pursuits in the New ; and a belt of out
lying townships, to which they lovingly gave the familiar names
of the different parts of the Principality from which they seve
rally came, still surround Philadelphia, and transmit to succeed
ing generations the evidence of the source from whence their
Avhich

privileges
to

God.

fathers sprang.
From this stock arose the James, Cadwalaand
other
der, Lloyd,
families, associated in each generation
with the best

society

the medical men, who
in them.

of

Philadelphia, and furnishing to each
discharged with fidelity the trust reposed

To this stock

belonged Abel James, the father of Dr. James.
Philadelphia, he became an active and successful
merchant, one of the number of those whose privilege it was
to give to the mercantile character of the city a position which
certainly has never been excelled. Enterprising in their under
takings, zealous in their efforts, honest in their principles,
highminded and honorable in their transactions, they earned
for themselves a name, which Avas adorned by a modest and
simple deportment, and a liberal and generous style of living,
appropriate to the ample fortunes which were the fruit of their
industry. The substantial city residences, and spacious country
mansions now swallowed up by the ever-increasing growth of the
city, were not the only tokens of their taste. The choicest edi
tions of the best authors of the period were imported freely, Avith
the more bulky cargoes of the ships which crowded the wharves,
and found among them a ready sale.
Mr. James had collected
Avould
have
at
that
been
time,
Avhat,
thought a handsome pri
vate library even in the mother country ; thus proving the pos

Settling

session

in

on

his

own

elevated and refined taste, which
children, together with the appliances for

part of

he transmitted to his

an

Holding the first rank among the merchants
Philadelphia, he cheerfully united with his fellow-citizens in
the patriotic determination to sacrifice their present interests
by resisting the encroachments on their liberties as Englishmen,
made by the government of the day ; and met the attempt at
its cultivation.

of
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representation" by the agreement to abstain
importation of the products of the industry of Eng
land. When the struggle for Inelependence took place, of re
sistance to oppression, Mr. James withdrew from the city to an
estate in the vicinity belonging to his Avife ; where, according
to contemporaneous testimony,
he found employment for half
the village of Frankford in rebuilding the family-seat, Avhere he
kept open house and a plentiful table, at which tho traveller
was
hospitably entertained, while the wandering beggar freely
partook with the servants." One of the popular legends of the
Revolutionary War relates, that at the juncture when the for
"taxation without

from the

"

tunes of

our

country

exhausted,

were

at the

and

lowest

ebb, the Federal

with

handful of

trea

whose

Washington,
expired, was conducting his masterly retreat
through New Jersey before the forces of Lord HoAve, he ap
pealed to Congress for a certain sum of hard money, which was
absolutely essential to the existence of the army. Robert Mor
ris, who was at the head of the Committee on Finance, meeting
sury

term of

a

men

service had

Mr. James in the street, was asked by him, "What news?" to
which he replied, " The news is that I am in immediate Avant of
a sum

cure

of hard money, and that you are the man who must pro
me ;
your security to be my note of hand and my

it for

honor."
at

once

"

Though a Friend" and non-combatant, Mr. James
scarcely any other could have done, advanced

did what

the money and relieved the embarrassment of the country.
The friend of Benjamin Franklin and a member of the Ame
rican

Philosophical Society, he was among the earliest and most
prominent promoters of the many efforts for the improvement
of the province which had their origin at that early period. He
was a member of the Provincial Assembly, and as such was
appointed on a committee to examine the possibility of a pro
ject to establish a commercial connection with the northwes
tern country by the medium of a canal to unite the waters of
the Western Lakes with those of the Delaware and
while the construction of

of

promoting

took

an

active

bridges, lighthouses,

the facilities of

interest, proved

access

his

to

the

enlarged

Schuylkill;

and other

city,

means

in which he

and liberal views.
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paternal ancestry of Dr. James. His mother
Chalkley, widely known as an emi
daughter
member and minister of the Society of Friends.
Through

Such

the

was

of Thomas

was a

nent
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both father and mother he inherited
from them he received

an

education and

an

honorable name, and
training in conformity

governed their own actions.
Philadelphia in the year 1766,
his
friend and coadjutor, Caspar
thus
the
coeval
of
being
nearly
Wistar. Like him he received a good classical education at the
Friends' School," where he was the pupil of Robert Proud,
It was the purpose of his parents to provide
the historian.
him Avith the most ample facilities for the cultivation of his
powers, and he chose the medical profession as that Avhich
presented both a strong incentive to intellectual culture, and
the widest field for the application of philanthropic energy.
Having completed his scholastic course he commenced his me

with the

principles

which

Thomas C. James

was

born in

"

dical studies under the direction of Dr. Adam
self

a

pupil

and friend of

Kuhn,

him

and then Professor of the

Linnaeus,
University of Pennsylvania. It
of his father, and his OAvn hope, that

Practice of Medicine in the
had been the intention

he should prosecute his studies still further in the schools of
Europe ; but the proverbial vicissitudes of commerce, falling
ever

with most force upon the most enterprising in the pursuit
fortunes of his father; while his

business, prostrated the
mother, with a high feeling
of

of honor, willing to sacrifice every
reputation of her husband for integrity,
threw her OAvn patrimony, which was handsome, into the fund for
the liquidation of his indebtedness.
Young James thus found

thing

to preserve

the

himself at the very outset of his career called to imitate the
virtues, and illustrate the principles which had been instilled into

hope only stimu
abandoning his plan
for enlarging the stores of preparation, he took his degree of
Bachelor of Medicine from the University in the year 1787, when
he was only tAventy-one years of age ; and accepting the position
his childhood.

The

dissipation

lated him to increased exertion.

of surgeon

on

board

a

of his cherished

Instead of

vessel bound to

Canton, with Avhich port
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Philadelphia at that period carried on a large
trade, he, by a judicious mercantile adventure,
means for
the accomplishment of his cherished

the merchants of
and lucrative
secured the

wish,
at

—

the

time

same

Avas

promoting

the

:

while he

result by the oppor
foreign climes and man
the year's practice of his
acquired, he repaired to
same

thus afforded for observation of

tunity
ners,

prosecute still further his medical studies

to

well

as

as

by

the

With the

profession.

experience
means

of

thus

London about the year 1791, where he found his felloAV-townsman, Dr. Physick, pursuing his studies as a pupil of John

Hunter,

at

St.

George's Hospital.

Dr. James entered himself

as a

pupil

in

a

lying-in hospital,

of Dr. Osborne and Dr. John Clark ; and spent
in London, in the study of his profession,
of
winter
1791-2
the

under the

care

while he also availed himself of the

opportunities

for

elevating

social intercourse Avhich his parentage and connection pre
The following Avinter was spent in attendance upon
sented.
the courses of the University of Edinburgh, though he did not
remain to take a degree.
Returning home, he reached Phila

delphia during the summer of 1793, in time to participate in
the anxieties, responsibilities, and perils of the fearful pesti
lence which, in the autumn of that year, devastated the city.
A handsome piece of plate, presented to him by the Welsh
Society of Philadelphia, as a token of their appreciation of his
faithful services to their countrymen during that terrible epi
demic, remains in his family to perpetuate the remembrance of
his moral courage and professional skill.
We thus find him fairly launched on his voyage of life. There
are few things more important to the
young aspirant after

profes

sional

distinction, than the knowledge of his adaptation

one or

the other of the several

to the
which lie open before him.
The physician, the surgeon, and the obstetrician are
equally
members of the noble brotherhood of medicine.
But for entire
success

paths

in either

We haA'e

line, special qualities of mind are requisite.
James, when in London, availed himself
opportunities presented there for the acquisition of

seen

of the best

that Dr.

practical knoAvledge

of the obstetric art.

Midwifery

had been
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taught in Philadelphia, it is true, for many years, by Dr.
Shippen, and more than one of the older physicians was spe
cially devoted to that branch of the practice. The feelings and
habits of the community had not yet, however, been brought
into accordance with just views of its pre-eminent importance.
The lives of mothers and infants, and the happiness of hus
bands and families, were too frequently sacrificed at the shrine
of a spurious modesty, which demanded that the hour of the
greatest human anguish, and that in which is concentrated the
sum of human
hope, should be confided to the care and control
of ignorance, too often combined with meddlesome and pre
tentious charlatanism, utterly without qualification to avert evil
Dr. Dunlap, who Avas then the principal
or afford relief.
obstetric practitioner, though especially devoted to that branch
of practice, was too frequently called upon only when nature
He was, more
had failed, and ignorance had done her Avorst.
man could have been found with
No
old.
over, getting
higher
qualifications to step into the breach, and place the flag of the
profession triumphantly on the high ground it has ever since
sustained in this community than Dr. James. Bland and cour
in his manners, refined in his feelings, and delicate in
his address, he carried with him a presence Avhich invited the
confidence of the female heart, and disarmed the repugnance to
teous

the assistance which may be needed
in the hour of maternal anguish, which innate modesty must

receive from the other

always

feel.

His

sex

patient disposition

the intellectual stores Avhich he had

itself supported by
accumulated, and which

was

the tedious hours of

he could also render available to

beguile

labor ; while the tones of cheerful

encouragement

were mingled
expressions of sympathy, which at once soothed the fears
and excited the hopes of the sufferer and her friends.
At the foundation of these qualifications were others still
He was calm and dignified, and had that
more important.
can legitimately spring only from the
which
self-possession
consciousness of having devoted himself thoroughly to the
study of his art, and of having, with untiring assiduity, ren

Avith

dered himself master of all the stores of

knowledge

which had
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the observation and

by

extreme

thought

of his pre

of Dr. James led him

modesty

ever

done, the merits of
highly
others when contrasted with his own; but Avhen thrown on his
own responsibility, and left to the acting of his OAvn mind, his

to esteem

than he should have

more

powers were ahvays equal to any emergency.
Thus qualified for the post, he became the founder of the

school of

midwifery

in this

Dr. W.

country.

Shippen, Jr., had,

it is true, annually delivered a few lectures on the subject, in
connection with his course on anatomy; and, so early as 17! '7,
Dr. W. P. Dewees had made an unsuccessful attempt to deliver
a
private course of lectures on the same branch. It Avas not,

nearly ten years' practice that Dr. James, in
conjunction Avith Dr. Church, delivered a complete course of
lectures on the science of midwifery, connecting with it practi
In order to accomplish this object, he
cal lessons on the art.
the
establishment
of the lying-in department in the
procured
of
the
City Almshouse, accepting the onerous duty of
hospital
however,

till after

attendance upon it, and admitted the students who attended
his lectures, in sub-classes of three, to be present at each
accouchement.
of this
course,

So assiduous

undertaking,
on

Dr. James in the

that he had

the 2d of

second, beginning

was

on

no

March, 1803,

sooner

prosecution

closed the first

than he entered upon a
same month.
During

the 10th of the

three years, he continued to deliver two courses annually.
On the death of his first associate, Dr. Church, he formed
fresh alliance with

one

who

was

destined to

an

eminence

a
as

in another branch, as Dr. James had acquired in obstet
rics ; and who even then afforded unmistakable evidence of the
ability and eloquence which placed him subsequently, as Pro
fessor of Practice, in the front rank of American teachers.

lofty

Dr. Nathaniel

Chapman

was,

during several

years, the able and

associate of Dr.

James, in the delivery of his
course of lectures, and contributed largely to
promote the esta
blishment of the just claims of midwifery to stand on the same
level with the other branches of the medical profession, an

accomplished

achievement for which

we are

chiefly

indebted to Dr. James.
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who held the chair of mid-

Avifery in connection with that of anatomy, Dr. Wistar, who
had during many years been Adjunct Professor, was elected
by the
nizing

trustees of the

University to fill the vacancy. Recog
importance of midwifery, and the necessity that

the

it should receive

attention from the students than it

more

would while it held

a

secondary rank,

and

kept

was

in

an

unnatural alliance with anatomy, Dr. Wistar communicated to
the Trustees of the University his views on the subject, and

them the

necessity of the erection of midAvifery into
was not, however, till after the
lapse of
two more years, with courses necessarily imperfect, that the
Board acted upon this suggestion, and created a distinct pro
fessorship of midwifery. To this Dr. James was appointed,
with Dr. Chapman as assistant professor. Even then, however,
so
gradual is the advance of light, the attendance upon these

urged upon
a

It

separate chair.

lectures

was

left to the choice of

the

students,

and faithful

Avho

were

of

James, and
teaching
diligent
of
Chapman, though they were not
eloquence
of their knowledge on
to
the
examination
to
submit
obliged
this subject in order to qualify themselves for the degree of
M.D. Finally, in the year 1813, on the death of Dr. Benja
min Rush, who had held the Chair of Practice, Dr. Barton,
attracted

by

the

the brilliant

Professor of Materia

while Dr.

Medica, was

Chapman
midwifery was placed

was

with Dr. James

as

advanced to the vacant

elected to that of materia

on

the

same

footing

the sole incumbent.

as

the

He

was

chair,
medica, and
other chairs,
at

this time

of his

in the maturity
physical and intellectual power. His
personal appearance was highly attractive, his knowledge of his
subject as great as that of any contemporary, and it was his

fully the honor of the post assigned to him.
product of careful study and diligent
preparation. They contained an accurate analysis of all the
knowledge which had been accumulated by the labors of
Smellie, and Penman, and Burns, and Baudelocque, combined
with the results of his own observation and large experience.
His manner of delivery was appropriate to the subject and the

privilege

to

sustain

His lectures

were

the
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was a

quiet,

unostentatious sim

which attracted the attention of the student and

manded his respect.
patient, and judicious
of obstetric

science,

Having

thus

secured, by

com

long-continued,

the value
proper appreciation of
Dr. James continued, during more than

effort,

a

annually to interest, as well as to instruct, the large
steadily increasing classes Avhich frequented the halls of
the University of Pennsylvania.
But about the year 1825, the result of uninterrupted mental
and bodily exertion, pursued by night and by day Avith little
intermission, began to be manifest. There Avas first a mere
This soon extended to
tremor of the muscles of the right arm.
the body generally ; and finally so impaired his utterance, that
it was with difficulty he could fill with his voice the amphi
theatre in which he lectured.
Unwilling that the large classes
then
Avhich
students
of
frequented the University course should
his failing strength, Dr. James made
from
suffer any injury
to the trustees to appoint an assistant; and Dr. W.
application
P. Dewees, who had become possessed of a Avide reputation as a
lecturer on midAvifery in the Medical Institute established under
the auspices of Dr. Chapman, Avas appointed by them to that
ten

years,

and

post.

gradually devolved the duties and
chair, dividing with him the emoluments, until, in
the year 1834, he resigned the professorship, from a conviction
that his failing powers Avere inadequate to the toils and duties
The private practice of Dr.
which were inseparable from it.
Upon

him Dr. James

honors of the

large and select, and it could not be but
that his patients Avere warmly and devotedly attached to him.
The same motiAres which induced him to resign his public duties,
impelled him now also to curtail his practice. He had been, first
as physician and then as obstetrician, one of the medical staff of
the Pennsylvania Hospital during twenty-five years. It Avas my
privilege, as resident physician, during the years 1825, 1826,
and 1827, to enjoy the advantage of serving in the lying-in de
partment under his care. Most faithful and assiduous was he
in the discharge of his duties to the poor inmates of the Avard.
James had

long

been
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He well merited the encomium of the Board, who, in accepting
"
their acknowledgment for his
his resignation, tendered him
and useful labors ; and assured him of their cor

long, faithful,
dial regard and

best wishes."

interested in everything which had a
the
advancement of medical science ; and
tendency to promote
the
after having served
Philadelphia College of Physicians in
Avas elected president of that body
he
various official relations,
Dr. James

on

was

deeply

the death of Dr.

To that

body

nications

structive.
and

Otto,

on

an

office which he held till his death.

he made

occasionally

verbal and written

commu

subjects

which

always interesting

and in

He
as

Parke,

were

also associated with Drs.

was

editor of the "Eclectic

Hewson, Parrish,

Repertory," which, during

eleven years, disseminated among the medical men of this
and books,
important abstracts from foreign journals

country

on
practical
then not accessible as now, Avhile original papers
thus culled from other
were also added to the stores
subjects
The modest estimate of his powers, which was a
sources.

strongly

peculiarity of Dr. James, caused
large responsibility as a medical writer,

marked

shrink from

a

duced him to

adopt

him

to

and in

text-book of his course of lectures the
the American editions of which he added

as a

work of Dr. Burns, to
the
many valuable notes,

expression

of his

own

views

as

distin

author.
guished from those of the
man of refined taste and cultivated in
Almost every young
ventured either more
tellect has, at some period of his career,
so with Dr. James,
It
was
literature.
of
field
or less into the
Minor poems
associates.
his
of
youthful
and a select circle
in the
were published by him anonymously
and fugitive essays
hours
the
of
to
served
beguile
periodicals of the day. They
man of
a
of
the
him
on
literary
reputation
youth, and to confer
The same tastes and dispositions were marked

acquirements.

He was always fond
life.
features in his character through
in
the companionship
his relaxation
of reading, and sought
from
which he was
social circle,
of books rather than in the
too

much inclined

to

withdraw himself.
familiarity with the Greek and Latin

He thus maintained his
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good German and French scholar, and entered
with the zest of congenial taste into the frequent perusal of the
works of the best English writers of his OAvn day as well as of the
past. Botany was a favorite subject of study, to Avhich he invited
In the history of our own
others by his precept and example.
he
took
and
it was through his influ
especial interest,
country,
and
almost
his
ence,
entirely by
fostering care, that the PennHistorical
was
Society
organized, Avith the design of
syh-ania
the
scattered
fragments of local history before they
gathering
should be irrecoverably lost.
In his private personal relations, Dr. James was signally
At an early period he was united in marriage to
blessed.
in
every
way adapted to make happy that home to Avhich
lady
he ever retired as the centre of his delights and the focus of
She was permitted to minister to his happiness
his affections.
and comfort during a period more prolonged than is generally
classics,

was

a

a

allotted to this hallowed
which took

in

place

relation, and
July, 1835, after

survived

his

death,

he had been several

years Avithdrawn from any active participation either in the
duties of the medical profession or the more general interests
of life.

It has been the

privilege

of few to

enjoy

a

larger

share of

the affectionate respect of the community in which they have
dwelt ; of none to sustain a more enviable reputation.
To him

with

propriety than to almost any other, be con
possession of the "virtus repulsce, nescia sordidoe," of
which it is said by the poet,
intaminatis fulget honoribus."
There are certain important relations of man which are too
sacred to be subjected needlessly to the careless gaze of mere
idle curiosity, or the ruthless investigation of prying imperti

might,

more

ceded the

"

nence, which may

yet be exhibited

any violation of the proprieties of
of surviving friends.

suitable occasions without
life, or offence to the feelings
on

The false assertion that medical
has been

so

men are

often reiterated that it has

iomatic acceptance.
The loftiest men in

There is
our

no

profession

prone to infidelity
into almost ax

passed

foundation for the calumny.
have been as prominent for
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piety as they have been distinguished by their intelligence,
ability, and professional attainments. An array of names
might be presented, if this were the proper place to do so, carry
ing uninterruptedly, through each successive generation, the

their

stream of those

honor

ing

to

Avho have thus honored their nature

their God.

It is

violation of

no

by render
propriety to re

cord the fact that Dr. James was, in the strictest sense of the
word, and in an eminent degree, a Christian man. Having
been made

sensible, by personal experience,

of the necessities

of his nature, he investigated carefully the relations of man
to his Creator, and accepted, with the full assurance of in

telligent faith,
which

on

the offers of the

fied with

this,

common

merits of

as

the

only ground

rest

sities which mark the
the

Gospel

his acceptance with God. Not satis
he scrutinized with diligence the various diver

man can

profession

foundation of them

of this

all,

in

faith,
an

and

recognizing

active belief in the

divine Saviour and the atonement of the Son

a

hope through life ; and
most truly did he adorn the doctrine, by his effort to imitate
the character of Christ. It would be impossible to catalogue
and arrange his virtues for display, or to analyze them for in
vestigation. They may be summed up in the language of in
spiration. He had "his fruit unto holiness." His philan
thropy was extensive, embracing in its affections all the various
human interests which claim the sympathy of man. Yet was
it limited in its application by that discretion which is neces
sary to give practical value to what, without it, becomes a mere
fruitless sentiment; or, what is worse, an erratic misapplica
He bestowed his pecuniary means Avith an un
tion of power.
hand.
We
may not raise the veil which he himself
sparing
folds
over the ceaseless daily operations of
in
careful
gathered
his charity, which, as a living principle, was ever renewed in
its inexhaustible supply, and diffused daily its gentle and re
freshing streams, causing joy and gladness to follow in his
of

God,

he

clung

to this

as

his

relation,

as

husband, father, brother, friend,

own

path.
There

was

no
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not

adorn

by

the active virtues

and Avhen that life drew to its close, it
light and rich drapery of the departing

day, perfect in its beauty,
truthful simplicity.

awful in its

majesty,

sublime in its

After years of feeble health, borne with the patience of a
Christian man, and some Aveeks of active disease, the sure pre
cursor of dissolution, he called to his bedside those medical

friends who had

ministered,

as

best

they could,

to

his

neces

with calm composure addressed to them his sincere
thanks for Avhat he was pleased to call their skilful and assiduous

sities, and,
care

;

and

then, recognizing the steaely and

near

approach

of

the end of the relation which thus subsisted betAveen them and

himself, expressed his desire that they should sustain him in
It is a fearful thing, a very
the hour of dissolution, adding,
fearful thing, to change this state of existence, but my trust is
not in works of righteousness that I have done, but in the
"

mercy of God in the face of Jesus Christ."
Thus with characteristic abnegation of all personal

merit,

and

with firm faith in his Redeemer, he passed from a world, each
inhabitant of Avhich might safely adopt the language : " Sit
anima

mea cum

illo."
Caspar Morris.

PHILIP SYNG PHYSICK.
1768—1837.

Philip Syng Physick

was

born in

Philadelphia on the

7th of

July, 1768 ; and died in his native city on the 15th of Decem
ber, 1837, in the seventieth year of his age. Such is the brief
and sole record of millions of human

beings who arrive at and
earth,
disappear
nothing else is cared to
be knoAvn or remembered; and even this is, ere long, forgotten,
as if it had been written on the sandy beach or traced out in
rapid curves on the sea itself. The memories of a few are kept
for a Avhile by
storied urn or animated bust," while the deeds
of others how small in number compared with the multitudes
are handed down from age to
of the unknown and forgotten
Of
in
the
of
these, some figure as destroyers
history.
age
pages
of their species, conquerors as they are called ; others, upturners
of the social fabric,
nearly all creatures of insane ambition.
from this

and of whom

"

—

—

—

Mixed up with these turbulent groups we meet with a feAV, a
select few, the real benefactors of their kind, Avho quietly and

unobtrusively,

often with great labor and at

a

sacrifice of their

and sometimes of life

comfort,
itself, try their utmost to
and
human
elevate
nature, while administering the
improve
it
Some of this
health and peace.
balsam, which carries Avith
small, select class are physicians of the body, others of the
mind ; all are intent on good works, whether for the prevention
own

pestilence, the substitution of knowledge and
ignorance and barbarism, or of plenty for barren
Of this chosen number is the subject of the present bio
ness.
graphy, a man who in his day and generation did much to allay
or

mitigation

of

refinement for
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and

thereby

increase the

happiness

and whose fame will live after him in the

pages of the history of the exploits of peace.
Edmund Physick, the father of Philip Syng,

was an

English

mind, and noted for
strength
man, possessed
He held office in the colonial government
his strict integrity.
as Keeper of its Great Seal, and, after the Revolution, he be
of

of considerable

agent of the Penn family, and

came

Avas

intrusted with the

and mother of

Philip
wife,
Syng,
charge
Syng, Avas the daughter of a silversmith : she was characterized
by strength of intellect, correct judgment and decision. The
son ever retained a lively and grateful recollection of the excel
lent qualities of his parents ; and he Avas undoubtedly correct in
attributing to their early lessons and example whatever was
A plant from a good
most estimable in his own character.
stock and receiving proper culture can hardly fail to bear good
It was by such an inheritance that young Physick, so
fruit.
his calling in life Avas chosen or indicated for him,
as
soon
of its estates.

Miss

His

evinced that steadiness of aim and intentness of purpose,
which, within the limits of reasonable ambition, seldom fail to

Wanting them, the richest gifts of genius are
if they do not actually mislead their pos
sessor into erratic courses and by paths, in which the energies
are weakened, and fail to produce the desired effect at the criti
Some of the chosen few
cal moment of struggle for the prize.
like
awake
some
Byron,
may, indeed,
morning and find them
from
an
unusual
selves famous.
and unexpected con
Some,
catenation of circumstances, such as family influence, popular
whim, and a lucky chance, may have fame thrust upon them;
but it is only the fame of the hour, which serves them in no
better stead for obtaining future confidence or abiding reputa
tion, than did the effort of the single speech Hamilton" in

insure

success.

of little

avail,

even

"

the House of Commons.
such

was more

speech

or

at

topmost round

was

noticed, perhaps

single

leader either

It

act ever made

man

noticeable.

a man a

the council-board
a

his first and his

more

becomes

or

great

But

suddenly

more

Once

as

single

no

orator or

in the field.

and

last,

a

great

on

the

conspicuous
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than before ; but to have attained that eminence was the work
of time and of patient and laborious effort, of which, during its
progress, the world does not
itself.

take the trouble to inform

always

The father of young Physick was not prevented by his
habits of business, and the accumulation of riches

painstaking
conseepuent

on

their

exercise,

from

watchful

a

regard

for the

proper education of his son, or a liberal bestowment of money
This would seem, indeed, to be the first duty
for the purpose.

and

one

of the chief

pleasures

of

a

parent solicitous for the

welfare of his child ; but it is not ahvays so regarded, and we
every now and then find that a liberal and even lavish expen
diture in matters of household and personal adornment is not

incompatible with the closest economy, if
positive niggardness, in making a pecuniary return, we
Edmund Physick thought
cannot say requital, to the teacher.
and acted differently ; and believing the ordinary charges for

deemed to be at all
not

tuition to be too

low, he gave

double the

care

who

customary

remunera

Philip,
placed under the
Proud,
historian, principal of the Friends'
in
Fourth
Street, near Chestnut. As Mr. Physick
Academy
resided in the country, seven miles from Philadelphia, on
the banks of the Schuylkill, his son was introduced, as a
boarder, into the family of Mr. John Todd, father-in-law of
the lady who, as Avidow Todd, became the wife of James
Madison, at the time a member of Congress, and afterwards
President of the United States. Philip was allowed by his
tion to the teacher of his

son

was

the

of Robert

teacher to visit his parents every Saturday, and to remain
Avith them until the following Monday morning; and in availing
himself of this

permission,

he

never

failed to return in time to

be present at the opening of the school, although sometimes
his Avalk back to town was in very inclement weather. Thus
early the boy evinced a punctuality Avhich soon became a con

firmed

habit, forming, in after-life,

traits of the
scholar Avent
in which he

man.

one

of the

It is but natural for

through his
performed

lessons in the

his

weekly
23

same

us

distinguishing

to infer that the

methodical

manner

visits to his parents and
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returned

to

his school.

Academy Philip was
of
department of the University

trans

From the

Penn

ferred to the classical
his studies until he had reached
sylvania, in which he continued
of
when, in 1785, he took the
his

eighteenth

year,
Of his

Bachelor of Art's.

degree^

schoolboy

and

college days, nothing

incident, illustrative either
or of scrapes or
of precocity or genius in the recitation-room,
so often the concomi
escapades, and follies or vices, which are

has

come

down to

us

;

no

record

or

that they arc
genius, as to lead to the vulgar error
it.
necessarily incorporated Avith
of arts
After a month's rest from study, the young bachelor

tants

was

of

received into the office of Dr. Adam Kuhn, then Professor

of Materia Medica and Botany in the
Medicine, a post to which he was first
in which

1768, that

Physick

was

Philadelphia College

of

appointed in the year
The period of his
born.

and
medical pupilage under Dr. Kuhn extended to three years
an early and
had
men
who
been
have
there
If
six months.
almost instinctive fondness for the profession of medicine, Philip

Syng Physick

Avas

not

of the number.

He

yielded,

on

this

filial
occasion, to tho wishes of his father, and for this act of
fame
in
revYard
obedience he received, in after-life, an ample
and Avealth.

An

initiatory

scene

in the Medical

College

in

Fifth Street, opposite Independence Square, to which he was a
a skeleton,
witness, and which consisted in the preparing of
a follower of Esculapius or
him
either
make
to
not
was
adapted
But his entreaties for an abandon
an imitator of Machaon.
ment of his

professional

destination

Avere

urged

in vain.

They

who knew and Avatched with admiration the calm, unwavering
look, and steady hand of the great surgeon in the height of
his fame, would hardly credit the fact of his almost fainting,
and of his being obliged to quit the amphitheatre of the Hospital,
when, at the instance of Dr. Kuhn, he had been taken by his

father
In

to

witness, for the first time, the amputation of

proof

of his

diligence

as a

student

one

a

limb.

trait will suffice.

Havino- been recommended by his preceptor to study carefully
"
Cullen's First Lines of the Practice of Physic," he complied
to meso fully with the advice as to commit the entire work
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It must be considered a fortunate circumstance in the
mory.
student-life of young Physick, that he did not conceive himself
to have been born a surgeon, and Avas not bent on an exclusive
devotion to surgery; for in such a case he would probably,
as so many
do, have neglected to acquire a knowledge
of the

always
principles of

medicine and

entire domain of the

science,

a

so

habit of

to

see

looking over
appreciate

and

the

the

reciprocal connection of its several branches and the support
Avhich they give to each other. He was, happily, prevented from
becoming
in the

use

a

merely

of

jobbing surgeon, dexterous
ignorant of the conservative and

mechanical and

instruments,

but

recuperative powers of nature, and the assistance deriAred from
medicine, by which the use of instruments and the mutilation
In the office of Dr. Kuhn, the
of the patient are avoided.
student
went
through a course of reading which must
young
in liberalizing and enlarging his thera
effect
a
had
have
good
and
appliances beyond the mere empiricism
peutical methods
We may grant
which too often accompanies
pure surgery."
"

that in many of the volumes read there was much useless lore ;
but is it certain that all the pretentions to positive knowledge,
the demonstrative methods of chemistry, microscopy, and sta

by

tistics of the present day, will be sustained by the observations
and experience of those who may be in quest of the truth a
of that
century later. Is it not probable that the students

period, while receiving some of these recorded phenomena,
after having subjected them to fresh scrutiny, as valuable aids
to medical science and proofs of progress, will still look back
to the penultimate century, and to many centuries beyond
it, for accurate physiognomical and life-like descriptions of
morbid changes and sanitary recuperation, and of the effects
of medicines and alimentary regimen, even although no chemi
cal analysis had exhibited the constituent elements of the
articles used in therapeutics and hygiene, or taught which Avere
the essentials, and Avhich the secondary or unimportant ones ?
Young Physick did not confine himself to reading under the
guidance of his preceptor, Dr. Kuhn ; he also attended the lec
tures of the latter on materia medica and botany, and of his
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Philadelphia : for it was not until
brought about between this in
Pennsylvania, Avhich had been
The medi
chartered by the revolutionary legislature in 1778.
cal department of the Philadelphia College, the first organization
of the kind in the then provinces, was founded, in 1765, by Dr.
John Morgan and Dr. William Shippen. Its Faculty consisted,
at the time of which avc are now writing, of Dr. Shippen, Pro
fessor of Anatomy, Surgery, and Midwifery; Dr. Kuhn, of Ma
teria Medica and Botany ; and Dr. Rush, of Chemistry, and of
Clinical Medicine in the Hospital. Dr. Morgan had AvithdraAvn
himself from the school, on the occasion of his entering the
arm a- in 1775, in Avhich he acted for a while as Surgeon-Gene
He died in 1789.
ral.
Although young Physick was un
listener
to the prelections of the
an
attentive
doubtedly
and turned his oppor
in
the
College,
Philadelphia
professors
associates in the

College

of

the year 17s9 that a union was
stitution and the University of

tunities of medical
declined

to

instruction to the best account, yet he
degree of doctor of medicine, and

ask for the

Avisely
thus early, it might have been said prematurely, to assume the
heavy responsibilities incident to the practice of his profession,
until he had given himself a Avider range for observation and
The father, fortunately
more time for maturing his judgment.
coinciding with these views, gratified the longing desire of his
son to visit Europe, and even went still farther by determining
to

accompany him across the Atlantic.
They arrived in London in January,

Avithout loss of

time, placed Philip

ter, so that he became at once
be benefited by the continued

a

1789,

under the

and Mr.

care

member of the

Physick,

of John Hun

family,

and could

teaching of this great surgeon and
How the young American, now in his tAvcnty-

physiologist.
first year, comported himself, and
great opportunities for instruction
and the

museum

how he turned to
offered in the

at the house of Mr.

Hunter,

account

the

dissecting-room

and in the wards

George's Hospital, of which the latter was surgeon, may
previous habits, and might readily be
from
his
whole
life, even if there had not been contem
gathered
evidence
on this point.
The first intimation of the course
porary
of St.

be inferred from his
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Avhich his preceptor wished him to pursue, Avas made
sententious, bordering on the abrupt,

in the Hunterian fashion

but

quite explicit.

the

father,

It

—

was

given

in

a

reply

to

a

question

from

what books it would be necessary for him to pro
"
cure for his son ?
Then, sir, folloAV me : I will show you
the books your son has to study ;" and leading the Avay from

his own study to the dissecting-room, he pointed to several
bodies, adding: "There are the books which your sonAvill learn
under my direction ; the others are fit for very little."
The
pupil received the advice in the earnest spirit in which it AYas

given, and at once engaged in a course of dissections, in which
he displayed so much neatness, as to Avin the favorable notice
and approval of Mr. Hunter, whose confidence in him was far
ther manifested by making him an assistant in experiments, the
useful deductions from which must necessarily depend on their
being performed accurately, as Avell as recorded in good faith.
The pupil became gradually the trusted friend of his teacher,
who gave a practical evidence of regard, on the occasion of a
vacancy in the post of house-surgeon to St. George's Hospital.
Among the many applicants to fill the vacancy, young Physick
Avas the successful one, owing to the recommendation and exer
tions of Mr. Hunter in his faA'or.

His term of service

year, which began on the first of January, 1790.
easily conceive that the newly elected house-surgeon
one

this

field of

be

alive to the

was

We

for
can

would, in

labor,
continually
importance
devolving on him, as well as intent on acquiring a
knowledge of practical surgery, the principles of which he was
in the habit of hearing so ably expounded by his master. The
Hospital was the school in which he prepared himself for the
active exercise of his profession, at a future day, in his native
city. There he became familiar with operations of the first
class, and Avith minor surgery, including the apparatus and con
trivances best adapted to the relief and cure of fractures and
In fine, he learned to prepare himself for prompt
deformities.
action in sudden and unforeseen emergencies, and to adapt the
treatment to the circumstances of each particular case.
Of
his self-possession and readiness of resources, he gave early
new

of the duties
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Hospital, by his prompt
shoulder-joint downwards,

of apparatus of any kind.

education under

early
good parental
By
example, young Physick Avas prevented from catching the im
pulsive ways and often rude manners of his great preceptor ;
for, Avith all his genius, industry, and habits of labor, John
Hunter wanted self-control and amenity, as well as intellec
tual cultivation. At the instance of his brother, Dr. William
Hunter, himself a good classical scholar, John, then twentyfive years of age, was entered as a gentleman commoner at St.
Mary's College, Oxford, with a vieAV to the probability of his
afterwards becoming a physician ; but neither this plan, nor
the idea of his being an accoucheur, Avas pleasing to him, and
he decided on restricting himself to the practice of surgery.
His last and best biographer, Mr. Ottley, relates: "In speak
ing of this period of his life, some years afterwards, to Sir An
tony Carlisle, then a student at the Hospital, Hunter said :
They Avanted to make an old Avoman of me, so that I should
stuff Latin and Greek at the University, but,' added he, signi
ficantly pressing his thumb on the table, these schemes I
cracked like so many vermin as they came before me.'
Pos
terity must ahvays regret that the author of the great work on
The Blood, Inflammation, and Gun-shot Wounds," had not
imbibed a little Greek and Latin, and acquired the concomi
tants of a correct style and dialectics.
Then would its readers
not be so often puzzled to make out his
meaning, nor feel, in
its perusal, that they are discharging a hard, albeit indispensa
ble, duty. A few years before this time of contemplated uni
versity life, or in 1749 and 1750, Ave read of John taking the
lead in rude sports and boisterous dissipation, and of his becom
ing a great favorite with that certainly not too respectable class
'

'

"

"

of persons, the resurrection men.
It is said that he displayed
and
tact
in
to
damn the productions of
peculiar
vigor
assisting
"

unhappy authors, when he mingled with the gods" in the one
shilling gallery for the purpose. He does not seem to have
acquired more polish after he became a married man. Mrs.
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Mr., aftenvards Sir Everard Home, is

sister to

Hunter,

SYNG

repre

sented to have been an agreeable, clever, and handsome woman,
a little of a blue
stocking, and rather fond of gay society, to
the occasional interference with her husband's more philosophic
He liked company, but it was of that kind from in
Avhich he could acquire knoAvledge, rather than

pursuits.

tercourse with

from

rity

reading.
in

Occasionally,

studied

politeness

nances

and

"

was

of the old

he exercised his marital autho

certainly

school,

as

at variance with the

it would be with

conve

"
On
rights of woman" at the present time.
late one evening, after a hard day's fag, he unexpect

returning
edly found
noisseurs,
He

which

manner

a

was

the

his

draAving-room

and other

filled with musical

professors,

con

idlers, Avhom Mrs. Hunter had assembled.

greatly irritated,

and

Avalking straight

into the room,

addressed the astonished guests pretty much in the following
strain : ' I knew nothing of this kick-up, but as I am now re
turned home to

study,

I

hope

the present company will retire.'
by an exeunt omnes."

This intimation was, of course, folloAved

practice was ahvays irksome to Hunter,
acquired a lucrative and extensive busi
ness, he valued it only as affording him the means of pursuing
To his friend Mr. Lynn, he used to say,
his favorite studies.
as he unwillingly laid by his dissecting instruments Avhen called
to see a patient,
Well, Lynn, I must go and earn this damned
Asa lec
or I shall be sure to Avant it to-morrow."
guinea,
turer, the great English physiologist and surgeon did not shine,
notwithstanding his admitted talents and his neAV and enlarged
vieAvs of physiology and pathology and of the science of surgery.
His hearers, we are told by his biographer, never exceeded
twenty ; another account makes the number thirty.
Amongst those who successively became members of Hunter's
house, as private pupils, were Dr. Jenner, Mr. Grey, of Col
chester, Mr. Kingston, Dr. Physick, and Sir Everard Home.
Mr. Lynn, and Sir Antony Carlisle, although not living in his
The

and

daily routine

even

of

Avhen he had

"

house,
in his

his

Avere

received there

dissections,

museum.

on

the most intimate terms, assisted

and contributed valuable

Dr. Jenner

was

preparations

to

among the earliest of Hunter's
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one

in 1770, when he

Avas

in his

tAventy-

Their inter
first year, and his preceptor in his forty-second.
course did not cease on Jenncr's leaving London for Glouces

by letters until a feAv months of
death,
place in 1793. Many of the letters
Life of
written by the latter have been published in Baron's
Hun
and
Life
of
others
are
introduced
into
Jenner,"
Ottley's
in
ter." Though generally brief, and often faulty
orthography
tershire,

but

kept up
Avhich took

Avas

Hunter's

"

"

and

grammatical

accuracy,

—

evidence of his escape from

some

university life, they everywhere, his biogra
the vigor and originality of his thoughts and
show
remarks,
pher
He
the untiring ardor with Avhich he pursued his researches.
in
interest
the
welfare
of
his
old
felt
the
liveliest
pupil ;
always
the thraldom of

and

—

Jenner, in return,

regard
"

a

and affection.

dear man."

never

mentioned Hunter but in terms of

His usual

for him

appellation

The matter of Hunter's letters

was

"

Avas

the

for the most

pupil, Jenner, to procure for him
various objects of natural history, Avhich a residence in the
country rendered easily attainable, or of directions respecting
experiments to elucidate those inquiries into vital action in which
Jenner was ahvays ready to lend his valuable aid."
In reply to a request from the latter that his old preceptor
would stand godfather to his first child, Hunter sent the follow
ing laconic and characteristic reply. It was dated January
29th, 1789, the year and the month in which Physick was en
rolled as a pupil of Hunter.

part of requests

"

to

Dear Jenner

his former

:

"

I Avish you joy ; it neA'er rains but it pours.
Rather than
the brat should not be a Christian, I will stand godfather ; for

unhappy if the poor little thing should go to the
Devil because I would not stand godfather.
I hope Mrs. Jen

I should be

ner
a

is

well,

and that you

begin

to

look grave,

now

that you

are

father.
"

Yours

sincerely,
"J. Hunter."

By

reference to dates

given

above, it will be

seen

that

a

pe-
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riod of nineteen years separated the beginning of the studentlife of Jenner from that of Physick under John Hunter, a
—

period, also,
expressed the difference in the ages of the
discoverer of vaccination, and of our great American surgeon.
Avhich

This fact

dispels

the illusive

picture

his commemorative discourse
tween the young

Englishman

the eye of Hunter ; as
respective countries.

on

Dr.

drawn

by Dr. Caldwell in
Physick, of the rivalry be

and the young American under
nonce, they represented their

if, for the

The ingenious speaker was probably
by seeing the names of Hunter's pupils collectively, as
they are given in a preceding paragraph, taken from Ottley's
Life of Hunter ;" but Avithout specification of the time of their
pupilage. The usual conditions on which he took pupils were
the payment of five hundred guineas about $2645 and their
being bound to him for five years. In the case of Physick,
this rule must have been wraived, as he only remained under

misled
"

—

Mr. Hunter's

—

years and four months, or from Janu
1791 : of which time one year was spent in

care tAvo

1789,
May,
George's Hospital as house-surgeon. In the first part of
this period he attended regularly the lectures delivered by Mr.
It is
John Clarke and Dr. William Osborne on midwifery.
of
the
studies
medical
that
the
young
very probable
previous
Philadelphian were taken into account, as well as his intention
to visit Edinburgh and spend some time there, after he should
His age, he being in his tAventy-first year
have left London.
when he was placed under the care of Mr. Hunter, was no bar
to prolonged residence with his preceptor, whatever may be
thought on the subject in these times of railroad speed in study
as in everything else.
Jenner, as we have seen, had attained
But Ave are
this age Avhen he became a pupil of Mr. Hunter.
not left to measure young Physick's professional knowledge
and attainments by the standard of chronology or the actual
length of time in Avhich he had been studying medicine. Prac
tical and unmistakable evidence on this point was given in
the laudatory testimonials from the gOA7erning authorities of
St. George's Hospital of his medical qualifications and cor
rect deportment. They even went so far as to declare that the
ary,

St.

to
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indebted to him for the zeal and

ability which

of his duties for the relief of tho

he manifested in the
inmates of the

MEDICAL

discharge
Hospital. In farther proof

was

the offer made to

This eminent man, conscious of his own
great poAvers, and tasking them to the uttermost in his anatomi
cal and physiological researches, could scarcely keep terms with

him

by

Mr. Hunter.

pupils or in his compeers in the pro
perhaps too ready in conferring his friendship
on
men if he
perceived anything in their character
very young
which pleased him ; but he was equally ready to throAV them off
again on finding them to fall short of Avhat he had anticipated.
He had every opportunity of becoming acquainted with his Ame
rican pupil ; first as a student continually under his eye, and
next at St. George's Hospital, of Avhich he himself Avas one of
The scrutiny must have been as tho
the attending surgeons.
as it was satisfactory, since it led Mr. Hunter to invito
rough
Physick to take up his residence Avith him, and to take a share
in his professional business.
Inducements of a prospective
the
to
nature, looking
permanent establishment of Physick in
as
a
for professional honors and emoluments,
candidate
London,
In
Avere also held out.
the event of his accepting the tempo
rary offer, he would most probably have replaced Mr. Hunter
in the practice of surgery, so as to allow of the latter de
voting more time to his cherished studies in his anatomical
Nor' would he have foregone all assist
cabinet and museum.

mediocrity,
fession.

ance,

either in his

He

even

was

here, from

dissection and whose

his young partner, of whose neatness in
dexterity in making preparations as

performing physiological experiments, he had already
satisfactory trials. In Part 1, Sect, 7, of his Treatise
on the Blood," &c, Hunter says :
Many of these experi
ments were made by Dr. Physick, now at Philadelphia, Avhen
he acted as house-surgeon to St. George's Hospital, whose ac
On these points, Hunter set a
curacy I could depend upon."
want
of. skill in them, used to come
for
and
value,
Home,
high
in for a share of abuse, accompanied by the remarks,
that his
were all thumbs ; and that he never would have sense
fingers
enough to tie down a bottle." All this Avas not meant to be
taken literally. Hunter must have seen that his brother-in-law,

well

as

in

"

made

"

"
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person of brilliant parts, had stuff in him, some
it must be confessed, was bad stuff, as evinced later

not

a

Avhich,
life, when he

recipient in part, and borrowed
library of the College of Surgeons

made the

was

and abstracted from the

Hunter's MS., and sent forth paper after paper on debated
questions of physiology as his own ; although they were, in

fact, those of his former preceptor and relative. To prevent
detection, he had recourse to the very summary process of
the MS. of which he had made this

destroying
There

can

be

no

question

of the entire

success

use.

of

Physick

and

the eminence which he Avould have reached had he remained in
London.

The road

qualifications

open, and he possessed all the needful
travelling it with signal honor to himself, and

for

for the benefit of

a

was

large

number of his felloAV-men. The annals

English surgery would then have exhibited his name in equal
prominence with those of Astley Cooper, Abernethy, Carlisle,
of

Home, and their younger contemporaries, Charles Bell, Brodie,
LaAvrence, Travers, Samuel, and Bransby Cooper, Guthrie, &c,
not to speak of John Bell in Edinburgh, Hey in Leeds, and
Carmichael and

Macartney

in Dublin.

Happily for American surgery and for the interests of hu
manity, Physick declined the offers of Mr. Hunter, and looked
to his native

city

as

the theatre

on

which to try his fortunes

and exhibit his. professional skill and attainments. We are told
that he may have been influenced in his course by the fact that
the air of London did not agree Avith him, in its probably sub
jecting him to repeated attacks of catarrh, to which he was
prone

had

a

through
severe

all his life.

attack of

While in St.

illness,

George's Hospital

for which

no

name

he

has been

given. It was so serious, hoAvever, that Mr. Hunter was on
the point of writing to his father to tell him of the necessity of
his son's returning home.
In parting from his preceptor and friend, who had given such
convincing proofs of the strength of his regard, Physick must
He cherished in all after-life the
have felt deep emotion.
memory of John Hunter, for whom he felt greater admiration,
we may

other

truly add,

man.

more

profound veneration,

than for any
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In the year 1791, Physick received his license from the Royal
College of Surgeons in London, and in May of the same year,
with a view of procuring the degree
he
to

repaired

Edinburgh

In the Scotch capital he turned to
for instruction with the same
offered
opportunities
that he had displayed in London ; he at

of doctor of medicine.
account

the

zeal and

assiduity
regularly the medical lectures in the University, and
visited with equal regularity the Re>yal Infirmary, then, as now,
the chief clinical school in Edinburgh.
Having complied with
the requisitions of the University, which could not haA'e been
so
stringent on the score of time of study as it noAV is, he took
in May, 1792, his degree of M.D. after having Avrittcn and
defended a thesis "Be Apoplexid." Dr. Randolph in his Me
moir on the Life and Character of Dr. Physick," speaks of the
original manuscript copy of this inaugural essay in English,
then in his possession, as evincing the great care with which
it had been prepared.
It is divided into distinct chapters,
and contains particular memoranda of the several authors
to Avhom he Avished to refer.
The latinity of the essay Avas
OAvn ; it was written Avithout the assistance of that
Physick's
useful, and to not a feAv candidates for graduation in Edinburgh
necessary, class of persons familiarly known as grinders." This
independence of aid, on which many others, Avho would not like
to be thought wanting in scholarship, did not disdain to rely,
speaks aycII for the literary training of the bachelor of arts in
the University of Pennsylvania, and ako for the careful super
vision of his early medical studies by his first preceptor, Dr.
Kuhn. This gentleman, we can readily believe, encouraged, if
he did not actually enjoin, him to include in his reading of the
older writers those who had given their works a Latin dress,
such as, for example, Celsus, Boerhaave, Avith
Van SAvieten's
Commentaries," Sydenham, Gaubius, Linnaeus, Huxham, &c,
names, at that time, looked up to with a feeling of deferential
admiration.
Considering the character of Dr. Physick's mind,
and his indifference through life to belles-lettres, it is more
than probable that it was from such sources as these that he
tended

"

"

"

derived the Latin for his thesis and his examination for

a

modi-
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cal

degree. It could not be said of him as it was of Gregory,
perhaps Avith more playfulness than truth, that he read Cicero
six times for Boerhaave once, while preparing his
Conspectus
Medicince." Even at Edinburgh where there were no facilities,
and, at the best, but scant means for the study of practical
anatomy, he did not forget, during his short stay there after
"

"

graduation, John Hunter's books ;" as wre learn from his note
book, an extract from which is given by Dr. Randolph, in the
following words :
June, 1792. Prepared for the house-surgeon at the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh, an intussusceptio, in which the ileum
had passed into the colon, and at last dragged down six inches
of the colon. Most probably there Avas a stricture formed about
the termination of the ileum, near the valve, as there Avere
"

At present, a stric
strictures in other parts of the intestines.
ture of the ileum at this part certainly exists, but whether that
did not arise from the

binding

of the inverted

colon,

and the

I Avas not
inflammation consequent thereon, I am not sure.
and
Avho took
of
the
the
dissection
at
the
person
body,
present
out

the parts tore them very much."
Physick returned home in September,

Dr.

1792,

in the

twenty-

fifth year of his age, and the eighth of his medical studies, an age
and a period the bare idea of passing through which would alarm
our

day. Too
quite prepared by the

students of the present

think themselves

many of their number
time they are twenty-

years old and had studied medicine after a fashion during
three years, some of them barely eighteen months of this period,
to rush out into the Avorld and to take on themselves the Aveighty
one

responsibilities of professional life.
biography be intended, as all biographies ought to be,
of the living, it will not be amiss for us to
instruction
for the
pause for a while before Ave follow Dr. Physick in his subsequent
career to eminence and fame, and to inquire into the foundation
on AYhich he and his friends could reasonably rest their hopes
cares

and

If his

of his future

catch
nor

success.

at fame in

His

AYas

not the

adventurous mind to

her onward and sometimes

the bold and self-confident

one

to

capricious flight,
compel fortune to do
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opposition. No equipage of his
rolled over
Philadelphia to sen-e as an advertise
ment of the arrival of a young and promising surgeon, Avho,
by implication, it must be supposed, had traversed the streets
of London in a similar style in the carriages of its celebrities.
There was no combination of overkind but not overscrupulous
friends, who, trumpet-tongued, might proclaim his brilliant
talents, and the Avonderful operations performed by him in the
hospital at London ; none Avho, in a confidential whisper sent
into the ear of every person whom they met, Avould tell of this
patriotic man declining all the offers and prospective honors
and emoluments with which he had been tempted to remain in
London, and of his preferring to devote his skill and his labors
his

bidding,

in

spite

of all

the streets of

to

He never could
the benefit of bis countrymen at home.
of
stress
either to
circumstances,
brought, by any

have been

or in
any Avay to give his aid to these devices ; nor
could he, in Cossack fashion, make daily sallies on the unsus
pecting halt, and maimed, and blind, by following them into

countenance

cellars and garrets and out of the way places, in order to
beguile them into a consent to an operation, under iterated
assurances

to

that he would

usefulness and

to

brilliant

cure

the Avorld.

their
He

infirmity
never

and restore them

boasted of his per

operations, with a vieAV of getting his name
up as a surgeon of great dexterity, who could take off a limb or
cut out a tumor in the twinkling of an eye.
Dr. Physick must have felt conscious of resources Avithin
He had
himself, superior to all those ephemeral claptraps.
a
of
in
Avhich,
passed through long period
probationary study,
first under Dr. Kuhn, he had made himself familiar with the
the opinions and the practice of the great
medical classics,
teachers of former times ; and aftenvards, under John Hunter,
and in St. George's Hospital, he had become a thorough anato
mist and a practical surgeon,intimate with the several organs and
tissues of the body, and the changes which they undenvent in
inflammation, as well as with the most appropriate means of
relieving all external injuries and lesions, both by mechanical
aids and the use of the knife. He had learned, also, the neces
sity of restraining and removing inflammation, when occurring
forming

—
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either from traumatic lesion, or consecutive on an operation,
and which, if neglected, might prove fatal. In listening to the
lectures and

private

locutions of his great teacher, he became
sympathy, Avhich taught that ex

imbued Avith the doctrines of

injury affects often severely the internal organs,
that, inversely, the condition of these, particularly of the
digestive system, will greatly modify, for good or for evil, the
condition of the external parts and their lesions, whether these
be wounds or ulcers. He had acted, in practice, on a knowledge
of this sympathetic connection, for years before the appear

ternal local

and

ance

ment

of the work of Mr.

Abernethy

on

the Constitutional Treat

of Local Diseases.

prepared by reading, by study, and by habits of ob
servation, and mental and manual experience, and adopting
principles in medicine only so far as they might serve for the
condensed expression of positive facts, constitutionally calm
and unimaginative, and trusting to no plausible conjecture or
even large generalizations, Dr. Physick could wait patiently
for coming opportunities for the exercise of his talents and the
display of his available skill. It is for others to create the oc
casion ; happy the man himself if he is on the spot at the oppor
a con
tune moment, and has the ability to turn it to account
is
this
which
absolutely necessary,
junction of circumstances
although often overlooked in our speculations on the different
Thus

—

fortunes of two persons, who seemed, at the outset of life, to be
equally capable of running the same career to eminence. The

biography was not one who could invite others
He
to his aid, and inspire them with much warmth of regard.
had not the ready smiles, the honied speech, the ready bow,
and demonstrative manners, which would imply an eagerness
to anticipate another's wish, covering all the while the hope to
obtain the A-ote and influence of this other. His calm and dig
nified expression of countenance, occasionally overcast, even at
that early day, with a shade of melancholy, his erect port, and
measured gait, were not calculated to invite confidence, how
ever Avell-adapted they might be to retain it.
subject

of this

A natural consciousness of his own great resources did no t, how
ever, prevent Dr. Physick from entertaining some anxiety, when
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being able to see a list of
patients ; nor Avas he entirely consoled by the kindness of his
friend Mr. Prestman, whose well-stored library was opened to
The first step in professional
him during his leisure hours.
business was an agreement which Dr. Physick, at his oavii in
stance, made with this gentleman and some others, to attend
their respective families for the sum of tAventy dollars a year.*
Dr. Charles Caldwell, already alluded to,f represents the beginnning of Dr. Physick's professional life to have been of a still
more discouraging character, and he repeats the language Avhich
the latter held on this subject: UI walked the pavements of
Philadelphia, after my return from Europe, for nearly three
as
put soles on
years, without making as much by my practice
and
dissatisfac
Avere
and
such
my discouragements
my shoes,
tion that I would have sold the fee simple of my profession for
a thousand pounds, and never again have felt a pulse in the
capacity of a physician." That Dr. Physick should have held
this desponding language need not excite surprise. Hoav many,
who subsequently rose to eminence in the different professions,
have expressed themselves in similar terms. Obstacles and dis
couragements belong to the history of genius, as we learn from
the lives of nearly all who have won for themselves a name
he found time

gliding

on

without his

in the annals of fame ; and it Avould seem, indeed, such are
the contradictions in human nature, as if difficulties, in their

being

a

spur to

action,

Avere

an

indispensable

on

the

condition for

success.

Undue

stress

has been laid

alleged

advancement of

Physick's professional standing and income from the indi
rect effects of his services in the yelloAv fever of 1793. Reputa
tion won by public services of any kind is seldom convertible into
bullion, still less into the current coin by which a man procures
his bread ; and although it has been said that an epidemic disease
Dr.

*

Xecrological Notice of Philip Syng Physick, M.D., delivered before the
Philosophical Society, by William E. Horner, M.D., &c. &c, pub
lished in Bell's Select Medical Library.
f A Discourse commemorative of Philip Syng Physick, M.D., prepared
by appointment of the Faculty and Class of the University of Louisville,
delivered January 12th, 1838.
American
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physician, experience tells a different story.
garnering an abundant harvest, they are rather
and fallen grain, themselves exposed the
of
scattered
gleaners
while to pestilence, and subjected to the privation of sleep

is the harvest of the

So far from

and

meals, and all social pleasures.
to the disease from

victims

cost,

to

protect

or

which

Not

they

a

are

relieve their fellow-citizens.

few of them fall

trying,
The

at every

survivors,

it is true, get a vote of thanks, sometimes a piece of plate, some
times a piece of poetry, for which they are expected to be pro

foundly grateful,

for all their arduous labors.

Avho have
a

feeling

no

they have been richly rewarded

and to feel that
of the

Literal folks and

sentimental, may

different view of the case, and
"
What is honor ?"*

utilitarians,

be inclined to take

irreverently repeat

Falstaff's

question,

The writer knew well, as if it were himself, a young physician (he is so
longer) who, in 1824, attended daily, during three months, the sick with
small-pox at the Bush Hill Hospital, and for a like successive period at the
"
Old Sugar House," in Eleventh below Spruce Street, and who gave from
one to three hours of his time at each visit, according to the number and
He also made post-mortem examinations of some of
state of the patients.
those who had died of the disease, and took notes of the changes in the
to the regular clinical record of
organs as revealed in this way, in addition
The Managers of the Almshouse, Avho had rented the Hospital at
cases.
Bush Hill, for the reception of persons seized with small- pox, determined that
such services should not go unrequited, and, accordingly, they passed an
appreciative resolution, and actually voted that their physician should have
the privilege of using the Almshouse Library. He made use of his privilege
twice, by taking out a book each time, for reading and reference in preparing
lectures ; and after each time he was fined for keeping these books beyond
the prescribed period. He was allowed to plead his case in person before
the assembled wisdom of the Almshouse Managers, and after due discussion
and deliberation on the part of these worthies, who might have been com
*

no

dicasts, one of the fines was re
other, amounting, if he remembers
rightly, to one dollar and three-quarters. This was the only pecuniary re
minder of his daily services to the public, during a period of six months,
in a line of voluntary duty in which he continually encountered the most re
so regarded by the
worthy
pulsive and disgusting scenes. That they were
Almshouse Managers, was evinced by a little incident which occurred during
his attendance at the hospital. A committee of the Board, five in number, if
to visit the hospital, and assure themselves
memory serves, had been appointed

pared

to

mitted,

the

same

but he

was

number of Athenian

obliged

to pay the

24
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A strange mistake has been made both

by

Dr. Horner and

and ser
Ranelolpb, in their respective notices of the life
he per
the
of
When
part
they speak
Physick.
the
Bush
at
in
the
Hill,
as
during
formed
hospital
physician
that
them
told
are
we
of
fever
by
1793,
period of the yellow
he had offered his services, and was chosen physician of the
hospital. Dr. Horner says: '-lie left his lodgings in town,
entered immediately upon his new duties, and continued in the
Dr.
exercise of them until the disease bad passed away."
Randolph relates : He immediately proceeded to the per
formance of his duties with the most singular ardor and ability ;
and during the time he remained in the hospital, rendered
services which were acknowledged to be of the most important
character, and which served to secure to himself the approba
Both statements
tion and esteem of the community at large."
did
not
Dr. Physick
are entirely erroneous
stay in the hospi

Dr.

vices of Dr.

"

tal, and he made but a few visits to the sick who were in it ;
nor had he, at any time during the period in which it was open
that the inmates

were

receiving

suitable attendance

on

the part of all those

duty devolved. The Doctor, on his arrival in the afternoon, the
usual time for his visit, found the committee in the apothecary's room, seated
round the fire, for it was in the winter time, and the weather was very cold.
on

whom the

After the customary greetings had been exchanged, during which the Doctor
his pleasure at the visit of these vigilant and devoted guardians of
the poor and the sick, he invited them to go with him in his round. He led
the way, in company Avith a member of the committee, and was about entering

expressed

wards, or rather rooms, Avhich contained the sick, when all of a
companion stopped short, drew out hastily his pocket-handkerchief,
and applying it to his nose and mouth, exclaimed in a hurried tone : "Doctor,
tiiey they seem to be quite comfortable here yes ! quite," the speaker
himself retreating while thus expressing his satisfaction, very much as Do
minie Sampson showed his regard for Meg Merrilies. It was in vain that the
Doctor pressed him and his colleagues, who were a little in the rear, to come
in and examine for themselves : the rear guardians were content to echo the
words of their leader, and with similar handkerchief demonstrations, they all
made good their retreat. The report of this committee, at its next meeting,

one

of the

sudden his

—

—

—

—

was

worded in terms of commendation of the medical and other attendants

on

hospital, and no doubt had its full share in inciting the Managers to the
extraordinarily liberal return which they subsequently voted for the Doctor's

the

services.
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patients with yellow fever, in 1793, the
charge of the institution.
The facts in relation to the attendance of physicians at the
Bush Hill hospital are briefly these, as derived from the
Mi
nutes of the Proceedings of the Committee," who Avere appointed
at a meeting of the citizens, September 14th, 1793, to aid
the overseers of the poor in relieving the sick and distressed;
and who had the entire control and direction of the hospital,
from this date until that of its closure, January 12th, 1794.
The building, which was the property of Mr. William Hamilton,
had been taken, and was opened as a hospital,
August 31st,
1793. By whom the physicians were appointed at this date we
do not learn ; but in a minute of the first public meeting of the
citizens, held at the City Hall, September 12th, the mayor,
Mr. James Wilson, an over
MattheAV Clarkson, in the chair,
seer of the poor,
reported the situation of the sick and poor at
Bush Hill, and that Dr. Physick, Dr. Cathrall, Dr. Annan, and
Dr. Leib, are the attending physicians at that place."
It ap
pears from the account of Drs. Cathrall and Physick to a com
mittee appointed to confer with them, as reported at the ad
journed public meeting, September 14th, that the hospital was
in a Avretched condition,
without order or arrangement, and
far from being clean," and that it was destitute of competent
nurses and attendants.
Stephen Girard and Peter Helm,* the
reception

of

exclusive medical

"

"

"

first

a

member of the committee to whom had been made

charge
*

The

of the

names

themselves the

hospital,

and the second

a

member of the

over

the

general

of the benevolent individuals who consented to take

and

on
"

dangerous duty of serving as a committee to
superintend the business at Bush Hill, and to agree with and appoint the
necessary officers at that place," ought to be emblazoned in the history of
Philadelphia, and be made familiar as household words to every successive
generation of her citizens. They were : Israel Israel, Mathew Carey, James
Swain, Andrew Adgate, Thomas Savery, John Connelly,. Stephen Girard,
Jacob Weaver of the Northern Liberties, James "Ward, and John McCulloch
of Southwark. Two at least of the Committee, Mathew Carey and Stephen
Girard, were adopted or naturalized citizens, neither of whom would be
thought worthy, by a recent political party, of a seat in the councils of the
city, nor to hold in it any office of trust or honor!
onerous
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commiserating the calamitous state to which the
sick may probably be reduced for want of suitable persons to
superintend the hospital, voluntarily offered their services for
The offer Avas accepted, and
that benevolent employment."
on the exercise of their new func
entered
immediately
they
tions ; the internal arrangements being superintended by Mr.
Girard, the out-door business by Mr. Helm. These gentlemen
"

committee,

were

thencefonvard known
and

Hospital,"

to

them

••managers of the Bush Hill
conceded the control of all its

as

Avas

representations of the
with
a
truly deplorable
acquainted
physicians,
To use the language of Ma
state of things in the hospital.
thew Carey, in his interesting
Account of the Malignant
Fever lately prevalent in Philadelphia, <fcc, January 16th,
1794:" "A profligate, abandoned set of nurses and attendants
hardly any of good character could at that time be procured
rioted on the provisions and comforts prepared for the sick,
Avho, unless at the hours when the doctors attended, Avere left
entirely destitute of every assistance. The sick, the dying,
and the dead Avere indiscriminately mingled together.
The
affairs.

Their first visit confirmed the

and made them

"

—

—

ordure and other evacuations of the
remain in the

most

offensive state

sick

Avere

imaginable.

alloAved

to

Not the small

It ay as, in
appearance of order or regularity existed.
human
Avhere
numerous
victims
slaughter-house,
great

est

fact,

a

Avere

immolated at the altar of riot and

then,

that

city,

and that

death."

a

general
a

dread of the

removal to it

intemperance. No wonder,
place prevailed through the

was

considered

as

the seal of

An amended

and, indeed, a neAV condition of things
was soon brought about by the executive ability and
energy of
the managers of the hospital, Stephen Girard and Peter Helm,
Avho, on the 16th of September, only two days after the state
ment of the deplorable disorder which prevailed in it, report,
"

That the

hospital

is

now

few

fully

furnished with officers and

; that the necessary arrange
attendants, except
are
and
that
the
sick
are
ments
made,
amply furnished with the
a

nurses

necessary supplies and accommodations ; and that the business
is now so far matured as to afford every assistance necessary at
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following day, Stephen Girard re
ported,
hospital advancing fast towards order and
regularity, and that more effectually to promote the objects of
the committee, there ought to be a place procured for the

hospital."

an

"

On the

is

that the

accommodation of the convalescent."
was

acted

forthwith, and the

on

This recommendation

barn

on

the Bush Hill pro

large, commodious stone building," as it is described
by Mr. Carey, was divided into three apartments for the pur
one
pose ;
occupied by the resident doctors and apothecary ;
one, which contained forty bedsteads, by the men convalescents,
and the other by the women convalescents, which contained
fifty-seAren."
The historian of the fever, just quoted, tells us, in the same
The sick Avere visited twice a day by their physicians,
page :
Dr. Deveze and Dr. Benjamin Duffield, Avhose prescriptions were
executed by three resident physicians and the apothecary."
This brings us, after an introduction which Ave are sure no
reader will wish that we had omitted, to a specification of the
part which Dr. Physick took in the medical services of the hospi
perty,

"a

"

"

tal at Bush
was

Hill, in
inconsiderable,

ment of

the

We shall soon see that this
the year 1793.
The announce
and for a short time only.
of the medical attendants

the

hospital
opened,
of aid and relief took charge of it, and the statement just
quoted from Mr. Carey's "Account," shoAY that considerable
changes must have taken place in the medical department
within a very short period. In detailing the circumstances
under which they occurred, we shall not pretend to scan the
motives and feelings of the parties concerned.
Mr. Girard, on the same day that he reported, as above, on
the state of the hospital, made an additional report, in con
formity with instructions at a preceding meeting, when Dr.
when it

was

Deveze had

names

first

"

on

and at the time when the committee

offered his services

physician

as a

in such

part of

may be assigned to his care." The Doctor was
hospital
referred to the managers, who were to make an inquiry into

the

as

his abilities and

character,

and it

should prove

be such

to

to

as

was

justify

resolved,

his

"

that if

being employed,

they
that
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when the committee shall go into the appointment of physicians,
a
post allotted to him." Mr. Guard's report, groAving

he have

of this

out

reference,

"

was,

that Dr. Deveze had visited the

that he appears to be a professional character, and
that from the information he has received of bis abilities and

hospital;

practice in Cape Francois,* from persons Avho are intimately
acquainted with him at that place, he believes him well qualified
to perform the duties of a
physician at the hospital at Bush
Hill."
it
that the Doctor be desired
was
resolved
Whereupon
to give his attendance at the hospital.
James Kerr is desired to provide a horse and chair for the
This gentle
use, and to be at the command of Dr. Deveze.
man had
only arrived in Philadelphia on the 7th of August,
1793.

We read in the

minutes, that

at noon of the

same

day,

"

the managers of the hospital returned from
and offer it as their opinion 'that a physician should be

September 17th,
thence,
appointed
'

that

a

to

attend

constantly at the hospital,' and report also,
patients arc admitted after the visiting phy
returned to the city, Avho have no relief till the

number of

sicians have

day at eleven o'clock, and thus many suffer for want of the
regulation.' Which being taken into consideration, it
was resolved that a
physician be employed Avho •will give his
constant attendance, and this as soon as possible." It was like
resolved that the physicians attending the hospital be
wise
requested to meet the committee to-morrow morning at nine
A list is given at this meeting of the names of nine
o'clock."
female nurses, including Ann Beakley, matron ; and of ten
male attendants Avho were engaged by the managers.
It is
also stated that Mary Saviel, having offered her services as an
assistant matron to the hospital at Bush Hill, and bringing
with her good testimonials of her abilities, sobriety and atten
next

above

"

tion
"

as a nurse

and, if

ployed,

it be

and matron,

agreeable

Avas

to

recommended to the managers;
that she be immediately em

them,

and that her pay be three dollars per day."
meeting of the Committee, September 18th, it

At the
*

A number of the unfortunate

arrived in

Philadelphia

in

July,

refugees

1793.

from this part of St.

Avas

Domingo,

PHILIP
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"

resolved that the managers of the hospital at Bush Hill have
the entire direction of that place ; and that they be empowered
to employ and discharge such persons as they may think pro
We shall repeat now in the very words of the minutes
of the Committee, all that transpired respecting the course pur

per."

and towards the

physicians of the hospital.
physicians, agreeably to notice, attended, viz., Doc
tors Physick, Cathrall, Leib, and Annan ; Avhen a conference
was had respecting the state of the hospital, and the mode of
affording medical assistance.
After some time spent upon the subject, the physicians pro
duced the following propositions :
1. That the physicians will attend regularly every day at
eleven o'clock in the morning.
2. That for this assistance, they shall have two guineas a
sued
"

by

The

"

"

"

visit each.*
"

3. That Mr. Graham be

to those

sicians,
the

Avho

patients

and that he be

prescribing apothecary,

to attend

admitted in the absence of the

provided

with two

or more

phy

assistants in

duties.

apothecaries'

"

are

Leib, Physick, Cathrall, and Annan have the
hospital, to be arranged in such manner
think
shall
as they
proper ; and that, in case of the indisposi
he
will
tion of either,
provide a medical friend to attend for
4. That Drs.

entire direction of the

him.

being considered was agreed to, with
of the following, viz. :
"That a room at the hospital be appropriated
such patients as are desirous of being under the
"

Which

the addition
to

the

use

of

direction of

That he procure the necessary medicines for his
to be made up at the expense of the Committee ; and,
patients,
if necessary, that he provide a person to administer them." In

Dr. Deveze.

"
Drs.
another part of the minutes Ave read :
and Physick attended at the hospital this day."

On the

next
*

day, September 19th,

Equivalent

to

nearly

Cathrall, Leib,

the managers of the

ten dollars and

a

half.
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they

have received

a

copy

to the

appointment of
yesterday relative
physicians ; and having given it due consideration, are of opi
nion that it Avill not be productive of the benefit desired, and
having offered seAreral forcible objections to the mode, the reso
lution of yesterday was reconsidered and rescinded by the Com
mittee, and it was agreed that the patients be separated into
two divisions, that each division have a distinct appointment,
and that the nomination of physicians be left to the managers,
Stephen Girard and Peter Helm.
Doctor Deveze attending the Committee, and being recom
i

>f the resolution of

"

"

mended

by

the managers

as

a

suitable person to attend

as

physician for one division, it Avas agreed that he be appointed
accordingly.
Dr. Physick also attending, it was agreed that he be ap
pointed to the other part, the Doctor desiring to have till to
morrow to consider the
subject, which was approved."
Three physicians, viz., Drs. Physick, Leib, and Annan, at
tended at the hospital this day.
September 20th. Doctor Physick attended the Committee,
and informed them that he is willing to take
charge of one-half
of the Hospital, Avhich was agreed to ; but the compensation
to him, as Avell as to Doctor Deveze, Avas
by their desire de
"

"

ferred until
On the

a

future time."

day, hoAvever, Ave read, a little farther on in
the minutes, of yet another change in the distribution of duties
"
to devolve on the physicians of the hospital.
Doctor Phy
sick

same

being present,

tal, and the

most

the consideration of the state of the

eligible

mode of

affording

hospi

medical aid

was

After considerable time spent upon
again entered upon.
the subject, it was agreed that it would be most advisable to
divide the hospital into three divisions ; that there be three
physicians appointed ; and that the committee immediately pro
ceed to an election of physicians to attend the hospital,
agree
ably to the regulations now concluded on ; when Doctors Phy
sick, Leib, and Deveze were duly elected. The Secretary is
directed to inform them of their election, and to
request their
attendance to-morrow morning at nine o'clock."

Another
usual

day brings

another

of the Committee

meeting

of

entry

"

The minutes of the

change.
the 21st

on
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after the

September,

Girard and Peter Helm at the hos

Stephen

pital," run as follows: "A letter was received from Doctors
Leib, Cathrall,* and Physick, which was read, in which they de
clined accepting the appointment at the hospital under the re
solution of yesterday.
The Secretary is directed to inform the
at
the
Managers
hospital of the receipt of their letter, and
that they need not expect the attendance of the physicians
this day ; and to desire them to proceed to the care of the
sick, and to endeavor to obtain the necessary medical aid Avhich
their situation may require."
The opening record in the minutes of the Committee on the
next day is to this effect.
The Managers attending this morn
inform
the
Committee
that
ing
they have received the letter
from the Secretary, and taken the necessary care of the sick,
and that there is no cause for uneasiness about medical aid, as
Doctor Deveze is, with the assistance of the apothecaries, fully
capable of performing all the duties of the place, until the
numbers shall considerably exceed those now in the hospital."
In another paragraph, near the close of the minutes of the
same
day, it is stated that Doctor Benjamin Duffield offered
his services to assist at the hospital at Bush Hill, Avhich are
accepted, Agreed, that the thanks of the Committee be pre
"

"

—

him, and that he be furnished with

sented to

carriage

to aid him in his

after six

days

dified, and
names

it

specified,
to take
was

occasion

physicians

was

*

an

undertaking."

rescinded,

other

or

At

length

as

charge

hospital

of the sick in it.

the latter acted in

physician,
practice

; and henceforth

we

were
were

The former

conformity with the
more
experienced

of his older and

read of

We do not learn from the minutes

office to which the records make

mo

when the number and

settled that Doctors Deveze and Duffield

and rules of

opinions
colleague

chaise

who should attend the

the entire medical

the chief

a

of deliberation and of resolutions made and

on one

of the

benevolent

no

why

no

farther difficulties in

Dr. Cathrall is said to refuse

mention of his

ha\dng

been elected.
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of the meelical staff of the

name

appears in

hospital.

subsequent records,

Doctor

in Avhich he

the state of the

hospital
building. This, avc may
suppose, was owing to the greater facility with which ho could
discharge this duty than Dr. Deveze, Avhose knoAvledge of our
language was, most probably, at that time very imperfect.
On the 27th of September, Dr. Duffield reports to the Com
mittee, that the hospital is in good order, that there are
ninety-fiA'e patients in the hospital," and again, on the folloAving
day, that there are one hundred and six patients in the hospi
tal."
An announcement at the present day of this number of
persons sick with yellow fever, at the same time and under one
roof, would try the nen-es of the good citizens of Philadelphia,
although the proportion of the sick to the Avell Avould be nearly
thirteen times less noAv than then.
Presenting the subject in
another form: were thirteen hundred patients, suffering from
yelloAv fever, now to be collected together in one great hospital,
the proportion to the actual population Avould not be greater
than the one hundred and six sick in the Bush Hill Hospital
In the record of the
were to the population of the city in 1793.
the
committee
of
(Minutes, pp. 61, 62), the Managers
meeting
of the hospital exhibit a statement of the buildings at Bush
Hill, and the purposes to which they are appropriated. The
mansion-house contained one hundred and forty bedsteads.
"The neAV frame house, built by the Committee as an addition
the former mansion-house,
to the hospital
was 60 feet front
and 18 feet deep, with three rooms on the ground-floor ; one
for the head nurses of that house, and the other two for the
sick ; each of the two last contains seventeen bedsteads, be
sides the loft, which may be used for the convalescents, and
will contain forty bedsteads." The barn, Avith its three apart
ments, has been already described.
The Report farther states, as Avas before mentioned, that,
The sick are visited tAvice a day by two physicians, Dr. De
veze and Dr. Benjamin Duffield, who prescribe for
them, and
their prescriptions are executed by the three resident physicians
makes,

from time to

time, reports

on

and the number of the sick then in the

"

"

—

"

—
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One of the resident doctors

apothecary."

was

charged

Avith the distribution of the victuals to the sick ; the first meal
to be at eleven o'clock in the morning, and the second about six

o'clock in the

The resident

evening.

physicians

and

apothe

cary had two waiters under them, one of whom shaved the sick.
There is yet one record for us to introduce here, in which
the name of Dr. Physick occurs in connection with his short
term of

service at the Bush Hill

Hospital. It runs as follows,
meeting of the Committee, Nov. 9th, 1793:
The Committee appointed to consider the
physicians' accounts,
report that they should be paid as follows, viz. :
in the Minutes of the
"

Dr.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Physick, for
Cathrall,
"
Leib,
"
Annan,
"

five

visits,

at

70s. p.

visit,

.

.

.

two

"

"

"...

three

"

"

"

two

"

.

"

.

.

"...

£17 10
7 00
10 10

7 00

The amount

paid to Dr. Physick was equal to forty-six dol
thirty-three cents, or at the rate of $9 33J cents a visit.*
This Avould not be thought an indifferent fee at the present time;
but it must be remembered that Bush Hill was then entirely out of
town, or rather as shown by its barn, was decidedly in the country,
and that, in the year 1793, when the great majority of persons,
both of those in the profession as well as in the community at
large, believed yellow fever to be a contagious disease, it demand
ed no small courage and the highest sense of duty to volunteer a
constant daily and close personal contact and intercourse Avith
the sick, such as must necessarily ensue between physician and
patient, and in a still greater degree between a hospital physician
and the patients who crowd its wards and deteriorate its air.
lars and

The medical attendant must have felt that

on

the occasion of
of the

visit, he was perilling his life. We speak
prevalent
impression at the time, without wishing it to be implied that there
On the contrary, we have
Avas really any such danger incurred.
no hesitation in declaring that a physician visiting his patients
twice daily at the Bush Hill Hospital, or even a resident there,
was much less exposed to contract disease than if he had been
each

*

The account is

supposed

to be in State currency,

or

7s. 6d. to the dollar.
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Water, Front,

or

Second Street, in
In the hospital,

then be called the infected district.

comparatively rural situation, he may be
said to have enjoyed nearly entire exemption, so far as
mere intercourse with the sick went, irrespective of fatigue,
anxiety, and exposure to atmospherical extremes, particularly
high heat and vicissitudes, and the interruption of his regular
meals and hours of sleep.
Among the first, if not the very
of
the
and
writers in this city to deny the
first,
physicians
nature
of
contagious
yellow fever, was Dr. Deveze. This he
did formally in a small volume, which he wrote in English and
French, in 1794, on the subject of the yellow fever of the pre
ceding year. In respect to treatment, he was an advocate for
the use of the lancet, and in its stead, when its use Avas not in
dicated, or sometimes in conjunction AYith it, enemata, gargles,
baths, lemonade, chicken AYater, skimmed milk, emulsions,
simples, and sedatives. If compelled to choose between this
and Dr. Rush's celebrated purging, or emetico-cathartic and
mercurial practice, Ave must confess that, with our present
knowledge of the pathology of the disease, Ave would lean to
at

that

time in

a

Dr. Deveze's side.

The true hero of benevolence in this
rable in the annals of

Stephen
Bush

Girard.

Philadelphia,

He it

was

Avho

gloomy

was

year, so memo
another Frenchman,

organized

the

hospital

at

Hill, by substituting order, method, cleanliness, and effi

cient

nursing of the sick for the reverse of all these qualities,
prevailed before he and his associate, Peter Helm,
took charge of the institution.
The latter acted a very meri
torious part in securing regular supplies of all that was needful
for the inmates of the hospital. Here he and his associate
were to be found
daily, with scarcely an intermission, from the
time (Sept. 15th) when they volunteered to superintend it, to
that (Nov. 15th) in which their peculiar and arduous services
in this way were no longer required, and when, as the minutes
tell us, there were no admissions and no burials. During this
interval of two months, invariably the first line of the minutes of
the committee sitting daily at the State House, was :
Stephen
which had

"
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On the 16th of No

hospital."

took their seats with the other

mem
vember, they
bers of the committee, and continued to do so, up to the day
(March 7th, 1794) Avhen they held their last meeting. Mr.
Helm, it may be related as a proof of his self-sacrificing con
duct Avhile a manager of the hospital, found great difficulty
in overcoming his dread of contagion from approaching the
sick.
Towards the end of the epidemic, he visited the rooms
of the hospital, and gave his personal superintendence of the
patients. Stephen Girard, from first to last, never hesitated in
once more

the dictates of the noblest

philanthropy, never faltered
duty Avhich he had marked out for himself. He.
might, like nearly all if not quite all of the other rich mer
chants of the city, have fled to one of the adjoining towns, or
taken refuge in the country, and contented himself, as they did,
with contributing money for the relief of the sick, the poor,
and the orphans, in this dire calamity.
He did contribute a
for
these
out
of
his
OAvn
abundance,
purposes; but he
portion
did more ; he gave himself up to the service of all these parties.
He Avent every morning to the hospital at Bush Hill, where his
first care Avas not only to give directions, but to inspect the pro

obeying

in the line of

visions and arrangements of the house ; after which, he visited
the apartments of the sick, bestowing his first attention on

those Avho
out

were

in the

the hand of

greatest danger, and

friendship,

and

His dress

might

spoke

to

them he held

in Avords of

pity

be soiled

the

and

by
ejec
seeming to heed it, or
his being prevented from himself assisting the sufferer, by wip
ing his clothes, or persuading him to take another dose of the medi
cine Avhich had just been rejected. Before quitting him to show
encouragement.

tions from their

stomachs,

the like attentions to

even

Avithout his

another, he would

feel the head and feet of

the sick man, in order to judge
degree of temperature of
his
the skin, and then take from or add to
bed-covering, as might
of the

be called for

Aromit had

through

on

no

the

the occasion.

The

sight

of the dreaded black

for him ; he Avas as prompt, in passing
to snatch up the basin and hold it for the

terrors

ward,

sick man, as any practised and faithful nurse might be sup
posed to be in ordinary disease. Such are the representations of
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eye-witness, Dr. Deveze, avIio makes them in the Avork al
ready noticed. It may be objected that the picture Avas draAvn
by a partial felloAA-countryman ; but MatheAV Carey, another
historian of the disease, is equally emphatic in his praise, as ho
is explicit in designating the services and devotion of the bene
volent Frenchman, lie uses the following language :
Stephen
Girard, Avhose office was in the interior part of the hospital, has
an

"

had to encourage and comfort the sick
to hand them neces
their broAvs
and
saries and medicines
the
SAveat
off
to wipe
—

—

—

perform many disgusting offices of kindness for them, which
nothing could render endurable but the exalted motives that
impelled him to this heroic conduct."
A debt of gratitude is due from the city of Philadelphia to Ste
phen Girard, for the munificent and permanent endowment of
the college named after him, as well as for the rich bequests of
property Avhich he made to the city: but the illuminated page in
the history of this remarkable man is unquestionably that which
records his self-sacrificing devotion for the relief of the sick and
the suffering in the yellow fever hospital at Bush Hill, in the
to

year 1793 ; and at a time too Avhen the wisest and the bravest
had fled in dire affright from the hourly recurring terrors of

this

disease.

The

philanthropist Avill doubtless
magnificent colonnade of the Girard
speculate, perhaps, on the mixed motives which

desolating

in admiration at the

gaze
Col

and
may
have influenced its founder ; but soon his mind will revert to
the plain mansion and frame building at Bush Hill, in which

lege,

purely benevolent spirit of the man shone forth with an
effulgence far beyond that which can ever be reflected from
marble college or bronze statue.
In resuming the narrative of the services of the medical
attendants on the hospital at Bush Hill, we shall quote the fol
lowing passage from the Minutes of the Committee, at its
meeting, November 21st, 1793 : The services of Dr. Benja
the

"

taken under consideration ; and it was agreed
presented with five hundred dollars. The President

min Duffield
that he be

were

communicate to him the thanks of the Commit
tee for his attention to the afflicted at the
hospital, and to
is

requested

deliver him

a

to

cheque

for the above sum."

Immediately follow-
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ing this resolution is the announcement by the Managers of the
hospital, that there had not been any deaths for two days past,
and

"

no prospect of many more deaths in that
Avill in future report occasionally."
The services rendered by Dr. Deveze, and the pecuniary

there is

as

place, they

grant made

to

him,

are

nutes for December

"

:

The services of Dr. Deveze

taken into consideration, after some time spent thereon
resolved, that he hath, as far as hath come to the know

being
it

thus recorded in the Committee's Mi

1st, 1793

was

ledge of the Committee, been eminently useful in the late
afflicting calamity, and that this Committee ought to compen
sate him therefor, as far as
lays in their power ; that the Pre
sident be requested to acknowledge the services Avhich he hath
rendered to the

mittee,

and

hundred

a

afflicted, present

cheque

dollars,

as a

on

him the thanks of the Com

the Bank of North America for fifteen

testimony

of their

approbation of his ser
afflicted, at

vices and unremitted exertions for the relief of the
Bush

Hill, during

the late sickness."

The resident medical attendants

were

three

house-phy

sicians ; Messrs. Daniel Nicholas Morrice, Joseph Guisard, and
Mulnier or Muliner, and the apothecary, Aug. Joseph

Leber,

each of

whom

received four dollars

a

day

for

his

services.

prominent part alleged to have been performed by
Physick at the Bush Hill Hospital, during the preAralence
the yellow fever in 1793, is disproved, and is shown to rest

As the
Dr.
of

on no

historical

foundation,

it follows that all the conclusions

suppositious fact
sarily inaccurate. Among these
draAvn from this

must

be dismissed

as neces

the

alleged notoriety
which he obtained from his connection with the hospital, and
the associations thence resulting, especially with Stephen
Girard, which, as Dr. Randolph believed, "subsequently proved
of immense benefit to him in promoting his professional suc
Whatever may have been eventually the esteem of
cess."
are

the rich merchant for the eminent surgeon, it is very un
likely that, at the time we speak of, Stephen Girard, the

active manager of the

ticularly partial

to

Dr.

yelloAv fever hospital, would feel
Physiek, one of the triumvirate

par

who
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in whose

capacity

and pro

evidently placed great confidence.
knoAv that, for more than a quarter of a

Girard had

reason

to

century after this memorable year, Mr. Girard did not look to
Dr. Physick for professional advice, and if avc mistake not, the
assistance of the latter
occurrence

of the

before his death.

was

injury

invoked,

received

This eccentric

time, on the
Girard, not long

for the first
Mr.

by
man

had

a

true

Cato and

regular and
temperate life which he did for many years, he was rarely under
the necessity of having recourse to them in their professional
capacity. At a time wdien it Avas the practice of the merchants
of Philadelphia Avho traded with China and the East Indies, to
haA'e surgeons in their vessels, Stephen Girard always consti
tuted himself an exception, and left the officers and the crews
of his ships to draw, themselves, on the medicine chest, and to

Montaigne

be their

dislike to

own

physicians

;

and

leading

the

doctors.

Physick must have been among the small number of the
professors who, as Ave learn from Dr. Rush, continued at their
posts during the trying months of September and October,
1793.
Some were carried off by the pestilence, others carried
themselves away to the country and neighboring towns, under
the feeling of general alarm which infected nearly all whom the
fever spared. There are on record tAvo proofs of Dr. Physick's
remaining in the city, and of his doing his share of duty among
the forlorn hope, viz., his being himself attacked Avith the fever,
and his making, in conjunction with Dr. Cathrall, dissections of
Dr.

some

of those who had died of the disease.

examinations confirmed the

The result of these

opinions antecedently expressed by
Lining, of South Carolina, and by Dr. John Mitchell, of
Virginia, that the force of the fever was spent on the stomach.
Dr. Physick's constitution received a shock from the attack of
the fever, from Avhich, it was always his own belief, he never
completely recovered.
It is evident that, in the following year, 1794, the
subject of
this memoir had reached a recognized position
among the more
prominent members of the profession. Dr. Rush, in his "Ac
count of the Bilious Yellow Fever of 1794," makes
frequent
Dr.
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reference to Dr. Physick ; at one time as telling Dr. Rush of
his having a patient with yellow fever under his care as early
the 6tb of June ; at another, of the inefficacy of bark ; and,
again, of the good effects of the antiphlogistic treatment, in

as

At these

this disease.

times, his

name

is associated with

In this year, Dr.
those of Griffitts, Woodhouse, and Dewees.
Avas elected one of the
to
the
surgeons
Physick
Pennsylvania
Hospital, and, also, a prescribing physician in the Philadelphia

His

Dispensary.
tutions

Avas

increase of
done

by

to

him

long

connection with the first of these insti

a means

reputation,

the art of surgery

occasion to

of usefulness and distinction ; to it,
asylum in which all that could be

as an

the value of his services in

period

accomplished. We shall have
a more
particular manner, of
the hospital. During the short
post of physician to the Dispen

was

speak hereafter,

in which he held the

in

sary, he discharged his duties to it with what may henceforth
be called his characteristic punctuality and conscientiousness.

by Dr. Randolph that the professional engage
Physick, as shoAvn by his papers, increased very
considerably during the year 1795 ; and that about this period,
the prospect of establishing himself in business was exceed
ingly flattering. We learn, from the same authority, that in this
a
journal of the most remarkable and
year he began to keep
cases which occurred in his practice, more especially
interesting
This journal Avas con
such as Avere of a surgical character.
if
1810
but
we
the
to
tinued up
;
except the probable
year
Dr.
introduced
into the "Ele
it
from
Dorsey,
by
gleanings
the
the
of
ments of Surgery"
latter,
profession has derived no
Avhich
benefit from this precious record,
keeps company with
old
trunk
or
his lectures in some
forgotten closet. Such
things ought not to be.
The yelloAv fever of 1797 tried severely the physicians of
Philadelphia. Dr. Physick suffered, in this year, from a
second attack, during which he was bled to the amount of
Dr. Rush states, in
one hundred and seventy-six ounces.
his history of the fever of 1797, that he attended two other
had been affected by the epidemic of
persons at this time who
We

are

told

ments of Dr.

25
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1793, and two others ayIio had suffered in
1794.
Among the eleven hundred deaths

similar

a

manner

in

fever in

from

yellow
physicians. Seven others in addition
to Dr. Physick, viz., Drs. Reynolds, Caldwell, Church, Benja
min Duffield, HayAVorth, Boys, and Strong survived an attack
of the disease. It has been well said by a historian of the fever
If a generous contempt of danger and of death
of this year,
merits the gratitude of mankind, that tribute is undoubtedly
The most laborious,
due to the physicians of Philadelphia.
in
almost
task
and
was,
hazardous,
every instance,
disagreeable
to be performed gratuitously."
Among those physicians Avho
1797,

those of nine

Avere

"

fell victims

Cathrall.

the disease

of the

membered,

Hospital

to

early

Dr.

Avas

Annan,

one, it Avill be

re

medical attendants at the Bush Hill

1793, in connection with Physick, Leib, and
Another, Dr. Pleasants, had retired to the country ;

in

but, feeling himself called on to confront danger, he returned
to the city, and gave his life as an evidence of the sincerity of
his benevolence.

The

of Dr.

case

and

Thompson

was

of

a

still

more

"He had been married in

melancholy
startling
the evening ; had gone to bed, and Avithin two hours felt the
The family Avere
symptoms of the disorder approaching.
Avas
The bridegroom
alarmed.
removed, and died on the third
at once a widow
or fourth day, leaving his unfortunate wife
nature.

'

and

bride.'

a

The

opened
Duffield

"

physicians
for

the

to

the

Hospital

reception

and Edward

of the

Stevens

:

at

Bush

sick,

Hill, which

were

Assistant

Drs.

was

Samuel

Physicians,

Drs.

Michael Leib, Benger Dabel, William Annan, John Redman
Coxe, John Church, Samuel Pleasants: Resident Physician,
John Duffield.

Of this

list, Dr. Coxe still survives

at

the

advanced age of 86 years, to give his reminiscences of the olden
At the close of the
time without disparaging the present.
the Board of Health

"

appointed a committee to purchase
and transfer to Dr. Edward Stevens, to Dr. John Church, to
the heirs of Dr. Benger Dabel, to the heirs of Dr. Samuel
Pleasants, to Dr. John Redman Coxe, to Dr. Michael Leib,
and to the heirs of Dr. William Annan, each one share of the
fever,
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Pennsylvania,

and that the transfers

so

made express that they are in consideration of the high sense
the Board of Health entertain of the services of those gentle

calamity of 1797." Dr. Stevens, in a letter
Board, politely declined the acceptance of the bank share
granted to him. A similar acknowledgment of his services was
made to Dr. John Duffield by the transfer to him of a bank
share.* When Ave learn that there were only twenty-three or
twenty-four physicians in the city, Avho attended patients during
this season of pestilence, we can well imagine the excessive
strain of mind and body to which they would be subjected, eAren
if their ranks had remained entire, instead of being thinned by
the death of eight of their number, and farther weakened for a
season
by the sickness of nine others.
There Avas yet another brotherhood, united together by a
common
feeling of benevolence, Avho volunteered their aid and
exposed their health and lives for the relief of the sick and the
suffering at this time. Some of them had been prominent in
the discharge of the same arduous duties in 1793, and Avere now
ready once more to take the post of danger. We love to record
their names. They were Stephen Girard, Caleb LoAvnes, Israel
Israel, John Letchworth, Thomas Savery, and John Connelly.
men

to

during

the

the

To three of this

nelly,

Avas

that

as

at

number, Messrs. Girard, LoAvnes,

committed the
Bush Hill

superintendence

was

of the

henceforth called.

and Con

City Hospital,
We also read

among the donors of money to the Board of Health and com
mittees for the poor and destitute, the same names, in many
instances, which were on a like record for the year 1793. f
*
The par value of a share in the Pennsylvania Bank was $500 ; so that
it may be said $4000 were given to the physicians, chief and assistants, at
the Bush Hill Hospital in 1797.

f
to

The descendants of these men, and of Philadelphians generally, will like
names of Jesse, and Robert, and Nicholas Wain,

be reminded of the

Archibald McCall, William Rawle, Robert Smith, Samuel Fox, Isaac Whar
Nesbit & Co., John
ton, George Roberts, Pattison Hartshorne, Conyngham,

Nixon, Joseph P. Norris, the Perotts, George Latimer, William Sheaff, Tho
Leiper, Joseph Cruikshank, Mordecai Lewis, Miers Fisher, and a number

mas
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Physick will ever be associated with the
history
scourging epidemic vcIIoav fever of 179\ and,
this time, there can be no mistake in recording his gratuitous
and invaluable services as Resident Physician in the City or
Bush Hill Hospital. He had for associate on the occasion Dr.
Samuel Cooper, Avho himself fell a victim to the disease. Some
surprise will probably be felt at Dr. Physick's being able, con
scientiously, to detach himself from the families and individuals
in the city who must have regarded him as their medical coun
On this point Ave cannot offer any explanation, unless it
sellor.
be in the fact of the flight of so many families from the city.
The

name

of Dr.

of the

looked upon as a man of mark, and
Avas in
high repute among his professional brethren, evidenced
both by his being made President of the Academy of Medicine

Certain it is that he

was noAV

—

and

by

the

frequent reference

to

his observations

on

the

yelloAv

fever of this year, in Dr. Rush's brief history of the disease.
The opinion unequivocally advanced by Dr. Deveze in 1794, that

contagious, was, with slight reservation, noAV
Academy of Medicine in a communication
by
the
President, Dr. Philip Syng Physick, dated August
signed by

yelloAv

fever is not

the

advanced

8th,
the

to

the Board of Health.

We meet in this document with

declaration:

"Many respectable modern autho
rities assert that yelloAv fever is not contagious in the West
Indies, and repeated observations satisfy us that it is rarely so
during the warm weather in the United States. None of the cases
we have yet seen have
propagated it, and we conceive it to be
following

an error as absurd in its nature as it has been fatal in its
ope
ration upon the city of Philadelphia, that the contagion of a
disease should adhere to the timber of a ship during a sea voy
age, and should spread from the timber of the ship Avithout

contact,

through

an

extensive

neighborhood,

and

cease

to

com-

of other familiar names, some of which were on the giving list of 1793 and
on that of 1797.
Stephen Girard was not content with giving his time
and exposing his person for the sick. He was also a liberal donor of
money
Robert Wain was placed at the head of the
to the poor and the distressed.
committee appointed in 1798, to procure subscriptions to a loan of
others

to meet the

orders of the

Managers

the Guardians of the Poor.

of the Marine and

$30,000,
City Hospitals and
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municate itself aftenvards by long and close connection of the
sick with their families and attendants."
The

City Hospital

reception

of the

was

opened

sick, and closed

on
on

the 9th of

August

for the

the 1st of November.

Few

of the

nurses

It

often customary for them to sleep on the same bed with
One or two instances occurred of wives nursing their

Avas

of the

hospital

Avere

attacked with the disease.*

the sick.

husbands,
no

and mothers their children ; and while thus engaged
on the same bed with them ;
but in

would often lie

they

instance did these persons have the fever.

sive

in the

The

exces

the first five

mortality
City Hospital, during
days
was opened, alarmed Dr.
Physick and his associate Dr.
Cooper, to such a degree that they addressed a letter to Dr.
Rush, Avho was consulting physician to the institution, for aid ;
and begged him to point out any mode of relieving the sick under
their care, Avith which they were unacquainted. He, in his anSAver, recommended an emetico-cathartic compound Avhich he
extolled as being very efficacious, but the use of which has not
been sanctioned by subsequent experience.
We find, in the History of the Yellow Fever in Philadel
phia, in 1798, by Thomas Condie and Richard Folwell, the
following list of physicians Avho remained in town during
the prevalence of the epidemic : Drs. Rush, Griffitts, Moore,
Wistar, Gallagher, Caldwell, Harris, Connover, Proudfit, Leib,
Church, Boys, S. Duffield, B. Duffield, Parke, Stewart, Strong,
BigeloAV, Kinlaid, Pfeffer, Yeatman, Trexo ; also four French
Drs.
doctors, viz. : Mayer, Pascalis, La Roche, Devivier.
Physick and Cooper were at the Hospital. Dr. Rush, in his
history, speaks of Dr. Sayer. The name of Dr. Currie, Avho
took an active part both as practitioner and writer at the time,
after it

is also omitted in the above list.

Dr. Dewees's

name

does not

place in it, although, in the narrative of events, he is
spoken of as having, in conjunction with Dr. Currie, offered
find

a

It would be easy to find an explanation of the deaths of the few, in their
in the infected district,
exposure to the poison emanating from the ground
*

during

their

previous stay,

or

subsequent

visit in the

city.
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gratuitously the encampment formed at
pond, on the road to German-

the mill

near

town, and about two miles from the city. It was estimated
that 2024 persons were loelged and fed at this encampment
from the 15th and 20th of
a

cost of

Avere

erected

at

818,822
a

September

49.

hospital,

a

the 1st of

to

Besides the

store-house and

large

November,

lodging sheds,
office,

a

there
bake

house and oven, and five kitchens, with eight fire-places. The
encampment was laid out in regular streets which intersected
each other.

buildings Avere erected in the short period
eight
days. Previous to this, an encampment had
been formed on the banks of the Schuylkill, between Spruce
and Chestnut Streets ; a locality which was then far out of
of

All the

ten

or

tOAvn, and with

barely
of

rural aspect Avhich is not visible, and can
be imagined, at the present day.
The tents were made

canvass

a

dred and

fifty persons
The women of the city

and

were

fed,

were

active and

and

criminating industry
liberality
encamped. But, it may be asked,
women

when

an

nineteen hun

of them clothed."

untiring

in aid of the

in their dis

people

when and Avhere

are

thus
not

generous and devoted to the cause of humanity
appropriate appeal is made to them. Perhaps their
were more

announcement

quickened
of the

campment nearly seventy
before

Here,

some

ever

sensibilities

public

"

and floored with boards.

they

on

the present occasion by a
Avere in the en

fact, that there

Avomen

who would become mothers

could leave it.

The fever invaded the

early part of September,
thinning
by a removal of the
and
the
and
debtors,
vagrants
prisoners confined for petty
offences ; leaving about one hundred and sixty convicts, and
nearly a hundred untried prisoners. On the appearance of the
disease, the jailer, partaking of the general panic, abandoned
his post and went into the country.
His place Avas supplied
for the following ten days by Robert Wharton, a vigilant and
active magistrate, Avho was afterwards mayor of the city.
Mr.
this
resided
in
the
and
Wharton, during
time,
prison
performed
all the duties of jailer until he Avas relieved of his charge
by
which led to

a

prison

in the

of its inmates
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worthy associate of Girard in superintending
Hospital in 1793 ; and Avho was also the superin
tendent of the Hospital at the Wigwam ; and otherwise ac
tively benevolent in 1797. After Mr. Helm took charge of the
prison, he resided there day and night, alternately watching
the convicts and attending the sick.
Sanitary measures were

Helm,

the

the Bush Hill

carried out under the direction of another of the worthies of

1793, Caleb Lownes, the secretary of the Committee of Relief,
remembered, in that year. By these means the mor

it will be

tality
small

among the prisoners was kept down to a comparatively
figure ; the deaths in all being twenty-seven, and the

number attacked

by the disease forty-four. An attempt was
by
prisoners in the east wing, that on Avhich the sick
to
were,
escape ; and but for the ready courage and colness of
Mr. Wharton, who was in the jail at the time, it would have
made

the

been successful.
It

will, perhaps, be alleged that some of the scenes and in
cidents, and the names of individuals which Ave have introduced
in relation to the epidemic visitation of the yelloAv fever in
Philadelphia in the year 1798, and in the preceding years of
1793, 1794, and 1797, do not belong to the personal history of
But without some historical references to the
Dr. Physick.
eventful times and the agitated and distressed community in
which he performed so useful, and, in some sense, so conspicu
ous a part, we cannot do full justice to the man as a philan
thropic citizen and a courageous physician. After learning, in
this way, who were his local contemporaries, and what Avere the
circumstances in a social and professional point of view in
which he was placed, we shall be able, to some extent, to
appreciate the trials to which he Avas exposed, the dangers he
incurred, and the difficulties he overcame, Avhile discharging
the high trusts confided to him, as a member of a chosen band
who had inwardly voAved to battle Avith dread pestilence, and to
restore health and hope to their fever and fear-stricken friends
The simple announcement of the fact
and fellow-citizens.
his services as medical super
had
volunteered
Dr.
that
Physick
that the offer had been acand
of
the
intendent
City Hospital,
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cepted,

Avould create

favorable

a

benevolence ; but they Avould fail
ing to the reality, of the scenes of

sick,

and the

agonies
deeply interested, but

of the
at
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the

opinion
to

of his

and

humanity

convey any idea, approach

suffering the torments of the
dying of which he Avas hourly a
same time, of necessity a self-pos
—

—

calm himself amid the groans, the cries, and
contortions around him.
More trying still, Avere the anxious

sessed Avitness

—

inquiries of mothers, Avives, and sisters after their sick relatives
in the hospital, often at a time, too, Avhen he must have felt that
they Avere doomed to inevitable death. And then the grief,
sometimes displaying itself in tears and sobs, sometimes in the
Ioav moans, and again in the piercing cries of the bereaved and
hope-abandoned parents, Avho had lost their only son, or a sis
Such
ter her beloved brother, her only protector on earth !
scenes as

these called for

more

than

a

soldier's

while

fortitude,

his part in them promised far less, in the Avay of subsequent
Dr. Physick
honors and distinction, than a soldier's reward.
Avas

placed

mander of

in

an

nearly

a

outpost of

similar situation to that of the
a

beleaguered city,

continually hearing of the sickness and
bors, friends and acquaintances, many of

the death of

the

of the

Avas

neigh

Avhom he must have

esteemed for their virtues and venerated for their
Avould be

com

from which he

piety.

He
taken

told,
time,
protective
autheuities, and of the daily toils and exposure of the
lives of the medical brotherhood, with all of whose names and

by

at

same

measures

the

merits he

Avas

anxiety he

must

With Avhat intense
familiarly acquainted.
inquired, from day to day, Avhether Rush,
the more than "hero of a hundred fights," was still spared to
lead on, as he had done in former years, the forlorn hope, and
to teach the affrighted people, even in the very
extremity of
how
to
draw
from
And
there was
suffering,
courage
despair.
his Avorthy compeer, the drab-coated Griffitts, Avho, ever at his
post, showed now, as in former years of pestilence, how great
have

civil courage and actiVe services could be combined with Quaker
mildness and simplicity of manner. Of Wistar, of Avhom after-

Avards he became the

vania, Physick

must

colleague

in the

also have received

University of Pennsyl
daily news relating to
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path

in the minds of both.

All

thoughts

and

of surgery, were, at this
The ears of the resident

City Hospital were becoming familiar with the
Coxe, who had noAv appeared in the
field of danger, and took part in the battle against pestilence
The former was to speak, nearly forty years after
and death.
wards, his funeral eulogium on the banks of the Ohio, in a city
at that time barely known and in a State but then recently re
ceived into the Union.
The latter was destined to be, in two
several chairs, his collegiate associate in medical teaching. Dr.

physician
names

at

the

of Caldwell and

Church

was

another of the medical
He

besieged city.
Avifery, and cards

was

our

garrison

in the

more

earliest lecturers

on

than
Mid

among
may still be seen Avith the name of Dr. James
associated Avith his own for a course of lectures on this branch.

ample provision was made for the sick who could be
City Hospital, those similarly afflicted among the
in
the
city itself Avere not uncared for. The north part of
poor
and
the Northern Liberties, were placed under the me
the city,
dical charge of Dr. Francis Barnes Sayre, Dr. James Mease, and
Dr. Kinlaid ; Southwark, and the south part of the city, Avere at
tended by Dr. John Church, and Dr. Benjamin Duffield, Avhile
While

taken to the

the centre
be

seen

was

under the

care

of Dr. Samuel Duffield.

from this record and the references which

It will
we

have

the merits

previously made, that, great and conspicuous as were
of Dr. Physick, in taking his station at the City Hospital, he
did not stand alone in devotion to the public welfare, under the
trying circumstances of this memorable year. There was no
need of any foil to set off the benevolent traits of these good
it was created by
men, although we are pained to say that
So at
the opposite course of other members of the profession.
least Ave learn from a very significant passage in an able and a
feeling address of the Board of Health, signed by its President,
William Jones, to the citizens of Philadelphia, invoking their
aid in the emergency. The words to Avhich we refer are these :
"
VieAV the list of your physicians, and mark Iioav feAv are at their
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might indicate the
entire number of practising physicians
Philadelphia in the
the
epidemic, avc are un
year 1798, before the breaking out of
able to say how far the grave accusation, implied in the Avoids
just quoted, is deserved. On comparing, hoAvever, the number
on
duty in the city during this year with that of a similar class
in 1797, Ave find the proportion to be more than three in the
The mortality in the medical ranks,
first to one in the last.
In the absence of statistics which

posts."*

in

does not

to

seem

have been

the actual and

although
citizens generally

was

as

great in 1798

as

it

in

Avas

much greater

latter of these two years.
Dr. Physick, in addition to his direct services in the
of

humanity, by

his

1797,

among the
in the former than in the

proportionate mortality

applying

all the

resources

cause

of medical sci

hospital, contributed in
by his pathological
efficiently
directly
this
on
He
continued,
occasion, post-mortem
investigations.
examinations similar to those Avhich he had made in 1793,
and with the result of ascertaining, still more clearly than be
fore, the gastric character of yelloAv fever, and the origin of the
black vomit, which he and Dr. Cathrall shoAved to be given out
ence

for the relief of the sick in the
but

to

the

same

end

from the inflamed vessels of the stomach and intestines.

In the

absence of any account, by himself or others, of his mode of
practice in yellow fever, we are left to infer that, regarding, as

he would do, the disease to be gastritis, he must
have avoided the use of stimulants and of irritants
sion the

told

necessarily
—

a

Dr.

conclu
"

Randolph, that,
in one instance, he ascribed the death of a patient laboring
under this malady, to a relapse produced by swalloAving a small
quantity of chicken-water."
On the termination of his voluntary duties at the Bush Hill
*

probable,

more

as we are

by

The members of the Board of Health who continued to transact

business,
Jones, Wm. Penrose, Wm. Linnard, Wm. Dawson,
James Oldden, Isaac Price, John Watson, John Inskep, Timothy Paxson,
Joseph Eastburn, AVm. Allen, Health Officer, and Wm. Nesbitt, Clerk to
were

as

follows

:

Wm.

the Health Officer.
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or
City Hospital, he received a very flattering and at the same
time substantial testimonial of the estimation in which his ser
vices Avere held, in the shape of several pieces of plate, valued

at more
as

than

follows
"

thousand dollars.

a

The

inscription

on

them

was

:

From the Board of

Managers

Philip Syng
This Mark of their

of the Marine and

City Hospitals

to

Physick, M.D.,

respectful approbation of his Voluntary and Inestimable
as Resident Physician of the City Hospital,
in the Calamity of 1798."

Services

Hospital joined in this
patients who, but for the
have been of necessity
Avould
City Hospital,

We have not learned

testimonial.

why

the Marine

It may be that the

organizing of the
received in the former, were sent to the latter, and in this
medical superintendence of Dr.
way they came under the
Physick.
In the year 1800, Dr. Physick, then thirty-two years of age,
married Miss Emlen, "a highly gifted and talented lady, and
of one of the most distinguished ministers of the

daughter
Society of

Friends."

Of this union, four children were the fruit.
a memorable one in the life of Dr. Phy
; for it was in that year that he began

The year 1800 was
sick in another respect

Surgery to a number of students who were attend
of Pennsylvania,
ing the medical department of the University
and also to some young physicians, in compliance with a request
to this effect made by these parties. He was farther encouraged
in giving his
to take this important step by Dr. Rush, who,
The latter
motives.
mixed
influenced
Avas
by
advice,
probably
a more extended course of in
of
the
felt
have
necessity
may
struction in surgery than was compatible with the restricted
branch was taught in con
plan in the University, in which this
and
MidAvifery by Dr. Shippen ; and
junction with Anatomy
been loath to bring forward
have
not
at the same time he may
somewhat prominent as a
then
Avas
who
a rival to Dr. Wistar,
the
adjunct of Dr. Shippen. Besurgeon, and who was, also,
to lecture

on
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misunderstanding,

a

some

had existed since 1793,

quarrel,

cumstances with the

precise

nature

of which

would choose

oAving to some cir
unacquainted.

Ave are

Whatever may have been the motive, the effect of the measure
was in
Dr. Physick began to prepare
every Avay beneficial.
himself for his new duties with his usual method and perse
and he

verance;

cheered

was

of those to whom his lectures

at

the

were

outset

by

the

addressed.

approbation

The introduc

committed to memory before it was delivered. At the
lecture, Dr. Rush, who Avas present by invitation,
the
lecturer, and, after shaking hands, observed
approached

tory

Avas

close of the

emphasis: "Doctor, that Avill do ; you need not be
apprehensive as to the result of your lecturing. I am sure you
Avill succeed."
Words of prophecy ; for seldom Avas man more
successful in the accomplishment of all that he could have pro
posed to himself, or that could have been expected from him
by others, than was Dr. Physick as a teacher of surgery.
Not only did he attract attentive classes to his lectures for
some
years following this time, but.he succeeded in opening
the eyes of the trustees of the University to the necessity of
erecting an independent chair from which surgery should be
taught, and also, as an almost inevitable consequence, of ap
pointing him to fill it.
Avith

some

This
less of
than of

It Avas one not
taken in the year 1805.
in reference to the interests of the institution,

measure was

policy,
gratification

and

gain

to

himself.

He had

now a

wide

field for the exercise of his powers, and was listened to by
large classes in the University, through the members of which
he could disseminate the

principles of surgery, imbibed from
his celebrated preceptor, John Hunter, and strenghtened and
enforced by his OAvn meditation and personal experience, ob
tained in

and

hospitals

private practice.

During

the

period

of

thirteen years in which he filled the chair of surgery, that in
which the school, be it said, had the largest classes and the

highest reputation,
to

diffuse what must

of the

principles

it

and

the

good fortune of Dr. Physick
regarded as sound and clear views
practice of surgery, and to make his

was

ever

be
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canons over a greater extent of
territory
preA'iously received the lessons of any other teacher
of this branch. In listening to him, the students felt that they
were addressed
by one who spoke with an authority, not merely
derived from office, but from profound and thorough knowledge
of his subject, and an entire conviction of the accuracy of what
With him there was no superfluity of phrase ;
he was saying.
no attempt to embellish the truth.
What might seem to be
in
was
made
copiousness,
Avanting
up in precision of diction.
That which he kneAv, from carefully ascertained experience,
had been his guiding star, ought, he believed, to fix in like
manner the attention of his hearers.
When, as has hap
OAvn observation, on a
our
Avithin
gloomy winter morn
pened
his
lecture in one hand
to
his
class
with
he
held
forth
ing

other, the attentive and almost vene
might believe, for the moment, and especially
rating
Avhen looking at his clearly defined, as if chiselled, features,
and

a

candle in the

students

and

pale

who had

face, that he
come

Avas a

to announce

messenger from beyond the grave
to them truths of deep import,

which it behooved them to knoAv Avell and

fully.

His lectures

Of his

meaning

were

to

practise

faith

and Avritten out.

carefully prepared
no
misconception

there could be

on

the part

of his auditors, for the very sufficient reason, "that be never
undertook to instruct others upon subjects Avhich he did not

clearly understand himself." What a Avonderful curtailment
of writing and lecturing, and of preaching too, Avould result
if this rule were adopted by the crowd of us Avho are autho
rized, or claim, if not authorized, the privilege of teaching by
the exercise of the tongue or of the pen.
Dr. Physick was opposed to extemporaneous lecturing, al
that no man had a right to place so much confidence in

leging

his memory as would be implied by this practice, when treat
ing of scientific subjects. There is some misconception in the

meaning here attached
perly, the utterance of

preparation,

and of

marshalled them

to

extemporaneous, which implies, pro

sentiments and

course

opinions without prior
speaker having previously
Dr. Physick himself could

without the

in his memory.
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introductory to his first course
private
extemporaneously, when he spoke it memoIn debating the question of the relative merits of an ex
riter.
temporaneous and a Avritten discourse, we ought to bear in
mind the different ideas attached to the former, according as it
is understood to apply to the thoughts or to the language.
Few men can trust themselves to extemporize their thoughts ;
many, if the subject-matter be duly Aveighed and arranged, may
adventure with a probability of success on extemporaneous
speech. Some in whom the copia verborum is allied to po
verty of thought, are heard as extemporaneous speakers ; but
such persons cannot, without a long and tedious training, by
which they learn to elaborate something from their small stock
of thoughts, be listened to with the hope of receiving from them
knowledge or instruction. In this case, the greater the fluency
of speech, the smaller will be the flow of thought, as the very
facility in the former indisposes from taking the time, and ex
ercising the patience necessary to insure the latter. But with
out prior elaboration and suitable arrangement of his ideas, a
man, having Avhat is called a ready pen, incurs as much danger
from being superficial in a written as he Avould in an extem
The pen is no more trustAvorthy than
poraneous discourse.
the tongue, if it be allowed to give expression to the first vague
notions and crude thoughts just as they occur to the mind at
not

be said

of

to

have delivered the

lectures

the moment.

ing

than of

But

time is taken up in the act of writ
better opportunity is offered in the for

as more

speaking,

a

mer

than in the latter

in

methodical manner,

a

case

for

so

a

as,

lecturer to arrange his subject
the one hand, to avoid the

on

and repetitions to Avhich he may be
in
oral
discourses
;
and, on the other, of escaping the
prone
omission of some link in his chain of argument, or some perti

pleonasms, redundancies,

nent fact in enforcement of

entire
must

success

attempt is

spoken.

principle just
or

enunciated.

But

extemporaneous discourse

previously careful study of the subject, and
on all its
bearings and great divisions, before an
made to clothe it with language either written or

depend

meditation

a

in either written
on a
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We remember to have heard, many years ago,
and learned

preacher* assign,

in his

pulpit,

the

eminent

an

reasons

for his

widely known intolerance of any interruption, as by a person
coughing or a child crying, which might either distract his
attention

his

or

that of the

"We,"

sermon.

mon,

congregation, during
never

said

I,

"

do

we

the

delivery

do not write

commit it to memory ; but
of the week we study the subject which

nor

portion

he

during
we

a

of

our ser

certain

have selected

for the purpose; Ave arrange it under its several heads with the
arguments and illustrations which we may deem requisite, and

thus,

far

pulpit, trusting there to our
appropriate language." One
result of this method was to produce a conviction on the minds
of the hearers, that every point of doctrine inculcated, every
position advanced, and in fact the entire train of argument,
had been thoroughly studied and matured, and they could not
only Avait without impatience, but listen with pleasure to the
slow and measured utterance of extemporaneous language,

being

so

prepared,

Ave

enter the

able to clothe the Avhole in

which, under other circumstances,

as

the vehicle of crudities

or

simple in its structure, if
Robert Hall, the celebrated Baptist

would be called too

of

flights
fancy,
not positively meagre.
preacher, and the most eloquent pulpit orator in England, in
the early part of the present century, and who Avas peculiarly
effective as an extemporaneous speaker, used to pursue a course
nearly similar to that just described. He would, as we learn
from his biographer, Dr. Gregory, first trace out the heads
To these he re
the grand divisions of thought.
of a sermon
trains of
all
subordinate
the
them
and
suspended
ferred,
upon
of two
have
been
to
The
latter
again appear
thought.
of
:
trains
distinct
outline
thought ; and
classes, altogether
—

"

In the
trains into which much of the detail was interwoven.
and
out
was
carried
the
whole plan
outline train,
completed as
the argument; in that of detail, the illustrations, images,
and subordinate proofs Avere selected and classified ; and in
to

those
*

instances, where the force of

The Rev. Dr.

an

argument

Wilson, of the First Presbyterian Church

or

in

the

proba-

Philadelphia.

4"0

ble

of

success

the

a
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Avould

general application
that

mainly depend upon
appropriated, some

selected and

language,
( )f some sermons
to the precise collocation of the words.
thus
no
whatever
out
were
minutely ; the lan
portions
brought
in
that
Avhich
spontaneously
preaching being
guage employed
occurred at the time : of others, this minute attention Avas paid
even

was

times

to

the verbal structure of

of

preparation,

to

the very sentences."
The
and
thought
arrangement, consisted in

of

the

preacher

he still had

nearly half;

of

a

feAv the entire train

beginning to the end, extended
peculiarity in all these passages

almost from the

entered into minuthc in his

this, that

more

even

elaborate

when

efforts,

the pen.
therefore, from the

no recourse

It is very
to be a

to

evident,
preceding remarks,
good, that is, an instructive extemporaneous lec
turer, requires a thorough training of the intellectual faculties,
careful and prolonged study, and patient elaboration of the
subject under its several divisions, to a greater extent than is
demanded in Avriting a lecture, during which the mind has time
that

to

draAv

on

the stores that had been treasured up in the memory,
requisite argument and introduce appropriate

and to frame the
illustrations.

It must be

that he Avho shall

pretend

equally

clear from these

to teach

premises,
extemporaneously because

he has not time to Avrite his lecture
much

discourse, commits a
time, and certainly as avc
or

grievous mistake, since fully
have just seen, more study is required in the first than in tho
second of these modes of delivering his thoughts.
The lecturer will probably do himself and his subject, as well
as his auditors, most justice by first Avriting out fully his lec
ture, and then making a record of the prominent points as
notes, which will both remind him of the divisions of his subject,
and prevent him from the Avandering and diffuseness to which
a
person Avho has not thoroughly studied it is so prone in ex
as

; at the same time, he Avill be enabled
audience, and engage their attention Avith more

temporaneous discourse
to

look at his

certainty

than if his eyes were continually on his manuscript.
ought, in fact, to resemble the "contents" of a chap

These notes

ter,

telling briefly

Avhat has been

excogitated

and

fully

written
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instead of
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being merely the dotting down of certain things
happen to occur to the mind at the moment, and
meant to be merely suggestive of what is to be devel

may

are

in the

Doctor

course

of the lecture.

Physick's impressiveness,

as

a

lecturer,

arose,

as

from his entire mastery of the subject, which
careful never to magnify beyond its due proportions ;

already intimated,
he

was

always kept it within his grasp. The same
thoughts
might have been uttered in a more
masculine, certainly in a more ornamental style, compatibly
still with good taste ; but it is not certain that the essence
itself would have produced a stronger sensation or been longer
remembered by its being blended with these pleasant adjuvants.
It is very doubtful, also, whether the delivery of the lectures
on
surgery by another person, and he even a man of mark, or
their perusal in print, Avould have produced as instructive an
effect as Avhen they were given by Dr. Physick himself.
Was
it owing to a belief of this kind that the great professor never
allowed his MS. lectures to be published, or left any discretion
ary poAYer to a literary or professional executor to perform this
office ? The period that elapsed between the date of his resig
and hence he

and inculcations

nation of the chair of surgery and his death alloAved full time
for a revision of his lectures, and of their being sent out as a

offering to the profession in the United
that the principles and modes of practice

welcome

States.

true

that

It is

were

in

culcated in them had become familiar to the numerous alumni
of the University of Pennsylvania, who Avere to be found in all

parts of the country, and of whom
their

turn to

in Avhich
Dr.

one

equally

some

numerous

had become teachers in

body

in the several States

by them.
appointed Surgeon Extraordinary,
physicians of the Almshouse Infirmary,

medical schools

Physick

and also
in

new

an

were

founded

had been

of the

1801, the duties of the former of which offices he discharged,

in connection with those at the Pennsylvania Hospital, down to
the year 1816. During this period of his life he underwent a
vast amount of

daily labor,

to

do Avhich he

was

obliged

to

be

economical of his time and methodical in the division of it.
26
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he often told Dr.

as

Randolph,

to

rise at four

morning throughout the winter months; and as
early to expect the services of a domestic, he Avas

o'clock in the
it

too

Avas

"
He Avould then sit
arrange his own fire.
down to his desk and prepare his lecture for the day ; after

obliged

make

to

or

Avhich he Avould dress himself, and then take his breakfast, and
eight and nine o'clock, in order to at

leave his house between
tend to
all

to

a

most

extensive and laborious

he

discharged
Pennsylvania Hospital,

the

this,

his

public

and the

practice.

In addition

duties

Surgeon to
Infirmary.*

as

Almshouse

remark, that in order to obtain entire success
practitioner of medicine, it was necessary to work hard.

He used often to
as

a

He told

me

that in London this idea

phatic expression
business.'
ever came

of

'

Doctor

It will be conceded that
to

him

gratuitously;

at

no

the contrary, he made labo
He returned home about one

on

rious exertions to obtain it."

o'clock,

Mr. is

or

conveyed by the em
Avorking himself into
portion of his success

Avas

Avhich hour he dined.

Between the hours of tAvo

patients in his office, and on this
occasion, gave cheerfully gratuitous advice to those Avho con
sulted him. When his health alloAved, he Avent out again after
He
three o'clock, and continued to make visits till sunset.
seldom left his house in the evening or in the night, owing to
When the business of the day
his great liability to catarrh.
Avas over, he was obliged to take a recumbent posture from
His common hour of retiring to bed was
mere exhaustion.

and three

p.m.

he received

nine o'clock.
A feAv Avords

sick's

are

colleagues

due to

in the

a

year in which he was
Rush was formally elected to
This latter

building was

in

of Dr.

Phy
Pennsylvania. In the
made Professor of Surgery, Dr.
the chair of the Theory and Prac-

University

same

*

mention of the

Spruce,

names

of

between Tenth and Eleventh

and with its offices and out-houses extended back to Pine Street.

Streets,
On its

private houses. The present Almshouse with its
spacious Infirmary, known as Blockley or the Philadelphia Hospital, and the
Asylum for the Insane poor the Pauper Palace, as it is not unaptly called
lies on the other or west side of the Schuylkill.
site have been erected

—

—
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tice of Medicine and of Clinical

Medicine, although he had
discharging the duties pertaining to it for some years pre
viously. In 1808 the death of Dr. Shippen left Dr. Wistar in
full possession of the chair of Anatomy and
Midwifery; but in

been

two years from this time he detached himself from the latter

of these

branches, which

Avhose first incumbent

was

Avas

created into

a

separate chair,

Dr. Thomas C. James.

Dr. Ben

jamin Smith Barton continued to teach Materia Medica and
Botany, having held the chair from the time of the union of
the University of Pennsylvania with the
College of Philadel
phia in 1791. He had received a similar appointment in the
Medical College of Philadelphia in 1789, on his return from
Europe. On the death of Dr. Rush in 1813, Dr. Barton was
elected to the chair of the Theory and Practice of Medicine,
and Avas succeeded, on the occasion,
by Dr. Chapman, Avho had,
a few
been
associated
with Dr. James in
years previously,
a course of
lectures
on
giving
private
Midwifery, and who iioav
became Professor of Materia Medica. In the first period of
Dr. Physick's professorship, Dr. Woodhouse occupied the chair
of Chemistry, which, on his death, in 1809, Avas filled
by the
appointment of Dr. John Redman Coxe. Dr. John Syng Dor
sey, nepheAV of Dr. Physick, was made adjunct professor of
Surgery to his uncle in 1807. In the year 1816 he received
the appointment of Professor of Materia Medica as successor
to Dr. Chapman, who, as stated above, had been transferred to
the chair of the Theory and Practice after the demise of Dr.
Barton.
This event took place towards the close of the
year
1815, shortly after the professor's return from Europe, Avhere
he had spent the previous summer. Farther changes followed
in quick succession.
The death of Dr. Wistar in 1818, left a
vacancy which Avas filled by the election of Dr. Dorsey to the
chair of Anatomy, who Avas succeeded by Dr. Coxe in that of
Materia Medica, while Dr. Hare was installed in that of Chemis
try. Dr. Dorsey died before the completion of his first course.
What a glorious prhdlege Avas that enjoyed for
nearly a de
cennial period by the students who attended the medical lec
tures in the University of Pennsylvania ; to pass from the
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amphitheatre of the great teacher of Anatomy, Dr. Wistar, to
that of Physick
the Father of American Surgery," and
thence to go and hear the prelections of Rush, the American
Hippocrates, and the father of American medicine, the medical
philosopher, the philosophical philanthropist, patient, learned
yet ever learning, diligent in collecting facts, and ready Avhen
the opportune moment came to expand facts into principles ;
Avhose purity of life, from boyhood to advanced age, was the
practical commentary on his elevated ethics, and Avhose pen and
tongue were enlisted in the advocacy of every theme that could
give value to the independence of his country, by improving the
health, cultivating the minds, and preserving the morals of its
people.
During the quarter of a century that followed the election of
Dr. Physick to the chair of Surgery, he was the recognized
chief of the surgeons in Philadelphia, and there Avere but feAv,
if any, to contest the leadership Avith him in any other city in
This may be said Avithout disparagement of the
the Union.
"

merits of

Among

men

of deserved eminence both here and elseAvhere.

the first

we

cannot overlook the names of

Hewson,

Par

more immediate
contemporaries during
Philadelphia ; nor of Post and Mott in New York,
Warren in Boston, and Dudley in Lexington, not to speak of
Gibson in Baltimore. Nor Avas his reputation confined to surge
ry ; he ranked very high as a physician also, and his advice was
continually invoked by his professional brethren in consultation,
both at home and at a distance, and by large numbers of in
valids from all parts of the United States, who came to Phila
delphia expressly to place themselves under his care. If the
keepers of hotels and boarding houses, and the manufacturers

rish, and Hartshorne, his
this

period

in

and venders of

personal

light

and ornamental articles for furniture and

adornment had

rate

percentage of the

Avho

came

placed

sums

Dr.

to

which

Physick's credit a mode
they received from strangers

him, and from the members of their fami
friends, it would, we think, have very probably
an income
equal to all his personal and domestic

to consult

lies and other

amounted to
expenses.

As

surgeon to the

Hospital

and Almshouse In-
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became familiar to, and prized by the com
Surgery in the University of

As teacher of

people.

Pennsylvania, his precepts and practice were carried by his
venerating students to every part of the country ; and their
could

scarcely fail to induce many
friends, neighbors or patients, to come and
receive healing balm from the chief dispenser himself.
At
in
his
native
in
the
circles
which
to
were
be
home,
city,
among
found the most affluent and the most intelligent, his successes,
his punctuality, and his readiness of resource to meet any emer
animated
who

were

representations
their

gency, had become familiar as household words, and insured
him continual applications for the relief of their various ail

ments, wounds

or

deformities, and,

at

the

same

time, large

remunerative fees in return for his services.
more did this eminent man want to make him
happy ?
acquired fame, honors, wealth ; and he enjoyed the proud
consciousness that, by the teachings and practice of his profes
sion he was a benefactor, not only to his native city but to the
nation at large. But, alas! these are not the sole, nor even
the chief conditions for happiness, where health and the flow of
spirits which health alone can give are absent: they cannot
compensate for the want of the intimacy of friends, or of the
chosen companions who heartily and appreciatively enter into
our feelings, participate in our triumphs, and bring home dis
tinctly and pleasurably to our daily perceptions an intimate
knowledge of the admiration and regard which the world feels
All is vague, indeterminate, and unsatisfactory, until
for us.
the opinion comes with more than the force of an oracle from the
mouth of a friend, as expressive of that friend's own convictions.
Dr. Physick, throughout the greater part of his career, as far as
regards social intercourse, its amenities and minor pleasures, and
the charms of friendship, seems to have lived lonely and alone.
In the declining years of his life, he must often have said to
himself if not in the very words, yet with the feelings of poor
I have lived an unloved and solitary thing."
Kirke White
never
health
His
very good, and especially after his succes
of
sive attacks
yelloAV fever in 1793 and 1797, to which he had

What

He had

—

—

—

"
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been

subjected
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was

fever in 1813, the
off.

He

Avas
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severely

and

durably

from

typhus

year in which Dr. Rush Avas carried
also liable to frequent returns of catarrh, and to
same

painful, the poor sufferer himself Avould call it,
excruciating malady, consisting in the formation of small
calculi in the kidneys, and their slow passage through the
ureters into the bladder.
''I knew him intimately," Avrites
Dr. Horner, "since the death of his ncpheAv, Dr. Dorsey, in
1818, and may say that he never passed a day Avithout some
sensation of pain, feebleness, and derangement in his sys
a

still

tem

—

more

sometimes

times

a

catarrh

—

at

other times

with sabulous

in his

a

headache

—

some

sometimes

pains
kidneys,
discharge
dyspepsia at other times anasarcous swelling of the legs, and
ahvays a small, feeble, Aviry pulse, irregular, and indicative of
ossification, or some other change about the left valves of the
To these were added frequent exacerbations of his
heart.*
habitual disorders catarrh and nephritis
amounting to threat
and
from
wdiich
he
recovered
ening illness,
very sloAvly."
Bodily infirmities and disorders thus frequently recurring
must have indisposed, even if they did not actually preclude,
Dr. Physick from intercourse with the world beyond the rigid
requirements of professional duty, which Avere of themselves
heaA'y and exacting. He does not seem to have availed himself
of those other sources of consolation in books, through which
Ave can hold "communion
large and high with bards and sages
old," and terminate or prolong, without offence, an intercourse
with various minds, according as time allows or inclination
prompts. He did not seek for sAveet oblivion of the dull, hard,
and often repulsive realities of every-day life by losing himself,
for an hour in the evening, in the mazes of speculative philo
sophy, for which he had no fondness, and, as we should infer,
He cared not, fancy free, to follow the poet in his
no respect.
—

—

—

"-

—

We copy the notice of the symptoms furnished by the pulse, but without
for the accuracy of the diagnosis of organic disease of the heart,

vouching

to establish which requires a more detailed symptomatology than is
given. The final and conclusive test of a post-mortem examination
expressly prohibited by Dr. Physick before his decease.

here
Avas
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of sylvan scenery,
songs of love and friendship, his descriptions
of the hero
and
adventures
trials
the
in
more
or,
lofty strains,
We speak not now of the still higher, purer
muse.
of the

epic

consolation, Avhen faith, on the wing3 of imagina
tion, points the way to the great future, opening out pictures
of Avonderful beauty and variety, in the contemplation of which

sources

of

the Avearied soul finds consolation and refreshment.

ject

perception

cared not for

himself,

The sub

any delicate
imagination,
nature
or art : he
either
of
beauties
the
love
of
and

of this memoir had

nor

nor

no

philosophy nor for poetry, and he Avas not prone
to indulge in any
very patiently allowed others

prolonged reasoning

on

medical

something to say when
achievements and character.
Dr. Physick had not the inclination,

have

But of this

subjects.
summing

up

or

his

Ave

shall

professional

he Avanted the art to

fonvard young men in the profession, and to give them
that Avhich he
encouragement in their early trials similar to
received at the hands of Dr. Rush. In this respect, there was

bring

marked contrast between him and one of his colleagues in
the University, Dr. Chapman, Avho rallied around him a body
a

of young men, to whom
cal Institute of which

—

especially

in the

Philadelphia

Medi

he was the founder— he furnished
and incitements for exertion, by which they all
and became, in their turn, instruments for

opportunities
acquired position,

the diffusion of much
of sound medical

and promoters
lecturers, authors, and journalists.

professional knoAvledge

ethics,

as

Physick, which
warmth, was
by
really
that for his nephew, Dr._ John Syng Dorsey, whose talents
and attainments and rapid rise justified his partiality, and
whose comparatively early death must have left him bereaved

The

only

would

attachment of this kind felt

seem

to

by

Dr.

have been characterized

which alone could awaken his dormant
at all desirous of keeping up social
him
make
and
sensibilities,
His son-in-law, Dr.
him.
around
the
world
relations with

of that

companionship

Randolph, a kind, good-hearted gentleman, and who, under
his auspices, attained eminence in surgery, came too late, even
if he had possessed the requisite qualities for Icquiring in-
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healthier tone to his

understood, in these remarks,
out

of his domestic circle.

learn, he

kind and

as

feelings.
speaking of

Within it,

as

far

as

We
Dr.
Ave

indulgent parent.
professional brethren, Dr. Phy
punctiliously observant of all the recognized rules of
Avas a

even an

In his intercourse with his
sick

was

medical

ethics, when he

when their

bedside,

practice

were

and

made the

them in consultation, as Avell as
opinions, as revealed to him at tho

met

subject

of remark

or

criticism

by

the

sick and their friends in his presence. Being himself a model
of precision, punctuality, and caution, he laid proper stress on
these qualities being manifested by others in their intercourse
with him ; and if he was betrayed into impatience, it Avas at a
neglect on this score, Avhich might not only compromise the

reputation of the professional adviser, but, a still more impor
The very
tant consideration, prove detrimental to the patient.
on him to visit the sick made it
calls
frequent
indispensably
necessary that he should economise his time, both in justice to
them and to himself. Being habitually, we might say consti
tutionally, a man of few Avords, and having neither time nor
inclination to touch

about

on

extraneous

themes,

or

to set

himself

conciliating either the patient or his friends by any arts
of manner or speech, he proceeded at once to ascertain the
previous history and the actual symptoms of the disease, with
a view of
forming a correct diagnosis and of deducing from
it the appropriate treatment.
Intent on discharging the first
of
his
duty by questions made with the least possible
part
Avaste of words, he Avas equally desirous of acquitting himself
of the obligations of a prescriber in a similarly laconic style ;
and hence he was not disposed to receive hints or suggestions
from either the patient or his nurse and friends, as to the
course to be
pursued ; and still less could he brook opposition
to the advice Avhich he finally laid down on the occasion.
After
careful inquiry into the nature of the disease of his patient,
and its morbid antecedents, a physician is bound by the
highest sense of duty, naramount to all considerations of his
own
dignity, to decision in laying down the rules of treat-
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ment, and firmness in enforcing obedience

to these

dicta.

Idio

syncrasy, constitutional peculiarities and predisposition, pre
vious disease and habitual infirmities have, it is to be supposed,
all been

inquired into,

and their relative influence in modi

fying the character, intensity, and progress of the existing dis
ease, studied by the physician before he prescribes the thera
peutical
leaves
or

no

and dietetic

show of

misguided

sometimes its

patient. In this way he
logic for ignorance, impertinence,

course

reason or

to

the

affection to obtrude its fears and its

prognostics

of

a

If he desires to be useful and

cautions, and

sinister termination of the

case.

he must preserve his
for the nonce, as the oracle whose

efficient,

authority, and be regarded,
dicta are beyond appeal ; for who, in the sick-room, shall com
pete with him. Who has brought to the judgment the faculties
strengthened by exercise and experience, and a knoAvledge of
the resources called for by the emergency, Avhich he possesses ?
If he concede one point, he will be asked to yield another, and
soon he will be supposed to have no fixed opinion at all, and, by
and by, the patient and old crones and gossips of either sex will
erect themselves into a college, and enter on a course of empi
rical guesses and trials, which, as the case has been reduced
already to an affair of guessing and trying, may, they think,

be

as

good

as

the uncertain

opinions

of the easy and flexible

doctor.
But while he maintained his

professional and personal dig
rarely abrupt, never rude in manner or in
Physick
nity,
his self-possession under circumstances
retain
and
could
speech,
of considerable aggravation. We cannot regard as deviations
from this course, his sometimes reminding patients that he had
rights as well as they, and that among these was the privilege
of AvithdraAving from attendance Avhen he found that his direc
tions Avere not obeyed, or so imperfectly followed as to make
He Avould not accept responsibility Avhen
them of little avail.
of
nor
alloAV it to be said that he Avas the
control,
deprived
in
a case in Avhich others Avere the adArisers, or nulli
physician
fied his carefully devised and connected plans of treatment.
He never furnished an excuse, by A'acillation or yielding to the
Dr.

was
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for the corrupt and senseless

course

of

the venal crew, who, in conflicting systems of medicine, if,
indeed, an absence of all the rules of logic and common sense
alloAv the
can entitle
every absurd fancy to be called a system,
There
treated.
shall
be
he
which
sick man to choose the one by
broader contrast, and one marked by more
and absurdity, were a commander of a steamer to tell

would be scarcely

cruelty

a

his passengers that he leaves it to them to determine by vote,
whether, when the machinery has become deranged, tho engines
shall be

and continue to work in the old

repaired

send the vessel fonvard at the rate of ten
or, in accordance Avith

or

ay
ay, so as to
tAvelve miles an

creed in

mechanics, they
bagpipes, the bassoon
bloAYing
by making sundry gyrations with
their arms, and pirouettes in the style of the ballet, so as to
simulate the rotation of the paddle-Avheels.

hour;

a

Calm
in

as

speech,

he

Avas

even

to

neAV

the

shall raise motive power by
and the French horn, and

in appearance and manner, and sententious
such a degree as to cause him to be looked

repelling, Dr. Physick could unbend himself
patient suffering, and manifest considerate
sympathy
kindness for those who resigned themselves in all confidence
There are many still living, Avho
to his professional guidance.
love to expatiate on these exhibitions of his gentler mood, Avhen
he Avas a frequent visitor at their sick couch.
The pleasure in
these cases Avas, perhaps, heightened by contrast and a little
personal vanity, at the reflection that they Avere the more
favored few. The feelings of this class of his patients, Avere
prettily expressed, in some lines addressed to him, in the
Philaelelphia American Daily Advertiser," by, it is believed,
a member of Congress from a distant State.
We give the last

upon

as

cold and
for

to

"

tAvo

verses :

"

say thou'rt cold unlike to other men ;
A snow-crowned peak of science, towering

They

—

high
soft, sequestered glen,
glories on the sky.

Above the heart's warm,

As

flashing

sunset
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Who say so, know thee not ; nor
Beneath thy sage, professional

can

discern

disguise,
How deep the feelings he whom they call stern,
Hides from dull heads, hard hearts, or careless eyes.''

Hitherto, all the offices and honors conferred on Dr. Physick,
fairly won, and incontestably appropriate, and in unison
with his favorite tastes and pursuits, of Avhich the chair of

Avere

Surgery, in the University of Pennsylvania, might be regarded
the illuminating centre.
Here he was the ministering high
priest, standing alone and above all, before the altar in the
temple of Epidaurus. By Avhat sinister influence, then, was
he persuaded to abandon this post, and to become one of the
sacrificial priests a sacred butcher, without even a soothsayer's
privilege of declaring the auspices ? When speaking, a little
Avay back, of his associates in the medical department of the
University, and of the changes in the occupancy of the chairs
during the period in which he was Professor of Surgery, Ave did
not extend the narrative further than the death of Dr. Dorsey, in
1818.
Dr. Physick was appointed to succeed his nephew, the
folloAving year, 1819. Pliable, and yielding up his own better
judgment to the schemes of others, for perhaps the first time
in his life, Avhen, more than at any former period, he ought to
as

—

have been
act

Avas

that of

firm,

not

he "allowed himself to be transferred

of his

Anatomy,

OAvn

choice

from the

—

from the chair of

place

where he

was

—

for the

Surgery, to
emphatically

home, to one in which he was comparatively a stranger. In
this step, his pre-eminence did not accompany him.
Though
at

as a
surgeon, he had more than equals as an anato
He had many superiors.
He ought not, therefore, to
It did not belong to his
have consented to this transaction.

unequalled
mist.

standing, to submit to inferiority and invite
defeat, by engaging in an enterprise, in which others could
The act was a descent from his high estate,'
surpass him.
character and

'

which dimmed and deadened his academic lustre."*

nection of Dr.

Physick

with the

Caldwell

Commemorative

—

University,

The

con

for the next twelve

Discourse,

&c.
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routine, which his friends
cared to notice

hardly
forgotten since. A
collegiate chairs, Avhich

have

willingly
jobbing in

carried

in medical

then,
every
little regard for the interests of science and
now

on

question of arranging the
table.
His resignation of the
OAving to increasing infirmities,

Avere a

seats of the

chair of

and

the

at

sad

com

one

sees,

schools, Avith

learning

guests

at a

Anatomy,

as

as

if it

dinner-

in 1831,

if it excited any sensation at
all, gave satisfaction to the medical community ; as, by this
act, he freed himself from trammels that he ought never to
have alloAved to be imposed on him.
The University suffered

Physick's abandonment of the chair of Surgery ; but
nothing by his leaving that of Anatomy. In the first,
he had been succeeded by Dr. Gibson ; in the second, by Dr.
Horner; the latter of Avhom, after having been for many years
his adjunct, was appointed his successor.
The trustees, on ac
cepting his resignation, unanimously elected him fimeritus
This honor Avas purely
Professor of Surgery and Anatomy."
from Dr.
it lost

"

He never gave a lecture after it Avas conferred on him.
Mention may be made here of some other offices of honor
and membership of societies, in which he was elected.
In
titular.

1802, he was made a member of the "Philosophical Society;"
but, like many others who were affiliated with it, he never con
tributed anything to its Transactions, and rarely, if ever,
He did not imitate his former fellowattended its meetings.
student, Sir Everard Home, whose communications to the
"Royal Society of London," were very numerous. We must
add, however, at the same time, that Home's originality in
many of the questions of Anatomy and Physiology, on which he
wrote, and his honesty in procuring the means by which he ob
tained the materials for his papers, have been more than ques
He borrowed largely from their contents, and even

tioned.

no inconsiderable
portions of the manuscript papers
distinguished brother-in-laAv, John Hunter, which, with
the museum of the latter, had been deposited in the Hall of the
College of Surgeons. He left in the minds of all, a strong sus-

abstracted
of his
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picion, amounting almost to conviction, that
had sent to the Royal Society, as his own,

much of what he
was

derived from

his former teacher and relative ; and it was ascertained that in
order to conceal his literary piracy, he burnt the abstracted do
cuments

which would have furnished evidence to comdct him.*

Dr. Physick was elected consulting surgeon to the
Institution for the Blind ; and, in 1822, president of the
Phrenological Society of Philadelphia, just then founded.

In

1821,

This last

appointment

furnished

an

the many that are continually met
people to pin their faith to a name;

instance among
of the readiness of

amusing
Avith,

they being entirely igno
thing itself. Many persons who thought them
selves privileged to ridicule and contemn the doctrines of phre
nology, without their haA'ing given them any thought in the
way of observation and study, assumed a new and altered tone,
when told that Dr. Physick was elected president of the Phreno
logical Society. It must be confessed that the founders of the
latter had this result in view, Avhen they invited him to take the
office.
It was enough for him that the neAV inquiries of Gall
and Spurzheim had already thrown additional light on the
anatomy and physiology of the brain, Avithout his caring to
inquire into the accuracy of the details of their physiogno
In 1824, he Avas elected president of the
mical system.
Medical
Philadelphia
Society, and he retained this office until
his death.
One cannot look back in this Society, and remem
ber the animated discussions Avhich Avere held in it by Chapman,
Dorsey, Caldwell, Parrish, and Rousseau, and by Colhoun,
Jackson, Meigs, Godman, J. K. Mitchell, Thomas Harris,
La Roche, Bell, George McClellan, and the brothers Coates,
&c, without a feeling of regret at its long suspended anima
Its partial resuscitation, in 1845, deserves special notice ;
tion.
as, to the presence and action of its delegates, who were ap
pointed that year to attend the Medical Convention, held in the
city of New York, a full share of the salutary course of the de
bates and resolutions of that body, and of its adjournment to
rant

of the

*

See

Ottley's

Life of John

Hunter,

p. 152.
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organization of the National Medical As
sociation,
undoubtedly due. The medical faculties of the
of
University
Pennsylvania, and of the Jefferson Medical Col
back
from giving any countenance to the Conven
held
lege,
tion ; and the College of Physicians, of Philadelphia, by a
decided vote placed itself in the same line of opposition.*
The election of Dr. Physick to the presidency of the Penn
sylvania State Temperance Society, in 1834, Avas made with a
knowledge of his own temperate habits, and of his inculcation
of similar ones on those over whom, either as physician or
friend, his advice Avould carry weight. The Society Avas not

Philadelphia,

and the

is

insensible to the influence of his name, even though he had
His tenure
never formally enrolled himself among its members.
of

office, hoAvever,

was

He had

short.

no

objection

to

give

his

name and the social influence Avhich it Avould
carry with it to
so
good a cause ; but he did object to give his money also,

especially
more

in the

large figures

then

common

ardent and generous of the Board of

with

some

of the

Managers

of the

member of the French

Royal

Society.
In 1825 he

Avas

elected

a

Academy of Medicine ; he being, avc are told, the first Ameri
The last distinction of the kind
can who receh'ed this honor.
him

in his

being made an honorary FelloAV of
the Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London.
The last winter of his life Avas marked by a spontaneous
exhibition of the admiration and esteem in which Dr. Physick
was held by the medical students of the
University of Pennsyl
vania, although they might be said to belong almost to a new
generation, since his AvithdraAval from the duties of his chair.
At a meeting of the Class, held December 3d, 1831, a committee
was appointed to procure Dr.
Physick's consent to sit for his
to
the
eminent
Mr.
Inman.
This request Avas
artist,
portrait
complied with, and on the morning of February 22d the
portrait was presented to the Medical Faculty, in the pre-

conferred

*

Since

on

Avas

writing this memoir, the Philadelphia Medical Society
reorganized under a new Constitution and By-Laws.

has been
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of many of the Trustees, several strangers, and the
Medical Class. A brief and pertinent address, in the name of
the latter, was made by Mr. N. Berkeley, which was responded
the Dean, on the part of the Medical
Dr.
to
sence

Horner,

by
Faculty.

He

occasion

by

was

Dr.

Hare,

"were the

trait,

followed in
whose

appropriate to the
looking at the por

remarks

some

sentiments,

mingled offspring

in

of admiration for

talent,

virtue, and gratitude for the most zealous, effectual,
The speaker declared that Dr.
and disinterested services."
"
had fairly enthroned
in the sphere of his practice,

esteem for

Physick,

himself upon the
of his patients."

gratitude

and esteem

as

well

as

the admiration

Increasing infirmities and weakness had for some years past
caused longer and more frequent interruptions to his regular
attendance

the

on

reached the

painful
services, and speak

never more

to

see

hope and
prise that, with

them

tice of the

longer

sick, until

at last

conviction that

his fellow-citizens had

they must forego entirely his

of him and pass his mansion as if they were
him approach their bedsides while bringing to

It had been, indeed, a matter of sur
his feeble frame, he still continued in the prac
when he could not be supposed any

health.

profession,

to be

influenced

fame and love of

lucre,

by

the

incentives,

common

even were we

love of

—

to admit that he had been

He Avas
of this nature.
previously swayed by considerations
Some
men in Philadelphia.
explana
noAV one of the wealthiest
in doing
tion may be found in the force of habit persistence
of
Avhat we have been long accustomed to do, irrespective
of
cessation
the painful void left by
pleasure or of profit and
It
is
the daily routine, in whatever it may have consisted.
the
a solution of
seeming
only in this way that we can find
in all men actively engaged in any profes
exhibited
anomaly
the merchant
sion or calling : the physician and the lawyer—
the daily
and mechanic— the weather-beaten mariner, and even
a time when they shall take their
to
forward
laborer, looking
of former years ;
ease and live on the accumulated earnings
—

—

but
or

yet when that time

adequate

income

is made
comes, and when the fortune

secured,

a

majority

still continue in their
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approach they feared, and
something sinister Avere con
absence of the corroding cares of
a distance,
they so much longed to

several

if

not

reason, that

pursuits, as
ahvays without

on a nearer

cealed in the leisure and the
business and

labor, Avhich,

Of the

enjoy.

Those of the

actually

one are
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at

at

retired
a

feAv,

Ave

loss how to

meet

with tAvo classes.

employ

their

The members of the

time,
other,

and
and

consequently unhappy.
unfortunately the smaller class, having mental cultivation and
diversified tastes, find solace and occupations in reading, study,
dilettanti agriculture and gardening, Avith the farther enjoy
ment of active participation in schemes of benevolence, and
the conversation and company of friends, Avho are ready to
reciprocate the cheerfulness and amenities which they are them
selves receiving from these men of leisure.
Dr. Physick did not belong to this last or favored class. Re
tirement from professional life was to him almost entire isolation.
He had never cared for society, and in return society took no
pains to please him ; and even if, at last, he had been so minded,
are

he Avould not have known hoAV to make it subservient to his

enjoyments, or, on his part, to have contributed a share toAvards
requirements. Withdrawing himself from the exercise of
his profession, he Avould of necessity have been thrown upon

its

his

own

tirely

mental resources, and these Avere limited almost en
field of the vast domains of literature and science.

to one

If he failed to find relaxation

pleasure from other sources
life, he could hardly
period
during
to
reach
them
at
a
of
time
be expected
sickness, and in the
weakness and infirmity of old age. As we have already inti
mated, he had no fondness for contemplative philosophy, nor
for the study of philosophy in action as represented in history;
nor did it ever occur to him to betake himself to the regions of
imagination, or go a step beyond the realities of life and the
logic which dealt with matter alone. We have never heard of
his partiality for any poet, nor of his yielding to Avhat he would
probably have regarded as a weakness in repeating a line of
poetry. To the fine arts he was equally indifferent, and hence
he never cared to go beyond the dry details of special anatomy,
the

or

of his active business
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by enlarging on the anatomy of expression and its relations to
painting, sculpture, and poetry. In this limited intellectual
range he resembled his famed contemporary, Dupuytren, to
whom, on the score of moral attributes, he was so superior. His
studies and observations Avere not of that comprehensive nature
Avhich included both material descriptions and details, and gene
ral literature and subjects of taste
as evinced
by the two Petits,
Antoine Louis, and, in our own times, Percy and Roux, among
the French ; and by Cheselden, the brothers John and Charles
Bell, Carlisle and Lawrence, among the British surgeons and
—

may rank William Hunter and
and
shone, the one in obstetrical,
Baillie,
taught anatomy,
the other in general practice.
Cheselden Avas not the less
anatomists.

With the latter

Ave

who

eminent and

successful, both
and

anatomist and surgeon, for
associate of the "great master

as

being the friend of Pope
spirits of the age" men of genius and of taste. Scarpa, one
of Italy's favored sons, Avas a good draughtsman, and an ardent
lover of painting and the fine arts in general.
Dr. Physick was possessed of a large fortune, and might have
made his spacious mansion one of social meeting for his felloAv
He Avould thus have relieved him
members of the profession.
self of painful introversion of thought, and imparted to them
pleasure, not less than instruction, even though he may not have
chosen to appear as the central figure of the group, but have
His own
left to others the task of colloquial entertainment.
sententious remarks would always have procured him deferential
an

—

attention.

colleague, Dr. Wistar, to begin, for the
city, if not in this country, this kind of literary
and professional reunion, which in Europe had been long known
and prized under the title of conversazione, an indication at
To the celebrated
once of the Italian origin of the practice.
Dr. Mead, in the early part of the last century, must be
awarded the credit of substituting such meetings among physi
cians, literati, and wits, for others that were quite common
It

was

left for his

first time in this

before.
men

These consisted in

adjourning

to

a

a

certain number of medical

coffee-house, and talking
27

over

their

cases
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discussing, at the same time, the quali
they used freely to imbibe. His house
Street, to whicli he added a gallery, Avas the
learning and taste, from all parts of the

while

cures :

ties of the Avines which
in Great Ormond
of

resort

men

of

world ; and so well
been a reflection on
to

Avas
a

this understood that it would have

traveller of either of these

classes,
It

have become known to and visited Dr. Mead.

Avas

not
ac

have sIioayh

all who kneAv him that feAv

princes
knowledged by
equally generous and liberal in promoting science,
He threAv open his gallery in
and encouraging learned men.
in painting and sculp
the
benefit
of
students
the morning, for
ture, and Avas even in the habit of lending the best of his pic
No discovery was made in science,
tures for artists to copy.
in Avhich he did not take a lively interest ; no great literary
Avork was brought out to Avhich his name, as patron or friend of
He kept in his pay a number of
the author, did not appear.
artists and scholars, both for their benefit and his OAvn gratifi
His hospitality Avas unbounded, and consequently his
cation.
housekeeping expenses were very great ; for, not content with
the reception of his OAvn friends and acquaintances, he kept
themselves

also

a

very handsome second

quality

Avere

And

invited.*

table, to Avhich persons of inferior
Avhence, it may be asked, did he

procure the means for this large and liberal expenditure ? Was
he the possessor of a great patrimonial estate ?
Had ho be
rich

by lucky stock speculations, to which, by the Avay,
rather prone ; or was he a court favorite, in the enjoy
ment of a large sinecure ?
From none of these sources did
come

he

Avas

Richard
of

a

Mead, M.D., derive

his income.

of arduous

professional

long period

It

was

the reward

labor ; not hoarded

up to gloat over in his old age, or to insure him the
of dying a very rich man ; but it was liberally and
spent in deeds of munificence and charity.

Mead

the head of his

reputation
tastefully

profession in London for nearly
engaged, during most of this time, in
century,
a lucrative
the
practice,
proceeds of which amounted, in one
a sum
to
year,
equivalent to thirty-five thousand dollars ; and
half

a

was

at

and

Avas

*

The Gold-Headed Cane.
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for several years to twenty-five and even to thirty thousand dol
lars.
He Avas, also, the author of various works; and yet,
amidst all his engagements, he could find the time, and, more
surprising still, retain the disposition, to receive his friends and
others at his house in the

just described. His crowded
intervals, in his library, a
about
feet
spacious room,
sixty
long, Avhich contained a collec
tion of ten thousand volumes, an immense number of prints,
drawings, coins, and medals, of the greatest variety and value.
conversaziones

Under the

were

same

roof

manner

held at stated

were

contained,

in

addition, statues,

busts

of Greek

philosophers and Roman emperors, Etruscan vases,
&c, and the gallery of paintings. That these last belonged to
a
high style of art, was evinced in the fact of their being sold,
after his death, for seventeen thousand dollars; being more,
by two or three thousand dollars, than he gave for them. It
must be

confessed, and,

to

suit the notions of

a

certain class of

deprecatory tone, too, that Mead did not
as
large a fortune as he could easily have
done, if his sole ambition had been to bequeath to each of his
three' children, a quarter of a million of dollars, in place of
not quite this amount divided among them.
Every century does not bring forth a Mead; and if the name
and example of this illustrious man are introduced in the pre
sent instance, it is with no design of inviting comparison be
tween him and our great American surgeon, and impliedly
dimming the lustre of the latter ; but rather to show that the
suggestions as to what he might have done, were made in no
exacting spirit, nor after an imaginary standard, but only with
the vieAV of vindicating the claims of our profession to a union
of painstaking and laborious duties and studies, with an exor
cise and display of various learning and cultivated tastes.
The only recreation Avhich Dr. Physick allowed himself was
in the latter period of his life, when he used to spend a portion
of every summer on an estate in Cecil County, Maryland,
Avhich he had purchased from his brother. He had become
greatly attached to this spot, on the occasion of his visiting it
for the purpose of recruiting his health, Avhich had been sensimonied men, in a
leave behind him
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second attack of

Avere

in

yellow fever, in 1797.
give the details of a

to

our

power
his temporary residence in the country, as it
would have afforded some measure of his means of Avarding off

day's

life

during

ennui, and of the intellectual

He Avas, on these occasions,
of his children.

resources

of the

man

himself.

generally accompanied by

one

or

more

Surgery was, in a great measure, abandoned by Dr. Physick,
least the performing of capital operations, many years be
fore his death ; although he continued, up to within a compa
ratively short period preceding this event, to practise medicine.
One of the last displays of his surgical skill and dexterity, in
the class of cases just specified, was in cutting Judge Marshall
for the stone in October, 1831.
An interesting account of the
circumstances accompanying this event, both as regards the
reluctance of the great surgeon to undertake the operation, and
the calmness and resignation evinced by Judge Marshall, even
to his indulging in a sound sleep, just before it Avas performed,
is given by Dr. Randolph, in his "Memoir."
This gentleman
tells us of the last operation of Dr. Physick, performed only
at

a

feAv months before his death.

It

was

for cataract.

The

date at which he

performed this operation, Avas the 13th of
I was present," says Dr. Randolph,
on the
August, 1837.
occasion, and watched him with the most intense anxiety. He
was
quite collected and firm, and his hand was steady ; notAvithstanding at the time he was laboring under great mental and
physical suffering."
From about this date his disease is represented, on the same
authority, to have increased in violence and intensity. The
effusion of serum in the cavity of the thorax was
accompanied
by extreme oppression and difficulty of respiration, to such a
degree indeed that he was unable to lie down for whole nights
in succession, but was supported in a standing posture on the
floor by assistants. Dr. Chapman, his old and well tried friend
and associate," was now requested to visit him, in
conjunction
"

"

"

with Dr.

cured

by

Randolph ; but, although some ease was at times
their efforts for the suffering invalid, the disease

pro
con-
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added to hydrothorax.
prevail that the integuments
openings were formed, and these finally

and

anasarca Avas

extent did the former

at length gave way,
ulcerated and became gangrenous.
"The Father of American Surgery

gle

on

the

morning

expired without a strug
December, 1837, at twenty

of the 15th of

minutes past eight o'clock."
As might have been anticipated, there

was a general expres
for the loss and of respect for the memory of
this distinguished man, among various medical bodies in dif

sion of

sorrow

ferent parts of the Union. We need but refer, as matters of
course, to the lengthened funeral cortege, including the stu
dents of medicine

composing the Pennsylvania University and
College classes, and the trustees and pro

the Jefferson Medical
fessors of these two

State

Convention,

the

resolutions

resolutions

schools,

as

Avell

as

the members of the

In the

then in session.

of the

spirit Avere
University. Similar

Faculty
passed by
adopted by the Faculties

were

same

of the Medical In

College of Georgia,
Ohio,
physicians of St.
of Philip
commemorative
"A comprehensive minute,
Louis.
of
Professor
Anatomy and
Syng Physick, M.D., Emeritus
Surgery, ill the University of Pennsylvania," was prepared
stitute of

Louisville,

and of the Medical

and the

the Medical Convention of

under the instructions of the Board of Trustees of the Uni
by Wm. Meredith, Esq., chairman of the committee

versity,
appointed for the purpose. Its object was to tell of the
long connection of the deceased with the University, and to
"

express the respect entertained for his able and faithful services
as a teacher, for his eminence as a practitioner of medicine,

private character." In
of the Louisville
Faculty
conformity
Medical Institute, and of the class in attendance, a glowing
discourse, commemorative of Philip Syng Physick, was deli
Dr.
vered by Dr. Charles Caldwell, January 12th, 1838.
Horner read, at a meeting of the American Philosophical So
ciety, May 4, 1838, a Necrological Notice of his deceased
and for the virtues which adorned his
Avith resolutions of the

predecessor

in the chair of

Anatomy.

A

laudatory

and dis-
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reference to the character and merits of Dr.

criminating

sick is contained in

Granville

Medical

the

session,

1838-9.

Dr.

appointed
associate.
sure,

introductory

an

Chapman

This

owing

was

to

Class of the

The Medical
to

never

deliver

an

eulogy

The omission

done.

any Avant of admiration and

of the meritorious services of the

rather,

must

avc

might

University

his venerated

on

preciation
that he

Phy
by Dr.

lecture delivered

Sharp Pattison, Professor of Anatomy in the Jeffer
College, before his class, at the commencement of

son

are

BIOGRAPHY.

MEDICAL

was

not,

thorough

avc

ap

deceased; but

suppose, to a fear on the part of the eulogist
fail to do the subject entire justice by falling

short of the standard which he had erected in his
intrusted with

OAvn

similar commission

mind.

the
Randolph
and
aycII
and
did
he
Medical
worthily
Philadelphia
Society;
If
in
him.
dis
of
the
confidence
himself
any
reposed
acquit
appointment be felt in the perusal of this "Memoir," it is at
our not meeting with personal details, minute sketches, and an
occasional apothegm or anecdote, calculated to place us more
immediately in the company and enable us to get the measure of
the man in private life, separated from the surgeon and the pro
fessor, Avho Avas so uniformily grave and formal in manner and
sententious in speech. Dr. Horner attempted, in his "Necrological Notice," to give some Boswellian sketches, hut with an
awkwardness Avhich, while it might be an evidence of sincerity,
subjected its author to ridicule.* Let us add that tho objec
tions made to the details introduced by Dr. Horner apply more
to the manner of presenting them than to the details themselves ;
Avhich, being of a personal nature, are just such as Ave all like
to know AA'hen we read of the eminent in their day.
We Avould
fain be placed in their company, and made to feel as if avc saAv
them before us, and heard them converse, and that they Avere
part of our common humanity something more than mere lay
figures placed in prescribed attitudes.
Dr.

was

a

by

—

*

The

aside

present biographer contributed his share,

some

of the shafts

Brief Review
to the

"

subject.

of the

at the

discharged
Notice, and hence

at

the

Necrologist,

in

time, in turning
"
a
Reply to A

he may be allowed to revert

now

SYNG
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Dr.

Physick left testamentary directions for the disposal of
body after death, Avhich excited much comment at the time,
He forbade, in the most
and calls for notice in this place.
of
dissection
his
body. No person was to
positive terms, any

his

touch it but two

females,

who had been his domestics for the

last tAventy years. It was not to be taken from his bed for
some time, but was to be Avell covered
up, and the room kept
It Avas then to be
warmed until putrefaction had commenced.
covered with

coffin, painted
other

and

flannel,
outside.

placed

on

This coffin

a

mattress in

Avas

to

a

wooden

be inclosed in

an

leaden one, closely soldered up. A public notice was
to be given of the period of interment, but no invitations issued.
or

The test of
in

a

was

in

death,

temperature

so

then inclosed

beginning decomposition, was soon evident
bring it about; and the body
in the manner he had enjoined, with the
well fitted to

addition of another coffin covered with black cloth.
further

proof

of the

change

which

came

over

A still

the mind of the

teacher of anatomy and surgery, and of the weakened state of
through disease, Avas exhibited in his

his intellectual faculties

directing

that

a

careful watch should be

for six Aveeks after his

ought
but

interment,

his

kept

over

his graA'e

prevent his

body, or, it
belonged to him

body Avhich once
longer, from being disturbed. If there Avas
propriety in this prohibition in his OAYn case,

rather to be said the

Avas

to

no

any

Dr.
validity
in
ran counter to the
under
acted
influences,
fact,
wrong
Physick
feelings of humanity in those memorable dissections of the dead
from yellow fever which he made in 1793 and 1798, for the
purpose of establishing the correct pathology of that disease.
Will it be alleged that the examinations in these cases Avere,
most probably, of the bodies of persons who, when living, Avere
poor and friendless, and Avhich were unclaimed by relatives or
friends ? But this does not alter the question, so far as the
principle is concerned : it merely makes it one of convenience,
to the exclusion of both the moral and scientific bearings of the
subject. Dr. Physick, throughout his whole professional career,
must have believed conscientiously that post-mortem examina
tions were not only justifiable, but highly useful and commendor
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able; and that they contributed
the

to
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the best interests of

humanity

the seats of

and

by enlightening
physician
blishing the connection between symptoms
so as

enable

to

gans,
the condition and

on

him,

at

the

bedside,

changes going

his treatment with

on

to

disease,

and the

or

infer from the former

in the

latter, and thus
of

better

esta

suffering

to

We

shape
prospect
speak positively of Avhat must haA'e been Dr. Physick's conscien
tious belief, knowing well that he Avould never have practised or
sanctioned the practice of examinations of the dead unless he
had entertained the most thorough conviction of its usefulness ;
for he was in an eminent degree an utilitarian, Avho yielded
nothing to prejudice, sentiment, or fashion. His OAvn uniform
course in this matter through a long life "will ever be regarded
as an
anticipatory caveat in the steps Avhich he directed to be
taken in the disposal of his body after death; if, indeed, it be
thought necessary to bring the case into court at all, to be tried
by the laws of custom, common sense, and humanity, in place
of letting judgment go by default.
The case, if one were to
be made, Avould stand thus on the record : Dr. Physick, in all the
vigor of his faculties, during a long term of years, as investi
gator of the internal changes caused by disease, versus Dr.
Physick, on the borders of the grave, his mind Aveakenccl by
numerous infirmities and
sufferings, and refusing to uIIoav of an
examination of his body ; thus depriving his professional bre
a

thren of

an

had

been in the habit of

addition to their

knoAvledge

success.

the like of which he

long
receiving himself.
Dr. Physick might have pleaded the example of Dr. William
Hunter, who, although himself a teacher of anatomy, is said
to

have manifested great

antipathy

to the

to

the idea of his

own

But
body being subjected
scalpel
the American surgeon Avent in direct opposition to the course
which his celebrated English preceptor
enjoined on his sur

vivors, in his

of the anatomist.

Mr. John Hunter used, in the
strongest
his
condemnation of those who should
language,
express
neglect to examine his body and preserve his heart, from a
disease of which he had suffered so much, and from which he
own case.

to

died.

Twining,

who has contributed useful facts and obser-
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Indies, and Avho made himself,
post-mortem examinations, displayed simi

diseases of the East

and

lays

lar

weakness to that

stress

on

which

commenting.
injunctions
by Jeremy Bentham
on his friend and disciple in philosophy and
political economy,
The body of the great reformer was
Dr. Southwood Smith !
dissected in the anatomical theatre in the presence of a public
assemblage, and a discourse pronounced on the occasion by Dr.
Smith. Quite recently, the eminent Warren, of Boston, so well
knoAvn in the annals of surgery, left similar directions, with
the important addition, that his skeleton was to be prepared and
set up in the Anatomical Museum. In our own city a gentleman
of high rank at the Bar, and a trustee of the University of
Pennsyhania, not long deceased,* expressly enjoined on his
family that a careful examination of his body should be made
after death ; and his injunctions were complied with.
So ought
How different

on

the

were

we

are

noAv

laid

it to be ; and so, in a Arast number of instances, has it been from
the case of him who has worn the kingly crown to that of the

inmate of

by

this

a

hospital. Insight is,

means

into constitutional

every

noAV

and

peculiarities

then, obtained

and tendencies to

patient, which are transmitted to his offspring ; but
injurious operation of which may be greatly modi
fied if not entirely restrained by a knowledge thus acquired,
pointing to preventive measures, or, if disease have actually
supervened, to a more successful treatment. The convictions of
medical men respecting the great utility of the practice must be
disease in

a

the force and

very decided to induce them to make examinations Avhich are
necessarily tedious and irksome, and would be every Avay dis
agreeable without the consolatory and encouraging conviction

of the benefits

gain

to

After the

Physick,
of the

thereby

the interests of

let

man.

preceding

conferred

on

medical science and of

humanity.
outlines of the

professional

life of Dr.

sketch the appearance, manner, and character
That he was habitually grave, approaching to

us

•:

Mr. Thomas I. Wharton.
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deportment and speech, Avas evident in
looking for a moment at his pale statue-like face, which told of
pain, of suffering and anxiety, but partially concealed by the en
forced calmness of a strong Avill. What other expression could
be expected in one Avhose health Avas ahvays infirm, Avhose
frame had been racked by violent attacks of different dis
the melancholic in his

eases, and who had his

own

The occasional smile that
sunshine of the mind

:

it

"

umvritten troubles of the brain."
up his face came from no
the illumination of a Avintry

lighted
was

But if bis
the moon's rays, cold and uncheering.
appearance did not attract by sympathy, it could not fail to do
cloud

so

by

by respect,

not

unmingled

with

curiosity

to

learn

something

about the possessor of those classic features,
high forehead,
aquiline nose, thin and compressed lips, a finely formed mouth,
—

and hazel eyes with their
The complexion
gaze.
around

searching and,
Avas

one

at

times, penetrating

of extreme

In

paleness.

the

afternoon,
forty years
faces of the assembled members of the French Institute, the

looking

one

ago, at

noAV

author of these pages was struck with the resemblance be
tAveen La Place, the greatest among the great, and Dr.
Physick, Avhose features but two or three years before had be
come so

familiar to him in the lecture-room.

The

expression

of

of the celebrated

Frenchman, like that of the Ame
rican, Avas almost purely intellectual, and in some of the mental
characteristics of the tAvo men, different as were their pursuits, a
countenance

farther resemblance

might be traced. The hands of our great
"small, delicate, and flexible," and Avould have
surgeon
Avon the favorable notice of
Byron, as a mark of aristocratic
The same praise has not been extended
descent and breeding.
to his lower extremities, and certainly there Avas no
elasticity in
his gait, nor a quick or jaunty step which might indicate a wellwere

arched foot.
Dr.

Be this

as it
may, there was a time in the life of
tell of which seems like narrating a myth in

Physick,
early Roman story, when these feet of his were trained to dance,
and to the performance of that most difficult
saltatory feat,
called "cutting the pigeon Aving."
The fact, however, of Dr.
Physick being, once on a time," a dancer, was mentioned by
to

"
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himself in

one of the many visits which he paid, in the latter
period of his life, to a lady who was laid up by a fracture of the
thigh. He was desirous of lightening the tedium of long con
finement, under which his patient must often have suffered, and
knowing, at the same time, both her strong sense and her social
turn, he told her one day apropos, perhaps, of the effects of
age in producing gravity of deportment and disinclination to the
that he had not ahvays been as she
amusements of the day
now saAv him, but that he could once dance the pigeon
wing.
Suiting the action to the word, he actually rose, and taking
hold of one of the bedposts, made a demonstration of his early
agility how successfully we never learned.
The author of the
Memoir," who kneAv him long and inti
and
Avhom
avc have
mately,
already so freely quoted, states
that Dr. Physick's
manner and address were
exceedingly dig
nified, yet polished and affable in the extreme ; and when he
was engaged in attendance upon a critical case, or in a surgical
operation, there was a degree of tenderness, and at the same
—

—

—

"

"

confidence in his manner, which could not fail to soothe
the feelings and allay the fears of the most timid and sensitive."
time

a

would better express Dr. Physick's
than
the extreme of polish and affability
and address

Perhaps formally polite
manner

ascribed to them
to his

habitual

have made it
to

quaintance,
a
liberty with
could hardly

by

Dr.

reserve

His

Randolph.
and real

dignity

impossible for any man,
indulge in familiarity, or,

punctiliousness, added
of deportment, must
however long the ac
as it is called, to take

him ; and the most inveterate babbler and bore
Avithstand the unmistakable intimations in his

countenance and manner,

as

well

as

in his

silence,

that the

intervieAV must end. Nobody knew better, or practised more
determinately the Horatian maxim, est modus in rebus, on these

occasions, than Dr. Physick, Avhen the visit
for

he make

tions, and then
eminent Dubois

to

him

; and he received few others.

specific object
an
exception in favor
whose
tient,
prolixity he would
a

of

was

made

Nor would

garrulous or exacting pa
by putting a few ques
The
declare that he had learned enough.
of
the
accoucheur
the
Empress
(Antoine),
a

cut short
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Maria

Louisa,

narratives

those in

brusque and equally intolerant of long
his patient. More than once the writer
gratuitous consultations, resembling

Avas more

the part of
him, in his

on

has heard

BIOGRAPHY.

dispensaries, after he had gone through his clinical
operations at the hospital, stop an old crone, in
of the wearisome detail of her feelings, by exclaim

our

lecture and
the middle
"

Hold your tongue
The style of dress worn

ing

:

—

I know it"

by

Dr.

—

Tais

Physick

toi—je

Ic seals.

shoAved the methodi

cal man, who, Avhile he adhered to the same color and very
much to the same fashion of his garments, Avas ahvays attentive
to neatness and

metal

general harmony

A blue coat with

of effect.

buttons, Avhite Avaistcoat, and light gray

or

drab-colored

pantaloons, made up his favorite attire. It must have been in his
dancing days when he Avas seen with breeches and flesh-colored

stockings. The boAv-knot in his cravat, though it might
dandy requirements, evinced care in its adjust
ment.
His hair Avas combed backAvards, a la Chinoise, so as
to expose completely his forehead, while serving at the same
time to give it the appearance of greater proportionate develop
He was among the last to abandon the use of poAvdcr,
ment.
but held on to the queue as long as he lived.
His personal habits were early formed and never underwent
change. As Dr. Horner someAvhat quaintly says : He had
passed his life in a certain diurnal movement and rotation, any

silk

fall short of

"

deviation of which put him to inconvenience.
He must have
was accustomed to ; the same food dressed in

the bed that he

His delicate health made him seek solitude as
way.
he
refreshment ;
was therefore no diner out ; had no habits

the
a

of

same

conviviality ;

received

company in a familiar way, except
friend."
But while thus keeping his

no

now

and then the call of

own

hours and fashion of repasts, he left his

a

receive visitors and to entertain them in the

daughters free to
approved style of
they mixed. His

the gay and fashionable society in which
dietetic formulary was very simple ; an observance of it amount
ing to abstemiousness. The attack of typhus fever, from which
he suffered in the winter of

cally

weakened

1813-14, left behind it a
digestion, accompanied with a train
"

chroni
of the
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unpleasant dyspeptic symptoms." He was also subject
His treatment of himself was
to frequent returns of catarrh.
backed
The small
by very Ioav diet.
strictly antiphlogistic,
amount of food of which he would sometimes permit himself to
partake, is almost inconceivable ; and this for many days togeDr. Randolph, who furnishes these particulars, gives
ther."
it as his opinion, and probably he was correct, that Dr. Physick
"injured himself, and in a measure produced the very enfee
bled and prostrated condition of his system AA'hich attended him
during the latter years of his life, by the excessively reducing
system of treatment to which he had recourse." Dr. Randolph
frequently expressed his regret at his using such meagre diet ; to
that he regretted it very much
which Dr. Physick replied :
and
that
he
he
could indulge in more generous
Avished
himself,
had
his stomach for so long a
but
that
he
accustomed
living,
time to abstinence from rich food that it was impossible now
When laboring under a severe cold, he
to make any change."

most

"

"

confined himself to
self to

a

degree

others.

portable
he kept his
this practice
to

a wrarm

room, and he had accustomed him

of heat at these times which

He

greatly enjoyed

was

heat

bed-room at from 75° to 80° F.
he must have been oblivious of the

ration and of the evolution of animal heat.

:

almost

insup

in the Avinter
In

continuing
theory of respi

Of the division of

his time and the hours at Avhich he took his meals

we

have

his business habits.

when

describing
previously spoken,
Both in his professional and business relations Avith
patients, he was governed by a strict sense of justice.
gave to

his

He

them all the time and the attention Avhich he believed their

situation

required,

and he exacted from

adherence to his directions.

tion in this respect, he very
on their
part, Avhich

of faith

them, in return, a rigid
Neglect of his wishes, or decep
properly stigmatized as a breach
absolved him from the obligation

Under the influence of
of any further attendance on the case.
the same principles, his pecuniary charges, in the form of fees,
Avere

ahvays low,

lower often than

Avas

recognized by general

usage. In such cases, however, his concession to the patient was
at the expense of his fellow-members in the profession, Avho, if

'
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the usual tariff, subjected themselves to the unjust
accusation of overcharging ; and if they foil to Dr. Physick's
their
usage, they could not obtain the income required by
entitled.
wants from the fees to which in equity they Avere

they kept

to

This other vieAV of the

subject is sometimes forgotten by phy

sicians Avho haA'e income

of

professional sources.
told, gave up large fees when
In the case of Judge
for it."

independent

"

The Doctor

frequently,
there Avas no adequate reason
Marshall, Avho was both an opulent and a liberal man, he re
fused positively a fee, and a sort of commutation was finally
made by his consenting to receive a superb piece of plate."
we arc

"

We confess ourselves at

a

loss to

see

the rule of action in this

patient so far outruns discre
disproportionate to his means
and income, it is in a measure the duty of the physician to
restrain such exuberance of feeling, and to return or refuse to
receive the excess thus offered beyond the customary fees.
But if the Avealthy choose to indulge in a fit of liberality of
this kind, as there is not the least danger of its becoming epi
demic, we can see no good reason, derived either from profes
sional duty or pride, for balking them in their good intentions.
Sir Astley Cooper, a contemporary of Dr. Physick, and Avho
commenced practice in London about the same time that the
latter began in Philadelphia, had no misgivings on this score,
although his professional income in one year exceeded $100,000,
or 20,000
guineas, and for many years it was $75,000, equal to
000
.£!•">,
sterling, and upAvards.
An old rich West Indian, on Avhom Sir Astley had performed
the operation of lithotomy with the most satisfactory results,
asked Avhat the fee Ava^, and on receiving for ansAver, 200
guineas a little over $1000 rejoined: Pooh, pooh ! I shan't
ghre you 200 guineas! there, that is Avhat I shall give you,"
Thank
taking off his night-cap and throwing it at Sir Astley.
said
Sir
from
is
you, sir,"
Astley, anything
you
acceptable,"
and he put the cap into his pocket, anticipating, no doubt, the na
ture of the joke. Upon examination, the
cap was found to contain
a
cheque for one thousand guineas ! Examples of this nature
Where tho

case.

tion

as

to

gratitude

of

a

offer remuneration

—

—

"

"

"
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taken

occur
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professional

life of

physicians, although,

the number is not great. The tendency is, for
the most part, in another direction, viz., to begrudge or to curtail
the just and regular charges made by the physician for services

collectively,

at the time they were thankfully received
acknowledged. Often a physician is complimented by his
being told, Doctor, I have paid all my bills but yours ;" the
life saved, or the agonizing pains removed, being deemed a thing
of less moment than a supply of groceries, or the purchase of

rendered, although
and

"

fine broadcloth
a

duty

which

a

or

rich silks.

medical

It Avould seem, therefore, to be
to his profession to resist this

man owes

fashion of

disparaging its usefulness, and to keep up to the
generally recognized tariff of charges in all cases in which there
is ability on the part of the former invalid to comply with its
requirements. After enforcing the claims of justice, there Avill
still be a large field for the exercise of benevolence in gratui
tous attendance and

of those in reduced

advice for the relief of the sick poor, and
circumstances, in Avhich feAv physicians are

backward to engage, Avhatever may be the
ral sensibilities, their own necessities, or

degree of
even

their natu

their

cravings

for Avealth.
the money left in
possession of the recovered sick man, in the shape of remitted
or
neglected fees, might not, if it had been received, be made
It becomes

to

by

answer

the

ties,

or

question

of

ethics, Avhether

the purposes of undoubted and enlarged benevolence,
of Avell-known useful chari

physician's giving it in aid
to help individuals Avhose

under his

ings

a

own

distress

comes

immediately

Some may answer, that the feel
physician to abandon his fees will prompt

observation.

that induce

a

yield readily to the ordinary claims of benevolence ; but
this is far from being a general thing. It Avas not so with Dr.
Physick. Money once received by him Avas held with consid
erable tenacity, and never spent with a liberal hand; but, on
the contrary, it was ahvays appropriated to some producth'e
end, Avith a view to its yielding the best percentage. He
Avould give his professional services, but he would not give his
money ; and his name Avas rarely seen among the contributors
him to
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of the

day,

or

to

older charities

and stable character of which be could entertain
his friend and colleague
Unlike Dr.

Chapman,
Pennsylvania, who

of

University

was

liberal both in his

offers of assistance and in actual assistance to the students

Physick Avas not known to indulge
His professional labors," as Ave arc
in either offers or loans.
told by Dr. Horner, "sometimes produced twenty thousand
dollars a year, and bis method in this respect finally yielded
Avhose funds

Ioav,

ran

Dr.

"

more

than half

occurred
fortune

Dr.

to

Avas

a

The fact must often have

million of dollars."*

Physick

that

derived from the

a no

small

receipts,

proportion

of this

large

and accumulated interest

their investment, from the chairs Avhich he held in the Uni
versity during a period of twenty-six years. Yielding to such
reflections, it might, one would suppose, have seemed to him
on

both natural and proper to leave
of his grateful remembrances, of

largely

so

tune.

instrumental in

Wistar and

some
an

advancing

appreciative testimony

institution which had been
both his fame and his for

Horner, with less inducements of this nature,

have made contributions and

bequests

seum, which Avill ahvays associate their
sity. In the case of the Pennsylvania

to

the Anatomical Mu

names

with the Univer

Hospital, also, the early
improvement
long-continued
of his surgical knowledge and skill, it might have been ex
pected, almost as a matter of filial duty and affection, that he
would have made a bequest to that institution, not merely Avith
a desire of
having his name longer remembered and cherished,
but of contributing in a substantial manner to its more extended
theatre for the exercise and

and

usefulness, both

as

a

school for clinical instruction and for

additional

accommodations, which Avere then much
supplied, for the comfort of the sick
in its Avards.
It is true that, in common with all the medical
and surgical officers of the Hospital, his services were rendered

furnishing
AYanted, but

have since been

*

Wanting the requisite data, we can only express a belief that in this
estimate of annual income should be included the receipts from his Chair in
the

University,

annum.

which in his time must have

averaged

more

than

$G000,

per
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Dupuytren, unsocial and selfish, neither loA'ing
profession of Avhich he was for a time the
bethought himself of the means of adding to the

gratuitously.
nor

loved in that

chief,

still

already great facilities of medical instruction in Paris, and be
queathed $40,000 to endow a Chair of Pathological Anatomy.
This sum, by the good management of Orfila, himself in after
years a liberal bequeather for similar purposes, has been chiefly
appropriated to the formation and continued support of a rich
museum of morbid
anatomy. Orfila, although he left children,
did not think he was doing them injustice by making benefac
tions for the advancement of medical science.

We wish that it
manner

of Dr.

were

in

our

power to speak in a positive
creed and convictions.
The

Physick's religious

character of his mind must have made it

exceedingly

for him to arrive at the desired conclusions

on

The doctrines of

learn

theology occupied,

as

we

this

difficult

subject.

from Dr.

Horner, much of his attention, for twenty years before
died; "but," adds the writer, "it must be admitted, that

he
he

derived a very doubtful satisfaction from them."
Some of the
doubts which embarrassed him, do not imply a very enlarged
view, or profound study, of the general ground of the dealings
of the Creator with his creatures.
raise him to

a

knowledge

and

His material

appreciation

logic

failed to

of the different

kinds of evidence, and especially of that which goes beyond
what "is furnished by a mathematical problem, or an ordinary

phenomenon." Faith, that indispensable element in
religious investigations, and in the religious character, he
deficient as he was
can hardly be said to have possessed,
in imagination. Without this faculty, it is impossible for the
mind to lose sight of the hard realities, the materialism of life,
and to believe in the evidence of things not seen, or to pic
ture to itself, or to receive the pictures by others, of a future
existence.
Hence, the little effect which followed his daily
reading of the New Testament, in bringing his mind to the
natural

—

—

Avished-for conclusions. We are not told in what his theo
logical readings consisted ; but there is reason to fear that
they were pursued without method ; and, hence, tended to em28
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conflicting doctrine's,
danger of being over
elementary
An
looked and neglected.
acquaintance with these truths
is an essential condition for our prosecuting our inquiries, with
a
hope of any satisfactory issue. Beginning on a Avrong foun

barrass rather than

Amidst

instruct.

but essential truths

dation,
must be

in

the Avhole superstructure, if Ave attempt to raise one,
frail, and maele up of incompatible materials. Thus,

for

instance,
objections to

presumptions
what God

study

arc

"

some

of the

principal, perhaps

the

principal

revelation, have grown out of men's
of the Divine character and administration, of

the Christian

be, and of what God

must

of Butler's

inaccuracy of
must inevitably

the

"Analogy,"

such fallacious
folloAv

must

do."*

A careful

would have shoAvn Dr.

premises,

deductions

from

and the
them.

Avriter would have further commended himself to

Physick

errors

which

This great
searcher

our

religion, on account of the feebleness of his OAvn imagi
nation, which gave his reasoning a plainness of garb, Avith, it
must be confessed, also, a lack of illustrations and graces of
style, which, while diminishing their value to many readers,
after

proved congenial with the mental constitution of
Physick. His attention might also have been directed to
the portraitures of characters, and resulting reflections in LaAv's
••Serious Call,"
plain, practical, and of ready application.
A more encouraging view of the state of Dr. Physick's frame
of mind, in reference to religion, at the close of his life, is held
out by Dr. Randolph, avIio, after speaking of his extensive
course of
reading upon theology, Avhich included many Avorks
of a conflicting and contradictory nature, and the gloomy and
desponding views created at times in consequence, goes on to
tell of his "uniform habit of perusing, every morning, a por
tion of the New Testament ;" and when, in conseepience of his
illness and increasing infirmities, he Avas incapable of so doing,
his children were constantly employed in reading this and
other Avorks of devotion to him.
During his last illness, he
would have
Dr.

—

*

Henry Rogers.

nica.

—

Notice of

Joseph Butler,

in the

Encyclopaedia

Britan-
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derived great pleasure and satisfaction from the visits of his
friend and pastor, Dr. Delancey, whose kind attentions towards
"

I feel assured," is Dr. Randolph's
unremitting.
"that
the
hopes and promises of the Chris
concluding remark,
tian religion, were the greatest sources of consolation to him in
the closing hours of his life, and smoothed his passage to the
We derive further encouragement from learning that
tomb."
Dr. Physick was forcibly impressed with a sense of the im
portance of religion, and of the sustaining power of religious
belief, long before the decline of life, Avhen he was represented,
and we must needs think truly, to be beset with doubts and dif
ficulties. In a "Brief Review" of Dr. Horner's
Necrological

him

were

"

Notice"

(1838),

we

read

a

portion

tive, by Dr. Physick, when he
hospital at Bush Hill, during the
yelloAv fever, in 1798. He writes,

of

a

letter written to

resident

Avas

rela

in the

prevalence of
Make yourself easy about
at present quite easy, in

season
"

physician

a

of the

doing my duty ; and I am
certainty that I am in the hands of a most mer
What support
ciful God, in whom alone is all my dependence.
and comfort does the Christian religion afford me !"

me

; I

am

the belief and

Still,

it is not the less true, that the mind of the great sur
very much disturbed and unsettled, on the subject of

Avas

geon

We would fain believe
some years before his death.
that the difficulties chiefly arose from his indiscriminate read

religion,
ing

on

theology,

to aid

rather than

him in the

quest of

a

special

church

Christian one; and that "the

general
conflicting and contradictory nature," which puzzled
and distressed him, were on dogmatic theology, rather than on
about Avhich alone,
Evidences of the Christian Religion"
the
there could be nothing "conflicting and contradictory," in the
writings of any of the schoolmen or divines, whether Protes
a
tant or Catholic
Paley, or a Wesley, or a Wiseman. If
at
aimed
he
strengthening and enlarging his convictions of the
of Christianity by theological lore and meta
truths
elementary
physical disquisition, he labored under great difficulties, both
on account of the constitution of his mind, and the lateness of
the period of his life, in which he began these kinds of studies.
creed,

works of

a

a

"

—

—
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active than his reflective faculties ;
and he never evinced any readiness to trace the relations of
cause and effect; nor, of course, any fondness for what is called
His

perceptive

were more

philosophy of mind, as contrasted with that of matter.
His reaeling, never extensive, Avas rarely of a connected nature,
so as to allow him to
study a subject to its full extent, or in
its various bearings. Even on professional subjects, it was, for
many years, in a great measure desultory, and rarely went be
yond that of a notice of a new remedy or a neAV prescription.
It is not improbable that much of his theological reading was in
the same fashion; and hence his disappointment, when he could
not gather at once, what might seem to him available formulas
of faith, or find a Codex Pietatis adapted to his present feel
ings and spiritual wants.
But there was another and serious obstacle to his theological
readings leading to a profitable end. He began them after his
habits of action and of thought had become so fixed as to be
come almost a second nature.
We all know that late learning
and
for
the
is hard,
most part very imperfect learning, whether
it be of an art, or a trade, or a science ; whether it requires
flexibility of limb or flexibility of mind. How much more diffi
cult is the late learning which is to lead to a knowledge of
the

man's nature, and of his relations and duties to his Maker and
Not only is there less ability, less quick
to his fellow-men ?

perception, less readiness of combination, but there is
docility, less teachableness, at an advanced than at an early
period of human life ; and yet if religion is to be the subject of
study, the chief, if not only hope of making any satisfactory
progress, as late learners, must rest on our approaching it in
a
docile and ingenuous mood.
Unhappily for himself, and
for others who may be influenced by his example who hesitate
because he doubts, and are chilled because he is cold a man in
advanced life, especially if he have been accustomed to
play
the oracle, or to guide and dictate in other
matters, makes his
approaches in a magisterial mood, or is ready with the arts of
ness

of

less

—

—

cunning

fence to foil

searcher after

truth,

an

opponent, rather than

conscious of his

own

as

an

weakness,

humble

and

earn-
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estly interceding for illumination of his path
strength to carry him to a successful issue.

of

If these be the risks and difficulties which beset
to be

attempt

initiated,

and at the best this

can

and

inquiry,
us

in

an

only be partial,
the grounds on

mysteries of religion, and to ascertain
religious belief rests, the inference is clear, that the
search must be begun in early life, when the intellect is most
ready and the feelings of devotion most fresh, when the transi
tion is so easily and naturally made from love of the earthly to
that of the heavenly Father, from veneration for age to that for
the Eternal.
Impressions made in early life, when the mind is
in a plastic state, are never effaced they survive cares, sick
ness, sorrow, the shock of the angry passions, a long career of
folly, of vice, and even of crime itself. They were made by a
father's watchful care, a mother's tender prayer; they are
into the

which

our

—

revived and

come

up in the darkest

hour, and,

like the standard

in the heavens which gave Constantine confidence and victory,
snatch us from despair and restore us to hope and faith.

Feeling
theme,

unfitness and unworthiness to pursue this
will conclude in the words of the plain-speaking and

our

Ave

own

"

religious essayists : How
often we have been struck with wonder in observing some of
you, dwelling with delight and pride on the prosperous intro
honest John

Foster, the greatest

of

duction into life and the fine prospects of one and another
family, and evidently with an entire inadver

branch of your

greater concern affecting their welfare. Secure
of their passing through life in a handsome
object
primary
fair
and with plenty of the world's accommo
in
repute,
style,
dation at their command, and that other affair of their being
accountable to God, of its being their chief business in life to
be his servants, may be left as an insignificant matter, about
which you do not, and they need not take any trouble."*

tence to any

the

The
we

*

biographer

enters

now on a

have traced the progress of the
An

grateful

man

Hitherto

morning to

the

of

Essay on the importance of considering
particularly to Men of Education.

addressed

theme.

from the

subject

the

Religion,
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of his life, and recorded the distinctions and honors
his professional and professorial career. It remains

setting sun
acquired in
for us, in

MEDICAL

conclusion,

to enumerate

that branch in which he

his contributions to surgery,
excelled. These will

peculiarly
practice than to the science ;
but, while the former always engaged his preference, the latter
seemed, on different occasions, so distinctly to point the Avay,

be found to

that it is

belong

not

Reference

easy,

avus

more

more

even

made in

to

necessary, to separate them.
preceding page of this biography to

if it
a

the

Avere

thorough founelation for the subsequent fame and
Physick in his long period of probationary
medical study before he went to Europe, and the uncommon op
portunities he enjoyed Avhen there, under John Hunter and in St.
George's Hospital, for obtaining an intimate acquaintance Avith
anatomy and the details of surgical practice. When required
to act for himself, he must have been prepared, by meditating
on the principles laid down by his great teacher in his lectures
on surgery, and more especially on sympathy, to find serious
constitutional disturbance often caused by local injury, and
hence to feel the necessity of exercising continued vigilance in
protecting the noble organs from the shock which they would
receive in the surgical act of removing a limb, excising a tumor,
He would measure in his
or taking up an artery for aneurism.
and
that of the organism generally,
own mind their capability,
to bear up and react under the depressing influence of pain and
loss of blood, and the extent of their endurance of subsequent
irritative fever, folloAving a capital operation.
Of the stock of
the
recuperative energy probably possessed by
patient, and
the ability of the surgeon to check secondary inflammation,
he would predicate the chances of the healing process being
set up and gone through in a satisfactory manner, and the
reasonable grounds for success from his operating.
In his
counting of probabilities, he Avould take into consideration the
age, constitution, habits, and prior and actually concomitant
disease of his patient.
With him it would not be a
question
of
his
to
merely
ability
perform the operation without his pa
tient dying a few hours afterwards, but, still more, Avhether an
the

large

and

usefulness of Dr.

PHILIP SYNG
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suffering,

would not

only
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remove

the

existing infirmity

439
and

So, also, on the other hand, he
prolong
must have been aware, that by the same laws of sympathy, as
taught and explained by Hunter, an abatement or removal of a
a wound or an ulcer
local and external irritation, or disease
life.

but

—

accelerated

—

addressed to the gen
by
greatly
eral system through the great internal organs, and especially
the stomach as the chief of the digestiA'e apparatus. He Avould
would be

measures

know that in this way, by persevering in a constitutional treat
ment, both therapeutical and dietetic, aided by appropriate

topical applications, he might save a member which, under the
influence of merely empirical and mechanical surgery, would
othenvise be doomed to amputation or excision.
Whether

or

not the

reader may choose to attach any value to

preceding sketch, as really indicative of the pathological
doctrines and opinions with which Dr. Physick began his career
in surgery, it cannot be doubted that he was thoroughly imbued
with the conservative vieAvs of John Hunter, whose saying he
To perform an operation is to
must often have heard, viz. :
mutilate a patient we cannot cure : it should, therefore, be con
sidered as an acknowledgment of the imperfection of our art."
Under this belief a true surgeon, as distinguished from a mere
manipulator and dissector, a cutter and a bandager, will bring
all the resources of medical science to his aid, with a fixed in
tention of saving vital structure and prolonging life, but with no
desire to exhibit himself by feats of dexterity and despatch, at
He is not continually brandishing
the expense of his patient.
his instrument knife, gorget, or bistoury like a harlequin his
wand; nor is he, like the latter personage, eager to play with it
all kinds of fantastic tricks, under the name of brilliant, or dash
ing, or difficult operations. He, on the contrary, holds it back,
concealed, until the very last extremity, nor will he then have
recourse to it on the plea that other means have failed, if he
cannot promise himself decided benefit to the patient by
the

"

—

its

—

use.

The first

the

made

was

was

application of
by Dr. Physick,

of surgery, which
in the treatment of ulcers in

philosophy
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Pennsylvania Hospital. AA'oiding the empirical course
previously pursued, he resorted, in the treat
ment of inflamed and irritable ulcers, to one founded on prin
He directed the patient to be confined to bed and to
ciples.
be kept strictly at rest, and in cases where the ulcer was
situated upon the loAver extremity, he caused the limb to be
considerably elevated. Constitutional treatment was carried on
at the same time, and soothing applications Avere made to the
When topical stimulants Avere resorted to, he always
ulcer.
preferred their being used when the patient was confined to
the

which had been
"

bed."
He also made valuable modifications and
the treatment of fractures,

remembered, because
apparatus by

still

one

limb,

in

used, is in that of the celebrated

thigh. By increas
Physick procured a more com

Desault for fractures of the

ing the length of the splint, Dr.
plete counter extension to be made
of the

improvements

of the most noticeable and best

and also insured

in the direction of the axis

certainty

more

of rest to the

patient. The apparatus thus modified, and with the block
attached to the lower extremity of the splint, as introduced by
Dr.

Hutchinson, for the purpose of making extension in the
limb, Avas regarded by Dr. Physick as the most

direction of the

complete and successful method of treating fractures of the
thigh ever invented. It is that which for a term of years has
been used in the Pennsylvania Hospital with the best effects.
He Avas equally successful in inventing a method of treating
fractures of the humerus at or near the condyles, so as to pre
vent deformity and restore the entire use of the limb.
His plan
of treating fracture of the lower end of the fibula, accom
panied with dislocation of the foot outwards, was precisely
similar to that recommended by Dupuytren.
Dr. Randolph,
from whom we freely borrow in this enumeration of Dr.
Phy
sick's improvements in surgery and of his operations, is unable
to say to which of the two
great surgeons the
tion is due.

In the treatment of
full effect the

plan

dislocations,

of venesection

Dr.

so as

to

priority

of inven

Physick carried
produce fainting,

into
"

as
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originally suggested by

Dr. Alexander

Munro, of Edinburgh."

We find that the writers in the Bictionnaire de Medecine and
de Chirurgie Pratiques attribute this practice to the Italian,
"

By this means, old and difficult dislocations have
been reduced, and limbs restored to usefulness which otherwise
would have been irrecoverably ruined." It is not to be forgot

Flajani.

ten, however, that there may be circumstances in the

state

of

patient advanced age, shattered constitution or anemia,
Avhich would make the loss of blood illy borne, and in which
the

:

such relaxants

as

tartar

emetic

or

tobacco, and especially the

may be substituted with advantage.
Dr. Physick's first operation in lithotomy

first,

1797.

He

was

performed

in

early led to suggest a valuable improvement in
used by Mr. Cline, so as to facilitate division of

was

the gorget, as
the prostate gland and neck of the

bladder,

which since then

has been almost

description
Medical

universally employed in this country. A full
of Dr. Physick's gorget was published in " Coxe's

Museum,"

for the year 1804, by Mr. R. Bishop, sur
It is also noticed in Dr. Dorsey's

geon instrument maker.
"Elements of Surgery."

The modification consists in

having

the gorget so constructed that a perfectly keen edge may
be given to that part of the blade which commences the in

cision, and which is connected

to the

beak of the instrument.

For this purpose the beak and blade are separable, and so
arranged that the blade may be connected to the stem and
.

firmly secured by a screw. Without this arrangement it is
exceedingly difficult to impart a fine edge to that part of the
blade which is contiguous to the beak, and inasmuch as the
incision of the neck of the bladder is commenced at that point,
the success of the operation must necessarily be much influenced
by it.
In performing his first operation of lithotomy, he acciden
tally divided the internal pudic artery with the gorget, and
The forefinger of the
a profuse hemorrhage was the result.
left hand having previously compressed the trunk of the artery,
the point of the tenaculum was passed under the vessel, and a
ligature cast round it and firmly tied ; but it was found that a
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of the

order

to

aeljacent

flesh

was

also included in

obviate similar inconvenience in

future, Dr. Physick subsequently contrived his forceps and
needle for the purpose of carrying a ligature under the pudic
artery.
cases

equally applicable to other
take up a deep-seated artery

This useful instrument is

in which it is desirable

to

by the customary methods. Twice has
it been used in the operation of tying the external iliac artery :
in the first instance by Dr. Dorsey, and in the second by Dr.
Randolph. Numerous modifications of the forceps and needle
have since been made, Avhich, in some instances, being close
imitations, Avere regarded by Dr. Physick as tending, if not
intended, to deprive him of the merit of originating the instru
ment, and hence occasionally elicited from him a very decided
declaration of his rights in the matter. The writer remembers
hearing him claim his own in the course of a lecture in the sur
gical amphitheatre with very marked feeling. Dr. Randolph, a
competent, even if he be regarded as a partial, judge, declares
his belief that "the original instrument, as designed by Dr.
Physick, has never been excelled either in point of ingenuity
that

or

cannot

be reached

ability."
A

of

suppression of urine in the Pennsylvania Hos
pital, 1794, of forty-eight hours' duration, in which Dr. Phy
sick found it impossible to introduce a catheter of the smallest
size into the bladder, led him to make trial of a bougie appended
to an elastic catheter, so that the former
might act as a guide
to the latter, through which, Avhen once introduced
by this
means, the urine would readily flow. The experiment was quite
A full description of the bougie-pointed catheter is
successful.
in
given
"Dorsey's Elements of Surgery." An account of
the case was communicated by Dr. Physick to Dr.
Miller, and
was
published by the latter in the "New York Medical Reposi
tory," vol. vii, p. 35, together with the method of preparing
the instrument, and some experiments on the treatment of
gumelastic by spirits of turpentine and ether ; also a
description of
the process of
coating catheters with gum-elastic. Dr. Physick
made the treatment of strictures of the urethra a
subject of
case

in

SYNG
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careful

study,

and

was

an

which

stricture,

was

dilating

dexterity

them.

intractable to the

This instrument consists in

treatment.

is

pressed

pushed

forward

canula, which
lancet is

celebrated for the tact and

In the year 1795, he
instrument for the purpose of cutting through a

which he exhibited in

invented
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stricture is cut

through,

duced and

for

Avorn

doAvn to the
so as

some

a

to effect

catheter

or

ordinary
a

methods of

lancet concealed in

stricture, and
its division.

After the

should be intro

bougie
to produce

time, in order

a

then the

the

requi

site

degree of permanent dilatation. This mode of treating
obstinate strictures has been found so successful " as to entitle
it to be considered

of the most important and useful opera
It
surgery."
may be had recourse to in cases of com
retention
of
plete
urine, so as to obviate the necessity of punc
the
bladder.
Dr. Randolph claims for Dr. Physick the
turing
one

tions in

"

being the first Avho pointed out to our surgeons the
constructing the Avaxed linen bougie." He gave it
the preference over either the metallic or gum-elastic bougies.
In the year 1802, Dr. Physick gave fresh proof of the way
in Avhich practical surgery may be deduced from a careful study
It was such as
of pathological changes going on in the tissues.
advert now
We
hit
on.
no
empirical guessing could ever have
to his proposal of passing a seton betAveen the ends of an un
united fractured humerus, for the purpose of stimulating the
parts to a deposition of callus, and thereby producing a conso
The case in Avhich this practice
lidation of the broken bone.
Avas first tried was that of a seaman in the Pennsylvania Hos
pital, whose left arm had been fractured eighteen months pre
viously, Avhile he Avas at sea. At the expiration of fhre months
after the performance of the operation, he was discharged from
the hospital perfectly cured ; his arm being as strong as it ever
had been. An account of this case, Avritten by Dr. Physick,
appeared in the "Medical Repository of New York," vol. i,
1804, and it was republished entire in the "Medico-Chirurgical
Transactions," vol. v, 1819. Chance afforded Dr. Physick an
opportunity of seeing the man at the time a patient of Dr.
Randolph on whom he had performed this operation, tAventycredit of

method of

—

—
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eight years previously. This person declared that he had never
suffered any inconvenience since the operation, and that his
On the
fractured arm was quite as strong as his other arm.
death of his

patient, Dr. Randolph obtained permission to
examination, and produced the humerus.
post
At the place of fracture, he found the two ends of the bone
to be perfectly consolidated
by a considerable mass of osseous
matter, in the centre of which there is a hole, shoAving the
place through which the seton passed." The superiority of the
make

mortem

a

"

of the seton, in cases of this nature, " over the method not un
frequently resorted to, of cutting down to the ends of the bone,
use

and

them off,

recommended

by Mr. White, of Man
chester,"
strongly
by
Randolph. A complete
refutation of the misstatements unintentionally made by Mr.
LaAvrcnce, in his surgical lectures, respecting the use of the
seton in ununited fractures, has been furnished
by Dr. Hays,
saAving

is

as

affirmed

Dr.

the editor, in the " American Journal of the Medical Sciences,"
vol. vii, in the shape of a brief summary of numerous cases

successfully

treated

by

this

means.

A still greater boon to
humanity than any previously con
ferred by Dr. Physick, was his operation for the cure of arti
ficial anus, which he performed in the month of
1809.

January,
Sharp Pattison, Professor of Anatomy in the
Jefferson Medical College, while paying an animated tribute to
the memory of Dr. Physick, in his
introductory lecture, Novem
ber, 1838, uses very emphatic language respecting this operation.
It is the more entitled to notice, on account of the
anything but
friendly relations Avhich had previously existed between the
author of the lecture, and the medical
faculty of the Univer
He
had
adverted
to
the
numerous
sity.
just
improvements
which Dr. Physick had introduced into
surgery, and the diffi
culty of saying which of them was the most influential in
advancing and elevating our science." He then proceeds in
the following strain :
The one I select, is his
improvement in
the treatment of Artificial Anus; and I hesitate not to
assert,
that there is not to be found, in the whole circle of the
science,
any single discovery which indicates higher power of philosoDr. Granville

"

"

PHILIP

phical

induction than the
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one

under consideration.

It

chance

It

Avas no

not, and it could

not
discovery,
It
was based on anatomical
accident.
by
knowledge, and perfected by inductions derived from her hand
maids, physiology and pathology." It is not necessary that we
should describe this operation, the details of which are now so
Reference may be made, however, to a full
well known.
account of it, given by Dr. Benjamin Hornor Coates, in the
North American Medical and Surgical Journal," for October,
1826, Avhich is otherwise valuable by the remarks of this gen
tleman on Dupuytren's method of operating in the disease.

random,

no

was

have been made

"

On this occasion Dr. Coates shows in the

most

convincing

manner, that Dr. Physick long preceded the French surgeon
in operating for the cure of artificial anus, a point contested by

Dupuytren and others, but fully admitted, many years later,
by Roux, his successor, and, it may be added, long his rival.
To all useful intents and purposes, our great surgeon must be
as the inventor of this
operation ; for, even though it

regarded

could be shown that

the fact had

a

similar

remained,
rally unknown, without
That the

one

had been

performed by others,

and would have continued to be gene
its suggesting repetition or imitation.

of the

and the

pathological pro
original with Dr.
Physick, and that he believed himself to be the first to perform
it, cannot be questioned by those who know his sincerity and
truthfulness. Once fully engaged in the exercises of his profes
sion, he read but little, and his reading was, we believe, never
His study was of the present reali
of a retrospective nature.
ties before him, and of the best means of making them subser
vient to his immediate purposes, without inquiring into or caring
for the opinions or practices of the past, and seeking in them
hints and suggestions for his own guidance. If he had any
retrospective lore, it was that gathered in his early studies,
when serving his novitiate, and most probably even in its first
period, or before he went to London to be placed under John
Hunter. A more direct instance of his making what he be
lieved to be an original suggestion, occurred in his proposing
cess

conception

operation,

which would render it

efficient,

were
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in Avhich he had been

anticipated

Dr. Randolph, Avhen telling us
of the older surgeons.
by
that from the year 1816 (see "Eclectic Repertory," vol. vi),
one

Physick employed, almost exclusively, animal ligatures,
adds the expression of his regret that they are but seldom
used by the surgeons of the present day.
Dr. Physick, in a journal or note-book of the most remark
able and interesting cases which occurred in his surgical prac
tice, records the case of a lady affected with blindness from
cataract.
The operation was by extraction of the opaque crys
talline lens, and resulted in the restoration of the patient to
sight. This Avas his favorite operation for cataract, Avhenever
Dr.

the eye

Avas

in

a

suitable

condition,

and such

Avas

his

care

in

selecting proper cases, and in preparing them Avhen necessary
by previous treatment, and his manual dexterity, that he Avas
almost always successful.
It is mentioned by Dr. Randolph,
as
"a singular coincidence," that as the first case recorded
in his note-book was of one in Avhich he performed extraction
for cataract, so the last operation he ever performed, on Aug.
13th, 1837, Avas of the same kind, and attended with the like
success.

Dr.

Physick gave an account, in Chapman's "Philadelphia
Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences," vol. i, 1820,
of the method which he

employed

for the removal of

enlarged
by means of the double
canula and a
allowing the instrument to
remain applied, as had been previously the custom, until the
parts Avere separated and throAvn off, a process requiring a Aveek
or ten days for its
completion, it was his practice to remove
the Avire at the expiration of tAventy-four hours, a
period proved
by experience to be long enough for strangulating the tumors,
tonsils, and

and

hemorrhoidal tumors,
soft Avire.
In place of

their vital connection with the structure to
A few years after this, he
became convinced that excision was the preferable
operation

destroying
they had

which

been attached.

for the removal of

end

he

was

enlarged tonsils; and to accomplish this
contrived, very ingeniously, an instrument, which

PHILIP

also to excision of the uvula.
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A full

description of it
Sciences," vol. i,
case of a
the
with
together
very interesting
young lady afflicted
with an obstinate cough, occasioned by an elongation of the
uvula, who Avas entirely cured by Dr. Physick, by means of
the excision of a portion of that organ. The success in this
and some other analogous cases soon gave vogue to the opera
tion for excising, or cutting, or, as some familiarly called it,
clipping off the uvula. To have a teasing cough, and a uvula
someAvhat elongated, or believed to be so, was the signal for
excision. The fashion preA'ailed very extensively among clergy
men, so many of Avhom suffer from chronic laryngitis and
bronchitis ; and he who had undergone the operation himself
seemed to feel it to be his duty to recommend a clerical brother
who coughed to submit to the like process, so that, after a
while, one could not help thinking of the travelled fox, in the
will be found in the

"

Am. Journ. of the Med.

fable, Avho returned to his comrades minus a tail, left very much
against his Avill in a trap, but Avho proclaimed this curtailment
to be the last and most approved fashion, and, as such,
Avorthy
One cannot help regretting the vast
of general imitation.
amount

of

misapplied missionary
in their

clergymen,

zealous, and

labor

too

on

often

the part of
many

inopportune recom
practice, but also of

not only popular modes of
Avhich exert about as beneficial an effect on
quackeries,
popular
the bodies of those who freely resort to their use, as Millerism,
Mormonism, and Spiritual Mediums do on the souls of the be
After a time, a more general know
lievers in their doctrines.
of
of
diseases of the chest, in Avhich
physical diagnosis
ledge
is
a common
led
to a true appreciation of the
symptom,
cough

mendations of

value of uvular

striction of the

excision, and, of

course, to

considerable

a

re

practice.

in the second volume of the "Am. Journ. of the
Med. Sciences," published a description and plate of a forceps
Dr.

Hays,

invented

by

Dr.

Physick,

and

the tonsil and draw it out,
its extirpation.
In

cases

employed

so as

to

in certain

allow

more

of hemorrhoidal tumor, where the

cases

to

seize

conveniently

complaint

was

of
of
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membrane of the rectum much

lining

and where the tumors

were

internal, Dr. Physick

preferred and continued, to use the ligature for their removal.
The drawing at once a wire tightly round the base of the
tumor gives momentary pain ; but it is less severe than might
At the end of tAventy-four hours, Avhen the wiro
be expected.
be
the tumor will be found shrivelled and
removed,
may
in
and
a
few
black,
days will be separated and thrown off under
Care
the application of a soft poultice of bread and milk."
must be taken, as enjoined by Dr. Physick, that nothing but
the hemorrhoidal tumor itself be included within the ligature.
An operation for varicose aneurism, performed by Dr. Phy
sick, is described by him in Coxe's Medical Museum," vol. i.
In the same journal he details the history of a case of luxation
of the thigh-bone forward, and the method which he employed
The "Philad. Journ. of Med. and Phys.
for its reduction.
vol.
contains
the particulars of a case of carbuncle,
iii,
Sciences,"
with some remarks on the use of the common caustic vegetable
alkali in the treatment of this disease, which he divides into
"

"

three stages. It is in the second stage, in which " inflamma
tion having ended in the death of the cellular texture in which
it

situated, a process begins for making an opening through
skin, to alloAv the dead parts and acrid fluids to pass out."

was

the

It is in this stage, marked by the appearance of pimples and
small orifices, " that the application of the vegetable alkali upon
the skin so perforated, and on that covering the middle of the

tumor, in

highly

quantity

We shall next
tions made
cine.

sufficient to

destroy

it

completely,

proves

beneficial."

notice,

Dr.

by
They are

in

Physick

a

to

summary manner, the contribu
Pathology and Practical Medi

not numerous,

but

they

are

all of them of per

value, either by removing previous obscurities, or
enlarging the domain of therapeutics. During the period in
which the yelloAv fever appeared in Philadelphia, in
1793, he,
in conjunction with Dr. Cathrall, published an account of
manent

several dissections of persons who had died of this disease.
The results, as given in "Brown's Gazette,"
though not abso-
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lutely original, were more definite and clear than had been pre
viously described by Dr. Mitchell, in the yellow fever as it
in Virginia in 1737 and 1741, Dr. Mackittrick, in
inaugural thesis at Edinburgh, 1766, Dr. Hume, in his
account of the yellow fever of Jamaica, and of Dr. Lind, in his
notice of the disease as it prevailed in Cadiz in 1764.* The
introductory paragraph of the neAvspaper account of the dis
sections made by Drs. Physick and Cathrall, to which their
names are
appended, contrasts strangely with the testamentary
directions by the former for the disposal of his body after
death.
They say : Being well assured of the great import
ance
of dissections of morbid bodies in the
investigations
of the nature of diseases, we have thought it of
consequence
that some of those dead of the present prevailing
malignant
fever should be examined."
After stating the general sound
ness of the brain and the thoracic
organs, they proceed to say,
That the stomach and beginning of the duodenum are the

prevailed

his

"

"

parts that appear

most

diseased.

this disease in the fifth

day,

In two persons, who died of
the villous membrane of the

stomach, especially about its smaller end, was found highly
inflamed, and this inflammation extended through the pylorus
into the duodenum

The inflammation here was
way.
that induced on the stomach by acrid poisons,
some

exactly similar to
as
by arsenic, which we have once had an opportunity of seeing
"A black liquor" Avas found in
in a person destroyed by it."
the stomach and intestines, which had been vomited and purged
This black liquor appears to be clearly an
before death.
"

altered secretion from the liver ; for a fluid, in all respects of
the same quality, was found in the gall-bladder.
This liquor
was

so

acrid that it induced considerable inflammation

the

sAvelling
subsequent
precision, the
on

In

operators' hands,

observations the authors

*

some

ascertained,

and

days."

Avith

more

real nature of the dark-colored fluid in the

stomach and small

intestines,

which is identical with that

quoted by Dr. Rush, in his Account of the Bilious Remitting
Fever, as it appeared in Philadelphia in 1793.

Writers

Yellow

which remained

29
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ejected, and known under the name of "black vomit" altered
It is but just
blood given out from the vessels of the stomach.
in
1793, and pub
to add that dissections made by Dr. Deveze,
lished in the following year, reveal a state of the lining mem
—

brane of the stomach similar to that described above.

This

speaks also of the black blood mixed with the black bile
gastric cavity.
Dr. Physick confirmed and extended his experience gained
in 1793, by additional dissections during his residence in the
City Hospital in 1798, a brief notice of which is made by Dr.
Rush, in his history of the yelloAv fever of that year. He men
writer

in the

tions that the matter Avhich constitutes Avhat is called the black
vomit

was

found in the stomach of several

patients

who had not

discharged it at any time by vomiting. He observed, also, the
greatest marks of inflammation in the stomachs of several per
sons

in Avhom there had been

course

no

vomiting during

the whole

of the disease.

arrogating too much to claim for Dr. Physick
pathological investigations on the organic
seat of yellow fever, the first knoAvledge of its gastric character,
and of the origin and nature of the black vomit ; but certainly
It would be

and his associate in

their obserA-ations had

a

dominant influence

on

the medical

teachers and Avriters of

Philadelphia, and contributed a full
share in other directions in imparting something like fixedness
of opinion on this part of the pathology of yellow fever.
In the winter of 1798 a paper was read by Dr. Physick,
before the Academy of Medicine of Philadelphia, containing
Some Experiments and Observations on the Mode of Opera
tion of Mercury on the Body," which was subsequently pub
lished in the New York Repository," vol. v. p. 288. Although
falling short of the chemical requirements of the present day,
these experiments exhibit evidences of a spirit of careful scru
tiny and cautious induction which it would be well always to
imitate in experimental investigations.
In 1802, Dr. Physick communicated the particulars of a case
of hydrophobia for the journal just mentioned. After
giving
"

"

a

detailed

account

of the appearances exhibited

on

dissection,
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he suggests, as a means of relief in this disease, the propriety
of tracheotomy in conjunction with other parts of the treatment.
A

practical recommendation of great importance was made
Physick in Coxe's Museum" for 1805. It consists in
the use of blisters for the purpose of arresting the progress of
He was led to this practice from a knowledge
mortification.
of the good effects of the remedy in arresting erysipelas, a
mode of treatment which he had learned from Dr. Pfeiffer, of
Philadelphia. In order to procure the best effects from the
blister, it should be large enough to extend from the mortified
to the adjacent sound parts.
Dr. Physick, although he did not originate the suggestion,
which should be credited to Dr. Alexander Munro, Jr., of Edin
burgh, who gave it in his Inaugural Thesis, 1797, must have
credit for being the first to carry it into practice many years in
advance of its reputed inA-entors in our OAvn day. Our refe
rence is to the introduction of fluid into the stomach
by means
of a gum-elastic catheter and a common pewter syringe, for the
purpose of diluting poisonous substances Avhich have been swal
lowed, and then of withdrawing them by the same apparatus,
thus accomplishing what is now done by the stomach pump, or
an instrument made
expressly for this purpose. The circum
stances, as detailed in the Eclectic Repertory," for October,
1812, were, that a mother, by mistake, gave an overdose of lau
danum to two of her children, twins, aged three months, which
produced convulsions and stupor : the pulse and respiration
"

Dr.

by

"

had almost ceased.

As these children

Avere

unable to

swallow,

Physick injected one drachm of ipecacuanha, mixed with
water, by the means already described. No effect resulting, he
injected a quantity of warm Avater, and then withdreAv it by
These operations were repeated again
means of a syringe.
and again, until he had washed out the stomachs thoroughly
Dr.

and removed all their contents.

"By

the time these

operations were completed, however,"
Randolph, all signs of animation in each of the
were
entirely lost. Discouraging as these circum

writes Dr.
children

stances Avere, the

"

Doctor determined

to

perseArere in his efforts to
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life, and accordingly be injected into their stomachs
some spirits, mixed with water, and a little vinegar; and he
In a feAV moments the pulse
also made use of external stimuli.
and respiration returned in each child, and in the course of a
The results Avere
short time both were regularly performed."
that one of the children completely recovered, the other died.
Dr. Thysick, in a note to this paper, states that the idea of
Avashing out the stomach in cases in Avhich poisons had been
swalloAved, occurred to him at least tAvelve years previously ;
and that his nepheAv, Dr. Dorsey, had performed the operation
of washing out the stomach in such a case in the year 1809.
Dr. Physick did not introduce new remedies, but he did
more: he modified the preparation or the dose of familiar arti
cles, with a rare nicety of adaptation in the particular circum
stances of the case, thus giving a character of freshness and
originality to his suggestions, Avhich Avere often highly appre
He had, it is
ciated by his medical brethren in consultation.
the
Avhich
man
of
eminence
true,
advantage
every
enjoys whose
advice is invoked at an advanced period of the disease.
He
restore

learns what has been

remedies

or

done; Avhat effects have folloAved certain
: he finds, for
example, that

classes of remedies

patient has been bled and otherAYise depleted, and that the
period of excitement is passing aAvay, and he comes just at the
opportune moment to counsel the use of stimulants and tonics,
and a little increase of nutrimental substances ;
probably just
at the time when the attending
physician had himself proposed
to advise these measures.
The superficial observer sees in the
means recommended a
change of practice, where the experienced
one sees
a continuation
of treatment varying with the
only
change in the stage of the disease. The administration of
tonics and stimulants to-day is no evidence of error on the
part
of the physician, who, two days or even
twenty-four hours be
fore, had enforced venesection or leeching, and active purging.
The crisis of a fever, folloAved as it often is by
feelings of great
languor and prostration, alarms the friends of the patient and
prompts them to a request for additional medical counsel, at a
time when, in fact, the danger is over.
Hence a physician of
the
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and who is imbued with sound ethics, when called
consultation, although he may get credit for the subsequent

experience,
into

rally

of the enfeebled poAvers of life, will have the good sense
of treatment, but, wait
any very decided course

not to

suggest

for time and nature, he will give his approval of the pre
vious treatment. We have heard it said that, on one occasion,

ing

patient who was under the care of an eminent
physician, becoming uneasy about him, for there are
fits of panic on such occasions not explicable by the facts of
the case, requested that Dr. Physick might be called into con
The request was of course complied with ; and on
sultation.
his seeing the sick person, he felt that nothing additional to the
actual treatment Avas necessary.
But, that he might not seem
to be indifferent to the case, he suggested the use of a feAV
grains of magnesia, which were taken by the patient, who soon
recovered, to the great joy of the friends and to the credit of
the consulting physician, to whose timely visit and advice the
salutary result was attributed.
Dr. Physick abjured all theories and systems in the practice
He would neither advance any guiding principle
of medicine.
the friends of

a

French

Avhich could be based the treatment of a class of diseases,
nor listen
or of many cases having characters in common,
to an attempt on the part of a professional con
with
on

patience

of the views
frere, in consultation, to make such an exposition
had been governed in the treatment of the
latter
the
which
by
case

If he recommended

before them.
it

not to meet

often the

name

a

remedy or

certain indications

practice,
certain pathological conditions,
remedy or the mode of practice
Avas

or

mode of

a

to remove

but because he had found the
useful in another

of the individual

—

case

—

giving

which resembled this

one.

careful

His practice
enlightened empiricism,
and minute observation of the juvantia et ledcentia what had
done good and what Avas injurious ; but here he exercised those
reasoning poAvers which, in what seemed to be theory or sys
tematizing, he chose to place in abeyance ; for he so modified
as already observed, the mode or the time of giv
and
was

based

a

on

—

changed,
remedies,

ing the

as

to

imply,

in his

mind,

a

certain

hypothetical
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proposed to himself to change by a
He professed, hoAvever, to acknow
neAV combination of means.
no
but
; forgetting the remark of Hip
experience
ledge
guide
and others, that experience is
echoed
Boerhaave
pocrates,
by
often fallacious
Pxpcrientia fallax ;" and probably never
treatise on the subject by Zimmer
read
the
admirable
having
man.
That experience, which is merely the knoAvledge of
antecedent facts or events, must have had a beginning; and if
so, might we not sometimes trust to trials suggested by a long
previous study of the relations of successive antecedents, even
though avc may call it theory, Avith at least as much confidence
state

of

things

Avhich he

—

"

experience must date?
But,
all,
experience are not
deductions from a series of precisely identical facts or phe
nomena
ranged in the memory like a string of beads. In
the facts or phenomena there are differences which we throw
out, and resemblances which we choose to retain, as represent
ing a continuous chain of occurrences, so that the reasoning
powers are actively at Avork, and the most doggedly practical,
and the greatest sticklers for experience, are obliged, in despite
of themselves, to combine and arrange things in their own minds,
as

to

unforeseen chances from Avhich all

after

what

are

called the results of

different from the actual realities before

them, and

to

draAV

inferences which

they may call the results of experience, but
which in truth are the product of a theory, however simple and
elementary it may be. The chief difference between your men
who cling to experience and profess to eschew theory, and those
Avho avowedly and conscientiously employ theory to fix in their
minds a series of complicated events and to guide them in
future inquiries, amounts very nearly to this : that the former
theorize only from their own observations, while the latter theo
rize both from their own and those of preceding times, thus
bringing the wisdom of the great departed to enlighten their
own judgments.
Dr. Physick's inflexibility in adhering to his
opinions when
once

formed, and which

patients

made him insist

his advice and

on

obedience from his

did not, however, inter
fere with his careful reconnoissance of the
ground before he
to

prescriptions,
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took his stand, or with his groping, as it were, his way in the
paths of doubt before he reached the desired conclusions. The
objections made by the invalid to what he proposed giving were
listened to attentively, and as far as they rested on idiosyncra
sies, or on positive disability of function, were treated with defer
When he saw that the issue ought still to be made
ence.
between his prescriptions and the disease, but was aware that
it could not be met directly, he was content to accomplish his
object in an indirect manner. An instructive example of his
mode of prescribing in such circumstances is related by Dr. Ran
dolph. The case was one of a lady laboring under dyspepsia
of the most aggravated character, for which she was brought
to Philadelphia.
Such was the irritability of her stomach
that it rejected every kind of nourishment, and in consequence
her state of weakness and prostration was so great that she
seemed to be dying of inanition.
Dr. Physick, after proposing
a variety of articles,
of
her, whether, since she was
inquired
first attacked, she had ever tried milk.
On her replying that
she had often taken it, but her stomach always rejected it, he
asked her if she did not think that her stomach would retain

the half of

tive,

as

a

tumblerful of milk ?

she did also when

She answered in the nega
wineglassful was proposed, and
"

He then told her
tablespoonful was mentioned.
that he was under the impression that she could retain in her
stomach one teaspoonful of milk, and accordingly he prescribed
the article for her, to be taken in that quantity at repeated
intervals. The lady adopted his views, attended to his prescrip
tions, and was ultimately restored to perfect health." In
another case, of a lady who insisted on her inability to take
opium with a view of procuring sleep, as it never produced that
effect, although repeated trials had been made by its adminis
tration of an evening, Dr. Physick advised the physician,
with whom he was called in consultation, to give the medicine
at other hours, and with its taste covered as much as possible
by other substances. In this manner the association in the
mind of the patient between the taking of the opiate and a

again

when

a

a

belief in its

inefficacy

would be broken.

It

was

accordingly
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the

through

day,

if to meet other

combined with
but

indications,

mu

really

placing the patient under its hypnotic influence
night was reached. The result corresponded
by
with the anticipations formed, and the lady obtained sound and
refreshing sleep, and ceased ever after to dispute the soothing
Most commonly the opiate
effects of opium in her own case.
prescribed in the evening is taken at too late an hour, and hence
its full hypnotic effects are not experienced until the approach
of morning, or even of the hour for breakfast.
If Dr. rhysick can be supposed to have followed out
systematically a plan, it was in the numerous cases of chronic
disease, many of them coming from a distance, Avhich depended
on chronic inflammation, induced, too often, by excess in living
Patients thus affected
and the operation of climatic causes.
were generally subjected to a reducing treatment, the prominent
points of which consisted in bloodletting, general or local, or
both, purging and low diet, which last, by the multitude, is
ahvays called starvation. His design seemed to be to treat an
with

view of

a

the time that

inflamed internal organ or viscus as he would an inflamed eye,
inflamed joint, by removing, and withholding as much as

or an

all

of

excitement,

and

allowing it to rest or to
approach
authority imparted
by his great reputation and experience, procured for him a
deference to this course of treatment, and more patience and
persistence in it than would have been yielded to other profes
possible,
make

causes

a near

sional

men

success

; and hence

to

this state.

more

instances could be recorded of his

than would have fallen to their

they

had been influenced

must

be

The

the

lot, supposing

even

that

It
by
pathological
acknowledged, however, that instances were every noAV
and then adduced of his pushing these measures to an
extreme,
or, rather, of continuing them needlessly long.
It is possible
that undue stress, if not exaggeration, would be
displayed in
popular comments and glosses on these cases, owing to the
treatment being so adverse to the
prejudices of the many, who
can never divest themselves of the
vulgar notions that the sole
treatment of a disease
to
consist
in keeping up the strength
ought
same

views.
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digestion and assimilation could
they are during health. This idea
is just as rational as would be that of recommending a man to
keep up the strength of an inflamed eye by the free admission
of light, and by continuing to use the organ, or to give supple
ness to an inflamed knee-joint by
walking and waltzing.
In a more advanced stage of disease, and the inflammatory
element absent or failing to yield to a reducing treatment,
Dr. Physick's views and prescriptions exhibited nothing re
markable or requiring distinct record.
His practice was such
as we have
If
described.
he
did
not himself generalize
already
from exceptional cases, his advice in these was sometimes as
by feeding

and

be carried

on

stimulating,

at

sumed to be his
was

made the

probable

that

this time

regular

as

if

as

treatment of the

disease, and his

name

pretext for pure empiricism. It is most
remedy used by him in the last resort, after he

cover or
a

had exhausted the Materia

Medica,

was

had

recourse

to in

an

of the list

or
early period by those who were either ignorant
it
Avhich
were
sanc
too impatient to make the selections from
tioned by previously recorded experience. Among these excep
tional modes of treatment, generalized by the multitude to a

mischievous excess,
which Dr. Physick

pepsia

in his

OAvn

was

the decoction of soot and wood

was

said to have found beneficial in

case, and hard

cider, used by

ashes,

dys

him in obstinate

dyspepsia with heartburn.
have spoken of Dr. Physick's practice as one of
enlightened empiricism, we must be understood to use this word
in its large philosophical sense, that in which it is recognized
in the history of medicine. Far different is it from the popular
empiricism or quackery, which does not set up a claim for a
particular mode of treatment, or a particular remedy in a spe
cified disease and stage of that disease, but impudently asserts
the all-healing and curative power of one article or combination
of articles in all diseases, hoAvever opposite they may be in their
origin, organic seat, and other essential characters. No physi
cian was more decidedly opposed to this impudent and ignorant
assumption of the miraculous poAA'ers implied in such preten
sions, than the eminent man whose professional character we are
cases

If

of

we
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regrettable occasion,
University, and the President
colleagues
of the College of Physicians, so far forgot the proprieties of
medical ethics, and the conclusions of medical logic, as to give
certificates in favor of a quack medicine, Dr. Physick steadily
declined to join in Avhat, in the mildest terms, must be called an
exhibition of foolish good nature to a begging empiric, at the
expense of the health of the community.
We can scarcely speak of Dr. Physick as an author, so few
On

portraying.
when

some

a

ever

in the

of his

and brief have been the papers from his pen which have ap
peared in print ; and it must be regarded as someAvhat singular
for

one

of his

and avIio

eminence, who had

been

a

in the

public teacher so long,
practice of medicine,

largely engaged
a
single article on the treatment of a
disease, separate from its surgical bearings and the surgical
means used for its relief.
His accumulated experience is,
therefore, in a great measure, lost to the world ; and in this
loss folloAVS a gradual decay, as year succeeds year, of his own
great reputation, Avhich requires something more than tradition
and historical eulogy to keep it fresh in the mind of posterity.
We have good reason for believing "that in the latter years of
his life he regretted very much he had not published more for
the benefit of his felloAv-beings ; but at this period his disincli
nation and habits had become so confirmed that it was impos
sible for him to change them." Another example to enforce
the old moral of the danger of procrastination.
A tolerably fair knowledge of the most important of Dr.
Physick's improvements in surgery may be obtained by a perusal
of Dr. Dorsey's Elements," in which the reader is
continually
Avas

so

that he has not written

"

reminded of the oracle whose revelations
A little

of the

are

expansive liberality

law to the author.

of

feeling which al
Dorsey to disseminate many of the views and modes of
practice of Dr. Physick, would have led the latter in after years,
and in the latter part of his life, to have
brought out, in a col
lected form, his published papers, his lectures on
surgery, and
selections of cases recorded in his note-book.
Not only, how
more

lowed

ever, did he fail to do

this,

or

to

authorize

some

person to per-

PHILIP SYNG

form the task after his

death,
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but he made "an ardent

re

quest," which, by the parties to whom it was addressed, would
naturally enough be construed into a positive prohibition against
the publication of his manuscripts.
close this

imperfect retrospect of the life of
appropriately called the Father of Ame
a title won not less
rican Surgery"
by his wise precepts than
successful example, and whose eminence for many years as a
practitioner of medicine was undisputed his present biogra
pher may be allowed to say, that he felt himself the more free,
on account of these
great merits of Dr. Physick, to break the
and indiscriminate praise, so much the
of
continued
monotony
fashion among us in biographical compositions, by occasional
commentary, sometimes bordering on criticism, when such free
In

bringing

to

a

"

him who has been
—

—

dom seemed to be called for in illustration and enforcement of

questions of moment to the profession at large, whether coming
In
up directly or collaterally in the course of the narrative.
is
in
there
no
such
as
painting portraits,
describing character,
thing as a likeness purely chromatic. This can only be obtained
by the blending of colors and a due proportion of shading, if
the author

or

Although,

the artist Avould be true to nature.

in the

performance

of his

task,

the

practised talent
can
lay claim,
important re

for delineation may be wanting, the biographer
without fear of dispute, to the other not less

quisite,

—

honesty

of purpose.
John Bell.

JOHN

E BE RLE.

1788—1838.
very pleasant task to prepare a biography of an
individual Avho has held a position to honor and eminence, un
It is not

a

furnished with accurate data in respect to the salient points of
his history.
To precisely such an embarrassed effort, the atten
tion of the writer has been

directed, and

like reliable facts derived from

thing
discharge

the

duty assigned, by making

from the storehouse of his

John Eberle

Pennsylvania,
decease,

was

in

the necessary drafts

own

memory.
born in Lancaster County in the State of

January, 1788; and was, at
February, 1838, a

which occurred in

years of age.
with another, that

fifty

in the absence of any
others, he ventures to

the time of his
feAV Aveeks

over

The fact of his actual age is associated
Avas
developed in his last illness, viz., a

dread of

dying on his birthday, when a half century Avould
completed. It is needful to refer to these circum
stances ; because it was very generally believed
by those who
saw the subject of this memoir,
occasionally, during the last
year of his life, that he was at least sixty or even sixty-five

have been

years of age.
Touching the parentage of Dr. Eberle, we know little more
than that his father and mother were among the
early foreign

population of the decidedly German county of Lancaster. We
do not regard ourselves as among the ancients of the
State, as
but
can
well
when
remember
the
seats
in
the
yet,
legislative
hall were occupied, to a considerable extent,
by stahvart men
who could not present a petition in the
English language, sim
ply because they were not familiar with it. And, to go no

JOHN

further back than

our
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earliest

acquaintance

with

by birth.

Such

the

was

prominence

it is

Eberle,

proper to say, that the first interview gave abundant
the opinion, held for some years, that he Avas really

reason

for

German

a

of the foreign idiom and pro

words, that no other conclusion seemed to be
Even to the year of his death, it Avas impossible to

nunciation of certain

warranted.

mistake the fact of his

ciation of

phrases

and

origin, by the peculiarity of his
monosyllables that are yet fresh

enun

in

our

recollection.
As the

county of Lancaster, outside the city,

by agriculturists, who gave to the region
character for the best practicable, and most
ture,

we

have

doubt

no

that the

was

settled

prominent a
productive cul

so

parents of Eberle

were

among the pristine cultivators of that rich soil, and that the
son's early years were devoted to the vigorous and healthful
exercise of the plough.
Then, too, there Avere very few oppor

acquisition of even a good school education, to
say nothing of regular classical training ; so that it must have
been a laborious task to attain anything like the position of a
scholar, apart from travelling to a distant" place, which feAV had
In whose village school or
the ability then to provide for.
academy Eberle was educated, we knoAv not. That he did not
enjoy the advantages of a collegiate course, is very certain ;
and from all the hints ever thrown out, in relation to this point,
we incline to the belief that he was chiefly the arbiter of his
in
own destiny, so far as mere human effort is concerned ;
other and more familiar language, we may safely affirm that he
tunities for the

self-made

was a

The

mere

man.

circumstance of

sion of medicine
means

For,

is,

of

of comfortable

at

itself,

living,

devoting

cost of

son

to the

family

profes
had the

they never became wealthy.
pupilage of the son, in Phila

albeit

the time of the medical

delphia, the

their

evidence that the

tickets, alone,

Avas

not less than

one

hundred

and fifteen dollars per session, exclusive of boarding and inci
dentals. Each professor's ticket cost twenty dollars ; and there
were

then

no

credit cases, nor dead heads, nor beneficiaries.
later, when I began to attend the lectures of

Even three years
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the

Pennsylvania, I never heard of an applica
credit;
perhaps the honor of the profession would
been the more signal, to-day, if the practice had never

Unh-ersity

of

tion for

haA'e
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and

been entertained here

or

elsewhere.

private preceptor of Eberle is unknown to us; yet, as
ventured, as is now too common, to stuely medicine
with no guide, we take it for granted that he enjoyed the in
We
struction of the best man the neighborhood could furnish.
think, too, that three courses of lectures were attended, prior
to offering for graduation, for that Avas by no means unusual in
the days of Rush, who was a strenuous advocate for what he
Btyled a three-course study." Be that as it may, it is certain
that the name of our late colleague was enrolled in the list of
graduates in the University of Pennsylvania, for 1809 ; his
thesis for the occasion, being devoted to an investigation of ani
He Avas, therefore, a few months over tAventy-one
mal life.
years of age, Avhen the degree of M.D. was conferred upon
The

no one

then

"

him.

Like almost all young

graduates

in

our

profession,

young

Eberle, no doubt, fantied that to obtain a diploma, was to be a
veritable, money-making doctor de facto, and that he had cer
the Rubicon.

To be sure, he went to work like
circumstances, scarcely dreaming that he had
task in advance, that might test his firmness and

tainly passed

others in similar
an

up-hill

What his actual success amounted
perseverance not a little.
in
the
active
business of his vocation, we know not, but
to,

would venture to put it down at a low figure, did we deem it
to conjecture at all.
Suffice it to say that the
dull round of laborious and unproductive toil, "
up hill and
down dale," just to feel pulses, did not then
exactly suit the
of
the
doctor's
mind
and
hence the
proclivity
young
;
worth while

fact,
editor, and perhaps the proprietor of a political
with special reference to a gubernatorial
election, that

that he became
paper,

greatly excited

the

people just at that time. This new relation
political fame in associations by no
means calculated to elevate moral
character, or even to retain
it in statu quo. To be an editor,
then, at such a crisis, was to
involved

our

candidate for

JOHN
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be identified with all sorts of office-hunters and unprincipled
demagogues, and run into all their excesses. Hence, it turned
out, in a very brief space of time, that Eberle, not only lost
all his practice as a physician, but was led off into other kinds
that threatened for a season to involve him in utter
of

practice

We have often wondered how such a complete revolution
could have occurred in his history. For he was, not only since
but long anterior to that date, a
my acquaintance with him,
ruin.

man

of

reserve

the bustle of

friends,

and

retirement, evidently

society ;
only

and that

but

preferring

noAV

and then.

not most

pleased

few

evidently

cast

association Avith
Nature

in

a

delight, so far as that
snugly hid in his own
office, where, free from all interruption, he might pursue the
even tenor of his way.
Knowing this to have been a marked
feature in his history in subsequent years, I never could com
prehend fully the motive to entice him into the noisy bustle of an

him in

a

emotion

student's

was

mould, and it
by him,

cherished

was

his

to be

editor's office.
It is not needful here to enter into details, since their devel
end.
Suffice
opment at this day could not subserve any good
or awakened by his
true
some
roused
it to
friends,
that,
by
say

to a sense of his imminent danger, he resolved
the
abandon
to
county of his birth, and to eschew a political
This was wise ; for, most assuredly, he never
life altogether.
so
great an error as that which drew him from the
own

reflections

perpetrated
rounds of professional drudgery into the demagogue life of a
thorough-going political editor. But where should he retire to
He had not only lost true friends
resume professional labors ?
his
but
purse was sadly deficient ; and to
by his past course,
the
locate in a large city, where
expenses of sustaining a family,
to be a very
even at that period, were very considerable, seemed
undertaking. But necessity bows to no legal code,
it is said, and it so happened that our hero found himself, per
of brotherly
haps even to his own surprise, a denizen of the city
He had very few acquaintances there, perhaps none who
love.
could or would render him really valuable aid in such a crisis.
He was young enough and had physical force sufficient to enhazardous
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incident

Had he retained

place.

new

MEDICAL

as

to

professional

effort in

much moral and mental

a

en

ergy, in his escape from political life, as the coming emergen
cies would require? That Avas the wvy question Avhich, of all

others,

most

deeply

interested Eberle and his

growing family

To look for patronage from others of his own voca
just
tion Avas hopeless, or nearly so, and he soon realized that if his
bark went up stream at all, he must pull the oars, pull hard, and
then.

pull constantly.
My first professional acquaintance
the

with Dr. Eberle

was

in

1819, when I resided at Norristown, Pennsyl
he on Race Street, between Eighth and Ninth. He

summer

of

vania,

and

saw a

patient,

who had been for

affected with diabetes

mellitus,

some

and Avho

time under my care,
being on a visit to the

city, met the Doctor casually and stated his case. This led to
a consultation, and laid the foundation of
my favorable opinion
him
a
of
as
practitioner. We conversed about some papers of
mine that had appeared in the "NeAV York Medical Repository,"
then the only prominent medical journal in this country, and
also touching some of his that had found a place in another peri
odical, and thus our literary and professional intercourse had
its starting point.
He expressed regret frequently that Phila
had
no
delphia
journal of its OAvn, for, at the period referred to,
M lical and Physical Journal" of Barton had
the
passed to
the tomb of the Capulets, and the
Medical Museum" of Coxe
went the way of all flesh.
Besides these, there had been two or
three ephemeral efforts to get up and maintain a periodical suited
to the wants of the profession.
This desire on the part of Eb
erle Avas the more laudable, since the University of Pennsylvania,
located in Philadelphia, and then the medical school of the coun
try, Avas in itself a reason why an able journal ought to be sus
tained on the spot. It is hardly
necessary to say that, as a con
of
such
reflections
as
sequence
these, the "American Medical
Recorder" made its debut, under the editorship of John
Eberle,
M.D., as a quarterly, and Avas ably sustained by men Avho were
willing to Avrite Avithout pecuniary reward, and some of whom
perhaps owe their after elevation to the efforts of their pen at
"

■

"
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appeared in the year 1818, and
constantly increased under the
Many of the most valuable papers

that time.

The first number

the

of the work

popularity
auspices of its projector.
ever published in this country are to be
to this day are subjects of reference.

found

on

its pages, and

It may be proper here to say that not one of the prominent
publishers in the city could be induced to undertake the issue
of the

"

to the

editor.

Recorder," even without offering a cent of compensation
At length the late James Webster, who subse
a
became
quently
pretty extensive book publisher, embarked in
the enterprise.
And, notwithstanding the fact that for years
the
Recorder" was the only standard medical journal among
us, Dr. Eberle repeatedly assured me that never did its clear
avails enable the publisher to pay him five hundred dollars for
one
year's toil as editor. But for such a man as Webster in
"

the management of the financial concerns, the editor would
He made annual
never have realized a dollar for his services.
tours

over

the United

States, calling

on

delinquent

subscribers

for payment of arrearages, and soliciting new names, not by
He narrated to me the
proxy, as is now done, but in person.
particulars of one of his intervieAvs Avith a subscriber AYho was
indebted for four

interest to all
venture to

or

five

publishers

years' subscription,
The

introduce the story here.

and the subscriber

Virginia,
physician, and possibly there

was a

are so

full of

journals,

that I

which

and editors of medical

scene was

located in

highly respectable Virginia

are many now in all the States of
the Union in pretty much the same position. After a very po
lite reception, the Doctor began to find fault with the " Recorder."
"

"

sadly," said he, and I think I will cease to
take it ; you ought to have been paid, however, long ago, but
the thing passed from my memory."
Well," said Webster,
I should like to know the particular numbers to which you
refer, for we respect the judgment of our patrons, and are glad
to take a hint when it may profit all concerned. Please let me
The Doctor mounted a table to
see the objectionable articles."
the upper shelf of a case,
lot
on
of numbers piled
reach the
handing them down one by one Avith rather a bad grace, as the
It has fallen off

"

"

30
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publisher thought.
conjecture only, to
leaves been
to add

cut so

What must have been his

find that in
to

as

permit

a

scarcely

an

surprise,

It is

perusal.

we

may

instance had the

hardly

needful

that the subscriber exhibited tokens of mortification
and that he not only paid his
not

which words could

dues,

BIOGRAPHY.

describe,

but continued his

subscription

to

the

periodical.

"
after the first appearance of the Recorder
quite
I need
that "Eberle's Therapeutics" came before the public.

It

not

soon

Avas

pause to

praise

that

production,

since it

Avas

conceded

to

be, not only in this country, but in distant lands, the very best
As
Avork on the subject ever issued from the American press.
was
Avork
estimate placed upon it, the
evidence of the

high

foreign languages, and has been quoted
approbation ever since. In truth, no American
work on therapeutics has ever yet been published so full of
originality and real excellence. If memory is not at fault,
translated into several

with marked

the first edition

appeared

in 1822, and

was

executed in the

publishers at that period. And
yet, with all its merits, it Avas not possible to find a man or a
house willing to embark in the publication, save Webster, who,
Avith very small means at command, actually offered the author
the monstrous sum of two hundred and fifty dollars for the two
A'olumcs !
But did he accept the proffered compensation ?
Most assuredly, for the plain reason that he greatly needed the
very best

style

knoAvn to

And it is very ques
money and could get not a dollar more.
in
a
view
of
from
tionable,
potent quarter which the
opposition
author had to encounter, Avhether the publisher realized any
On this point, hoAvever, I
revenue from the sale of the work.
am

entirely ignorant.

I do knoAv

certainly

that efforts

were

put forth to render the Avork unpopular, nor am I sure that they
did not mar the sale to some extent.
We shall have occasion

publications from the same pen, but feel bound
opinion here, that the work on therapeutics was
ablest production that bears the name of John

to

notice other

to

record

our

decidedly

the

Eberle

its title page.

on

Anterior to the

Eberle had been

a

publication of the work just noticed, Dr.
pretty regular attendant at the meetings of the

JOHN

Philadelphia

Medical

Society,
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in the business of which he took

active part.
To those AA'ho have come on the stage of pro
fessional life since the palmy days when the Medical Society
an

flourished,

it may be proper to say, that the sessions of the
held in the same season with those of the medical

Society were
department

of the

University of Pennsylvania, then the only
Philadelphia. On Saturday, at half-past
hall of the Society, which for several years

school of medicine in

P.M., the
in the basement of the Masonic edifice

seven
was

began

to

receive the usual visitors.

on

These

Chestnut Street,
made up of

were

such

men
as
Dorsey, Parrish, Chapman, Eberle, Colhoun,
Cleaver, Rousseau, McClellan, Jackson, Hodge, Rhees, Mit
chell, Bell, Hartshorne, together with a crowd of medical stu
dents, anxious to hear the discussions of important questions in
theoretical and practical medicine. Near the close of each
winter, a committee, selected for the purpose, reported a list of
lecturers for the weekly meetings of the next session, with the
topics of lecture annexed. This list was published in the
medical journal of the city, so that all who desired to know
who would probably lecture on a certain night, might easily
gain the information. So also, at the close of each meeting,

the

by

name

the

Was

of the next lecturer and his theme

secretary,

placed

in

a

Those whose
often present
Avas

not

an

were

announced

notice of like

in addition to which
import
conspicuous spot in the University edifice.
memory is sufficiently retentive, and who Avere
a

on

such occasions, will recollect that Dr. Eberle
in the debates ; and wdiile it

unfrequent participator

is conceded that he

was

neither

a

finished orator,

nor

what is

usually understood by the term "eloquent," yet he spoke to
the point, intelligibly and sometimes with great force. On one
occasion, he had an opponent, who shall be nameless, who was
very fond of quoting the Avorks of old authors quite profusely,
Avithout, however, making a reference to chapter or page. The
gentleman referred to, on one occasion, indulged in this pro
clivity to a larger extent than usual, and seemed to carry the
audience Avith him, by what sounded like unanswerable argu
It so happened that Eberle, who was vastly more of a
ment.
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book-Avorm than his opponent, had read every author named in
the discussion ; and in reply, he complimented the last speaker
for his
with the ancient Avriters on medi

apparent familiarity

cine.

"The authors

quoted,

or

named, rather," said he,

"

have
; but

themselves to be true medical

indeed

philosophers
the special theme
There is
which my opponent has been professedly discussing.
not an attempt made by any of them to argue the question
now before us; and I
pledge my veracity for this statement."
it

proved
happens that

so

Such
stant
won

Avere

not one

of them Avrote

on

substantially the remarks then made ; and in an in
AYere turned, and the laurels Avere obviously

the tables

by

Eberle.

We cannot but

regret the circumstances
Avhat

knoAv

—

and

really

Ave

do

then resided in Ken

they were,
precisely
tucky, which operated to terminate the existence of the Phila
delphia Medical Society. More than once during our residence
in Frankford, five miles north of the city, we thought it worth
while to attend the weekly gathering, to listen to the earnest

not

as we

—

and instructive

debates, and sometimes to take a share in the
proceedings. There never was an expedient in operation in
the city, and probably there never will be, from Avhich the stu
dents in attendance

on

medical lectures derived

tion ; and for this reason, if there were no other,
regretted that the Society has been abandoned.
As it could not subserve the
the

of truth

cause

more

we

or

instruc

have

ever

science to

that

fact,
disguise
during a portion of the period that
passed in review, there were two professional parties in
city, each vigorously contending for the mastery, so we will
attempt
futile.

to

conceal it.

There

but

The effort to do

so

has
the
not

would be vain and

medical school ; yet such were the
from
various
feelings engendered
causes, which need not be
named, that a determination was deliberately formed, as
was

one

early

as

1822,

that

Philadelphia

should have

a

second school of

me

dicine ; and this purpose had its rise with men who were edu
cated in the parent school.
Intimately related to this scheme
were the
regular courses of lectures given by Drs. Eberle and

George McClellan,

in the old

Apollodorian gallery

of Mr. Rem-
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Peale, in the rear of his residence on Walnut Street,
opposite Washington Square. Those lectures were well at
tended; and the lecturing powers of the persons named were
thus made familiar to the profession.
Often had I conversed
and
Eberle
in
the city, in respect
with
McClellan,
freely
of the contemplated school; and they understood me perfectly
in the premises.
Unexpectedly, both paid me a visit, at my
residence in Frankford, avowedly to press me more closely to
the advocacy of the cause.
The daily papers had already
a
fierce
of the merits of the case ; and
discussion
opened pretty
it Avas desired by both the individuals named that my pen
should

come

to

their aid.

This service

was

rendered Avith all

the energy that I was able to carry into the contest, and like
the productions of the opposite party, under a fictitious signa
ture.

It is needless to conceal the fact that all this zeal in the

incipiency of the enterprise was, more or less, prompted by an
expectation of being a component part of the faculty at the
outset.
Nothing less than this, as part of the scheme of the
gentlemen, could have been inferred from our interviews ; and
yet it is a matter of history that, in this respect at least, it was
my lot to be disappointed. And when I call to mind the jars
and contentions, the hard speeches and lawsuits that marred
the prospects of the school for years after its organization, I
feel quite satisfied that my connection was providentially de
ferred to

a more

As will

convenient

season.

be the case, diverse views

always
contemplated

respect of the

new

were

advocated in

school, especially touching

its

cognomen, location, and the corporate powers under which
it should be conducted. As the ball was rolled on, it in

creased in magnitude and importance, and many influential
friends gave in their adhesion to its interests.
The press
teemed with essays pro and con, while the legislature was in
voked, by all the considerations that party zeal could adduce,
to

interfere

aspirants
century.

so

as

purpose of the adventurous
question the vested rights of a

to defeat the

who dared to call in
But the labor

democratic institutions

was

was

in vain.

The

triumphant;

spirit

and

genius
wing

and under the

of

of
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Canonsburg, knoAvn as Jefferson
school No. 2 of our great city, found a local habi
tation and a name ; and so long as the Jefferson Medical Col
lege of Philadelphia shall exist, will the name of John Eberle
the

literary
College, the

establishment

be identified with its

at

rise, and also,

Within its walls he

to some extent, with its pro
materia medica, and also the

taught
practice of medicine, and both with marked ability.
It Avas during the period of his connection with the Jefferson
Medical College that Dr. Eberle issued his well-known work
on the
Theory and Practice of Medicine, for which, as his fame
was well established, he received a more liberal
compensation
than his Therapeutics yielded, although, as Ave have already
said, the last Avas his best work. It was the only Phila
delphia issue on practical medicine, in two octavo volumes,
that had ever appeared, professing to be original to a great
extent, and not a mere reprint of a foreign Avork, Avith the
gress.

theory

and

addition of

feAV brief notes.

a

Hence the demand for it

that it reached the fifth edition

A-ery extensive,
decease, and found
so

in almost all the

prior
respectable

to

Avas

his

libra

place
profession, in all sections of the country. Like his
Therapeutics, this larger work became a text-book in various
colleges, and had his life been prolonged, it would probably
have been much enlarged, and in keeping with the progress of
a

ries of the

the science.
In close connection with the work

appeared

a

small volume intended

on

the Practice of

as a

Medicine,

kind of vade-mecum for

student, and known by the title of "Eberle's Notes." It Avas
duodecimo, containing the skeleton of his course on theory

the
a

It had

and

practice.
sought for in
new

It

the

fair sale in this

a

West,

in

1832,

as

to

city, and was so much
require the issue of a

edition.

happened, owing

so

proper
of the

to

new

founders,
memoir.

detail

here,

school

and

if

to

many causes which it Avould not be
able to do so, that the success

we were

was

especially

not

equal

did it

family

Ave

the

anticipations of its
disappoint
subject of this

How much aid its annual

support of his

to

the

revenue

know not; yet

a

contributed

conjecture,

to

the

not far

JOHN

from

reality, might

last effort
was

tice,
lars.

to

be
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made, from the fact that, as a sort of
matriculates, a Western teacher

swell the number of

engaged

to

give

in the session of

a course

1830-1,

of lectures

on

for the

of

sum

theory
one

and prac

thousand dol

It is to be

presumed that the existing faculty made the
maximum offer of compensation in this instance, and even ex
ceeded the actual resources of the school.
It was an experi
ment.
The fame of the teacher, so engaged, Avas a basis on
which it was fondly hoped the reputation of the College would
not only rest
securely, but in virtue of which the seats would
be filled to a larger extent than at any previous period.
But
the result was sheer disappointment, although the number of
pupils was somewhat augmented.
"Hope deferred," it is well said, "makes the heart sick;"
and Dr. Eberle, chagrined at the lack of good fortune in his
favorite enterprise, was ready for any reasonable proposition
whose tendency might be to improve his pecuniary condition.
His family expenses had been considerably increased by the
education of his sons at Jefferson College, in Canonsburg, and
by other outlays, incidental and unavoidable, and he Avas actu
ally in debt at the period now passing in reA'iew. He was
therefore quite willing to hear anything like a hopeful propo
sition for a change.
Early in the session already named

(1830-31),
was

the scheme of

laid before

him,

a new

medical school in Cincinnati

decorated with all the tinsel and ornament

highwrought imagination of a very sanguine indi
The
vidual could append, and Eberle took hold of it at once.
writer of this article speaks advisedly on the subject, for he
was just as readily operated on in the matter referred to, as
The issue was, that John Eberle and George
were others.
of
Jefferson Medical College, and Thomas D. Mit
McClellan,*
of
then
Frankford, Pennsylvania, were induced to accept
chell,
in
medical
the
chairs
department of Miami University, pur
a
as
rival, if not the annihilator of the Medical
posely intended
College of Ohio. This was consummated in December, 1830,
that the

This

gentleman finally decided

not to go to

Cincinnati.
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temporary teacher in Jefferson, and

Dean of the Faculty of the

projected

Ohio school.

In the fall of 1831, Eberle reached Cincinnati and entered
on the duties of his chair, not, hoAvever, in the school first
named, for it so happened that an amalgamation of schools
took

place,

and the

professors

selected in

themselves in the old Cincinnati

Ohio.

As

a

rival,

Ave Avere

school, the

positively

Philadelphia found
Medical College of

assured that

our

matricu

lating list would be at least two hundred; but here, too, Avas dis
appointment, for, even under the far more promising arrange
ment effected by union of the schools, the number of pupils, all
told, was one hundred and fifty, the pay class scarcely exceed
ing one hundred and thirty. This deficit in expectation, raised
but

feAV months

a

and had

a

before, soured the mind

unhappy

most

effect

on

his

of Eberle not

deportment

and

a

little,

general

habits, from Avhich he never after recovered. Truthfulness
requires a bare reference to this matter, but details are not
necessary, and so Ave pass the subject.
It

Avas

during

the

neAV

collegiate

relation that the work

on

the Diseases of Children Avent to the press.
The enterprising
&
had
issued
publishers, Corey Fairbank,
just
my "Elements of
Chemical Philosophy," and, although it was their first effort in
that line of
the sale

so

publications,
liberal,

Eberle alluded

to.

the execution

was so

satisfactory,

and

prepare the Avay for the work of
For this, however, he received very little
as

to

better

compensation than that derived from his "Therapeutics."
publication was an experiment, in which no book house
had previously engaged in that city. The work Avas
stereotyped,
and had as good a sale as could have been
anticipated, all the
circumstances considered ; for, anterior to the issue of either
of the books named above, the work of
disorganization had
But the

been commenced in the

spirit

College,

and the influence of party
sale, even if it did not

could not be favorable to their

diminish it.

As

a

necessary consequence of the movements

the

school, its classes waned sadly, and Eberle
doomed again to vexation of spirit, with the concomitants

against
too

often follow in its wake.

was

that

JOHN
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During our connection with the Medical College of Ohio, the
"Western Medical Gazette" was projected, the editors being
Eberle, Staughton, and Mitchell. This periodical was sus
tained, as to its literary feature, almost exclusively by the pens
of the editors, and reference to its pages will show how largely
the subject of this memoir contributed to give it popularity
and value.
His articles on Diagnosis were especially prized,
and no doubt caused numerous additions to the subscription
list.
So, also, in the Ohio Medical Lyceum, founded at the
same
period, Eberle put forth his best energies, in papers read
and discussed, thus offering additional inducements to the medi
cal pupil.
But the mutations of medical schools had not yet ceased.
only did the Medical College of Ohio rock to its centre,
that its walls shook even to the foundation, but its rival, the

Not
so

school of

Lexington, Kentucky, now trembled under the ruth
A portion of its faculty sought a
home
in
more
Louisville, to found an institution, for the
quiet
of
blasting the hopes of the remaining props and
very purpose
To insure the greatest amount of
friends of Transylvania.
detached
from
the Ohio school its Professor of
success, they
a fair
who
reputation in that department,
enjoyed
Anatomy,
the
writer of this paper to the chair
same
time,
electing, at the
his
of Chemistry, and urging
acceptance of the same with great
individual last alluded to Avas
the
Just at this juncture,
zeal.
chosen to the professorship of Chemistry in the school of Lex
ington, and after the lapse of a week, the chair of Theory and
Practice was filled by the appointment of Dr. Eberle, with a
less hand of revolution.

guarantee of four thousand dollars per annum for three years.
It is needless, perhaps, to say that he accepted the new post,
and

so

vacated his

place

in the Medical

College

of Ohio.

A stranger would be very apt to conclude that, however dis
astrous and unsatisfactory had been his anterior connections,

Dr. Eberle

was

now

sonable

wishes,

and

happy.

The annual

especially

in the very position to meet all his rea
to render his family comfortable and

stipend

Avas

regarded as ample, considered
prices of all articles of

in connection with the low
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time, the cheapness of house rent, &c.

Then,

too, the anticipations for the school itself were encouraging.
The Medical College of Ohio was broken to fragments, and a
The
neAV school Avas
in the same city, against it.

operating,
Louisville, formed by the professors ejected from
Transylvania, was a sheer experiment, Avhose success was, to
Institute of

And
say the least, quite doubtful in the judgment of many.
despite of all its array of means, possessed and in prospect,
the class of

Transylvania

induction, numbered
session.

previous

for

not over

These

1837-8, the year of Eberle's

twenty less than the roll of the

were

encouraging

features

beyond

cavil.

But,

bodings

alas for

our

colleague!
spirit

had crushed his

his recent vexations and fore
so

completely, that,

aware as

I

had been for many months of his actual condition, I could
scarcely hope against hope, that he would be adequate to the
hcav
position. The faculty announcement, too,
spoken out so fully in praise of the professor elect of
theory and practice, that unusual expectations were raised in
the minds of those who had only heard the name of Eberle.
His task was thus, negatively at least, not a little augmented ;
and he had to meet it, if at all, with Avaning poAvers.
The
more enthusiastic, whose acquaintance had
been
made,
just
could think only of great accession of strength by this appoint
The debility and manifest lack of vigor seemed to be,
ment.
in their eyes, a merely transient affair that a few weeks would
The change of water and change of place Avere the
efface.
causes, in their judgment, of the difficulties that presented.
It so happened that my first interview with Dr. Eberle, sub
sequent to his election, was at the regular faculty meeting held
shortly after his removal to Lexington, and the change in his
whole aspect alarmed me. It seemed impossible that he should
be able to go through the duties of the session.
Now and
then, however, he appeared to rally under new excitement,

duties of his

had

and his

consent was

"

obtained

to

be

Transylvania Meelical Journal;" for
was never able, if
my memory be not
tribution.

one of the editors of the
whose pages, hoAvever, he
at fault, to furnish a con

JOHN

The

raised

expectation
for the next

ductory
the University

day
densely

by
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the announcement of his intro

was so

great, that the large chapel of

filled

long ere Eberle made his ap
pearance.
usually feeble on that day, and
had made no special preparation for the occasion. When he
rose to the stand, there was an evident
feeling in the auditory
had
not
as
that
he
been excused.
But
though they regretted
he was a new teacher, of whose fame much had been said in
private and in public ; he was under a large guarantee, more
over, to render his services the more available for the school,
and hence the difficulties in the way of excusing him from this
duty. There the audience is composed, to a large extent, of
the ladies and gentlemen of the city and vicinity, professional
men and those of refinement in retired life, all
eager to listen
was

He

to the annual

was more

than

introductories of the medical school.

To have

day in the order of introductories, would
have been to proclaim a kind of failure, Avhose operation might
This our colleague well knew, and therefore he
be disastrous.
put his hand to the plough with all his might. The spirit Avas
willing, but the flesh Avas weak. Hence the pages of his manu
script Avere rolled over faster than he could read them, and in
twenty-five minutes the discourse was abruptly terminated.

left

a

blank

on

that

not aAvare that

the assembled class

expressed any lack
complete his
introductory. Yet they had
misgivings Avhich could not be suppressed, mingled with ardent
desires to hear his entire course of lectures. His infirmities, in
place of yielding to the means resorted to, obviously acquired
He was compelled to enter the
a deeper hold on his system.
I

am

of confidence in the powers of the
task simply from the failure of his

lecture

the

hall, after

same

new

teacher to

the clock had issued its summons, and from
an hour.
For his

cause, to close in less than half

special convenience,

the

meetings

of

faculty

were

held at his

residence, but he could not be present. The symptoms of his
case became more and more aggravated; and about the middle
of
as

his

of his

requested to fill his chair
day of February, 1838,
in
terminated
death, an event which,
protracted sufferings

January two
well as they

could.

colleagues

were

On the second
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although regarded as not very distant, came at last rather un
expectedly.
The funeral obsequies of the deceased professor were solemn
A large concourse, composed chiefly of the
and impressive.
medical class and citizens, followed the remains to their place
of temporary repose.
Subsequently, they Avere transferred to
the Episcopal Cemetery in Cincinnati, Avhere a monument marks
their final resting-spot. By a vote of the faculty, one of its
number was requested to pronounce a discourse on the character
of the departed colleague, prior to the termination of the ses
sion; and that task was performed by the Professor of Insti
tutes and Medical Jurisprudence.
It is with real sorrow the announcement is made touching the
family of the deceased professor, Avhose history has been im
perfectly sketched, that he bequeathed to them nothing more
than his professional reputation.
Ahvays a bad financier, as
infirmities clustered around his path, he grew more and more
One of his sons graduated
careless of his pecuniary interests.
in the Medical College of Ohio, and another for awhile appeared
to do an excellent business in Cincinnati as an apothecary.
Both went to premature graves ere they attained the age of
thirty-five. Another son graduated at Lexington, in March,
1838,

and is located in

widow is still

some

remote

spot in the West.

The

living.

The reader of this imperfect sketch will doubtless expect an
opinion at least touching the qualities and powers of Dr. Eberle
as a public teacher, debater, writer, and
practitioner. From
what has been said already the views of the writer might be
easily inferred, yet it may be proper to say a few words on
these points.
As a public teacher, no one could venture to affirm that our
colleague was very interesting, exceedingly sprightly, nor even
tolerably eloquent. In his palmy days he knew how to interest
a class
by throwing his whole soul into the subject. He had
an important
advantage over some teachers in this respect ; he
always made the hearer feel that he understood his subject in
all its bearings. He was anything but a good
reader, but could

JOHN

happily

blend

right mood.
necessity.
I called to

reading

with

To this
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extemporizing

course

when he

was

he resorted sometimes

in the

from

him

once on
professional business an hour be
regular lecture. His manuscript was before
him, and he appeared to be in a brown study. Said he, I
was up all night and
got home but a few minutes ago, and here
are just seven
pages for an hour's lecture."
Well, hoAV will
To which he re
you manage," said I, "to fill your hour?"
plied, I have a bad cold, and shall be obliged to cough and
use
my handkerchief frequently, and to swallow a mouthful of
water as often as I can.
With these expedients, joined to the
use of as much loose talk as I can
command, I shall be able to
see

fore the time of his

"

"

"

eke out the hour with
can

do it

As

seven

pages.

I have done it

before,

and

again."

debater, he

just what I have elsewhere intimated
speaking
Philadelphia Medical Society. His accu
rate knowledge of authorities fully compensated for the defi
ciencies of utterance and expression, which would otherwise
a

when

was

of the

have rendered his efforts less effective.

Touching his qualities as writer and practitioner, my opinion
abundantly expressed already, and to say more would
be superfluous.
As a man, one of his most prominent defects was a lack of
Hence it occurred, no doubt, that he was severely
decision.
censured for the erratic course of the Jefferson College in its
early history, Avhen, in fact, the difficulty had its rise in the
facility with which others could operate upon him to accomplish
I am the more disposed to this view of the
their purposes.
case from a full personal knowledge of his demeanor in the
troubles of the Medical College of Ohio from 1831 to 1835.
It was impossible to approbate his course at that trying crisis,
yet it was palpable that he was less, by far, of an original
actor in the scenes than a passive subject to be moulded by
designing individuals. Herein consisted his grand defect, as
one invested with administrative powers, and whose professional
position might have influenced others, under different circum
stances, to have pursued a better course. The defect alluded
has been
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to, rather than any fixed purpose
the basis of a large portion of the

dispensed

to

do wrong to others, Avas
Avhich Avas so freely

censure

departed colleague.

to our

be to truth and the welfare of the young
of the medical profession, did we keep utter silence touch

Faithless would
men

ing
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of

failing
brought

a

and

we

that overshadoAved his whole

Eberle,

him

to

For

more

history,
than ten

premature grave.
years anterior to his immigration to Ohio, he bad acquired the
deleterious habit of opium-eating.
In moments of calm reflec
tion he

saw

his

a

danger,

and made

a

sort

of effort to extricate

himself from the sad dilemma in Avhich habit had involved him.
were mere ropes of sand, that held him to
his purpose of reform a feAV days or Aveeks at most.
From
one stimulant and narcotic he flew for relief to another, till

But his resolutions

his entire

finally,
he

nervous

system

Avas

crushed

irrecoverably,

and

old man, in the meridian of life.
It was our pur
pose to have suppressed this sad item of the history of one,
who, but for the error to Avhich we have referred, might have

died,

filled

a

him.

an

much

more

conspicuous

But it seemed to

niche than has been allotted to

though our task would not be
discharged,
kept
youthful aspirant for professional
fame in ignorance of the sad mistake by which the subject of
this memoir cast a sombre hue across the pathway of life, de
spoiling the fairest prospects, not only in respect of himself,
but of all who were dear to him.
The glorious orb of day,
has here and there a spot to blur the splendor of his
effulgence,
and hence we need not wonder that our old
colleague did not
exhibit a perfect character.
Having sufficient knowledge of all that remains of the family
if

we

us as

the

of Dr. Eberle to

assure me that no information could be ob
tained from that source, on which to construct
anything like a
biographical outline, it remained for me to give a
to

negative

the

respectful request

that I would furnish

attempt the execution of the task with such
reminiscences
with

a

strict

might suggest.
regard to what I

a

memoir,

helps

as

my

or

This task has been

believe to be the

to

own

discharged
truth of history.

Thomas D. Mitchell.

WILLIAM

JAMES

MACNEVEN.

1763-1841.

William James

Macneven,

alike

distinguished

in the

politi

cal annals of his native

in the United

States,

country, and in the progress of science
the country of his adoption, was born at

Ballynahowne, county
1763.

of

Galway, Ireland,

His ancestors

on

the 21st of

March,
respectable country gentle
residing on their own estate, which was transmitted in a
direct line, from father to son.
They owned originally large
north
of
in
the
Ireland, but were deprived of them
possessions
in the time of Cromwell, and, with many of their countrymen,
This property,
Avere allotted land in the wilds of Connaught.
we are informed, remained in the family until the emigration
of the subject of this memoir to America.
William James was the eldest of four sons. Of his brothers,
the youngest, Hugh, was the only one who lived to reach man
hood ; the other two, Joseph and Anthony, died in infancy.
At the age of ten or tAvelve years, the subject of this memoir
was sent for by his uncle, Baron Macneven, to receive bis edu
cation in Germany, a custom very general in Catholic families,
and rendered necessary at that time by the operation of penal
laws.
Young Macneven received an excellent classical educa
tion at the college at Prague ; subsequently he passed through
the medical college, and took the degree of Doctor in Physic
He seems to have been a favorite pupil
at Vienna, in 1784.
were

men,

of the learned Professor Pestel.
to

Dublin,

The

and entered upon the

same

practice

year he returned
of his profession.
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youth, health, superior abilities, and education in his
favor, and good family connections, he had a fair and prosper
ous career opened to him, and had Ireland been in a happier
With

condition,

could selfish motives have deadened his love of

or

his unfortunate country, eminence in his professional A'ocation
His political associations, however,
must haA'e been secured.
were of a character Avhich he considered vital to the interests of
his

country; but, though much absorbed in

matters of

a

public

nature, he nevertheless continued the practice of his profession,
The flattering prospect of
and mingled in society as usual.
renown

in his medical

science,
that

Avere

destined

essentially

to

receive

a

by

the stormy

modified

by

events of

national influence

on

his

the

scenes

They

are

now

to

recorded with

revolutionary
transpire
fidelity in the ample pages of Dr.

in his second series of the Lives of the United

den,

and in the beautiful letter written
neven,

and

readers,

published

the

career

both in their native

by

the

be

coun
on

Ireland.

in

about to

to

career

It little becomes this work to dAvell Avith minuteness

try.

are

check

him, and the future destinies of his life

before

was

vocation, and the pleasurable devotion

daughter

in Dr. Madden's work.

Mad

Irishmen,

of Dr. Mac

To American

Emmets, Macneven, and Sampson,
land and in the country of their adoption,
of the

recorded in accessible pages, and in Dr. Macne"
Pieces of Irish History."
His inti
narrative, entitled

already

ven's

macy with that ardent youth, Lord Edward Fitzgerald, with
Jones, O'Conner, and other individuals of note ; his entrance
as

a

member of the Secret

Society,

in which he

was

joined by

Thomas Addis Emmet ; his arrest on the 12th of March, 1798;
his confinement in Kilmainham, and subsequent removal to Fort

George,

are

detail.

The

among the foremost occurrences most worthy of
elasticity of his spirits abated not from his long

and his love of

knoAvledge gave him a support
and
the annoyances of his impri
prh'ation
sonment.
In books he found society ; they were his great
resource, and we may employ the language of the poet, Dyer,

imprisonment,

which lessened the

when

speaking of Gilbert Wakefield's
ter jail, as
applicable to the patriotic

incarceration in Dorches

Macneven

:

WILLIAM

"

He

JAMES

MACNEVEN.
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in his prison house.
prison house I He had no prison house :
Worth, freedom, wisdom, still can walk at large,
Tho' bolts, and bars, and walls of adamant may intervene."

triumphed

His

Among his studies, during his privation of liberty, Ave find
he gave great attention to the writings of Ossian,
many of
which he translated from the original Gaelic, a
with

language
perfectly familiar. We haA'e the authority of
his intelligent daughter to affirm that his studies led him to the
belief that Scotland was originally colonized by the Irish. It
is said that he contributed to General
Vallancey's Gaelic Dic
tionary. After the arrival of the Emmet family at Fort
George, he imparted to them instructions in the French lan
guage, and actually compiled for their use a French grammar.
After the liberation of the state prisoners from Fort
George,
he passed the summer and autumn of 1802 in a pedestrian tour
through Switzerland, and wrote an account of his journey, called
A Ramble through Switzerland." At the completion of this
tour, he visited his relations in Germany, and ever after main
tained a correspondence with them.
The following year, 1803,
Avhich he

Avas

"

he went to

Paris,

and at the latter part thereof he entered the

French army, as a captain in the Irish Brigade.
In justifica
tion of this movement, he was led to believe that the French

Ireland, and
France, he conceived he

intended the invasion of
the service of

devoting

on

was

enrolling himself in
only in another way

himself to his country, and to that cause which he
espoused. He had sought an interview with

had elsewhere

Bonaparte, and had conferences with Talleyrand. Disappointed
in these hopes, he at length resigned his commission.
The
curious
of
further
information
the
active
reader,
concerning
career of Dr. Macneven, with his co-patriot Emmet, will con
sult the volumes on the Rebellion of 1798, published by Dr.
Madden.

It may be here added that the vicissitudes of his
life made him, like Dr. Cooper, of Carlisle, personally

political
Avell acquainted
many of whom

with

are

a

remarkable

immortalized
31

on

body

of remarkable men,
That

the pages of Junius.
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small

of time

be believed.
The

animated his bosom.

now

country had sustained

OAvn

expenditure

a

cause

of

blow, the effects of

paralyzed further effort. A country where that great
principle was the active spring in the transactions of a recent
republic occupied his most serious thoughts. He had at least
one tried and
long-devoted friend there, and thither he pro
to
He accordingly set sail from Bordeaux for
embark.
posed
New York, in June, 1804, and arrived in that metropolis on
the afternoon of the 4th of July, in the midst of the rejoicings
which

of the American nation in commemoration of the Declaration
of

He lost

Independence.
becoming

no

time in

knoAvn his inten

making

American citizen.

He fixed upon Ncay
York as his permanent residence, and immediately entered upon
the practice of physic.
That A'enerable scat of classical learn
tions of

ing,

Columbia

an

College,

causa

gree of Doctor of Medicine.
his early and devoted friend

co-patriot

in Irish

affairs,

honoris,
He

Avas

conferred

strongly

him the de

by

and upon the arrival of his
William Sampson, on the 4th of July,

Emmet,

1*05, he found another generous supporter

illume his

to

en

The confidence which this trio of talents and virtue

deavors.

reposed

on

countenanced

in each other

that confidence

ever

was

of the most unbounded

interrupted through

their

long

kind,

gle day. His countrymen at large soon gathered around
Dr. Macneven had now proof sufficient to satisfy his
that the chosen

scene

In 1810 he

adoption.
Margaret Tom,

of his future life
Avas

Avas

the

united in Avedlock

nor Avas

lives for

to

a

him,

sin
and

judgment
city of his
Mrs. Jane

accomplished lady, the widoAV of Mr. John
Tom, merchant, of New York, and daughter of Mr. Samuel
Riker, of Newtown, Long Island, a descendant of the early
Dutch settlers.
By this marriage Dr. Macneven had a family
of several

an

and

daughters, most of whom have died of
pulmonary consumption. His own constitution, hoAvever, Avas
naturally of an excellent order, and secured to him the enjoy
ment of almost
uninterrupted health until far advanced in
In March, 1838, he was attacked with an
years.
alarming
sons
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illness, and lay some days dangerously sick, but the attack at
length terminated in a severe fit of the gout. His professional
pursuits were now both irksome and injurious to him, and he
determined on retiring to the country. In November, 1840,
he received a severe injury of the leg, which, together Avith a
shock from a fall, occasioned him a long and painful illness.
From this time his strength gradually failed him, and on the
12th day of July, 1841, he breathed his last.
"He was,"
a consistent and
says the elegant biography of his daughter,
enlightened Roman Catholic, and his examination of other
creeds tended only to confirm him in that persuasion."
Extensive learning, rare attainments, great natural abiliteis,
and long service in the cause of medical philosophy, entitle Dr.
Macneven to a prominent place in biographical annals. It Avas
my happiness to be well acquainted for a long series of years
Avith those remarkable men, William Sampson, Thomas Addis
"

Emmet,
two is

and William James Macneven. The

Avell established

fancy and brilliant wit of

renoAvn

of the first

general knoAvledge, the lively
Sampson in the social circle and in courts
:

the

of judicature, the immense intellectual stores, forensic powers
The warmest
and oratory of Emmet, are almost proArerbial.
with
his
most
Macneven
intimate
united
Dr.
these,
friendship
friends and countrymen ; nor can the closing scenes of their
eventful lives ever be erased from my memory, when, as a
medical prescriber, associated with Dr. Macneven and others,
the last attentions

departure.

paid to their physical sufferings and
separations Avere more impressive than
from Dr. Macneven these enlightened and
were

Few final

those which took

distinguished

characters.

The powers which had been granted to the Honorable the
Regents of the University of the State of New York, after

being long dormant, were called into active operation by the
charter granted by that body for the establishment of the Col
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, in 1807, Avith the learned
Nicholas Romayne as president. Dr. Macneven delivered at
their opening session a long course on clinical cases as they
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occurred in the New York Almshouse, of Avhich institution, with
In 1808
the late Dr. Hosack, he was an associate physician.
Professor
of
the
he received from the
appointment

Regents

of

reorganization of the School took
Samuel Bard was placed at the head. Dr. Macneven
In 1810

Midwifery.

place,

when

was now

a

chosen the Professor of

Dr. Francis

in

was

Europe,

Chemistry, and,

Materia Medica

Avas

in

1816, while

added

to

his

This arrangement continued until 1820, when they
were separated, Dr. Mitchill being assigned that duty with
In 1826 he resigned his professorship in the
Natural

chair.

College

History.
Physicians

of

who AvithdreAv

at

the

and

same

time from the

the thanks of the Board of

Regents

with his

colleagues,
institution, he received

Surgeons, and,

for the faithful and able

respective offices as in
Few public documents
structors and lecturers in said College.
on collegiate subjects could prove more gratifying to tho feel
ings of an enlightened body of long-devoted teachers than the
elaborate Report on the College at this crisis, as draAvn up by
the Regents, Marcy, Van Rensselaer, and Talmadge.
In November following he commenced an elaborate course
of instruction on the Materia Medica in Rutgers Medical
College, Avhich institution, with a majority of his former asso

manner

in Avhich

they

had filled their

Hosack, Francis, and Mott, and Drs. Griscom and
Codman, was now organized in New York, at an expense of
tAventy-four thousand dollars, and opened at the usual period

ciates. Drs.

for the fall and winter
was

courses.

demonstrative of the

this Avell-known

faculty,

The

success

high opinion

the

of this

neAV

school

cherished for

public
operations

and it continued its

with

increased renoAvn, and gave the strongest assurance of its bene
After
ficial services to medical and philosophical knoAvledge.

however, its doors

Avere closed, in
consequence of
and
Dr.
Macneven, with his fellow-pro
legislative enactments,
fessors, ceased his labors as a public teacher.

four years,

perceived that, amid the vicissitudes which
history of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
and the Rutgers Medical College, Dr. Macneven for more than
tAventy years was engaged as a professor of medical knowledge,
It will thus be

marked the

WILLIAM
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and justice to his memory requires
period he was most assiduous in
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us

to state

that for that

long

with zeal and

contributing,
ability, to promote the soundest interests of a responsible and
important science. He had left the State school which he had
helped to rear, in a condition of great prosperity, both in repu
tation and in the number of its pupils, and which, at the com
mencement of its career, had yet to secure the approbation and
support of the profession. Its anomalous government, and the
capricious measures of the trustees, were of themselves sufficient
to distract the best councils and lead to results at

Avar

Avith that

policy essential to great issues. In the ardent contentions
which Avere maintained between the faculty and the trustees,

wise

Dr. Macneven's pen bore a powerful part in vindication of his
colleagues, and several of his able compositions of sufficient
pungency on the subject may be found in the third volume of
The appeal to
his learned associate, Dr. Hosack's, Essays.

legislature, on behalf
of
College, written by
be
consulted
an actual student of the school, may
by the curious
reader solicitous of enriching his mind with medical politics.
This manly effort for the creating of a neAV and independent
medical and chirurgical school, Avas approved almost unani
mously by the higher branch of the legislative councils of the
State, and only failed through the lateness of the hour at which
the act of incorporation was introduced to the consideration of
It was unquestionably a most
the Assembly of NeAV York.
of
interest
the
for
hour
knoAvledge, Avhen the author
benighted
was made subservient to the extinguishment
the
of
Regents
ity
of so laudable a design to advance Hippocratic wisdom.
As a professor, Dr. Macneven Avas learned as an instructor,
and ample in his exposition. His erudition gave him peculiar
the

Regents of the University, and
the incorporation of Manhattan

advantages.

equally
hold

a

high

penetrate

the

The stores of ancient and modern science

accessible to
In chemical

cate.

to

Medical

rank.

him,

and he

philosophy

he

His studious

were

to communi

ready
universally esteemed
disposition enabled him

Avas ever
was

the hidden wisdom of the astute and

close attention to the progress of

to
to

scholastic, and

discovery imparted

new
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powers, with each returning term of the College, to improve
his lectures and add neAV illustrations to experimental truths.
"

literary labors. His Ram
1 1 is
bles in Switzerland" have been already mentioned.
"Pieces of Irish History," and his numerous political tracts,
which his eventful life was the cause of occasionally bringing
forth, evince how deeply rooted in his bosom Avere the political
vicissitudes of his country ; and this sympathy with the land of
his birth, he cherished to the latest period of his existence.
With Hugh Williamson and David Hosack, he Avas an active
promoter of the organization of the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Ncav York, and contributed to the first volume of its
It remains to notice

Transactions

remedial

briefly

his

minute analysis, Avith medical reflections

a

qualities of the mineral Avaters

on

the

of

Schooley's Mountain,
Ncav Jersey. He deemed them valuable in nephritic disorders and
in calculous complaints. As his colleague, the erudite Mitchill,
at the commencement of his experimental and collegiate career,
tAventy years before, had in his instruction urged and defended
the Lavoisierian system, so did Macneven press upon the at
tention, with the zeal of a proselyte, the atomic theory of Dalton ;

and his

"Exposition

in

of the Atomic

received with

Theory,"

Avhich he

both abroad and at

l.*20,
favor,
home, and reprinted in the French Annals of Chemistry. As co-

printed

was

editor of tho "New York Medical and
a

Avork

which,

Philosophical Journal,"

made up chiefly of selections, he projected, with
De Witt, in 1812, he Avrote several
papers on

Dr. Benjamin
subjects strictly medical. He also published, in 1821, with emen
dations, an edition of Brande's Chemistry. His professional
worth secured him several

Clinton

appointed

advantages. Governor De Witt
Physician of New York, an

him Resident

office which he held for several years, and in 1840 he received
the same favor from Governor Seward.
He was
a mem
ber of the

Literary

and

early
Philosophical Society, and in 1823 he
the American
Philosophical Society.

was elected a Fellow of
When the Asiatic cholera made its first
appearance in NeAV
York, in 1832, the municipal authorities selected him as one of

its council.

A

passing

remark may here

justifiably

be intro-

WILLIAM

duced.
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Reports of the Medical Board, during that
crisis, again
again affirmed it as their most mature
that
the
conviction,
pestilence presented no evidence of a con
communicable
or
character, the better to diminish the
tagious
alarm created by the fearful visitor ; yet, notAvithstanding these
official annunciations, Dr. Macneven and others of that sanitary
guardianship, believed the disorder to be a nova pestis in this
country, and that its progress through the land was best ex
plained by considering it a specific disease, and regulated by
the law of a sub modo contagion.
That the life of Dr. Macneven Avas one closely devoted to
knowledge and its promulgation, is demonstrated by the brief
record now given of his principles and acts.
He Avas a pro
digious reader, and his love of books was a prominent passion
with him, and no medical man of the faculty among whom
he resided surpassed him in philological pursuits, and in the
acquisition of languages. He was a classical scholar, and ready
He
with citations from the most approved English writers.
the
same
as the En
Avith
and
French
German
facility
spoke
glish ; and in the Italian, unlocked with delight the treasures
The official

aAvful

and

of Dante and Ariosto.
the first he had

learned,

His native tongue, the Irish, as it AA'as
so
through life he conversed in it with

fluency.
His burial

Avas

honored

by

a

large

attendance both of

adop

ted and native citizens ; and as at the funeral of his illustrious
friend, the great jurist, Thomas Addis Emmet, there was but

feeling which pervaded all hearts, and one sentiment uttered
lips ; so at the interment of Dr. Macneven all felt that
by
learning had lost a distinguished ornament, real knowledge a true
disciple, the charities of life an ardent friend, and patriotism
one who had sustained martyrdom in her glorious cause.
one

all

John W. Francis.

JAMES THACHER.

I/-

175*— 1844.

patriot, faithfully serving his country
history ; as a man of science and
period
extensive literary acquirements; or simply as an active and
honorable member of a humane and noble profession, the sub
ject of this sketch eminently deserves a prominent page in the
AVhether viewed

as a

of her

in the darkest

historical annals of his country.
James Thacher was born in

1754,

colony of Massachusetts.

From

of Medical

the late Dr.

Biography, by

learn that his mother

a

at

Barnstable, in the

brief memoir in the volume

Stephen Williams,

the

of

Mr.

we

Norton, of

daughter
granddaughter of ex-Governor Coggshall, of Rhode Island. Paternally, he Avas descended from
one of the most learned and useful families in the
colony. In
The Magnalia," by Cotton Mather, avc have the biography of
Dr. Thomas Thacher, who is represented to have been a learned
physician and clergyman of Massachusetts ; from whose pen
emanated the first medical publication in that colony.
It Avas a tract or monograph, entitled "A Brief Guide in the
Small-Pox and Measles;" and published in the year 1677.*
Dr. Williams tells us that
no less than sixteen
graduates of
the name of Thacher appear in the triennial catalogue of Har
vard University, from 1671 to 1832, nine of whom were
clergy
men."
The name of the subject of this memoir, however, is
not on the list, and we have no evidence that he ever
enjoyed
Martha's

Vineyard,

was

a

and

"

"

See

Beck.

History

of American Medicine before the

Revolution, by

Dr. J. B.
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the

advantages of a full collegiate education; although his
writings abundantly show that his mind was early stored with,
and

disciplined by, the elementary branches of learning. At
early age of sixteen he manifested his predilection for the
study of medicine, and soon after commenced his period of
pupilage under Dr. Abner Hersey, a physician who then en
joyed a high reputation and extensive practice in his natiA'e
toAvn.
Under the guidance of this highly esteemed preceptor,
young Thacher enjoyed good advantages for acquiring medical
knowledge, and improved them with a faithfulness amounting to
enthusiasm. His period of pupilage closed in 1775, at the age of
twenty-one years. It was just the time when the long-smothered
fires of patriotism in the Colonies had broken forth into flames
the

of open revolution.
The blood Avhich stained the fields of Lex
and
Concord
had
not only severed the last tie that bound
ington

the

people

of the American colonies to the mother

had also caused the clarion notes of

country, but

to vibrate

over
every
the
Stepping upon
stage of active
A'alley
life at such a moment, it is not strange that the heart of young
Thacher was found beating in unison with the glorious spirit

hill and

in the land.

of the times ;

or

rational

liberty,

that his

should

feelings

cause

of his country.
Hence one of his first acts

Avar

of

and love of

patriotism

him to hazard his all in the

was

to

apply

for

a

place

cause

in the

department of the Continental army. Taking a letter
from Joseph Otis, Esq., of Barnstable, he proceeded to Water-

medical

town, and made his application personally to James Warren,
Esq., who Avas then President of the Provincial Congress. He
was

received

kindness

by

this eminent

Avith great

patriot

cordiality

and

10th,

his

name was

the list of candidates for examination

by

a

on

the 3d of

added

to

board

consisting

July,

1775.

On the

of Drs. Holton and

tions of this board

seem

to

Taylor.

medical

The examina

have been faithful and

severe

; for

of the sixteen candidates examined, only ten were admitted as
qualified for duty. Dr. Thacher, however, passed through this

ordeal with credit, received from the Provincial Congress the
appointment of surgeon's mate in the hospital at Cambridge,
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and entered upon the discharge of his duties on the 15th of
July, 1775. At that time Dr. Benjamin Church AA'as Director-

General of the

tending

surgeon.

houses in

The

Cambridge,

in the battle

diseases

hospital,

as

to

and Dr. John Warren the senior at
institution

and

was

occupied

several

private

filled with the soldiers Avouneled

many sick with various
afford constant employment for the medical offi

on

Breed's

Hill, and

so

In February, 1776, Dr. John Morgan, of Philadelphia,
appointed by Congress Director-General of Hospitals in
the place of Dr. Church ; and Dr. Thacher, after undergoing
another examination by him, Avas appointed surgeon's mate to
Dr. David ToAvnsend, in one of the regiments stationed on
Prospect Hill.
This regiment Avas commanded by Colonel Asa Whitcomb,
and was actively engaged in the laborious duty of fortifying
the heights of Dorchester, where they Avere almost daily an
cers.
Avas

ticipating

an

attack from the AYhole British force stationed in

Boston.
After the British had evacuated tho

city,

and the American

army had taken possession, the small-pox Avas found so preva
lent that inoculation AA'as very generally resorted to. The regi
ment to which

Dr. Thacher

Avas

attached, consisting

of five

hundred men, were all subjected to the disease by inoculation,
and he tells us in his Journal that all recovered except one
negro.
When the soldiers

again fit for duty, this regiment,
together with that of Colonel Sargent, was ordered to march
to Ticonderoga, on Lake Champlain, where they arrived in the
latter part of August, 1776.
In April following, Colonel
Whitcomb's regiment, having served out the period of time for
Avhich they were enlisted, returned home; but Dr. Thacher im
mediately received the appointment of surgeon's mate in the
General Hospital, and remained on duty at Ticonderoga until
that post was abandoned by our army.
He accompanied the
sick and wounded to Fort Edward, and subsequently to Albany.
While on duty in that city, the final conflict took place between
were

the northern division of the American army under General

JAMES

Gates,
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and that of the British army under General
Burgoyne.
hardfought battles, Avhich preceded the surrender of

The tAvo

Burgoyne, took place only about thirty miles from the General
Hospital, and many of the wounded officers and soldiers were
immediately transferred thither. Six days after the surrender
of General

Burgoyne, Dr. Thacher made the following entry in
military journal, which we quote for the purpose of show
the
nature of his duties, and the faithful and humane man
ing
ner in which he
discharged them.
This hospital is now crowded with officers and soldiers from
the fields of battle ; those
belonging to the British and Hes
sian troops are accommodated in the same
hospital with our
oavii men, and receive
equal care and attention. The foreign
his

"

ers are

under the

care

and management of their

OAvn

surgeons.

I have been present at some of their
remarked that the English surgeons
but the

dexterity,
to their

profession ;

Germans,
some

Avith

of them

capital operations, and
perform with skill and
few exceptions, do no credit
are the most
clumsy and un

couth operators I ever Witnessed, and appear to be destitute of
all sympathy and tenderness towards the
suffering patient. Not
less than

thousand wounded and sick

in the

city ;
private
occupied as
hospitals. We have about thirty surgeons and mates; and all
are
constantly employed. I am obliged to devote the Avhole of
my time, from eight o'clock in the morning to a late hour in
the evening, to the care of our patients.
Here is a fine field
for professional improvement.
Amputating limbs, trepanning
fractured skulls, and dressing the most formidable wounds, have
familiarized my mind to scenes of Avoe. A military hospital is
peculiarly calculated to afford examples for profitable contem
plation, and to interest our sympathy and commiseration. If
I turn from beholding mutilated bodies, mangled limbs, and
bleeding, incurable wounds, a spectacle no less revolting is
presented, of miserable objects, languishing under afflicting
diseases of eArery description ; here are those in a state of
mournful despair, exhibiting the aAvful harbingers of approach
ing dissolution; there are those with emaciated bodies and
one

the Dutch

Church,

and several

are noAv

houses

are
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grim disease, and
pillow of sorroAV. No
of anguish from their
or
to
the
tear
sister,
parent, wife,
Avipe
or
to
soothe
the
of
death, they look up to the phy
eyes,
pilloAv
sician as their only earthly friend and comforter, and trust the
Fre
hands of a stranger to perform the last mournful duties.
quently have I remarked their confidence in my friendship, as
though I was endeared to them by brotherly ties. Viewing

ghastly visage,
just lift their

Avho

begin

triumph

to

feeble heads from

these unfortunate

men as

over

the

the faithful defenders of the liberties

country, far separated from their dearest friends, avIio
would be so lost to the duties of humanity, patriotism, and be
of

our

nevolence,

as

not to

their wounds the

pour into
It is my lot to
committed to my care, by Dr. Potts,
of Avhom, a young man, received a

minister to their

healing

have tAventy wounded

comfort, and

balm of consolation '(

men

surgeon-general ; one
musket-ball through his cheeks, cutting

our

teeth

its Avay

through

the

side, and the substance of the tongue ; his suffer
ings have been great, but he noAV begins to articulate tolerably
on

each

well. Another had the whole side of his face torn off

ball, laying his
dier received

a

by a cannon

mouth and throat open to vieAV.
A brave sol
musket-ball in his forehead ; observing that it

did not penetrate deep, it Avas imagined that the ball rebounded
and fell out; but after several days, on examination, I detected
the ball

flat

lying

which I removed.

Avhile

on

No

the

bone, and spread under the skin,

one can

doubt but he received his Avound

the enemy ; and it is fortunate for the brave fellow
that his skull proved too thick for the ball to penetrate.
But
in another instance, a soldier's Avound Avas not so honorable ;

facing

he received
haA'e

a

ball in the bottom of his

happened

foot, Avhich

could not

unless Avhen in the act of

running from the
This
fellow
is
held
in
derision
enemy.
poor
by his comrades,
and is made the subject of their wit for
having the mark of a
coward."

On the 20th of December
the
"

following

note

following,

The wounded soldiers committed

last have all

we

find,

in his

journal,

:

recovered; and

as a

to

my

compliment

care

in October

for my

assiduity
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I have received from Dr.

Potts,

generous and handsome present."
Tavo years and a half had now elapsed since young Thacher
left his home and attached himself to the fortunes of the patriot
our

surgeon-general,

a

army ; and the duties of the hospital being
he asked, and readily obtained, a furlough,

greatly diminished,
or

leave of

absence,

for

forty days. Though in the middle of winter, he made the
journey from Albany to Boston and Barnstable on horseback ;
visited his friends, and returned to the hospital
ready for duty
tAvo days before the expiration of his
furlough. Early the fol
lowing season, the hospital was removed to the Highlands, fur
ther down the Hudson, and Dr. Thacher continued on duty in
it until he
own

advanced to the rank of surgeon, Avhen, at his
solicitation, he was transferred from hospital service to that
was

of field surgeon, and attached to a regiment chiefly from the
South, under the command of Colonel Gibson. At another

period

he

infantry,

was selected as the
surgeon to a picked corps of light
chosen from the several New England regiments, and

under the immediate command of Colonel Alexander Scammel.

This corps " consisted of the most active and soldierly young
men and officers," and was
designed to march in advance of the
main army, constantly prepared for the most active and haz
ardous duty. His selection as surgeon to this corps was a high

compliment,

but not

higher

than his skill and faithful devotion

to the duties of his station had entitled him to.

Dr. Thacher

accompanied nearly

all the

more

From this time

important

move

the Continental army to the end of the war. Whether
in the camp or in the field
Avhether under a single tent amidst
ments of

—

snoAvs of a Northern winter, or on the rapid march under the
burning rays of a summer sun he shared fully in all the priva
tions, the toils, and the glories, that Avere endured and achieved
by the defenders of our country during that eventful period of
its history.
Even in the last important conflict, the siege of
Yorktown, he accompanied the corps sent forward in the dark

the

—

night to open the last entrenchment necessary to
siege.
complete
The great struggle of the Colonies for independence having

ness

of the

that
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croAvned with success, and the war actually closed,
1782, the folloAving entry in

the 25th of December,

on

journal:

"It is Avith

separation

reluctance that I

inexpressible

from the

contemplate a
so
long
pleasing intercourse.

friends with Avhom I have

numerous

associated in the most harmonious and

Engaged in the same glorious and honorable cause, encounter
ing together the same perils, suffering unparalleled hardships
and privations, and participating in the most interesting scenes
and events, our mutual and cherished attachments are no less
ardent than the ties of brotherly affection. Friendships formed
under such circumstances, and cemented
must

ment,
prove
shall ever cherish

panions

of

our

a

as

military

"It will be to

by purity

of senti

earth ; and we
lasting
days
sincere interest in the Avelfare of the com

as

our

on

career.

me a source

of infinite

satisfaction, during the

remainder of my days, that I have shared in the toils and perils
of Avar, during seven and a half years, in defence of
my coun
and
its
and
that
the
terminates
freedom;
try
mighty struggle
in peace, and the establishment of our national
This momentous event should be considered as

Avhich Providence bestoAvs
and many future

on

us

generations.

independence.
rich blessing

a

for the benefit of the present
It is incumbent

on

to

me

ex

press my unfeigned gratitude to the All-Avise Author and Pre
server of men, that he has been
pleased to confer on me innu
merable blessings, and preserved my life and health
during a
long period while exposed to the greatest harelships and immi

perils."
Again, on the 1st of January, 1783, he Avrites as follows:
"This day I close my military career, and
quit forever the

nent

toils and vicissitudes incident to the storms of
"To my military companions I bid a final
to

enjoy

in future the

of domestic life
on

to

blessings

an

While I

adieu,

a

and

virtuous

hope

course

congratulate my country
by which avc are about to be elevated
independent nation, most cordially do I proffer

the momentous event

the rank of

which attend

Avar.
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my sympathy for the many lives of inestimable value which
have been sacrificed during this ever-memorable contest."
He retired with the most full and honorable testimonials to

punctuality, professional skill, and faithful performance of
duty, in all the stations he had been called to fill. During his
long connection with the army, he enjoyed the confidence and
society of its highest and most gifted officers, including General
Washington himself. Nor was his attention entirely absorbed by
his professional duties, for he found time to keep a record or jour
nal of all the important events that transpired during the Avar.
This journal was published by Dr. Thacher, Avith an appendix,
containing brief biographical sketches of the principal officers

his

It Avas dedicated to his Ex
of the American army, in 1824.
of Massachusetts.
then
Governor
John
Brooks,
cellency,

1826, and it Avas republished,
appropriate illustrations, by Silas Andrus & Son, of
Hartford, in 1854. It is a full-sized octavo volume, of about
A second edition

Avas

issued in

Avith

500 pages, and constitutes one of the most reliable and inte
resting historical Avorks that we possess.

On

the army, Dr. Thacher settled in Plymouth, Mas
and entered upon the ordinary practice of medicine

leaving

sachusetts,

and surgery.
Having already the active sympathy and grati
tude of the community, he soon became engaged in an extensive
The practical duties of his profession,
and laborious business.

hoAvever,
sion of

Avere

alloAved to engross his attention to the exclu
and scientific pursuits. On the contrary, his mind,

not

literary

released from the
his

military

sure

to the

long-accustomed

excitements and anxieties of

career, seemed to turn with

cultivation of science.

In

great energy and plea

1802,

he communicated

a

making Salt from
Sea-water, &c.," to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
The paper was well received, and
of which he was a member.
of the Society for that year. He
Transactions
in
the
published
of Massachusetts
soon after furnished to the Historical Society
Production of Iron Ore, with a De
Natural
the
On
a
paper
scription of Smelting Furnaces, &c, accompanied by several

paper, entitled

"

Observations

on

the Art of

"

specimens

of Iron Ore."

This

was

published

in the ninth
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completed, and
Dispensatory,"
published,
which soon became a standard work in the profession, and
passed through four editions during the succeeding eleven
In the same year, he received the honorary degree of
years.
Doctor of Medicine from Harvard University.
Modern Practice of Physic,"
He next wrote a work entitled
which Avas published in 1817 ; and a second edition of Avhich
In the latter year, he also published a
was issued in 1821.
on Hydrophobia," exhibiting much research, and
"Monograph
containing many valuable facts. In 1822, he had ready for
A-olume of their Transactions.
caused

to

his

be

'*

In 1810, he had

Ncav American

"

the press the "American Orchardist,"
which Avas called for in 1825.

1828, his work

In

published, in

tAvo

on

a

second edition of

"American Medical

Arolumes.

This

was

Biography"

Avas

the first attempt made in

this country to perpetuate the memory of distinguished Ameri
can
physicians, by collected biographical memoirs.
These volumes

Avere

exceedingly interesting

and valuable ;

few years preceding the death of the author, he Avas
solicited by many to prepare a new edition with additions, but
the infirmities of great age prevented him, and the Avork has

and

a

been suffered to pass entirely out of print. In 1829, he furnished
"
Practical Treatise on the Management
his publishers with a

of Bees;" and tAvo years after, a very curious and interesting
"
volume on
Demonology, Ghosts, Apparitions, and Popular

Superstitions." The last Avork written by Dr. Thacher, Avorthy
special mention, Avas the "History of Plymouth," published
This was an interesting volume, and Avas received by
in 1832.
the public with sufficient favor to call for a second edition in
From the foregoing list of Avorks, it will be seen that
1835.
Dr. Thacher was not only a voluminous writer, but also that
of

his studies embraced

a

wide range both in science and litera

ture.

He furnished

a

considerable number of valuable papers to
periodicals. He also devoted much

the medical and other

attention

to

antiquarian researches,

siastic interest.

He

was

an

in which he felt

an

active member of the

enthu

Pilgrim
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Plymouth, and of the Massachusetts Medical So
Avritings of Dr. Thacher bear the impress of a
mind disciplined by careful study, sharpened by long-continued
habits of observation, and well stored with facts. Hence they
were anxiously sought for by the public, and generally read
with profit.
Throughout his whole life he maintained a private character
above reproach.
During his protracted connection with the
his
army,
military journal affords abundant proof of his sterling
integrity, his high sense of honor, and his constant readiness
to applaud virtue and condemn vice.
In mentioning a high
of

Society
ciety.

All the

of

sense

honor,

Ave

do not

mean

that false idea of honor which

many foolishly to hazard their lives in accordance
Avith the code duello. This practice, which caused the loss of

has led

so

several valuable lives

to, only
As
ness

a

to be

during
condemned, in

physician, he
so
quickly

ever

citizen, he

Avas

which
As

sick.

a

Revolutionary Avar, is alluded
writings of Dr. Thacher.
exhibited that urbanity and kind
the

all the

win the confidence and esteem of the

public-spirited,

a

patriotic

lover

as

defender of his country, and a liberal supporter of the
civil and religious institutions of the community in which he

well

as

He

lived.
and

was

small in stature and

physical development, light

agile in his movements, fond of social
and studious in his habits.
During

regular

intercourse, yet
a

feAV of the last

afflicted with a difficulty of breathing,
years of his life he was
his exercise and social enjoyments;
with
much
interfered
Avhich
He came
but which he bore with patience and cheerfulness.
to his

death, serenely

and

peacefully,

in

May, 1844,

in the 91st

As a patriot of tried integrity, as a learned
year of his age.
honorable
and
physician, as an eminent contributor to the ad
and literature, and as an active defender
of
science
vancement

of his country in the darkest days of her
Thacher, of Barnstable, Massachusetts, is

remembrance

by

the present and all future

history, Dr. James
worthy of grateful

generations.
K S. Davis.
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1796—1847.

Woodstock, Windham
December, 1796. He ay as
County, Connecticut,
descended from an old Scottish family, Avho had emigrated to
this country at an early period, from Kirkcudbright, GalloAvay,
Scotland, where they had taken an active part in all the wars,
both civil and foreign, of their native land, from the days of
George McClellan

on

Avas

born at

the 23d of

William Wallace doAvn.
His

the

family

toAvn

been

had

mostly

where he

remained for several

generations

in

born, and many of its members had
in the war of the Revolution with considerable

engaged

Avas

distinction.
His

early

education

was

obtained from the

Academy

of his

native town ; one of those NeAV England schools which, although
at that time
embracing but a limited scope in their studies,
were

thorough

of the

career

guished

men.

rudiments of

in their

teaching,

and have been the foundation

of many of our ripest scholars and most distin
Here he derived a thorough training in the

Latin, Greek,

and mathematics.

At the

early

age of sixteen, in the year 1812, he entered the Sophomore
class of Yale College, NeAv Haven, at that time under the

Presidency of Dr. Dwight. His collegiate life was marked by
singular cpiickness of perception, readiness in the acquisition of
knoAvledge, and an enthusiastic but immethodical devotion to his
studies.
His talent
the

languages

particularly displayed

itself in mathematics and

; in the former he showed

the latter his attainments

were

far above

proficiency,
mediocrity,

Avhile in
lie also
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manifested
success

a

fondness for the natural

in their cultivation

are

sciences, and his zeal

favorably

recorded in the

and

early

numbers of the American Journal of Science.

Whilst

college, becoming much attached to the celebrated
Silliman, he formed a close friend
him
and
with
which
lasted through life. Through
ship
intimacy
his influence he was attracted to the above mentioned studies,
more
especially botany, mineralogy, and geology, Avhich he cul
tivated by reading with extreme fondness, even during the
busiest portions of his after professional career. In 1815, he
obtained his academical degree, Avith a high reputation for
knoAvledge in certain branches, and for the remarkable vigor
and quickness of intellect Avhich he had evinced.
He immediately afterwards commenced the study of medicine
in the office of the late Dr. Thomas Hubbard, of Pomfret, near
Woodstock, who subsequently became Professor of Surgery in
the Medical College at New Haven. In 1817 he came to Phila
delphia to attend the lectures in the University of Pennsyl
vania, at that time the only medical school in this city, and, it
and

at

venerable Professor

now

may be said, in this country.
Here he entered the office of Dr.

Dorsey, Professor of Mate
University, as a private pupil,
and remained with him until his early and lamented death, in
Here again," to use the words of his distinguished
1818.
his restless activity and sleep
Dr.
Samuel G. Morton,
friend,
less vigilance in the pursuit of knowledge, were remarked and
admired by all ; exciting the surprise of his fellow-students, and
drawing from older heads the presage of future distinction."
In 1818, a year before his graduation, he was elected Resi
dent Physician to the Hospital of the Philadelphia Almshouse,
ria Medica and

Anatomy

in the

"

"

and Avhilst there showed the most enthusiastic devotion and

application
few

men

to the

ever

laid

study
a

of medicine and surgery. Perhaps
or more thorough foundation for a

better

than did Dr. McClellan

during the pe
night
dissectingpupilage ; working day
room, taking notes of all the lectures, reading with avidity
and with patience all important books within his reach, he
future successful

riod of his

career

and

in the
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stored up knowledge which, in the rapid accession of private
practice that soon attended him besides the habit of study and
Avas of the utmost importance, and aided,
close
—

application,
perhaps as much as his superior intellect, to hurry him at an
early age into the successful business of his profession.
That there is "'no royal road to knoAvledge," Avas clearly ex
emplified in his early preparation. The copious note-books
collated whilst in his collegiate course at Yale, and in the lec
ture-rooms and hospitals, as well as in the earlier years of his
private practice, and which are noAV in the possession of the
writer, evince the painstaking and patient labor of many years,
which feAv, who were only acquainted with his busy, active
habits, and mercurial disposition in later life, could appreciate.
Here," quoting from the excellent memoir Avritten by Dr.
W. Darrach, who was a felloAV-residcnt at the Hospital with him,
"ever advancing in medical knowledge and ever communicating,
he became our daily mental stimulus.
His unrivalled unison of
eye and hand, has been mentioned ; with equal truth, I notice
also his equally remarkable unison of a rapid mind and tongue.
—

"

Neither

at

McClellan.

his

meals,

My

nor

in his

bed,

can

associations of him relate

I recall to mind
to

his

and constant

rapid

walk

talkings ; his perpetual prescribings,
experimentings ; his autopsies and operations

ings ; rapid
manipulatings,
rapid ; rapidly at it, and ahvays at it ! Book after book on
medicine he constantly and rapidly read, and clearly and plea
santly detailed, making us listen to him. He provoked us to
physiological experiments. Each corpse in the dead-house was
marked by his autopsy and surgical operations.
Thus he some
times made trouble, easily quieted though, for the people even
then seemed intuitively to know that McClellan Avas appointed
to be their head doctor, in spite of all the great doctors ; and
they let McClellan do anything. In surgical matters he Avas
ever active, testing and trying AvhateA^er he had read or heard
On one occasion, I well remember, that while reading,
of.
he jumped from his chair, and exclaimed,
Mott, of New
York, it is said, has taken up the innominata for aneurism,
and I believe it.'
Having immediately afterward left us a
'
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while and then returned, he exultingly exclaimed, ' I've done
it !'
He had gone to the dead-house, and there imitated Mott's

operation on the subject. Such in 1818-19, at the
twenty-two years, was the deportment of McClellan,

age of
in the

Almshouse."

Philadelphia

In the year 1820, he married into an influential
Philadelphia, and had already become established as
tioner.

the very first year of his

During

practice, he

family of
a
practi
performed

many of the most important operations in surgery, such as litho
tomy, extraction of the lens for cataract, and extirpation of the
lower jaw. He opened a dissecting-room, and gave private courses
of

lectures, both

same

vivacity

of

and he became

on

attraction to medical students.

an

class, consequently, became
require for their accommodation
more

public

career,

as

a

very
a

which,

soon so

larger

His atten

numerous

as

to

room."*

lecturer, began

he founded the Jefferson Medical
with

displaying that
through life,

which characterized him

tive

His

"

anatomy and surgery,

manner

College,

in

1826, when

of his connection

and with the different medical schools in this

city,

I shall quote from his biography, written by the late Dr. S. G.
Morton, his colleague for many years, and to the time of his

death his most valued and intimate friend.
most of

the events

and

described,

McClellan, his authority is of

more

as

a

As

daily

weight

an

actor in

adviser of Dr.

than any other that

could be advanced.
"

After

having given

a

private

course

of anatomical

lectures,

Dr. McClellan conceived the bold idea of founding a new medi
With him, thought and action were simultaneous ;
cal school.
a

memorial

lature of
of

Avas

addressed

Pennsylvania,

and

by
a

himself and others to the

legis

charter was obtained in the Avinter

1825, for the Jefferson Medical College.

personal knoAvledge of the time
professional innovation was ever
by the physicians of Philadelphia,
tendency to isolate its author, and

"I venture to assert, from
and circumstances, that no
more

unfavorably

than this.

It had

received
a

direct
*

a

Dr. Darrach's Memoir.
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It

destiny throughout life.

Avas

assumed

patronage for the support of two
asserted,
could
new
one
that
the
and
schools,
only succeed at the expense
as the Avhole scheme Avas
inasmuch
rival.
its
elder
of
And,
that there

and

regarded
partisans
"

was

not

as a

professional heresy,

met

with

no

it need not bo added that its

favor.

differently : he maintained that
city in numbers proportioned to

Dr. McClellan reasoned

dents Avould flock to this

stu

the

increased facilities for education; and that each institution
might be amply supported Avithout any conflict of interest.
In place of five hundred students,
What has been the result?
which

Avas

organized,
bracing a

the maximum number before this

competition

Avas

enrols, annually, thousand ; em
Philadelphia
of
the
genius and talent of every State of
portion
a

noAV

the Union.

'

important, however, to observe that, owing to the gene
ral disapproval of the plan of a neAV college, Dr. McClellan
met with great difficulty in organizing a medical faculty ; and
his colleagues were unavoidably chosen from among men greatly
inferior in talent to himself.
Incongruous elements Avere thus
associated together ; dissensions arose, and disunion folloAved.
Yet, notwithstanding all these adverse circumstances, Dr.
McClellan had the satisfaction, in the year 1836, to Avelcomo
no less than three hundred and sixty pupils into the school he
"

It is

had founded.
"

Dr. McClellan's

lectureship was Surgery ;

instructions, in this branch, until the

his

and he continued

1838, when,

for

the writer of these pages, the professor
of Jefferson College Avere all vacated, by a decision of the

unknown

reasons

ships

year

Board of

to

Trustees, and

Avhich Dr. McClellan's

a

neAV

organization

took

excluded.

This

name Avas

place, from
faculty

new

composed of men of distinguished attainments. The medi
public acquiesced in the change ; Jefferson College was
received into favor, and collegiate competition was legitimized.
So true is the adage that times change, and Ave change with
them :
Tempora mutantur et nos mutamur cum illis.'
Dr. McClellan thus lived to experience the proverbial mis-

was

cal

'

"

fortune of

most

pioneers
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discoverers, who

and

sow

the seed of

which others reap the harvest.
"

Mortified, but not discomfited, by this adverse issue of his
plans, Dr. McClellan immediately conceived the pro
ject of a third medical school ; and with characteristic buoy
ancy of spirit and determination of purpose, he went in person,
accompanied by a single professional friend, to solicit a charter
from the State legislature.
Corporate privileges were, in con
The Medical
sequence, granted to an institution, entitled
Department of Pennsylvania College,' at Gettysburg, and
McClellan, with five associates, of whom the writer was one,
commenced the initiatory course of lectures in Philadelphia, in
November, 1839.
This institution had an auspicious beginning, in a class of
cherished

'

"

one

hundred

mum, and
tion of the

as

nearly

pupils,

between which number

as

a

maxi

it continued under the direc

minimum,
eighty
Notwith
same faculty, for four consecutive years.
due
to Dr. McClellan's
it
is
this
seeming prosperity,
standing
memory to state, that some injudicious pecuniary arrangements,
a

entered into in the first instance, and in which he had no part,
tended to embarrass the institution, through the entire period to
which

Ave

have alluded.

"The sinister effect of these

arrangements

but

all concerned ; and nothing
tained the faculty, in combined

a

mutual

was

sense

soon

felt

of honor

by

sus

execution, during four annual

courses of lectures, the last of which terminated in the spring
of 1843.
"
Soon after this date the entire faculty resigned their pro

fessorships

into the hands of the trustees.

The motive that

influenced a part of these gentlemen in taking this step may
be inferred from the preceding statement; other members were
at least in degree, by other considerations, to which
it is unnecessary here to advert. It may, perhaps, be safely as
serted, that Dr. McClellan was the only member of the faculty

influenced,

reluctantly
prise. His zeal
who

abandoned this his last and cherished enter
and enthusiasm could see nothing but success

in the future ; and he

never

abandoned the conviction that fur-
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ther perseverance would have been crowned with commensurate
reward."
"

Though, as above remarked by Dr. Morton, he lived to ex
perience the proverbial misfortune of most pioneers and dis
coverers, who

it is still

a

sow

the seed of Avhich others reap the reAvard,"
to those who early sympathized

great satisfaction

with him in his

exertions, and still survive, to see the success of
founded, amidst the difficulties and conflicts

the institutions he

complications of the times. The Jefferson Medical Col
lege
enjoys the first rank among the medical schools of
this or any other country, a very distinguished private pupil
of the founder occupies his favorite chair of Surgery, and the
last institution which he established, the Pennsylvania Medical
College, still flourishes, and promises a successful career of
usefulness and profit to the profession.
of the

noAV

fact, for Dr. McClellan may be claimed the sole author
of
the extended system of medical education as it noAV
ship
exists in this country.
The clinical instruction of the colleges
In

Avas

and the many schools in the different
Union derive their origin from the impetus

originated by him,

sections of

given by

our

him.

Whilst here summing up his career as a public teacher, it
may not be amiss to allude to his peculiar style of lecturing.
It Avas purely extemporaneous, not what is usually called so,

reciting

matter

previously

committed to memory; he

thought

aloud; his mind, well stored with the subject and trained by

early

classical education and

logical deduction, expressed itself
diction, Avhich has never been excelled.
unconscious
of
those
around him, giving himself up to
Utterly
the subject before him, his lectures achieved a
popularity and
produced an effect seldom equalled. * He Avas remarkable for
exuberance of thought; and this attribute was responded to
by
corresponding volubility of speech. In lecturing, or in con
versation, he Avas never at a loss for words ; yet, in spite of this
amazing fluency, his ideas manifestly accumulated more rapidly

in

a

natural

manner

and

"

Dr. Morton's

Biographical

Notice.

GEORGE
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than his tongue could give them utterance." During the latter
part of Dr. McClellan's life, he obtained one of the largest
practices known in the country ; his name had extended to the
Old

World,

and

on

this continent he attracted

patients

from

all parts of our Union, and the West Indies and South Ame
rica. Few men in private practice have operated so frequently.

His list included almost every capital operation known to sur
geons, together with others that were original with himself; and
these multiplied efforts of his genius were rewarded with a full
share of

success.

In

ophthalmic surgery he Avas particularly eminent. The
operations for cataract and other diseases of the
was remarkable, and for extraction of the lens he was
very

number of his
eye

among the first to introduce it here.
the
of
operations in surgery, which are now quite
Many
not
were
common,
employed in this country in the earlier period
of his practice; and he shared Avith Mott of New York, and

successful, and

Warren of Boston, the credit of
this side of the Atlantic.

establishing

many

procedures

new on

He
cess,
to

performed lithotomy nearly fifty

mainly by
the high

use

or

times with great suc
was one of the first

and

the lateral

operation,
supra-pubic method

here.

Lithotripsy

also performed by him in very many cases.
As early as 1823, he amputated the body of the lower
an

operation

times,

as

well

which

Avas

afterwards

repeated by

disarticulation from either side.*
maxillary along with the malar and

was

jaw,

him many

as

The upper
of the external

a

portion

angular process of the frontal bone, including
gland, Avas removed by him prior to Mr. Lizars's

the

lachrymal
operation, and subsequently he exsected the bone in other cases,
even involving a greater extent of structure-!
The extirpation of the parotid gland, so long a mooted point

and

source

of serious contention among surgeons, was per
ten of which were successful, as

formed by him eleven times,
*

See

Cooper's

First Lines

f See McClellan's Surgery,

on

pp.

Surgery, English edition.
364, 3G5.
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following quotation

of

a

note

by

the editor

of his surgery :*
"It may not be amiss here to claim for the author the
credit of

having

number and

done

success

than any other surgeon, by the
operations, to establish completely,

more

of his

feasible, the extirpation of the parotid gland.
tracing back the records of surgery, Ave find, prior to
first operation, in 1826, several isolated cases, which prove

safe and

as

"In
his

that among the earlier surgeons, even as far back as the cele
brated Heister, of whom Bordeu, in his ' Researches' en the
'

53, remarks, in speaking of the parotid, On nc
peut s'empecher d'admirer l'adresse, et le courage de Heister,
qui est dit avoir emporte* toute cette glande,' there Avere some
bold enough to attempt this really formidable operation, and to
consider its successful execution not only within the bounds of
probability, but of reason and security.
Still, at that period, their authenticity Avas not only ques
tioned by the majority of the profession, but the many danger
ous anatomical obstacles involved, as well
as the
deep and
almost inaccessible situation of the gland, rendered its removal
at least so serious an undertaking that it Avas laid doAvn
by
most authors as extremely hazardous, and even
characterized,
in the strong language of John Bell, as impossible and abGlands,

page

"

'

The

of

Beclard, only a year or two before, having ter
fatally, did much at that time to prejudice opinion
against the operation. Cases Avhich have since been reported
as
haying been performed previously, were not then made
known ; and, on the whole, as regards boldness in
entering
upon a new and scarcely explored field of surgery, the first case
of Dr. McClellan may be considered as almost an
original one.
"There Avas then no record of the difficulties and
complications
of this operation ;
nothing laid down to guide the adventurer
as to the
dangers likely to be met with in his progress through
an untried
region ; and the very first case undertaken by him
case

minated

*

See McClellan's

Surgery,

pp.

364,

365.
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had been

previously attempted and ghren up by eminent sur
The accumulated experience of European and
abroad.
geons
American surgeons has now, however, completely demonstrated

safely place it among the stand
operations of surgery."*
The parotid gland has now been repeatedly removed by vari
ous surgeons, but no one has done so much to effect the change
of opinion regarding the operation as Dr. McClellan.
He ex
in
various
eleven
entire
conditions
of
parotids,
tirpated
organic
disease, and only one of his patients died in consequence of the
operation : that one sank under coma on the fourth day after
the operation, from the effect of the ligature around the com
The other ten patients recovered, and
mon carotid artery.

its

and

practicability,

Ave

may

ard and established

of them

seven

were

alive and Avell at the time of his death.

of these died from

return

of the disease in the

Only

one

same

part three years after recovery from the operation.

His
its

operation
performance,

a

for exsection of the ribs Avas, at the time of

novel.

In 1838 he removed

successfully,

attempted
degree.

never

less

before

or

since,

account of an encephaextremity, including the
an
operation which was
once by Dr. Gilbert, in a

on

loid cancer, the whole of the upper
scapula and clavicle, with success ;
save

in surgery extended as far as that of any
who had gone before him, and beyond others of his own
time, embracing every species of operative procedure, repeated

Indeed, his scope

man

again with remarkable success.
early education had eminently fitted him for an
operative surgeon, and his thorough knowledge of anatomy led
him to attempt without hesitation many things from which
others Avould recoil.
Every cut of the knife was made with a
could
that
confidence
only result from positive knowledge.
his
editorial labors, I shall again quote from
to
With regard

again

and

Nature and

Dr. Morton
"

:

Dr. McClellan's excellent classical education
*

McClellan's

Surgery,

pages

321,

322.

was

blended
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continued fonelness for

a

and

literary pursuits,

a

lively

but Avrote little.

interest in

general

He

ahvays

the

earnest

took up his pen with reluctance ; and it was only at
and long-continued promptings of his friends that

He read

science.

much,

length commenced his 'Principles of Surgery.' The first
printed sheet was placed before him during his brief illness,
he

at

but he

The
now

was

already too much exhausted to notice its contents.
son, and it is

Avork, however, has been ably edited by his
before the Avorld

an

genius of its author.
"Novelty in practice is
ority in either surgery or
fession

abiding
not

memorial of the skill and

the test of excellence

medicine.

The annals of

or

superi

our

pro

full of

proofs of the truth of this axiom. Dr.
McClellan has made no parade of originality; but he has set
forth, with the hand of a master, the multiplied experience of
more than a
quarter of a century ; and this experience Avas, no
doubt, as extensive as that of any private practitioner among
us
during that long period of professional toil. Skill, decision,
are

and promptness Avere in him remarkably conspicuous, and they
combined Avith a judgment that had become matured in

Avere

the school of observation and reflection.
find

In the

Surgery'
temporising treatment,
posith'e knoAvledge of a mind that kneAv
avc

no

no

but the
its

OAvn

'

Principles of
practice,

timid

and relied upon

resources."

In earlier years he was a contributor of
original papers to
different medical periodicals, and was one of the conductors of
the " American Medical RevieAv and Journal ;" he

edited

an

edition of

"

Eberle's

Theory

subsequently
Physic,"

and Practice of

with notes and additions.
His work on surgery Avas only commenced within the last
few months of his life.
The constant interference of a
large

practice prevented him from writing, except at uncertain and
irregular intervals. Many of its pages were penned whilst
suffering acutely from disease ; and relief from pain was often
sought by occupying his mind with the Avork. As if forewarned
by some indefinite impression that he might not be spared to
carry out his entire object, he seemed bent
upon hastily finish-

GEORGE

what

ing

was

meant to be

the first

actually passing through
was preparing the closing

were

he
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volume,

and its earlier pages
printer whilst

the hands of the

Suddenly cut off in the
necessarily incomplete.
Beside his surgical labors and his literary efforts, as is usual
in this country, where no one can devote himself entirely to sur
gery, his medical practice was large, and perhaps he prided
himself as much upon it as upon his operations.
Thoroughly
acquainted with all the theories of the times, he acted from the
principles of common sense, the old Baconian system of deduc
tion, Avhich he always advocated in his lectures. To exemplify
this, I will quote from a valedictory address delivered by him
to the graduating class of Jefferson Medical College, in 1836.
In regard to the best mode of cultivating your profession,
midst of his

labors, the work

ones.

Avas

"

I shall have time to say but a few words.
Recollect what I
on
so often, and so
your attention, re
constantly urged
the
rules
of
inductive
science.
Be
ahvays governed
specting

have

by

the observation of symptoms, and not by the imaginary
The whole science of nature consists in the
of them.

causes

phenomena. We can do but very little in the
nothing in the way of hypothesis. Be con
theory,
of
beg
you, to follow the dictates of common sense, in

classification of
way of
tent, I

all

cases

and

and under all circumstances.
form from

Be satisfied with the

and careful examination of

plain
opinions you can
the indications which nature holds up to your vieAV ; and reject
all inquiry into the secret and undefinable causes of life and
a

You cannot imagine the advantages which you will
disease.
gain by such a course of practice, OA'er those ayIio are governed
by the long-exploded precepts of the schoolmen revh'ed and
repolished, as it must be confessed they have been, by the in
While they are balancing doubts and
novators of France.
difficulties, and vibrating from one conjecture to another, you
will be fortified by the calm and unchangeable dictates of sound
reason and philosophy."
The remaining portion of Dr. McClellan's life, after he re
tired from lecturing, Avas spent in the active duties of his pro
fession. For some years he was afflicted with neuralgia, com—
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fortitude, and would

not
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which afterwards extended
but he bore it with

singular
daily

allow it to interfere with his

duties.

weeks what would be to others
as
Time will not measure the actions and deeds of
years.
men; and the subject of this memoir was one of those Avho in
Some

live in months

men

unceasing activity,

a

the vital

out

Avore

would haAre lasted to

or

period

far

forces, which in others

beyond

the age at Avhich he

died.
His final illness

was

severe; his death sudden.

On the

morn

performance of
May, 1847,
He
came home soon after noon, com
surgical operations.
plaining of indigestion, Avhich Avas quickly followed by symp
These increased every
toms analogous to those of bilious colic.
Medicines at length afforded some mitiga
moment in severity.
tion of his sufferings, and, for a short time, gave promise of
relief; but it Avas presently observed that, as his pain abated,

ing

he assisted in the

of the 8th of

tAvo

These symptoms in
night, to the

exhaustion and restlessness folloAved.
and

creased toAvards

eleven o'clock at

evening,
surprise and dismay of his family and friends, the hand of death
was
evidently upon him. His mind continued clear, but his
articulation became hurried and indistinct.
At midnight he
and
was pulseless,
soon aftenvards fell
asleep ; and in this state
of unconscious tranquillity, he died, at half-past one o'clock the
same night, in the
fifty-first year of his age.
At

a

at

post-mortem examination, ulceration of the

of the bowels
below the

was

sigmoid

discovered,

and

flexure of the

a

perforation,

colon,

as

mucous
a

coat

few inches

the immediate

cause

of his sudden death.

Few

men

have had

warmer

this intended for

and

more

attached friends ; and

long memoir, many most interesting
intimacy with the distinguished men of
his time might be detailed. He possessed a sensitive and gene
rous spirit, blended with a
confiding manner, that strongly
marked his intercourse with men.
His feelings were quickly
excited and warmly expressed at the sense of unkindness or in-

were

instances of his close

a
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justice ; but there was a magnanimity in his nature that readily
forgave an injury. Ever ready to afford assistance, whether pro
of
fessionally or otherwise, with generous impulses and forgetful
the
unbounded
most
the
attracted
he
among
popularity
self,
their strong manifestation of re
poorer classes, as evinced by
spect

at

the time of his death.

His

name

is still

a

household

word among them.
J. H. B. McClellan.

RANDOLPH.

JACOB

1796-1848.

The life of

benevolence,

a

physician

rather than of

contemplative,

essentially a history of private
public rcnoAvn. ,It is internal and
is

and abounds in charitable acts and deeds of

Samaritan kindness.

Devoid of

stirring

flood, its current, though strong and
awaken fully the sympathy of the masses.
and

adventure

deep,

is too

by field
quiet to

With the latter the

Tamerlane, is ever more at
Napoleon,
The medical practitioner lives in and for his art and
tractive.
its scientific deArelopments, and his constant endeavor is to
story of

a

C;esar,

a

a

ameliorate the condition of his felloAV-man.

forum,

nor

in the

in the tented

pulpit,
yet
by many. His

heard and admired

nor

scene

ber of the sick and the wards of the

Neither in the

field,

can

he be

of labor is the cham

hospital.

Here

only can
display
strength,
regarded as
The biography of the physician, measured
man's benefactor.
by its external cvery-day events, like that of the naturalist, the
historian, the poet, and the inventor, is, of necessity, short, and
to most readers uninviting ; estimated by its internal manifes
tations, by its intellectual exertions, it is voluminous and re
plete with scientific and philanthropic interest. Still more
worthy of contemplation is it as a record of the just, whose
blessed memory perpetually ascends as a fragrant odor before
the Almighty.
The faithful rendering of such a biography
becomes at once a precept and an example, an argument and
an
exhortation, awakening in the minds of all Avho may read
and ponder thereupon, the determination to press
steadily for
ward in a like honorable career.
Such biographies constitute
he

his

and assert his claims to be

JACOB
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deeply important chapters in the history of society,
history of humanitarian progress and amelioration. Of
this character is the following narrative of one who is every
Avay worthy, in his particular sphere, of being held up as a
shining exemplar.
but

brief,

in the

Randolph, the subject of this memoir,
Philadelphia, on the 25th of November, 1796.
Jacob

sixth

of Edward

was

born in

He

Avas

ancestor of

the

Fitz-Randolph,
whom,
emigrated from England in 1630, and
settled at first in New England, and afterwards, near the close
of his life, in New Jersey.
Edward Fitz-Randolph, upon the breaking out of the War of
Independence, attached himself as an officer to that part of
Wayne's brigade knoAvn as the Fourth Pennsylvania Regiment,
and commanded by Col. Richard Butler.
In this capacity he
served during the greater part of the revolutionary struggle,
freely lending all his energies to the cause of liberty. He took
part in the battles of Trenton, Princeton, Germantown, and
Monmouth ; he commanded the outlying guard at the surprise

ing

son

the

same

and fearful

an

bear

name,

massacre

of

Paoli, and he suffered,

in

common

with

many other patriots, the biting hunger and cold of Valley
Forge. The Revolution over, he settled in Philadelphia, en

tered into mercantile

business, and

and influential member of the

Friends.

At

part

of the

His

son

an
early period of his
family name.
Jacob received an English

long knoAvn as a
religious Society of
he dropped the first

was

respected

life

and classical education at

school-house, in Fourth Street. Having completed
his literary studies in 1814, he entered the office of Dr. Joseph
Woollens, of the Northern Liberties, as a student of medicine.
His preceptor dying soon after, he placed himself under the
guidance of Dr. Cleaver, at that time a busy and reputable
the Friends'

practitioner of the same district. Having attended for the
prescribed time the medical lectures of the University of Penn
sylvania, the degree of Doctor in Medicine was conferred upon
him in 1817.

He

Avas

then twenty-one years of age.
33
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Shortly after his graduation he sailed for China, in the capa
city of ship-surgeon, lie suffered so much from sea-sickness,
however, that he was compelled to abandon the vessel at her
first stopping-place in England.
During his absence he visited
Scotland and

France,

and in

a

few months returned

home, and

opening an office in his native city, commenced his career as a
practitioner of medicine.
About this time he became acquainted with Dr. Philip Syng
Physick and his family, and Avas united in marriage to his
eldest daughter in 1822.
In 1830 he Avas appointed Surgeon to the Almshouse Infirm
ary, and in the same year commenced to lecture upon Surgery
in the School of

Medicine,

an

institution established for the

summer
teaching. For several years he faithfully
the duties of these tAvo posts, and obtained, at this
his fir^t success in that branch of practice in which he

purpose of

performed
time,

In 1N35, his
destined to occupy so prominent a position.
as one of the
of
the
reputation
leading surgeons
country being
noAV
fully established, he was elected, upon the resignation of
Avas

Dr.
This

HeAvson, one of the surgeons of the Pennsylvania Hospital.
important and highly responsible post Dr. Randolph still

held

at

the time of his death.

In 1840 he

Europe, and spent tAvo years there,
surgical practice of the Parisian hospi
tals.
During his absence he Avas elected Professor of Operative
Surgery in Jefferson Medical College. But as the acceptance
of this appointment Avould have compelled his speedy return,
he declined it at once.
Upon the occasion of his return he Avas
a dinner, the
with
complimented
spontaneous expression of
the high respect in which he was held by his professional
brethren.
He noAv resumed his practice as a consulting sur
geon, devoting himself especially to the treatment of stone in
a

again

visited

close observer of the

the bladder.
In 1*47, after occupying for some time the
position of lec
Clinical
to
the
of
upon
Surgery
University

turer

he

was

Pennsylvania,

elevated

to

the

professorship

of that

branch,

a

chair
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especially for him, and Avhich, since the resignation of
Norris, his successor, has not been filled.
In the early part of his medical career Dr. Randolph, ac
cording to the testimony of his most intimate friends,* evinced
but little or no inclination toAvards that department of practice in
Avhich he was afterwards destined to excel. It was not, indeed,
until after his marriage, and after he had been engaged for
several years in general practice among the poor of his neigh
borhood, that his views began to shape themselves definitely
towards operative surgery. His fathe'r-in-laAV, Dr. Physick,
appears to have urged him to this course, in consequence of
recognizing in him those qualities of coolness, firmness, and
good judgment, combined with a certain manual dexterity, Avhich
The zeal with which
constitute the basis of all surgical skill.
he subsequently pursued the details of surgery, and the success
which accompanied him in this responsible field of labor, could
not be better shoAvn than by referring to the fact that, in 1829,
being then in his thirty-fourth year, he successfully amputated,
with consummate skill, the loAver jaAv of a patient afflicted with

created

Dr.

osteo-sarcoma.

The

case, illustrated Avith

details of this

drawing of the patient as he appeared before and after
operation, Avere communicated to the "American Journal of
dical

Sciences," for November, 1829. Thirteen

a

the

Me

months later

—

February, 1831 Dr. Randolph published, in the same Jour
nal, an excellent paper on the nature and treatment of Morbus
Coxarius. In this, as in the preceding article, he gave indubi
table evidence of possessing that sound, discriminating judg

in

—

so necessary to the surgeon.
At this time he Avas rapidly acquiring

ment

enviable

reputation
pushed to a still
reputation
surgical ability;
extent by taking up, in 1831, and introducing into this
greater
country, the operation of Lithotripsy, Avhich, in the hands of
Baron Heurteloup, Avas at that time engaging so much atten
tion in Europe. Attracted by the reports of the triumphant
*

See Dr. Geo. W. Norris's

before the

College

of

Biographical

an

he

and this

for

Memoir of Dr.

Physicians, August 1st,

1848.

Randolph,

read
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which had attended the Baron's efforts in destroying
calculi in the bladder by means of percussion, Dr. Randolph
studied the subject with much care and experimented upon it
success

frequently told me," says one
who knew him intimately,* "that it Avas by industry and per
severance alone that he had acquired skill in this delicate ope
ration, and that before attempting it in his first case, he had
not only made himself master of all that had been written upon
it, but had also embraced eA'ery opportunity in the dead house,
of Avhich his situation at the Almshouse Infirmary at that time
afforded him many, of putting a stone into the bladder, and
catching and destroying it. These previous trials gave him a
facility in the introduction, Avithdrawal and manipulation of the
lithotritic instruments, as well as a prudent confidence in his
fully

'-He has

and laboriously.

abilities, which led

to

his

success.

All ayIio Avitnesscd his

operations upon the bladder, ay ill admit the extraordinary skill
and dexterity which he possessed in handling these instruments
in that viscus

surpassed
In speaking

;

even

a

in my OAvn opinion, Avas not
the eminent discoverer of the method himself. f

elexterity which,

by

of these

operations,

it must be added that he attri

success to the use of the most simple instru
only, to not desiring to operate quickly, or to do too much
at one sitting, and to invariably AvithdraAving the instruments
when pain was complained of, and putting off the operation for
another day. These opinions he ahvays expressed Avhen convers
ing on his results ; and in his operations, no matter Avho might
be present, or how large a number might be gathered to wit
ness the procedure, he never deviated from them.
The fear of
the
desire
of
or
loss of fame,
notoriety as an operator, had no
influence Avith him ;. and more than once, Avhen unexpected
difficulties arose in seizing the stone or its fragments, I have

buted much of his
ments

*

Dr. X orris.

Opusc.

citat. p. 10.

f Dr. Isaac Hays, another intimate friend, and sometimes his assistant in
his

Hthotriptic operations, also expresses his admiration of the neatness and
displayed by Dr. Randolph in his manipulations. Upon this, in no
small degree, his great success appeared to depend.
American Journal of
M'!lical Sciences, November, 1835.

skill

—

JACOB
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him close and withdraw the

instrument,

and

disappoint

the spectators.
From the period he first engaged in the ope
ration of lithotripsy, he devoted himself in an especial manner
to

the treatment of calculus, and with the

fessor of

Surgery

have treated
in

our

more cases

of that disease than any other surgeon
decease, no less than three

At the time of his

country.

complaint were under his care. One, a child
hospital,
just prepared for lithotomy, the other
two had both been brought from distant parts of the country
by his reputation as a lithotritist. In one of them he had but
just commenced the operation, and in the other, a gentleman
Avho Avas the last patient he ever visited, he made a final, very
careful examination, and had the satisfaction of finding him
cured of his distressing affection."
cases

of this

exception of the Pro
Lexington, Kentucky, he is believed to

at

rare

in the

he had

In the "American Journal of Medical

Sciences," for November,

six cases of stone
1834, Dr. Randolph published
he
had
in
in the bladder,
Avhich
performed the operation of
account of

an

lithotripsy

Avith

signal

success.

Tayo of these
tAvo in the

rated upon in the autumn of 1832,
the summer, and one in the fall of 1833.
and

him to

spring,

ope
in

one

With characteristic

Dr.

Randolph delayed making
the details of these cases. The moth'es Avhich prompted
this course are shown in the folloAving paragraph, with

commendable

known

cases were

caution,

Avhich he opens the account above alluded to :
"A degree of surprise," he writes, "will
cited in the minds of

probably

be

ex

Avho read this paper, at my having
account of the following cases; but I

some

long delayed giving an
by two motives in withholding their publi
cation : in the first place, I Avished that a sufficient length of
time should elapse to test fairly and fully the results of the
operations; and in the second place, the several cases presented
themselves so simultaneously, that I AYas unwilling to give an
account of one until the Avhole were completed. Had I, in truth,
consulted merely my own feelings, it is probable that I should
not even at this period have consented to the publication of this
so

have been actuated

brief outline of the

cases

; to this

step I confess I have been
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the advice of my valued
urged that the alleged

by

of this

friend, the edi

who

journal,
operations might be
tor

MEDICAL

called in

question,

success

unless

an

of the

authentic

report of them were made to the profession."
Tavo years later, November, 1836, he published in the

journal,
bladder,

"

an

account

in which the

of

seven

operation

additional
of

cases

lithotripsy

same

of stone in the

successfully

Avas

November, 1837, he gave to the pub
lic the details of four other cases successfully treated, making

performed."
seventeen

Dr.

in

Finally,

in all in

Randolph

a

was

period

of five years.

endoAved in

a

high degree

Avith all the

He was thoroughly grounded
attributes of the great surgeon.
in the fundamental principles of surgery, and no one excelled
him in his acquaintance with those practical minutite which so

operative surgery. His eye
and hand were exceedingly steady, his sense of touch highly
educated, and his judgment above all exact and reliable. He
Avas remarkable not
only for his skill as an operator, but also
for his accuracy in surgical diagnosis and prognosis.
Sur
materially

influence the results of

"

gery with him," as Dr. Norris has Avell observed, "Avas, Avhat
in the hands of the truly great in our profession it ever has

been,
cure

a

conservative art.

part of it he

reputation as
degree to the
tients,

to

His

repair injuries and
knife, and the operative
as that of least moment."
His high
regarded
a successful
operator was attributable in no slight
care with Avhich he selected and
prepared bis pa

diseases Avithout

a

pride

was

to

resort to the

his minute and methodical arrangements before the
admixture of caution and decision, of

operation, to the Avise
prudence and boldness,

Avhich characterized its

performance,

to

the readiness with which he met and obviated any unforeseen
difficulties, and the unceasing attention Avhich he bestOAved upon

the after treatment.
their

sufferings,

Sympathizing deeply

with his

he made them feel that he

was

patients

their

in

warm

friend as Avell as their skilful surgeon.
Untried novelties in
surgery and hazardous operations he always avoided, unless
sanctioned by the most weighty reasons.
He
em-

generally
ple y ed the most simple dressings and apparatus, ancl scrupulously
avoided all A-ain parade or useless
display while operating.

JACOB
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a
surgeon, and enjoying so many
his
art, it is to be regretted that Dr.
opportunities
improve
contributed
not
more
Randolph has
extensively to the literature
as

to

of his

profession.

Besides the

publication already mentioned,

he communicated to the "North American Medical and
Surgi
cal Journal," for 1829, the history of a case of femoral aneu
rism in Avhich the femoral artery Avas tied for the second time
"
city of Philadelphia. In the Medical Examiner" he

in the

account of

published

an

Scattered

through

the removal of the

parotid gland.

the pages of this journal will be found many
of his clinical lectures delivered at the Hospital.
His most

extensive

literary production is "A Memoir on the Life and
Philip Syng Physick," which was read before
the Philadelphia Medical Society in 1839, and published
by
order of that body. From the pages of this able and wellwritten memoir of the Father of American Surgery, many of
the exemplary traits of character of Dr. Randolph himself are
clearly reflected.
Dr. Randolph Avas a member of the American Philosophical
Society, of the Philadelphia College of Physicians, and of the
Philadelphia Medical Society. He was also one of the con
sulting surgeons to the Philadelphia Dispensary.
He possessed a cheerful and amiable disposition ; his man
ners Avere frank and prepossessing, and the firmness with which
he adhered to his resolutions and opinions Avas only equalled
by the slowness and caution with which they were formed.
Throughout his whole career he exhibited a brilliant example
of professional honor, conscientiousness, and straightforward
dealing. Among those most noted in these particulars he tow
ered up clearly conspicuous. Filled Avith a profound sense of
the duties of a physician, to his patients on the one hand, and
Character of Dr.

to his medical brethren

on

the

other,

and imbued with

a

thor

ough contempt for all the arts and practices which are so
strongly discountenanced by a high sense of professional pro

priety,

his

daily

walk

was

characterized

by a remarkable degree

of candor, courtesy, and kind consideration for the feelings and
opinions of others. On some occasions he would express his
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vieAvs upon the subject of medical ethics with much emphasis ;
and as a proof that in his daily practice and professional inter
course

he

strictly

adhered to his

OAvn

the evidence of the medical

not

only
opportunities

high standard,
men

Ave

have

Avho had the best

of observing his course, but the very significant
fact of his great popularity in the profession itself.
No man
probably had more warm friends and fewer enemies among

physicians than he. To the younger members of the profession
he was especially endeared, in consequence of his exceedingly
kind, encouraging, and liberal treatment of them. For those
of his patients who were in indigent circumstances, he per
formed many acts of charity and considerate kindness.
In early life Dr. Randolph was an exceedingly handsome
man, and at all times he exhibited a remarkably commanding
His face Avas oval, regular in its features, and
appearance.
expressive of the frankness, independence, and energy of his
In stature he

character.

height,
amount

and his Avhole person
of health and vigor.

Avas

somewhat

displayed

the

above the middle

signs

of

an

unusual

His sudden decline and

death,

preceded as they Avere by none of the usual signs of constitu
tional decay, painfully surprised both his family and his nume
rous

friends.

About tAvo weeks before his

demise, he

was

seized with what

attack of intermittent fever.
At first his
appeared
case presented no alarming symptoms ; in the course of a few
days, hoAvever, a sudden and copious hemorrhage from the
boAvels supervened, with the effect of reducing his strength to
to

such

an

be

an

extent, that it

soon

became evident that his end

was

With characteristic calmness he

approaching.
prepared for
sustained
and
cheered
in
his
last
death, fully
these,
hours, by
the hopes and promises of religion, in which, previous to his
illness, his interest had been freshly aAvakened. Very soon the
first hemorrhage was succeeded by several others, and
though
his robust frame enabled him to resist their
weakening effects
for some days longer than could have been
expected, his
at
last
him
failed
and
he
strength
entirely,
expired on the
of
the
29th
of
1848.
morning
February,
J. Aitkex Meigs.

AMARIAH BRIGHAM.
1798—1849.
Amariah Brigham

Avas

born at New

Marlborough, Berkshire

December

County, Massachusetts,
26th, 1798. His father Avas
died
who
after an illness of several
highly respectable farmer,
a widow and six children.
His estimable and
years, leaving
the
welfare of her be
eminently pious mother, regarding only
a

loved

child,

was

induced,

soon

after the death of her

husband,

accept the offer of his brother, a physician of considerable
reputation living at Schoharie, NeAV York, to take Amariah
to

family, and educate him to his own profession.
Though the youngest of four sons, and only eleven years of
age, of a slender and delicate frame, and possessing a constitu
tion by no means vigorous, he left the home of his childhood,
with all its endearments, to spend, as Avas then supposed, the
several succeeding years beneath the roof and under the
guidance and direction of his paternal uncle. One short year,
however, only elapsed before he too followed his deceased
brother, and his youthful charge was again left without a guide,

into his

without means, or other counsellor than his wdse and affectionate
He was naturally a thoughtful and self-reliant boy,
mother.
made so, in part, by the circumstances of his condition, which
had served to awaken and develop these qualities of his mind.
This we may safely infer also from the fact that, not long after
his uncle's death, at an age Avhich could not much have ex
ceeded thirteen years, he made his Avay to Albany alone, and
there, without a friend to assist or advise him, procured for

himself

a

place

as

clerk in

a

book-store, where

he spent the
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the round of

performed

duty

upon boys occupying a position of this
had much leisure time, which he spent not

kind, but, it is said,
slothfully or in idleness,
vicious companions, but

in the

nor

society

of

thoughtless

or

of books to

in the constant

reading
reading Avas, doubtless, Avith
out a definite plan, and
probably quite miscellaneous, he here
a fondness for books, and habits of
acquired
study, Avhich ever
after constituted a noticeable feature of his character. Indeed,
the numerous observations which he made Avhile abroad, relating
to historical and other matters with Avhich he Avas manifestly
quite familiar, may, many of them, be safely referred to this, as
which he had

access.

While his

the time Avhen he first became

conversant

Avith them.

Here,

too, he also had an opportunity to acquire a knoAvledge of men,
as Avell as of books, Avhich he Avould not be
likely to neglect ;
and

by having no one to look up to for counsel or assistance,
developed still further that confidence in himself Avhich his des
titute situation required.
On leaving Albany, he returned again to NeAV Marlborough,
where his mother

noAV

ing years ; at first in
pupils in our schools,
E. C.

Peet,

resided, and there spent the four follow
the studies
and at

of that tOAvn,

usually pursued by advanced
length entering the office of Dr.

as a

student of medicine.

It does not appear that his
advantages during any part of
this preparatory course at all exceeded those that
usually fall
to

the lot of medical

students,

or

that he obtained

a

diploma

from any medical college.
One of his biographers says, " he
a
spent
year in New York attending lectures," which, in the
absence of other

evidence, may fairly be supposed to signify
during a single session or term, which at that
day was regarded by the profession as sufficient to qualify a
candidate to enter upon practice.
Subsequently, and before
the
active
duties
of
commencing
professional life, he spent
about a year with the late Dr.
Plumb, of Canaan, Connecticut;
and from a brother practitioner now of
Hartford, but who then
resided in a
neighboring State, and often saAv him, we learn
that, while his habits of study were someAvhat peculiar and
that he attended

AMARIAH
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original, he was, nevertheless, a diligent and successful student.
The period which elapsed betAveen the time of his leaving
Albany and entering upon the duties of his profession must
have been
the

a

pursuit

little less than five years, all of Avhich was spent in
knowledge, either of a professional or general

of

character.

Having acquired

a

fondness for

books, improved, and,

to

some

during his residence in
Albany, he Avas, indeed, in some respects highly favored in the
privileges Avhich he enjoyed in the quiet town in Avhich he spent
the several folloAving years.
Here Avas nothing to be found
calculated either to distract his mind or to call off his thoughts,
even temporarily, from study ; while the great fact constantly
stood forth fully, and sometimes, doubtless, painfully, before
him, that he was to be the sole architect of his OAvn fortune.
He commenced practice as a youth somewhat short of his
majority, in the toAvn of Enfield, Massachusetts, Avhere he
extent, tested the powers of his mind,

He removed thence to Greenfield,
remained but two years.
Franklin County, a large and flourishing town, lying on the
Connecticut River. Of his history Avhile at Enfield avc are left
to

conjecture ;

tice,

but the fact

that,

he should have felt himself

after

so

short

qualified

to

a
period of prac
submit his claims

notice and support, to so searching an ordeal as that of a re
fined and cultivated community, and was willing to risk the
results of active
competition, shoAvs, at least, his
to

professional

himself, and his confidence of success. His deter
mined boldness stands out in still stronger relief when Ave learn
estimate of

the outset, the entire property of a prac
titioner then in ill health, a brother of Judge Washburn, con
sisting of a dAvelling-house and out-buildings, horse, carriage,

that he

purchased,

at

library, &c, the payment of Avhich not only absorbed the
savings of the previous years, but must also haA'e involved him
pecuniarily to some extent. Here that industry and system in
the management of his affairs, that patience, and accuracy of
observation, and soundness of judgment which characterized his
Here, also,
after years, were exhibited and largely developed.
shone forth those

genial

social

qualities

which made him every-
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large circle of admiring
uninterruptedly about
seA-en years, and it is well known that he early secured the con
fidence of his felloAV-citizens, Avas extensively patronized, and
He Avas especially fond of surgery, and
eminently successful.
considerable
achieved
reputation in this branch of our art, in
deed, so much that he became Avidely knoAvn, and Avas largely
employed in this department. That he Avas during all this time
a
diligent student and groAving man, though fully employed in
the active duties of his profession, avc learn in part from the
fact that he prepared and delivered a course of popular lec
tures on chemistry while here, at once indicating great fondness
on his
part for natural science, and much careful study of a
branch Avhich it Avould otherwise have been supposed he Avould
most likely neglect.
Besides, he began with his professional
life that most improving of professional exercises, a detailed
daily history of every case he Avas called to treat, a practice
certain to sharpen the poAvers of observation, excite to study
and research, improve the reflective faculties, strengthen and
mature the judgment ; while it also gives one imperceptibly a
readiness in the use of the pen, a capacity of expression, Avhich
are not the
groAvth of a day, but Avhich, when acquired, become
invaluable to the possessor.
He at times, also, left temporarily
the field of his acth'e labors, ostensibly for relaxation, but in
fact, that by visits to the larger cities, intercourse with their
medical men, and examinations of their hospitals, he might in
crease his store of practical
knowledge.
That a young man, but tAventy-nine years of age, whose purse

where welcome, and the
friends.
He practised

had always been

delight
at

slender,

to

—

of

a

Greenfield

whose scanty support, for several
professional life, had

the commencement of

previous
procured, in part at least, if not wholly, by teaching,
during the winter months, district schools, Avhose opportuni
ties for mental improvement had been such only as are
usually
regarded as inferior, and even meagre, Avhose self-denials of

years
been

—

—

should so soon, upon
every sort had been many and great,
the removal of this burden from his mind and spirits, have
—

aspired

not

only

to

high

rank in his

profession,

but have

boldly
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resolved to do Avhat very feAv then undertook, and still feAver of
these from resources of their OAvn earning, for the
purpose of
improving himself professionally and othei'Avise, by

foreign

travel, exhibits to every one Avho reflects upon the procedure, a
degree of self-reliance, intelligence, and manly courage, not
often equalled.
It appears, however, that it was a
plan which
he devised while engaged in active practice, the
contemplation
of which, as the obstacles to its fulfilment
yielded one by one
to his prolonged reflections, was a
solace, doubtless, to many a
dark and weary ride.
He had already, in a period of seven
years, paid for the place which he purchased on commencing
business

at

suitably

to

Greenfield, had steadily added
his position, and, besides, had

to his

library,

accumulated

lived

means

with the sale of his property, to meet the expenses
incident to a voyage to Europe, which he had now decided to

sufficient,
make,

and

a
year's residence there. In the fulfilment of this
he
Avas
purpose,
obliged, though most reluctantly, doubtless, to
leave the place in Avhich he had spent the dawn of his manhood,

had

numerous

attachments.

friends, and unquestionably many and tender
on this
voyage July 16th, 1828, then in

He left

his thirtieth year.

folloAV him in his

It would be

interesting

less

which embrace

and instructive to

and residence,
prolonged, in England, Ireland, Scotland, France,
Italy, Sicily, and Spain, and extract liberally from his volu
minous journal, but the space allotted us Avill not permit.
He
made a daily record of his obsenrations, indeed, of Avhatever
especially attracted his notice, Avhich formed five folio volumes
in manuscript. It is apparent from these, and, I think, will be
admitted by those Avho subsequently became acquainted with
Dr. Brigham, that the basis of that character, which Avas afterAvard so well illustrated in a public capacity, Avas fully estab
lished before he went abroad.
His systematic, independent,
and often original observations and descriptions, show that
those qualities of mind from Avhich they spring were already
He visited most of the
well developed and in active exercise.
and
institutions
in the countries
benevolent
larger hospitals
Avhich
he
and
often
describes,
passed,
through
minutely, their
more or

travels,

a

tour
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architectural characteristics, internal

arrangements, general
description of the personal
lecturing of the distinguished phy

management, &c, and often adds
appearance and manner of
sicians in attendance.

He left London in October for

a

Paris, and passed

a

month in

city, in visiting the public and benevolent institutions
and places of note, and especially those devoted to art.
Here
as well as elsewhere,
from
his
manuscript notes, he
judging
seems to haA'e
much
time
at
the
Louvre, and other places
spent
Avhere cither superior pictures or statuary Avere to be found,
the latter

generally

much stronger relish for such works than ho was
supposed to possess. He then took tickets at the

School of

Medicine,

indicating

a

where he continued in

daily

attendance

on

the lectures for three months.

occasionally attended lectures at other institutions, and
hospitals, on all of which occasions he made
observations
descriptive of buildings, internal arrange
copious
He

at

the various

kc, as in London.
Every day seems to haA'e been fully and well occupied in
collecting useful information, as well as valuable materials for
ments,

thought
Paris

and reflection in after years.
His habits Avhile in
eminently social, his evenings, many of them, in

Avere

—

deed the

majority of them, having been spent in general
diary, in its description of the forms of etiquette
observed at the social and larger parties at which he Avas pre
sent, as well as the comments often accompanying, indicate
Iioav close an observer of men and things he Avas at that period.
And here we Avould observe, and it is worthy of notice, that
though his journal contains only the hastily-Avritten observations
of each day, and Avas doubtless prepared Avithout a thought of
its ever being opened to the inspection of any other than his
OAvn
eye, or possibly to the glance of here and there a partial

society.

—

His

and trusted

by

friend,

correctness

found in it

morals, but,

of

it is characterized in its entire extent both

thought
anything at
on

and

expression. There is
good taste

variance with

the contrary,

everything

to

not to
or

be

sound

indicate great

AMARIAH
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conduct, although

at

that

controlled

by any special religious scruples.
quitting Paris, he made a visit to the institution
for the Deaf and Dumb, founded by Abbe* de l'Epee, in 1760,
of which he gives a very interesting detailed account, evincing
the deep interest he then felt in the educational as well as other
was

not

Just before

benevolent establishments for the

and elevation of the

care

unfortunate.

During his stay at Genoa he visited, among other places, the
Hospital for Incurables, of which he thus Avrites :
It is a noble institution, and has the look of being old, as
"

it is embellished with the statues of many of its benefactors,
The number of inmates is betAveen
that look old and black.

eight

and nine

I think.

hundred,

The bedsteads

are

of

iron,

posts for them. The rooms are spa
cious, tolerably Avell aired, and clean for an old house. I no

but Avithout curtains

or

ticed most of the incurables
women, and

I

much.

children,

was

Avere

also maniacs.

surprised

to

see

deformed,

—

maimed ,men,

These last interested

them all

—

that

me

is, all the crazy

Most of them
in one room, and Avithout any partitions.
had strong chains, fastening them to their beds ; and I saAv
some in the women's apartment, where they were eating a
men

—

thought. But 0 the fury and
by my entering. Some were
probably
some laughing, some
eating, and screaming like
hallooing,
Some beckoned to me Avith fury, others with smiles.
fiends.
In fact, I never had so perfect an idea of bedlam as in these
It
rooms, where are from fifty to a hundred crazy people.
seems very Avrong that all should be thus together, as their
beds joined, and nothing intervened."
From Genoa he Avent to Pisa, and from thence to Florence
and to Rome, stopping, hoAvever, at other less important cities,
and remaining long enough in each place to make an intelligent
breakfast of lettuce and
noise !

some

—

notation of Avhatever
manners

ing

oil,

was

of historical

and customs of the

of their civil and

survey, and his

I

excited

inhabitants,

interest, exhibited the
or

institutions.

the

practical

political
and interesting comments,

numerous

work

The extent of his
bear

ample
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and, further, that he
On his route to

more

asylum

situated between

Murat.

He thus writes

:

patients,

are

well

ordinary

he visited the

Capua
"

It is

attended,

observation,
of

mind,

powers of
of extensive reading.

than

den and church attached to it.
Avho

habits of

peculiar

of methodical

Avas a man

Italy
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Maddalena,

and Naples,
spacious, and

quickness
analysis,
a

lunatic

and founded
has

a

large

by

gar

It contains about live hundred
and treated with

great gentle

Each pays about fifteen dollars a month,
I noticed one singular but pleasant
Avhich defrays all expenses.
ness

and

indulgence.

arrangement,

—

the

windoAvs, from the outside, look

as

though

filled with beautiful floAvers ; but, on examination, I
they
found that the iron grates had been made thus, and painted, in
were

order to

pleasing appearance to the eye. The contrast
asylum I had just seen at Genoa ayhs
great and striking. Here they are all comfortable and cleanly,
and well attended ; there they Avere all confined in one room,
each chained to bis bed
the ravings of one exciting others, so
that, when I entered, the shouting, SAvearing, and attempts to
break their chains for a moment frightened me.
I cannot be

give

a

betAveen this and the

—

lieve another such horrid bedlam exists

on

earth."

He spent several Aveeks in Naples, during Avhich time he
twice visited the long-buried cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum,
and also Vesuvius.
are

numerous,

and,

The relics of
even

then,

Pompeii,

as

all

now

knoAv,

had been collected and well

arranged under the auspices of the government. These he saw
again and again, enumerates the several classes into which
they were divided, and describes many of them with considera
ble minuteness.

Leaving Italy, he proceeded to Sicily, but his stay at Messina
short, and nothing occurred Avhich it is necessary to notice.
Here he took ship for the United States,
stopping only at
Gibraltar, where they were detained many days, which gave
him an opportunity to visit the
principal objects of interest to
was

be found here
to

improve.

—

the

fortress, town, kc.

—

which he did not fail

AMARIAH

At

length they
1829, twelve days
at

set

and landed at

sail,

less than

a

the port of NeAV York.
making hasty visits to
returned to

active duties of
He
in

of his

some

Greenfield, Mass.,
his profession, about

relatives, he once
again commenced the
the middle of August.

and

thirty-two years of age, and his ambition had
been
respect
cooled, nor his confidence in himself abated,
travel and a more extended acquaintance with the world.
Avas now near

no

by
It

Boston, July 4th,

year from the time he embarked

After
more
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long, therefore, before he hegan to cast about for a
conspicuous and lucrative field of labor; and having re
ceived a friendly invitation from some of the most
intelligent
and influential citizens of Hartford, Connecticut,
among them
several of its leading physicians,
to make it his residence, he
concluded to do so, and removed to that place some time
during
the month of April, 1831.
Of the number of those who ex
pressed a desire to this end was the late Rev. Daniel Wadsworth, who, to other inducements, added the offer of an eligible
office, rent free. In every respect his qualifications for takinoan elevated position, both professional and social, were far
not

was

more

—

—

greater
had

at the time of his settlement at Hartford than when he

presented himself,

citizens of Greenfield.
character

Avas

a

youthful
He

established,

Avas

his

candidate for
noAV

practice, to
intellect,

matured in

attainments,

the
his

both theoretical and

in every department of his profes
sion ; while his manners, and knowledge of men and the forms
of cultivated society Avere superior. He came to Hartford, as I

practical, highly respectable

have been

being

at

informed,
that time

rather

a more

as a

than

surgeon than physician, there
usually favorable opening for

department. He at once took the
Avas anticipated he was Avell
position
pre
in
out of the profession, so
and
maintained
and
it,
pared,
long
He at no time wanted for business, nor
as he remained here.
had he ever any anxiety about it, and for many years his in
come was probably not far from $2500 per annum.*
one

well informed in this

elevated

*

for which it

It is due both to the truthfulness of this
34

sketch,

and also to the gene-
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always had an office, where he kept his library, chiefly
professional, of about tAvo thousand volumes, many of them in
the French language, which he read with correctness and faci
lity, quite a A'ariety of surgical and medical apparatus, casts,
dry and wet specimens in morbid anatomy, draAvings, kc,
which, coupled with an easy, not over-cleanly look, made it not
uninviting, either to the common people or to gentlemen. lie
generally, if not at all times, had one or more students, who
enjoyed the use of his library, saAv considerable office and other
practice, and had the benefit of his kind and sufficiently
He prepared for professional life some
familiar intercourse.
who are uoav highly respectable and useful practitioners, in
Avhose air and bearing, as Avell as in their vieAvs of things, can
be traced the impress of their teacher's influence. To his other
cpualifications as a physician, his careful and patient investiga
tion of disease, and acknoAvledged skill in diagnosis resulting
therefrom, sound common sense and superior judgment Avere
added ; making him at the same time a successful practitioner
and valuable counsellor.
It Avas a not uncommon practice with
him, on going out of tOAvn for the purpose of consultation, to
ascertain beforehand something about the character of the case,
He

—

—

and carry with him
disease in question.
which such

a

some

standard author ayIio treated of the

lie did not stand in fear of any inference
proceeding might have, either upon the mind of

the

patient, his friends, or the practitioner in attendance.
society, he mingled in preference with that class charac
terized by refinement of manner, cultivation of taste and intel
lect, and who at the same time enjoyed in due degree the social
glass, a quiet game of whist, a good dinner, and granted large
In

rosity

and kindness of heart which it

exhibits, to state, that, in consequence
unexpected loss of some maguitude, and other minor contingencies,
Dr. Brigham, soon after taking up his residence in Hartford, was
obliged to
ask the favor of a loan of $500. It was promptly granted
by a recent ac
quaintance, with no other security than the Doctor's own name, and in due
time cheerfully paid ; and it has been my pleasure
lately to read a letter,
written but the winter before his death, expressive both of his vivid recollec
tion of the transaction, and the deep gratitude which he had never ceased
of

an

to feel for

the kindness.
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freedom of

opinion, both religious and political ; rather than
stern, rigid, and puritanical, who in that day required,
as a condition of
good fellowship, not only intelligence and a
becoming deportment, but decided temperance in eating and
drinking, particularly the latter, an orthodox faith and prac
tice, and sound whig sentiments. I mean not to be understood
as intimating that he Avas not on
friendly terms with, or did
not entertain the highest respect for, many of those from whom
his opinions, and, to some extent, his practice, differed, and for
whose society he had no special relish ; nor that he was not, in
return, appreciated and largely patronized by them ; for it was
notoriously true that he was, perhaps, more largely consulted
by clergymen than any other practitioner then resident in
the

more

Hartford.

democrat, and so devoted to party that
a
prominent topic of conversation
on the eve of
exciting elections, attended party meetings, at
Avhich he sometimes spoke, and interested himself to such an
extent in the result as to allude to it aftenvards, when his ex
citement had abated, as a matter of surprise even to himself.
When he first became a resident of Hartford, infant schools
were in operation, and in high public favor ; also a method of
arousing the public mind, and creating a strong religious inte
rest, by means of what Avere known as "protracted meetings,"
when a whole community, or an entire denomination in a city,
would devote ten days, and sometimes even a fortnight, to re
ligious purposes, in the progress of which a high state of ner
vous excitement would, almost of necessity, take place on the
part of many of the more devoted among the worshippers, and
conversions also, in numerous instances, were claimed to follow.
Though he was a regular attendant at the First Congrega
tional Church, and, as has elsewhere been said, sincerely re
spected religion, and all needful religious ordinances, without
being a professor, or particularly interested in the subject
itself, he set his face boldly and earnestly against both of these
popular customs of the times ; giving his views to the public in
regard to the former in an unpretending little volume, entitled
In

politics

he

was a

he made its distinctive issues
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on

Health," published

in

"
Influence
the latter, entitled
regard
the Health and Physical Welfare of Mankind,"

one

in

to

Religion on
published in 1836. To the latter Avork I shall hereafter briefly
refer, and shall only stop to say of the former that it reached
a third edition, Avhich Avas
published by Lea & Blanchard, of
an
edition having been previously
Philadelphia, in 1845,
issued at Glasgow, by Dr. Robert Macnish, and another at
Edinburgh, by James Simpson, Esq., advocate, each preceded
by a preface, highly commendatory of the character and object
—

of the work.
About this time the cholera first made its appearance on this
continent, attended in many places with a frightful mortality,
and

spreading

time like

a

steadily
ing barrier
so

terror

through

direct visitation of

the country.

God,

rapidly did it advance, in spite of
so
mysteriously, and with such fatal

and
—

It seemed

sent to afflict the

at

the

nations,

every oppos
poAver, did it

fall upon its victims so little Avas it amenable to treatment,
and so little as to its pathology was revealed by dissection.
—

No medical man, Avhether young

or

old,

could fail to look with

searching scrutiny upon phenomenon
obscure, yet so ap
scan Avith the utmost care the features of the
palling,
disease,
study its history, and inform himself, so far as possible, as
to the most successful
Dr. Brigham did
way of managing it.
more than this.
He not only studied the disease Avith care, but
published, during the same year, a work which he styled, "A
Treatise on Epidemic Cholera."
It is an octavo volume of
three hundred and sixty-eight pages, accompanied
by a map,
the
route
westward
of
the
from
the
shoAving
cholera,
place of
its supposed origin.
It contains, of course, little
strictly ori
but
consists
of
selections
from
ginal matter,
chiefly
reports,
treatises, lectures, and essays, and was intended, as its author
states, to furnish a correct history of the disease, together
with all the most important practical information that has
been published respecting its nature, causes, and method of
treatment." The Avork probably had a limited
sale, and added
a

"

so
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reputation

of its

author, though
expended upon it.
about this time, as permanently settled
in Hartford, he married, January 23d, 1833, Susan C. Root,
of Greenfield, an accomplished latly, to whom he had un
doubtedly become attached Avhile in practice there. She, with
their four daughters, still survives, to mourn the
irreparable
much

or

labor and research

discriminating
Regarding himself,

loss of

an

Avere

affectionate husband and father.

The next, which was the last systematic work published
by
Dr. Brigham, was entitled, "An Inquiry concerning the Diseases
and Functions of the
a

Brain, the Spinal Cord, and the Nerves ;"
upwards of three hundred pages, ap
the AYinter of the year 1840. It was prepared while

duodecimo volume of

pearing

in

the author

was

engaged

and, doubtless, with

no

in

practice

more

than

physician and surgeon,
general reference to the

as a
a

specialty to which he subsequently and so soon deA'oted him
self.
Though small and unpretending, it is a valuable work,
which might well find a place in the library of every practi
tioner, as a book to be carefully read, aud not unfrequently
It found a ready sale, and it is
consulted Avith advantage.
These
believed Avas favorably received by the profession.
several volumes constitute the greater part of his literary
labors while a resident of Hartford, though he occasionally
prepared an article for some medical journal, and sometimes
for the neAvspapers ; and, becoming interested, if not a be
liever, in the doctrines of phrenology as set forth and advo
cated by Gall and Spurzheim, is said to haAre lectured accept
ably on the subject.
He also, in 1837, having probably become tired of the ha
rassing labors devolving upon him in the discharge of his
duties, accepted the professorship of anatomy and surgery in
He
the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York.
a half there, but finally returned again to
and
a
year
spent
Hartford, preferring the comparatively active life to Avhich he
had so long been accustomed, with all its attendant inconve
niences,

to

a

permanent residence in New York.

The little volume which he

published

in

1836,

on

the
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the Health," was attacked with
least, and led to a controversy in

on

at

caustic and bitter

as

disputes

of this nature

usually

It also created, in connection with his strong party views,
are.
citizens.
prejudices in the minds of many Avorthy and influential
a
in
made up,
Their
pecu
hoAvever, was

probably

opposition,

niary point
patronage

of

view, by

Avere

the favor of those Avhose

good-Avill

and

thereby secured. But Avhen he became a can
physician and superintendent of the Re

didate for the office of
treat for the

1840,

Insane,

at

Hartford, Connecticut, which

he found in its board of directors

had conscientiously

opposed

him

a

he did in

number of those who

previously,

and Avho felt

un

willing to intrust the interests of that institution to his hands.
Their opposition was at length, as is Avell known, overruled,

appointment conferred, as was afterwards demon
strated, upon one Avell qualified for the position.
That perfect system which, as Ave have already seen, had
become an element of his character, Avas at once brought suc
cessfully to bear upon every department of the institution, so
soon as he became its principal officer, and each subordinate
had marked out for him, and was made duly responsible for,
the discharge of his duties.
A long and extensive acquaintance with general society ena
bled him, both in sentiment and manner, to adapt himself to
all classes of the inmates, so that, without Avounding the pride
or sensibilities of any, he equally secured the confidence and
respect of all. He was not only a man of order, but was also
a
superior disciplinarian ; and while every person, whatever his
position, was treated Avith justice, and, the patients especially,
Avith the utmost kindness, none were indulged with undue
license, and all felt the restraining and controlling influence of
the governing head.
His previous studies and practice had been such as to make
him unusually familiar with the treatment of nervous diseases,
and his success while at Hartford, indicated the soundness of
his pathological opinions, and the correctness of his treatment.
His discussion of topics relating to the medical
jurisprudence
and

the
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of

insanity, as he met with illustrative cases, his investiga
tions relating to the pulse of the insane, the size and shape of
—

the

the condition of the senses, the temperature of the
secretions, together with his remarks

head,

body,

and the state of the

the medical treatment of the

on

his annual
exhibited

which

embodied in

are

reports," published
Retreat,
capacity for intelligent inquiry, a willingness to
facts, and a fondness for them, most creditable to

a

search for

himself,

insane,

while connected with the

and which added very much to the value of the reports

themselves.
The office

Avhich, as Ave have seen, he accepted in the spring
1840,
expected by all would terminate, probably, only
Avith the life of the incumbent.
However, in the fall of 1842,
to the surprise and regret, I believe, of every officer and friend
of the Retreat, as well as to a large circle of friends in Hart
ford, it was announced that Dr. Brigham had accepted a simi
lar appointment tendered him by the managers of the New
York State Lunatic Asylum, located at Utica, and would
shortly remoA'e there.
Notwithstanding the faithful performance of his duties, and
a wise
regulation of the institution, both required that his
time should be devoted exclusively to the Retreat, his former
of

it

was

patrons continued

to

feel that he

Avas

still within

reach,

and in

emergency could be consulted, and hence felt less keenly
than they otherwise would the trial of separation. When, hoAVan

ever, it

ther,

was

ascertained that he

Avas to

leave the

and his lot from henceforth to be cast in

place altoge
neighboring

a

State indeed, but at a distance too great for ready access, there
had
many and sincere regrets expressed by those who
in
seasons of sickness and suffering, his tender
experienced,

were

sympathy

and

superior

His office and duties

skill.
as

superintendent

and

physician

at

the

Hartford terminated about the first of October,
Retreat
that time forth he became identified with the
from
and
1842,
at
institution
Utica, to Avhich he gave every thought, and all
at

his energy of soul ; his hearty devotion to it only terminating
with his life, which appropriately closed within its walls, amidst
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untiring labors and proud success. For this
position
justly claimed for him the possession, in a
of
superior degree,
every quality requisite in a physician-inchief.
The native vigor and practical character of his mind ;
a
training in that sober school in which every pupil is made to
feel daily that there is no hope or chance for honors or reAvarels
aside from Avell-directed personal efforts : that reflective selfreliance, equally removed from rashness and timidity, which
we see
early characterized his movements ; his varied attain
his
ments,
extensive, thorough knowledge of men, his great and
systematic industry, his practical experience of the peculiar
the

scene

of his

may be

and treatment of the

wants

make him

one

insane,

—

all

served,

we

repeat,

to

of the foremost in the Avide field of labor to

with redoubled earnestness, he had once more and aneAV
dedicated himself. The Avails only of the noble structure Avhich

which,
noAv

does honor

was

destined to

even

give

to
an

the great State of New

enduring reputation

to

York, and Avhich
subject, Avere

our

that time erected ; the internal arrangements and furnishing
awaiting, for the most part, the direction of the superintendent.
at

the

original plan contemplated accommodations for a
patients, with their officers and attendants, it had,
previously to this period, been decided to carry out but par
tially the design, and provide for about half this number. In
deed, at this time the centre building and main wings only
were erected, and
nothing had been done toAvard laying out
the grounds, or constructing the necessary out-buildings. Here,
Though

thousand

the scope of his duties demanded his attention Avith
as within the establishment.
To plan and carry
out the design of the institution to its completion,
to arrange

therefore,
out

as

well

—

and

organize

all its different

departments, wading through the
security, comfort,
and convenience of all should be best consulted, Avas a Avork of
great magnitude, and its thorough accomplishment of incalcu
lable importance.
To this work Dr. Brigham
brought what
was
not
common
required,
only sound, practical
sense, but a
and
to
Avhich was united a
previous
well-improved experience,
mass

of details

requisite

in order that the

correct estimate of the value of
money, and the best method

AMARIAH

of

making the most
intelligent economy.
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of it ; or, in other

words,

an

enlightened,

Elevated, then, to this new and truly exalted position, the
problem just suggested was given him to solve. Hoay correctly
it was wrought out must be left to the decision of those who
have entered upon his labors, and have had in experience the
benefit of his judgment. For myself, I do not doubt that his
comprehensive mind grasped readily the entire details of his
plans, while yet they existed only in his own brain, and that
he clearly saw at the outset the work as it stood when com
pleted, and justly estimated its practical operation. I infer
this both from my knoAvledge of the man, and from the quali
fications with which his previous observations and experience
had endowed him. Though many improvements in ventilating,
warming, and lighting public buildings have been brought into
successful operation since that period, which, had they then
been knoAvn, would doubtless have been adopted,
improve
ments which unquestionably might have produced greater re
sults, still we are well assured that his ideas, as embodied in
his labors, were quite equal with, if not in advance of, the
knowledge of that day.
As the governing head of such an institution, he was fitted,
as we have heretofore observed, by the possession of those
qualities of mind and heart, both natural and acquired, which
enabled him to secure the confidence, win the respect, and in
sure the control, so far as might be requisite, of all those,
whatever their position, who constituted his household. His
patients respected him as a man, confided in him as a physi
cian, and in many instances entertained for him sentiments of
sincere and lasting friendship. Toward attendants and sub
That rigid, yet
ordinates he was kind and just, but decided.
most excellent code of by-laws which he drew up soon after the
opening of the institution at Utica, were laws for all, for him
—

—

self

as

well

infringed

as

with

others ; and

impunity.

no one

of them could be broken

At Hartford this

was

or

equally true,

and it secured for him the invaluable services of a competent and
faithful corps of assistants. Of the operation of this code it
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will be sufficient that I quote the following opinion, expressed,
some two or three years subsequent to a visit to this Asylum,
the late James Cowles Pritchard, himself at the time in

by
charge

of

insane,

and also the author of

insanity

of the

one

largest

of the
one

English

institutions for the

of the ablest treatises

and diseases of the mind extant in

our

language

on

; in

To a gentle
of the most competent of judges.
for
the
man
the
tour
of Europe, principally
purpose of
making
institu
similar
examining the condition and mode of conducting
a

word,

one

tions, he said
with your

:

oivn

"

/

can

show you

well-ordered

nothing

Asylum

at

here that ivill compare
No medical
Utica."

superintendent ever exhibited greater fertility
providing occupations and amusements suited
the inmates of institutions of this
alive

to

their

class,

or

of invention in
to the wants of

was

more

keenly

importance.

As to the moral and

purely

medical treatment of

insanity,

Dr. Brigham's views differed in nothing essential from those
usually prevailing among physicians engaged in the care and

management of the insane.

occasionally tried reme
practice was to employ a few
agents of Avell-knoAvn and established character discriminatingly,
and in moderation as to quantity ; governed hoAvever, in this
respect, by the exigencies of each case as it came under his
notice.
Though he had abundant confidence in the efficacy of
medicine appropriately employed, he had also great confidence
in the recuperative power of nature, wisely assisted by medicine
as occasion
required.
Not satisfied with superintending to its completion in all its
details the great institution of which he had charge, and subse
quently conducting its numerous and weighty affairs, he volun
tarily undertook the publication and editorship of the Journal
of Insanity," a quarterly of upwards of one hundred pages, the
object of Avhich was, as its name imports, to present a medium
for whatever of value relating to this specialty he, in connection
dies

comparatively

While he

new, his usual

"

with his co-laborers in this
was

field, could furnish. The intention
laudable, doubtless, yet, under the circumstances of his

precarious health, hardly

to be

considered

as

wise

or

judicious,

AMARIAH
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require an outlay of time and strength, already en
discharge of his immediate duties to the institu

in the

tion.

However, it was begun in 1844, the first number being
issued in July of that year, from Avhich time omvard, until the
completion of the fifth volume, he continued in charge of it.
Indeed, the first number of the following year contains one or
more articles
prepared by him, a3 also the miscellaneous mat
ter ; while the succeeding one, that for October, contains his
obituary.
Whatever may be said of the wisdom of his undertaking a
work of this character, all things considered, it is not to be
doubted that the design was a good one, and has resulted in
bringing the subject of insanity in all its aspects more fully be
fore the public than Avould in any other way have been possi
ble ; making knoAvn, extensively, many valuable facts, and
forming a medium for the full discussion of many important
subjects. It was most natural that a mind so practical as his,
so
fully stored with information on his favorite branch, and
feeling also so keenly as he did the importance of spreading
abroad everywhere this knowledge, should haA'e suggested the
method which was adopted for accomplishing his object, and,
therefore, that he became the founder of this department of
periodical literature in this country. That it accomplished
much good, and answered the expectations of Dr. Brigham is
evident, whether Ave regard its intrinsic merits, the extent of
its circulation, or the fact that it continues still to disseminate,
without essential change in design or purpose, the important
information it was established to promulgate.
When, noAA', we contemplate our subject as the head of an
institution having more than five hundred persons constantly
to direct and control, a large proportion of them bereft of reason,
and requiring the most watchful professional care ; looking not
only after the great interests of his household, as it Avas his duty
to do, but also to many minor matters, which it was his in
firmity that he could not delegate to other parties ; conducting
a
large correspondence, not only with the friends of patients,
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but also with the State
government, and having, moreover, the
of
responsibility editing and publishing the Journal of Insanity,

continually resting
beneath

a

burden,

upon his mind, Ave behold a man struggling
in part self-imposed, it is true, but quite too

great for the strongest

long to sustain.
It was, therefore, Avithout
surprise that we find in a journal
Avhich he kept not a
Aery good plan by the Avay relating to his
health, the following, dated April 28th, 1845: "I have for
—

—

three years been unwell Avith pain and SAvelling of my
knee, but of late I haA'e been chiefly troubled with pain of

nearly
left
the

right side, just
there, round like a
be

pressed

below and under the ribs.

goose egg, movable, Avithout
under the ribs and not felt."

A SAvelling is
pain, and can

This tumor, Avhich created much apprehension in his OAvn mind,
was
regarded by Dr. Rogers and Dr. Delafield, of Ncav York,
Avhom he consulted
as caused
during the November

following,
by impacted faeces, accompanied by thickening of the Avails of
the intestine.
All this time, however, his
bodily health was
feeble, appetite variable, and generally small. It was about
the middle of the summer of 1846 when he first
began to suffer
from "dizzy turns," and would aAvake in the
morning too giddy
to rise.
This vertigo generally yielded someAvhat to a
laxative,
sometimes to stimulants, and would
off
of itself.
occasionally go
This symptom continued
the
winter
of
urgent during
1846-7,
so much so
that, at times, he says, it seemed as if I should
have a fit." With health variable,
indeed, but constantly fee
ble, he continued in the discharge of his duties until the last of
July, 1847, when he was attacked with dysentery ; which,
though early relieved, left the bowels weak and irritable.
During this and the previous year his labors had been aug
mented, in consequence of his having been required to attend
courts, at Binghamton, Auburn, New York City, Northampton,
and elsewhere, in cases where the
plea of insanity was set up, and
his opinion as an
demanded.
It is not probable, how
expert
ever, that his health suffered from
this, the change, and relief
from other duties for the time
being, acting as a soothing and
grateful stimulus to his exhausted nervous system. His diges"
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tive organs

continuing to grow weaker, his bowels on several oc
give evidence of excessive irritability, and his general
health still further to fail, it wras deemed indispensable, both
by
casions

to

himself and others, that he should withdraw for a season from
care of the institution, and
seek, by the relief Avhich it was

the

hoped

that

afford,

a

this,

return

in connection with

of that

strength

change

of

would

climate,

and health for which he had

so

been

striving in vain. He accordingly left Utica on the
17th of February, 1848, in
company with tAvo esteemed friends,
managers of the Asylum, and made the circuit of the southern
portion of the United States, proceeding south on the Atlantic
coast, and returning, during the latter part of the succeeding
April, by the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.
On this journey, of which he left copious notes, he made it a
part of his duty, as would naturally be expected, to visit most,
if not all of the institutions for the insane along the route ;
pub
lishing, in the Journal of Insanity of the succeeding July, such
remarks in relation to them, and other objects of interest which
he met with, as seemed appropriate.
The principal purpose he had in Adew in leaving the institu
tion for so long a time the improvement of his health seems
long

—

have been to

to

a

—

realized, for he says, in
health has been better since

considerable extent
"

his

journal of July following : My
my journey, but still I have the SAvelling of my side, though it
does not trouble me much ; my appetite and sleep are pretty
good. I feel more as if I might live some years, though hereto
fore I have not thought so."
Soon after this record he

was

called to submit to

severest trials which

the illness and

mising boy
time

to

one

of the

humanity is ever compelled to encounter,
death of an only son, an interesting and pro

—

The notes Avhich from
of twelve years of age.
were made subsequent to this event not only ex

time

press, so far as language can, the intensity of his sorrow, but
also indicate that its effects, both upon his health and spirits,
had

more

than counterbalanced the benefit which he had derh'ed

from his winter's relief from active labor.

trifling exertions,

Easily fatigued by
appetite, dis-

of whatever nature, with little
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digestion, attended
by symptoms which more than once led him to anticipate an
attack of dysentery, he struggled on, attempting to discharge
the varied duties which it had so long been his pleasure and
anilution to perform, until the month of August folloAving, when
dysentery, of which he had so often had premonitions, actually
made its appearance.
Though well marked, it Avas not uncom
nor
did
it prove, in regard to its more positive
monly severe,
Pros
and dangerous features, at all rebellious to treatment.
turbed and often

tration,

unrefreshing sleep,

a

feeble

Avhich his vital poAvers could not overcome,

remedies AA'hich

nor

the

employed successfully resist, soon suc
ceeded, and, as his biographer and medical adviser at that time
tells us, he expired without a struggle or a groan, on the morn
ing of the 8th of September, 1849.
In person Dr. Brigham Avas tall, though somewhat less than
six feet in height, and very slender ; his weight, in health, pro
bably not exceeding one hundred and thirty pounds. His
features were well proportioned, though rather small than
otherwise ; eyes of a soft blue, expressing more than is usual
His hair was thin, of a
the varying emotions of the mind.
brown color, and slightly, if at all, gray, at the time of his
death. His gait was naturally sIoav, and by no means graceful,
while his voice was soft, low, and quite melodious. As a whole,
Avere

however, his appearance and manner indicated to the observer
a
superior and cultivated intellect, a firm will, perfect self-pos
session, a social disposition, a kind and generous heart.
A few remarks

relating

to

his

religious

character will

con

clude this sketch ; and I approach it with the greater pleasure,
as abundant proof is found, in the recorded meditations of Dr.
both of his

Brigham,
mind

on

this great

religious

views and the

operations

theme, particularly during the

of his

last years of

his life.
There

can be no doubt,
judging from his Avritings, that, dur
the
earlier
of
his
life, without being an unbeliever, or
part
ing
even regarding the truths of
Christianity with indifference, he

was not a

pendent,

pious

as

Avell

man.
as

Having

active and

a

mind at

inquisith'e,

once

he

bold and inde

separated

with

a
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searching discrimination, the essentials
non-essentials, both of a religious creed and a religious
too

searching, perhaps

from the
life ; and while he held the former in sincere respect, treated
the latter with an apparent, probably real levity, that touched
Such a
and wounded the sensibilities of many good people.
mental

constitution, however,

as

he

will account for everything he has
occasioned much dissatisfaction, as
and

of

a

possessed,

and such

written, which

views,

at one

time

have

already noticed,
the proposed head

Ave

subsequent active opposition to him as
public institution for the insane ; and it Avas

his well-known

kindness of heart and real benevolence of character, in con
nection Avith his many other qualifications for the position, that

secured his election, in spite of the remonstrances and votes of
some well-meaning but mistaken men.
During the last years of his residence in Hartford, however,
of that distinguished philanthropist and
it was the

opinion
the time
good man, the Rev. Thomas H. Gallaudet, who Avas at
familiar
and
habit
of
in
the
and
at
the
daily
Retreat,
chaplain
and
much
was
mind
his
that
Dr.
with
intercourse
Brigham,
habitu
he
that
of
the
on
religion,
subject
seriously exercised
and daily en
ally read and meditated upon the word of God,
and
that, in
of
devotion,
exercise
family
private
gaged in the
a Christian ; and,
of
evidence
being
short, he gave satisfactory
main
after his removal to Utica, the correspondence which was
formed
the
confirm
opinion of
previously
tained but served to
his revered friend. A better, and, indeed, convincing evidence
of his deep and humble piety is to be found in quite a large
which was
manuscript volume, entitled Religious Thoughts,"
The
death.
writings of
commenced several years before his
—

—

"

Baxter, Doddridge, Hannah More, and others,
ferred
for

to

as

most instructive

profitable reflection,

strikingly
the

affording

forcible

Avritings

well

manner.

of the

nished him the

as

as

reading,

presenting great

re

truths in

a

and

and

and pages of his
that especially interested him.

passages

often

Bible,
particularly
apostles, manifestly fur
pleasing topics of thought,

But the

evangelists
satisfactory and
journal are often devoted

most

are

and much food

to comments upon
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for special
many texts which he had selected
the following: "Whosoever shall confess

were

before men, him Avill I also confess before my Father Avhich
"Every idle word that men shall speak, they

is in heaven.'*
shall

give

an

—

account

thereof in the

day of judgment."
are heavy laden, and

—

I
Come unto me, all ye that labor and
and
with
will give you rest." Breathing forth such sentiments,
a mind full of thoughts like these, he was preparing himself
"

daily for that rest with the people of God for which he had
long and fervently prayed, and at the age of about fifty-one
of
years an age at Avhich the vigor of the intellect, soundness
the judgment, and the experience of manhood are but matured
and perfected, when the strength has not been overtasked and
exhausted exchanged the cares, labors, and responsibilities of
life for the quiet and repose of the grave.
—

—

His

life,

requiring

as avc

the

have seen, had been from its very outset one
of every power and

active, energetic exercise

faculty, both of mind and body at first from the necessities of
his condition, and subsequently continued, doubtless, partly from
the force of habit, but in part, also, from the aspirations of a
—

laudable ambition.
time of his
labors of

a

death,

It is also

he had

long, elevated,

unquestionably true that, at
accomplished, and nobly too,

and eventful

career.

the
the

Nor is it too

believe that his

name will
go down to posterity among
distinguished men who, self-made, have
attained to eminence through the steady, Avell-directcd efforts
of sound, well-balanced, and Avell-informed minds, aided by a
strength of will and firmness of purpose Avhich no obstacles
could successfully oppose, nor discouragements long depress ; a
model Avorthy the imitation of all who would excel in manly
gifts, or in the honorable performance of duty among men.

much

that

to

bright galaxy

of

E. K. Hunt.

CHARLES A. LTJZENBERG.
1805—1848.

Charles Aloysius Ltjzenberg

July, 1805,

in the

was

born

on

the 31st of

of

Verona, where his father, an Aus
city
trian of ancient and respectable family, had followed the
army
in the capacity of commissary.
Soon after this event, his
father returned with the army to Alsace,
residing with his
family alternately at Landau and Weissemberg. At the latter
place one of bis uncles Avas established as a practitioner of
medicine ; a circumstance which, perhaps, gave his father the
idea of educating him for that profession.
His earliest tuition Avas at the public school of Landau, where
his precocity first evinced itself, in the rapidity with Avhich he
learned arithmetic, and the French and Latin languages.
Aftenvard, AAThen his father moved to Weissemberg, he was re
ceived into the city college, at the early age of ten years, being
On account of his attain
the youngest pupil ever admitted.
ments, the rules for admission AA'ere Avaived in his favor, and he
Avas held up as a model to the other scholars.
In the year 1819 his father left his native country and set
tled with his family in Philadelphia, and sparing no expense,

sacrificed almost all his
his

every facility
of his studies.

education,
ercises in

he

means

adopted city

to procure for his eldest son
could afford for the completion

True to the German standard of

a

perfect

and other

ex
taught music, fencing, boxing,
and
soon acquired the same proficiency
gymnastics,

Avas

in the athletre which he afterwards attained in the medical
arena.
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In 1825 he attended the lectures of the Jefferson Medical

College, and evinced such assiduity and zeal in the acquisition
knoAA'ledge, especially in the dissecting rooms, as to furnish,
even at that early period, strong indications of his future emi
nence.
Although he made the stuely of his profession the
base-line of his pursuits, he did not neglect to prosecute the
departments of classical literature, and especially natural his
tory ; Avhich latter he made subsidiary to comparative anatomy,
and in this he engaged con amore.
At this period, Dr. Physick was in the zenith of his surgical
career, and it is presumed gave a bias to the mind of his hos
pital pupil for his particular department. Hence surgery be
came his
ruling passion ; and he spared no trouble or pains, by
attendance
at the Almshouse, or by going almost any
constant
distance to witness an important or interesting operation.
In the year 182!', he Avent to New Orleans, taking with
him many most flattering letters, but contenting himself with
delivering a single one to Dr. David C. Ker, one of the visiting
physicians to the Charity Hospital. On his first visit to that
institution, upon the invitation of Dr. Ker, he performed a
difficult amputation, in a manner so satisfactory, and so indica
tive of that courage and genius, which were soon to ripen into
maturity, that he Avas almost upon his arrival, and when
scarcely knoAvn to the administrators, elected house-surgeon.
of

In this situation his talents found
with their extent, and Avhich
han-est of celebrity and reputation.
surate

a

field someAvhat

soon

brought

commen

him

a

rich

The abundant

opportunities here afforded of Avitnessing every
variety calamity and casualty to Avhich suffering humanity is
subject, and the many emergencies Avhich tasked his judgment,
boldness, and address, soon enabled him to acquire those epualiof

ties Avhich

hand,

an

found in all great surgeons,
imperturbable self-possession, and
are

and steady
quick sagacity to
instant, the means of
—

a sure

a

seize neAV indications and employ, at the
fulfilling them. These were only some of the evidences of his
genius for surgery, which were now developed.
WThile in the pursuit of surgery, his earliest and his first
love,

CHARLES

he

was

not

ments of

A.

unmindful of the

his

profession.

attracted to the

numerous
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importance

of the other

depart

About this time his attention
cases

of

small-pox

which

Avere

was
re

ceived into the

Charity Hospital. While engaged in the post
mortem examination of a patient who had been some years
previously so afflicted with small-pox as to produce deep pits
upon the face, Dr. Luzenberg was surprised to find that those
parts of the body which had been protected in a great degree
from the action of light by clothing Avere entirely unmarked.
Putting this in connection with the fact recorded by Baron
Larrey, Avith which he Avas doubtless acquainted, as he had read
a
great deal, viz., that the Egyptians and Arabians Avere accus
tomed to cover the exposed parts of small-pox patients with
gold leaf, the idea was impressed upon his mind that light was
the agent of this phenomenon. Acting upon this impression,
he placed a number of patients in an apartment so constructed
that the reflective rays of the sun, even at its meridian, could
The result confirmed his opinion, and
not penetrate within.
the
established
position, that the exclusion of light pre
fully
all
Avho were discharged cured, exhibited
for
vents pitting;
mark
neither pit nor
upon the face or body, and even such as
in
its
worst confluent form, passed rapidly and
had the disease
without any difficulty through the maturative and desiccating
stages, and recovered with comparatively none of those marks
and disgusting discolorations which so signally disfigure the
subjects of this most loathsome disorder. Thus satisfied of the
correctness of his conclusion, he communicated the fact in
scientific good faith to the class of young men around him, re
questing them to prosecute the subject, with the vieAY of further
testing its reliability. One of them made it the subject of a
be found in the tenth volume, page 119, of
paper, which will
American Journal of the Medical Sciences," for 1832,
the
and thus attracted the attention of European physicians to the
subject, as may be seen in the Revue Medicate, for August,
1832. Much acrimonious disputation transpired as to who was
"

the actual discoverer of this method ; at which we need not be
surprised, Avhen we remember the old adage that "there is
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Physick was almost
important surgical disco

own

one of his most
and
Schmalkalken ; and like him, if Dr.
by Dupuytren
Luzenberg did not first brinir into notice the practice of exclud-

shorn of the eclat of
veries

the light in treating variolous disorders, he at all events
revived it, and finally got as much credit for it as be deserved ;
for I Avell remember Avhen I arrived in Paris, in 1832, that he
Avas
pointed out to me at one of tho hospitals, by a French

ing

physician, Avho had discovered
a neAV mode of
treating small-pox.
His reputation soon spread beyond the Avails of the Charity
Hospital, and a better field was opened for him in private prac

student,

as an

eminent American

tice, Avhich furnished additional scope for the exertion of all
his powers, as well as the gratification of bis highest ambition.
In March, 1832, he was married to Mrs. Mary Fort, daughter

By the ample for
exemplary confidence,
at his
Avas raised to a
he
height Avhence he
disposal,
placed
and jealousies of
rivalries
with
the
could look down
pity upon
of
a
Avell-stockcd
the profession, and in the seclusion
library,
and all the appliances for study with Avhich he noAv supplied
himself, shut his ears against the hubbub of his assailants.
More eager noAV for the acrpuisition of knoAvledge than the

of the late
tune

Avhich

Henry Clement,
was

at once,

of New York.

with the most

accumulation of riches, he did not fall into the fatal error of
supposing that the distinction he had already acquired entitled
him

to

repose

or

indolence.
to

He had learned

be conscious of his

important learning
looking abroad
—

rance, and

from this

neAV

enough the most
comparative igno
—

eminence to which he

had urged his Avay, he felt the overpowering conviction that
Avhat he had already gained bore but a ratio, eternally decreas

ing,

to

Avhat

AA'as

still contained Avithin the

ever

expanding

his

had but

as

materials

in

conceived he

yet laid the foundation.

accordingly, on the
accompanied by his family.
He

hori

Thus did he determine to avail himself of

of

knoAvledge.
acquirements in the languages, to collect
Europe to erect the superstructure, for Avhich he

zon

2d

May, 1832, left
Avent by way of

He

Ncav
the

Orleans,
West, with

CHARLES
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himself with the features of his

from New York

own

the 1st of

July folloAving
Making excursions through England, Scotland}
and Ireland, and taking notes of
everything remarkable in these
in
the line of his profession, he
countries,
interesting
especially
next passed over into France, and
spent the ensuing winter in
Paris.
Here he luxuriated in hospitals, schools of
medicine,
natural history, and the arts, and with a kind of
peripatetic
study, enriched his mind with all the valuable discoveries in
science and art, for which the capital of France is so famous.
Partaking of the same industry which is manifested by the
medical, scientific, and literary men at Paris, and Avhich is
Avholly unknown in this country, he was Avith the professors and
students before daylight in the morning, with taper in hand,
pressing through the crowd at the bedside of the sick and dis
eased, or assisting at the material clinique of some illustrious
professor. Hurrying from one hospital to another, he might be
found at a more advanced hour of the day on the benches of
for

on

Liverpool.

the Ecole de

Medecine,

or

at

some

other of the

numerous

colleges, academies, or gardens of natural history, hearing,
seeing, feeling, and comparing all the multiplied and varied
sources of
spreading knoAvledge. The day Avas not long enough.
The same enthusiasm carried him by night to the dissecting
rooms and operating courses, hardly leaving him time to eat,
drink, or sleep.
Thus he passed the Avhole winter in Paris, visiting, succes
sively, the Hotel Dieu, la Charite", la Pitie, and other institu
tions, going from one master to another, discussing all the
opinions, ancient and modern, seeing all the methods, and pre
paring himself to shed a neAV lustre upon American medicine.
But it was chiefly at the unrivalled clinique of Dupuytren
Who has seen the Autocrat
that he passed most of his time.
in
and Avhite apron, treading
coat
Hotel
the
of
Dieu,
green
his crowded class, through
at
of
the
head
measured
with
steps
his
salles
of
the vast
chirurgical empire, Avith his redoubtable
and
looks
regal dignity, putting bluntly a few questions to
each patient as he passes on, so pertinent as to draw forth
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response, without being fascinated by the poAver
omnipotence of his strong mind ? But it was not for this

prompt

and

MEDICAL

ascendency
chirurgcon
more

a

and domination that Dr.
en

chef ;

on

the

Luzenberg

contrary,

no

one

admired the

condemned

despotic severity. It Avas for
diagnostic foresight, his oracular

than he did his stern and

his wonderful

acumen

and

decision based upon scientific deduction, and the admirable fore
cast with Avhich he modified general methods of practice ac

cording to particular individual cases, that he yielded to him
homage due to extraordinary merit. I have often heard
him say that he Avould not give one morning's visit to the Hotel
Dieu for one Avhole year's knowledge that can be got from
This is a high, but by no means exaggerated estimate.
books.
Besides having been a perfect and finished operator, the
Baron Dupuytren possessed a talent for clinical instruction
that never Avas and never can, I think, be equalled.
To have
seen him
give an apparently superficial glance at a patient,
one Avould have believed the case to be a
very simple one, or
at all events to possess feAv points of interest; but arrived in
the amphitheatre, he Avould overAvhelm you with a croAvd of
interesting circumstances, discuss them with his peculiar me
thod and spirit of order, and expose the perilous intricacies of
the case with as much precision and perspicuity as if he had
weighed and elaborated them in the silence of his stuely. So,
likewise, Avhen he performed an operation, he shoAved, after it
was over, and the
patient removed, Iioav thoroughly he had
its
comprehended
diagnostic problem, and deliberated before
to
the
dernier resort, although for all this but a
proceeding
few moments Avere required.
In addition to these brilliant
"the
first
of
the king" possessed Avhat was
qualities,
surgeon
still more important in a clinical lecturer,
an inexhaustible
fund of practical reflections of the highest interest, Avhich a
talent for extemporaneous speaking, and a command of Avords,
resulting from his knoAvledge of the languages, enabled him to
impart in a diction so pure and elegant as actually to serve
as a lesson in elocution to the students.
I shall never forget
the satisfaction Dr. Luzenberg expressed at an incident, which
the

—
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opinion of the value and importance of a tho
rough knoAA'ledge of the dead languages, to render a physician's
preparatory education complete, and to admit him into the
great catholic communion and fellowship of scholars throughout
confirmed his

all ages and all nations.
It was during one of those unlooked for

occurrences

in the

of
exemplified
operating amphitheatre,
a
himself
to
German
addressed
M.
his genius, that
Dupuytren
student Avho had stepped forward from the first bench, direct
all the

Avhich

ing him how to
replied in Latin

resources

The young man hesitated, and
that he did not understand the French lan

assist him.

Never disconcerted, M. Dupuytren readily
guage.
himself in Latin, and the brilliant operation was

explained
soon

con

cluded.
I have thus dAvelt upon the splendid qualifications of M.
Dupuytren, because he embodied the beau ideal of professional
eminence, which Dr. Luzenberg had set up in his OAvn mind for
in a higher degree than any other of the
the
of
day, and presented in his qualities, like
living surgeons
the artist in the statue of Praxiteles, the aggregated excellen
and subordinate, but highly meritorious worth
cies of the

future

attainment,

partial

To this standard of excellence he modelled all
efforts, and worked up to it unceasingly with a pre
determined resolution. Not that it was in the nature of Dr.
around him.

his future

Luzenberg, gifted as
capacious intellect, to
sources

be

Avas

lofty, independent, and
depend upon foreign re
medicine, as in everything else,
the motto, Nullius addictus juwith

a

seek for and

; for his whole life in

practical illustration of
I wish to be understood as
rare in verba magistri; but what
admiration of M. Du
his
enthusiastic
in
saying is this, that,
an
like
artist, the nearest approxi
puytren, he contemplated,

Avas a

mation

to

conception of a standard he had previously
own mind, and which he had assigned to himself

the

formed in his
as a life-work.

Paris, Dr. Luzenberg pro
ceeded on his travels through Europe, visiting most of the
principal cities of Germany, Italy, Prussia, Poland, Holland,
After

spending

five months in
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taking copious

notes

of the

hospitals

and everything pertaining to medical science, which he at one
time had some idea of publishing, but Avhich incessant demands
upon his time and attention aftei'AA'ard preArented.
At tlottingen he Avas much gratified by the attention he

distinguished Langenbeck and
especial pains to acquaint
Himly.
him with the mode of their university public lectures, Avhich
are deliA'cred
gratuitously at the respective houses of each
professor and avIio, likeAvise, have their hospitals Avithin their
receiA'cd

the hanels of the

at

AA'ho. it Avould

own

to

he

took

seem,

The constitution of these seminaries is such

domiciles.

permit the professor to deliver
pleases, and charge Avhatever

Hence result

a

many private courses as
he thinks fit, or can get.

as

subdivision of the branches unheard of in

home economy, and
fessors, which exert

a
a

our

rivalry among the pro
competition
wholesome reaction among the pupils.
and

At CraeoAv he had the satisfaction of

AA'ho

as

meeting

Avith

an

uncle,

portion of the Austrian army
stationed in that neighborhood, and Avho furnisheel him Avith a
Avas

commander of that

special passport

for

visiting

the Avonderful salt mines of Wic-

liczka.
His range of

inA'estigation

Avas

not

limited to the prosecu
chirurgical sci

tion of the different branches of medical and
ence,

or to

attendance at the

renowned teachers in the
medicine he added the

hospitals

Avorld,

stuely

of

anel lectures of the most

but to the best

acquisitions in
mineralogy, zoology, botany,

and the fine arts ; so that Avhen he returned home he brought
Avith him a choice collection of rare and precious specimens,
and subsidies in every department of knoAvledge and art.
He returned to New Orleans in the Avinter of 1834.
soon

as

it

was

knoAvn that he had resumed

his

As

business,

patients, speaking the languages of all nations, flocked to him,
and he Avas soon engaged in an extensive and lucrative
prac
tice.
Such Avas the general confidence reposed in his skill,
that he

frequently sent for from great distances to per
form important operations, or to meet consultations ; indeed,
this latter mode of medical practice formed for the last ten
was

A.
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On these occa
years a large share of his daily aArocations.
sions his conduct Avas regulated by the nicest sense of profes
sional

He
the

etiquette, and the established rule of medical ethics.
scrupulously careful to say nothing in the presence of
patient or friends, Avhich could even in an indirect manner

Avas

Aveaken their confidence in the medical attendant.

contrary, if the physician

On the

young man of merit or cha
racter, he did all in his power to raise him in the estimation
of those who employed him.

Upon all
professional

occasions he
brethren

sired his advice

or

selves and their

Prodigal

of his

he assisted

was a

was

ready

to confer

freely

Avith his

any subject respecting AA'hich they de
counsel, whether in special relation to them
on

affairs,

or

to those under their treatment.

he was generous with his money,
knowledge
in
the
education
of many AA'ho dreAv freely
largely
as

from the inexhaustible fountain of his instruction ; and among
the prominent physicians of NeAV Orleans, there are several who

position and success to his liberality and bounty.
Recognizing in all its bearings the force of the maxim, that
"every man is a debtor to his profession," he never compro
mised its dignity by underselling his services, or by competing
in the cheapening practice with his younger or less fortunate
confreres. He ahvays graduated his charges according to the
circumstances of the patient and his own valuation of the ser
vices he had rendered. Perhaps no contemporary practitioner
in the United States ever enjoyed so lucrative a practice, or
received larger fees for single cases or operations.
To the poor he devoted two hours eA'ery day, from 8 to 10
o'clock, at his office, and cheerfully gave them his advice
Nor did his charity stop here.
and experience gratuitously.
are the respectable families in this city, AA'hose slender
Many
circumstances scarcely enabled them to live decently apart
from his bounty, and who are now mourning for him as their
greatest friend, not only in whatever related to their health,
Gratitude, however,
but also to their pecuniary Avell-being.
was not the object which prompted his disinterested kindness ;
He
for this Avas seldom manifested toAvards him during life.
OAve

their
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and reAvard which every virtuous
action carries with it ; and could those persons Avho form their
opinions from appearances or hearsay, have been admitted
behind the scenes into a nearer and truer view of his real cha

did

for the

good

racter,

they

gratification

they would, instead of doing him more injustice than
already done, acknoAA'ledge that he Avas possessed of

have

the kindest and softest emotions of Avhich human nature is
instances

did

be

sus

infringe
they
might related,
professional confidence, of his Avarmest

upon the

ceptible. Many
sanctity
sympathy with the

of

he evinced for the

suffering

not

affliction of others ; and of the tenderness
of such as Avere compelled by the

force of circumstances to submit to his

unyielding

knife.

The

result, enabled him
sensibilities into apparent

consciousness of the benefit AA'hich Avould
on

these

apathy

trying

or

occasions to steel his

indifference.

feelings; thus exalted were
aims,
objects, Avhich actuated and guided
Dr. Luzenberg through the Avhole of his professional career.
Active and operative in his character, he Avas unable to re
strain from practical application the speculations of his ardent
and energetic mind, but Avas continually devising new schemes
for enlarging the sphere of his usefulness, anel benefiting the
community by every means in his power. Before one year
had expired after his return from Europe, he built the Frank
lin Infirmary, noAV the Luzenberg Hospital, situated on the
Champs Elyse*es road, so that those whose circumstances
prevented them from receiving his advice at their dwellings,
might, for a comparatively small amount, share equally with
the more opulent the benefit of his skill and experience.
It
was almost as
easy, once the visit made, for one possessed of
his quick and perspicacious insight into the causation and
nature of disease, as well as powers of rapid analysis, to pre
scribe for fifty patients, when congregated together, as for
As he foresaAv, the sick and suffering gathercel soon in
one.
considerable numbers to his Infirmary, and I am informed
by
Dr. J. H. Lewis, who was the first physician associated with
him in this enterprise, that, such was Dr.
Luzenberg's popuSuch

Avere

the ends, the

the

principles
and the

and
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period, there were seldom less than from eighty
patients at any one time during his residence at
the hospital.
To this gentleman I am indebted for much in
formation communicated to me orally respecting Dr. Luzen
berg, Avith whom he was always on the most intimate and
friendly terms ; some of which, relating to the most important
operations he performed, I shall now proceed to relate.
As I have already stated, long before his visit to Europe,
Dr. Luzenberg had reaped in the vast field of the
Charity
Hospital a stock of practical knoAvledge and experience in the
treatment of surgical cases, Avhich had already established his

larity
to

a

fame

this

at

hundred

as

an

operator of the first order.

few of the

There remained but

recognized procedures
chirurgical art which he
An opportunity offered soon after his re
New Orleans for the further display of his surgical
of

had not mastered.
turn to

attainments.

elderly man suffering Avith a cancer
of the parotid gland, which was much enlarged, as may be seen
by a painting taken before the operation. The risk and danger
attendant upon such a perfect extirpation of this gland, as to
preclude the possibility of a recurrence of the disease, is so
well known to the profession, that it would be supererogatory
Suffice it to say that the operation
in me to point them out.
was performed in so thorough a manner that the disease never
returned, and that the man enjoyed good health for many
It

Avas

in the

case

of

an

years afterward.
The following account of this

operation is translated from the
September following :
M. Jobert reported a case of complete extirpation of the
parotid gland, which Avas transmitted to the Academy by C. A.
Luzenberg, M.D., of Ncav Orleans, Louisiana.
"A man, sixty-tAVO years of age, had been affected for twenty
About six
of the parotid gland.
years Avith an enlargement
increase
to
time
it
this
to
rapidly, and soon
began
years prior
ulceration
attacked
extensive
a hen's
size
of
the
egg ;
acquired
Gazette Medicate de Paris, of the
"

the summits of the tumor, from Avhich a thin ichorous pus was
discharged, and acute lancinating pains Avere experienced in
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the diseased parts; in a Avoid, it manifested all the usual
symptoms of a cancerous affection.

Luzenberg resolved to extirpate this tumor, and com
by passing beneath the primith-e carotid artery a loose
temporary ligature : then, after having circumscribed the can
cerous mass
by two incisions, he detached it from the deepseated parts, extending the dissection to so great a depth that
both the styloid and nia'Stoid apophyses were fully exposed to
view. At this stage of the operation it Avas easy to sec that
the entire parotid gland had degenerated into an encephaloiel
substance. The profuse hemorrhage Avhich supervened tOAvards
the close of the operation, rendered it necessary to tighten the
ligature which had been cast around the common carotid artery
during the first steps of the operation ; this promptly arrested
"Dr.

menced

the floAv of blood.

Smith, Lisfranc, and the immortal Bcclard, have
reported cases of extirpation of the parotid gland. The
of Dr. Luzenberg is no less interesting, since he has de

"MM.

also
case

scribed Avith much clearness and
the parts removed.
"Resolved, That Ave return

accuracy the volume and

nature of

our

enrol his

name

Academy

of Medicine of Paris."

on

This resolution
and scientific

instance,

Avas

body
far

the list of

of
I

corresponding

adopted by
savans

thanks to the

in

the most

Europe,

Dr. Physick

author,

and

members of the

learned, impartial,

and

Avas

the second

the

first, of
being
distinguished honor being conferred upon an American.
The particulars, as communicated by Dr. Luzenberg, are re
ported in full in the Archives Generates de Medecine.
The next operation, Avhich may be called the capital of his
surgical pillar, was the excision of six inches of the ileum.
This was a case of strangulated hernia in a man, noAV alive and
in good health, treated jointly by Dr. LeAvis and Dr. Luzen
berg. Dr. LeAvis states that when they cut doAvn to the sac,
the intestine was found so completely mortified for the extent
of at least half a foot, as to yield under the touch.
With his peculiar quick and comprehensive
judgment, AA'hich
this

as

as

knoAv,
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enabled him to determine

instantly the merits of a procedure,
hesitating as to what ought to
be done, Dr. Luzenberg proceeded, Avith the assistance and
concurrence of Dr. LeAvis, to remove all the mortified
portion
of the gut, and to bring the serous surfaces of the
separated
ends together by means of stitches, after the manner recom
mended by Professor Gross, of Philadelphia.
The patient
Avas
put upon opium treatment, and in thirty-five days the
stitches came away and he entirely recovered.
The next triumph in surgery of Dr. Luzenberg Avhich I
shall notice, and Avhich I had the gratification
myself of wit
was
the
of
the
iliac
nessing,
tying
primitive
artery for the
Avhen most

cure

of

The

men

would be still

aneurism of the external iliac.

an

subject

was

mulatto man, about

a

eighteen

or

tAventy

The ligature came
years of age, AA'ho bore the operation Avell.
in
the
anastomotic
circulation was
aAvay
tAventy-one days ;
established
the
tumor
became
absorbed
in due
;
gradually

time,

and the

patient,

when last seen, in

1848,

Avas

Avell and

hearty.
It Avould SAvell the pages of this memoir to an unnecessary
Avere I to detail all those
multiplied and varied achieve

extent

ments of his

knife, which proved a surgical genius not only in
expertness of execution, but in the invention of modes of ope
ration.
For instance, I have Avitnessed during my residence in
New Orleans another successful

extirpation of a sarcomatous
deeply seated and attached that it was necessary to
shave the styloid and mastoid processes of the temporal bone,
and ligature the common carotid. Again, I have assisted him
in unlocking the jaAVS, and loosing the tongue, with his scal
pel, of a gentleman from Texas, Avhose mouth Avas a perfect
deformity and firmly closed up, from the bad effects of sali

parotid,

so

vation.
tive

These

procedures,

Avould fill

a

must add

a

but

instances,

the enumeration

A'olume.

in which Dr.

ing

are

There is

Luzenberg
feAv words

for the cataract.

I say, of the various opera
of which to be complete

class of

operations, however,
particular interest, that I
subject ; and that ay as couch
it Avas that he possessed a pecu-

one

took such
on

the

Whether
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partial
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in the

cases

or

he

that he exercised

undertook,

a

rare

it is certain he

producing, if not a complete, at least
of vision. Many are the once blind in Ncav

failed in

restoration

owe to him the recovery of their visual poAvers
after years of obscuration.
There is one ease in particular,
which Avas published in the journals of the day, of an individual,

Orleans who

Avho. after

cataract,

enjoyment
most

eclipse of light for eight years, caused by
in the space of one minute repossessed of the full
of a sense, the loss of Avhich is in itself one of the
a

total

Avas

dreadful misfortunes that
I

befall

can

humanity.

From all I

the ope
disposed
gathered,
ration of couching for the cure of cataract Avas Dr. Luzenberg's
forte, and that he took special satisfaction in performing it, on
account of the rapidly brilliant result, Avhich comported Avith
his ardent and enthusiastic disposition.
No sooner Avas his Infirmary established on a permanent
basis, than Dr. Luzenberg hastened to accomplish his che
rished idea of instituting a Medical School.
As he Avas at
this period extensively known and appreciated, not only by
the members of his own profession, but also by all Avho culti
vated science in general, and enjoying as he likewise did the
friendship of the Governor of the State, he had no difficulty
at first in carrying out his plans.
His colleagues in this enter
prise entered upon the preliminary arrangements with similar
views, no doubt entertained simultaneously with himself, and
haA'e

seen

and

to believe that

am

from their combined exertions and influence

arose

the Medical

of Louisiana.

College
Dr. Luzenberg was
with
were

a

chosen

Dean,

and the first session

class of sixteen matriculated students.

delivered in the State

tomical demonstrations

anatomy

Avas

Avhich he

was

at

House,
the

on

Canal

Street,

Charity Hospital.

opened

The lectures
and the

ana

The chair of

filled ad interim, as well as that of
Surgery, of
Dr. Luzenberg, with his Avell-known

Professor, by

ability and accustomed zeal.
Judging from Avhat I have

seen

and

heard,

in

conversation,

CHARLES

and

debate,

reasoning, joined
of

Society
of

in

must have been a supe
all occasions he exhibited great powers of
to the charm of a fluent and energetic elocu
on

In his various discussions before the

tion.

Louisiana, he

For

reasons

his

to

Medico-Chirurgical

remarkable for great copiousness
and that delicate tact Avhich is appositely resorted
was

language,
by men of varied learning
keeping up the interest of

propriety
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argument, Dr. Luzenberg

rior lecturer ; for

to

A.

and

distinguished

social

relations,

their hearers.

which it does not comport with my sense of
memoir, but Avhich did not affect

discuss in this

Dr. Luzenberg saw fit to withdraAV from his
College, and forever after escheAYed the society of

character,

chair in the

his then associates.

Untiring in his devotion to every subject connected with his
profession, as well as to the medical institutions of the State,
and ever active in alleviating the sufferings of humanity, we
find him next taking a deep interest in the regulation and in
ternal management of the Charity Hospital, of which he was
appointed one of the Administrators by the Legislature. He
in fact, virtually
Avas elected Vice-President of the institution
ex-officio
Governor
the
nominally so ; an office
President,
being
which he continued to fill with zeal and fidelity during the re
—

mainder of his life.
It Avould have been an impossibility for a thoughtful and
energetic man like Dr. Luzenberg, Avho had consecrated to

learning the passion of his youth and the strength of his man
hood, and had made even the portion of his life when he tra
velled a period of more diligent application ; noAV, when his

regulated by the discipline of philosophy,
and his opinions
by meditation and experience, to
of humanity Avas the object of
the
welfare
as
abstain, so long
to
his pursuits, from turning
practical purposes the results of
his intellectual acquirements, and thus contributing to the in
feelings

had become

melloAved

terest nearest to his heart.

The

repeated

recurrence

and the confused and

of

imperfect

yellow

fever in New

accounts

Orleans,

published concerning
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positive knoAvledge was as yet esta
blished, determined him to make its investigation the subject of
a
publication, which should be as perfect as the most diligent
application of the residue of his natural allotment of life could
a

disease of which

little

so

make it.

Accordingly

he

set

himself to Avork

and I believe there exists

this

object,
languages, having

collecting
no

materials for

book in any of the

bearing on yelloAv fever,
plan Avas to have large and

the most remote
His

which he did not procure.
accurate plates of every phasis of the disease, someAvhat after
the manner of M. rariset, and he had alreaely caused to be

painted in oil, as large as life, the most accurate delineations
fades, and other morbid appearances, Avhich are so
readily recognized as pathognomonic of yelloAv fever.
His Avritings and pathological researches on the subject had
of the

reached
still it

voluminous extent at the time of his

a

Avas

far from

being completed ;

nor

did he

decease,

but

contemplate

the Avork until he had established every fact and
With his peculiar predilection
to
his satisfaction.
assertion

publishing

for the Latin

manuscript is
publish it in such

the

language,

Avhether he intended to

known to any one.
Never satisfied unless he

cuting

measures

Avhich

Avas

appeared

in that tongue ; but
classic form is not

incessantly occupied
to him best fitted to

the cultivation of those branches of human

find him, in 1839, becoming the founder of the
Natural History and the Sciences," Avhich Avas

ships

by

the

was

we

Avith full poAver to
To the advancement of this insti

Legislature,
degrees.

of which he

sciences,
"

Society of
liberally en
create professor

and confer

tution,

promote

knoAvledge', so ne
society as well as

cessary for the intellectual improvement of
the progression of his profession in the collateral

dowed

in prose

forthwith elected

President,

he de

voted every hour that he could spare from other avocations,
or snatch from the time allotted to
sleep ; and to fonvard the

great objects in view, he
claims of

worldly prudence

Avas

ahvays ready

and self-interest.

to

sacrifice the

The rich collec-

CHARLES

A.
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tion of

specimens in natural history and the natural sciences
which he has left behind him, attests his munificence and dis
interested exertions in the cause of education.
in the

Believing
our
as

and

principle

of

association,

an

in the

ceeded at last in

uniting

consummating

a

his medical friends of the

purpose of mutual
science.

so

in the

republic,
potent
agent
augmentation, of knoAvledge,
so

diffusion,

as

well

Dr.

Luzenberg suc
long-projected scheme for
into

city

and the

improvement

characteristic of

a

society

promotion

for the

of medical

On the 1st

April, 1843, a legislative act was passed, incor
porating
society, under the title of The Louisiana Me
dico-Chirurgical Society," and at its first meeting Dr. Luzen
berg Avas unanimously chosen President.
In the midst of his active life, Dr. Luzenberg's health
began
to fail suddenly.
Although for a considerable time previously
he had experienced the most undoubted symptoms of cardiac
disease, still he did not suffer to any noticeable degree until
about the beginning of the spring of 1848, when actual pain in
the praecordial region, together with obstinate and readily ex
cited paroxysms of palpitation and dyspnoea, totally incapaci
tated him from application to any business whatever. The worst
fears of his medical friends Avere now excited, and their diagnosis
confirmed, with an accuracy worthy of the school of Corvisart,
by M. Rouanet, of France, recently arrived in NeAv Orleans,
who, as was verified by the autopsy, pointed out the precise
"

our

location and character of the disease.

deriving
solely Avith the vieAV

of

tions incidental to his

berg,

Without any expecta
travelling or other means, but

benefit from

tion of

after

escaping from

experiencing

some

the unavoidable molesta

business

numerous

degree

relations,

Dr. Luzen

of alleviation from the

residence, determined at the first approach
to
summer
of
sequester himself at the Red Sulphur Springs
of Virginia.
By the time he reached Cincinnati, hoAvever, his

quiet

of

a

seashore

malady had made such inroads upon his constitution that he
could proceed no further, and here he lingered until the 15th
July, 1848.
.16
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fully prepared
of his life he

for his

of the

with the Rev. F. L. Hawks, who

in his attention to him in the earlier

last illness, and who served

greatly, by

Dur

departure.

was on terms

most

was

period

un

of his

the aid of his lucid and

masterly reasoning, to prepare him for his end.
The obsequies Avere performed on the 28th July, the day
after the arriA'al of his remains at his residence, by the Rev.
Mr. Preston, of Annunciation Church, assisted by the Rev.
William Ozannc ; and the large concourse of sympathizing
friends and acquaintances, avIio attended and folloAved on foot
to his last resting-place, in the Protestant Cemetery, shoAved
the high and general estimation in Avhich he
Philharmonic

the

Society,
procession

Avas

held.

Avas

body
unexpectedly to every one, with strains of the most
priate and solemn music. But the most affecting part
a

as

ceremony

Avas

to

Avas

The

President, appeared in
moving off, and accompanied it,

of which he

appro
of- the

Avitncss the children of the Protestant Female

Orphan Asylum, to Avhich be had been a number of years the
physician, folloAving in the Avake, uniformed in the habiliments
of mourning.
Truly touching Avas it to observe this testimo
nial of the fatherless and afflicted to their departed benefactor,
AA'hich spoke more eloquently than the best-couched eulogy.
During the time occupied in closing up the tomb, appro
priate addresses were made to suit the mixed multitude assem
bled, in the French, English, and German languages, by Alfred
Hennen, Esq., and Drs. De Yalctti and Mueller.
Thomas M. Logax.

JOSEPH HARTSHORNE.
1779—1850.
Although not a Philadelphian by birth, Dr. Hartshorne
early became one by adoption, and Avas the son of a Philadel
phia mother. In that city Avere spent the fifty years of unfal
tering and successful devotion to his calling, as a public and
private practitioner of medicine and surgery ; and hence, Avith
his name is associated much that is honorable and interesting
in the medical reputation and history of Philadelphia.
There,
too, he married, reared his children to maturity, ended his
days and AA'as buried, after a long career of usefulness, which
early became one of unusual professional influence and pros
perity, although attended at the outset with a full share of
discouragements and difficulties.
He AA'as born in Alexandria, Virginia, on the 12th of Decem

ber, 1779. His father, AVilliam Hartshorne, had removed
from New Jersey, a short time previous to the commencement

having married a lady of Philadel
engaged in business as a commission
phia,
merchant in Alexandria, his residence being at an attractive
place named StraAvberry Hill in Fairfax County, Virginia,
of the Revolution.
Mr.

Avithin

a

After

Hartshorne

short distance of Mount Vernon and

some

three miles

His ancestors, Avho were Friends or Qua
the
earliest settlers of the Colony of New
kers, were among
having emigrated to this country on account of re
from Alexandria.

Jersey,

ligious persecution, from a long-established home in Leicester
shire, England. The pioneer of the family, Richard Harts
horne, arrived at the American homestead on the Highlands
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of Xever.-ink in 166!»

prietaries

:

and

subsequently,

as

one

of the Pro

in association with the Duke of York and William

Penn, in 1682, became

one

of the

largest

landholders in the

Province of Fast

Jersey.
portion of the estate, including the original seat of the
of the family, is still in the possession of a lineal descen

A

head
dant.

Mr. Hartshorne

enjoyed

the

and confidence

highest respect

felloAv-citizcns in all of his social and business

of bis

adopted
relations, as was

the bestOAval

evinced

by
Among

civil offices of trust.

him of various

on

that of

these

Secretary
positions,
Navigation Company, of which
and president, ayhs perhaps the

and Treasurer of the Potomac

Washington
meist

Avas

the founder

distinguished,

on

pre»vement enterprise
and

a

faAorite

project

account
as

of the nature of the internal im-

the first of its kind

of the

General's,

intimate association into which it

this

on

and

on

brought him
Country.

Continent,

account of the

for many years

in succession with the Father of his

Joseph

Avas

the third son, and but for

an

accident which

marked influence upon his habits, Avould most probably
have folloAved the example of his father in confining himself,

had

a

early life, to commercial pursuits. Although in
other respects of vigorous and active frame, he early increased
the interest of his parents in his intellectual progress by a
calamity which, at the age of five years, had thrown him upon
his mental resources by rendering him a cripple for life.
Hav
to cold while under the influence of calomel,
been
exposed
ing
at the close of an attack of small-pox, his feet Avere attacked
with a deep-seated suppurative inflammation, which avus allowed
to produce a permanent contraction and flexion of the toes,
and consequent incurable deformity and lameness.
His ina
bility to engage in the customary sports of boyhood naturally
developed an originally sensitive and retiring disposition, and
led him to seek the society of those Avho Avere older than him
self, and to engage in more mature pursuits than those of
ordinary boyhood. The loss of the companionship of his more
active schoolfellows also, by subjecting him constantly to in-

at least

in

JOSEPH

dependent

means

of
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entertainment, strengthened

nature, and taught him to find, in
own reflections and observations,

a

a

self-reliant

resort to books and to his

higher reach of pastime,
physical enjoyment Avhich his lameness had
His OAvn sad experience, also, doubtless increased
denied him.
his sympathy for the sufferings of his neighbors ; and, by inte
resting him in their various bodily ailments, probably led the way
to his subsequent vocation. The first effect, however, Avas
simply
on his
aspirations as a general student. Gifted with a retentive
memory, clear perception, strong reasoning poAvers, and entire
independence of judgment as well as general activity of mind,
instead of the

a

more

he devoted himself Avith energy to the exercises of the Alexan
dria Academy, at which, under the able direction of its worthy

principal, Dr. McGrath, the chaplain and valued
Washington, he became a distinguished pupil, and
completed his collegiate education. Latin and French Avere
the favorite languages of his early studies ; and the familiarity
and learned

friend of

which he often manifested in after years with these, no less
than the force and precision Avith which he wrote and spoke
his native

tongue,

were

characteristic of the

thoroughness

accuracy of his scholastic training.
Upon leaving the Academy, he entered the

of his

father,

for the benefit of

a

and

counting-house

business education under the

eye, Ayhich Avas deemed of great value to the young
of the neighborhood, on account of the high standing of

paternal
men

Mr.

Hartshorne,
The

a man.

in that

good

striking

in his

habits,

in

part of the State,

effect of this commercial

as a

training

prompt, punctual, methodical,

conducting

merchant and

was
very
and industrious

all his affairs in after life.

Without

developed his
study,
and
increased the
natural aptness for order and precision,
a
of
naturally impul
practical turn of mind, Avhich, in spite
sive, and even enthusiastic disposition, eA'entually became a
ruling and inA'aluable characteristic.
It Avas at this period, too, that he established the perfect
interfering

physical
enormous

Avith his inclination for

it

health Avhich enabled him to devote himself to
amount

of mental and

bodily labor,

an

Avithout inter-
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long succession of

years.

During

an

nearly forty years, he Avas not obliged to rest three
on account of sickness or
succession
in
davs
fatigue ; and it
a
him
to
in
for
a
Avas
rare thing
indulge
single day's Avithinterval of

draAval from
was an

old

labor for purposes of recreation. He
invalid before he Avas willing to absent

professional

man

and

an

himself from his post; and even then he Avas ready to attend
to what he regarded as the call of duty, Avithout regard to his
oavii

condition, and Avithout thought of compensation, Avherever

and whenever the claims of

friendship

or

humanity

Avere

pro

to him.

perly presented
While dividing

his time betAveen the Avarehouse at Alexan

dria and the flour-mills at

StraAvberry Hill,

he

Avas

induced,

urging of his friends and some members of his family,
Avhose penetration had already suggested his proper calling, to
engage in reading works on medicine, Avith a vieAV to his ulti
mately becoming a physician. He entered upon this course,
however, Avith great reluctance. Although fond of the study,
the prospect of undertaking the practice of the healing art
Avas so distasteful to him that he at first resisted the
importu
nities of his advisers, but Avas finally persuaded to make the

by

the

•>'■>. X.

in consideration of his

lameness, which Avas supposed to
incapacitate him for more active occupation. He therefore
became a regular pupil of Dr. James JKraik, the family
phy
sician of Washington, and former surgeon of the Continental
Army. Dr. Kraik Avas the favorite military surgeon and
medical adviser and companion of General Washington in all
his campaigns, from the ill-fated Braddock's
expedition until
the close of the Revolutionary War, and possessed, in cha
racter and varied experience,
unusually valuable qualifications
as a
teacher.
Our young student, how
private professional
After one or two years'
ever, was destined for a wider field.
preliminary reaeling and practical study Avith his accomplished
preceptor, he Avas enabled, through the assistance of his un
cles, Samuel Coates and Pattison Hartshorne of Philadelphia
then influential managers of the Hospital, and of other rela
tives in that city, to secure an appointment to the
post of
trial,

JOSEPH
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Resident

Apprentice and Apothecary, then vacant in the
Pennsylvania Hospital. He entered this institution on the
27th of July, 1801, and thus commenced his residence and
professional career in Philadelphia, about the middle of his
twenty-second year. He entered the medical class of the
University at the commencement of the succeeding term ; and,
from that time fonvard, Avas assiduously engaged in the prac
tical duties of the Hospital, as well as in the more theoretical
occupation of the library and the lecture-room. We have not
space to dAvell on the reputation of both the schools in which
he Avas so fortunate as to be thus auspiciously established.
Nor need Aye say anything of the importance and Aralue of the
teaching he enjoyed, as hospital surgeon under such men as
Rush, and Wistar, and Physick, and Barton, who were the
physicians and surgeons of the Hospital, and his preceptors
in the University.
It is enough to say that he soon became
warmly interested in the splendid opportunities afforded by his
new

field of

observation,

and did not fail to devote his Avhole

energies to the mastery of the science and art, the
grand object and nature of which he had just begun to compre
hend, in their application to the stern realities of life before
His previous apprehensions and antipathies were soon
him.
merged in a higher sense of admiration for the glories of the
science, and a determination to unveil its mysteries for the
noble purpose of abating the miseries of his felloAV-men.
During his five years' term of service, the library and the
museum received a large share of his attention.
Probably no
time and

resident of the institution

ever

made himself

more

familiar

Avith the books of the library, or the preparations of the mu
seum than did Dr. Hartshorne, while they continued in his

Avorthy of note, that to him is due the first
regular alphabetical catalogue prepared for publication at the
Hospital, as is shown by a special vote, in acknoAvledgment
care

;

and,

it is

and commendation, Avhich is
the Board of Managers.
As he
Avas

still

Avas
more

no

mere

closet

on

record in the minute-book of

student, however,

diligently engaged

in

improving

our

librarian

his

acquaint-
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injury in the Avard and
knoAvledge of anatomy
His
and surgery by the exercises of the dissecting-room.
interest in the study of anatomy and physiology especially
attracted the attention of Dr. Caspar Wistar, then the distin
guished professor of the former branch ; and his proficiency in
the Professor's favorite stuely Avas probably an influential
source of the
regard which Dr. Wistar continued to manifest
with the ravages of disease and
the dead-house, and in advancing his

ance

for him in after years.
Dr. Hartshorne justly attached the

highest importance to a
thorough knoAAlcdge of anatomy in all its details and applica
tions ; and, in insisting upon it as, with physiology and patho
logy, the only true and substantial basis on Avhich medical and
surgical skill should rest, he Avas accustomed to attribute much
of the' confidence he felt in both medical and surgical practice
to the familiarity Avith it acquired by him while a hospital stu
dent.
Although ahvays willing to listen to authority, and
able and ready to give a reason for his own belief and precept,
he Avas too much a student of Nature, and too independent in
his habit of thought, not to value above all things in the pursuit
of his profession the faculty of observation, and the ability,
through a knowledge of healthy manifestations and appear
ances, to direct this faculty to a useful end.
After some seven years' stuely, four of Avhich Avere spent in
the Hospital and in attendance on the University courses, he
took his

degree of Doctor of Medicine. The thesis which he
presented on the occasion of his graduation was an experi
mental one,
On the Influence of the Atmosphere in Respira
tion."
It was published at the time, in accordance Avith the
custom of the day, and copies of it are still extant.
Although
prepared and written under the press of his numerous duties
as senior
hospital resident, it gives evidence of literary taste
and scholarship ; and, as a specimen of original
investigation,
is indicative of the ability and learning Avhich soon rendered
its young author conspicuous among his brethren.
During the last twelve months of his service at the Hospital,
he was authorized to take the entire charge of the
out-patients
"

JOSEPH
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of the

institution, in connection Avith a charity AA'hich has since
given up to the City Dispensary. For this purpose he
was allowed the use of a horse and
gig ; and in the course of
the year was called to prescribe for seventeen hundred dif
ferent patients, the record of Avhose cases is still preserved.
During the latter few months of his residence in the Hos
pital, also, he engaged in the translation of Desault's Clinical
Lectures on Fractures, and had nearly completed his work and
secureel a number of subscribers for the publication, when he
Avas forestalled
by a competitor. This induced him to prepare,
at very short notice, an American edition of
Boyer's Treatise
on Diseases of the
an
with
Bones,
original appendix, contain
notes
of
cases
and
of
some new forms of
ing
descriptions
appa
ratus ; the notes and
descriptions being illustrated with several
handsome copperplate engravings.
This is the only Avork in
been

the book form Avith Avhich his

author

or

editor.

He

was

at

no

has been connected

name

time fond of

Avriting

as

for the

press, and he soon became too much absorbed in the routine
duties of his public and private practice to be able to devote
any time, but what Avas needed for repose in bed, to labors
Avith the pen. The few papers he has contributed are, like his

Appendix

to the edition of

tical in the4r
some neAV or

Boyer

on

character, and intended

peculiar

cessful in his hands.

the
to

Bones, entirely prac

announce or

elucidate

mode of treatment, which had been suc
He Avas in the habit, however, of record
from

day to day ; and briefly
Large num
bers of memoranda of this kind are to be found throughout
his books ; but, although interesting, and, to some extent,
available, they are not sufficiently connected in themselves to

ing

all his

noted the

important prescriptions

cases

of interest that occurred to him.

admit of arrangement for the press.
His residence in the Hospital was further
the introduction of

distinguished by
for the treatment

improved apparatus
thigh, Avhich, for efficiency and simplicity, is
superior to many that have been presented since. It still
holds its ground in many places ; and, with the adaptation of
more recent modes of applying the extending and counterof fractured

an
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extending bands, may yet be regarded
forms of splints for the purpose.
to

as

one

of

the best

We may remark here, that he attached but little importance
the claim of
originality in the contrivance of instruments
"

••

and apparatus, or in the minor modifications of treatment ;
well knoAving that the suggestions of practice are so frequently
to intelligent and ingenious practitioners, that there
expedients Avhich have not occurred again and again,
the stimulus of necessity, to different individuals ; and

the

same

are

feAV

under

that very many of the so-called neAV inventions are te> be found
These are the
among the illustrations of our oldest Avorks.
small vanities of the

habit of

his

adapting

profession, which,
OAvn means

in

to the

spite of
particular

his constant
end in

vieAV,

Avithout subservience to established rule, he sometimes under
valued in his

case, anel

oavh

disregarded

in others.

So far did

that he described his

splint for frac
Boyer, although it
Avas
altogether unlike its imaginary model, and only resembled
it, in common Avith Default's, in treating the fractured limb in
the straight position, and in the employment of a leather

he go Avith this
tured thigh as

socket,
An

feeling,

which he

a

motlification of that of

soon

aftenvards abandoned.

presented for his embarking on
a
Batavia,
surgeon and supercargo'of an East
India merchantman, he obtained permission to resign his office
at the Hospital some six AA'eeks before the expiration of his
five years" term of service.
The certificate which Avas given
to him on this occasion, after speaking in the most cordial
terms of his conduct, during his residence in the institution,
as
meriting their highest esteem and respect, goes on to say :
"In the practical duties of his profession, he has displayed,
under the inspection and advice of six of the most eminent
physicians of Philadelphia, a skill seldom to be met with in
practitioners of his years. From a Avell-founded confidence

opportunity having

voyage to

been

as

in his abilities and fitness for the

door

patients

charge, the care of the out
exclusively during the

has been intrusted to him

last year of his meritorious services ; and the

uncommon sue-
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with which his practice Avas marked, left us no cause
either to regret or to diminish our confidence in him."
This voyage occupied him about ten months, and was
very
successful in a pecuniary point of view, at the same time that
it Avas advantageous in other
respects. He Avas soon tempted
cess

to make

a

fourteen

or

second venture, during which he
fifteen months, three of which

Avas

absent

some

spent in

were

a

residence at Batavia.
voyage

Avas as

The mercantile result of the second
unfortunate as that of the first had been pros

perous ; and the surgeon and supercargo returned to his proper
position in Philadelphia, a poorer man than when he left it.
The lessons and opportunities of the new field, however, were

by

no means
lost.
The diseases and accidents of a longEast India voyage in the
strongly-manned vessels of former
days, and the malignant fevers and boAvel affections so preva
lent in Batavia at that time, afforded him ample
professional

employment,

as

Avell

as

means

of

enlarging

his medical expe

rience.
Nor

this

Avas

episode

in his

professional

moral tests.

On tAvo different

the

character of the transaction

life without its

occasions, his integrity and
firmness are knoAvn to have been severely tried.
Once as
for
his
while
he
was offered
supercargo,
ship,
seeking freight
a
large consignment of spices, then monopolized by the go
vernment of Holland, on terms so advantageous as to manifest

smuggling

He refused to be

obtained.

and

only suspect,

party

a

might easily

to

a

by which they Avere

fraud which he could

have winked at without fear of

exposure ; and thus saved his honor at the expense of a cer
The second trial was much more severe, as Avell
tain fortune.
as

appropriate

more

to

his

mission.

peculiar

During

the

second voyage home, the master of the ship, a man of courage
and ability, but unusually stern and arbitrary, even for those

days
and
ness

not

of

ocean

quality
as

Avell

only

against

despotism, subjected

of rations which created
as

his
a

crew

to

an

alloAvance

serious amount of sick

discontent among the men.
justify the captain, but

refused to

his course, and continued to insist

Dr. Hartshorne

boldly protested
upon a change, until
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although at the cost of his
liberty throughout the remainder of the voy
to

some

banished

extent,

to

the forecastle, and at

one

time

Avould have been put in irons, if it had not been for the undis
guised sympathy expressed for him by the subordinate officers
and men, Avhose rights he was defending. It may be remarked
here that his determined stand against the oppression of these
poor mariners Avas
Avhole after-life, in
were

only

in accordance with the

ministering

to

spirit

of his

the sick and Avounded Avho

confided to his care, and in protecting what he deemed
their rights and needs, against the negligence or perver
Nurses and patients, of
of the attendants anel friends.

to be

sity

AvhateArer

position,

Avell kneAv that his orders

Avithout alteration

He

Avere

meant to

hesitated to

be

delay.
intermeddling so common in the
Avas
sick-room ; nor
he much more patient under the infliction of
unreasonable and often impertinent catechizing, so often visited
To the
upon the doctor under plea of interest in the patient.
bluntness manifested on these occasions toAvards irresponsible
parties in and out of the sick-room, and to the sternness with
obeyed
sent

never

re

the absurd and mischievous

which he

Avas

be attributed

for

or

apt

to

much,

rebuke the careless

if not

and

all,

of his

elisobedient, may
reputation in many places
the patients themselves he
or

impatience. To
sympathizing, as he Avas to all Avho Avere
in
affliction
; although he never Avithheld the truth when
really
it Avas unequivocally asked for.
His OAvn family and old

Avas

roughness
ever

friends,

tender anel

—

all, indeed, who knew him best,

—

felt

not

the

slightest fear either of Avords or froAvns, unless really de
served, and Avere more likely to expect a Avarm grasp of the
hand, and a benignant smile or hearty laugh, than either.
On reaching Philadelphia once more, he Avas glad to settle
down, and enter permanently upon the practice of his profes
sion.
His apothecary's training at the
Hospital, and his
extensive professional acquaintance, together Avith the
very
limited income to be hoped for at that
early stage of his
career, induced him to engage in partnership with an old
friend as a druggist.
With this view he opened an
apothe-
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physician's office in Market Street above
three years' trial of this kind of life satis
fied him, that, although it Avas common, at that period, for
city practitioners to compound their OAvn prescriptions, as it
now is in the rural districts, and the two different
callings were
not considered incompatible Avith each other, such a mode of
prosecuting his vocation was not suited to his interest or
temper. He therefore opened an office alone, Avithin a short
distance from his former Hospital home.
Here commenced
the long struggle which, notAvithstanding the difficulties inci
dent to his lameness and to his entire dependence on the
receipts of his daily labor, Avas destined to end so happily to
his advantage.
The advance was sIoav, however, and the trial
hard
to
one who had never known what it was to
especially
cary's shop

Eighth.

and

A tAvo

or

want, until he had left his father's house.

although

That father had

the misfortunes of others in his old age ; and
still anxious to aid his favorite son by giving him a

been reduced

by

home in his native town, in the hope of securing him a prac
tice there, the only answer to his urgent offer Avas the prompt
reply, that the paternal roof Avas no place for the sons, until

they

could

bring

their fortunes with them.

In the year 1813, Dr. Hartshorne was married to Anna
Bonsall, eldest daughter of Isaac Bonsall, a prominent minister

Society of Friends in Philadelphia ; and his practice,
already quite respectable in medicine and surgery, from that
time rapidly increased.
In 1815, he was, Avithout solicitation on his part, unanimously
elected one of the surgeons of the Pennsylvania Hospital, he
having withdrawn from a canvass for a similar appointment a
in favor of Dr. John Syng Dorsey,
year or tAvo previously,
Dr.
of
Physick. His colleagues then, and during
nepheAV
several years, were Drs. Physick and Dorsey, Avho already
regarded him as a rising competitor for their well-earned fame.
This return, in a higher capacity, to the scene of his early
exploits, extended his general reputation, and brought him
more prominently before the public as a practical surgeon.
Upon the death of Professor Wistar, in 1818, his rising pro-

of the
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attending physician in a large number
of respectable families; and he began to be regarded by a
considerable party as likely to be a desirable acquisition to
the medical faculty of the University, which had just met
with so severe a loss in the decease of his distinguished patron.
Accordingly, when the chair of Surgery became vacant by tho
transfer of Dr. Physick to the Professorship of Anatomy in
Dr. Wistar's place, Dr. Hartshorne Avas urged as a candidate
therefor, in connection with the accomplished Dr. Thomas T.
HeAvson, then already popular as a teacher of Surgical and
Comparative Anatomy. The canvass by the respective com
petitors and their advocates was an exciting one, although Dr.
Dr. Hartshorne and
Hartshorne took no personal part in it.
his associate fell short by one vote only of the number that
placed the successful candidate, Dr. Gibson, in the station
which he so long held in the school ; and, as Dr. Evans, from
Avhose excellent memoir avc freely quote, remarks: "It is no
disparagement to the latter to say, that the strong desire to
transplant from a neighboring anel rival school one Avho pro
mised to contribute much to its rising reputation, Avas, at the
time, generally understood to have been the principal cause of
t£ge succeeded

him

as

Dr. Hartshorne' s defeat."
"

on

He has often

that occasion

private practice
after it

:

so

said," continues Dr. Evans,
Avas

Avas

fortunate

"

that his failure

many accounts, and that his
immediately anel decidedly augmented
on

much so, that he Avould

the duties of the tAvo

never

have been

Avilling

to

if the additional

together,
perform
patients had been still disposed to seek him." To use his OAvn
expressive phrase, he would not have been hampered with the
professorship. He was no office-seeker, and averse to min
gling in crowds ; and hence he not only declined all invitations
to public positions Avhich might have extended, Avhat he shrank
from, his notoriety, but was rarely seen in the large social
gatherings which are so common among the leading profes
sional men of the city, and especially at the houses of the
professors of the different medical schools. Although given
to individual hospitality Avith all the warmth of his native
even
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guest in his house and at his table,
display, and never engaged in gene
ral entertainments.
He was, therefore, known to the students
only at a distance and in his hospital service ; and, although
he commanded their respect and confidence, hemever sought
that personal and social popularity among them Avhich is so
important in the relations between the teacher and his pupils.
In a more intimate course with them, hoAvever, he Avould not
have failed to attach them strongly to him, as he did all those
with Avhom, as private preceptor or consulting medical coun
sellor, he Avas brought into association. He AA'as candid and
indulgent, always taking and expressing an unaffected interest
in young medical men who proved themselves
desemng and
in
the
of
their
and
ever
capable
duties,
discharge
ready not
to
advise
them
in
and
to
them
from
only
difficulties,
protect
or
but
to
award
them
Avhatever
misrepresentation
imposition,
praise their skill or good conduct may have merited.
In the year 1820" (Ave resume our quotation from Dr. E.)
"our city Avas visited by the yelloAv fever; and from that
period up to 1830, there Avas a remarkable prevalence of epi
demic diseases.
Influenza of an aggravated character, as Avell
as bilious fever in its A'arious forms, visited, at short intervals,
most parts of our country; and the city of Philadelphia, Avith
its adjacent districts, repeatedly suffered severely from their
inroads.
Of the many eminent physicians Avho, during that
time, resided in our city, there was, perhaps, no one more
constantly occupied Avith the duties of his profession, few as

State,

and

he had

no

rarely

without

taste for

a

social

"

much so,
from all

resorted

Dr. Hartshorne.

The calls upon

him, either

as

or as

Neck,' Avith the inhabitants of which he had
extremely popular, as Avell as from different parts

of 'The

name

long

as

consulting physician, were not only numerous
parts of the city and districts, but he Avas constantly
to from that section beloAV the city knoAvn by the

attending

been

neighboring country. In addition to the great amount
heaped upon him, he Avas frequently consulted
letters
by physicians at a greater distance. Some
through
idea may be formed of the extent of his practice at that peof the

of business thus
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that, during the

course

hundred and

tAvo

over

all of Avhich

Avere

of

a

single

eighty
personal

eases

under his

autumn,
of fever
care

and

The constant demand maele upon his time by his
attendance.
private practice, rendered it necessary for him to givo up his
appointment as surgeon in the Hospital, and in 1S21 he ac
cordingly sent in his resignation, after a connection Avith it, as

apprentice, resident physician,
twelve years."
"

It

was

thus that

so

and

attending surgeon,

of

nearly

many years of Dr. Hartshorne's life

reputation for skill and experience Avhich he
passed
acquired adding to his multiplied cares, and securing a
lie continued to
continual interruption to rest or pleasure,
his
of
devote the untiring energies
poAverful and cultivated
mind to the duties and responsibilities of a Avide-spread prac
tice, never relaxing in the course he had marked out, until the
time arriveel Avhen he too Avas obliged to succumb to the inroads
; the

were

had

of sickness and the shadow of death."
His

naturally strong constitution,

sustained

by

an

active

life in the open air, his strict temperance, his extreunc cleanli
ness of
person, and regular mode of life, so far as his profes

sional duties would

admit,

enabled him to resist the infirmities

of age almost entirely, until he had nearly completed his al
He had undergone two very
lotted threescore years and ten.
serious mental

being

and the

eldest

shocks,

at

other,

the for

five years' interval ; the one
daughter by a rapid consumption,

some

the loss of his eldest
some

time uncertain loss at

He had also been

sea

of his

occasional attacks of

subject
biliary obstruction, probably from gall-stones, for several
years, but had never been obliged to interrupt his daily avo
It Avas not until the autumn of 1848, and especially
cations.
after the summer and fall of 1849, that he gave evidence of
The cholera epidemic of 1849 sub
more serious disorder.
jected him to numerous appeals frem old and new patients,
notwithstanding that he had previously been largely curtailing
the extent of his practice.
He became warmly interested in
the work, and Avas once more almost as busily employed as he
son.

to

-
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had

ever

been in his best

While the excitement

days.

lasted,

he did not appear to suffer ; but the close of the season and
the cessation of the contest with the pestilence, left him ex
The remaining months of his
hausted and fatally diseased.

failing

life

Avere

the intervals of

enough
and to

was

life,

delude him into the effort to go on Avith his labors,
the calls which Avere daily made upon him, and

answer

pertinaciously pressed,

often
he

to

a
struggle with inevitable decay, in Avhich
comparative ease were just long and decided

but

with little

to the

change

hope

sick-room, and

Thus he

when

dragged
improvement, and in entire resignation
he knew Avas rapidly approaching, until
on a

Aveary

of

which

the latter end of

in his

even

unable to leave his bed.

At this time he determined to

June, 1850.

the undisturbed repose which
city,
house
his
OAvn
in
was impossible
; and he had himself carried
near
to the Brandywine Springs,
Wilmington, Delaware, there
air
and
to spend, in a pure
perfect retirement, the few days
this place, attended by his sons,
At
him.
that yet remained to
Drs. EdAvard and Henry Hartshorne, with the aid of Drs.
Shallcross and Goddard, and surrounded by his family, he
his
lingered until the 20th of August, 1850, when he breathed
in order to

leave the

secure

in peace with all men, and in the firm assurance of a better
life above, through the salvation which is in Jesus Christ alone.
been, by preference as well as birthright, a

last,

Having always
religious Society

member of the
as

the

views

"

Friends,

now

designated

Orthodox" denomination, Dr. Hartshorne's spiritual

were

in

conformity

Avith the

although

he attached but little

language

and dress.

was

of

fond of social

principles
importance

by that body,
peculiarities of

held
to

When not overwhelmed with

care

he

conversation, generally cheerful, and often

would not unfre
quite hilarious, yet his mental abstraction
or in the street, render
and
especially among strangers,
quently,
him apparently unconscious of persons and things around him.

In this way he Avould create, on cursory observers, an im
Avas not his
ordinary
pression of reserve and taciturnity, Avhich
to serious reflection
him
led
mind
his
of
the
cast
Still
habit.

and its kindred

reading.

He took
37

pleasure

in

theological

dis-
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disputation;

and much of the leisure of the

latter years of his life was spent in the stuely of the Bible and
its literature, and of standard Avorks on religious belief and

Decided in his

experience.
listen
in

Hartshorne, Avhen compelled

although

never

strove to

to

live

govern others.

to

mere

He

with all

brethren,"

mankind,

consider

not

:

live in peace anel friend
especially Avith my professional

I Avish

and

controversy then prevailing
which he did

position

and yet,
he had no Avish

anel conscience

responsibility,
dogmatized ; and Avas so adverse
generally preferred dropping a sub

his remark to

Avas

authoritative

from

"

it.

over

take

an

never

argument, that he

disputing

to

than Dr.

independent;

or

OAvn reason

shrinking

to

ject
ship

willing

Avas ever

while he

him,

determined

more

men Avere

under the dictates of his

to

vieAvs, he

Avith all.

charity
Few

OAvn

those who differed from

to

an

to

old

friend, in reference to a
circles, the subject of

in medical

Avorthy

of the excitement created

it.

by

"He

the

was

Hartshorne
idea

or

the

friend,

same

scrupulously

most
'•

spoke,

knew.

I

ever

it

never

truthful

man," continues

On whatever

Avord could be at variance with his real

consistent with the fact
the

as

subject

occurred to his auditor that

he understood it.

potency of

and

opinion,

He

Avas

or

Dr.
an

in

content

said

truth,
ahvays
exactly
attempting either to add force to his as
sertion by artificial emphasis or ornament.
There may have
appeared, in this singleness of purpose and absence of embel
lishment, a lack of some of the sophistication, not to say sua
vity, of polished society. There may have been absent, also,

to

rely

on

simple

what he meant,

never

some

of the conventional courtesies which

used

as

cloaks,

Avhich,

as

are too
apt to be
such, he held in light esteem.

consideration for the persons and opinions of
in which true politeness consists, and Avhich has the

But in that

others,

and

just

rule for its

only guide, he Avas never intentionally defi
cient, and usually carefully observant.
Beneath an occasional brusqueness of demeanor, and some
times, when the occasion perhaps demanded, of actual severity,

golden
"
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large amount of native goodness of heart ; and
his sympathies were ever in active exercise towards the af
flicted, save when the graver duties of his profession called
forth the higher and sterner attributes of his mind."
An anecdote occurs to us, Avhich exemplifies the remark just
It Avas related to us by a profes
made in a forcible manner.
sional brother, who was then attending with him in the capa
city of house-surgeon of the hospital, as he Avas making a stated
In the course of his routine, he
visit as attending surgeon.

there

was

a

was

observed to visit the cell of

who

was

He

confined

therein,

was so overcome

door, weeping

like

by

a

a

his

old friend and

an

and

raving
feelings,

child,

for

schoolmate,

unmanageable

maniac.

that he stood outside the

some

minutes,

before he

was

regain his self-control ; but the moment the door Avas
and
the physician and patient were confronted with each
open,
all
trace of the recent yearnings and weakness of the
other,
able to

heart

were

gone, and

appeared.
In regard

to his

an

air of firm and calm

professional

authority

character and

his

alone

standing,

we

Dr.

Evans, in
biographer,
so much indebted :
already
We have, perhaps, already said sufficient to give a general
outline of Dr. Hartshorne's life and character as a physician ;

cannot do better than to

the Memoir to which

quote

we are

"

an
easy matter,
may confess that we feel it to be not
a
full
and
as
to
correct idea of
sketch
so to fill up the
convey
them to those who Avere personally unacquainted with him.

and

we

We may, hoAvever, further observe, that no one capable of ap
preciating such knowledge could be long associated with him,

being convinced of his extensh^e and exact knowledge
principles governing the science of medicine ; of his
diagnostic acumen, and clear perceptions of the changes ef
fected by disease ; together with a thorough familiarity with
the art of applying, in the most successful manner, those
agents most effective in arresting and removing it. Hence, in
the sick-room he Avas distinguished by the facility with which
he made himself acquainted Avith the nature and extent of the
case before him, by the exercise of great sagacity, close obser-

AA'ithout
of the
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teachings

vation, and the well-remembered

of

a

large

expe

universally
although
judgment is infallible, the event
seldom proved to haA'e been erroneous ; and having satisfied
himself of the character of the malady with which he had to
combat, Avhile always moving with great caution, his course
Avas unhesitating, anel
regulated by principles from Avhich no
As a surgeon he Avas pru
him
to sAverve.
Avould
thing
tempt
rience ;

arriving

because

correct,

dent, but

never

knife, when he

not

conclusions Avhich,

at

human

no

anel be

timid,

ever

AA'as

it could be

thought

anxious to avoid the

safely dispensed

with.

He

elecided and strong advocate for the use of the lancet ;
not resorting to it, hoAvever, empirically, Avithout reference to
the existing state of the constitution, and of the various
organs of the body, but ahvavs Avith precise vieAvs in its
Avas a

©

application,
its

He

use.

that he

having

Avas

aAvare

medial agent too
the subject in all its
ness

of the

satisfactory reason for
being an impression abroad

distinct anel

a

of there

habit, carried the use of this poAverful re
far; but, after reneAved consideration of

from

had,

J-

*

»

anel

bearings, his
pursued

he had

course

conversation held Avith the Avriter,
commencement of his

last

a

convictions of the correct
Avere

confirmed ; and in a
previous to the

short time

illness, he remarkeel that, upon a
practice, he could recall no

careful review of his extensive

that caused him any regret for having bled in it
but there Avere many in Avhich he feared he had

single case
too freely :
erred, either
it until it

••Being
medicine,

by

Avas

not

too

bleeding

solicitous of

so

far

as

in them at

all,

or

having

deferred

late.

his

pace with the progress of
engagements would permit, he

keeping

numerous

constant reader of the medical

journals

and other

publi
day, gladly availing himself of the thoughts and
experience of others. The impulse of his own mind, hoAvever,
prevented him from circumscribing his reasoning upon the sub
ject, Avithin the limits marked out by the author he Avas perus
ing, since, his reliance being chiefly on the deductions of his
OAvn mind, Avhether in
agreement or opposition to the opinions
of others, he was necessarily prevented from
becoming a mere
Avas a

cations of the

imitator.
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The great confidence which his professional brethren re
the frequency with
posed in his judgment was evidenced by
in
consultation
advice
for
him
; in the
to
which they resorted
his
of
a
this
prac
of his life
latter
constituting large part
"

part

tice.
never

And in this intercourse with other physicians, while he
concealed his sentiments for reasons of policy, or ap
in Avhat he really disapproved, for fear of
to

acquiesce
peared
treated
infringing on the laAvs of politeness, yet he invariably
and
was
always ready
all with candor and becoming deference,
to

listen to whatever

was

offered in relation to the facts

con

or remedies proposed, in the case.
Satisfied that, with all his boasted talents and

nected,

acquired
off the approach of death
warding
skill,
were unavailing, except
or for restoring health and strength,
the
effectual
rendered
blessing of the Al
Avere
as they
by
the
resting upon us
he
obligation
freely acknowledged
mighty,
their
to
reference
with
efforts
receiving that
those
to make
"

the efforts of

blessino-.

man

in

But Avhile he thus confessed the limited powers of
of life and health, he never
in the

human agency

dispensation

blessings

;

and re
theless entertained a high estimate of his profession,
the
choicest
of
some
conferred
which
garded it as a noble art,
and in proportion to this high estimate
on mankind

in all its
his contempt for and opposition to quackery,
terms
decided
most
the
in
to
not
speak
phases ; and he failed
ranks
the
within
admitted
members
those
of disapprobation of
to
refused
who
or
countenanced
op
of the profession who

was

pose it."
the Philadelphia
Dr. Hartshorne was elected a member of
American
the
of
Philosophical So
Medical Society in 1801 ;
of
of the College
Physicians in 1824.
ciety in 1815; and
of the meetings of
attendant
He was at one time a frequent
was a
these bodies ; and, during his student-life especially,
the
of
Philadelphia
useful and influential member and officer

Medical Society.

E. Hartshorne.

SAMUEL GEORGE MORTON.
1799—1851.

biography of Samuel Geen-ge Morton
plagiarism. Others, avIio have knoAvn him
Those
both his history and his eulogy.
have
written
avcII,
us Iioay earnest Avas
have
told
in
his
personal intimacy
happy
his spirit, with Avhat industry and single-minded truth he ful
filled every duty : they have recounted his early studies; the
religious surroundings of his life, which forbade his entrance
into the clerical or legal profession ; his oavu idiosyncrasies,
Avhich AvithdreAv him from mercantile employments ; his early
manhood, spent in Europe in gathering the honors of an oldAvorld university; his travels in France and Italy, developing
Avithin him the poetical element, and the keen appreciation of
To Avrite

veritable

a

Avould involve

a

the beauties of

form, Avith

and contour,

that nice discrimination of outline
to him in

necessary
subsequent studies as to
the
his
return to his native land to
painter
sculptor ;
engage in active practice ; his early devotion to science as a
the

as

or

rather than to any specialty, as a means of distinc
the steps which gradually led him to ethnology as a dis
tinct pursuit, and his laborious prosecution of that study, until

totality,
tion

:

he built up out of it a world-wide fame as a philosopher.
Others have done justice, in eloquent terms, to his moral
attributes.
Affectionate companions of his labors have
gar
landed his tomb with memories of his social and
racter.

Faithful to his

fond of the

good

in the

religious

cha

friends, affectionate in the home-circle,
minds of similar direction, he Avas as

society of
quiet eATery-day

relations of life

as

great in the

wider circle of scientific intercourse.

quent

scene
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His house

Avas

the fre

pleasant reunions of scientific men, and he eA'er
to the attainments of those engaged in other

of

paid homage
departments of

labor.

a cold tribute which falls from the
pen of a
has
no
Avho
recollections
to
and
warm
ener
personal
stranger,
gize his language. Such is the misfortune of the writer of

But that is but

this

and he turns himself

sketch,

view of Morton's
and

a

life,

to

which

a

accordingly to
knowledge of

that broader
his

writings,

with the great ideas which constitute the
events of his existence, are
only necessary. These

familiarity

proudest
pages, then, will present, not so much a biography, as an ana
lytical sketch of his doctrines, and a hasty effort to trace out
their final results upon the
But it will be proper to
his

life,

and

Samuel
ary,

1799,

place

George
Avas

on

cause

of human progress.
as it Avere, an almanac of

premise,

record his achievements.

Morton

was

born in

sect, and

Avas

Revolting

at the details of mercantile

bar and the

became

a

Philadelphia,

in Janu

educated in the strictest school of the Quaker
destined, originally, for commercial pursuits.

pulpit by

student

life,

shut out from the

his birth and education

of medicine

under Dr.

Quaker, he
Joseph Parrish,
as a

by others, among whom was
Harlan, an accomplished teacher of
prominent
In January, 1820, he at
Natural History of that period.
tained his majority, and received his degree of Doctor of Medi

though

assisted in his studies
Dr. Richard

cine in March of the

sailed for

same

and in the

Later in the season, he
spring of 1823 he received his

year.

Europe,
the University of Edinburgh.
During his stay
and Italy.
France
on the other side of the Atlantic, he visited
In 1824 he returned, and began the practice of medicine in
Philadelphia, and at the same time became a prominent mem
In 1839 he was
ber of the Academy of Natural Sciences.
in
the
of
Professor
Pennsylvania
Anatomy
College
appointed
On the
of Philadelphia, which position he held until 1843.
18th of May, 1851, he died.
degree

at

Such is the brief record which tells the story of the life of
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impress on the age, and whose
teachings are destined still farther to modify and control public
of the day.
opinion, on some of the most important questions
one

whose

genius

has left its

To fill out this sketch, to show wherein lies the true greatness
And, first, let
of Morton's life, is the object of this memoir.
us

trace

the indications afforded

by

the character and amount

of his various

literary productions.
only a broad, general taste for
natural science ; the specific branch of research in Avhich he
was to become great was not indicated until a later period.
Thus, his Edinburgh thesis was upon the subject of pain. On
his return from Europe, he presented to the Academy of Natu
His

career, manifested

early

ral Sciences

a

in 1827, he

collection of the greenstone rocks of Scotland;
an "Analysis of Tabular Spar from

published
County;" in the succeeding

Bucks

His

Observations."

attention,

year, some
thus directed to

"Geological

geology,

Avas

naturally turned to its Paheontological features; and a long
and important series of papers Avas published by him in Silliman's Journal, or in the Journal of the Academy, on the fos
sils of the
1834 these

cretaceous

of the

nopsis

formations of the United States.
into

gathered
Organic Remains

Avere

a

volume, Avith

the

title,

In

"

Sy
Group of

of the Cretaceous

the United States."

itself, might Avell form the subject of a Avarm
author, but it Avas only a stepping-stone to higher
By a natural progression, comparative anatomy also

This

book,

eulogy

of its

labors.

in

"

1831, a paper on some Parasitic
An Albino Raccoon;"
Worms;" in 1841, a description of
On a supposed new species of Hippo
and in 1844, a memoir
potamus," Avere published, and still exist as evidences of the

occupied

his attention.

In

"

"

breadth of his studies.
Nor

was

his attention drawn away from his
As author, or editor, he made

these studies.

additions to American medical

Cause-.

in

valuable

literature,
rapid succession.
published a laborious work, entitled Illustra
Pulmonary Consumption, its Anatomical Characters,
Symptoms, and Treatment;" in 1835, an American

In 1834, he
tions of

profession by
some

"

BAMUEL

edition,
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with notes, of "Mackintosh's Principles of Pathology
Physic;" and in 1839, a text-book of Human

and Practice of

designation of "An Illustrated System
Anatomy, Special, General, and Microscopic."
men have built up, and deserved, an enduring medi
Many
cal reputation, on claims to consideration no more ample than
The anatomical Avork, especially, is remarkable for the
these.
clearness and beauty of its descriptions.

Anatomy,

under the

of Human

But the true fame of the scholar in natural science is not

attained in the
store of

mere

knowledge.

addition of isolated facts to
This is

Avorthy

and useful.

our

The

general
pursuit

of details may exhibit great perseverance and acumen, but a
fact is a dead thing until associated with its surroundings.
To group together, to interpret, to generalize, this is the pro
vince of the mind having within it the true philosophical ele
Thus far in

ment.

our

record of Morton's

work,

we

have

seen

and merito

only the observer, patient, careful, painstaking,
rious, but not as yet the parent of any great original idea.
To use the broadest term, it Avas in his ethnological studies
that Morton secured his highest and most permanent reputa
Crania Americana," in 1839,
tion.
The publication of his
and of the
Crania Egyptiaea," in 1844, were the result of
studies dating back to 1830, and pursued during that long in
The one embodied a
terval with enthusiasm and industry.
of
one hundred and fifty-five skulls of Toltecan
description
Indians, and of one hundred and sixty-one skulls of the va
rious barbarous tribes of American Indians, including their
facial angle, their contour, the relative capacity of different
portions of the cranium, and, finally and most important, their
internal capacity in cubic inches, ascertained by accurate mea
"

"

surement.

guage

Its

principal

conclusions were, in his

OAvn

lan

:

"1st. That the American
the

race

differs

essentially

from all

do the feeble analo

Mongolian ;
others, not excepting
gies of language, and the more obvious ones in civil and reli
casual
gious institutions and the arts, denote anything beyond
or

nor

colonial communications Avith the Asiatic nations ; and

even
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analogies may perhaps be accounted for as Humboldt
suggested, in the mere coincidence arising from similar
Avants and impulses in nations inhabiting similar latitudes.
2d. That the American nations, excepting the polar tribes,
are of one race and one species, but of tAvo great families, which
resemble each other in physical, but differ in intellectual cha
those

has

"

racter.

"3d. That the cranial remains discovered in the mounds

from Peru to

Wisconsin, belong

to

the

and

same race,

probably

the Toltecan

to

"

Crania

family."
Egyptiaea"

Avas a

bracing

similar observations of

modern

Egyptian skulls,

work of similar character, em
a
large number of ancient and

from Avhich similar and

equally

im

portant conclusions Avere reached. In the course of these two
Avorks, moreover, and in various less pretentious publications,
the cranial characteristics of many skulls of different races
Avere examined,
including, finally, a sufficiently full measure
ment

of all the

that the

le-ading families,

to lead to

the grave

conclusion,

of history and of national conquests have, from
the creation of the Avorld, rested as much upon the relative
events

superiority

or

inferiority

of the cranial

upon those other causes of climate,
racter, Avhich have heretofore been

education,
supposed

control the progress of human events.
It is interesting to recognize the curious
a

nominally exhausted

science,

that of

of

capacity

or

to

fact,

nations,

as

Avarlike cha
govern and

that it

was

in

Descriptive Anatomy,

that Morton obtained these results.
At that

time, Avhen Morton had fairly enlisted

and fixed upon that
field of labor, it became a

mist,

department
question in

of science

as an
as

anato

his future

Avhat province of ana
he
should
himself.
The
attention
of students had
tomy
apply
been for a long time turned away from
descriptive

anatomy.

In

comparative anatomy, the labors of Cuvier had developed
a
grand and comprehensive division of the animated creation,
so
far-sighted and philosophical that it only remained for his
followers to fill up the details : the
great plan was already
complete. But even here Avas an inviting task. The fauna of

the New World still needed

graphical

history,

distribution of

description

animals,
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as

and

well

study.

as

their

The geo

geological

waited for the discoverer of their Avonderful relations

to the world's progress, relations destined to remain

unnoticed,
until, at the magic touch of Agassiz, they sprang into a the
ory, bold, far-reaching, and, in the truest sense of the word,
sublime : a theory, like many others, derived from the study
of God's works, startlingly at variance with merely human

ideas of God's will.
No less

hid beneath the

myriad superficial forms of
comparative anatomy,
undeveloped theory of de
in
the
vertebrate
of
one
sign
creation,
original pattern, upon
Avhich, and its modifications, are built up all those othenvise
incomprehensible A'ariations in the vertebrates. True, the
genius of Oken had already sent its electric light into this
chaos ; but with his peculiarly transcendental mind, he had
not conferred upon his theory that clearness and precision
which would gain it favor Avith the exact and practical minds
Avho governed public opinion on this subject.
Oken, and his
felloAV-laborer, Spix, Avere made the butts of ridicule, or men
tioned, even by CuA'ier himself, Avith undisguised contempt.

deeply

the then

was

"And," says Owen, "even in 1845, the learned and liberalminded editor of Baron Cuvier's last course of lectures, M.

Agy, commenting upon the osteological essays of
Spix and Oken, remarks : For my part, an upper-jaw" is an
upper-jaw," and an "arm" is an "arm" one must not seek
to originate an osteology out of a system of metaphysics.'
But a jaw is not the
To which Owen very tersely replies :
less a jaAV because it is a hsemapophysis,' nor is an arm the
In the
less an arm because it is. a 'diverging appendage.'
same spirit a critic might write : Newton calls this earth a
'planet,' and the moon a 'satellite;' for me the earth is an
de Saint

"

'

"

—

'

"

'

earth,

and the

moon

is

out of

a moon

—

one

of

must not strive to make

metaphysics."
system
ouvanology
happened that, at the time of which we are writing,
the neAV developments of anatomical research, since known as
transcendental," or philosophical anatomy," and illustrated
an

a

Thus it

"

"
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by the accurate mind of Owen, Avere not in a
position for attracting the notice or enthusiasm of
Like the very subject it investigated, its rela
student.

and made clear
favorable
the

actual, practical science,

tions to

those of the

typical

complex

vertebra of AA'hich it is but

So by Providence,

of
a

or

comparative anatomy
The field

discoA'erer.

subject

of

avIio had gone before.
At that time, more than

cine,

the revelations of the

anatomy

a

eleep

and

Avas

that Morton
ay as

fish,

to

as

the

modification.

a

accident, it

not in the wiele

was

destined

to

region

shine

as

Avide, its paths inviting, but the

notice trod them

our

dim anel indistinct

Avere as

and stalactitic head of the

in the

only

footsteps

of others

any other in the history of medi
microscope conferred upon general

at

absorbing

Art had

interest.

perfected

The human eye
the necessary instrument.
profoundest pro
had
blem of creative Avisdom
magnified its poAvers a thousand
As the difficulties of distance and magnitude had been
fold.
—

—

overcome

the

of

and minuteness

by
proximity
optician.

telescope,

Here beckoned at

once

so noAV

had the

yielded

opposite

conditions

to the art of the

the charm of

novelty

cunning

and the forms

beauty, the faultless symmetry anel unapproachable perfec
tion AA'hich are hidden by nature from the unassisted eye.
of

Here, too, Avas utility developed, in the added powers to con
trol disease given to us by a deeper knoAvledge of the tissues
it inhabits.

And

sophical mind,

greater attraction than these to the philo
Avas the cell, the
problem of embryology,
In it lay undiscovered mystery, in it God's

here

the

integer vitce.
deepest design for the preserA'ation
beyond it all, the solemn question,

and
"

perpetuation

of life ;

What is life itself?"

prompted. Others Avere eagerly engaged,
rapidly accumulating upon them.
But Avith Morton, though the head was interested, though
he earnestly kept pace with the progress of others, and in the
honest discharge of his mission as a physician, suffered no
knoAvledge to escape him, he but profited by the labors of
Here emulation

and honors

others

—

Avere

his heart

Avas

not

there.
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Only descriptive anatomy was left. We may not tell why
it, rather than the other provinces, Avas chosen. Accident, or
whim, often guide the most earnest minds, "by ways which
they know not," to results equally unexpected. Looking at
the probabilities of acquiring distinction as a philosopher, ori
ginator, discoA^erer in descriptive anatomy, the chances were
Works on the subject abounded, but for a
indeed meagre.
of
series
years no one of their authors had laid claim to
long
The
most that any hoped for, Avas a convenient
originality.
and
the
classification,
high merit of credible and lucid descrip
tion.
Meckel and others, it is true, had, by comparison of
many bodies, made known all those variations from the arche
type Avhich are liable to occur, and by numerical analysis had
taught the surgeon in AA'hat proportion of cases he might find
this artery varying from its normal distribution, or that one
deficient.
Others still, as Suichka has since done, might
trace a nerve deeper to its origin in the cerebral mass, or
track its Avindings by the microscope to a more distant distri
bution than that before assigned. All this was useful and
honorable, but it Avas not the work of a comprehensive mind,
fitted to graSp the more intricate relations of one department
And yet this seemed then, as it now
of science to another.
does, all that the descriptive anatomist might hope for.
not a point remained unoc
His Avas an exhausted science
to foot, from the epidermis to the inner
head
From
cupied.
most medullary canal, patient and careful observers had tra
versed every tissue. Every prominence upon a bone, every
curve upon an artery, each sinuous Avinding of a nerve, and
and named.
every SAvelling of a muscle, had been described
The mediaeval AA-orthies, Avho, at the revival of learning, had
reneAved and enlarged the teachings of Hippocrates, Avicenna,*
Aristotle, Galen, and Celsus, those later workers, who, after
the Harveian discovery, had again reconstructed and com
pleted the labors of Vesalius and his followers, Avere the only
true discoverers in descriptiA'e anatomy.
Vieussens, Fallo—

*

Abn Sina.
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Eustachius, Monro, Malpighi ("incomparable Malpighi"),
Havers, and many others, had perpetuated their names

St (no,

in connection with parts by them first
seemed left for the modern student.
The

chivalry

being.

In the

Avas

prosecuted

and

of anatomy had

romance

an

no

no room

longer

a

day of many of those just named, the study
only by the truly brave. All that strong

materialistic Areneration for the dead human
even now so

until

described,

strong

in the

multitude,

OA'erAvhelming public opinion

body,

Avhich is

then amounted to such

that

an

actual

bodily danger

surrounded the student ; and it may be readily supposed that
he too was not entirely free from the prejudices of his age.

danger, and, if not of super
heroic
that
of
stition,
triumph over it Avhich is equally ex
In the aAved
older
anatomists
Avere enthusiasts.
the
citing,
Under these circumstances of

silence of

lamp,

lonely tower, beneath the antique overhanging
with the dread majesty of death, in their dissec

some

alone

tions those grave old
dissector cannot see.
the proAv of a ship
the discovery of a

men

The

cleaving
new

saAv

Avonders such

came

the moelern

hands, was like
unknoAvn countries, and

its way to

organ

as

in their

scalpel,

to

the

sense'

of the

ana

tomist,
"

Welcome

as

That told the Indian Isles
To the

the cry

were

nigh

Genoese ;
When the land-wind from fields of

world-seeking

And orange-groves, and woods of
Blew o'er the Haytien seas !''

Hoay
solemn

changed
awe

balm.
palm,

all this in the nineteenth

with which the

early

dissectors

century !

prosecuted,

The
in dan

gerous secrecy, their dread researches into the undiscovered
mysteries of dead humanity, has given place to the light song
of the boy-student, in the cheerful, well-arranged dissecting
room, around which pass the merry

the gay exuberant vitality of
dull, disfigured death !
And yet it

was

youth,

jest

and

rapid repartee,

in unnoticed

in this exhausted science

—

proximity

to

these Avays of
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the feet of all that countless multitude

by

who,

from century to century, had sought an entrance to the medi
cal profession
that Morton struck out a new avenue to fame,
—

and

gained

the

priceless

From the time

name

in

of

philosopher.

he failed to procure a suffi
cient number of skulls to illustrate the cranial forms of the five

great
on

races, in

an

when,

1830,

introductory

to the close of his

life,

lecture to

he set himself to

a

class in

supply

anatomy,

this remark

able

deficiency, and to study the forms of the human skull.
Gradually his collection grew to a size such as he had not
himself anticipated. In every section of the country, and
finally in all countries, he found willing and enthusiastic help
ers.
The Pyramids of Egypt, and the lone burial-ground of
the

Indian,

on

that far Avestern coast

"Where rolls the
Save his

own

Oregon,
dashing"

the old Phoenician tombs of
Incas of

Peru,

—

and hears

no

sound,

—

Malta, and the temples of the

alike gave up their dead to his unAvearied

search.
Time went
skulls."

The office of Morton became

on.

At the time of his

death,

a

"place

of

his collection of human

nearly a thousand specimens, while of
mammals, birds, reptiles, and fishes, he had some seven hun
With patient toil, with large expense, this gather
dred more.
ing of crania was continued for many years, until its result far
skulls amounted to

exceeded that of any other in the Avorld.
The visitor to the Academy of Natural Sciences at Phila
he paces its long and crowded galleries, will behold
the Avindowed shelves containing these vestiges of humanity.
From out the clear glass glares the stony gaze of the Egyptian

delphia,

as

cheeks of old
mummy, the withered, blackened, parchment
of
the
and
Peru
of
; lips which
sun-worshippers
priests
kings
breathed music, or uttered prayers three thousand years ago,

cling shrivelled
And there

are

shrunken gums and glistening teeth.
patched-up heads, the skulls broken and

to the

the
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fragments, of brave old knights of the Cru
sades, and Saracenic opponents. The glittering lance, the
flying pennon, the rattling shield, are long since mouldered,
rusted, gone to nothingness ; the lusty mouth which shouted
the war-cry of
Mary, Mother of God," or Allah-il-Allah,"
of its old history, can tell no talc of the
more
no
can speak
beat and throbbed in the bony ease of
Avhich
human passions
that silent skull: but out of it speaks a common humanity, a
comminuted

to

"

"

strong lesson of the permanence of
ter of

national

we see

him

noAV

races, the

enduring

charac

fact that man, as
in the crowded street, is, after all, but the

ambitions, and the solemn

The gradual gathering together of
of centuries ago.
these crania developed in the mind of Morton a taste or pas

man

stuely of Ethnology the Science of Races and
the noblest stuely which can, by any possibility, occupy the
human intellect. In it lie the deepest problems of God's will to
man, out of it shall yet be solved the most intricate epuestions
sion for the

—

—

of man's

destiny.
study.
original propounder

It

In the

eighteenth century, Camper,
theory of the facial angle, had
Late in
announced the heretical idea of diversity of races.
the same century, Blumenbach, of Gbttingen, took up the sub
ject, and by the decennial publication of his Bccndes CranioHis works
rum, placed himself at the head of ethnologists.
the

were

Avas a iicay

of the

made familiar to the

William

LaAvrence, at
this, hoAvever,

the

English reader by the Lectures of
Royal College of Surgeons, in 1819.

Mr. Pritchard, the able author of the
took the field as an ethnologist
Man,"
History
in the larger sense of the Avord, anel has ever since been hailed
by the clergy, and by biblical scholars, as the champion of
Before

"Natural

of

their belief.
When Morton returned from his

sojourn in Edinburgh, in
1824,
Spurzheim,
colleagues, had Avidely
promulgated what Avas then considered the science of phreno
logy. Great attention was at that time devoted to cranial
forms, and though Morton pursued the subject as an ethnolo
gist, he neA'er committed himself to the doctrine of phrenology
Gall and

and their

SAMUEL
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days, when phrenology ranks with mesmer
pseudo-sciences when it simply constitutes a
means of livelihood for a fe\v beggarly itinerant
disreputable
lecturers Ave are apt to forget that Gall and Spurzheim were
not the vagabond teachers of the present day ; that they were
men of reputation, honesty, learning, and varied accomplish
ment ; that their dictum was of itself Aveighty in the scientific
world ; and that, therefore, we need feel no surprise, if, on
searching the records, we find sound anatomists and able phy
siologists committed to the doctrines of phrenology. A calm,
unprejudiced investigation will show us, even noAV, that they
are based on
principles of undisputed correctness ; that only
in their application
in the absurd mapping out of the cere
the passions and intellect, which, like
into
for
territories
brum
as

such.

In

our

ism and other

—

—

—

the States of

our own

national government, have each a sover
each constantly embittered and at Avar

poAver, and are
with each other on some

eign

really

at fault.

The division of the head

of intellect and of animal

life,

is

prejudice is it
into general regions

of sectional

question

one

—

Avhich forces itself upon

physiologist ; that Avhich assigns a thimble-full of brain to
one imaginary organ, and a cubic inch to another, that Avhich
destroys the unity of the mind, and makes it up of a hundred
warring contrarieties Avhich packs organ with organ in the
the

—

like so many eggs in a basket, one of which may be
addled while the others are sound is at once unwarranted by
anatomy, and disastrous in its reaction upon our ideas of

cranium,

—

human

responsibility.
It cannot be doubted that the active discussion

To return.

of the

ing

phrenological

adopted it,

is in itself

Even at that

important influence in direct
study craniology. That he never
strong contradiction of the theory.

idea had

Morton's mind to the
a

early period

an

of

of his

studies, he had familiarized

himself with the different forms of craniological development,
to an extent far beyond the attainment of many Avho thought

deeply versed.
But, fortunately for him, fortunately

themselves

tigations

Avere

not

for

science,

confined to the crania of
38

a

his inves

single

race.
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Grouping together hundreds of skulls, belonging to a single
nation, he recognized that, aside from the comparatively tri
vial individual differences, to which the investigations of phre
nology

that,

Avere

confined, there existed broad national differences

;

for instance, the skull of the Toltecan Indian ayus an
and could never be mistaken for that of the Ger

indiA'iduality,
man,

mind

other of the dominant white

or
Avas

interested in these forms.

races.

For aAvhile his

He noted the cranium of

Ioay, receding forehead, its short antero
posterior diameter, its great breadth betAveen the ears, its flatened occiput, prominent vertex, high cheek-bones, and promi

the

Indian,

with its

compared Avith it that glorious
Apollo Belvidere, but dailyAnd so on through other races, he
seen upon our streets.
traced a permanent, unchangeable type of form, Avhich dated
So accurate did he be
back to the earliest historic periods.
to
individual
come in assigning nationality
skull, that, in
any
nent

anel

Grecian

ponderous jaAvs,

and

form, immortalized in the

a skull, unlike
any in bis collection, reached
unknown source, he unhesitatingly labelled it
"Phoenician," and placed it on the shelf. More than a year

one

instance, Avhen

him from

an

aftenvard,

be learned that it had been found in

an

old Phoeni

cian tomb at Malta.

Among
skulls,

was

other permanent differences Avhich he noticed in
a difference of size,
in comparing nationalities.

His mind

grasped the great idea which this involved, that not
only variety in form, but actual difference in cranial capa
city, in the size of the brain itself, was one of the conditions
First devising a careful and accurate
of national greatness.
means of measurement, he subjected all the crania in his col
lection to the test of capacity, and reached the following
results

:

The Teutonic

family, made

up of

Germans, English, and An
glo-Americans,
highest capacity, viz., 92 cubic inches ;
and that the loAvest is assigned to the Hottentots and Austra
lians, A'iz., 75 inches. Ranging between these tAvo, avc haA'e
the Celtic, Avith its 87 inches ; the Malays, 85 ; the Chinese,
had the
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82 ; the African Negro, 83 ; the barbarous American
84, and the Toltecan Indian, 77.

This, then,

is the doctrine.

Indian,

Each of the pure, unmixed

and

form, which is one of its most
In a word, there is a per
marked and permanent conditions.
manent inequality in the size of the brain of different races of
men, and also a variety of shape and contour of the brainraces

has

a

cranial

capacity

case, which is almost

equally marked and descriptive.
Having
gradual development of this doc
trine of a different cranial capacity, we should pause for a
moment, and study the bearings of the theory, those tenden
cies and relations to political economy, which distinguish it
from all other discoveries in purely natural science, and which
have their only counterpart in the wide-spread influence which
geology has had upon religious belief.
It is a marked feature in the grouping and generalizations
of modern science, that this sphere of influence is not confined
to science alone, but involves those great questions of religion
or
politics, which come nearer to the passions of men than any
In this way a fearful respon
mere discovery, however useful.
sibility is incurred by the teacher in natural science. The
memorable onslaught made upon religion by the French ency
clopaedists, is a familiar instance of the close connection be
tween science and religion, anel of the manner in Avhich one
The still more recent
may be brought to war upon the other.
teachings of geology, going to prove the great antiquity of the
globe, and the gradual development of one organism into
thus traced the

another, without

a

distinct creative fiat for each

race

of ani

the historical theories evolved from the

deciphering of
the hieroglyphics of the Pyramids, and supposed to show a
continuous nationality in Egypt back to a period preceding
the Noachian deluge have in turn arrayed the religious
against the scientific world.

mals

—

—

Morton's doctrines, like these, involved great moral issues ;
and let them once be widely circulated among the common
people, let them be made the topics of newspaper discussion,

596
and

embroilment Avould result avIioso termination

an

no man

do not intend to discuss that effort which has been

We

made,

since his

sitv of

death,

Avishing
or against the
diversity of races is
more

Morton

races.

on

the side of

We have many

a

diver-

reasons

for

During his lifetime, he never declared
unity of the races. The doctrine of the
not a necessary deduction from his theory.

avoid this.

for

But,

to array

of human

origin
to

one

BIOGRAPHY.

foresee.

can

this
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than

this,

Avithout

subject
involving

Ave

distrust

doing

our

OAvn

capacity

to

handle

The doctrine mentioned is

harm.

the most solemn interests.

Denying

the

unity

of the human race, it makes a myth of the Adamic curse anel
fall, and does aAvay Avith the redemption through Christ, by

making

it at

once

and honest minds
avc

of

unnecessary and insufficient. Able, earnest,
are at Avork upon this
problem. To them

leave it, and have only thus alluded to it because the fact
varying cranial capacity in different races, has been

a

strongly urged
For

as one

of the arguments for

a

dh'erse

origin.

us, the political and social tendencies of Morton's
have breadth and magnitude enough.

theory
Looking first at the broad fact, so amply established by
Morton, that different races have different cranial capacity,
the mind seeks naturally for those influences which such a
difference might be supposed to produce upon the political
and social conditions of different races.
Is it accident, or is
it a great providential design,
toward
the ultimate
looking
perfection of humanity ? Shall all our cherished notions of
liberty, equality, fraternity, be crushed beneath the one in
exorable fact of unequal brain, coupled with
unequal mental
a

poAver ?
The fact may as well exist in scientific
actual workings of human relations.
In

theory, as in the
looking back upon

the records of that Providence which dictates the
pages of
human history, we find one nation
in
servitude, an
always
other always free,
one
over
particular
—

family gradually

spreads the temperate zone; before it perish all other kindred,
tribes, and tongues.
The fact, inevitable as death, is there,
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kindly,

generous

doctrine

of

us not
argue that the doctrine of human equality, the
of each member of the human race to equal privileges,

Let

right

just as it is generous, or as truthful as it is
problem of government is not to be solved by
kindly.
the
asserting
dignity of human nature, per se, for all history
and all analogy contradict it.
In history, we find that, so
far as the welfare of nations is concerned, there is no such
thing as equality ; that the strong hand, guided by the intel
ligent brain, has ever conquered ; and through so many appa
rent variations, so many momentary defeats resulting in per
manent A'ictories, has this held true, that, however false the
assertion
Might makes right" may be, so far as ends merely
human are concerned, nevertheless, the Divine Will attains
its purposes through Might as the means, and makes the
Human crimes, as well
feeble Right the temporary victim.
as human virtues, work out the fiats of the Almighty ; and
all things, great and small, willing or unwilling, do serve

is,

in

itself,

as

The

"

Him.
We need not travel from
of

history

a

series of

races

fulness the influence of

a

our

own

continent to find the

which will illustrate with sufficient

single

anatomical fact upon national

success.

history," says Dr. Robert Knox, "cannot be a
chapter of accidents. The fate of nations cannot be al
ways regulated by chance ; its literature, science, art, wealth,
religion, language, laws, and morals, cannot surely be the
"Human

mere

result of

mere

accidental circumstances."

The monumental

aborigines
vian

Avas

scribed

of

once

by

history,

as

well

as

the traditions of the

country, indicates that the Toltecan
the dominant race of this continent.

our

Cortez and his

followers, they

were a

or

Peru

As de

gentle people,

habits, given
large communities, and
assembling
of civilization existed
arts
The
the building of great cities.
monarchical
A
government,
among them to a great -extent.
of fixed

a

priestly hierarchy,

in

to

and

a

provident agriculture

indicated

a
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Their average cranial capa
from
the measurement of tAvo
Morton,

condition far above barbarism.

city,

ascertained

as

by

hundred and thirteen

skulls,

Avas

seventy-seven

cubic inches.

presented a low receding forehead, the lon
and
parietal diameter nearly equal, a flattened occi
gitudinal
cheek
bones, anel heavy and projecting jaws. This
put, high
race once held
possession from the great lakes to the Isthmus
It was they Avho constructed the forts and mounds
of Darien.
But long before the peopling
Avhich dot our Avestcrn prairies.
of North America by the whites, they had disappeared from
the whole country north of the Rio Grande ; and their place
Avas
occupied by a race superior to them in cranial develop
Its conformation

ment, but inferior in the arts. The barbarous tribes had
some seven cubic inches of brain the
advantage over the TolThe cranial conformation

tecans.

of

ception

fuller

a

occiput,

Avas

similar,

and smaller

a\

ith the

ex

intellectual lobe.

analogy in their minds.
Crafty, subtle, vindictive, nomadic, despising manual labor,
and incapable of civilization, they Avere still permitted, in the
providence of God, to drive before them the mild Toltecan,
and give to rapine and blood the land Avhich once Avaved Avith
It Avas the manifest destiny of the Toltecan race to
corn.
from
the earth.
Their civilization, their knowledge of
perish
fortification and defence, Avere no match for the larger brain
of the red man.
The men of largest brain, of strongest will,
fiercest animal passions, and smallest share of human
sym
pathies, passed from their northeastern origin, and SAve-pt all
obstacles from their path.
It was a work of annihilation,
and nothing was left of the Toltecan but his forts and
These anatomical characters found

an

mounds.
The second act in this great drama opens with the most
important and immense migration of the human race on
record.

There

Virginia
or

not,

came

were

tribes around them.

then

to

the shores of NeAV

feeble bands of men,
soon
engaged in bloody

some

Looking

existed, the chances

were a

at

Avho,
Avars

the

England and
rightfully

whether

with the

numerous

probabilities as they
thousand to one that, a broil
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commenced between the Avhite and the red /man, the
soon be driven from the shores of the continent,

former Avould
find

grave beneath its forests.

They had to contend with
powerful, vindictive, armed with efficient
Aveapons, and the bravery to use them.
Why is it, then, that
we have seen the Teuton
gradually enlarging his borders, and
the red man as steadily perishing before him ?
The Avork is
like that which the Indian had previously inflicted on the
Toltecan.
It was not conquest or subjection, but annihila
tion.
Rank by rank, and tribe by tribe, the red man faded
from his possessions. Like some Sarsar wind of death, the
races of the Teuton have
passed from the portals of the East,
until now the golden shores of the Pacific acknowledge their
or
a

race

a

numerous,

dominion.

accomplish

It mattered little what
this result.

The

means

Avere

chosen to

of William

peaceful policy
Penn,
unyielding integrity of the Puritans, Avere as
fatal to the Indian as the fierce slaughter of the Spaniards in
the halls of Montezuma.
And the high necessities of civiliza
tion Avere but a secondary element in this contest.
On the
Avhole line of advance, from the Bay of Massachusetts to the
Gulf of Mexico, the progress of the white race was preceded
and pioneered by a class of adventurers AA'ho fled from the life
and the stern

of toAvns, and assimilated themselves to barbarism.
not for civilization that the Daniel Boones of our

It

Avas

country

fought and struggled. They contended Avith the Indian for
It was
his hunting-grounds, and not for sites of cities.
the physiological antipathy of race for race, not sufficiently
proximate, and too proud and stubborn to blend.
And here

Ave

may pause to notice another marked difference

conquering races. The Teuton, with an average cranial
capacity of ninety-tAVO inches or if Ave take the pure English
standard of the Puritans, of ninety-six inches, making a capa
city of twelve cubic inches above that of the red man, fought
less, and conquered more than did the Spaniards and French
at the South, with an average of eighty-four and eighty-seven
cubic inches ; thus nearly assimilating them to the Barbarous,
As a
but not reducing them to the Toltecan measurement.
in the

—

—
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natural consequence, avc find that the Teuton has never widely
amalgamated with the Indian. The animal passions ay ere too

pride of birth and connection too high,
intermingling. But the converse held true with
The Iberian anel Celt belong
the Spaniard and Frenchman.
to the
Avar
of
families
the
Caucasian race, anel are as
thy
from
the
Anglo-Saxon as from the Negro.
distinctly separable
as a race five cubic inches less of brain than the
Possessing
Teuton, they more nearly approximate the aborigines than
the men of the North.
They have cveryAvhere first fought
and conquered, and then amalgamated with the Indian.
The
Consequence is a feeble and hybrid race, defining hybridity as
a loss of
The physical degene
permanence of national type.
ration Avhich has resulted from this blending, is a very noteAvortby feature in anatomical science. The races noAV inhabit
ing Mexico arc a breed so disgracefully mixed and intermingled,
that the types of the heroic Indian, as well as the dignified
Spaniard, have alike disappeared. The average size of the
feeble,

and the innate

for such

an

s

head in Mexico is

culty

that

native hat

an

so small, that it is Avith the
greatest diffi
American, of average cranial size, can find a

sufficiently large.

Still another

American

race

population.

comes

We

in to
are

mingle

in the confusion of

indebted to

our

English

fore

fathers for the presence among us of more than three millions
of a low type of human organization,
the Negro.
Progna
—

thous

Juays,
elongated forms, receding foreheads, large
posterior development, and an internal capacity of only eightythree inches, characterize the cranium of the African
Negro.
The cranial capacity is nine inches less than that of the Teu
ton, but still exceeding the Toltecan
by six inches, and only
one

narrow

less than the Barbarous Indian.

The history of the

Negro,

not

only

on

the American but

the African
mical

on

continent, illustrates the influence of the anato
the national conditions.

Although he has never, in his native state, attained to any
degree of culture, he is endowed Avith a wonderful imitative
faculty, which enables him to adapt himself to the customs of

civilized life.

But

find that he

we
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more

readily amalgamates

Avith the Indian than with the white.

he sometimes makes

generally disposed

a

The red man, though
slave of his black fellow, is still more

to admit him to

his relations with the

whites, he

a

footing

has

now

of

equality.

In

for two centuries

remained in

from
does

servitude, without an effort, on his part, to escape
bondage. The casual flight of a feAV solitary individuals
not invalidate the fact that he is enchained
by a people

which could not thus enslave the Indian.
Tom's Cabin contains
however

a

unconsciously

the almost white

most

slave,

bondsman,
was

the

not

Ave

felloAV-man

a

bold

hand,

and every
find that Mrs.

Cassy,"

we

and to bitterest wrong and outrage.
The meekest
Christian non-resistance.

lash,

mere

to

sisted such wrong, by force of
teristic of the black race.

While

point,
"George,"

the pure black as a Avilling
Tom," himself, as a model of sub

martyr, from St. Stephen

inferiority,

"

this

ahvays portrayed
and "Uncle

mission to
This

on

the part of the author.
strikes for freedom with

slavery. So, too, did
mulatto in the book.
But

StoAve has

story of Uncle

on

death to

preferring
other light

The

truthful moral

John

Rogers,

arms.

It is

—

for

is nevertheless

a

fellow-man he is

evident,

—

re

inborn charac

may not sanction the idea that the
diversity, of race, can justify the

or

should have

Avould have

an

mere

fact of

holding of a
in involuntary servitude, it

that the anatomical facts of difference

influence in

modifying our sentiments, and
imposing the responsibility of self-support
upon a race, whose ability to maintain themselves, in competi
tion with the white man, is at least as much a problem as is
that of the coexistence of the Anglo-Saxon and the Indian.
It is impossible for eighty-three cubic inches of cerebral matter,
fed by negro blood, to compete Avith ninety-two of educated,
Teutonic brain. It is not the province of the anatomist to
render

us

some

slow in

decide Avhat should be done ; but it is safe to assume, that any
being, however degraded, if he possess reason and conscience,
should also possess the liberty to use them for his own welfare.
The limit of

authority

over a

degraded

race

should not extend
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beyond an exorcise of paternal care and superior Avisdom, in
guiding, protecting, and elevating it, in such a manner of life
as is best fitted to its
capacities.
The amalgamation of the tAvo races produces the mulatto,
who manifests a certain degree of hybridity. He is a superior
As avc go on approxi
negro, but a very inferior Avhite man.
mating to the white, avc have increasing aptitude to learn, and
greater intelligence ; but this is accompanied by a correspond
ing degradation of the Avhite.
and

a

form

sinful existence.
severe

ease, and

long lived,
old age.

The mulatto is

Feeble in

labor, he manifests

Ave

unnatural

tendency

the pure negro is naturally
find the mulatto rarely attaining the verge of

early
It is

a

an

unable to per
to scrofulous dis

constitution,

death.

a

Though

fact, that, Avere it not for constant
the South, the race of negroes Avould soon
Northern States, from amalgamatieui, and

notorious

importations from
disappear from the

consequent shent life.

If

amalgamation

is thus fatal to the

existence of the negro, Avhat better Avould be his condition if
left to his OAvn resources?
It is but just that avc should look
the anatomical argument fairly in the face.
the negro has ever been that of servitude

—

his lack of brains.

It cannot be

The condition of
consequence of
that this should

a

pretended
slavery; but the anatomist
will still shrink from hastily disturbing the present order of
things. An immediate setting free of the bondsmen of the

form

a

justification

of American

South. Avould

place three and a half millions of an inferior race
competition Avith one far superior to it in anatomical perfec
tion.
Who can doubt Avhere misery Avould fall ?
The experi
ment has already been tAvice tried on this continent.
The
Toltecan anel the Indian have in turn faded, and passed away
from the broad lands they once claimed as their OAvn.
With
out a claim to the soil, without a
of
national
vestige
organiza
tion, and in competition Avith a vastly superior race, that
annihilation which has so surely dogged the retreating foot
steps of the Indian, would find but a feeble resistance from the
humble, crouching African.
in

One circumstance may, in this

contingency, operate

in favor
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of the negro.
Had the Indian been capable of subjection to
The negro would
still be found among us.
he
would
slavery
himself
his
to
new condition ;
somewhat
in
freedom,
soon,
adapt

large class might, like the Avretched inhabitants
Indies, prefer abject poverty to labor, yet
the influence of a colder climate, and the necessity of provid
ing for a winter, might gradually engraft industrious habits.
Even the ever-working bee, when transported to Jamaica, laid
Ever after
up his store of honey for a single season only.
that he forgot his provident Northern notions, and led a roisterous and dissipated life among the sweets of the sugarhouses, unmindful of the morrow.
It is now a received opinion with ethnologists that the largeand, although

a

of the British West

headed Teuton is the dominant
ever

climate will

permit

his

Wher

of all the earth.

race

his

existence,

passion

for

discovery

The negro, the Hindostanee, the Malay, the abo
rigines of America, have all fallen before him ; and now he
knocks at the door of the Japanese Mongol, and demands ad
one the lesser tribes have OAvned his
One
mission there.
leads him.

by

The lively Celt of Ireland has yielded his long-fought
sway.
battle with the English Teuton ; the high-spirited Hungarian,
and the Avily Italian, feel the yoke of the Austrian Teuton ;
and

throughout
larging, by war
where

or

the world the
or

by diplomacy,
immitigable

Avhen this

of the great brain is en
its conquests. Who can tell

race

advance shall

cease

And

?

what shall be the fate of feebler nations beneath its sway ?
There is no cause for anxiety ; for an albwise Governor

controls it.

Out of all this

the Teuton rob

a

feebler

wrong cometh

seeming

race

of its

possessions,

we

good.

If

find that

with him go all the arts of civilization, the poAver of steam,
the blessings of education, the prhdleges of freedom, and an
—

The forests fall, and the ring of the artisan's
open Bible.
hammer is heard in cities ; and peace smiles upon broad fields
of wheat, white for the harvest.

Here, in the broad foundation and the full elaboration of
such

a

theory,

promising

we

find Morton's true

of all the sciences

assigned

glory.
to the

In the most

physician,

un

he has
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struck out

a

discovery,

from Avhich,

has welled forth

spring,
starting
into

from the

torrent

a

human

BIOGRAPHY.

as

fountain of

a

from

some

Avondrous

public opinion, Avhieh,

of scientific research, has groAvn
it reaches the vast teeming plain of active

quiet valleys

as

Not in the domain of medicine do its

thought.

conse

quences stop, but sweeping resistlessly on, it forms one of the
chiefest of those currents of belief Avhich agitate the restless
sea

of social and

political

discussion.

beneath its tide of evidence

our

liberty, equality, fraternity ?
ishness, the inborn depravity,
of human

hearts,

though

preconceived

the

jealousies,

The heaviest burden borne

a

it buries

ideas of human

Not out of the

contrive

can Ave

What

self

hopeless

the secret crimes

scheme of Providence.

the

truly ambitious medical
deficiency in the relations of the medical pro
society, is that it stands at one side of the
human life, and exerts no direct and palpable influ
by

the great
fession tOAvards

mind,

current of

ence upon the creeds of men.
Those natures which would seek
in medicine an opportunity to mingle in the grander competi

tions of life, and
sense

of the term,

long
are

for

fame,

in the

disappointment.
of the Avorld ; they

Physicians live at one side
people, and their mission links them,

rate

ness, but to human Aveaknesses and

But the

physician, if,

rather than to be

broad, satisfactory

doomed to

seen

like

are

a

not to human

sepa

great

sorroAvs.

Morton, he

is content to

be,

make his mark upon the
those avenues Avhcrein natural sci

to

be,

can

Avorld's progress through
ence is noAV
operating upon creeds of belief and systems of
ethics.
Like Morton, Ave may not stand in the hot
vanguard
of

opinion, but, placed calmly in the rear, seeking only for
regard to creeds, avc may push on the column,
and Avatch the battlements of error, the
dogmas of theorists,
the nicely-built strongholds of
policy, tottering and falling
before an impulse which had its
origin in the quiet study of
the unpretending man of science.

truth without

Sanford B. Iluxr.

JOHN B. BECK.
1794—1851.
John B. Beck

tady.

He

Theresa

Avas

was

born

the third

September 18, 1794,

son

at

Schenec

of Caleb Beck and Catharine

Romeyn, only daughter

of Rev. Theodorick Romeyn,
Academy of Schenectady, and one
founders of Union College.

D.D., long principal
of the most active

of the

While yet a child, Dr. Beck lost his father, and from that
the care of his education and that of his four brothers,

period,

Theodorick

chiefly

Romeyn, Nicholas, Lewis,

Avith his excellent mother.

and

Abraham,

rested

How Avell this most esti

lady performed her task, was seen not more in the
positions which each of her sons attained in their
several professions, than in the loving respect Avhich they
mable

elevated

cherished for their mother.

She lived to the advanced age

eighty-five, having survived four of her distinguished sons ;
and the life thus prolonged, far beyond man's ordinary term,
was crowned with "purchased and promised blessings :" her
children, and her children's children, to the third and fourth
generation, rising up to call her blessed.
of

At the age of seven years, John left his home to reside with
uncle, Rev. John B. Romeyn, then pastor of the Re

his

Rhinebeck, New York. Here he
studies, and we may not doubt that the

formed Dutch Church in

began

his classical

fondness which
the

ancients,

through

steps in those studies

couraged, by

life he cherished for the

learning

of

should be attributed to the fact that his first
that

Avere

ripe

guided,

scholar and

and his first advances

indulgent

friend.

en
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removed to Ncav

York, his nepheAv

Here the young man's education pro
accompanying
In 1809, he
the
same kind and juelicious care.
under
gressed
him.

entered Columbia

leading

trustee,

College,

of which his uncle

and the celebrated John M.

was

then

a

Mason, D.D.,

leading mind of his profession in the city, Avas Provost.
Here the industry and ability of young Beck soon secured
him the warm approbation, and, in due time, the cordial friend
ship of Mason. Of the value of their friendship, and espe
cially of the guiding care extended to him thoughout his
collegiate course. Dr. Beck eArer retained a most grateful
then the

sense.

Avorthy

The result could not be doubtful.
of

himself,

His

success

ay as

and of the friends Avhose favor ho had

Avon.

highest honors of his
kindly feeling for his Alma Mater,
and when, in subsequent years, it manifested its appreciation
of his general ability, by appointing him one of her Trustees,
In

1813, Beck graduated

class.

he took

He

an

ever

retained

Avith the

a

active part in every effort to sustain and elevate

her

reputation.
Immediately

after his

graduation, Dr. Beck accompanied
Europe, and spending some time in
London, he there applied himself to the study of Hebrew,
under the instruction of the Rev. Mr. Humphries, a grandson
of Doddridge.
In this study, he made such advances as
enabled him, in after-life, to take an intelligent interest in
Biblical criticism.
On his return from England, having de
termined to study medicine, he entered the office of Professor
David Hosack, of whom he soon became a favorite pupil. It is
pleasant noAv to think that, though the part they respectively
took in medical politics soon estranged the able pupil from the
distinguished teacher, yet each retained to the end of life, a
high estimate of the learning and ability of the other. In 1817,
Dr. Beck graduated at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons,
New York, presenting as his Thesis that treatise on
Infanticide,
which, subsequently incorporated into the great work on medi
cal jurisprudence by his brother, T.
Romeyn Beck, laid the
his uncle in

a

voyage to

foundation of his fame
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as an

author.

Of this tract, it is

no

than literal truth to say that it exhausted the subject,
and subsequent AArriters have done little more than reproduce

more

imperfect, of this, the standard work on
English language.
In 1822, Dr. Beck, in company with Drs. Dyckman and
New York Medical and Physical
Francis, established the
To this journal he devoted a large portion of his
Journal."
time, and in it Avere published many able articles from his
pen.
Among them may be specially mentioned his paper on
Laryngitis, several reviews on the Contagiousness of YelloAv
Fever, a favorite doctrine of his great teacher, Hosack, and
then the leading questio vexata of medical science, and others
on the IModus Operandi of Medicines, in which the doctrine of
Dr. Beck
their absorption into the blood was ably sustained.
continued as the chief editor of the Medical and Physical Jour
nal for seven years, being associated, in the latter part of that
period, with Dr. Peixotto. In 1826, he was elected Professor
of Materia Medica and Botany in the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York, then newly organized, in conse
quence of the simultaneous resignation of all the preAdous
Faculty. This step, the crowning act of a long series of dis
sensions, threAY upon their successors a weight of responsibility
The names of Post, Hosack, Mitchill, Mott,
difficult to bear.
Macneven, and Francis, Avere knoAvn throughout the country.
The Avhole influence of these names Avas thrown against the
new organization, and it had, in its very inception, to struggle
against the imputed odium of having driven those distinguished
Of this responsibility, Dr.
men from positions they adorned.
Beck Avas prompt to take his full share, and his ability as a
controversialist was too well known, and had been too sorely
copies,

or

more

less

Infanticide in the

"

felt,

not to insure to him

old,

organization.
©

But it

names

a

full share in any odium which the
on the leaders of the new

could throAV

friends of the

was

not alone

that the school had to
and

new

with

°

active

rivalry Avas soon
school,
Rutgers Medical
Hosack, Mott, Macneven, and

struggle ;

medical

attempted,
College, Avas organized,
a

against the influence of
the
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departments, while the places of Post and
Mitchill were filled by John D. Godman and Dr. Griscom.
In the struggles which folloAved, Dr. Beck bore his part
nobly, anel it is doing no injustice to his distinguished asso
ciates to say that no one man did so much in sustaining the
College. In his OAvn department he Avas impregnable: of
those, and they were many, who desired that he should fail as
a
public teacher. feAv hoped it, and those few Avere miserably
disappointed ; his success from the first Avas signal, and his
popularity as a lecturer Avent on steadily increasing till the
But it Avas not alone, though, of course,
close of his career.
chiefly, as a public teacher, that Dr. Beck served the College ;
he Avas the zealous promoter of its interests, the reaely de
It is delightful to those avIio arc now
fender of its policy.
connected Avith the institution, to recall the many, many proofs
he gave of unabated interest in the College : next to the ties of
Francis,

kindred

in their old

Avere

Mater, and

those which bound him to his Medical Alma

to his

and

life's

close, he still delighted

to

his

hear of her

was ever
ready to go beyond
strength in
May those to Avhom her interests are noAV con
fided serve her, if Avith less ability, with equal zeal !
In 1831, Dr. Beck married Anne, eldest daughter of Fan
ning C. Tucker, Esq., avIio, Avith five children, survives him.
In 1835, he Avas appointed one of the Physicians of the Ncav
York Hospital, a situation Avhich he filled for ten years, dis
charging its duties Avith fidelity and zeal. His services at
the Hospital had a very favorable effect on Dr. Beck's repu
tation as a practitioner.
Hitherto, his brethren had known
him only as, for his age, a learned physician, a practised and
able writer, and a judicious and attractive lecturer.
At the
he
himself
no less
in
Hospital
proved
sagacious
investigating
disease at the bedside, than skilful in the application of reme
dies to its cure.
Dr. Beck was, and aimed to be, rather judi
cious in the use of a few remedies, than able to overAvhelm
disease by a multitude of them.
While thus applying the fruit of previous
study for the
relief of the sufferer at this great public charity, he did not

prosperity,

her service.

JOHN

B.
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lose the

opportunity of giving to the students and young phy
sicians connected with the establishment those clinical lessons

Avhich

are

of such inestimable value.

His clinical instruction

Avas, like all his public teaching, distinguished by great sim
plicity of language, clearness, and a devotion to utility rather

In

than shoAV.
a

volume,

a

1843,

he collected

few of the most

together, and published
important of his contributions

periodical medical literature.
In 1849, his Avork on Infantile Therapeutics appeared,

in
to

and

received with the greatest favor, both at home and abroad.
Few medical books of its size contain an equal amount of

was

sound

learning and practical good sense.
enjoyed, in an eminent degree, the respect anel
confidence of his professional brethren.
Of this he received
continued proofs, from the commencement to the close of his
professional life. He Avas elected, Avhen a very young man,
Trustee of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, and Cen
He held, at subsequent
sor of the County Medical Society.
of
and President of the
the
offices
Vice-President
periods,
and then President
Vice-President
Medical
Society,
County
of the State Medical Society, before AA'hich he delivered an
inaugural address on the History of American Medicine before
the Revolution, Avhich Avas afterAvards published, and amply sus
tained his well-earned reputation. He took an earnest interest
in the organization of the New York Academy of Medicine,
and was early elected one of its Vice-Presidents, and, subse
quently, Orator to the Academy. This was the last opportu
nity his brethren, enjoyed of manifesting their unabated respect
for him, and regrets, as sincere as general, Avere felt that his
failing health compelled him to decline the duty he would,
under more favorable circumstances, have performed with such
eminent ability.
Dr. Beck

About the year 1842, Dr. Beck Avas attacked with hemor
from the boAvels, by Avhich he Avas greatly prostrated.

rhage
This

was

repeated

at

intervals of

some

times, under circumstances which gave
much

reason

to fear that

malignant
39

months,

tAvo

or

three

his medical friends too

disease

was

beginning

in
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part of the alimentary canal.

local inflammation, which

tion about the

angle

ran on
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In
to

1845,

ho suffered from

unhealthy

an

suppura

of the loAver

lent matter broke into the

jaAv: the accumulated puru
pharynx, and some of it finding its

Avay into the stomach, caused an almost uncontrollable vomit
ing, by Avhich he was so much prostrated as to cause, in the
mind of his

attendant, apprehensions

of

an

From this time Dr. Beck continueel

result.

immediate fatal

invalid, rallying
falling off, and only enabled to perform
his duties as a practitioner and a public teacher, by the most
indomitable strength of will, the most determined purpose not
to give it up.
but

occasionally,

an

soon

For the last feAV years of his life he was a martyr to
ralgia and spasmodic disease, from Avhich his sufferings

neu
Avere

still he bore up Avith almost superhuman reso
lution, and continued to visit patients and to lecture in the
College till the beginning of the session of 1850-51, Avhen he
most intense

was

last

at

honorable

:

compelled

forever to AvithdraAV from the

labors, and the

service of

Avhose interests had been, for

so

an

institution,

scene

to

of his

promote

many years, the main

object

professional life.
During the winter of 1850-51,

of his

his disease made steady pro
anel
it
evident
became
that
the term of his labors and
gress,
his sufferings Avas nigh at hand.
These sufferings soon became
so

intense

release.

as

to

induce his best friends to pray for his early
one time some relief from the use of

He derived at

anaesthetics and

opiates, but, toAvarcls the last, was unwilling
wish," said he to a medical friend,
"to die stupefied or insane."
He desired to look the king of terrors full in the face, and
watch with steady eye his slow approach.
At length the time
of suffering ended, and
the day of his redemption" arrived.
On Weelnesday, April 9th, at 6 p.m., he died.
His funeral,
on Friday. April 11th, Avas attended
by almost all the more
eminent members of the profession in the city, who vied Avith
to

use

them.

"I do not

"

each other in manifestations of affection and respect for the
An address, full of genuine
deceased.
feeling and true piety,

JOHN

delivered

AA'as

valued

friend,

the Rev. Dr.

by
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Knox, an old and highlyalways cherished pro

for whom Dr. Beck had

found respect.
In a survey of the intellectual character of Dr.

Beck, the
quality that deserves especial notice, was energy : in this
he had feAV equals ; an end being set before him, he pursued
it with a vigor, a steadiness of purpose, and a force of will
which rarely failed to command success. Another trait, which
was very marked in him, Avas clearness of perception : he saw
the object presented to his "mind's eye" with all the distinct
This quality was
ness of the most perfect physical vision.
of
his
secret
of
much
success as a
the
practitioner
undoubtedly
of medicine, and a medical writer and public teacher.
He
saw disease just as it was ; theories never distorted, nor did
prejudice obscure it : all was clear and perfectly distinct from
Having this quality in so eminent a de
every other object.
in English and the classics a thorough
and
both
being
gree,
not
he
could
fail, as a teacher, to communicate in
scholar,
So
Avords a just and accurate idea of the object before him.
in argument and controversy, he saw the question to be dis
cussed, or the point in dispute clearly ; it was perfectly defi
nite to his apprehension, and consequently his arguments
rem acu
neither fell short of, nor flew beyond the point;
mind
to
the
as
we
read
his
tetigisti" is constantly suggested
first

"

arguments.
Dr. Beck's
What

he

learning
he

knew,

extensive,

Avas

kneAv

and

precisely

eminently accurate.
definitely. This,

and

though true in a degree far from common, of his classical, Avas
especially so of his strictly professional learning. The latter
took a far Avider range, embracing not only the popular authors
of our oavii time and the age immediately preceding us, but
also the best writers of bygone days, those venerable classics
on

Avhose merits Time has set his seal.

Avas

a

constant

Avhich he
The

was

best

success

been noticed.

reader, referring

pleased

Of these authors he

to them

as

the charts

by

to sail.

of Dr. Beck

He united in

public teacher, has already
degree, quite peculiar to him-

as a
a
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apart, that made him both useful

clear, precise, and singularly
popular.
practical : no merely specious theories, no rash generaliza
tions, no loose assertions, found place there ; all was logical,
These qualities, and the ready courtesy Avith
accurate, true.
Avas over, he answered the
the
lecture
Avhen
which,
questions
and solved the doubts of his pupils, and removed, by repeated
and varied illustration in Avhich he Avas singularly happy
the difficulties in the Avay of their perfect comprehension of a
subject, gained him a very strong hold on the respect and
affections of his pupils, and secured their entire anel implicit
His lectures

and

were

—

—

confidence.

personal character of Dr. Beck was of a very high
steady adherence to principle, an ardent love of
truth, an unhesitating, uinvavering, almost instinctive prefer
ence of the right over the
expedient, marked him, in the
best and highest sense of the Avoids, as a man of honor ; and if,
in early life, he manifested, perhaps sometimes too plainly,
his disgust at pretension, his abhorrence of fraud, bis contempt
for meanness, it Avas but the Avorking of a noble nature, to
The

order

a

:

which such faults
Such

rent.

Dr.

Beck,

were

were some

as a man

in their very essence alien anel abhor
of the characteristics which commended

and

a

physician,

to

the love and admira

tion of all AA'ho knew him.
It is

delightful

to

think that these noble

qualities

Avere

adorned and harmonized
sistent

Christian.

public profession

by the graces of a sincere and con
Many years before bis death, he made

of his faith in

the Reformed Dutch
His life
to

ever

Christ, and united himself to
Church, the church of his forefathers.

after was,

so

far

as

human

infirmity

any. consistent with his profession.
Of his faith and patience, long and hard trial

will alloAY

was

made

by

illness

protracted during many years, and attended by suf
ferings nearly constant, and often agonizing. So unremitting
and so long continued were his pains, that, some months before
an

his

death, he said that for five years

from

pain

for

one

single

half hour.

he had not been free

These

pains

seemed

at

JOHN

times to have
to

no

B.
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other limit than the

capacity

of the system

Human nature could endure

the sensation of

pain.
Yet, through all this,

his

no

submission to the

patient
At length, the measure
of his sufferings being full, Death, the gracious messenger,
came, but still amid pains indescribable, and set him free. No
repinings disturbed the calm serenity of his soul ; no doubts
dimmed, even for a moment, his clear perception of the Divine
benignity. Thus he died.
Oh God, Most Mighty ! Oh, Holy and Most Merciful Sa
viour ! suffer us not, at our last hour, for any pains of death,

more.

Divine will failed not for

to

a

moment.

fall from Thee.
C.

7?,

GlLMAN.

DRAKE.

DANIEL

1785—1852.

In

preparing

a

memoir of this

distinguished physician,

for

friend, I shall aArail
Life, Character, and
Services," delivered, by request, before the Medical Faculty,
Trustees, and students of the University of Louisville, in Janu

many years my colleague and intimate
myself largely of my "Discourse on his

ary, 1853, Avithin a few months after his lamented death. The
facts therein stated are founded almost exclusively upon my OAvn

knoAvledge and observation, and I have reason to believe that
the portrait AA'hich I drew of him was so accurate and life-like,
to meet with the entire approval of his
as
family. EdAvard
D. Mansfield, E>q., in his "Memoir of the Life and Services
of Dr. Drake," published at Cincinnati in 1855, refers to the
Discourse as "able and faithful," and he has not hesitated to
make free use of it, for testimony illustrative of the pro
fessional character of
Daniel Drake
New

Jersey,

years and
his father

a

was

October

our common

born

2oth,

half of his life.

at

friend.

Plainfield,

in Essex

County,

1785.

Here he spent the first two
At the expiration of this time,
then

only nine years older
than his son, and took up his residence at May slick, a new
settlement, consisting of a small colony of NeAV Jersey people,

emigrated

to

Kentucky,

stragglers from Virginia and Maryland, whose
occupation
clearing the forest and cultivating the soil.
The log cabin of that day, the residence of the Drake
family, constituted an interesting feature of the landscape.
As the name implies, it was built of logs, generally unhewn,

Avith

a

few

was

DANIEL
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and

clapboard floor above, a
chimney of cats and
generally of one apart
ment, which served as a sitting-room, dormitory, and kitchen.
The ancestors of Dr. Drake, although poor and illiterate,
possessed the great merit of industry, temperance, and piety.
Both his grandfathers lived in the very midst of the battle
scenes of the Revolution ; one of
them, Shotwell, was a member
of the Society of Friends, and was, of course, a non-comba
tant, while the other, who had no such scruples, was frequently
engaged in the partisan warfare of his native State. The
a

floor

puncheon

below,

a

"

small square Avindow without glass, a
clay," and a coarse roof. It consisted

father of Dr. Drake died at Cincinnati in 1832 ; the mother
in 1831 ; both at an adAranced age.
The first fifteen years of young Drake
lick, in the performance of such labors

his

family

demanded.

November until

In the winter

March,

he

tAvo miles from his father's

was

at

Maysexigencies of
months, generally from

sent to

Avere

as

spent

the

school,

while

distant about
the remainder

cabin,
during
farm, attending to the cattle,
forest, an occupation in which

of the year he worked upon the
tilling the soil, and clearing the

he

always

took

This kind of

great delight.
life, rude as it

was, and

uncongenial as

it must,

in the main, have been to his taste, was not Avithout its advan
tages. It eminently fitted him for the observation of nature,
so

necessary to

ture

was

spread

a

Nothing escaped his eye. Na
him
in all her diversified forms,
out before
physician.

contemplate her in the majestic forest, in the
mighty stream, now placid and noAV foaming Avith anger, in
the green fields, in the flowers which adorn the valley and
the hill, in the clouds, in the lightning and thunder, in the
snoAV and the frost, in the tempest and the hurricane.
and he loved to

It had another effect.

While it had the

disadvantage of
course of
steady
pursuing
preventing
literary cul
ture, and fitting him for the early practice of medicine, it
excited in him habits of industry and attention to business,
teaching him patience and self-reliance, and giving him an
him from

a
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into many matters, to which the

city

trained

youth

is

stranger.

physical labor which he underAvent there
jmpart health and vigor to his constitution, and
to produce that poAver of endurance Avhich
contributed
thereby
in
a
he possessed
degree superior to that of almost any other
Finally,

the

served to

man

I have

ever

known.

But the settlement of

Mayslick

Avas

not

without its charms

enjoyments. To the young and imaginative mind of
Drake, every little spot in the landscape Avas invested Avith
and

peculiar
was

beauty and interest.

barren and unattractive,

What to
Avas

ordinary observer

an

to him

a source

of

never-

In the

spring and summer, the surface
Avith the richest verdure, and em-

failing gratification.
Avas carpeted
bellisheel with myriads of

of the earth

Avilel

floAvers, which, while they
fragrance, delighted the eye
by their innumerable variety. The trees, those mighty deni
zens of the forest, Avere clothed in their most
majestic garb,
adding beauty and grandeur to the scene, enlivened by the
music of- birds, Avhich thronged the woods, and constituted,
along with the merry and frolicsome squirrel, the familiar
companions of the early settler.
The scholastic advantages of young Drake, during his re
sidence here Avere, as already hinted, very limited.
The
teachers of the place were itinerants, of the most
ordinary
description, AA'hose function it was to teach spelling, reading,
Avriting, and ciphering, as far as the rule of three, beyond
rendered the air redolent Avith

which feAv of them

days

Avas

were able to
The fashion in those
go.
for the whole school to learn and
say their lessons
commended
Dr.
in
Drake
after life, as a
practice
by

aloud ; a
good exercise of the

lungs,

and

voice,

disciplining

and

as

a means

the mind for

study

of

improving

the

in the midst of

noise and confusion.

His first teacher

was

a

man

from the Eastern Shore of

Maryland, an ample exponent of the state of society in that
then benighted region.
The school-house in Avhich he was
educated was fifteen by tAventy feet in its
dimensions, and one
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chimney, a puncheon floor, and a
string. In the winter, light was ad
mitted through oiled paper, by long openings betAveen the
logs. Glass Avas not to be obtained. The ordinary fee for
tuition was fifteen shillings a quarter.
As to the classics, he kneAv nothing of them until after he
began the study of medicine ; for the reason, first, that there
were no teachers in his neighborhood competent to impart in
struction in them, and secondly, that he Avas too poor to go from
home.
His father stipulated with his professional preceptor
story high, Avith
door Avith

a

a

wooden

latch and

that he should be sent to school for six months to learn

but

by

some

great absurdity,

as

he

observes, this

Latin;

Avas

not

done until he had studied for
the Avant of

eighteen months that AA'hich, for
could not comprehend.
He never, I
In after-life he acquired some know

Latin, he
believe, studied Greek.
ledge of French.
During his sojourn under his father's roof, he was a close
observer of the people around him, residents as Avell as emi
grants, the latter of Avhom Avere in the habit of passing in
great numbers through the settlement. He studied their man
ners and habits, observed their prejudices, noticed and com
pared their opinions, and thus acquired important knoAvledge
Books and book-learning alone do not
of human nature.
serve to make up a man's education ; he must mingle with the
Avorld, and endeavor to derive from its intercourse those les
sons of wisdom and practical tact Avhich are to regulate his
conduct and beautify bis life.
Thus, it will be seen that his alma mater Avas the forest ;
his teacher, nature ; his classmates, birds, and squirrels, and
Until the commencement of his sixteenth year,
AA'hen he left home to study medicine, he had never been

wild flowers.

beyond

the confines of the settlement at

Mayslick,

and it

until his twentieth year, when he went to Philadelphia
The " Queen of
to attend lectures, that he saw a large city.
AA'as

the

not

West," as Cincinnati
hamlet, with hardly

mere

tucky,

at that

early day,

has since been
a

styled,

was

few thousand inhabitants.

had but

one

then

a

Ken

University, and, although
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miles off, his father

hardly fifty

Avas

too poor to send

him thither.

Young

Drake

was

early

destincel for the medical

profession ;

and in the autumn of 1800, at the close of bis fifteenth year,
he was sent to Cincinnati, to Dr. Goforth, as a private pupil.

The arrangement Avas that he should live in his preceptor's
family, and that he should remain with him four years, at the

end of which he
also

agreed,

was

to be

betAveen the

transmuted into

parties,

a

It

doctor.

Avas

that he should be sent to

school tAvo quarters, that he might learn the Latin language,
which, up to that time, he had, as already stated, Avholly

neglected.

For his services and

receive four hundred

dollars,

board, the preceptor

tolerably large

a

Avas

to

sum, consider

ing the limited means of his father.
During his pupilage, he performed, with alacrity and fide
lity, all the various duties which, at that early perioel of the
West, usually devolved on medical students. His business
Avas not
only to study his preceptor's books, but to compound
his prescriptions, to attend to the shop or office, and, as
he advanced in knowledge, to assist in practice.
The first
task assigned him Avas to read Quincy's Dispensatory anel
grind quicksilver into mercurial ointment ; the latter of
Avhich, as he quaintly remarks, he found, from previous
practice on a Kentucky hand-mill, much the easier of the
tAvo.
Subsequently, and by degrees, he studied Cheselden
on the Bones and Innes on the
Muscles, Boerhaave and Van
SAvieten's Commentaries, Chaptal's Chemistry, Cullen's Ma
teria Medica, and Haller's Physiology.
These Avorks consti
tuted, at that time, the text-books of medical students, and
the custom of many was to commit to
memory the greater
of their contents.

portion

At the close of his

preceptor: and,

studies,

of lectures in the

UJniversity

Wistar, Barton, Physick,
West

at

he formed

in the autumn of

1805,

of

a

partnership

with his

attended his first

course

under

Pennsylvania,
Rush,
Returning to the

and Woodhouse.

the termination of the

session,

he

practised

medicine
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for

a
year in Mason County, Kentucky, near his former
home ; anel then finally settled at Cincinnati.
In 1807, he married Harriet Sisson, a granddaughter of

Col. Jared

Mansfield, Surveyor-General of the North/western
Territory, and aftenvards a distinguished Professor in the
Military Academy at West Point. This lady possessed ele
gant manners, unusual personal beauty, and a vigorous under
standing. The union Avas a most congenial and appreciative
one ; their
attachment, founded upon mutual esteem and good
deeds, ripened with their years, and by degrees assumed
almost a romantic character.
In her counsel and sympathy,
Dr. Drake found support and consolation in his
pecuniary
embarrassments, and in many of the other trials of his varied
and checkered life.

The issue of this union

dren, a son and tAvo daughters, avIio
parent's good name and reputation.
tember, 1825.
He attended his second
of

Pennsylvania,

the

session,

faculty,

of

It Avill be

in

the

with

being

seen

course

and

man

of

young
hereafter that he
the

three chil

Mrs. Drake died in

of lectures in the

was

compliment,

a

having published,
"

1815,

was

survive to inherit their

graduated
from

a

Sep

University

at the end of

member of the

great professional promise !

Avas

then

already

preceding autumn,

his

an

author,

celebrated

Picture of Cincinnati."

May, 1816," says Mr. Mansfield, "he returned to
Cincinnati, and immediately recommenced an active and pro
But this was by no means his only employ
fitable practice.
His mind was evidently occupied with various ambitious
ment.
plans, professional, commercial, and literary, all of Avhich
were successively developed in his after-life, and influenced his
character and fortune in various ways." All his mercantile
In 1814, he was concerned in the drug
affairs signally failed.
business ; and after his return from Philadelphia, he opened,
in conjunction Avith his father, a dry-goods, hardware, and
grocery store, having laid in his supplies after the close of the
The spirit of speculation was then rife
medical lectures.
the
and it is, therefore, not surprising that
West,
throughout
"In

—

—
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the young and enthusiastic disciple of iEsculapius permitted
himself to be draAvn a little aside from his legitimate pursuits,

in the delusive

hope

of

more

rapidly replenishing

his empty

coffers.
A little

year after he received his medical degree, he
to the Professorship of Materia Medica in the

over a

appointed
department of Transylvania University, at Lexington,
and in the following autumn entered upon the discharge of the
His colleagues Avere Dr. Benjamin W.
duties of his chair.
aftenvards
so
Dudley,
distinguished as a teacher and a sur
Dr. James Blythe, and Dr.
H.
Dr.
William
Richardson,
geon.
Avas

medical

The number of students in attendance

James Overton.

avsis

tAventy, of Avhom one, at the end of the session, received the
Dr. Drake, having completed his
honors of the doctorate.
resume his practice, anel the
suspended.
In 1819, Dr. Drake founded, at Cincinnati, the Medical
College of Ohio, anel immediately aftenvards organized a
faculty, he himself taking the chair of Medicine. A course

course, returned to Cincinnati to

school

after

Avas soon

of lectures

delivered to

was

a

small class of

students, but

mis

understandings
sprung up, and Dr. Drake Avas expelled
from the school by tAvo of his colleagues, he himself being the
soon

presiding

officer

Foiled in his

home,

he

Avas

on

the occasion.

attempt

induced,

to build up a medical institution at
in the autumn of 1823, to re-enter

Transylvania U/niversity,

as an

incumbent of the chair Avhich

he had vacated six years before.
He discharged the duties of
this department with rare ability for tAYO years ; when, upon

resignation of Dr. BroAvn, he Avas transferred to the Pro
fessorship of Medicine, which he occupied until 1827, when he
finally retired to Cincinnati; the number of pupils, in the
meantime, having declined from 282 to 190.
While quietly pursuing his practice, and editing his Journal,
Dr. Drake Avas called, in 1830, to the Professorship of Medicine
in the Jefferson College of Philadelphia, then in its
infancy,
struggling, like a young giant, for a place among the medical
schools of the country. Among his colleagues Avere tAvo genthe

DANIEL
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then in

a

gravescent state, became

like his OAvn, coextensive Avith the American Union.
I
allude to the late Dr. George McClellan and the late Dr. John

finally,

Eberle ; the one an ingenious and adroit surgeon, the other an
able and accomplished physician. Both Avere excellent teachers
of their

respective departments,

and

but

especially the
disparagement
to these gentlemen to declare that the backAvoodsman not
only
acquitted himself Avith great credit, but that, long before the
close of the session, he Avas the most popular professor in the
institution.
His prelections, I well recollect, created quite a
furor among the physicians of the city, as well as among the
pupils of the University of Pennsylvania, not a few of Avhom
Avanclered off, as the hour of their delivery approached, to her
Eloquence such as his, ready
young, and then obscure, rival.
and offhand, had not fallen from the lips of any teacher since
His manner, too, had something about it
the days of Rush.
most Avinning and attractive ; it was full of force, energy, and
expression, and could not fail, of itself, to rivet the attention
of the dullest intellect, Avhile it was sure to captivate and
latter, erudite

and successful authors.

both,

It is

no

charm the refined and cultivated.

Why

Dr. Drake did not remain in

Philadelphia

is not

now

knoAvn ; but the probability is that he was induced to leave
because he found the school not sufficiently remunerative, and

constantly yearning after his Avestern
resigned his chair early in the
spring, and returned to Cincinnati. Previously, however, to
doing this, he organized a medical faculty in connection Avith
But the scheme,
the Miami University, at Oxford, Ohio.
Avhich embraced tAvo of his late Philadelphia colleagues, Avas
not successful, and Avas finally abandoned before the com
mencement of the proposed lecture-term, the ensuing autumn.
The medical department of the Miami University was evi
dently intended as a rival of the Medical College of Ohio, the
The friends of
fortunes of which had long been on the wane.
the latter, perceiving the design, exerted themselves to effect
an amalgamation of the two faculties, and so far succeeded as
because his heart
home.

Be this

as

was

it may, he
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object. To Dr.
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accomplish

subordinate

vacated, and
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retired

once more

summer

of

to

Drake himself
at the

was

end of the

private

life.

Dr. Drake conceived the

1835,

assigned

session, he

project

of

of the Cincinnati College.
before, been invitetl to the chair of
Medicine in the Medical College of Ohio, which he had

organizing
He

had,

the medical

department

short time

a

founded sixteen years preA'iously ; but believing that it Avould
be impracticable, in the then existing state of things, to place
the institution in
to

decline the

establishing

a

delivered the
The

faculty

a

offer,
neAV

flourishing condition,
and

school.

ensuing

Avinter to

duty

once

class of

a

sixty-six pupils.

members, with Dr. Drake as
His colleagues Avere Dr. L. C. Rives,

consisted of

Professor of Medicine.
the late able and

he deemed it his

upon the business of
The first course of lectures avus

to enter at

popular

seven

Professor of Obstetrics in the Medi

Joseph Nash McDoAvell, noAV of the
College
of
the
late Dr. John P. Harrison, for
Missouri;
University
of
after
the eloAvnfall of the Cincinnati
Louisville, and,
merly
a
in
the
Medical
College, professor
College of Ohio ; the late
Dr. James B. Rogers, aftenvards Professor of Chemistry in
the University of Pennsylvania ; and the late Dr. Horatio G.
Jameson, a distinguished surgeon of Baltimore, and at one
time a professor in the Washington College of that city.
To
Avas
the
chair
of
assigned
myself
Pathological Anatomy, at
that period the only one of the kind in the United States.
At the close of the session Dr. Jameson resigned, and Avas
succeeded by Dr. Willard Parker, the present justly distin
guished Professor of Surgery in the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of the City of New York.
During the four years the school Avas in existence it edu
cated nearly four hundred pupils ; the last class being nearly
cal

of Ohio ; Dr.

double that in the rival

popularity,

and of the

The school had

cost

institution,

ability

each of the

—

and

an

evidence at

once

of its

enterprise
original projectors

of its

faculty.

about four
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dollars, nearly the entire amount of the emoluments
of their respective chairs during its brief but brilliant career.
The faculty of the
Dr. Drake did not long continue idle.
Cincinnati College had hardly been disbanded, when he received

thousand

an

invitation from the trustees of the

to the

This

University of LouisA'ille
Pathological Anatomy.
special reference to him, was not only

chair of Clinical Medicine and

chair,

created Avith

novel in its character in this country, but it labored under the
additional disadvantage of being an "eighth chair;" a cir
cumstance at that time Avithout

States.

The

lishment of

anomaly

was

a

precedent

in the United

still further increased

the estab

by

aggregate ticket of one hundred and twenty
It was a bold experiment; but the result showed

dollars.

an

that those Avho made it had not acted in the matter

umvisely.
acquitted himself with great ability ; the
neAV chair soon became
popular, and the rapid increase of the
school fully attested the Avisdom and the policy of the neAV
measure, Avhich secured to its faculty a man of such enlarged
experience and reputation as a teacher.
The

neAV

incumbent

Dr. Drake remained in the occupancy of this chair until the
spring of 1844, Avhen, on the retirement of Dr. Cooke, he was

transferred to the chair of Medicine.
in this

department

He continued to labor

with his accustomed zeal and

eloquence

until the close of the session of 1849 ; when he sent his resig
nation to the board of trustees. The Avinter before he vacated
his chair he lectured to four hundred and six

pupils,

the

largest

up to that time, ever assembled within the walls of any
The pros
medical institution in the valley of the Mississippi.

class,

perity of the University, indeed, could hardly have been greater
when he left it, although the number of students was somewhat
less than the preceding session, and the utmost harmony pre
vailed in the faculty.
Notwithstanding these circumstances,
he deemed it his duty to retire. The reason which he assigned
for this

period

step

in another year, reach the
board of trustees, a pro

was, that he

should,

when, by

act of the

of life

fessor became

an

superannuated,

and he

thought

it his

duty

to
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notwithstanding the framers of it had,
intentions, abrogated it in his favor.

this laAv.

learned his

Soon after his retirement from

invited

Louisville,

Dr. Drake

Avas

the chair of Medicine in the Medical

College of
Ohio;
hesitation, he ac
appointment which,
but
which
he
filled
for
one session.
Troubles,
cepted,
only
either real or imaginary, arose during the Avinter, and at the
to

after

an

close of the

term

fessor's chair.
at

the

he found himself

The

opening

some

introductory

of the

the institution of his

course

is

founding,

so

once more Avithout a pro
lecture Avhich he delivered

characteristic of his love for

and

so

expressive of his
quoting from

temperament, that I cannot refrain from
passage.
After

alluding

tutions, and

to

to

the

ardent
it

one

his connection with various medical insti

fidelity

with Avhich he had served them ; to
pupil in Cincinnati ;

the fact that he had been the first medical

the circumstance that he had founded, thirty years
the
school in which they were then assembled', he says :
ago,
"
still fondly turned to my first love, your alma
heart
My
mater.
Her image, gloAving in the warm and radiant tints of
and

to

earlier

life,

Avas

ever

in

in my vieAV.
Transylvania had been
and included in its Faculty Professor

1819,
Dudley, -whose surgical fame had already spread throughout the

reorganized

West, and that paragon of labor and perseverance, Professor
CaldAvell, hoay a veteran octogenarian. In the year after my

separation from this school, I was recalled to that ; but neither
eloquence of colleagues, nor the greeting of the largest
classes Avhich the University ever enjoyed, could drive that
beautiful image from my mind. After four sessions I re
signed ; and was subsequently called to Jefferson Medical Col
lege, Philadelphia ; but the image mingled Avith my shadow ;
the

and when

we

reached the summit of the

mountain,

it bade

me

stop, and gaze upon the silvery cloud which hung over the
place where you are now assembled. Aftenvard, in the Medi
cal

Department

of Cincinnati

power, to young men
still hovered around

thirsting
me.

I

College, I lectured with men of
for knoAvledge, but the
image

was

then invited to

Louisville,

DANIEL

became
in the

member of

a

West,

and

the halls of the

But when I looked

on

the

was

behold,
cuted

an

image

extensive

of the ablest Faculties

one

saw
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ever

embodied

University rapidly filled.

the faces of four hundred

students,

in their midst.
of

course

While there I prose
inquiry into the causes

personal

and cure of the diseases of the interior of the continent ; and
in journeying by day, and journeying by night
on the
water,
—

and

the land

while struggling through the matted rushes
Mississippi mingles with the Gulf or camping with
Indians and Canadian boatmen, under the pines and birches
of Lake Superior, the image was still my faithful companion,
and whispered sweet words of encouragement and hope.
I
bided my time ; and after tAvice doubling the period through
on

—

where the

—

which Jacob Avaited for his
held in the

A'ille,

to the chair Avhich I

1850,

Dr. Drake

recalled to Louis-

was

the chair which he had vacated
He remained in the school for two

before.

finally

me

beginning."

In the autumn of
to

the united voice of the

Rachel,

Trustees and Professors has recalled

left

it,

once

more

to re-enter

Avith

eighteen
sessions,

the Medical

abler

months

and then

College

of

and under

Ohio,
reorganized
faculty,
brighter auspices. It was here, just at the opening of the
session, full of hope and expectation about the class and
now

an

the prospects of the Institution, that the hand of death
laid upon him, and that his varied but brilliant career

was
was

arrested.
The immediate
on

by

cause

of his death

over-exertion of the

brain, by

was

arachnitis, brought

the labor and excitement

consequent upon the opening of the session of the Medical

College of Ohio. His illness Avas of short duration ; and he
departed in the full vigor of his intellectual faculties, having,
only a week before his final seizure, lectured and written with
At the time of his death,
his accustomed energy and ability.
Avhich occurred on the 6th of November, 1852, he had just
completed his sixty-seventh year. The funeral was attended
by an immense concourse of citizens, and by the Faculties and
pupils of the Cincinnati Schools of Medicine. The body was
40
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deposited, in fulfilment of bis own Avishcs, by the side of his
Avife. at Spring Grove Cemetery, Avhere the profession of Ohio
will, doubtless, at some future day, erect a suitable monument,
so
justly due to his memory.
It is to be regretted that Dr. Drake should have deemed it
of
necessary, at his advanced age, to leave the University
so
had
been
his
anel
fame
with
Avhich
name
long
LonisA'ille,
associated, for the Medical College of Ohio. He could hardly
haA'e hoped, under the circumstances, to teach much longer,
and it

was

scarcely reasonable in him to expect

that,

in his

endeavors to build up a great and flourishing institution, he
could, at least for the first feAV years, enjoy much ease of

mind,

hung

or

relaxation of

over

body.

But

a

destiny

and to have hurried him

him,

on.

seemed to have
He could not,

and Avould not, resist a long-cherished Avish to spend the eve
ning of his life in an institution, to which, early in his career,
when he had not yet acquired any substantial fame, he had
given birth. His affections had never been alienated from her
for

a

moment,

even

in his exile

as a

teacher in other States ;

fondly hoped that he should live long enough to sec her
assume a proud rank among the great schools of the
country;
and he prayed that God might permit him to breathe out his
last breath in her service1, and that he might die in the midst
of her pupils, and be folloAved by them to his final restingplace in the tomb. His Avish, in this respect, ay as gratified ;
and feAV can doubt that, had his life been spared a few years
longer, he Avould have realized his other expectations.
Having spoken of Dr. Drake as a founder of Medical

he

Schools, and of his connection Avith various Medical
may, in the next place, contemplate him
pist, a patriot, and a medical author.

we

The

subject

of

public

He took

as a

education and morals

Faculties,

philanthro
Avas

ahvays

active part in the establishment
and support of the "Western Literary Institute and College
of Professional Teachers," at Cincinnati, attended many of its

near

his heart.

an

meetings, often served upon its committees, and delivered sev
eral addresses, replete with Avisdom and sound learning.
Among

these

Avas a
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very elaborate "Discourse on the Philosophy of
and College Discipline," one of the best and

Family, School,

most able of his many occasional

productions. The first time
at a meeting of the Col
public
speak
I
and
Avell
remember
in
how completely he en
1834,
lege,
He cherished, Avith a deep and
chained the vast audience.
abiding interest, all institutions for the diffusion of knoAvledge,
and for the promotion of virtue and piety, as well as all
charitable establishments, especially hospitals, lunatic asy
I

in

heard him

ever

was

and schools for the education of the blind and the deaf

lums,

and dumb.
In

he

procured the establishment, at Cincinnati, of
Hospital of Ohio, of Avhich, at the time of his
The grant Avas accom
he
one
of the physicians.
was
death,
an endoAvment, which has afforded the institution
panied by
great facilities, and enabled it to diffuse its blessings widely
among the poor sick of the city and township of Cincinnati,
1821,

the Commercial

Avell as among the boatmen of the Southwestern waters.
Connected Avith the Hospital was a Poor-house and an Asylum

as

for the Insane ; the latter of Avhich, hoAvever, proving inade
quate to the objects intended, Dr. Drake used every possible
to his

brethren, and, finally,

portion

of the establishment

exertion, by repeated appeals
the

Legislature,

to have this

moved, and placed under a separate board.
the present noble Institution for the Insane

The result
at

to
re

AA'as

Columbus,

the

of Ohio.

capital
In January, 1834, he made
his adopted State in behalf of

appeal

an

to the

Legislature

the establishment of

an

of

institu

tion for the education of the blind ; and, early in the follow
ing year, he read an able report before the Medical Conven
their

tion of

at

for

in the

Ohio,
hospitals

meeting
valleys of

for the accommodation and
merce

of the

Southwest,

Columbus,

at

on

the

Mississippi
relief of those engaged

as

Avell

necessity

and the

the

as

Lakes,

in the

com

of travellers.

Copies of
Assembly of Ohio,
States, to Congress, and

transmitted to the General

this report Avere
and to the President of the United
to

the Heads of

Departments.

How far these labors

were
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object in question, I am not
Congress soon afterwards

is certain that

authorized the establishment of these institutions, and that

they
at

now

greet the eye and cheer the spirits of the boatman

numerous

points

It is but

of the SoutliAvest.

justice

to

connection,
great and noble
Dr.
•with.
Cornelius
Campbell, a bcncArolcnt
originated
that the idea of this

state, in this

project
physician

of St. Louis.

In 1827. Dr. Drake established the Cincinnati

Eye

Infir

mary. It was modelled after similar institutions in Ncav York
and Philadelphia, had a regular board of visitors, and Avas

reception and accommodation of all classes of
ophthalmic patients, the poor as Avell as the rich, but particu
larly the former. It Avas the first attempt of the kind in the
Southwest, and, for a time, Avas remarkably successful. The in
digent sick from the city and neighborhood flocked to it daily
for advice and treatment, and it speedily attracted persons
intended for the

from abroad.

became

a

The consequence avus that Dr. Drake soon
distinguished oculist, and acquired no little skill as

I doubt Avhether any other practi
performed, during the first few years
after the establishment of this institution, so many operations
for cataract, artificial pupil, pterygium, and lachrymal fistula.
His favorite operation for cataract Avas division, but he also
occasionally performed extraction ; a procedure requiring great
an

ophthalmic

surgeon.

tioner in the SoutliAvest

manual

dexterity

and

a

thorough knowledge

of the eye.
To the influence of Dr. Drake

degree,

the establishment of the

struction of the

Blind,

direct

attention

prominently

course

of

at

Avas

Louisville.
to

due,

Kentucky
the

He

of the anatomy
in

an

eminent

School for the In
was

in

the first to

1841, in a
subject
popular lectures on Physiology, which he delivered
in the University of Louisville, devoting, when he came to the
eye as an organ of vision, an evening to the method of teach
ing the blind, accompanied by a practical illustration, and
concluding with an earnest and eloquent appeal to the
audience, a highly numerous and respectable one, on the

institution.

importance

of such

exerted

electrical influence.

an

fected

it.

an
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The

Every

appeal,

one

thus

present

the blind in

That

made,
af

Avas

hitherto

evening,
Kentucky,
by
neglected and almost forgotten, had many friends. With the
aid of Judge Bullock, a member of the State Legislature, a
bill Avas finally passed through that body, with a grant of ten
thousand dollars, to assist in putting the School in successful
operation ; and it is gratifying to know that it is now one of
the best establishments of the kind in the country.
Di\ Drake had ahvays, from an early period of his
evinced

interest in the

life,

of temperance, unfortu
During his residence at

deep
nately now so much on the decline.
Mayslick, the rallying point, for many years, of the people of
the neighborhood on election, parade, and gala days, as Avell
as
during court-time, he often had occasion, Avhen yet a mere
boy, to witness the deplorable and disgusting effects of the
inordinate use of intoxicating drinks, and subsequently, after
he had become a student and practitioner of medicine, he could
not fail to observe that it was a frequent cause of disease and
death, both moral and physical. He saw that it was the
source of incalculable mischief, and that it lay at the founda
tion of nearly all the crimes that degrade and debase society,
and reduce man to the level and condition of the animals by
a

which he is surrounded.
like

"

He

cause

at Avork

enemy, Avhich,
by noonday," silently but
peace and happiness of the domestic
arm of the
parent against the child
saw

an

that Avalketh

the

pestilence
effectually destroys the
circle, which raises the

against the parent, and which fills our infirma
In a Avord,
and penitentiaries with inmates.
he saw that intemperance was sitting, like a mighty incubus,
upon the bosom of society, tainting its very breath, and, in
some instances, threatening the annihilation of entire families.
and of the child

ries, poor-houses,

To such scenes,

so

well calculated to

philanthropic mind, Dr. Drake could

rouse

not

long

his young and
remain an idle

He felt that there was a
and unconcerned spectator.
a
for
like
true
Christian and patriot,
reform, and,
sity
AYas, he

vigorously engaged

in the

Avork, determined,

as

neces
as

he

far

as
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do his part in

arresting

fraught with such momentous consequences to the
and
peace
happiness of his felloAV-creatures. Address folloAved
and
for a time the pages of his medical journal, the
address,
an

evil,

steady medium of communication betAveen him and
professional brethren, were literally teeming with articles
upon the subject, dwelling Avith eloquent emphasis upon the
malign anel destructive effects of ardent spirits upon the human
subject, considered in his moral, physiological, intellectual,
and legal relations.
It Avas AA'hile thus occupied in advocating and advancing
sure

anel

his

of temperance, that an incident occurred in the
neighborhood of Cincinnati, Avhich afforded Dr. Drake an
the

cause

application of his knoAvledge and talents
to the elucidation of a question of juridical medicine, often
agitated, but never until then fully established. In March,
opportunity

1S29.

an

for the

old man, named

Birdsell, Avas convicted on an accu
own wife, and sentenced to
capital

sation of the murder of his

punishment.
use

of ardent

lie had

spirits,

long

been addicted to the immoderate

folloAA'ed

by

occasional attacks of mania

potu, in one of Avhich he committed the crime Avhich he Avas
about to expiate upon the galloAvs.
Dr. Drake having care

a

fully investigated the case, became so fully satisfied that the
prisoner labored under a paroxysm of this kind at the time
referred to, that he Avas induced to regard him as an irre
sponsible individual, precisely as a man who perpetrates homi
cide when affected with mental alienation from other

causes.

The court,

hoAvever, Avaived all discussion of the point, so ably
presented by the learned witness, and submitted the case,
Avith the broad facts, to the jury, Avho returned a verdict of
murder in the first

degree. A minute account of the trial Avas
published in the third volume of the Western
Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences," in Avhich Dr.
Drake fully elaborated his vieAvs, and
unhesitatingly affirmed
that insanity of this kind ought, in laAV, to be an
immunity
from punishment.
The paper attracted much attention, and
its sentiments received the unqualified approbation of a number
soon

after

"
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country. The "American
Jurist and Law Magazine," published at Boston, gave an ex
tended notice of it, and indorsed the correctness of the author's
conclusions ; a circumstance, which, considering the able char
of the

leading

acter of that

medical

men

periodical,

Avas

and scientific attainments.

presented

the

highly flattering
Professor

full outline of the

case

in

to

his

judgment

Beck,
Albany, also
his great and learned
of

Jurisprudence, expressing his conviction of
correctness of Dr. Drake's opinion, and awarding to him
praise of originality for his suggestions. The case like

Avork
the

a

of the

on

Medical

wise attracted the attention of Governor Trimble, who con
sidered it of sufficient importance to invite to it, in his annual
the attention of the General Assembly of Ohio, and
message,

who, Avhen he found that his appeal
the

and

in vain,
firmness, to

was

had the
commute

sagacity
humanity,
the punishment of the criminal into perpetual imprisonment ;
of illegally
thereby preserving the judiciary from the odium
a citizen of his life.
depriving
In December, 1841, Dr. Drake organized in the Univer
of that city, a
sity of Louisville, then the Medical Institute
of the mem
the
benefit
for
Physiological Temperance Society,
it
was
of
whom
exclusively com
bers of the medical class,
the
to
subject of alcoholic
investigate
posed. Its object was
the
system, and, incidentally, the
drinks, in their effects upon
The society soon
narcotics.
and
abuse of other stimulants
than a month
less
in
became popular Avith the pupils ; for,
hundred
one
of
had
members,
after its establishment, it
upwards
Its meetings
embracing nearly two-fifths of the entire class.
the session of the school ;
were held semi-monthly throughout
and its exercises, in which the distinguished and philanthropic
took an active
founder, who wras also its president, always
the delivery of
and
of reports
part, consisted in the reading
different kinds
the
addresses on the nature and composition of
in its healthy
of liquor, and of their effects upon the system,
as

well

as

in active
and diseased condition. The association continued
the spring of 1849, when, in consequence of
until
operation
it was abandoned.
Dr. Drake's retirement from the University,
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ability of a statesman
enlisting the attention of the

1835, he exerted himself, with

and the zeal of

people
great

a

in

patriot,

true

the

of the SoutliAvest in favor of the establishment of a
railroad chain between the Ohio River and the tide

Georgia. In the month of
August, of that year, he presented an elaborate report upon
the subject, at a public meeting of the citizens of Cincinnati,
pointing out the advantages, in a commercial, social, and
political aspect, of such a road, and concluding with an
eloquent appeal to the people of the different States through
which it was to pass, or which were to be benefited by its
Great interest Avas, for aAvhilc, felt in the subject.
erection.
On the 4th of July, 1836, a large convention Avas held at
Carolinas and

of the

waters

Knoxville, Tennessee,

at

Dr. Drake

represented.

member of the

Avhich not less than nine States
member of that

Avas a

were

convention,

as

committee Avhich

prepared
practicability of the enter
prise, and the best method of obtaining the requisite autho
The plan
rity for carrying it into successful operation.
on account of the
failed,
chiefly
finally
unwillingness on the
Kentucky,
whose
it
Avas
of
welfare,
supposed, might
part
seriously suffer by the result, to grant the right eif Avay
through her territory.
It cannot be expected, in such a brief sketch as this must
necessarily be, that every event in the life of Dr. Drake
Avell

as

a

business, and made

a

general

report

the

on

I cannot, hoAvever, close this
touched upon.
subject, Avithout alluding to a feature in his

should be

branch of the

character,
sive.
scene,

as

extraordinary

as

it

Avas

I allude to his attachment to

for

Although

Cincinnati,

years, of his labors
he was often absent, such

fifty

that

beautiful and

impres

the checkered

and his usefulness.
Avas

his

loyalty

and

consideration could induce him to

earthly
change his residence or abandon his citizenship. If he occa
sionally left her for a season, it was only that he might enjoy
her the more at his return, as a lover sometimes
voluntarily
absents himself from his mistress that he may
enjoy her pre
deA'otion,

sence

the

more

no

at his reunion

with her.

His love for Cincin-
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nati

was

real and unaffected.

her first medical

pupil,
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He had been her first medical
her first medical

graduate,

the founder of her first medical school.

author,

and

He had Avatched her

progress with the satisfaction that a parent watches the career
of a favorite and promising child ; he had seen her in her

AYeakness,

and he had beheld her in the

after she had risen to

commercial mart,
as a
city of able,

is not the seat of
had
was

unceasingly
not

rounded,

his,

opulence

nursery of painters and sculptors, and
enterprising, and enlightened men. If she
a

at

great medical school,

an

heart for the third of

object

which he

century, the fault

a

but of the circumstances

and which neither his

by Avhich he was sur
genius, his industry, nor his

Whether absent

present, whether in

or

adversity, he never ceased to loA'e her, and to
manifest the deepest interest in her welfare and pros
There was hardly a measure, projected during his

prosperity

perity.

might of her strength,
respectability as a great

as a

tactics could control.

feel and

and

or

lifetime, intended to promote her advancement, that did not
either originate with him, or meet with his hearty co-operation
and support.
Her people owe him a lasting debt of grati
tude, not only for the many services Avhich he rendered her,
but also for being, at the time of his death, her greatest and
most illustrious citizen.

His attachment

to

the West

was

hardly

less remarkable.

No inducement could seduce him aAvay from the
of his parents. He loved its broad and luxuriant

adopted
fields,

home

covered

with herds and wild floAvers ; its noble and romantic forests,
rendered A'ocal Avith the music of birds and insects, and its

graceful

and

thrice

thousand

majestic streams, bearing upon their bosom
vessels, freighted with the produce of its
rich and fertile soil. Everything around him was in harmony
with his nature ; and a residence in New England, or NeAV
Jersey, his natiA'e State, would have been as irksome and dis
tasteful to him, as a residence at the Capital of the Union
a

Avould be to the Avild
Yet

was

man

of the forest.

his love not selfish.

It

was

not

nati and the West ; it embraced the AA'hole

limited to Cincin

Union,

and

gloried
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for its

He Avatched with intense

perpetuity.
ceeded by that
and

no one ayus

safety, Avelfare, and
anxiety, hardly ex
Compromise of 1850,

Clay himself, the
heartily rejoiced at its* successful issue.
feelings, all his home sympathies, Avere for
anel soul Avere fe>r the Union, embracing all

of Mr.
more

While his domestic
the West, his heart

its most cherished interests.

While the discussion of the

Compromise (juestion

Avas

going
agi

in the Senate of the United States, and everywhere
tating the public mind, Dr. Drake Avas not idle, lie had
on

perceived

and lamented the

ignorance

Avhich

prevailed

long
upon

the subject of slavery in the Northern and Eastern States,
and he determined, though not Avithout reluctance, on account

novelty of his position, to correct, if possible, some of
the many misapprehensions under Avhich many even of the
better and more enlightened people of those regions labored.
He kneAv, at all eA'ents, that an appeal to facts, vouched by
his OAvn experience and veracity, could do no harm, while,
perhaps, it might effect some good. lie could not disguise
of the

from himself the circumstance that his

all the great and leading
ingly aeldressed himself,

nications,

to

one

men
as

of Ncav

England,

familiar to

and he accord

the honored vehicle of his

of the fathers of his

This

name Avas

oavii

profession

commu

in that

the late Dr. John C.

Warren,
gentleman
personal friend, by several years his senior, and for a
long time Professor of Anatomy and Surgery in Harvard
University, at Boston. The letters Avhich he addressed to this
distinguished physician and surgeon Avere three in number,
and they were published, some months afterwards, in the Na
tional Intelligencer at Washington. They Avere written in the
winter of 1850-51, while the author Avas delivering a course of
medical lectures in the University of Louisville, and are cha
racterized by great force of style, by remarkable moderation
of tone and feeling, and by extraordinary logical precision,
combined Avith a thorough knowledge of the subject.
They
country.
an

Avas

old

attracted much attention at the

served in book

form,

time, and deserve

for extensive distribution.

to be pre
A copy should
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be sent to eA'ery house in the free States ; for no better anti
dote could be furnished against the poisonous influences of such

exaggerated productions as "Uncle Tom's Cabin." It would
induce the rash and misguided to pause, and to consider whe
ther the course they are pursuing is not calculated to do vast
and abiding mischief, not only to the slave but to the Union.
Dr. Drake deserves the gratitude of every American citizen
for stepping aside from his ordinary pursuits, from no other
motive than that of serving his country, to discuss, in so able
and philosophical a manner, a topic of such great and absorb
ing interest.
Dr. Drake

was

a

voluminous writer.

His contributions to

journals,
original essays, reA7iewrs, and
his
temperance lectures and public ad
bibliographical notices,
dresses, Avould, if collected, form several large octavo volumes.
Much, indeed by far the most, of Avhat he wrote Avas excellent ;
some Avas,
perhaps, indifferent ; but none Avas really bad.
His style Avas always clear,
Nihil quod tetigit non ornavit.
anel
often
fresh,
eloquent, and sometimes elegant.
A'igorous,
As a revieAver, his performances Avere generally rather ana
lytical than critical. Indeed, as a critic he usually failed,
As a medical jour
from a sense of too much cautiousness.
and
and
he
labored
nalist,
hard,
zealously to elevate the
long,
character and dignity of the profession in the West and South,
and he rendered, beyond doubt, the cause an immense amount
medical

in the form of

His pen, for many years,
occasionally dipped in the ink of

of service.
was

rebuke

or

idle ; and if it
bitterness, to minister a

was never

an
enemy, it Avas only for a moment, when it
its wonted channel, and deposit the rich and

silence

Avould

resume

varied

freight

of his well-stored mind.

His first attempt at medical or scientific
1810, five years after he attended his first
in

It

Philadelphia, and
was comprised in

authorship
course

Avas

in

of lectures

five years before he became a graduate.
"
a small
pamphlet on the Topography,

Climate, and Diseases of Cincinnati," Avhere he then resided.

Although designed exclusively
tific

friends,

the work

soon

for his

professional

attracted the attention of

and scien

travellers,
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in que>t of information concerning the >\ est, anel thus sug
gested to him the idea of a treatise, constructed on a similar
Picture
The result was his
but much more extended scale.
••

Cincinnati," which soon acquired for him not only an
American, but a European reputation. It Avas published at
Cincinnati, in 1815, uneler the title of "Natural and Statis
of

Picture of Cincinnati and the Miami

Country."
accompanied by an appendix,
earthquakes, the aurora bogh'ing an
realis. and southwest wind ; the whole forming a duodecimo
The book soon
volume of tAvo hundred and fifty-one pages.
invited
anel
of
the
attention
attracted the
immigration
public,
to the West, but especially to Cincinnati, from all parts of
America and Europe.
Everybody became interested in a
so
country before so little knoAvn, anel possessing advantages
was
glowingly depicted in the Avork under consideration. It
evident that the author had made a hit, not in a pecuniary
point of vieAv, but as it respce:ted his reputation, and the
future growth of Avhat, in due time, Avas destined to become the
Ouecn City."
Western Journal of the
In 1827, Dr. Drake projected the
Medical and Physical Sciences," the first number of which ap
peared in April of that year. The motto of the work, engraved
upon a floAver of the Cornus Florida upon the title-page, Avas
exceedingly happy and appropriate : E sylvis, aque at que ad
sylvas nuneius. It Avas literally, at that period, a messenger
not only from, but also to, the Avoods.
During the first year
he had associated with him, as coeditor, Dr. James C. Finley,
but at the end of that time it was brought out under his OAvn

tical View,

It

Avas

or

by maps, and
account of some late

illustrated

"

"

management, which

was

continued until

1836, Avhen,

in

conse

quence of his numerous engagements, and his frequent absence
from home, he procured the efficient aid of Dr. William Wood,
of

Cincinnati,

originally

one

issued

of his former

monthly,

pupils.

but afterwards

The Journal

quarterly ;
the period

was

and it

continued to appear in this manner up to
of the
dissolution of the medical department of the Cincinnati Col

lege,

in 1839, when it

was

transferred to

Louisville,

and

DANIEL

merged
of

in "The Western Journal of Medicine and

which,

to be

without
of the

one

from the
It is
culties
sent.

editors,

easy matter,

maintain

to

even

under the most

public journal

a

propitious

of medicine.

circum

The diffi

much greater twenty-five years ago than at pre
Then the West had feAV writers, and an editor was often
were

compelled,
his

Surgery,"

much to its pages, he continued
until 1848, when he finally withdrew

contributing

enterprise.

no

stances,
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own

from the

efforts for

paucity of material, to rely mainly upon
filling up the pages of his periodical. Many

of the contributions that
of the Medical and

were

Physical

sent to the Western

Sciences

displayed

Journal

the most

and the consequence was that not a
few of them had to be entirely reAvritten before they could be

miserable

scholarship

;

"

committed to the hands of the

compositor.
Copying, trans
posing, abridging, inverting, retroverting, decomposing, and
recomposing," Avere a part of the labor and drudgery to Avhich
Dr. Drake had to submit in the progress of his enterprise.
Nothing daunted, however, he Avorked hard upon its pages,
Avhich he adorned Avith many of his own effusions, both in the
form of original articles and of reviews, until, after having
been engaged upon it for twelve years, he finally, on his re
moval to Louisville, disposed of it in the manner already men
tioned.

Writing nine years after the commencement of the Journal,
quaintly observes, that he had already oAved allegiance to
not less than nine publishers.
Thus," says he, if our edi
torial vitality had not been truly feline, Ave should now be
In consequence of these frequent changes, the
defunct."
work was rarely issued with any regularity, and hence much
complaint on the part of subscribers was the result.
The interest Avhich Dr. Drake always felt for his profes
sion, induced him, in 1829, to begin the publication, in the
Western Journal of the Medical and Physical Sciences, of
a series of
Essays on Medical Education and the Medical
Profession in the United States." The papers appeared in
successive numbers of the periodical in question ; and were

he

"

"

"
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small octavo volume of up
closely printed pages. They are written
with the author's wonted vigor of style, anel display, through
sound sense, a
judgment, anel a pro

finally,

in 1832, collected into

wards of

one

discriminating

out, great
found

a

hundred

acquaintance

with the

topics

of Avhich

they

treat.

The

number of essays amounts to seven ; the first of Avhich relates
to the selection anel preparatory education of pupils ; the
second to private pupilage ; the third to medical colleges ;
the fourth to the studies, duties, anel interests of young

physicians : the fifth to the causes of error in the medical
and physical sciences ; the sixth to legislative enactments ;
and the last to professional quarrels.
In looking, lately, Avith some degree of care, over this work,
I became impressed with the conviction that it is a production
of great merit, and one that ought to be in the hands of every
It com
medical pupil anel junior practitioner in the country.
prises an admirable outline of medical ethics, or of the duties
of medical men tOAvards each other, of the responsibilities and
requirements of the profession, anel of the proper method of
observing and investigating disease, conveyed in language at
No one can rise
once forcible, dignified, anel impressive.
from its perusal Avithout sensibly feeling Iioav much he has
been

instructed, and Iioav far
by its distinguished

laid eloAvn
a

short he falls of the standard

author.

remarkable fact, that the Avork

medical

covers

It may be
the Avhole

stated,

as

ground

of

education, and that it comprises every topic respect

medical reform

but

indiscreetly, urged upon
Association, at
that
of
body.
every returning meeting
In 1832, Dr. Drake published "A Practical Treatise on
the History, Prevention, and Treatment of Epidemic Cholera,"
which was then desolating Cincinnati and the Western States.
The Avork, forming a duodecimo volume of nearly tAvo hundred
pages, Avas designed both for professional and general use, and
comprised an excellent and graphic account of that formidable
malady ; but it does not seem to have been Avell received, nor
did it, I think, add anything to the author's reputation.
From

ing

so

zealously,

the consideration of the American Medical
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the fact that much of it had been

composed, and published in
Physical Sciences,
disease, it failed to inspire
some
degree, still-born from

the Western Journal of the Medical and
before he had Avitnessed the
and

public confidence,

nounced,

as

in

fell,

the press.
Taa'0 years after the

publication

of this

treatise,

he

an

in progress of preparation, a work on "Anatomy,
and Hygiene," as a text-book for schools and

Physiology,
colleges. The object

was to promote the popular study of
science, and to portray the pernicious effects of
mere mental culture, Avithout
Some
proper physical training.
months after the announcement appeared, he published a speci

this branch of

men

of the

and

style

arrangement of the book, and this

was

the last of it ; for his leisure never permitted him to complete
it.
Some years after this, he announced his intention of pub
"

lishing a
his pupils;

Treatise

on

General
for

but this

also,
is, all his thoughts
his great Avork, presently to
The fact

regarded everything
In

1842,

else

Dr. Drake

as

Pathology,"

text-book for

as a

similar reason, was never issued.
and affections Avere engaged upon

a

be

mentioned,

of subordinate

published,

and

he, therefore,
importance.

in the sixth volume of the

Surgery, a paper on the
Summer Resort for Invalids of the

Western Journal of Medicine anel

"Northern Lakes

as

a

South," Avhich, at the time,
medical and public press.
read

attracted much attention from the
The

article, which
address to

had been pre
course
of

his

introductory
University of LouisA'ille, was designed to
illustrate the advantages offered, in the hot season, by our
northern lakes, as a residence, to the people of the South,
and Avas founded, mainly, upon his OAvn observations made
the preceding summer in a professional tour of two months.
It abounds in beautiful and graphic delineations of the wild
viously

as

an

lectures in the

and romantic scenery of these great inland seas, of the towns
and villages which stud and embellish their banks, of the
nature of

the

climate,

the

productions

of the

surrounding

country, the battle scenes of the late Avar with Great Britain,
and the character and mode of life of the inhabitants, them-
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subject of study for the painter, the poet, anel the
philosopher. There are feAv tracts, of the same size, in the
English language on the subject of travel, which contain so
selves

a

A'ivid, gorgeous, and life-like
which they relate. Nothing
vation of the author.

At

an

account of the countries to

seems

one

to

have

escaped

the obser

time, his mind is dazzled and

by a vast, dark, and impenetrable forest ;
another, by
silvery and unruffled surface of a broad
and unfathomable lake, reflecting the variegated and fantastic
tints of the sky, or bearing upon its bosom the mighty steam
almost bewildered

the

at

boat,

and the

canoe

of the adventurous
and

Indian,

the Canadian

self-denying missionary ; now, by
holy
lofty and majestic cliff, rearing its head into the clouds,
and serving as a monument of the works of God ; and anon,
by the bcAvitching beauties of the setting sun, as his rays
sport upon the heavens above, or paint, in all the gorgeous
colors of the rainboAV, his image upon the waters beloAV.
The latest of the minor productions of Dr. Drake's pen Avas
a small volume of •'Discourses," delivered, by appointment,
before the Cincinnati Medical Library Association, in 1852.
It is comprised in a small duodecimo volume, and is divided
into tAvo parts, the first of which treats of the early medical
times in Cincinnati, anel the other of medical journals and
Few medical men, indeed, feAV men of any profes
libraries.
sion, Avill rise from the perusal of this unpretending little vo
lume without feeling that they have been both interested and
The first part, giving an account of the pioneer
instructed.
of
the
Queen of the AVest," anel of the prominent
physicians
of
that
men and
early period, possesses, in my opinion,
scenery
all the charm and interest of a romance, in Avhich the author,
AA'hile he exhumes his predecessors and contemporaries, and
places them, in life-like colors, before the eyes of his readers,
forms a conspicuous feature.
His mind was evidently deeply
imbued with the spirit of the subject, and he has treated it in
a
style and manner of which no other man, cither at Cincin
nati or elsewhere in the West, is capable.
It is replete Avith
the characteristics of a man of feeling and genius.
His similes
trapper,

or

the

some

"
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striking
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and

forcible, that,

in

perusing

this part of the book, the reader imagines himself in the veri
table presence of the men and things which he delineates, and
which pass, as in a moving picture, before him, even to the
little Chickasaw pony, and the horrible witches, which at that
early day still infested the neighborhood, and tormented the
poor inhabitants ! I doubt whether there is within the same
compass of the "Pioneers," that most delightful romance of
James Fenimore

graphic
coloring.

great an amount of powerful and
character, with so much true, artistic

Cooper,

delineation of

But the most

splendid

so

exhibition of his

the Diseases of the Interior

genius

is in his work

of North

America, an
Valley
his
research, and his
industry,
enduring
this
production, which, unfortunately, he did
ability. Upon
not live to complete, he spent many of the best and riper years
As early as 1822, in an appeal to the physicians
of his life.
of the SoutliAvest, he announced his intention of preparing it,
His object, as stated in his
and solicited their co-operation.
circular, was to furnish a series of essays upon the principal
diseases of this region of America, derived from his OAvn ob
servation and from that of his friends, and forming, when com
pleted, a national Avork. Various circumstances conspired to
delay the appearance of the Avork. The author's time, in the
Avinter season, Avas much occupied in teaching, and in matters
growing out of his official relations. Medical schools were
obliged to be erected and fostered. Besides, he was the editor
of a medical journal, to the pages of which he was often the
chief contributor ; and he was also frequently compelled to
deliver public addresses, which consumed much of his leisure.
His facility, as a public speaker, Avas too well known in the
community, to permit him to remain unoccupied. The objects
concerning which he Avas called upon to address his fellow-citi
on

of his

monument

zens were

much

often

good

of

a

nature to

encroach upon his

benevolent

resist

more

them,

character, and he had
hoAvever much

legitimate pursuits

of his life.
41

too

they might

and the great aim
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In 1S37. fifteen years after the publication e>f his circular,
he found, for the first time, sufficient leisure to enter vigor
his long-contem
upon the collection of materials for

ously
plated work. In the summer of this year, accompanied by his
tAvo daughters, he visited a portion of the South for that pur
In 1843, he made
pose, during a tour of about three months.
a second tour,
embracing Louisiana, Florida, Mississippi, Ala
bama, and the Gulf of Mexico ; anel subsequently he explored
the interior of Kentucky, Tennessee, the tAvo Carolinas, Vir
ginia, AYestern Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri, the Great Lakes, and
Wherever he Avent his fame preceded him, anel he
Canada.
was
kindly received by bis professional brethren, many of
whom vied with each other to show him attention and hospi
tality. It was during his absence upon these missions, which
he performed with the zeal of an apostle of science, that he
Avrote those numerous and interesting travelling editorials, as
he styled them, for the AVestern Journal of Medicine and
Surgery. These epistles, which form so conspicuous a fea
ture of that periodical during the time referred to, were
usually descriptive of the manners, habits, and diseases of the
people among whom he Avandcred, of the climate, scenery,
and productions of the country, and, in short, of Avhatever
seemed, at the moment, to strike his fancy, or interest his
mind.
The materials thus collected

arranged,

and

finally presented

Avere

to

the

gradually digested
profession,

of 1850, under the elaborate title of "A

in the

and
sum

Systematic
Treatise, Historical, Etiological, and Practical, on the Princi
pal Diseases of the Interior Valley of North America, as they
appear in the Caucasian, African, Indian, and Esquimaux
Varieties of its Population."
The Avork is illustrated by
numerous charts and
and
Avas
maps,
published at Cincinnati
under the author's immediate supervision.
A second volume,
the composition of Avhich Avas in an advanced state at the time
of his decease, Avas afterwards issued under the
joint care of
Dr. Hanbury Smith, of Ohio, and Dr. F. G.
Smith, of Phila-

mer
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entirely devoted to subjects on practical medi
together constitute a monument of the genius

industry of their author, as durable as the mountains
the valleys, whose medical history they are designed
The toil and labor expended upon
to portray and illustrate.
their production afford a happy exemplification of what may
be accomplished by the well-directed and persistent efforts of
a
single individual, unaided by wealth, and unsupported by
the patronage of his profession.
I am not aware that Dr. Drake ever engaged in any purely
literary composition, or that he ever contributed anything to
the literary periodical press, beyond some addresses and re
ports. For such pursuits he had no time, whatever might

and

and

have been his fitness and
leisure for

inclination.

Nor had he much

his taste in miscellaneous

reading. Every
occupied in lecturing to his pupils, in
writing upon scientific subjects, and in laboring for the ad
vancement of his profession, or the cause of morality and
indulging

moment of his time

Avas

benevolence.

accomplishments he added that of a poet.
pieces, composed during the hours of relaxation
from his professional pursuits, possess much beauty and SAveetness.
They generally partook either of the humorous, or of
the solemn and pathetic.
To his other

Several of his

Dr. Drake

was a man

not of one, but of many

characteristics.

look, manner, step, and gesture were characteristic ;
Avere the outAvard signs of the peculiar nature within.

His very

they

conversation, his voice and modes of expression, were char
acteristic, all tending to stamp him, in the estimation and
judgment of the beholder, as an extraordinary personage.
His

—

But there

Avas one

feature which

jutted out, prominently

and

conspicuously, aboA'e all the rest, and which served, in an
eminent degree, to distinguish him from all the men of my
profession I have ever knoAvn. This was intensity ; intensity
of
he

This feeling, to wdiich
and of purpose.
indebted for all the success Avhich marked his eventful

thought,
was

of

action,

career, exhibited itself in all the relations of life ; in his extra-
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family, his attachments to his friends.
his unfaltering love for his profession, in his interest in the
cause of temperance, in his lectures before his pupils in the
University, in his Avritings, in bis debates, and in his contro
No apathy or lukeAvarmness ever entered his mind,
versies.
or influenced his conduct, in
any scheme Avhich had for its
the
Avelfare
of
his
object
species, the promotion of science, or
the improA'ement of the human intellect.
His temperament
was too ardent to
permit him, had he otherAvise felt so in

ordinary

clined,

to

devotion

be

around him.
electric
It

an

to

his

idle and unconcerned spectator of the world
Avas
hot, anel positive, like the pole of an

It

battery, intense,

Avas

ever

restive,

ahvays doing.

this attribute of his mind AA'hich Avould have made

him great and distinguished in any Avalk of life he might have
He had talent and intellect enough, had he Avished it,

chosen.

have shone in the senate, adorned the bar, or made a great
pulpit orator. I have often thought that he had mistaken his
to

profession, and that he ought to have been a politician.
might have made a great Secretary of State ; for he had
astuteness of a Webster, the subtilty of a Calhoun, and
indomitable energy of a Benton.
His mind Avas quick, grasping,

far-seeing;

He
the
the

he

acquired
knoAvledge
facility,
intuitively,
anel readily perceived the relations and bearings of
things.
Imbued with the true spirit of the Baconian philosophy, he de
lighted in tracing effects to their causes, anel in unravelling
the mysteries of science and knoAvledge.
He AA'as a keen ob
server, not only of professional matters, with Avhich his daily
studies brought him into more immediate contact, but of
society
and the world at large.
Added to all this, he had a retentive
memory, extraordinary poAvers of analysis, profound ratio
cination, and great originality, with industry and perseverance
with great

seldom combined in the

short,

sometimes almost

same

all the attributes of

capable
designs.

of vast

individual.

He

possessed,

in

great and commanding intellect,
exploits, and the accomplishment of great
a

His executive powers were
extraordinary.
intensity exhibit itself in a more striking

NoAA'here did this
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greater degree, than in the lecture-room.
his

surrounded

that he

It

it Avith

here,
pupils,
by
displayed
peculiar force and emphasis. As he spoke to them, from day
to day, respecting the great truths of medical doctrine and
medical science, he produced an effect upon his young disci
ples, such as few teachers are capable of creating. His Avords
dropped hot and burning from his lips, as the lava falls from
the burning crater, enkindling the fire of enthusiasm in his
pupils, and carrying them away in total forgetfulness of
everything, save the all-absorbing topic under discussion.
They will never forget the ardor and animation which he
infused into his discourses, however dry or uninviting the
subject ; how he enchained their attention, and how, by his
skill and address, he lightened the tedium of the class-room.
was

No teacher
one

ever

time with

knew better hoAv to enliven his auditors ; at
bursts of eloquence, at another Avith the

glowing

writ, now with a startling pun, and anon Avith the
apt and amusing anecdote ; eliciting, on the one
hand, their admiration for his varied intellectual riches, and,
on the other, their respect and veneration for his extraordinary
abilities as an expounder of the great and fundamental princi
ples of medical science. His gestures, never graceful, and
sallies of

recital of

sometimes

an

remarkably awkward ;

the

peculiar incurvation of his

body ; nay, the very drawl in which he frequently gave ex
pression to his ideas, all denoted the burning fire within, and
—

served to

impart

force and

I have

ever

His voice

heard,

was

he

vigor

to

everything

which he

Of all the medical teachers whom

uttered from the rostrum.
AAras

remarkably

the most forcible and

clear and

distinct, and

so

eloquent.
powerful

that, when the windows of his lecture-room were open, it could
a
great distance. He sometimes read his dis

be heard at
course, but

generally

he ascended the rostrum without note

or

scrip.
His earnest

manner

often reminded

and venerable Methodist

preacher,

me

of that of

an

whose ministrations I

old
was

In addressing the
attend in my early boyhood.
to
be
Throne of Grace, he seemed ahvays
wrestling with the

wont to
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blessing upon bis people, in a Avay so ardent and
inspire the idea that be Avas eletcrmined to obtain

to

The

Avhat he asked.

same

kind of fervor

Avas

apparent in Dr.

lectures, he seemed ahvays to bo Avrestling
with his subject, vdeAving anel exhibiting it in every possible

Drake.

In his

like

ingenious
of his
it, by
mental scalpel, of all extraneous matter, and placed it, nude
anel life-like, before the minds of his pupils.
aspect anel relation, and

neA'er

stopping until,

and dexterous anatomist, he had divested

With abilities

thusiastic, anel

a

so

transcendent,

mind

so

science, Dr. Drake ought

manners

an

means

so

ardent and

en

avcII stored with the riches of medical
to have been

universally popular

as

First course
teacher ; nevertheless, such ay as not the fact.
students often complained that his lectures Avere abstruse, in
a

degree Avholly beyond their comprehension ; that they could
not folloAV his reasoning or argumentation, and that, despite
their best directed efforts, they Avere unable to derive much
profit. The more advanced members of his classes, on the
contrary, never experienced any such trouble. They felt the
deepest interest in everything that he uttered, and never

a

failed to look upon him as a most able and instructive teacher.
To account for this discrepancy, it is necessary to state that
Dr. Drake's method of instruction differed materially from
that of most of his

contemporaries, both in this country and in
Europe.
beginning his course with the practical,
every-day details of his department, he always devoted the
first six Aveeks to the inculcation of general principles, deem
ing a knowledge of them of paramount importance to every
This he always regarded as the philo
student of medicine.
of
the
and he spared no efforts to place
course,
sophical part
it prominently before the minds of his pupils.
In doing this
he was fully conscious of the difficulty under Avhich he labored,
anel often lamented, in bitter strains, the deficiencies, on the
part of his classes, which prevented them from appreciating
his instruction.
He saw how little many of the youths who
resort to our lecture-rooms are
prepared, by their habits and
education, to profit by such a mode of teaching ; and yet he
Instead of
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could not, durst not, in conformity Avith the dictates of his
He would rather
conscience and judgment, pursue any other.
of
his classes than sacrifice duty
be unpopular with a portion
and principle,
adopted as the

or

deviate from the standard which he had

rule and

guide

of his conduct in the lecture-

room.

fluency and facility of language gave him great advan
a
public debater. To his ability as a profound reasoner, he added subtilty of argument, quickness at repartee,
and an impassioned tone and style, Avhich rarely failed to carry
off the palm in any contest in Avhich he was engaged.
Dr. Drake ahvays manifested extraordinary interest in the
moral training of medical pupils.
Sensible of the temptations
which constantly beset their path and allure them from their
duty, he took special pains, at the opening of every session of
His

tage

as

the different schools with which he was, from time to time,
connected, to point out to them their proper position, and to

danger. As a means of promoting this
advancing the respectability of the pro
object,
he
fession,
delivered, while a professor in the Cincinnati Col
for
several
winters, a series of Sunday morning discourses
lege,
warn

them of their
as

well

as

of

medical

to the students of that

institution,

rale of the

and the virtues and vices of medical

men,

profession,
embracing their duties

nity,

and toAvards each other.

on

to their

patients,

ethics,
to the

These addresses

the

mo

commu

usually
Cincinnati, and
they exerted a wide and happy influence upon the youths for
Their publication
whom they were more especially prepared.
would, I doubt not, be well received by the profession.
In the University of Louisville, as was before stated, he in
terested himself greatly in promoting the cause of temperance
among the students ; and, as a means of religious improvement,
he AA'as in the habit, for many AA'inters, of joining such of them
as felt an interest in the subject, at a Sunday morning
prayermeeting. In a Avord, he was eArer ready Avith his advice and
kindly offices, often affording aid and comfort to those who, in
attended

by large

were

numbers of the citizens of

the absence of their parents and
counsellor and friend.

guardians,

stood in need of

a
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society of
a
deep

for the

taste

always

instances

evinced
Avere

the young men of
interest in their

feAV in Avhich he labored

not

have since
to advance the welfare of young men, some of whom
his
lot.
It
was
distinction.
risen to deserved
especially in the

earlier

of his

periods

private pupils,
gratuitously, at the same time
parental regard and tenderness. As

life,

to have numerous

several of whom he educated

treating them with true
a
public teacher in the

different schools Avith which he

was

connected, he aided in educating several thousand young men,
and fitting them for the practical anel responsible duties of
their

profession.

The seed thus

good fruit, the happy
generations.
His

OAvn

elevated

soayu

standard of medical

nature.

No

has

brought

forth much

effects of which Avill be felt in future

one

knoAvledge

Avas

of the most

understood better than he the im

thorough education, and of a ay ell-disciplined
portance
His oAvn early deficiencies, ever present and ever
mind.
recurring, had made an impression upon him, which nothing
of

a

could efface.

His

occupation

as

a

teacher of medicine had

brought him, for years, in daily contact Avith men and youths,
who were not only destitute of preliminary education, but ab
solutely, from the Avant of opportunity and mental capacity,
This state of things, so
utterly incapable of acquiring any.
prevalent and deplorable, he often lamented to his friends and
colleagues, while he never failed, on all proper occasions, to
assail it in his Avritings and prelections.
The difficulty under
which a teacher labors in imparting instruction to such pupils,
anel preparing them for the successful exercise of their high
and responsible duties, as practitioners, can be more easily
imagined than elescribed. His daily experience in the lectureroom showed Dr. Drake hoAv much of the
good seed that is
there sown falls upon barren soil ; or hoAV, instead of
producing
good fruit, it yields nothing but tares and thorns. Such Avas
his feeling upon this subject, that, in numerous conversations
which he had Avith me respecting it, he often expressed himself
as

being

almost

ready

to

abandon

teaching

forever.

Like many
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want
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the

but

to

Poor

remedy,
apply it.

was

thousand times rather have lectured to

and
and

well-prepared
ill-prepared.

unable,

from the

he was, he Avould
hundred intelligent

as
a

young men, than to five hundred ignorant
His object Avas not the acquisition of gain,

but the desire to be useful and

profitable to those Avhom it was
duty to instruct in the great principles of the healing art.
Of quackery, in all its forms and phases, he was an uncom
promising enemy. He loved his profession and the cause of
truth too well to witness, without deep solicitude, its impudent
and unhallowed assaults upon the purity and dignity of medi
cine, considered as a humane, noble, and scientific pursuit.
Hence, he permitted no suitable opportunity to pass Avithout
rebuking it, and holding up its advocates to the scorn and
contempt of the public. In common with many of his breth
ren, he deprecated its unblushing effrontery, and regretted the
countenance and support which it derives from a thoughtless
clergy and an unscrupulous and unprincipled press. He saw
that it was an evil of great magnitude, threatening the very
existence of our profession ; and, as a journalist, he deemed it
his duty to bring the subject frequently and prominently be
fore his readers, intreating their aid and co-operation in sup
pressing it.
his

He

was

the founder of

an

enterprise

as

he

never

he had

no

Avas, of its

when he entered

it,

no

new

ambition,

sect in medicine.
even

necessity.

at

in its

For such

if he had been

He found the

satisfied,
profession,

the dawn of the present century,
lofty and dignified career, refreshed,

steadily advancing
and, in some degree, renovated, by his immediate predecessors,
and his chief desire was to ingraft himself upon it as an honest,
conscientious,

How Avell he per
in the order of Providence, he Avas

and successful cultivator.

formed the part Avhich,
destined to play, in this respect, the medical world is fully
No man was more sensible than he of the imperfec

apprised.

tions and uncertainties of the healing art, and
country, in the nineteenth century, has labored

and

zealously

for its

improvement.

For the

no

one, in this

more

ardently

systems of the
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a more

tho

Eclectic in the

genius

was

of too

by any author
influential.
Systems and

be trammelled

great, respectable, or
ity.
as
they could not,
system-mongers Avere alike despised by him,
in his judgment, be otherwise than dangerous in their practical
It
bearings, and subversive of the best interests of science.
to
and
to
he
which
works
her
was Nature and
stuely
delighted
contemplate. Not that he regarded with indifference whatever
was
good and A'aluable in the productions of others, but simply
because he preferred to drink at the fountain rather than at
the turbid stream. Like Hippocrates and Syelenham, he was a
hoAvever

true

observer of Nature, and, avc may add, a correct interpreter
phenomena and her laAvs ; his ambition ay as to be her

of her

during life, and at his death to leave a record, a true
transcript, of the results of his investigations for

folloAvcr

and faithful

the benefit of his brethren.
In his intercourse with his

professional

friends his conduct

of the purest and loftiest
Avas a model.
His e-ode of ethics
He Avas not only courteous and dignified, but
character.
Avas

highly

rights of others.
early in life, and

considerate of the

punctuality
parted from.

were

established

lie made it

brother Avait for him at

minute and

patients

cases Avas

he seemed

to

than

deport

late their

to

make

a

never

de

professional

conducted with great care
occasionally to be over-

indeed,
tedious, spending a longer time over his
His early
the exigencies appeared to require.
never

forsook him at the bedside of the sick.

In his intercourse with his

by

never

even

habits of caution
the nicest

rule

consultation.

a

The examination of his
and attention;

a

His habits of
Avere

sense

patients his

of honor.

No

one

conduct

was

regulated

understood better how

himself in their presence, or how to preserve invio
Hippocrates, who exacted an oath from his

secrets.

pupils never to reveal anything that was confideel to them by
their employers, neA'er more scrupulously observed the sanctity
of the sick-chamber.
Kind and gentle in his manners, he Avas

DANIEL
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physician

of his

patients,

of whom made him their confidant and counsellor.

which he delivered under such circumstances

great

service to the interested

forgotten, owing
was imparted.

to the

party, by

not

whom it

labor,

few

often of

was

was

earnest and solemn tone in

In the bestoAvment of his time and

a

The advice

never

which it

he made

no

dis

tinction betAveen the rich and the poor ; the latch-string of his
"
heart Avas accessible to all.
The importance of the malady,
and not the

patient's rank
paid the

attention which he

his

peculiar relations,

to

purse, was the measure of the
It Avas his province, from
case."

or

gratuitously, long after he had
profession, numerous

attend

attained the most exalted rank in his

Avidows and

orphans,

as

well

as

the families of not

a

few of his

who had become poor in consequence of the vicis
These labors, Avhich encroached much
situdes of fortune.

old

friends,

upon his time and domestic enjoyments, he always performed
Avith a willing heart, ever regarding their objects as specially

entitled to his consideration and
I had

enough

regard.
professional acumen. I saw
the sick-chamber to satisfy me that he had a
thorough knowledge of disease, and of the

great confidence

of him in

most minute and

in his

There was no one to whom I
of remedial agents.
would rather have trusted in my own case, or in that of a
member of my family ; yet there Avere some, and some in our

application

profession, who pretended to have no confidence in his
judgment or skill, Avho thought him a mere theorist, a bold,
closet speculator, and an unsparing, reckless practitioner,
whose treatment was altogether too spoliative, and, conse
quently, dangerous. Of the truth of such a charge, I never,
during a familiar acquaintance Avith him of many years, had
had its origin in jeal
any evidence. The charge, doubtless,
It
can
hardly be supposed that a
ousy and misconception.
man of such transcendent intellect, who had studied his profes
sion so Avell, so anxiously, anel so intensely, who had observed
disease so long and so thoroughly, who had written so much,
and delivered so many courses of lectures; in a word, who
own
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had devoted his Avhole life to the science of medicine and its
kindred branches, should have been a bad or even an indifferent
The idea is too absurd

practitioner.

to

require

serious refu

the fact that those

It is

abundantly disproved by
generally the most confidence in him,
in this respect.
Many of his most intimate friends in Cincin
nati continued to employ him up to the latest period of bis life,
as did also not a few of his earlier
patients, persons avIio may
be presumed to have been fully competent to appreciate his
judgment anel practical ability. He rarely, I knoAv, gave a
lecture in the University of Louisville Avithout, at the close of
it, prescribing for five or six of his pupils. An hour Avas thus,
not
unfrequently, spent eA'ery day of the Aveek.
Besides, he never lacked business. In the early part of his
career, his practice Avas large anel laborious ; and if, as he
advanced in age, it became comparatiA'ely small, it Avas owing,
not to a Avant of confidence on the
part of the public, but to
his frequent anel protracted absence from Cincinnati; a cir
cumstance Avholly at variance, in every community, with the
acquisition anel retention of a large family practice. Such a
practice, in fact, especially as he greAV older, he did not
desire ; it Avas incompatible both Avith his inclinations and
the great object of his ambition, Avhich Avas to teach medicine,
tation.

who kneAv him best had

—

and to compose a great and useful Avork on the diseases of the
interior valley of North America.
Business never forsook him
at

home

from his

or

abroad.

professional

soliciting

The

numerous

letters which he received

brethren and from

his adA'ice in

cases

of

patients

difficulty

in what estimation his science and skill

and
were

distance,
doubt, show

at

a

held

by

the

public.
His

practice in acute inflammatory diseases was bold and
vigorous. The lancet was his favorite remedy ; and he dreAV
blood freely, and without stint, in every case in which the
symptoms Avere at all urgent or threatening, provided the
system Avas in a condition to bear its loss. Having attended,
in early life, the lectures of Dr. Rush, the most eloquent and
captiA'ating teacher of medicine in his day, in this country,
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sanguineous depletion,

he im

strong prejudice in favor of this practice, AA'hich he

a

period of his career. But it would be
employed the remedy without judgment
If he bled freely he also knew when to
or discrimination.
bleed. No man had a better knowledge of the pulse and the
retained to the latest

unjust

to say that he

poAvers of the heart.
His conduct, in all the relations of

In his

frienships, usually

devoted, firm,

testify.
men,

his

as

and

reliable,

His attachments

death, possessed
qualities Avere

His social

enjoyed

as

Avere

he himself declared to
so

their

society,

life,

was

formed with much

most

exemplary.

caution, he

was

many Avho survive him can
strong and enduring. Few
me

only

a

few months before

many ardent and faithful friends.
remarkable.
He loved his friends,

and took

great pleasure in joining them

at the

domestic board ; where, forgetting the author and the
teacher, he laid aside his sterner nature, and appeared in his

character, plain and simple as a child, cheerful, amiable,
entertaining. It Avas during such moments, which served
to relax the cords of his mind, and to fit it for the renewal of its
labors, that he shone to most advantage. His conversational
powers on such occasions, as well as in the draAving-room,
although superior, were not equal. Like all great and busy
true

and

men,

and annoyances ; his hours of de
and despondency ; his fits of absence and restless

he had his

pression

cares

ness.

Although Dr. Drake
ing friends, it AA'ould be

had many warm,

staunch,

untrue to say that he had

He had too ardent and

and admir
no

enemies.

positive a temperament, too much
ambition, too much intellect, to be altogether exempt from
I assume,
this misfortune, if such, indeed, it may be called.
and I think the world's record abundantly confirms the con
clusion, that no great, useful, or truly good man was ever
wholly Avithout enemies. Such an occurrence would be an
anomaly in the history of human nature. It has been well
observed, by one Avho Avas himself great, and who occupied,
for many years, no small space of the public eye, that
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great

conspicuous

his

pays for bis great
position, the more likely
man

haA'e enemies to assail and

misrepresent

his

the Aveak, the idle, and the

the passive,
permitted to pursue, unobserved and un
To this class Drake
even tenor of their Avay."
Avas a
His
mission
higher and a nobler one.
belong.
It is

character.

irresolute, Avho
molested, the

only

are

"

eliel not

destined, under the arrangements of Providence,
perform great deeds, and to be a great and shining light in
his profession ; and it would have been impossible for him,
He

Avas

to

in

attempting

enemies.

to carry out

these

designs,

But, although he had enemies,

to steer

AA'arm,

clear of

bitter, and

unrelenting, it is gratifying to knoAV that he never Avilfully
Avronged any human being. He Avas ahvays just, ahvays
lie never struck a Woav
truthful, ahvays conscientious.
had been struck before.

Avhere

none

using

harsh

expressions

OA'crbearing,

dictatorial.

and

are

fond of

being captious,
acquaintance, intimate
tAventy years, during most of

During

uninterrupted, of nearly
avc Avere colleagues at

which

Men who

have accused him of
an

Cincinnati anel at

Louisville, I

Avitnessed any exhibition calculated to confirm such
accusation.
never

an

early associations in medical schools, particularly in the
College of Ohio, his first and last love, Avere unfortu
nate, and exerted for a long time, if not, indeed, during the
rest of his life, an unhappy influence upon his reputation as a
quiet and peaceable man. Many of his colleagues Avere ordi
nary individuals, either Avholly unfit for the discharge of the
responsible duties assigned to them by the nature of their
chairs, or, at all events, ill calculated to aid in building up a
great and flourishing school. Misconceptions, misrepresenta
tions, and, finally, bitter and unrelenting quarrels, were the
consequences of this connection, which, from the attitude in
which he Avas always placed as the prominent party,
gene
rally fell with severest effect upon Dr. Drake. Thus, he was
often made to occupy, before the profession and the public, a
false position, and obliged to act a part which did not
naturally
His

Medical
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It

to him.

to have

seems

of his

at this
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been

principle with him,
charge uttered by

a

allow

life,
period
against his character to pass unnoticeel or unrebuked.
So frequent were these missives that, at length, even
his
of
some
warmest and most intimate friends were disposed
to look upon him as a bitter and unrelenting controversialist.
Nothing, however, could have been more unjust. His great
error Avas that he was
morbidly sensitive, and that he permit
ted himself to be annoyed by every puff of wind that SAvept
across his path.
Baseness and malignity never entered into
his character.
In all his difficulties and troubles, groAving
out of his early professional relations, I knoAv not a solitary
Nature
one in which he had not strict justice on his side.
and art had combined to give him powerful weapons, and no
man better understood hoAV to use them
against the assaults
an

never

to

a

assailant

of his enemies.

Of all his

early

associates in the Medical

Dr. John D. Godman

was

almost the

only

College
one

of

Ohio,

for whom he

cherished any sincere respect, or Avho came up to the standard
he had formed of what a colleague and a teacher ought to be.
That standard was,

perhaps, capriciously high,

to render it difficult for any but

a

so

elevated

as

favored feAV to attain it.

Be this as it may, it was, I. doubt not, the cause of many of
the troubles in Avhich he was so soon to be involved, and Avhich

fate, blind and ill-directed, seemed ever ready to recall and
perpetuate. For Godman, his first colleague in the chair of
Surgery in the Medical College of Ohio, rocked, like himself,
in the cradle of poverty, deprived, like himself, of early edu
cational advantages, and set apart, like himself, for some me
—

ever cherished the Avarmest friendship
regard. He was evidently a man after
his own heart, pure, of lofty ambition, full of genius and indus
try, and bent upon the achievement of great designs. How
well he succeeded, the history of his short, sorrowful, and not

chanical

pursuit,

—

he

and the most tender

uneventful

abundant

life,

so

well delineated in the present

volume,

bears

testimony.

Like all great men, Dr. Drake had his

foibles,

and

even

his
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but it may truly be affirmed that he never had a single
His moral character was east in the finest anel purest
vice.
His conduct, in all the periods and phases of his life,
mould.
the strictest rules of probity, and by the
was

faults

:

sejuared by
regard for the feelings and rights of others. Although
he was long poor, he always paid his debts to the uttermost
farthing. "Pay Avhat thou oAvest" avus, with him, a golden
nicest

maxim.

public amusements he had not only no love, but they
decidedly repulsive to his tastes and feelings. The im
pression made upon his tender mind at Mayslick, by this
species of life, on parade anel gala days, among his father's
neighbors, Avas indelible, lie never played a game of cards
His
in his life ; gambling and gamblers he alike detested.
For

Avere

whole career, in fact, from its commencement to its close,
His life
an exhibition of attachment to moral principle.
one

of

constant

and

meditation, and the

untiring industry
most

and

was
Avas

exertion, exhausting

resolute self-denial,

lie

never

kneAv

anything of the luxury of the chase, or of trout-fishing, lie
Complete Angler," the
might have read Izaak AValton's
Man's
or
Recreation,"
Sahnonia, or Days
"Contemplative
of Fly-fishing," Avith a vieAV of seeking refuge from ennui, or
"

"

relaxation from his scientific stuelies ; but never for the pur
In a word, he
pose of learning, much less practising, the art.

labored
under

incessantly

an

under the

intense desire to

impulse of a lofty ambition, and
improAre his profession and benefit

mankind.
In his domestic relations he
attachment to Mrs. Drake has
was

a

woman

of

His

eminently happy.
already been mentioned.
Avas

superior character, and,

after her

She

death,

he

cherished her memory with a devotion bordering upon the
romantic.
His children, for many years his intimate com
he idolized.
His correspondence with them would
fill many volumes ; for it was not only frequent, but
copious,
extending often through many pages. His grandchildren
came in for a full share of this kind of
intercourse, so honora

panions,

ble to the heart and head of this

great and good

man.

Their
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birthdays never failed to be hailed by a letter, generally
abounding in some witticism, some simple anecdote, or some
good advice, conveyed in a plain, agreeable, and tender style,
well adapted to their comprehension.
During his sojourn at
paid them every winter not less than three or
lecturing twice, and sometimes even thrice a
that
he
day,
might get in advance of his course, and thus
obtain the requisite time. He had not a colleague of Avhom he
did not occasionally borroAV an hour for this purpose.
During his sojourn at Louisville, he addressed to his chil
dren a series of letters, recounting, in gloAving terms, and por
traying, Avith a true daguerreotype likeness, the deeds and
Louisville,
visits,

he

often

four

of his childhood up to the time he entered Cincinnati
student of medicine. There is not an occupation incident

scenes
as a

to

a neAV

settlement in the

A\Test,

or

in which he

was

himself

engaged, Avhich he does not portray in these epistles in the
Had he been able to wield
most vivid and graphic manner.
the

pencil

of

a

Cole, he

could not have

painted,

in truer

colors,

the voyage of the first fifteen years of his monotonous but not
A selection, by some judicious relative or
uneventful life.

deceased, Avould
literature, especially for

friend of the

form

a

valuable contribution to

the young, Avhose minds could
In
not fail to be benefited and improved by its perusal.
our

of charm and

point
filial

reverence

tion, they are
of Jean Paul,

dinary

man

by

and
not
as

interest,
devotion,

in moral and
in

surpassed by

just
the

religious tone, in
philosophical deduc
beautiful Autobiography
and

it is exhibited in the life of that extraor

Mrs.

Lee,

herself

one

of the most

delightful

of

writers.
The life of Dr. Drake
that

our

career.

surprisingly eventful. No man
profession
yet produced has led so diversified a
He was, probably, connected with more medical
Avas

has

schools than any individual that
physicians interest themselves in
sional

enterprises

as

he did.

ever

lived.

It is

rare

that

and

many public
profes
His mind Avas of unlimited ap
so

plication. His OAvn profession, Avhich he
so faithfully, Avas incapable of restraining
42

served

so

it ; every

Avell and
now

and.
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overleaped its boundaries, and wandered off into other
to that of
spheres. His career Avas thus in striking contrast
of
incidents
feAV
furnish
whose
men
medical
pursuits
generally,
to
his
mission
His
profession
public interest or importance.
No American
and to his age Avas a bright anel happy one.
physician ever performed his part better, or left a richer savor
then it

his life-track.
along
©
But his life

was

not

No medical

laborious.

only

eventful ; it Avas also
Avorked harder, or

man ever

His

eminently
more

dili

his perse

untiring,
industry
faithfully.
unceasing. It Avas to this element of his character,
blended Avith the intensity avc have described, that he Avas
indebted for the success Avhich so pre-eminently distinguished
He had genius, it
him from his professional contemporaries.
is true, and genius of a high order ; but Avithout industry and

gently

and

Avas

verance

perscA'erance it Avoulel have availed him little in the accom
plishment of the great aims and objects of his life. He seemed
to be early impressed •with the truth of the remark of Seneca :

Non

est

ad astra mollis d terris via.

that fortunate class of

He felt that he did

beings whose peculiar
perform great enterprises without labor, and
His habits of industry,
ends
Avithout means.
to achieve great
formed in early boyhood, before, perhaps, he ever dreamed of
the destiny that Avas awaiting him, forsook him only Avith bis
His life, in this respect, affords an example which
existence.
addresses itself to the student of every profession and pursuit
in life, Avhich the young man should imitate, and the old man
not forget.
The great defect in his character Avas restlessness, groAving,
apparently, out of his ardent and impulsive temperament,
which never permitted him to pursue any subject very long
without becoming tired of it, or panting for a change.
His
mind required diversity of occupation, just as the stomach, to
be healthful, requires diversity of food.
Hence, Avhile engaged
in the composition of his great work, he could not resist the
frequent temptations that presented themselves to divert him
from his labors.
His delight was to appear before the public,
belong
privilege it

not

to

is to
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temperance address,

to preside at a public meeting,
speech on the subject of internal improvement, or
the Bible or missionary cause. For a similar reason, he stepped
out of his Avay to Avrite his letters on Slavery, and his discourses
before the Cincinnati Medical Library Association.
No man
in our land could have done these things better, few, indeed,
so Avell ; but, useful as they are, it is to be
regretted that he
undertook them, because they occupied much of his time that
might, and, in the opinion of his friends, ought to have been
devoted to the composition and completion of his great work,
the ultimate aim and object of his ambition.
Like Adam
he
think
that
a
man
seemed
to
could
not
have too
Clarke,
or

a

to make

a

many irons in the fire, and the consequence Avas that he
generally had the tongs, shovel, and poker all in at the same
time.

It

the

restless

feeling

that caused his

frequent
disposition been
more calm and
patient, he would have been satisfied to identify
himself with one school, and to labor zealously for its perma
In moving about so frequently, he in
nency and renown.
duced people to believe that he Avas a quarrelsome man, who
could not agree with his colleagues, and whose ruling passion
Avas to be a kind of autocrat in every medical faculty Avith
Avas

resignations

same

Had his

in medical institutions.

AArhich he

was

coloring

to

But, Avhile his own conduct gave
idea, nothing could have been more

connected.

such

an

untrue.

Dr. Drake

the

cherished

always

tianity ; but it
fession of his

Avas

not until

religious

Episcopal Church,

a

profound respect

1840,

vieAvs.

that he made

He

now

public pro
united himself Avith

of Avhich he remained

ever

afterwards

the High
strongly opposed
to
counteract
Avhat
pains
so
much
did
he
Indeed,
have this subject at heart that he Avas induced, only a few
years before his death, to discuss it, at some length, in the
Philadelphia Episcopal Recorder, in a series of articles marked
by great judgment and ability. They appeared under the siga

devout member.

He

for Chris

a

was

Church movements, and spared no
he regarded as its evil influences.

to
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nature

of

a

"Western

Layman,"

period of his death, he
furnish a series of papers for a
At the

blished

by
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and attracted much attention.
was

under

neAV

RevieAv, about to be esta

an

the leaders of the Loav Church

engagement

party,

lie

to

was

inconsiderable

acquain
theological literature.
The personal appearance of Dr. Drake Avas striking anel
commanding. No one could approach him, or be in his pre
of
sence, without feeling that he Avas in contact Avith a man
His
and
intellect
features,
remarkably
acquirement.
superior
regular, were indicative of manly beauty, and Avere lighted up
and improved by blue eyes of wonderful poAver anel penetration.
When excited by anger, or emotion of any kind, they literally
well read in the Bible, and had
tance

no

with

tAvinkled in their sockets, and he looked as if he could pierce
the very soul of his opponent. His countenance Avas sometimes
staid and solemn ; but

the presence of his

head, though not
strongly denotive of
size,

the

generally, especially

when he

Avas

in

friends, radiant and beaming. His fore
e-xpansivc, Avas high, well-fashioned, and
intellect.

of medium

The mouth

was

of moderate

and the chin rounded off

thickness,
lips
ell-proportioned. The nose Avas prominent, but not too
large. The frosts of sixty-seven Avinters had slightly silvered
his temples, but had made no other inroad upon his hair.
He
was nearly six feet
high, rather slender and Avell-formed.
His power of endurance, both mental and physical, was
extraordinary. He seemed literally incapable of fatigue.
His step was rapid and elastic, and he often took long walks,
sufficient to tire men much younger, and, apparently, much
stronger, than himself. He was an early riser, and Avas not
unfrequently seen walking before breakfast Avith his hat under
his arm, as if inviting the morning breeze to fan his
temple
and cool his burning brain.
His manners Avere simple and
dignified. He was easy of
access, and remarkably social in his habits and
feelings.
I lis dress and
style of living Avere plain and unostentatious.
His house was the abode of a Avarm but
simple hospitality. For
and

av
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many years, no citizen of Cincinnati entertained so many
strangers and persons of distinction.
In politics, he Avas a Whig, and never failed to exercise his
elective franchise.
in which his
time

During

early friend,

the Presidential

the late General

student of

canvass of 1840,
Harrison, himself
AVhig candidate,

medicine, was the
deeper interest, and took a more active
than
he
ever did before or afterwards, in
part,
any contest of
a similar kind.
He was the ardent friend of rational liberty
at

one

a

Dr. Drake evinced

throughout

a

the Avorld ; and

no man

ever

gloried

more

in the

institutions of his country.
He was naturally conscientious.
trust that

was

confided to

him,

A desire to execute every
promptly and faithfully, formed

prominent trait in his character. He was always unhappy,
if, through neglect, inadvertence, or misfortune, he made a
This feeling pursued him through the Avhole of his
failure.
a

incident,

of Avhich he himself has furnished the

particulars, strikingly
One day, when hardly

illustrates the truth of this remark.

life.

A little

little salt from

one

six years old, he was sent to borrow a
of the neighbors, an article which was

then very scarce, and which cost at least twelve times as much
It was a small quantity, tied up in a paper,
then as now.
Avhich, when he was about half Avay home, tore, and out rushed
"

As I write," says he,
precious grains upon the ground.
"nearly sixty years afterwards, the anguish which I felt at
I had not then learned
the sight seems almost to be revived.
that the spilling of salt Avas portentous, but felt that it Avas a

the

great present affliction."
He

was a man

of

extraordinary
in his

refinement.

This

feeling

constitution, and always displayed

deeply engrafted
in a marked degree, in the presence of the female sex.
Although his parents Avere uncultivated persons, and hardly
ever mingled in the more refined society, they cherished a high
and pure idea of the duty of good breeding. The principle of
politeness Avas deeply rooted in both, and they never failed to
practise it in their family and in their intercourse with the
was

itself,

world.
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engaged in scientific, literary, and edu
in the practice of medicine, it Avill not bo

knoAv that Dr. Drake

avus

poor, and, until

eight years of his life, pecuniarily embarrassed. It
not until after his connection with the University of

the last
Avas

began to lay up anything from his earnings.
journal only brought him into debt. The first
bis
volume of
great Avork sold sloAvly, anel had not yielded
him one dollar at the time of his death.
Since that period,
his son-in-law, Alexander II. McGuffey, Esq., has received,
as his
literary executor, tAvo hundred anel fifty dollars as the
Louisville that he
His medical

This sum is
balance to the author's credit up to that time.
not more than one-tenth of Avhat he paid for the maps alone
contained in the

work,

and

engraved

in fact, that Dr. Drake

at his

own

expense.

undertook

Avas
Nothing,
pecu
Avas
not
his
ambition.
His
niarily profitable. Money-making
aims Avere always so lofty, and so far removed from self, that
he never thought of money except so far as it Avas
necessary
to their accomplishment.

ever

S. D. Gross.

NATHANIEL CHAPMAN.
1780—1853.

profession of Philadelphia has numbered among
shining lights a long list of men, born and reared in
our Southern States, who, draAvn to the metropolitan school
for their professional eelucation, have remained among us, and
fought their way to eminence. Of the generation that has
just passed aAvay, Virginia furnished not a few. Chapman,
Horner, Mitchell, and Mutter, AA'hose careers were closed by
death Avithin the last decade, Avere the representatives of a
The medical

its most

stock, for above a century the support of the Philadel
phia school of medicine, of Avhich they themselves were among
noble

the most illustrious ornaments.

identified with the

The

name

of
of

of the

Chapman was
Pennsylvania

University
history
period of nearly forty years ; and after the death of
Physick, universal consent placed him at the head of the Ame
rican profession.
Nathaniel Chapman Avas descended from an ancient and
His paternal ancestor came to
honorable English family.
first
under the auspices of Ra
Avith
the
very
colony,
Virginia
he
Avas
related
to
whom
by blood. He had been
nearly
leigh,
and received a con
in
the
British
of
a
army,
cavalry
captain
siderable grant of land in the new territory, upon Avhich his
distinguished kinsman had just bestoweel the appellation of
the Virgin Queen.
The old seat of the Chapman family in Virginia is still in
their possession, on the river Pamunkey, some twenty miles

for

a

above Richmond.

A branch of the

family,

about the year
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1700,

migrated

itself

on

Dr.

They

Chapman

passed

of which

adjoining

new

State of

designation of
Pamunkey.

estate

hoAvever, returned

his life there.

to

From this branch

of Dumfries, in

Avas

ATirginia, in
daughter of

the

which he

early days

Allan

merchant and tobacco

Virginia,
large fortune,
a

upon bis marriage,
of that Scotch stock,

Airginia

His Avife

many Avere attracted to
of her tobacco trade. She was thb

a

the ancient settle

is descenelcd.

so

accumulateel

anel fixed

Maryland,

Potomac, nearly opposite Mount

retained the

and called the

His father.

and

the

the banks of the

Vernon.
ment,

to
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bequeathed

Macrae,
factor, Avho
to

his chil

dren.
Nathaniel

Chapman, the second son of George Chapman
Macrae, Avas born on the 28th May, 1780, at his
father's seat, Summer Hill, in Fairfax County, Virginia, on
the banks of the Potomac.
The ancient toAvn of Alexandria,
then the capital of Northeastern Virginia, AA'as Avithin a feAV
miles of the seat of the Chapmans ; and about
equidistant
stood the future site of AVashington.
At Alexandria, not
many months before the birth of Chapman, in the Dee-ember
of the preceding year, Avas born another distinguished
physi
cian, avIio for nearly fifty years shared Avith him the best prac
tice of Philadelphia,
Joseph Hartshorne.
These young men, destined in after-life, in a distant
city,
to a long career of honorable
rivalry, received the foundation
of their scholastic education together, at the classical
academy
of Alexandria, founded by General
AVashington, and then
under the direction of his able and accomplished friend and
chaplain, the Rev. Dr. McGrath. Chapman remained here
six years.
Subsequently, for brief periods, he Avas an inmate
of tAvo other colleges, to neither of. which,
hoAvever, did he
and Amelia

—

consider himself under any obligation.
The academical training of the Alexandria

have been

superior.

Hartshorne and

tinguished for thoroughness
through life, beyond most of

Chapman

College
Avere

must

both dis

and accuracy of
scholarship,
their professional

and,
contemporaries,

NATHANIEL

Avere
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remarkable for devotion to

general

literature and belles-

lettres.
At

very early age Chapman commenced the study
profession which he so long illustrated and adorned.
In the year 1797, when but little more than seventeen years
of age, he came to Philadelphia, for attendance on the medi
cal lectures at the University of Pennsylvania.
For two
he
had
been
in
a
course
of
years previously
engaged
prelimi
nary reading, under the guidance of two neighboring physi
cians, both in their day men of no little note. A year he
spent in the office of Dr. John Weems, of GeorgetoAvn, after
a

of the

wards and

now

friend and

near

of the District of Columbia.
relation of the

AVeems,

Chapman family,

tioner of much local eminence.

At seventeen,

influence, Chapman

polis

close

practi

office, Chapman
Alexandria, then and
medicine.

stranger, Avithout fortune, connections, or
launcheel his bark in the crowded metro

of the United States.

front rank of his

a

From his

passed under the care of Dr. Dick, of
still favorably knoAvn in the annals of American
a

Avas a

At

profession.

thirty-three, he had reached
Seated in a leading chair of

the

the

renoAvned American school of

medicine, with the most desira
ble practice of a great city at his command, an eminent social
favorite, distinguished as a wit and conversationalist, he en
joyed a position Avhich left him nothing to desire. A rare

qualities had achieved this brilliant success.
professional aptitude, literary attainments
industry,
Energy,
had not alone accomplished it ; there were moral, no less than
intellectual attributes Avhich pushed him fonvard in the career
combination of

of fortune.

A

winning demeanor,

address Avhich

heart,

—

these

Avas

remarkable conversational powers, an
pledge of a sympathizing

the unmistakable

Avere

the traits which at

once

made

Chapman

troops of poAverful friends, and carried him over the heads of
able competitors for the great prizes Avhich he so early se
cured.
Fh'e years before young Chapman first appeared in Philadel
phia, another youth from a neighboring Southern State, came
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also up to the medical metropolis. Charles Caldwell, of North
Carolina, a man of inelomitable perseverance and unquenchable

ambition, full of talent, zealous for science, anel devoted to
his profession, started almost side by side with Chapman, an
for the
avoAvcel
preferment which, Avith little

high

competitor

Cahhvell

apparent struggle, fell Avithin the hitter's grasp.
was

Avithout

not

It had been the

biography,

pretensions to the
object of his life,

that Avhen

a

student,

on

chair of Kuhn and Rush.
lie tells

ture-room, he announced his intention

until he

avus

••never

seated in the lecturer's chair,

keenly did he feel his failure

And

so

long

after his defeat, he abandoned

neAV career

us

in his Auto

the benches of Rush's lec
to be

or one

to

satisfied,
to

it."

that,

not

equal

obtain it,

Philadelphia,

to

begin

a

in the distant AVest.

But Cahhvell Avas a man of many faults of temper.
Dog
matical, egotistical, controversial, he not only failed to con
ciliate personal attachments, but he marred his Avell-earned
scientific

reputation, by
judgment.

and

the doubts which he created of his
In the ill-concealed

spleen Avith Avhich
rival,
interpre
tation to their respective careers. Chapman, Avith the modesty
of merit,
had the candor to acknoAvledge that he avus more
indebted to the friendship of the Trustees than to any other
The ovenvcening vanity of the unsuccessful candi
cause."
date insists, "that the chair was bestowed on his competitor,
from the good-Avill and favor of the Board of Trustees, not
withstanding the almost universal admission that his CaldAvell's
qualifications for it were not a little superior !"*
Upon his arrival in Philadelphia, Chapman became the
private pupil of Rush, then in the zenith of his popularity
and influence.
AVith Rush he soon made himself a
favorite,
and there is little doubt that he was
early destined by his

loyalty

he notices the election of his

he furnishes the

"

—

—

preceptor for introduction into the
succession to the Chair of Practice.
had

previously

but

soon

University, if not for the
Caldwell, it would seem,

attracted the notice of the influential

lost his favor.
*

Caldwell's

Autobiography.

professor,
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The Medical

Faculty of the University of Pennsylvania, in
days Chapman's pupilage, presented an array of names,
which, Ayith scarcely an exception, have become historical.
Shippen, AAlstar, Rush, Barton, and AAroodhouse, filled the
five chairs, to AA'hich the organization was limited.
Shippen, the senior of the Faculty, and one of the founders
of the school, had the three branches of Anatomy, Surgery,
and Midwifery, Ayith Wistar for his adjunct.
Surgery was not
a
distinct professorship until 1805, when the commanding
ability of Physick as a practitioner and teacher of surgical

the

of

art led to

1810,

the creation of the additional chair.

after the death of

It

was

not till

that the claims of Mid

Shippen,
independent practical branch of medicine, were
admitted.
Shippen, AA'hose brilliant social as well as pro
fessional reputation is part of the traditional history of Phila
delphia, is described by a student of those days no friendly
critic of the University Faculty, CaldAvell,
as "in stature
and figure, countenance, and general appearance, and style of
manners, one of the most elegant and gentlemanly personages
of the times, possessed of an excellent and well-cultivated
mind, a polished, and, Avhen excited, an impressive, if not an
eloquent public speaker."
AVistar, then comparatively young, and destined to be the
survivor of the Faculty, was the personal favorite of the class.
In general education beyond the standard of his day, Avith a
preparatory professional training which an easy fortune had
enabled him to prolong at home and abroad, fluent, imagina
tive, self-possessed, he has probably never been surpassed as
Avifery

as an

—

—

a

finished and instructive lecturer.
Barton's

reputation

to the school.

As

avIio shoAved much

instrumental in

a

rancour

giving

Science, gave no little e*clat
in the admission of Caldwell,

in Natural

lecturer,

to his memory,

to his

"

he

AA'as

eminently

branch, the respectable rank

it

holds at present in our Schools of Medicine. Previously to
his promotion to the chair of Materia Medica, the lectures

delivered from it, in the United States, consisted of very little
else than dry details of the names, classes, imputed properties,

06.^
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doses, and modes of

and exhibition of medicinal

preparation

substances."

recently elected to the chair of Chemistry,
experimental chemist. P>y Priestley,
distinguished
he Avas pronounced
equal, as an experimenter, to any one
An enthusiast in
he had seen in either England or France."
have
elevotion to analysis, he AA'Ould doubtless
accomplished
something brilliant, but he Avas cut off by apoplexy at the
early age of thirty-eight.
Rush. hoAvever, Avas beyond cavil the bright star of the
school, facile princeps. His theories have disappeared before
the light of modern physiological investigation; but his genius
made a lasting impression on tho medical opinions of his coun
trymen, anel his ardor, fervor, and faith, Avere irresistible Avith
AVoodbouse, then

as an

Avas

"

his students.

Upon
sented

graduation in the spring of 1800, Chapman
inaugural thesis on Hydrophobia, Avritten at

his

an

request of Rush, in
favorite

theory
previously prepared

to

ansAver

of the1

an

pathology

attack

on

pre
the

the Professor's

of that disease.

the

He had

connections

sympathetic
body. This paper, afterAvards read before the Philadelphia Medical Society, contained
the germs of Chapman's doctrines regarding the pathology
of fever, as Avell as the modus operandi of medicines.
During his pupilage, Chapman found leisure to contribute
to periodical literature.
About this time,
The Portfolio"
Avas established, uneler the
editorship of the celebrated Dcnnie.
Our young Doctor wrote several articles for this journal,
under the signature of Falkland.
They refer chiefly to
and
are
tinctured
with the antiEuropean politics,
strongly
Gallican and anti-Bonapartist vit-Avs, Avhich then
pervaded
on

an

essay
of the stomach with the rest of the

"

the Federal party of the country, of which the
set

were

Portfolio"

strong partisans.

Chapman
dence,

"

did not obtain the

upon his

graduation

compatriot, Hartshorne,

in

Avas

advantage of
Philadelphia.

more

fortunate.

an

hospital

resi

His friend and
"

Through

the

NATHANIEL

assistance of his

pital,
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uncles, then influential
relatives, Hartshorne

and of other

managers of the Hos
was enabled, in 1801,

appointment to the post of resident apprentice
apothecary, then vacant in the Pennsylvania Hospital."*
But Chapman, destitute of influence in these quarters, de
termined to seek the most celebrated schools and hospitals of
Europe, Avith a vieAV to the completion of his medical education.
He remained abroad three years, nearly one of Avhich he
spent in London, as a private pupil of Abernethy. This cele
to

secure

an

and

brated

man

faculty

of

of the
a

had great powers as a teacher, and
the minds of his students.

impressing
Physiological

School of

an

Surgery, and the author
of surgical diseases,

rational constitutional treatment

carried his
cine.

pathological

unrivalled

The founder
of

he

vieAvs also into the domain of Medi

Constitutional

disorders, he maintained, either originate
from, or are allied with derangements of the stomach and
bowels, and can be reached only through these organs.
These doctrines probably took no little hold of the mind of
his young American pupil.
They
his future teachings and writings.

traceable

throughout

congenial in the tempera
Chapman had Abernethy's humor,
without a tinge of his coarseness or causticity.
Edinburgh, however, Avas at this time the medical metropolis
of the Avorld ; anel, in 1801, Chapman went thither for a sojourn
The influence AA'hich the Edinburgh medical
of two years.
school had long exerted over the profession of America is forci
bly described by Dr. Jackson in his Discourse Commemorative
The celebrity it had acquired from its
of Dr. Chapman.
Monros, Cullen, Brown, and Gregory, had not been eclipsed
by the Paris or German schools, or rivalled by those of London
The medical school of the Scotch metropolis Avas
or Dublin.
the cynosure of American physicians during the colonial pe
riod, and continued to be so until within the last twenty-five
Most of the eminent medical men of Philadelphia,
years.
There

ments

*•

are

Avas

something,

of the two

men

moreover,

; but

"

*

Biography

of Dr. Hartshorne.
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York, and Boston,

knoAvn of

the

ideas,

century,

more

was
mere

All of the medical doc
three of repute.
and
this country Avere de
of
principles,
practice
or

rived from the Edinburgh school,

Our

time,

continental schools than the

European

existence of two

trines,

last

part of the

of the latter

I doubt Avhether, at that

its alumni.

were

BIOGRAPHY.

knowledge

trines, theories,

English Avriters.
science, doc
the French, German, anel
or

from

of the Avorks, contributions to

and

practice of
profession,

very limited

Italian medical schools and

Avith

individual

beyond tAventy-five

exceptions,
thirty years."

does not date

some

or

The great ornament of the Edinburgh school, Cullen, had
been, at this time, some years dead. But his teachings sur
vived, and, indeed, pervaded not only the British isles, but the

North American Continent.

citly
Avho

received than in

NoAvhcrc

our OAvn

country.

Avere

they

more

The lectures of

impli
Kuhn,

short time before had

occupied the chair of Theory and
University of Pennsylvania, are described by
CaldAvcll as
strikingly characterized by the doctrines and
notions of Cullen, and not a feAv of them actual copies of his
lectures."
And
Cullen's First Lines," doAvn to a
period
Avithin the recollection of many of our older
physicians, was
a

Practice in the
"

"

the time-honored text-book of the Practice of Medicine in the
U~nitcd States.
The doctrines of Cullen, Avhich are to a certain extent
founded upon those of Hoffmann, had effected a revolution in
medical theories.
of
They superseded the humoral

Boerhaave,

and based diseased action

upon derangement
The system of Cullen, af

of the solid organs of the

terwards

pathology

solely

body.
rudely simplified by Brown,

and again modified
by
Rush, retained its hold upon the British and American mens
medica, until the comparatively recent discoA'eries of chemical
analysis revived the old humoral opinions, so consonant Avith

the instincts of mankind.

Chapman

for life the doctrines of the

the close of his medical
son, "a most

carried away with him
He was, to

Edinburgh school.
career, in the language

uncompromising

of Dr. Jack
vitalist and solidist."
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Edinburgh was agreeable as Avell as in
pleasant manners and social poAvers brought
him into intimacy with a number of distinguished men, parti
cularly Lord Buchan, Dugald Stewart, and Brougham. He
seems to have anticipated the career of
Brougham ; for, not
his
to
the
after
return
United
States, he republished
long
before
the
House
of Commons on the
Brougham's speech
British Orders in Council, Avith a biographical sketch, in Avhich
the eminence of the future Chancellor AA'as predicted.
Lord Buchan, the eccentric but Avarm-hearted friend of
America and Americans, paid the young Virginian the com
pliment of a public breakfast, upon his departure for his own
country. The occasion selected Avas the birthday of AVash
ington, and a large number of distinguished persons, including
most of the literary celebrities of the modern Athens, and many
Lord Buchan,
of the nobility, male and female, were present.
at the close of this entertainment, committed to the custody
of his young friend an interesting relic, valuable from a
He had some years previously
double historical association.
a box made from the oak
to
General
AVashington
presented
His residence in

structive.

His

that sheltered Wallace after the battle of

request

to pass it at his

death to the

man

Falkirk, with a
country who

in his

General AArasbington, declin
should appear to merit it best.
so invidious a designation, returned it by will to the Earl,
ing

being ul
College
AVashington,
timately placed
to Avhich General Washington had made a bequest.
Upon his return to the United States, Chapman determined
to select Philadelphia as the theatre of his professional career.
An offer of partnership in Virginia had been made to him by
who intrusted it to Dr.

Chapman,

with

in the cabinet of the

a

vieAV to its
at

But he chose the wider field, and
his old preceptor, AVeems.
of his profession in Philadel
the
labors
commenced
1804
in

phia. His success Avas immediate ; and for a period of nearly
fifty years he commanded AvhateA'er he could attend of practice
in the most refined and opulent circles of our city.
The
As a practitioner, his qualifications were unrivalled.
charm of his

manner was no

less effective in the sick-chamber
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distinguishing anel relieving disease. His
ever-ready joke ay ere often more sooth
lively
or
cordial
; anel Avhen roused by urgent
ing than anodyne
symptoms, he Avas unequalled in resources, as he Avas devoted
As a consulting physician, his great poAvers
in attentions.
Avere particularly conspicuous.
Rapid and clear in diagnosis,
inexhaustible in therapeutics, self-relying, never discouraged,
never
gh'ing up the ship," he Avas the physician of physicians
than his skill in

conversation and

••

for

an
emergency.
At the bedside,

Chapman

dismissed

His remedies

morbid action.

Avere

speculative

theories of

draAvn from observation

experience ; and no man Avielded more dexterously and
successfully the knoAvn resources of his time. In our day, a
less depressing therapeutics has come into fashion, and the
means of
combating disease are doubtless more numerous than
those AA'hich Avere in Chapman's hands.
But,
and

"

Take him for all in

A\'e shall not look upon his like

He

all,
again."

indifferent to the emoluments of his pro
in
his
Careless
accounts, resolute in refusing bills to
his numerous family connections and personal friends,
always
Avas

singularly

fession.

moderate in bis

receipts

which

have rolled up.
lived.
Public

charges,

some

No

of his
more

teaching early

he realized
successors

generous

scarcely

a

tithe of the

in fashionable

or

less covetous

practice
man ever

attracted

Chapman's aspirations.
Europe he gave a private
course
on
Obstetrics, a branch which had then merely a
nominal place in the lectures at the
University. His success
led, in 1807-s, to a connection Avith James, already known as
Very

a

soon

after his return from

teacher of Obstetrics.

In

1810,

the

Professorship

of Mid

wifery in the University Avas conferred upon James, Avith an
understanding that he should be assisted by Chapman. His
introduction into the University was now fixed but an inde
;
pendent chair was not placed Avithin his reach until, in 1813,

the death of Rush occasioned

a

rearrangement of the school.

had

Barton, Avho
with

of the

Theory

filled the chair of Materia Medica

long

distinguished e*clat,
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was

induced to

exchange

and Practice ; and the former

chair,

Avas conferred upon Chapman.
The transfer of Barton to a department which

it for that
thus made

vacant,

neither to his taste

nor

studies,

congenial
promoted
scarcely
his own reputation.
His

could

the interests of the

was

have

University, or
health, too, proved unequal to the new demand upon his
mental exertions ; and the hereditary gout, to which he had
long been a martyr, aggravated into hydrothorax, in less than
three years terminated his life.
During the brief period in Avhich

chair of Materia

tory
on

Medica,

mony to his

Chapman occupied the
eminently satisfac

courses Avere

Dr. Jackson considers them "an advance

to his classes.

those of his

his

predecessor,"

and Caldwell bears strong testi

success.

His lectures

were

afterwards embodied in his

and Materia

"

Elements of

work

justly pronounced
the best treatise in the English
the time of its publication."

Medica,"

Therapeutics
by Dr. Jackson to have been
language on those subjects at
In this work, the articles of

a

"

the Materia Medica

are

treated

in their character of remedial agents, and Avith chief reference
a method
to their employment in the treatment of diseases,
—

aftenvards

many of the French writers, especially
Pidoux, in their brilliant Treatise on The

adopted by

Trousseau and

by
rapeutics.
Chapman's Therapeutics is an original work original in its
plan, original in its execution. As a text-book, it is of course
superseded by later publications ; but the American student
Avill do Avell not to "lay it on the shelf." The chapter on
—

Emetics will

never

be obsolete.

The solidist doctrines of the
in explanation of the modus
absorption into the blood had

day were adopted by Chapman
operandi of medicines. Their
scarcely yet been demonstrated
which he em
by physiology ; and the principle of sympathy,
he
applied also to the
ployed to account for morbid action,
of
medicinal
But, with singular
impressions.
explanation
43
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of

Magendie's experiments on the absorption
Drs. Coates.
Avere announced. Chapman '-engaged

candor, when
medicines

to repeat them at his expense:" and,
recanta
their
confirmation, although he made no public
upon
of
tion of his views, he Avould never permit the publication
had
It
work.
of
his
through
another edition
already gone
Avhen still in
; and
seven editions, one of them

Lawrence, and Harlan

'•

surreptitious

great demand, the author refused

to

have it

reprinted,

because

thought it required a thorough revision."*
The great event of Chapman's life Avas his appointment, in
1816. to the chair of the Theory and Practice of Medicine
and Clinical Medicine, in the University of Pennsylvania.
he

He filled it for

more

than

a

third of

a

century with dis

; anel left it with a national reputation.
tinguished
His lectures Avere enriched Avith varied erudition ; in style
His medical opinions, accordant in the
forcible and terse.
success

main with the

in much

original.
pressive.

and

approA'ed dogmata of his time, Avere
His practical precepts Avere judicious

im

portrayed by his colleague, Dr.
self-possessed, deliberate, and emphatic. When
ever Avarmed with his subject, his animation became oratori
Often the tedium of dry matter would be enlivened by
cal.
some stroke of wit, a happy pun, an anecdote, or quotation.
As

lecturer, be is well

a

Jackson,

"as

furnished Avith

He

was

his

OAvn

stores

of facts and cases, draAvn from

and

observation, illustrating prin
large experience
ciples, disease, or treatment, under discussion. His bearing
Avas
dignified, his manner was easy, and his gestures were
graceful. He had a thorough command over the attention of
his class, with Avhom he ahvays possessed an unbounded popu
larity. His voice had a peculiar intonation, depending on
some defect in the conformation of the
palate, that rendered
the articulation of certain sounds
he

AA'as

heard,

his Avords.

the

This
*

ear
ay as

an

experienced difficulty
of short duration ; for

Manuscript

letter of Dr.

The first time

effort.

in

distinguishing

once

Chapman.

accustomed
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the tone, his enunciation Avas remarkable for its distinct
Students would often take notes of his lectures nearly

ness.

verbatim."*

Chapman's leading theory of medicine was comprised in
principle, Sympathy. His predecessor, Rush, re
on the solidism of the Scotch school, had reduced all
fining
diseases to a unit,
considering them to be mere expressions
of different states of excitability and degrees of excitement.
Chapman "recognized the differences in the vital endowments
of the tissues and organs, and the diversities of pathological
the great

—

conditions."

He restored the classification of

Rush had discarded.

vieAvs,

he

Adopting

refused, hoAvever,

to

the

deny

diseases, which

prevailing

anti-humoral

the obvious and well-

defined varieties in the manifestations of disease ; and skil

fully expanded his theories to include them.
In his teachings, exclusive contemporaneous dogmata were
enlarged and generalized ; and his practical tact never per
mitted them to lead him to unsound therapeutical deductions.
His scheme of therapeutics stands the test of time.
It is
same as Avas
his
succes
the
taught by
distinguished
essentially
modified, indeed, by the discoveries of modern chem
sor,
istry, but in the main unshaken by physiological and patho
logical revolutions.
In the spring of 1850, the decline of health and physical
powers led Dr. Chapman to abandon the field of labor which
He resigned his
he had so long and brilliantly occupied.
and
from
and
withdrew
chair,
society. For three
practice
his
in
of
the
seclusion
he
survived,
family ; slowly and
years,
almost imperceptibly, Avithout apparent disease, by gentle and
gradual decay, passing to the other world. His death took
place on the 1st of July, 1853.
The highest complimentary distinctions, which his profes
sional brethren could accord, had been paid Dr. Chapman.
He AA'as for many years President of the Philadelphia Medical
Society ; and was by acclamation, in 1848, elected first Presi—

*

Dr. Jackson's Discourse.
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dent of the American Medical Association.
and learned societies of

Europe

Many

medical

also enrolled him among their

members.
One

of the honors Avhich he

Presidency

of the American

most

appreciated

Avas

the

Philosophical Society, in Avhich

Franklin, Jefferson, Wistar, Tilghman, anel Duponceau had

preceded

him.

This he held

In addition to his

courses

at

his death.

University, Chapman, for
hospital of the
for
lie, moreover,
upAvards of
at

the

clinical lectures at the

long period, gave
Philadelphia Almshouse.

a

tAventy years, delivered a summer course of lectures in the
Institute, of which he Avas the founder.

Medical

Chapman's personal popularity Avas not inferior to his pro
position. His temperament Avas cast in the happiest
mould.
Social in disposition, Avith an unfailing gaiety of spirit,
a wit
a
punster delightful as a companion, and enjoying
company, he, for a generation, occupied a position unrivalled
in the society of Philadelphia.
To these brilliant qualities,
he united the kindliest feelings and the gentlest temper.
He
Avas
utterly Avithout malice ; frank, open-hearted, and openfessional

—

—

handed.
His jokes anel puns are familiar in our
Philadelphia ears as
household Avords ; and those avIio enjoyed the charm of his
society will not soon forget his cordial, blithesome manner, and
his bright, cheery look.

Dr.

Chapman's published Avritings are numerous. His
"Therapeutics" has been alluded to. Many of his lectures
Medical Examiner" of
appeared in the
Philadelphia, in
the years 1838, 1839, and 1840, and were afterwards re
issued with others, in separate form.
The published lectures
comprise the following subjects, viz.: Eruptive Fevers, Diseases
of the Thoracic Viscera, Fevers,
Dropsy, Gout, and Rheuma
tism.
A Compendium of his Lectures was also
published by
"

Dr. N. D. Benedict.
In 1820. Dr.

Philadelphia

Chapman commenced the
Journal of the Medical and

publication

Physical

Avhich he continued to edit for
many years.

of

"

The
"

Sciences
This Journal
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continued to the present day, under the name of "The Ameri
can Journal of the Medical
Sciences," is noAV well known

throughout Europe and America as the oldest and first of
American medical journals.
In 1808, Chapman published a work entitled
Select
Forensic
and
and
with
critical
Speeches,
Parliamentary,"
"

illustrative

remarks,

in five octavo

volumes, Avhich excited

much attention.
In

Dr.

Chapman contracted a matrimonial alliance,
unalloyed happiness. His wife, Re
becca Biddle, daughter of Colonel Clement Biddle, of the
Revolutionary Army, an intimate friend and confidential cor
respondent of Washington, still survives him.
The following beautiful tribute to Dr. Chapman, is from the
pen of his friend, the late Dr. J. K. Mitchell, distinguished in
poetry and general literature, no less than in medicine. A bio
graphical notice of Chapman could not be complete without it.
1804,

from which he derived

TO N.
Dear

M.D.

CHAPMAN,

Doctor, though I hae
poetic skill

the

will,

I fear I want

To do ye muckle credit ;
yet I'll imp my youthfu'

But

wing,
guid preceptor sing,
Though ye y'ersel may dread it.

And o' my

I've often wished for Burns's pen,
And thochts frae

Ramsay's fairy glen,

To do ye fitting honor ;
But tak the will and no the
muse, the jade,
Sae I maun e'en

My

awa

get

will
on

deed,
speed,

her.

Ah ! weel I mind when first I

Ye

laying

saw

down the morbid law

0' nature to the student ;
dry detail and dusty lore,

To

Brocht frae
A

new

y'r inexhausted store,

enchantment you lent.

8
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Frae worthies o' the aulden

time,

To those wha yet were i' their prime,
Ye drew y'er rich resources ;
And last, not least, frae y'er ain sel,
Baith thochts and Avords o'

Adorn'd

magic spell

discourses.

y'er ripe

YVT easy grace and potent sense,
Clear order, a' without pretence,
And

without

learning

show, sir,

Ye charm'd the eye, and pleasM the ear,
And made y'er thochts sae richly clear,
The darkest truth did

gloAv,

sir.

But faith, I scarce believed my eyes;
Ye took me, sir, wi' sair surprise,
When mang y'er friends I saw ye
Lot loose the wit
Humor that

by

science chain'd

nae ane ever

pain'd

—

—

Oh ! thus I'd like to draw ye 1

They

little ken ye Avha hae knoAvn
y'er skill alone,

Y'er science and

Though they

are

mair than

ample

;

The racy pun, rich repartee,
The gushing joke frae malice
Wad

complete

na

the

free,
sample.

But better

far,

Did o'er

human ill forbear

a

a

—

heart that ne'er

To heave

a
feeling sigh,
readily forgave a foe,
And never dealt a jealous blow,
In keenest rivalry.

That

Mair I

say, but this I fear
friend ye'll hardly bear,

might

E'en frae
Sae I'll

a

nae

mair offend ye ;

Though if ae man beside y'ersel
Says that the truth I dinna tell,
That

man

has

never

kenn'd ye.
/. B. Biddle.

LEWIS

C.

BECK.

1798-1853.
Lewis C. Beck

younger brother of John B. and
whose
memoirs accompany the pre
Romeyn Beck,
sent volume, and whose names are indelibly associated with
Avas

a

Theodric

the medical
the 4th of

history of the
October, 1798,

United States.
at

Schenectady,

He

New

Avas

born

York,

a

on

few

months after the death of his father.
His

early

talents

were

much like those

developed

in

riper

years great exactness, mechanical genius, and extreme neat
ness in
finishing whatever he undertook. In manhood he Avas
:

distinguished for 'decision and firmness. For the habit of sys
tematizing his labors and pursuits, it is probable that he Avas
much indebted to the early training of his mother, Avho lived
to see all her sons established in fixed habits of industry, oc
cupying high and responsible stations in society, and alike
distinguished for their sound moral principles. Mrs. Beck
Avas blessed with a Avell-balanced mind, strongly fortified with
energy and firmness, and it is believed that from her the sons
She lived to the adAranced age
inherited most of their talents.

eighty -five years, and died at the residence of her son, T.
Romeyn Beck, at Albany, in August, 1853.
Dr. Beck received his rudimentary education at the gram
mar school in Schenectady ; and entering UJnion College quite
young, he finished, it is believed, his course in 1815, graduating
He pursued the study of medicine with Dr.
as Master of Arts.
Thomas Dunlop, of Schenectady, and was admitted to the
practice in February, 1818, Avhen less than twenty years of
Settling in his native city, he remained there until the
age.
of

(NO
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of 1819. when, at the solicitation of his brother, he

removed

Louis.

to St.

of

reaching that city, he conceived the idea
Shortly
he accord
Avriting a Gazetteer of Illinois and Missouri, anel
set
to work collecting materials, making excursions
ingly
through different regions, by land and AA'atcr, not neglecting,
the
as he passed along, the botany, geology, and mineralogy,
he
In
fact,
kept a
climate, anel the habits of the people.
after

faithful record of Avhatever seemed to him of interest,

as

be

from Ncav York to the

previously done in his journey
His Avanderings in Illinois anel Missouri occasionally
brought him in contact with a curious specimen of humanity,
causing him, very naturally, to indulge in moral and philoso
I ayus struck with
phical reflections. Thus, he remarks :

had

AVest.

"

a

fact someAvhat

AA'hich

a

to me,

viz., the

solitary life in the woods

have recently

formerly
suffering

neAV

met

in the

Avith tAvo

enjoyment

of

kind of

seems

romance

three individuals Avho

or

ease

and

Avith

to be invested.

affluence,

I

were

but

who, on
wilderness,

reverses, have taken up their abode in the
and live upon the coarsest fare, and in the rudest manner.
In one instance, this mode of life had been folloAved for ten or

twelve years, and the individual had seldom, during that time,
enjoyed such society as he had been formerly accustomed to.

I

am

to

inclined to believe that it is much
to

man

relapse

into

a

state of

easy for civilized
than for the savage

more

savageism,

become civilized."

After

returning

to St.

Louis he

Avas

industriously engaged,

for nearly the entire year of 1820, in collecting materials for
his
Gazetteer," in examining the Potosi lead mines and
"

its associated

culaneum.

minerals, and in visiting the Salines,

The

botany

abundant harvest.
time of his

of this

He found the

visit, entirely

new

to

near

him

region yielded
plants of the AVest,

a

Ilermost

at the

him.

To show that he had

enlarged views of the usefulness and
of
commerce, and that he could readily turn his
importance
mind and pen to other pursuits than the cultivation of the

knowledge

of natural

history,

we

quote from his narrative
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"

In addition to my other occupations, I prepared
several articles for the St. Louis papers on various subjects.
Perhaps the most important of them was a short series on the

again

:

construction of

a

canal between Lake

Michigan

and the

Illinois."
At the close of the year 1820, he visited New York
of business, journeying on horseback, and making,

matters

usual,

observations of

a

"

scientific character.

In

on

as

travelling,"

he says, " through a variety of woodland and prairie, I was
struck Avith the contrast in regard to the temperature of the

atmosphere. In winter it is much warmer in the timber land
than in the prairies, and in the summer the reverse is the case.
The

of this

reason

seems

to

be,

that in winter the forest is

shielded from the blasts which SAveep through the
so
On the other hand, in
many flues or funnels.

prairies
summer

like
the

timber prevents the sun from acting on the surface ; whereas
the prairie is fully exposed to the sun's rays, and thus becomes

thoroughly

heated."

Of the febrile diseases which

prevailed

in the country at that time, intermittent and bilious, he regards
the annual inundations of the streams, followed by a dry
season, as the cause.
In the autumn of 1821, he

Advertiser,"

a

published

series of articles

Travels to the Sources of the

on

"

Albany Daily

Henry

Schoolcraft's

in the

Mr.

Mississippi.

It

seems

that these

criticisms, pointing out several in
Mr. Carter, the editor of
The
accuracies and defects.
a
if
and
not
friend
of
Mr.
Schoolcraft,
Statesman,"
personal
in
his
to
the
strictures
interested
;
Avork, replied
pecuniarily
and judging from the remarks of Dr. Beck, in connection with
articles

strictures

Avere

or

"

I should infer that the controversy

was

carried

with much Avarmth, if not positive acrimony. After
what may be regarded as an apology for his attack

making

this

subject,

on

on

Mr.

Schoolcraft's Avork, he concludes his remarks made in 1851,
as

folloAvs

service to
that their

author of

"

preparation of these articles was of great
me
early period, so I have reason to believe
appearance eventually had a good effect upon the

:

As the

at that

the

'Travels.'"

Mr.

Schoolcraft's

subsequent

(W2
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were prepared Avith more care, anel many of them Avere
to him.
creditable
very
This incident in the life of Dr. Beck is aycII calculated to
devotion to the cause of truth and science, and
show his

works

early
early habit of thinking anel acting independently.
In September, 1821, he revisited St. Louis, having been
called thither by the death of a beloved brother, a highly
promising member of the bar. After a brief sojourn there,
however, he finally bid adieu to the AVest, and returned to
Albany, Ncav York. "I yielded," says be, k'to the solicita
tions of my friends, and especially of my mother, anel forever
his

gave up the prospect of successful adventure in a part of the
country Avhich seemed to promise a rich reAvard to industry

enterprise. The rich harvest, too, which its natural his
tory presented, and Avhich I had, as it Avere, just began to
gather, made me regret the necessity AA'hich seemed to be laiel
and

on me

return."

to

During

the

summer

and autumn of

he finished his

1822,

volume of 352 octavo pages, upon
which he had bestOAved nearly three years of labor, and also

Gazetteer of Illinois,

a

considerable

the
the

outlay

a

for

of medicine

practice
proof-sheets

short

course

of

an

some

He

noAV

also commenced

essays, anel read
edition of Katon's Botany ; delivered a

of lectures

tute ; and made

engravings.
at
Albany
on

Botany

; wrote

before the

Albany

Insti

scientific excursions.

In the latter part of the summer of 1824, he delivered a
of lectures at the Berkshire Medical Institution, on

course

Botany ; his
Childs, John

colleagues being
Delamater,

John P.

Batchelder, Henry II.
Smith, Stephen AV.
September of the same

Jerome V. C.

Williams, and Chester DeAvey.
visited

In
and

Avas received and escorted
Lafayette
Albany,
Troy by the Military Association, of Avhich Dr. Beck was a
member.
He participated in the celebration of that most bril
liant pageant ; an event worthy of
lasting remembrance, and

year,
to

one

which,

as

he

remarks,

nation's

gratitude."

pointed

Junior Professor of

"

Avas

On the 25th

a

sublime exhibition of

November, 1824,

Botany, Mineralogy,

he

and

ayus

a

ap

Zoology,
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Amos

in the Rensselaer School.
of the

C.

Eaton, Esq.,

AA'ho

the Senior Professor.

was

the

The late

projector
Stephen Van Rensselaer furnished the pecuniary means for
founding it, and sustained it for many years. Its object, in
the language of Mr. Van Rensselaer, Avas "to instruct per
sons, Avho may choose to apply themselves, in the application
of science to the

was

common

It is

purposes of life."

to say that the labors and services of

hardly necessary
Mr. Eaton and Dr. Beck, in
the natural

sciences,

diffusing practical instruction in
an
impulse of the greatest im
the State of New York. Many of our

received

portance to the citizens of

most able and successful teachers of the natural sciences have

Dr. Beck says : " The principal
that of making the student act as a

been educated at this school.

peculiarity of the school,
teacher
obliging him to
—

ture, and

to

arrange the illustrations for his lec
deliver it to the Professor worked admirably
—

came to us."
Nevertheless, he thought the
sufficiently extended, and too general and com
prehensive to be fully carried out in a single year. He ob
serves :
The effect, I feared, would be to make superficial
Mr. Eaton thought differ
men
mere smatterers in science.
ently."
In 1824, he wrote and published tAvo or three scientific
papers, as will be seen by consulting the general bibliogra
phical list. In July, 1825, he delivered the Anniversary Ad
dress before tho Pi Beta Phi Society of Union College, of

with the class Avho
course Avas

not

"

—

which he had been
On the 17th of

member for many years.
October, 1825, Dr. Beck

a

AA'as

married to

Smith, Esq., of
Smith, daughter
had
seven
I
he
children, one of
believe,
Albany, by Avhom,
Of the six now living, there are three
whom died in infancy.
Hannah Maria

of Israel

daughters, all Avell educated and highly respect
able.
Beck, an exemplary Christian and an amiable and
accomplished lady, still survives.
In NoA-ember, 1825, a project of getting up a medical school
in Troy, New York, was started by some of the physicians
Dr. Beck Avas elected Professor
and citizens of that place.
sons

and three
Mrs.
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It appears that the enterprise did not
-with much patronage or favor, and consequently but a
Avhen it Avas abandoned.
course Avas

of Materia Medica.
meet

given,

single incomplete
In the

and

summer

of 1826, he

was

in the A'ermont

elected Professor of Botany
Academy of Medicine. His

Chemistry
colleagues Avere Theodore AVoodAvard, Jonathan A. Allen,
William Tully, Aldcn March, and Solomon Foot, afterwards
L'n i ted States Senator from A'ermont.

April, 1<27, he delivered a short course of lectures on
chemistry, at Midellcbury College, Vermont. He also made
and published a chemical examination of mineral Avater ob
tained on boring, by Messrs. Boyd & McOullock, of Albany.
At the depth of 250 feet from the surface, a stream of what
appeared to be carburetted hydrogen gas issued from the
opening, and at the depth of about 480 feet, a mineral Avater
was obtained, Avhose sparkling appearance and peculiar taste
seemed to resemble some of the Saratoga Spring waters.
Besides Avriting tAvo or three scientific papers during this
summer, he gave a short course of lectures on Botany, at
In 1828, he resided
the Fairfield Medical College, Ncav York.
at Albany, and Avhen not engaged in lecturing at Castleton
and elsewhere, he Avrote papers on scientific subjects. In 1829,
he gave up his professorship in the Rensselaer School, reviewed
Turner's Chemistry, studied the ferns and mosses of the United
In

States, anel lectured at Castleton.
"

The year 1830

Avas

spent

Albany, being engaged in various scientific operations."
In July, 1830, he Avas elected Professor of Chemistry and
Natural History in Rutgers College, Ncav BrunsAvick, New
Jersey, but did not enter upon his duties until 1831. He now
prepared a text-book on Chemistry, Avhich was published by
Messrs. Webster k Skinner, Albany.
In the months of May
and June he gaAre his first course of lectures at Rutgers Col
lege, and Avas also appointed Lecturer on Chemistry in the
Albany Academy. Besides giving the usual course of lectures
at the Vermont Academy of Medicine, he
taught some of the
branches of natural history in the Vermont Classical Semi

at

nary at Castleton.
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The year 1832 was full of incidents ; and from its marking
the first appearance of the cholera in the United States, will
"
long be remembered. This year he published his Researches
on the Commercial Potash of the State of New York."
The first
continent

case

was

of Asiatic cholera which

reported

to

have occurred at

appeared on this
Quebec, Canada,

In the

1832.

early part of July it made its appear
The population was excited and
Albany,
and
so
and
dreadful
was the
alarmed,
great
anticipated scourge,
that it induced Governor Throop to call a special meeting
of the Legislature, in order to devise the most effectual means
of protection and relief to the people.
By an act passed at
June
ance

8th,

New York.

in

this extra

session, June 22d, 1832, entitled "An Act for the

preservation of the public health," the Governor Avas clothed
with extraordinary authority to meet any contingencies which
might occur. On the 11th of July, Dr. Beck Avas appointed
by the Governor a commissioned agent to visit the portions of
the State northward anel
tion

in relation to the

AvestAvard, and to
existence, origin,

procure informa

progress, spread,
and treatment of this dreaded disease.
After dis

prevention,
charging these responsible duties promptly and efficiently, he
returned to Albany, prepared his report on cholera, and com
municated the

same

to

the GoArernor.

The report

was

pub

lished in the neAVspapers of the day, and afterwards, in the
Transactions of the NeAV York State Medical Society. It
1st. The nature of the disease.

embraced the

:

2d.

mode of extension of the disease

following topics
Geographical march and

this continent.

3d. Causes of the disease.

4th.

Sanitary
regulations.
In May, 1832, he resigned his professorship in the Vermont
Academy of Medicine. He says: I took this step Avith much
reluctance. This Avas my first important appointment. I was
on

5th. Treatment of the disease.
"

attached to the school, and had reason to believe that my
The writer can bear willing
Avere Avell received."

instructions

testimony
reasons

stated.

to

Avhich

the full truth

impelled

of the

above statement.

him to take this

Suffice it to say that to his mind

The

step

need not be

they

Avere

deemed
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judgment

or

not, it is be

principles in the
governed by
us.
from
separation
and 1835, he wrote a prize essay, or a short series
on scientific subjects.
The premium Avas offered

lieved that he

conscientious

Avas

decision that led to his
In 1834
of lectures

County, Ncav York,
committee, consisting of Hon. John A.

Hon. James AVadsAvorth, of Monroe

by

and awarded

by

a

Dix, Hon. John C. Spencer, anel Hon. Benjamin F. Butler.
In April, 1836, an act Avas passed by the Legislature of the
State of Ncav York, appropriating $104,000 "To provide for
a

Geological Survey
then

A.

I believe the Hon. John

of the State."

of the State of New

York, presented
Legislature in his annual report. The
credit of making the suggestion, and of preparing the Avorking
plan, is mostly due to his late brother, Theodoric Romeyn Beck,
M. D.
Hon. William L. Marey, then Governor of the State,
appointed Dr. LeAvis 0. Beck, on the 2d of June, 1836,
mineralogist of the survey.
Provided Avith a general letter of introduction by Governor
Marey, his first geological excursion on the survey avus com
the

Dix,
subject

menced

Secretary

to

the

the 24th

on

June, 1836,

and

Avas

extended to the

southern part of the State.
His assistant Avas the late Wil
liam 1 lorton, of Orange County, NeAV York.
In

examining

the minerals of different parts of the State, from this period
till the 1st of October folloAving, he travelled 2412 miles.
In October,

the NeAV

York

1836, he commenced

University,

which

a

was

course

to

of lectures at

continue for six

months.

the year 1837, he was employed in
giving his usual
of instruction at the NeAV York
University, and in pre
paring his annual report. His investigations led him to travel
that season 3180 miles.
It was this year that the duties of

During

course

his survey
to

Avere so

extensive and arduous that he

was

obliged

up his course of lectures at Rutgers College.
They
resumed in 1838, and continued
In
up to his death.

give

were

prosecuting
2433 miles.

his

mineralogical

survey, he travelled this year
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labors for the State

to Hon.

William H.

Avas

communi

SeAvard,

then Go

of the State.

through various portions of the State
explored, and travelled the distance of 2535
He also prepared and published a paper entitled,
miles.
"Notice of Native Copper," and, as usual, lectured at Rut
gers College.
The early part of the year 1840 he spent in the examina
In

not

1839,

he Avent

hitherto

tion of the minerals collected in his various excursions.

In

the latter part of the season, he made another excursion
of observation through the Avestern part of the State.
He
visited the

Syracuse, in
superintendent, and gave

salt-Avorks

the

Spencer,
difficulty

some

at

company with Mr.
adA'ice in regard to

in the manufacture of salt.

April, 1840, he Avas elected Professor of Che
mistry
Pharmacy in the Albany Medical College, his col
leagues being Drs. Alden March, James McNaughton, Ebenezer Emmons, James H.
Armsby, David McLaughlin, and
In 1841, the State
Thomas Ilun, with Amos Dean, Esq.
Avas continued, and he travelled, in the
discharge of the
survey
the
duties of his office, 1418 miles.
grand total of six
During
he
travelled
in
service
the
State
14,606 miles.
survey,
years'
The portion of 1842 not spent in giving his annual courses
of lectures at Rutgers College, and at the Albany Medical
College, Avas employed in preparing his final report for publi
The report comprises, Part I, Economical Mine
cation.
ralogy, and Part II, Descriptive Mineralogy, being illustrated
with 533 Avoodcuts, exhibiting the crystalline forms of the
On the 28th
and

minerals described.
of labor

bestoAved,

Some idea may be formed of the amount
consumed, in completing this im

and time

portant and valuable work, when Ave state that it contains 536
quarto pages, besides many quarto plates, and the large num
ber of cuts above stated.

A feAV
and

Ave

quotations from the diary of the mineralogical survey,
completed our abstract of one of the most

shall have
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laborious and useful services

rendered to the

ever

public by

Dr. Beck.
He remarks

:

"

In

regard

to the

Mineralogy

only say that it cost me nearly
I commenced the Avork -with
labor.
I

can

fondness for the

desire

to make
my researches
AA'ho had made such a liberal

York,

years of arduous
zeal arising from a

a

engaged, and Avith a
useful to the people of the State,
appropriation for their comple-

in Avhich I

pursuit

of Ncav

seven

Avas

tion."
The system and

and the conscientiousness and

order,

gathered in some
thing perhaps deserves

of Dr. Beck may be
"

ing.

One

to

be

fidelity

from the folloAV-

measure

particularly

men

it may be of use to those for Avhom this MS. is
tioned,
principally intended. I refer to the system anel order Avhich
as

I introduced into every part of my Avork.
Before I com
menced my examinations in 1836, I had collected and properly
registered in a book, all the facts previously published in

regard

to

of each

the

day,

Mineralogy

Avhether

at

of NeAV York.

home

or

abroad,

After
Avas

this, the Avork

regularly posted

I felt it my duty to leave on paper from day to
up.
day, a
full account of my operations, so that, if at any time I should
be

prevented

from

continuing

could be made aA'ailable in the

this,

I

only pursued

the

Avork, all
completion of

the mode Avhich I had

that I had done

the

plan.

-In all

uniformly adopted
engaged." In

in the various researches in Avhich I have been

conclusion he adds:

dence,

for

"

I desire to

give

thanks to

a

kind Provi

having preserved

my health and life amidst many
And if the work, which Avas the

and exposures.
result of so much solicitude, shall be in
any degree useful to
my felloAv-men, to His sustaining power must all the merit be
ascribed."

dangers

From this date up to the
regularly engaged in

was

colleges
literary

with which he

was

period

of his

death,

in

1853,

he

giving his lectures at the two
so
long connected, and in preparing

and scientific papers for the
press, as Avill
appear in the general list of his publications.

more

fully
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of Literary

published
A series of

1st.

name
a

a

Stomach,
Beck,
or

York Medical and

Papers,

Albany Daily

the Travels to the Source of the
Disease

generally

Milk Sickness.

known

by

the

Communicated in

M.

D., and published
Physical Journal, 1822.

letter to John B.

3d.

in the

and

R. Schoolcraft.

Facts relative to
of Sick

Scientific Books
unpublished.

articles, published

Mississippi, by Henry
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and

and

Advertiser, 1821, criticising
2d.

C.

A Gazetteer of Illinois anel Missouri

:

in the New

containing

a

State, and a particular Description of
their ToAvns, Villages, Rivers, &c. &c.
January 1st, 1823.
4th. In connection Avith Mr. James G. Tracy, a Description
of a neAV species of Ranunculus, with Remarks. New York
Medical and Physical Journal, vol. ii, 1823.

general

vieAV of each

5th. An examination of the Question whether the Climate
Valley of the Mississippi, under similar parallels of

of the

latitude,

is

than that of the Atlantic Coast.

Avarmer

York Medical anel

Physical Journal,

vol.

See New

ii, September,

1823.

Modified

Small-pox, and
Small-pox,
in
the
of
City
Albany, during
prevailed
Chicken-pox,
the months of February, March, and April, 1824 ; with Re
marks upon the Identity of these Diseases, and upon the Anti6th. An account of the

which

New York Medical and
Variolous Power of Vaccination.
1825.
vol.
iv, March,
Physical Journal,
An elaborate paper, unpublished, entitled Lead and
Lead Mines, including a minute Account of the Lead Mines of

7th.

the AVestern States.

8th. Contributions tOAA'ards the
linois and Missouri.
ences,

November,

Botany

of the States of Il

Published in Silliman's Journal of Sci

1825.

9th. An Account of the Salt

Springs

at

Salina, Onondaga

State of Ncav York ; Avith a Chemical Examination of
the AVater, and of the several varieties of Salt manufactured

County,

at

Salina and

Syracuse.

New York Medical and

Journal, June, 1826.
44

Physical
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extended

at

Dartmouth

Students.

Syllabus
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Epitome of Chemical Philosophy ; being

of the Lectures

College;

on

and intended

James Freeman

By

BIOGRAPHY.

that

as

a

subject delivered

Text-book for the

Dana, M. D.

Notice anel Chemical Examination of the Mineral

11th.

recently discovered in the City of Albany.
Albany Institute, March 8th, 1827.

Water
the

12th.

General A'ieAvs of the Formation of
vol. vi, 1827.
A Scale of

13th.

Phosphurcttcd
Physical

Published in the Ncav York Medical and

Hydrogen.
Journal,

Read before

Chemical

In connection

Equh'alents.

with Prof.

Joseph Henry ; 1827.
14th. On the Nature of the Compounds

Chlorides of Soda,

Lime, &c.

Disinfecting Agents.
nal,

vol.

15th.

usually

Avith Remarks

on

New York Medical and

vii, November,

denominated

their Uses

Physical

as

Jour

1828.

the year
vicAvs of scientific Avorks

During

:

1828,
were

the

folloAving
published in

Notices

or

Re-

the Ncav York

Medical anel

Physical Journal. On the Atomic Theory of
By John bitch, M.C.S.
16th. Electro-Magnetism;
being an arrangement of the
facts
hitherto
discovered
in that Science.
principal
By Jacob
Chemistry.

Green,

M. D.

17th. Tables in Illustration of the

portions.

By

AVm. Thomas

Brande,

Theory

of Definite Pro

F. R. S.

18th. A Ncav

System of Chemical Philosophy. Part First
By John Dalton, F. R. S.
19th. During the year 1828, published in the first volume
of the Transactions of the
Albany Institute, a paper On the
of
the
United States.
Geographical Botany
of vol. ii.

20th. In the first volume of the

new

series of the New York

Medical and

Physical Journal, 1829, a short Review of the
Elements of Chemistry, including the Recent Discoveries and
Doctrines of the Science. By Edward
Turner, M. D.
21st. Catalogue of the Ferns and Mosses of the United
States.

Published in Silliman's Journal.

1829.
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of the Air in the process
1830, and

Nitrogen

Published in Silliman's Journal of

Respiration.

also in the New York Medical and

Physical Journal.
Chemistry containing a condensed view
of the present state of the Science, Avith copious references to
more extensive treatises,
original papers, &c. Intended as a
text-book for medical schools, colleges, and academies.
Pub
23d. A Manual of

:

lished in 1831.
24th. Researches
of NeAV York.

on

the Commercial Potash of the State

Published in Silliman's Journal.

25th.

1832.

made to his

Cholera,
Report
Excellency Governor
August, 1832.
26th. Botany of the Northern and Middle States ; or a
Description of the Plants found in the United States, north of
Virginia ; arranged according to the Natural System. AVith
a
Synopsis of the Genera according to the Linnaean System, a
Sketch of the Rudiments of Botany, and Glossary of Terms.
on

Throop.

Published in 1833.
27th. A Short Series of Elementary Lectures

Electricity,

and

Magnetism,

and the

on

Chemistry,

Application

of Science

the Useful Arts ; intended for the use of Schools.
A
premium of $120 was awarded to the author by Hon. John
to

A.

Dix, the late
Butler, to whom

Esq.,

Hon. John C.

Spencer,

and Hon.

F.

the arts and sciences among all classes

this mode of

extending

of citizens.

1834 and 1835.

28th. The

Laboratory

of Nature.

Two numbers of

pected series of papers under the above title
March and April Nos., 1835.
29th. Notes
on

Benj.

the paper was referred by James AVadsAvorth,
of Monroe County, N. Y., the projector and patron of

the 19th of

on

an ex

appeared

in the

the Tornado which occurred in NeAV

Jersey

June,

Published in the New BrunsAvick

1835.

Times.
30th.

Also,

Notes

Spout, of 1835.
April, 1839, vol.

on

the New Brunswick

AVater

Published in Silliman's

and

xxxvi.

31st. In the Avinter of 1835 and

1836,

Tornado, or
Journal, January

two lectures

were

0'.»2

prepared
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constituting part of a popular course
University of New York and the citi
The influence of changes in the atmo

and delivered,

for the students of the

generally,
sphere upon the
zens

natural anel

"

on

system ;" anel

human

on

'"

The means, both

artificial, by which the human system is protected

against injury during atmospheric
32d. Notices of Native Copper,
Minerals found in the

vicinity

vicissitudes."

Copper, anel other
BrunsAvick, Ncav Jersey.

Ores of

of Ncav

Published in Silliman's Journal, 1839.
33d.

Mineralogy

of Ncav

York, comprising detailed descrip
York,

tions of the Minerals hitherto found in the State of Ncav
and Notices of their Uses in the Arts and
lished

by

the State in 1842.

:54th. Notices of

York and Ncav

xliv,

Pub

Agriculture.

some

Minerals found in New

Trappcan

Published in Silliman's

Jersey.

Journal,

vol.

1842.

35th. On

Minerals of the State of

Pseudo-morphous

some

Published in the report of the meetings of the
Association of American Geologists and Naturalists, 1843.

Ncav York.

example of the Force of Expansion and
Contraction,
by bodies Avhen subjected to alternations
a
Avith
reference to the epuestion Avhether
of Temperature;
the freezing-points of liquids is influenced by differences in
Silliman's Journal, vol. xlv, June, 1843.
pressure.
37th. VieAvs concerning Igneous Action, chiefly as deduced
from the Phenomena presented by some of the Minerals and
Rocks of the State of Ncav York.
Silliman's Journal, vol.
1844.
xlvi, March,
36th.

Remarkable

exerted

3^tb. Adulterations of various Substances used in Medicine

and the
a

Arts, with the

Manual for the

New

York,

39th. A
of

means

Physician,

of

the

detecting them ;
Apothecary, and

new

the United

the Natural

Genera, according

to

System.

the Linnaean

States,

north

of the FIoavcis and Fern-

like Plants hitherto found in those States.

cording

as

1846.

edition of Botany of
Virginia ; comprising Descriptions
to

intended

the Artisan.

AVith

a

System,

Arranged
Synopsis of
a

ac

the

Sketch of the
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Rudiments of

Botany,

and

C.

a
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Glossary

of terms.

NeAV

York,

1848.
40th. Researches in

Regard to the Breadstuffs of the United
Adulteration, &c, under the direction of Hon.
Edmund Burke, Commissioner of Patents. Published at AVash
States,

their

ington,

in

a

volume labelled

"

Breadstuffiana."

1848.

41st. Sir

Humphrey Davy and his Times. This lecture,
which proved to be his last literary work, was written the
February preceding his death, and Avas to haA7e been delivered
in Hope Chapel, N. Y., for the benefit of a church
struggling
with poverty ; but, by a violent storm, he Avas prevented from
fulfilling his engagement. It is quite a voluminous manu
script ; and it is thought by his friends that the labor of pre
paring it, in his then feeble state of health, hastened the fatal
termination of his disease.
To the above list should be added

some

ten

or

twelve

script papers, found labelled
by the folio Aving titles, viz. :

manu

indicated

"Religious MSS.,"
1st. Claims of Religion upon
2d. Occasional Thoughts, No. 1.
Science.
3d. Thoughts,
4th. Sketches of Sermons, No. 1.
5th. Sketches of
No. 2.
Sermons, No. 2. 6th. Sketches of Sermons, &c, No. 3.
8th. Select Scraps.
7th. Sketches of Sermons, &c, No. 4.
on
an
Address
9th. Brief of
Temperance and Intemperance.
the
AVork
of the People.
11th. Intempe
10th. Temperance
rance

and

as

the Grand Obstacle to the Advancement of

Knowledge

Religion.

Dr. Beck
number of
in this

was

either

literary

country

a

regular

and scientific

or an

honorary

societies,

member of

both in

Europe

a

and

; and with the officers and members of most of

correspondent. These letters, as well as many
others from distinguished literary and scientific gentlemen of
all professions, and of various pursuits of life, from the states
man, the politician, the naturalist, the philanthropist, even to
the scientific mechanic, amounting to over 300, are finely pre
served in tAvo quarto A'olumes, labelled "Autographs."
We also find five volumes of scrap-books, labelled
Perthem he

Avas a

"
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"Personal and

sonal and Scientific,"
and
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Family,"

"Scientific

Obituary."
indisputable evidence for believing that Dr. Reck
a
truly religious man. In 1831 he made a public profes

There is
Avas

sion of his

and from that time dedicated himself

faith,

anel

to the

unre

lie left

of

Christianity.
servedly
untiringly
several manuscripts on religion, all of which speak eloquently
of bis fervent piety, anel the sincerity of the voavs he had
cause

assumed.
From

long personal acquaintance

a

business anel social
of his interest in
aaJio

path

religion,

calculated

ably
professions,

Avere

of his

from his

Beck, both in
testimony

recorded

and from the statements of others,
to

judge

of the truth and

have every

Ave

Avith Dr.
oavii

to

reason

that of the

just, shining brighter

approached

the termination of his

Avas

As he

relations,

durability

believe that

'

•

his

and

brighter."
earthly career,

he

vicAved the advent of death with composure, and looked forAvard so hopefully to his eternal future, that avc may Avell feel
assured of the fulfilment of his prayer: "And when I shall
have done with the things of time and sense
Avhen the hour
—

of death shall come, Lord sustain and support me.
Walk
Avith me through the dark valley, and finally welcome me with

the blessed
enter

plaudit,

thou into the

Having

noticed

'

Well

done, good

of

Lord.'

joy

some

thy

of the most

and faithful servant,

"

important

incidents in the

life and character of Dr.

epitome

of the

Beck, Avhich may be regarded as an
voluminous manuscript prepared by his own

pen, it may be thought that here the
memoir should end.
So far as the

duty

of the Avriter of this

public

is

concerned,

may be measurably true ; but, in justice to the
Dr. Beck, and beyond what modesty and

this

character of

propriety Avould per
mit him to say of himself; in justice to the
feelings of his
family and surviving friends ; and in justice to the dictates of
my own regard for his memory and many virtues, I must be
to add
my feeble
mind and hands.

permitted
his

own

testimony
A

to

that of the Avork of

personal, friendly, and,

great extent, business relation existed between

us

to

a

from the

LEWIS

C.
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1823.

acquaintance, in 1822, up to the time of his
1853, period of over thirty years. We were both
members of the Albany County Medical Society in
In 1824 Ave were associated in giving instructions to a

priA'ate

class of medical students.

time of

our

first

death in
elected

seven

a

we

years

held

professorships

For the

Medicine, and for tAvelve years our
professors in building up a permanent
of

tation for the

Albany

confidence in each

fessional
With

care

nearly

efforts

were

Academy
united

as

and well-earned repu

College.
Albany, so

intimate and mutual

that in his absence the pro
placed in my hands.

other,

of his
or

consecutive

Medical

While Dr. Beck resided in
was our

same

in the Vermont

family was
quite twenty years

of business connections

betAveen us, and with intimate social relations, it would seem
that ample opportunity was afforded me to learn his true

character, and properly to appreciate its many excellent
traits.
Industry, honesty, and frankness, regularity, neat
and
ness,
economy, were conspicuous in all the positions of
life it AA'as his lot to occupy. His literary and scientific labors
fully attest his character for industry. Durhig the lecture
term he was constantly engaged in the laboratory, either in
superintending or in making the necessary manual prepara
tions for his lectures.

In his studies his mind

sorbed in the

of the

countenance

pursuit

object

was

before him.

deeply

ab

Even his

indicated the hard labor of his mind.
shoAvn in all bis business

transactions,
public or Avith individuals. He never availed
himself of any position of place or power to speculate or to
enrich himself at the expense of the public or of individuals.
In all frankness he did not hesitate to express his disapproba
His

honesty

Avas

whether with the

tion of any

measure or

business transaction that he could not

conscientiously approve and sustain. And in his case firm
ness Avas so closely united to frankness, that, whenever he

openly took a position, he was not easily moved from it.
Although, at the latter part of his life, he was not in the en
joyment of good health, yet during his lecture term in our
College his regularity Avas proverbial. I uniformly found him
in his laboratory early in the morning, and when the lecture

G'M]
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hour arrived he

laboratory,

Avas

in the condition of his

He

term

:

Avas an

in the

Avas

in and out of the

and apparatus, books
prevailed. His chemical

room

neatness

philosophical experiments

cessful.

It

always ready.

and papers, that order and
anel

BIOGRAPHY.

Avere

uniformly

employment

of his

time,

in the

and

neat

economist in the broadest

sense

suc

of the

management of

expenditures in the lecture
gruelgingly on the one
In the
nor
and
on
the other.
hand,
wastefully
prodigally
management of his laboratory, it is believed that he studieel
the best interests of the College and his colleagues.
To give some idea of the estimate placed upon Dr. Reek's
his domestic affairs, and in his
He did not

room.

use

chemical

instruction, anel his devotion

to

tests

the

cause

of science

even

to

the last. I shall quote the language of one of his old pupils, a
graduate of, and noAV a professor in the Albany Medical Col
••

lege.*
Deeply
persuasive in his
remarks, in
that it
and it

Avas

Avas

a

absorbed in the

subject which he taught, and

manners, he riveted your attention to his
He made you feel
Avay you could not resist.

his desire that

you

should learn Avhat he taught:

this that made his class

Dr. Reek died

at

Albany,

on

ever

willing

the 20th of

and attentive."

April, 1853,

in

the 55th year of his age.
His remains Avere deposited in the
tomb
at
that
Avhere
no marble column or
family
city,
granite

pillar

has been erected to

perpetuate his honored

scientific

fame,

his moral and

not say.

in the

language

"

Ave

of the poet,

These, these
Their

religious

name, his

character ; yet may

no

marble columns need

:

is in the deed ;
A moral pyramid, to stand
monument

As

long as wisdom lights the land.
granite pillar shall decay,
The chisel's beauty pass
away :
But this shall last in
strength sublime,
Unshaken through the storms of time."
The

*

by

Annual address delivered before the

J. V. P.

Quackenbush,

Albany County

Medical Society

M. D.

Alden March.

WILLIAM E. HORNER
1793—1853.

It is

more

the deeds of

guished

interesting to the popular mind
military heroes, or the history

in the

political

to

of

the
arena, than to follow

dwell upon
distin

men

quiet

career

to usefulness,
of one who has devoted himself unostentatiously
the members
be
by
appreciated
and whose true merit can only
We think more of him who con

of

a

particular profession.

signs

multitudes

to

destruction

on

the field of carnage, than

life, and who, by
whose office it
and
by his instruc
his scientific researches and discoveries,
for
him
knoAvledge, has been,
tions to those flocking round
of the

is to save human

man

and will be the

means

of

rescuing

from

premature death,

a

our
Contemplating the first, dazzles
number still greater.
us
elevates
second
the
imao-inations and arouses ambition;
our
useful
be
to
among
desire
morally, and awakens the
attractive it is the more
felloAV-men ; hence, if not the more
We offer a sketch of the life of one who

philosophical study.

this contrast very strongly.
He
of Virginia.
William Edmonds Horner was a native
of
3d
the
June,
on
was born at Warrenton, Fauquier County,

presents

1793.

_

not be unacceptable,
Some account of his parentage may
a worthy sire, and Ave
from
son
a
for
worthy
since we look
him m his
that one motive which impelled
believe
well
may
to maintain in fair fame,
honorable course, was the desire
transmitted to him by
been
had
which
the unblemished name
Robert
Horner, was an
His grandfather,
his ancestors.
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his for
Englishman bv birth, but when very young, sought
mercan
in
Engaging
tunes in the then new world, America.
a
he settled at Port Tobacco, at that early day,
He married Anne,
flourishing business town of Maryland.
and
daughter of Dr.
widow of the Rev. Samuel Claggctt,
nine
sisters, whose
of
one
This lady was
Gustavus Brown.
a curious
form
would
with that of their descendants,

tile

pursuits,

history
and

interesting chapter

of

personal

They

memoirs.

were

for beauty,

alike noted for the graces of person anel mind,
anel each
amiability, and intelligence. They were all married,
Of these, all are
one has left a numerous train of posterity.

respectable,

or were

ration,

;

many

In the

past gene

Episcopal

of the Protestant

learned

bishop
fought for liberty

one was a

Church

distinguished.

many

tionary War; while others were
In the present day,
suits of life.

the fields of the Revolu
eminent in the various pur
on

sits upon the Bench of
the Supreme Court of the United States, another upon that
of Virginia ; many bold other high civil positions ; and several
bore their
banner, and shed their blood foremost in
one

country's

Mexico, and in the halls of

upon the battle-fields of
Montezumas.
the

the

fight,

Robert Horner died Avhen young,

who attained

Dr. Gustavus Horner,
limited professional field

to

which his exertions

and William, the father of the
latter, like his father, became
found

home

Avanderings,
there Mary, daughter
a

leaving but two
high standing

subject
a

finally

of

our

children

:

upon the

confined,

were

memoir.

The

merchant, and after various
He married

at AVarrenton.

of AVilliam

Edmonds,

a

gentleman

of

worth and influence.
William Horner

Avas a man

of strong mind and of the most
Both he and

of limited education.

sterling integrity, though
were deeply imbued Avith the true principles of
gion. They lived long and happily together, being blessed

his wife

children, who look back

many
tellectual

virtue,

as

training, and to
the groundwork

to

their

their

care

high examples
prosperity.
Avealth,

Avith

in moral and in

of

of their

successful in the accumulation of

reli

but he

piety

He

and

was

not

poured

out

E.

AVILLIAM

his

earnings Avith
advantage of the
had to give them.
In the evening

a

laA'ish

hand,
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in

procuring
day.

best schools of the
of his

days,

for his
This

the wisdom of this

sons

AYas

the

all he

course

was

made manifest ; for in a green old age, he looked with pride
all prosperous and respectable, one certainly dis
upon them
tinguished as they gathered round him in their visits to
—

—

the old

home,

children and

and

even

brought

with them for his

their children's children.

blessing, their
life, though

His

obscure and

laborious, had been well spent and useful. As
a
Christian, so in his death there was the spirit
of a just man made perfect.
The boy is but a type of the man ; so in early youth, the
subject of our sketch gave many indications of the qualities

he had lived

His frame was
which marked his character in after years.
From
and
delicate.
this, and from
ahvays singularly meagre
a

gentle,

sports of

reading
tive to

generally avoided the ruder
companionship in books. His
of the kind usually deemed attrac

sensitive

disposition,

boyhood,

and found

then, Avas not
youth, but consisted

even

countenance and

placid
engaged

he

of grave studies.

His

mild,

intelligent conversation, frequently

the attention of his

seniors,

but he

won

the hearts of

amiability and love of
youthful companions by
truth.
Very early in life, he displayed a considerable talent
for mechanics.
When only nine years old, he Avas taken by
his father on a visit to the Eastern Shore of Maryland, and
His obser
saAv a small vessel anchored in the bay near by.
all

his

his

vation of her

was so

close, and his memory

so

accurate, that

returning home, he obtained a log several feet in length,
by the most persevering labor scooped it out into proper
shape, constructed a deck, hatchway, mast, spars, and rigging
in exact imitation, and enjoyed the fruit of his ingenuity
and industry, in witnessing, Avith his companions, the manoeu
vres of his mimic craft,
Other
upon a neighboring mill-pond.
similar incidents might be mentioned, and perhaps this taste
on

for mechanics may have contributed to direct his choice of a
The human body is the most
branch in medical science.
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embracing in its con
formation, many of the most, beautiful mechanical principles ;
and hence, his attention may have been directed more particu
larly to the stuely of its structure.
and

perfect

complicated

of all machines,

It has been often said that he

this is

ledge:

a

mistake

:

Avas

sIoav in

bis perceptions

acquiring

Avere

knoAV-

ahvays quick,

anel his memory extremely tenacious.
This apparent sloAvncss
of his mental operations, arose from the deliberate care with

Avhich he

digested his acquisitions, his mind accurately sepa
rating the good from the bad portion of its food, anel using
only the former.
After going through the common primary branches of edu
cation, at about the age of eleven he Avas placed under the
charge of the Rev. Charles O'Neill. This gentleman was a
graduate of Trinity College, Dublin, and of Oxford University,
a
ripe scholar, and a man of fine literary tastes. Appreciating
the powers of the youthful mind Avith ay Inch he had to deal, he
bestoAvcd great care upon its dcA'elopment.
In 1805, his
school

removed from AVarrcnton to Dumfries, Prince
County ; his pupil folloAved, and remained with him
until the completion of his academic course.
He thus acquired
a
thorough and extensive acquaintance with the classics, knoAVledge which was not suffered to grow rusty from disuse, but
retained and improved upon during his whole
subsequent life.
Dumfries, at that time, Avas one of the principal trading marts
of Virginia. In and about it Avas collected much of the
wealth,
as Avell as the talent and refinement of the
period. During his
boyish residence there, Dr. Horner made acquaintances which
afterwards ripened into friendships, and
proved both useful and
agreeable to him in his subsequent career. Among these Avas
the celebrated
Judge Bushrod AVashington, at Avhose hospit
able mansion, Mount Vernon, he was a
frequent and Avelcome
guest, and with whom, from that time, he always maintained
Avas

William

friendship. In a future page we shall mention some
interesting incidents of this connection. In 1809, Horner
commenced the study of
medicine, remaining at Dumfries with
Dr. John Spence, a
physician of high local reputation, to which
a

strong

AVILLIAM

his

pupil

1829,

bore

testimony

in

E.

an

HORNER.
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obituary article, published

in

in the American Journal of Medical Sciences.

Three years Avere spent in his office, except that during that
time he attended two sessions of the University of Pennsyl

period was spent in the closest application, and
by any striking occurrence. In the year 1812,
he took up his abode in Philadelphia to prosecute his studies,
thus commencing fairly his connection Avith a school of medicine,
deservedly then the first in the United States, and Avith which
his Avhole career has been so closely identified.
AVar having been declared Avith Great Britain, our young
student, though not having yet obtained his degree, procured
a commission as
surgeon's-mate of the Hospital Department
This commission was given on
of the United States Army.
the 3d of July, 1813, and from it may be dated the period
when the responsibilities of manhood and the duties of active
He was then just entering his twenty-first
life commenced.
Of
extremely spare and delicate person, he looked little
year.
like encountering the dangers and privations of a frontier
campaign, but his mind Avas disciplined by study, and stored
with knoAvledge, and under that quiet demeanor lay a strong
persevering spirit, a patience and a fortitude that could dare all
In the September following, he was ordered
and endure all.
active
of
to the scene
operations on the Canada line, and on
Avas placed in charge of a hospital at Greenhis
post,
reaching
bush, which AAras occupied by those Avounded at the capture of
He remained in attendance upon
York and Fort George.
these patients until November, Avhen, leave of absence being
granted, he returned to Philadelphia to finish his medical course.
On the 9th of April, 1814, he obtained his degree of Doctor
of Medicine, and immediately after availed himself of a brief
leisure to visit his friends in Virginia, and for a short time
On the 26th of May, he re
was stationed at AVashington.
ceived orders to report himself again on the Niagara frontier.
Some notes of his journey thither are preserved in a private
journal commenced the previous year, and continued at irre
gular intervals throughout his life. These notes are interestvania.

This

is unmarked
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to one
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who has travelled

anel the

All that vast

little better than

a

region

wilderness.

tered, scarcely breaking
solitude of those dense

population
and the

and wealth

scream

Niagara's

through

progression at

vividly shown,

marked.

;
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contrast betAveen

pretty
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over

the

ground,
passed, tho

same

which he

day anel at the present, is
wonderful improvement very

that

of Western Ncav York
Small

villages

Avere

with the hum of human

Avas

primeval forests. Noav it
those villages have groAvn

teems

into

of the steam-Avhistle is heard amid the

Avondrous cataract.

The

then

sparsely scat
industry, the
Avith

cities,

roar

journey accomplished,

of

our

young surgeon reported himself at headquarters, to MajorGeneral Brown, at Avhat has since become the city of Buffalo.

stirring events of that campaign are matters of imperish
history. It is enough for our sketch to say that Dr.
Horner, in zealously performing the duties of his peculiar
province, had an appropriate anel honorable share in them ; he
Avitncssed the glories won by American valor in several of the
The

able

severest

battles, and his labors in behalf of the Avounded

Avere

skilful and

unremitting. He was frequently much exposed in
the performance of these duties, but ever bore himself Avith
the bravery of a true gentleman.
He remained for the most
part in the hospital at Buffalo, but occasionally saAv service
in the field.
During his subsequent life, the recollections of
these campaigns Avere cherished with lively pleasure by Dr.
Horner. He witnessed and participated in great events, and
he gained the esteem and respect of the great men Avho directed
them.
First among these was the chieftain, whose
youthful
laurels Avere Avon at Lundy's Lane and
Bridgewater, but Avhose
fame has grown into never-dying renown on the
bloody fields
of Mexico.
Dr. Horner, at that time, formed an
acquaint
ance Avith
General Scott, which he
always preserved with
pride and pleasure.
He contributed in 1852 and
1853, some articles to the
Medical Examiner, a periodical
published at Philadelphia,
containing his surgical experiences of the campaign, but Avith
some account

of his

personal observations

of the

events

around

him.

these to

Commending

them

our

Avhich
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readers,

Ave

shall

give a few
interesting.

and

from
amusing
They are singular examples of the utter recklessness of life
engendered by daily familiarity with bloodshed.
I remember one day in making my hospital rounds, a
patient just arrived, presented an amputated forearm, and in
doing so, could scarcely restrain a broad laugh ; the titter
What's the matter ? This does
was constantly on his face.
It is not, Doctor,
not strike me as a subject for laughter.'
but excuse me, I lost my arm in so funny a way, that I still
laugh whenever I look at it.' 'What way?' 'Our first
sergeant wanted shaving, and got me to attend to it, as I am
corporal, and we went out together in front of his tent. I had
lathered him, took him by the nose, and was just about apply
ing the razor, when a cannon-ball came, and that Avas the last
extracts

are

"

'

'

Excuse me, Doctor, for
of his head and of my hand.
This occurred
I
so.
never saw such a thing before.'
laughing
I

saw

the

during

siege

of Fort Erie.

Out of

it is

barracks,

common

for soldiers in messes, to cook at fire-places made of two banks
of turf, crossing like the ridges of the occipital bone ; Avhen not
on

parade,

On
one

these

places

occasion of this

an

foot,

a

the resort of groups of soldiers.
kind, one of the soldiers standing on
are

cannon-ball struck him

on

the

and in

head,

so
gave a Avhirl to the whole body upon the leg
the other leg fleAV out, as the headless trunk

upset

a

of soup in the process of

camp-kettle

soldier to whom it

belonged

Avas

doing

he stood ;
turned, and

as

cooking.
quite indignant at the

The
loss

provisions were then very scarce at the fort and in his
Avrath, ejaculated : Couldn't you have lost your head without
kicking over my soup ?'
In describing the situation of the army and hospital, he
—

—

'

"

"
The encampments of the army at Buffalo Avere broken
says :
Orders were issued for hos
about
the 1st of July, 1814.
up

pital preparations ;
future

sick-service,

a

number of tents

were

and for the sick of the

left behind for

regiments

there

on

The present Eagle Hotel and Railroad Depot of Buf
falo occupy the heart of the city, upon which the hospital was

hand.
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allotted

to

it

Avas

to

the Avest of the

street, upon the first rise of ground there in ascend
The space Avas about equal to that of
the creek.

House

State

of

being
hospital ready
more

in

Square
oblong.

an

Philadelphia, perhaps longer,
act of getting the

While in the

for service, it received

a

visit from General

gallantry in
preceding campaign. As be rode through the hospitalgrounds, in his usual dashing style, Avith bis aids, he said, in
No,
passing, Well, Doctor, but little Avork here as yet.'
( Jen era 1, we are looking for some.'
You Avill get it before
long," Avas his reply, anel off he careered Avith his staff." We
could give other interesting extracts, but our limits forbid.
On the 24th of December, Dr. Horner Avas relieved from
duty by the removal of the hospital establishment to AVillianisville, and gladly availed himself of leave of absence, to
seek repose for a time under the paternal roof.
His continu
Scott, the universal faA'orite of the day, for his

the

•

*

"

ance

in the army after this time Avas very short.
Peace
The prospect for promotion poor; so, after

restored.

for

a

serving

part of the winter and

connection with the service
in

on

Avas

the 15th anel

spring

Avas

accepted

on

of

closed

1815, at Norfolk, his
by his resignation, sent

the 22d.

He then took up his residence at AVarrenton,
determined,
hoAvever, to make it but a temporary place of abode. Thrown
upon his

OAvn

upon the

agement

resources

practice
;

but

afforded too

of his

the

narroAV

for support, he entered
assiduously
and met with some encour

profession,
place Avas ill
a

field for

tions.

suited to his

one

habits, and
aspira
life, "Virginia

of his vieAvs and

As he remarked to the Avriter later in
fine nursery for young men, but a
poor theatre for the
display of their abilities." AVe have made some mention of
the journal which he had formed the habit of
keeping ; in its
pages, the struggles of his mind,
this
is

a

determination
having
was
the
Philadelphia
great seat
of medical science in the United
States; and, with modest
reliance upon himself, he looked to it as
offering the highest
rewards to talent and
industry. While residing at Warrenbefore

it,

are

fully depicted.

WILLIAM E.

ton, he occupied

brother,

who had

dential

they

as

momentous

fully

commenced the

just

were,

step he

arrived at.

small office in

a

no

was

intimation

He labored

common

practice
gh-en

Avas

meditating,
on
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with his elder
of law.

of

the,

Confi
to

until his conclusion

in his round of

him,
was

country prac

suddenly he said to his brother that he intended to re
His conduct at this crisis of life affords
move to Philadelphia.
a
strong index of his character. With a countenance always
placid, and a manner peculiarly gentle and quiet, his words
were few, but
very much to the purpose ; his resolves slowly
and carefully considered, but once arrived at, very rarely
changed. A paper, written at the time, shows that this pur
pose, though suddenly announced and promptly carried into
execution, had been deeply pondered upon, and all things
accurately weighed. The result has been so exactly in ac
cordance with his reasoning that it seems almost to have
In the ensuing fall,
been dictated by a spirit of prophecy.
a note is made in his journal as fol
the
decisive
step,
taking
I have forsaken my friends
The Rubicon is passed.
lows :
and my practice, and am noAV on my way to Philadelphia, to
tice,

till

"

I have put all at hazard.
seek my fortunes.
be
propitious to my cause !"
everlasting,

Oh, thou Father

Thus, the beginning of 1816 found our young adventurer J
in Philadelphia, unaided by, friends, unbacked by influence, J
unknoAvn, and poor. He had come to move with the dashing |
tide of a great city, and sink or SAvim upon its troubled waters.)
The prospect for success seemed very dim, but the qualities \
Avith Avhich he commenced the battle of life, Avere integrity,.
pure and

perseverance, zeal, and ear
united a devoted loA'e of his profes

incorruptible, untiring

nestness ; Avith these

were

acquaintance with it for one so young
and AA'hose opportunities had been so limited. He possessed!
the best of all talents, the faculty of intense application to.
the thing in hand, a perfect concentration of his mind upon
His health had never been good; but
the subject before it.
Avith him, the mind Avas truly the jewel, the body but the
sion,

and

an

extensive

45

Too

casket; the

valuable from

only

was

other, and
We find,
their intimate connection.

entirely subservient

Avas

one
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to

the

writings even at this early date, that he thought
much upon religious subjects: and, recognizing the poAver anel
often to his heavenly
mercy of the Supreme Being, appealed
to
is
almost
needless
It
in
throne
say, after describ
prayer.
all of an intel
Avere
ing such a character, that his enjoyments
from his

lectual kind, anel that he
to

excesses common

Avithout its

inelulged

He had the

men.

young

in the

pleasures or
ardor of youth

errors.

The winter
the

never

was

University,

passed

in close attention to tho studies of

his chief attention

being

devoted to anatomy

and surgery.
He says :
My prospects are unflattering, but
the
and
perseverance may enable me to surmount
patience
difficulties Avhich oppose my progress ; at all events, I shall
••

put my shoulder to the Avheel."
The ensuing spring brought with it the first small
'

of

success,

Avith

in his

salary

a

appointment by

of 8500.

He thus

Dr. AVistar

early

as

his

secured the

earnest

dissector,

friendship

gentleman, avIio, then in the full zenith of his ripe pre
eminence, occupied the chair of Anatomy in the University.
of this

succeeding, the place of surgeon in an East Indiafor Calcutta, Avas offered to him.
bound
man,
He ahvays felt a great desire for travel in foreign countries,
In the fall

and had

previously made ineffectual application for a
The temptation to accept at this time Avas
powerful. India Avas the El Dorado of that day, the high
once

similar situation.
very
road

fortune.

to

remain in

but there

There

Avere

as

yet feAV inducements

He had formed

Philadelphia.
obligation

Avas an

of

duty,

a

no

ties of

men. was

journal.
Joshua

"

I

as

it is with

sacred with him.

am

AVe quote again from his
indebted for this to the friendly attention of

Longstreth,

Wistar induces

interest,

moral bond to fulfil his

engagement with Dr. AVistar, and this tie, weak
most

to

me

merchant.
to

My engagement

with

Dr.

decline the

proposal. It is said that
depends upon some unexpected

the fortune of every man
circumstance ; this may have been the circumstance

on

Avhich

AVILLIAM

my fortune
to

regret

depended.

my want of
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God grant that I may not have
foresight on the present occasion.

cause

My

the result of my sense of obligation
and honorable intentions with regard to Dr. AVistar.
It is

refusal, hoAvever,
said that

honesty

Avas

is the best

policy

; here then is

a

trial of the

rule."
As the most

significant commentary on the above, Ave find
See
appended under date of January 1st, 1832.
A'ote of Trustees of University of Pennsylvania, appointing me
Professor of Anatomy, vice Dr. Physick resigned."
Honesty
did, indeed, prove to be the best policy.
During the next two or three years, tAvo events occurred
Avhich gave him much distress, and seemed each in its turn to
"

this note

have
and

an

untoward influence

on

his fate.

benefactor, Dr. AVistar, died.

Dr.

In

1818,

Dorsey

his friend

appointed
He, too, appreciated
the merit of Dr. Horner, and renewed his appointment of
But he also died.
dissector.
Young, brilliant, and gifted,
in his

place,

to

the chair of

Avas

Anatomy.

fell in the very commencement of
promise, for, on the very evening of his

he

of

bright
introductory lecture,
one of the most beautiful and able productions that had ever
been delivered to a class, he was attacked by disease Avhich
proved quickly fatal. Dr. Physick, then Professor of Surgery,
undertook,

in addition to his

of anatomical lectures.
as

his

demonstrator, he

zeal and

ability,

OAvn

Having
was

that the

duties,

a

career

to finish the

course

secured the aid of Dr. Horner

seconded

course

was

by

him with

so

much

concluded amidst uni

approval. Subsequently, Dr. Physick
exchanged the Professorship of Surgery for that of Anatomy.
He renewed the appointment of Dr. Horner as Demonstrator,
and the connection between them became cemented by the
strongest personal and professional ties. On the 17th of No
vember, 1819, Dr. Horner was appointed adjunct Professor of
Anatomy. This Avas a place of considerable emolument and
high professional distinction.
versal satisfaction and

Dr. Horner's frame, from his earliest years, had been ex
tremely light and feeble. His habits of abstemiousness and
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preserved it
appli
period, OAving
giving Avay.
cation and his sedentary life, it began seriously to suffer.
The disorder of his physical faculties took the form of a dull
headache, which Avas, with but feAV intermissions, his companion
from this time until bis death, and a dyspeptic derangement
of the stomach, which affected his mind very powerfully, pro
ducing frequently gloomy fits of liypochondriasni. But so
complete a mastery over himself had his indomitable energy
anel force of Avill acquired, that, even in the Avorst of these
fits, his outward demeanor Avas unchanged. He Avent upon
the apparently quiet tenor of his Avay, in the daily round of
duty, and none knew the effort that it cost him.
In bis journal of this period, Avhich Avas a faithful record of
his most private thoughts, and which remains as an accurate
delineation of his character, avc see the first evidences of this
struggle Avith himself, so long and so bravely maintained.
AVrapped in his studies, and counting each hour as lost
Avhich did not add something to his store of
knoAvledge, he had
hitherto partaken very sparingly of the pleasures of
society
which glittered around him, and looked
upon love, that pas
sion Avhich is generally classed
among levities, but Avhich is
systematic attention to his

health,

had alone

About this

from

indeed the

most

agination.

poAverful

But this

of

all,

philosophy

to

as a

mere

intense

chimera of the im

about this time

proved
founded, for he became acquainted Avith one ayIio
deeply engaged his affections. The load of care for future
support being removed by his recent appointment, he sought
was

be ill

to

her

as a

to aid him in the career

that the future pre
promised. On the
26th of October, 1820, he intermarried with
Elizabeth, daugh
ter of John
Welsh, one of the first merchants of the city.
This union was based upon the sincerest mutual
affection.

sented,

partner,

and to share in the fortunes that it

It contributed much to his

alloyed

domestic

after the

lapse

prosperity,

happiness.

was

of thirty-three
years.

His mind still bent
upon
which there

It

was now a new

and

was

dissolved

by

one

his

of

un

death,

professional advancement, for
motive, and with which he suffered

E.

WILLIAM
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time after
merely personal, to interfere, in a short
the
of
in
himself
necessary
possession
marriage, finding

Avishes

no

his

means, he Avent to

The visit
reap the
student.

ably

was

Europe.

not made to

advantages

but to

gratify curiosity merely,

that Paris alone holds out to the medical

The greater part of the year 1821 was most profit
in
employed abroad, and he returned, not only improved

the science to which he had devoted
elevated and polished, by a careful

himself, but with

study

tastes

of the beauties of

the Old A\rorld.
art, and the refinements of literature in

invigorated frame, with mind clear
again at his post, and the succeeding

With

him

and

active,

three

we

find

four years
In 1824, he

or

the most marked of his life.
may be considered
"
Tensor Tarsi," or, as it was named after
discovered the
muscle of the eye,
him, "Museums Hornerii," an important
which had
escaped the attention of anatomists. A
full

previously
description of it from

articles, published

in

a series of
pen, appeared in
"American Journal of Medical

his

the

own

Sciences" for that year. His claims to this discovery are uni
in America and in Europe.
versally conceded by men of science,

period, be was engaged in the preparation of
Special Anatomy and Histology. This book was
as
in
published 1826, and has been almost universally adopted

During

the

his work

same

on

His attention had also
the text-book of the medical schools.
anatomical collection
the
of
the
to
turned
been
improvement

established at the University by Dr. AVistar. His additions to
his
it, commenced about this time, and continued throughout
the whole, and now, under the name
of
two-thirds
life, comprise

of the Horner and AVistar Museum, it is one of the most valu
Thus at this early
able anatomical collections in the world.

period,
in

the solid basis

coming
He

than

was

ever

was

laid for

an

enduring superstructure

years.
at this time

physically

afterwards.

His division and

better able to endure labor

employment

of time

six hours of the

twentyextremely methodical. Only
com
He rose ahvays at five, and
to
sleep.
given
menced the day by an humble appeal and a thanksgiving to
were

"

four

Avere
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This he deemed the
then

passed

in the

only

fit

preparation

most laborious

for

attention

by "reading a chapter
He
in the Bible, and by supplication to the Almighty."
valued particularly the quiet of early morning, and daily, ere
yet the Avatchman had ceased calling the night's last hours,
his lamp might have been seen at the University, as he labored
over his anatomical preparations.
In ls26. an incident occurred Avorthy of mention.
Judge
AVashington, wdio had been his friend in early youth, being on
a visit to
Philadelphia, Avas taken ill there. While sick, he Avas
visited by Dr. Horner, anel a conversation of an interesting
and instructive character, relating to the Supreme Court, its
organization and decisions upon questions of States Rights
and constitutional constructions, took place betAveen them.
The acquaintance commenced in kindness to the Doctor in
boyhood, had ripened into friendship. Tavo or three days
after this intervieAV, the Judge's illness took a sudden turn
and proved fatal.
His remains AYere conveyed to Mount
Vernon for interment.
His Avife in folloAving them, had pro
ceeded but a feAv miles from the city, Avhen she Avas attacked
by apoplexy, and died in her carriage. Her body Avas taken
back to Philadelphia, and prepared for the grave under the
Doctor's roof.
In
Commenting on this event, ho remarks :
the accommodation Avhich ay as afforded her in
I
Avas
my house,
to

the Avork before

him,

and concluded

"

struck Avith the strangeness of the revolutions Avhich are
pro
duced in individual circumstances.
TAventy years before,
when in the height of prosperity, she had been kind to me as

boy, visiting at her house, and from whom she could reason
ably expect no return. Now those blessings which the Al
mighty has conferred upon me, of a good wife anel moderately
easy circumstances, have enabled me to show some gratitude,
in giving a quiet and respectful
asylum to her remains under
own roof, and in
my
contributing to the comfort of the rela
a

tives who attended her."
and it did

She cast her bread upon the
Avaters,

after many days.
Dr. Horner's life was unattended
return

by any

very marked event

WILLIAM

for several years.
of his position as
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He availed himself

fully

adjunct professor,
His fortune Avas increasing,

public

esteem.

begun

to grow up

of the

advantages

and continued to rise in

around him.

and

a

family

had

He lived at that time in

Eighth, in a house, even as Ave Avrite,
splendid edifice. This was then the west
giving
end ; it is now the very heart and centre of Philadelphia.
In 1831, Dr. Physick, overcome by age and infirmities,
resigned the chair of Anatomy. In November of that year,
by a unanimous vote of the trustees of the University, Dr.
Chestnut

Street,

about

above

Avay to

a

place : thus in fifteen years from
settling in Philadelphia, Ave find him in a
position, the first in his particular branch, and fully equal to
any in the profession of medicine. With its hopes and fears,
the succession to this department had modified his Avhole life.

Horner

Avas

selected to fill his

the time of his first

first, it was seen in his lectures that he aimed not
display his own abilities, but to instruct his class. Plain,
perspicuous, unadorned, purely anatomical, his explanations
extremely pointed and clear, he never acquired, for he never
sought, the reputation of a brilliant lecturer, but he made good
He adhered so closely to his text, that he has
anatomists.

From the
to

been sometimes called the "man of

one

idea;" but

little kneAv the varied stores of

those Avho

knoAvledge
appropriate
devotion to professional pursuits, pre
places.
vented his appearance before the public as a miscellaneous
writer, but he has left manuscripts unpublished Avhich shoAv ex
tensive information, the deepest and most accurate reasoning,
and fine literary taste.
In 1832, on the approach of the cholera to Philadelphia, a
sanatory board Avas formed, consisting of the principal physi
Dr.
cians of the city, to devise means to check its ravages.
AA'as
the
and
this
one
of
Horner Avas
board,
duty
assigned to
the
of
of
one
him of taking charge
temporary hospitals. He
fearless
and
had stood unmoved, calm,
upon the battle-field,
roar
of cannon and the
the
ministering to the wounded amidst
crash of musketry ; but now his devotion to duty was put to

did him this
that

injustice
gathered in
Modesty and

were

his

mind, and used

in their
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a

appalling.

cloud

over

In the

gloom
city,

the devoted

his post, giving all bis skill to the aid of the sufferers,
the same time investigating with the eye of science, the

Avas at

anel

at

nature

of the terrible disease.

His diseoA'eries anel observations, since

published, have thrown

light upon what had previously been a fearful anel un
explained phenomenon to the medical Avorld. His claims to

much

have made these valuable discoveries, arc admitted in Furope
as Avell as in America.
His personal exertions during this

public calamity, Avere acknowleelgcd by his
presentation to him of a magnificent

of awful

season

felloAv-citizens in the
silver

pitcher,

on

which

are

inscribed these Avords

:

To Dit. William E. Horner.
The

City

of

Philadelphia,
intrepid exertions
period of public calamity.
in exemptum.
August, 1832.

(irateful for his disinterested and
in

a

Transeat

Stub

tribute

a

to

testimonial may be justly deemed a more valuable
high merit, than the sAvord voted by admiring legis

lators to the Avarrior for deeds done in
A

change

Avas

about this time

going

bloody
on

battle.

in the views of Dr.

Horner upon religious subjects, which at a later date was the
subject of much animadversion, and Avhich should be adverted
to. although it
may not be deemed of public interest noAV.
had imbibed from his parents a
strong reverence for

He

religion,
always maintained its early impressions.
was also too full of
philosophic thought not to believe that
soul survives the perishing frame, whilst
recognizing in the

and his mind had

He
the

Avonderful order of nature, a Great First Cause who
and a Supreme Ruler who
governs all.

created,

The Bible had

always been a study with him, and during
depression from ill health, he often found comfort
in its pages,
rising from its perusal nerved for the struggle
against his gloomy disease.
his fits of

His education had been

thoroughly Episcopalian,

and all

WILLIAM

his

prejudices

never

were

E.

in favor of that

attached himself to it.

from his
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Church, though

he had

In the hours that he could spare
was a favorite
study, and his

profession, theology
knowledge of it was extensive and exact. He felt the true
force of the fact so often flippantly repeated, that he, like all
other human beings, was approaching death, and he earnestly
had attempted a preparation for it.
In the summer of 1830,
his mind being very full of this subject, as it usually was dur
ing leisure days, being on a visit to Cape May, he made the
acquaintance of a distinguished divine of the Catholic Church,
and was induced to extend his inquiries into its doctrines.
His astonishment

was

great

to find them

so

different from the

representations usually made. In the cholera hospital, in
1832, his attention was further fixed by observing the conduct
of the priests and sisters of charity, in attending the sick.
When other ministers fled in dismay from the dread pestilence,
there was the Catholic bending doAvn his ear to catch the last
whispered word of penitence from the dying, and when nurses
were not to be
procured, these noble Avomen stepped forward
to offer their services without fee or reAvard : they tended the
sick, and soothed the dying agony ; they looked to heaven
for their reward.
Here, then, Avere people really practising
what they preached, really willing, nay, anxious to brave
His desire was excited to knoAv more of
death in doing duty.
faith
Avhich
the
produced such Avorks. He studied their tenets.
Avere
not those of the excited enthusiast, ready
His inquiries
to believe all things, but the calm investigations of the wise
and learned man, who sought for a rock on Avhich to plant
himself to Avithstand the storms of life, and to rest his hope of
The record of his private
salvation in the world to come.
Avere his researches,
hoAV
shows
prolonged
earnestly
thoughts
and Iioav abiding the convictions which Avere the results.
Under date 1833, he says: "After three years of frequent
meditation and study of the principles of Catholicity, having
since August, 1830, read many of their works, scarcely passed
a
day without some reflection upon them, and observed fre
quently the moral influence of this religion upon its A'otaries,
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myself deliberately, and, I think, without tho im
enthusiasm, at the development of a captivating
pulses
of
theory
religious worship, disposed to trust my temporal
I have risen early in the morn
and eternal fate with theirs.
ing, ere yet the Avatchman had cried the last hours of his vigil,
and in undisturbed solitude giving my whole heart anel under
standing to my Maker, prayed fervently that I might be en
lightened on this momentous subject, that I might be freed
from the errors of an excited imagination, from the allure
ments of personal friendship, from the prejudices of education;
and that I might, under the influences of Divine Grace, be per
mitted to settle this question upon its true merits.
It has
been the last subject of reflection before falling to sleep, and
the object of my thoughts in the interruption to my natural
repose." For more than nine years he revolved and pondered
over this subject,
having it thus constantly before his mind. It
Avas not until
1839, that he avoAved publicly his aeloption of
the tenets of
Holy Mother Church," and boAvcd as a commu
I

now

find

of

mere

"

nicant before her altar.
For many subsequent years he pursued his quiet course of
usefulness, and fortune seemed to bestow upon him some of
her choicest gifts.
He accumulated wealth, though ever dis

pensing

it with

a

liberal hand upon praiseworthy objects, and
was made
happy by a large family bound

his domestic circle

together by the closest ties of affection. His health occa
sionally suffered severely from attacks of the old disease,
Avhich clung to him, never relaxing its hold, anel
occasionally
making its attacks with so much violence as to threaten the
ruin of his intellect ; but he had found a neAV
resource, a new
comforter in these as Avell as in other distresses : he found relief
in

religious devotion,

and

rose

fied to bear Avhatever heaven

parade

of

from prayer with a mind forti
send.
There was so little

might

religion about him, so little outAvard seeming, that
supposed him so deeply imbued Avith the true
spirit of piety. His code of morality was rigid and rigidly
observed ; he might almost have been called a man
without
vices, but he never obtruded his religious opinions upon others ;

few would have

AVILLIAM

there

no

Avas

'severity
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or morose

asceticism in

them,

but the

firmness of his convictions, and his beautiful creed, seemed
to exercise a brightening and cheering influence upon his mind.
EleArated to the highest professional position in the United

States,

it remained

for him to prove his eminent

noAV

qualifi

it, and to exert his powers of usefulness. For a
series of years the current of life flowed quietly on Avithout

cations for

long

any striking points in his career. He won the highest respect
and confidence of the medical world, and his name became ex

tensively knoAvn in Europe as the great anatomist of America.
His students, Avith scarcely an exception, regarded him Avith the
greatest veneration. Scattered as they now are over the whole
United States, indeed, we may well say, the whole world, we
believe there is not one who will not bear testimony to the
learning and worth of their instructor. In 1833, he removed
to

a

neAV

house in Portico

Roav,

at the

corner

of Ninth and

Spruce Streets, but finding it ill suited to his business engage
ments, returned, after the lapse of several years, to the old
place in Chestnut Street.
Thus were passed more than ten years, the most useful of
his useful life.
With a certain routine of duty before him
each day, in his practice and in his engagements at the Uni
versity, laboriously employed in spreading and advancing
medical science, time glided away without any very prominent
events.

Fortune smiled

world's

on

and he grew rich in this
seeking money Avith avidity, and

him,

goods, though
lavishing it Avith judgment upon many meritorious charities.
His family increased and greAV up around him, and his career
seemed to be unchecked in happiness and prosperity. But his
health, always feeble, was slowly giving ay ay ; in 1841 he was
attacked Avith dyspnoea, and recovered Avith difficulty.
This
disease seemed from that time to seize him periodically, and at
never

each time contributed to

\vear

out the overworked machine.

His

old enemy, hypochondria, consequent upon fits of indigestion,
did not remit its visits ; but he labored on. In addition to
his

daily duties,

he

was

assiduously

devoted

time to his additions to the Anatomical

during all this
Museum, and to issuing
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knoAvledge
spring of 1847,
on

mand and the advancement of
science

In the

required.

the

as

public

de

in this branch of
with much reluc

house, noAV groAvn obso
tance, he determined
fortune had been Avon.
and
lete and rusty, in Avhich his fame
the old

to leave

He

purchased

anel removed to

a

spacious

and

elegant

mansion

opposite the United States Mint. This
family and to his professional e-onveHis eldest daughter, Mary, had previously married
nience.
Dr. Henry II. Smith, then a young but talented physician,
since elected Professor of Surgery in the University of Penn
sylvania. Four others remained, tAA'o of them just budding

in Chestnut Street,

better suited to bis

was

into

In

sons.

daughter,
of

-

/

He had, also, tAvo
others younger.
his
short time after
removal, Emily, the second

the

womanhood,
a

Avas

married to his

nepheAV,

AVilliam

Horner, Esq.,

Virginia.

Abniit; this time one of his most useful Avorks, long before
conceived, Avas carried into execution, the foundation of St.
Joseph's Hospital. It is a Catholic institution, based upon
—

the noblest
his

of

principles

enlightened charity,

and if it stooel

guished consideration by the scientific men of France
Germany. He Avas in Paris during the popular outbreak,

/In

as

only Avork, would perpetuate the name of its originator.
1848 he revisited Europe.
He Avas received with distin
and
and

witnessed many of the scenes of a French Revolution.
On
his return in October, in an introductory lecture to the medi
cal

class, he gaA'e

events.

interesting and animated account of these
worthy the attention of the general reader.

an

It is Avell

The Christmas of that year seemed the climax of his honor
The tAvo daughters who had left him

able and useful life.

returned, bringing their offspring

to

the

All his descendants

at

his

board

:

place

to call

the circle

Avere

was

doAvn the

present

complete.
blessings

family celebration.
bountifully spread

As the father assumed his

of Heaven upon his
each eye was turned upon him with the
deepest filial
as the fountain from whom their
happiness and

flowed,

children,
affection,
prosperity

and his brow relaxed from its
grave habitual cast.

E.

WILLIAM

Death had
none

them

passed

whose absence

was

by

—

missing ;

were

mourned ; there was nothing in
recollections, and the future looked
was

an

interchange of affection
feeling evident to
of unalloyed happiness.

beautiful union of

a

there

to be

the past to awaken painful
bright before them. There
and of confidence

none were

:
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the day as one
They never met again.
Though failing in health, Dr. Horner continued his lectures
throughout the years 1849, 1850 and 1851, with unabated suc
In 1850 his third daughter, Josephine, was united to
cess.
Dr. Richard Eppes, of City Point, Virginia.
Of most gifted
and cultivated mind, of beautiful manners and great amiabil
ity, her loveliness of person surpassing, she seemed a being
formed to shed the light of pleasure wherever she went.
She

all, AYhich marked

was

her

her father's favored child ; his admiration and love for
Life seemed to present rare happi
almost idolatry.

Avere

for

ness

but she

her,
was

and floAvers

doomed to die.

mised to add the

only

seemed to bestreAV her

path :

The Avinter of

1852, Avhich pro
to her lot in making her a

crowning blessing
happy young mother, saAv her and her infant, clods of the valley.
Her death Avas sudden and painful, and produced an effect
Cold,
upon her father from Avhich he never recovered.
and sedate to all outward seeming, he pursued his usual

calm,
path,

sign of the grief that was tearing his heart. His
kept at intervals, shoAvs the agony that he felt in
his lamentations over his lost daughter.
He commenced the
course of lectures in October, 1852, with extreme
difficulty :
the intellect Avas there, but the body, nearly worn out, was
unable to sustain it ; but, in spite of medical advice, the habit

and gave no
journal, still

of labor admitted of
man Avas

gasping

for

learned

as

of

loved
she

breath, he still delivered

in his best

January, 1853,

class.

The 23d

daughter.

died,

pause ; the indomitable energy of the
With limbs enveloped in bandages, and

no

there still.

on

was

his

lectures,

lucid and

He continued this up to the 22d
which day he last appeared before the

days.
the

anniversary of the death of his be
day he entered the room in which

On that

for the first time since the event, and spent it there

\
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in prayer and meditation. The shock Avas renewed, anel proved
The complication of disorders which had so
too much for him.
He
him doAvn.
upon his delicate frame iioav bore

long preyed
was
compelled
shoulel rise

lie doAvn at last, Avith

to

Avere upon him,
He had looked to it, anel
composure.
for it for many years, anel did not fear it, but looked

•with the

prepared

hoay
as

and

hope

he

a

it

release from bodily

from

still,

long habit,
an

as

His

part
faith, he Avas

as

calm and

turned to the studies of his

anatomist, the progress of disease,

destroyed successively

attended him.

pain.

of his nature.

Avas a

had been.

ever

curious anecdote

A

as a

mere

anel he traced,

life,

joy,

name, it
in his convictions of his
not

Avas

His mind

as

perfect

most

for it with

sedate

lie

and talked of death

knew that life's last hours

Firm

that he

intervals, he showed his old calm fortitude.

at

religion

certainty

nearly tAvo months passed ere the
time, though suffering the greatest

Life sIoavIv ebbed away :
scene closed.
During this

agonies

a

no more.

portions of his frame.
by Dr. Jackson, avIio
lying on a couch, Dr.

the various

is related of this

He says: ''He

Avas

II. Smith and

myself sitting on either side. Dr. Hor
pain, a neAV symptom, that had just
suffering
He demonstrated Avith his finger the different
commenced.
regions of the trunk, enumerating the organs they contained,

Henry

ner was

some

and the state of

each,

anel

then suffered the most.
earnest

manner

struck with it

as

of
to

a

indicating

This

was

the exact seat Avhere he

done with the intense and

demonstration

to

his class.

I

Avas

so

call the attention of Dr. Smith to this dis

of the

Look ! here is
ruling passion strong in death.
anatomist dissecting his oavh body,
making a post-mortem

play
the

'

before he is dead.'

The remark

he

in Avhich

laughed heartily,
:
Well, I have

said

'

This occurred
Thus it

on

not

had

the third

so

day

so

amused Dr. Horner that

joined him.
good a laugh

we

At the end he
for

a

long

time.'

before his death."

Avas Avith him.
Instead of looking upon death with
he
stood upon its brink with the calmness of the true
terror,
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philosopher, and the faith of a Christian, and examined its
phenomena, then going on in his own person, with the eye of
scientific investigation.
Only two days before his death, he
assisted in the examination of students applying for gradua
He was a man of duty to the last.
tion.
For some time slowly sinking, on the 12th of March a new
disease developed itself, and acted with more rapid fatality.
At last, on the morning of the 13th, almost suddenly, the
Avhole frame seemed to give way at once, and he died. A post
mortem examination revealed the correctness of his opinion of
his own disease, his heart and bloodvessels being much dis
eased ; though the immediate cause was a perforation of the
bowels.
His remains

Avere

first

interred,

in accordance with the

usages of the Catholic church, in consecrated ground at St.
John's Church ; but Avere subsequently removed to his family
vault at Laurel Hill
The

city

neAvs

with

the

classes, and

Cemetery.

of Dr. Horner's death

Avas

sensation ;

profoundest
the object of universal

received

being

esteem.

by

the whole

known to

all

Even among the
for even in the

poor, he was looked up to as a benefactor,
midst of his multifarious engagements, he Avas

ahvays ready
professional skill. But it was only in the
medical Avorld, the sphere to Avhich he had devoted his time,
that the magnitude of the loss can be duly estimated.
AYe
are safe in
saying, that he has made his mark, as a man of
to

ghTe

them his

science, upon the age in Avhich he lived ; and that his name
will live Avhen those of others, who sought renown in more bril
liant but less useful

occupations, will have perished forever from
publications are all purely medical. His book
memory.
is
on
Anatomy the principal one ; it is a close, able, technical
compendium of his lectures. Besides this, there are a large
number of contributions, of much ability and great interest to
the professional man, made at different times to medical peri
odicals. His principal and most valuable relic consists in his
contributions to the Museum, of which we have made some
His
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bequeathed by his •will to the University.
can scarcely be estimated, as their pro
rare a combination of industry, mechanical

avc re

value
so

skill, and anatomical knoAvledge, but it Avas assessed at the sum
He bequeathed also to the University his instru
of 810,000.
ments

for dissection.

To St.

Joseph's Hospital,

toAvards the

erection and foundation of which he had looked Avith
care, he

bequeathed
instruments.

his

large

se>

much

and valuable library and his

All Dr. Horner's exhibitions in

public,
entirely of a professional
character, that it has been generally supposed that his knoAYledge was limited to professional subjects. Such Avas not the
case; his reading Avas extensive, anel his information extremely
He Avrote much on theological subjects, anel occasion
exact.
ally dropped graver pursuits to travel among the floAvery
paths of belles-lettres. Modesty anel the belief that he ought
to appear to the public only as an anatomist, prevented him
from giving these productions to the Avorld ; but they remain
as
manuscript, and furnish evidence that in any other path of
civil life he Avould have been equally distinguished.
He Avrote
with singular point and cogency, and frequently gave evidences
surgical

either Avritten

or

spoken,

were

so

of great poAver with the pen ; some passages abound in all the
beauties of elegant composition.
AVe hope that portions of

these

manuscripts will be published.
Many testimonials of respect were produced at his death.
The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, its Medical
Faculty, the Faculties of the other medical Colleges, the Trus
tees of St. Joseph's Hospital, and
many other public bodies,
in
expressed,
appropriate resolutions, their feelings of sorrow
and of the loss Avhich they had sustained.
These resolutions,
couched in the strongest language, attest his merit, as a citizen
and

as a man

of science.

AVe have thus

presented, with an unpractised pen, the lead
incidents of the life of Dr. Horner. After his establish
ment in
Philadelphia, there are but feAv of decisive importance ;
for the path by which he climbed Avas one of
many small but
toilsome steps, and the summit was
reached

ing

only

by industry.
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Let the young imitate him in
this, and in the pure incorruptible integrity that shone forth
However arduous the
in every act, and success is certain.
AVe
ascent, these qualities are the staff to the aspirant.
This is the moral of his life.

might

commend him, too,

to attention

as

a

citizen,

as a

hus

father ; for, under that calm, sedate demeanor,
band,
there burned the liveliest affections ; and in the domestic re
and

as a

perfection as it is permitted to
crowning beauty of the man was that
he was a Christian, one who not merely bent the pliant knee
to the altar, but whose heart bowed in genuine religious fervor

lations, he approached
man

to

come.

as near

But the

to his God.

William Horner.
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JOHX APPLETON SnYETT.
1S08— 1854.

born in

Boston, Massachusetts,
reputable merchant in that
an
active, energetic business-man, died in
His mother Avas distinguished for her intelligence, and
Is 34.
a Avoman of unaffected
still more for her moral Avorth,
piety.
To the influence of her life, and reverence for her memory,
may fairly be attributed, in a great measure, under Provi
dence, the formation of her son's character, in its moral and
religious aspects.*
He Avas prepared for college at the Boston Grammar School,
and graduated at Harvard University in 1828.
He Avas not
for
in
distinguished
great proficiency
collegiate studies, but
held a fair rank in all, saA'e mathematics, to Avhich he had an
invincible repugnance. His medical studies were pursued under
the direction of Dr. Jacob BigeloAV, of Boston, for many years,
anel up to a recent period, Professor of Materia Medica in the
Medical Department of Harvard UJniversity.
He obtained
his degree of Doctor in Medicine in 1831, and soon afterAvard
established himself as a practitioner in the
city of NeAV
York.
During the first few years of his professional life, his
zeal in the pursuit of medical
knowledge was manifested by
the discharge of the duties of physician to the
City DispenJohn Appleton Sayltt

December, 1808.
city, and eminently

in

ayus

His father,

a

—

*

It is proper to state here that, for the facts contained in this
biography,
the writer is mainly indebted to a memoir read before the New York Medi
cal and Surgical Society, by B. W.
and

McCready, M.D.,

of that \>A\.

published by order
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sary, Avith Avhich he soon became connected, and by his co
operation with his colleagues in forming a society for mutual

improvement, by

means

the discussion of medical

of

reports of interesting

cases, and

subjects.

Like most young physicians who are enthusiastic in their
love of the profession, Dr. Swett Avas desirous of availing

himself of the

advantages

which

are

offered

by

the

hospitals,

the museums, and the teachers of the Old AYorld.
More
favored in this regard than many Avho enter the profession,
his pecuniary circumstances enabled him to gratify this desire.

On the death of his

father,

in

1834, he inherited

a

moderate

The year following, he sailed for Europe, and Avas
absent about seventeen months, spending the greater part of

property.

the time in Paris.

Among the many distinguished medical
metropolis, Louis inspired him with
He folloAved diligently the service of
the greatest regard.
this eminent observer and philosopher, at the Hopital La
Pitie*.
Probably here he acquired a fondness for the particu
lar branch of practical medicine, viz., the diagnosis of diseases
of the chest, Avith Avhich his name has become especially iden
teachers of the French

tified.

biographer, Dr. McCready, adduces evidence not only
diligence Avhen in Paris, but of the salutary effect of his
example upon others, by a quotation from a touching letter
addressed to Dr. Swett by the late Dr. Power, of Baltimore,
His

of his

on

In this

letter, Dr. PoAver expresses his
for the influence Avhich he derived from

his death-bed.
of

gratitude
feelings
their companionship, attributing

to it all his

subsequent suc
cess
practitioner. More precious
than
the
most
a
testimonial
such
costly gifts !
After his return to NeAV York, in the spring of 1838, Dr.
and usefulness

as a

medical

SAvett first became knoAvn as a medical teacher. His lectures
on the diseases of the chest were first delivered at the Broome

Medicine, a voluntary association for medical
They were repeated at the spring course of the
College of Physicians and Surgeons, and published from steno
Street School of

instruction.

graphic

notes in

"

The NeAV York Lancet."

These lectures
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established his
in

a

reputation

as

an

accomplished diagnostician,

class of affections Avhich

special modes of
of physical exploration.
patients, far and wide,

certain

ease,
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and the

consisted of

larger

cases

require
investigation

for their discrimination

included under the name
From that time, he was consulted In
who were affected with thoracic dis

share of his

private practice afterwards

The lectures thus referred
extensive work on Diseases of the

of this class.

to, formed the basis of an
This work has been re
Chest, which was published in 1852.
anel
ceived Avith favor by the medical profession, both at home
and will remain an enduring monument of the author's

abroad,
talents, industry, anel acquirements.
Prior to his

assuming

the labors of

a

lecturer, he

Avas

for

of a
two years, in connection with Dr. John Watson, editor
and
Medical
York
entitled "The New
Surgical
new

quarterly,

At the end of this time, the Journal was discon
in consequence of the pecuniary embarrassments of the
its continuance, many of its most able

Journal."

tinued,

publisher.

During

Avcrc from the pen of Dr. SaycU.
From 1842 up to the time of his death, he Avas one of the
physicians of the NeAV York Hospital. He persevered in his

contributions

during the progress of his fatal illness,
and relinquished them only Avhen his physical poAvers Avere
lie
so much reduced as to be Avholly unequal to the task.
added to clinical investigations, conducive alike to the Avelfare
of patients and the advancement of science, instruction at the
bedside, for the benefit of the students of medicine Avho Avere
attracted to his Avards ; and he also delivered rcpeateelly
courses of lectures at the hospital on Diseases of the Chest
To the latter, for several years preced
and of the Kidney.
ing his death, he had given close study, and more particularly
to the malady known as Bright's Disease, to which he himself
fell a victim, adding thus another instance to the number in
which physicians have died of the affections to Avhich they had
given special attention. These instances are so numerous as
to imply something more than mere coincidence ; and, in fact,
perhaps to warrant the conclusion, that to concentrate the

labors in this institution

JOHN

attention

ject

for

on

particular disease,

a

is to

study,
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a

run

and make it

greater liability

a

special

to it than

sub

Avould

otherwise exist.
In

1853, Dr. Swett

elected Professor of the

Theory
Department of the
NeAV York.
To fill a position of
University of
this kind had been his aim from an early period in his pro
He Avas now forty-four years of age, in the
fessional life.
of
manhood
; his intellectual faculties in full vigor ; his
prime
A
mind stored with learning and the lessons of experience.
and
usefulness
was
noAV
to
new career of distinction
opened
him, on Avhich he entered Avith alacrity, notwithstanding he
had for several years suffered from the gradual advancement
He completed his first
of a serious and exhausting disease.
course of lectures in the University during the AA'inter of
1853-4, having discharged the duties of the chair greatly to
Avas

in the Medical

and Practice of

Physic
the City of

the satisfaction of those who listened to his instructions.
Avas

evident, hoAvever,
The

be his last.
rent to

himself,

malady,
variably

and

no

to

his friends that his first

probability of this must
Avas fully aware of

for he

It

would

haA'e been appa
the nature of his

knew better than he that it almost in

one

advances

course

steadily

onAvard to

a

fatal termination.

For several years, he had watched the gradual progress of
his disease, finding temporary benefit and even apparent re
storation by giving short periods to relaxation and travelling.
In

1852,
to

mainly
in

Paris,

he made

a

brief visit to

Europe,

with reference

improvement of health ; but during his sojourn
under these circumstances, unable to repress the
of his thirst for scientific knowledge, he attended

the

gratification

diligently the lectures and demonstrations of the eminent microscopist and philosopher, M. Robin. His anxiety to prose
cute microscopical researches in pathology continued even
after his confinement to the bed Avith his fatal disease. A
short time before his death, he exhibited delight at the recep
tion of

elegant microscope,

Avhich he had ordered from

Toward the latter part of May, 1854, his debility
great as to compel him to relinquish farther efforts to

London.
Avas so

an
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hospital and private practice, which he never
again attempted to resume. He endeavored once more to
recruit, by resorting to change of scene and the invigorating
continue his

air of the country, but Avithout avail.
Gradual but progres
sive failure of the poAvers of life continued, anel he Avas re
leased from the duties and sufferings of this Avorld in the

folloAving September.
A prominent feature

in the life of Dr. SAveet is the

persist

ency AA'ith which he Avas devoted to scientific pursuits, and the
practical duties of his profession, under obstacles incident to ill

health, which
too.
was

Avould have discouraged most persons ; and AA'hen,
for several years, he must have felt morally certain that he
laboring under a fatal organic disease. This will doubtless

appear surprising to many readers, and the more so because his
circumstance s, as regards property, were such as not to render
his personal exertions necessary for the maintenance of his

family. Great as
medicine, it Avould

Avas

his love of the science and the art of

be

unjust to his character to suppose that
impelling him to persist in his labors
until compelled by physical Aveakness to forego them. An
excessive enthusiasm, bordering on
idolatry, Avhich is oftener,
affected
than
Avas
not
with him a ruling passion
perhaps,
real,
which it may be imagined continued
strong in death. A fair
estimation of his character leads to other and
higher springs of
action.
In a firm conviction of
duty, based on an abiding
sense of the
responsibility of life, lies the secret of that tena
city of purpose which refused to stop in the path of exertion
Avhich Providence had ordained for him, until his course Avas
arrested by the fiat of the Supreme Ruler of human events.
Thus actuated and guided, his mind Avas enabled to
strug
gle manfully and triumphantly with the discouragements of
disease, while it was becoming to continue the conflict. And
receiving support from a higher source than the fascina
tion of science, he Avas the better
prepared to derive aid
and happiness from the latter.
Reason, experience, and
revelation teach us that it is best to
work, so long as avc pos
sess the
capacity of performing the labors incident to the
this alone

Avas

the motive

JOHN

allotted to

position
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far better to die in the har

the uncertain
ness, than to await, timorous and inactive,
were the sentiments
of
death.
Such
of
the
messenger
coming

entertained

by

the

subject

of this memoir.

At all events, his

life affords evidence of their

practical exemplification.
profession Avere manifested by
Dr. SAvett in the disposition of his property.
Leaving his
a handsome
he
a moderate
bequeathed
competence,
family
legacy to the Society for the Benefit of the AVidows and Or
phans of Medical Men, Avhich, Avithin a feAV years past, has
been organized and supported by the medical profession of the
city of NeAV York.
With regard to his religious faith, and the circumstances
attending his last hours, the Avriter will borroAV the account
given by his biographer and friend, Dr. McCready.
Heretofore nothing has been said regarding Dr. Swett's
religious belief; but we have reached a period of his history

Philanthropy

and love of his

"

in which that belief

His
OAvn

parents

He

faith.

in the

Avere

was

his chief consolation and support.
in their

Unitarians, and had educated him

was

well versed in

Scripture, and Avas
supported their

Avhich his sect

arguments by
older, it is probable

As he greAV

skilful
tenets.

that his Unitarianism

Avas

philosophical theism ; yet to this rem
gradually merged
'
Have I done any
nant of faith he clung Avith tenacity.
'
he writes in his journal* to advance my moral charac
into

a

thing,'

ter since I have been in Paris ?

Have I retro

Nothing.

I fear I have ; but with all my professional advan
and Avho can boast of more, shall I neglect what I ought

graded ?

tages,

to value

more

than all

quent contemplation

of

may I, by a fre
of my own duty,
Dr. Swett's
and virtue !

myself? 0 God!
thy perfections and

—

'

my heart in piety
mother died in June, 1842. In the last few years of her life,
she had found reason to change her religious views, and be

learn to

came

a

Church.

improve

sincere and

Naturally

devoted member of the
anxious

on

account of the

Presbyterian
religious wel

fare of her son, and concerned at the effect of her former
Dr.
teachings, she repeatedly Avrote to him upon the subject.
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tenderly attached to his mother.
lay for years upon his table ;

After her

death,

it

occupied a par
ticular spot, and he was uneasy and disturbed if by any acci
He had placed great reliance upon her
dent it was displaced.
her testament

judgment,

and the letters AA'hich she had Avritten

him,

as

well

deep impression upon him. After
his first serious attack in 184S. his oavii health had never been
as

her last wishes, made

robust ; he looked upon
served to

one

examined

minuria,

grounds
anel

of his

earnest

if

not

already suffering

under

as

hospital, suffering under albu
thought recurring that he himself AA'as to

patient

a

Avithout the

be carried off

himself,

having a strong tendency to it. He obof his friends, during his illness, that he had

Bright's disease,
never

a

at the

by that disease.
religious opinions

thought

;

Under such influences the
became the

anel the result of

subject of serious
his inquiry was, for

the last year of his life, a full belief in the doctrine of the
The time Avas
atonement, and in the divinity of the Saviour.
noAv come

which tested the

sincerity of his belief, and sliOAYed
placed upon it.
Doctor's return from Gloucester, he was
decidedly

the reliance Avhich he
"After the

weaker, and it
be

Avas

evident that the fatal event could not long

lie

Avas
postponed,
fully aAvare of his situation. In spite
fatal
nature of his complaint, his
ultimately
recovery
on
occasions
had
heretofore buoyed him up with the
previous
hope that he might once more meet his class in the lectureroom ; but he was now
conscious, both from his OAvn sensa

of the

tions, and from the candid admission of his physicians, that
he could not many days survive.
The conviction brought
with it no fears— perhaps, no
regret. Ho was prepared alike
to live or die.
He emphatically declared that he had no fear
of death ; that he bad

entire reliance upon the atonement
regretted that 'he had not

of the Saviour.

He

united himself to

some

an

previously

evangelical church. A dislike of at
tracting notice to himself, and a wish to wait until more robust
health would leave no
possible imputation upon his motives,
had alone prevented him.
On the whole, he
preferred the

Episcopal

Church, but he

was

not

convinced of the truth of

APPLETON

JOHN

all her

The

dogmas.
He

proved.
large enough

Tuesday,

succession could not be

not sectarian in his views ; his

was

to

apostolical
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charity

embrace all true believers in Christ.'

the 12th of

September,

was

On

he received the communion

from the hands of the Rev. Dr. J. A.

The

Spencer.

night
death,
preceding
seemed impending, he desired his Avife to read to him the 15th
chapter of the 1st Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians. At its
conclusion, he remarked : What a glorious chapter ! The
sting of death is sin. To one Avho has a full faith in the
atonement, death has no sting. None,' he emphatically re
peated. On Sunday noon, he took a final leave of his family.
Beckoning one, who shared Avith his wife the task of watching
beside his dying bed, to take his hand, he said : My old and
tried friend, we must soon part, but I hope for a short time.
I could have wished,' and he
I hope Ave shall meet in heaven.
the
hand
which
he
held, to have lived to see
pressed
gently
but

his

one

when immediate dissolution

'

'

'

He made
you a member of some Christian church.'
remarks to his family, and shortly afterward requested

morphine

should be

not his mind
'

assented.

sinking

and

him.

given

clear, and

He had

no

oppression

pain

; but there

AA'hich he

some

His friend

he not free

Avas

some

supposed

objected,
from pain ?

Avas
was

a

'AVas
'

He

sensation of

the immediate

He had
precursor of death, and from Avhich he sought relief.
said all he Avished to say ; he had taken leave of his family ;
It was
he had no further commissions to have executed.'

agreed

to

give

him such

a

dose

as

might

afford him

some

relief,

He took ac
and yet not be sufficient to cloud his intellect.
of
the
of
solution
five
sulphate of
drops
Magendie's
cordingly

good effect, and he thenceforth expressed
perfectly easy. During the afternoon and evening,
for the greater part of the time.
slumbered
he
During the
night he exclaimed, Yea, though I walk through the valley
of the shadoAV of death, I Avill fear no evil, for thou art with
He remained
me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.'*
morphine.

himself

It had

a

as

'

*

23d

Psalm,

v.

4.
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speaking ; suddenly,

slight twitching about the muscles of the

mouth,

there

Avas a

anel all

Avas

over."

which dis
up the moral and intellectual traits,
tinguished the character of the eminent physician, Avhose brief
but honorable and useful professional career claims the re
In

summing

spectful

remembrance of the

public,

and Avhose

example

may

be held up as Avorthy of the imitation of young men, avIio are
about to enter on the responsibilities belonging to the medical

profession, the Avriter -will continue to quote from the biogra
pher just referred to, whose intimate acquaintance with Dr.
SaycU enabled him to speak from a better personal kneovledge.
Dr. Swett's understanding Avas clear anel comprehensive,
He Avas a careful anel patient observer,
his judgment sound.
"

and

a

devoted and conscientious lover of truth.

energetic

and

persevering

in Avhat he

undertook,

his

He

Avas

passions

moderate anel under the control of his reason, and he
possessed, in a high degree, that almost instinctive recognition

Avere

propriety, <{uite independent of the mere poAver
of reasoning, to Avhich avc give the name of common sense.
The soundness of his judgment and the moderation of his
vieAvs, Avere shoAvn in the conduct of his ordinary affairs, as
Avell as in his professional career.
His love of truth, the care Avith Avhich he guarded himself
against all undue leaning or bias, Avas a marked feature in his
It was not merely Avith him the instinct of the
character.
the
aA'oidance of the acted or spoken lie, but a
gentleman,
AA'hich
pervaded his Avhole life and influenced his
principle
In relating a case or giving an opinion, he Avould
conduct.
not only state what was true, or what he believed to be
true,
but he would disdain to round off with a phrase, those points
on which he was
ignorant, or on which his observation had
been imperfect.
Guard yourself against envy,' he said to
a friend,
it will not only impair your happiness, but it will
distort your views ; you will be unable to see
things as they
are, and it will spoil your whole moral character.'
He Avas
fond of music, but had no skill in it.
He had, too, a love of
of truth and

"

'

'

JOHN

APPLETON
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sculpture, and his criticisms on the works of art
he saAV abroad, as contained in his journal, seem just and ap
preciative. With all this he had little imagination, and no
love of poetry. Byron Avas the only poet whom he read with
pleasure
Another of his traits that must not be passed over in
silence, was his kindness of heart. His Avas not alone the
ready charity, Avhich seeks the easiest mode to relieve itself
from an unpleasant emotion, but a thoughtful and considerate
kindness, Avhich carried out deliberately, plans deliberately

painting

and

"

formed.
names

too

AArere not the circumstances too recent, and the
readily traced, anecdotes could easily be given,

Avhich shoAved

Perhaps
friends,

delicacy of feeling of which few are capable.
qualities, this the most endeared him to his
made him loved best by those Avho best knew
a

of all his
and

him."
Austin Flint.

ELISHA BAIITLETT.
1804—1855.

Dr.

Elisiia

Island,
vidence,

on

Bartlett

Avas

born

at

Smithfield, Rhode

October, 1804; he died in the city of Pro
same State, on the 19th
July, 1855. Within

the 6th

in the

fifty-one years, he occupied many
importance, distinguished himself as
in several of its departments, lectured

this brief term of less than

positions
a

of

dignity

anel

teacher of medicine

with great acceptance in schools of medicine in almost every
section of our country, and published numerous valuable

Avritings, among Avhich, tAvo volumes at least of his works, Avill
long preserve his name and memory, among his professional
brethren of America and Europe.
Although he was not at any time, in his youth, a member of
any collegiate institution of academic learning, Dr. Bartlett's
education was a sufficiently thorough one, according to our
not very lofty cis-atlantic standard.
It Avas the result of at
tendance at the best seminaries, in several places in Avhich he
occasionally resided ; and in a similar, unfixed Avay, he pursued
his earlier professional studies, with physicians of distinction,
established at T'xbridge, AVorcester, and Providence.
Thus
also he heard

courses

Providence, and
versity, in 1826.
It is
to

and

degree

of Doctor from Brown Uni

be Avondered at, that in after

find him,
many-sided man : familiar, apt
attractive in all social circles ;
cosmopolitan in his wide
quick affinities ; easy and graceful in his manners, and uni-

use

and

not to

of medical lectures both in Boston and

took his

a

German

phrase,

a

life,

Ave

ELISnA
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from all sorts of

versally popular, winning "golden opinions
men."

No
one

man

loves his home

leaves it

or

suitable inducement
"

that

or

promise

and
or

a

Englander ; no
more
unhesitatingly,
advantage, or offers

of benefit.

no

better mode of

thorough knowledge

varied residence.

Such

He holds with

have

home-keeping youth

wits;" and, indeed, there is

deportment
large traA'el

it

readily,
changes
change is attended with

whenever such

Shakspeare,

than the NeAV

more

more

of the
Ave

ever
homely
attaining a free
world, than by

shall find to

be,

in

remarkable

degree, the habit of Dr. Bartlett ; commenced in
childhood, and extending to the very close of his life.
Soon after his graduation he crossed the Atlantic, far better
prepared to improve the opportunities enjoyed in foreign seats
of learning, than most of those Avho flock annually to Europe
from our shores.
He passed a year of assiduous labor, and,
as events shoAved
abundantly, fruitful study at Paris, taking
notes of lectures, attending the practice of the hospitals, and,
in every Avay, profiting by the ample field of observation and
instruction opened before him in that great metropolis. A
tour in Italy, full of enjoyment and interest, preceded his
a

return to

America,

which took

place

in 1827.

that year, he went to reside at Lowell,
commenced his professional career in that

At the end of

Massachusetts,

and

and prosperous

busy
city. He soon married and obtained a highly respectable
practice, Avhich adhered to him as long and closely as he
desired, Avhile rising into a popularity that expanded far
beyond his mere professional relations to the community.
He must have shoAvn early capacity as a medical teacher,
although it is now difficult to point out the mode of its mani
festation, for, in 1828, he was offered the Professorship of
Anatomy, at AVoodstock, Vermont, in the school then recently
established there, and Avhich, though he declined it at first, he
afterwards accepted, lecturing there for eight or nine years,
In 1832, he was ap
while he held a chair also in Kentucky.
of
Professor
Pathological Anatomy, in the Berkshire
pointed
at
Institute,
Pittsfield, Massachusetts, where he lectured
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It appears that he occupied for a year, one of
seA'eral years.
the chairs in the medical department of Dartmouth College.

In

1844, he

elected Professor of the

Theory and Practice
University
Maryland, at Baltimore.
AA'e find him for six consecutive years, filling the same place in
the Transyh-ania Medical School, at
Lexington, Kentucky, of
Avhich the distinguished
surgeon, Dudlew, AA'as the founder and
head.
Thence he removed, by invitation, to
acknowledged
was

of Medicine, in the

Louisville, in the

ship

of

same

State, Avhere he held the Professor

of

Theory and Practice, in the University, at the period
highest prosperity, to which doubtless he contributed,

of its

by

his

he

Avas

reputation and exertions,
prevailed upon to accept

Practice, in the

University

had become vacant

his full share.

In

1850,

the chair of Institutes and

of the

City

of Ncav

the removal to the

York, Avhich
South, of Pro
the change by

by
: being accompanied in
his friend, Professor S. D. Gross, who took the Chair
Surgery, then vacated also by the resignation of Professor
fessor S. II. Dickson

of

V.

Mott.

In the year 1852 occurred the death of the lamented
Professor J. B. Beck, for so
long a time the useful and esteemed
incumbent of the chair of Materia Medica and Medical Juris

in the

prudence,
York.

Being

ance

Physicians and Surgeons, of New
place, Dr. Bartlett readily

as

always seemed,
But

of

he thus became associated Avith
many old friends
highly valued, and attained a position Avhich had

consented,
whom he

College

called to fill this

noAv

began

affection of

at

learn, especially desirable to him.
last, his admirable powers of action and endur
as we

to yield, under the
sufferings of a neuralgic
long standing, the gradual but irresistible progress

of which forced

him,

within

brief

period, to retire from the
previously given up all other labor.
He therefore left New
York, and went to reside in the town of
Smithfield, Rhode Island, where he Avas surrounded by a host

lecture-room,

as

a

he had

of connections and admirers
; and where, in the summer of
after
1855,
nearly three years' patient and resigned confine
ment to his invalid
chamber, he breathed his last. " Such
to
a fine
employ
phrase, which he uses in his notice of Dr.
"
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Wells

—

"

such is

a

rapid

the life of" Dr. Bartlett
either brilliant

or

enumeration of the

leading

events in

"there is very little about them
imposing ; and in order to understand all
:

importance and the value of his life, we must turn to the
study of his works." The notices of his death, written and
published at the time, from various sources and in sundry
forms, all betoken the marked esteem and regard, and the
fond affection, which he never failed to inspire in the several
circles of Avhich, whether for a shorter or longer period, he
became a member ; all go to prove the devotion to duty, the
Avide and versatile talent for business, the kindness of heart,
the universal philanthropy, which constituted his character ;
and all bear witness to his gentleness and refinement of man
ner, grace of deportment, and rarely equalled social and per
the

sonal attractiveness.

As will be

readily inferred, from the numerous and very
positions which he was called upon to hold
his
not
during
long but active and energetic life, he has left
behind him a large catalogue of writings, upon a considerable
diversity of subjects, each one of which was effective and appro
priate to the time and occasion. Among these miscellaneous
productions ought to be mentioned A Vindication of the
Character and Condition of the Females employed in the Lowell
Dr. Bartlett, whose unexampled popularity has been
Mills."
spoken of, had been chosen first Mayor of the city of LoAvell,
chartered in 1836. LoAvell had sent him, in 1840, as her repre
sentative, to the Legislature of the State of Massachusetts, of
which body he was, for two or three sessions, a very useful mem
ber, exerting his influence to good purpose in several matters,
but without attempting any display whatever. It Avas no wonder
that he should have stood forth promptly as her champion, and
entered earnestly into a defence of the moral character of his
constituents, who seem really to have been attacked unreason
ably and wantonly. At the time when he wrote, indeed,
there were very peculiar causes in action to elevate the con
dition of the operatives in the New England manufactories.
The high tariff of duties, of whose burdensomeness upon our
varied stations and

"
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generally, for the encouragement of the production of

commodities, there Avere such loud anel reiterated com
plaints, enabled these establishments, Ave do not undertake
to pronounce here Avhether impartially and Avisely instituted,
certain

—

—

of Avagcs as to invite a class never
engaged in such Avorks. The young avoNcav
of
England found themsoh'es able, Avith a feAv years'

to arrange

before
men

or

so

high

a rate

elsewhere

or
perhaps even a feAV months' labor, to lay up a comfortable
dowry, Avith Avhich upon marriage they purchased the econo
mical furniture of a house or farm.
These girls Avere in every
Their present comfort and
sense, as a body, Avell educated.

future prospects shielded them from all the elements of temp
tation, which elsewhere tend to corrupt and destroy. ( >f a
up morally and piously, accustomed to
with
abundance of books of every kind,
supplied
anel
entertained
instructed by excellent teachers in pulpits

good

race,

brought

read and
and

lecture-moms,

with

no cares or

anxieties

or

overtasks to

enjoying a certain amount of ease
forming pleasant social circles for reading and
conversation : editing a magazine, anel even, Avhen such Avas
the fashion, publishing an Annual or Illustrated Christmas
Souvenir.
Pity that Justice, stern and impartial, contem
a picture so
plating
agreeable, should demand the abolition of
these enviable privileges, and interfere Avith a system so Avell
adapted to the convenience of all Avho could participate in its
adA'antages ! There was no doubt, hoAvever, of the success of
Dr. Bartlett's defence ; and his statistics •will ahvays retain a
high value for their curious interest, as portraying an unpre
cedented and very happy state of society.
In Dr. Bartlett, the faculty of imagination Avas ahvays
strong enough to illuminate and vivify all the workings of his
intellect.
At the close of his career, Avhen his cruel disease,
passing by the better part of him, had impaired and almost
taken away his capacity for physical
enjoyment and action, avc
annoy them,
and leisure ;

avc

find them

find the poetical element of his mind

displaying itself in a charm
He was always an ardent admirer of Mr.
way.
Dickens,
whose personal friendship he enjoyed, and whom he had ro-

ing
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Avhile chief
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Lowell, with an eloquent offi
declining days, he solaced
his tedious hours by the composition of a series of verses, wordpaintings from the tales of this gifted author, which he entitled
Simple Settings." These have been printed for distribu
tion among his friends, but not published.
No one can pe
ruse them without admiration of the warm and
expansive phi
lanthropy Avhich burned Avithin the heart of the writer, in the
midst of suffering and decay, undimmed
by weakness and pri
vation, unextinguished by the immediate prospect of death.
"In this most pleasant occupation,
I cannot call it a labor,"
he says, in a touching dedication of the volume to those he
loved, he whiled aAvay many an hour that would otherwise
have been vacant and weary" of his invalid existence. AVe
Avill not Avithhold our earnest expression of respect for the
firmness of soul that could thus employ and comfort itself
cial address.

magistrate

at

In the seclusion of his

"

—

"

—

under such circumstances.

Of his 'shorter and
the

to

more

fugitive

able article

essays we accord, perhaps,
(Edematous Laryngitis,

highest place
published in the fifth volume of the Western Journal. It con
tains an eloquent eulogy of Pathological Anatomy ; goes on
to speak of the lesions inflicted by and characteristic of the dis
ease, its mode of access, symptoms and signs ; enumerates its
causes, chiefly from Valleix ; describes its varieties and forms,
its march, duration, and termination, mortality, and prognosis ;
lays down the diagnosis, and maintains the theory of its in
flammatory character, and finally points out the appropriate
Under this last head he takes occasion to speak
treatment.
in terms of Avell-merited praise of the practice of Dr. Gurdon
Buck, of NeAV York, and the instrument invented by him for
the convenient incision of the swollen lips of the glottis.
He
concludes Avith a definition of his subject, of Avhich he gives a
The Avhole paper is
very complete history and bibliography.
a

an

on

model of its kind.
In this connection should be

mentioned, also,

Sketch of the Life, Character, and

AVells, M.D., F. R. S.," read

AVritings

"A Brief

of AV. Charles

before the LouisA'ille Medical
47
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This elegant tribute to the
December 7th, 1849.
and
almost
forgotten felloAV-countrymemory of a neglected
of our profes
man, one of the most truly scientific members

Society.

Carolinian, whose political ostracism as a Tory
of the Revolution, seems almost to have reached the cruel
severity of denying him his posthumous fame, elocs honor alike
sion,

to

a

South

the head and heart of Dr. Bartlett.
of his

"

Discourse

speak
ings of Hippocrates,"
to the

and

Nor should

Ave

omit to

the Times, Character, and AVrit

delivered

Trustees, Faculty,

Physicians

on

as

Introductory Lecture
College of
opening of the session of
an

and Medical Class of the

Surgeons,

at

the

considerable erudition; a
with
the
career and Avorks of the
acquaintance
degree
Father of Medicine, very uncommon among modern physi
cians, especially on this side of the Atlantic ; while it exhibits a
brilliant fancy, an elastic imagination, and much critical acumen
anel judgment.
It is, indeed, matter of Avonder into ay hat brief
1852-53.

This little tract

displays

of

compass he has condensed so much of Avhat is most" striking
and valuable, in the biography and teachings of the Coan
sage.
AVe will not attempt to recount here the entire list of his
passing contributions to literature and science, and the several

public
lative

addresses and reports, which, in his official anel legis
called upon to prepare.
His pen, avc
never idle.
He Avas sole editor for

functions, he was
truly affirm, was

may
awhile of
lished in

a

"Monthly

Lowell;

this

Journal of Medical
was

soon

merged

Literature," pub

in

"The Medical

Magazine," in the conduct of Avhich Drs. Pierson and Flint
were his
coadjutors, and which continued in existence for
about three years.
He Avas an occasional and not
unfrequent
contributor after that time to the periodicals of several sec
tions of our country, and his name
appears on the list of col
laborators to the most valued and successful of them
all, the
now venerable and time-honored " American Journal
of the
Medical Sciences," so long and so
Dr. Isaac
ably edited
—

by
Hays. He thus gave the most convincing proofs of his inde
fatigable industry, and his unyielding capacity for useful
labor : for, be it remembered, he was all this while
engaged in

preparing

and

delivering
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courses

of lectures in the several

from

time to time, as has been
schools, in Avhich,
above, he occupied important and prominent professor
ships. Indeed, for eight or nine years, he taught at AVoodstock, Vermont, in the summer, Avhile he Avas engaged in

medical
stated

Avinter sessions in the

AA'as," says

Dr.

"

Huntington,

attractive lecturers.

filled than

gracefully
barren subject,

distant

Never

by

under his

State of
one

Avas

of the most

the

Dr. Bartlett.

touch,

"

Kentucky.
popular

professor's

chair

He
and

more

The driest and most

became instinct vsith life and

interest ; and the path in Avhich the traveller looked to meet
Avith briers and Aveeds only, he AA'as surprised and delighted to
find strewn with

floAvers, beautiful and fragrant." He ascribes
"person and demeanor a magical fascina
.

to Dr. Bartlett's

tion,"

and dAvells upon "his urbane and courteous manner,
singular beauty and SAveetness of his style."

and the

Theory and Practice in the Transylvania
University, Lexington, Kentucky, he published "An Inquiry
into the Degree of Certainty in Medicine, and into the Nature
AVhile Professor of
at

and Extent of its Power

little attention.

over

Disease," which

attracted

who exercise the invaluable

no

privi
Physicians
lege of free thinking, becoming conscious of their own inevita
ble scepticism, are very apt to suspect that this state of doubt,
uncertainty, and defect of confidence, is a prevailing condition
This notion, which
in the minds of the people around them.
Dr.
seems to have impressed
Bartlett, is, hoAvever, entirely
Avithout foundation. NotAvithstanding the sneers of the philo
sopher, the broad laugh of the humorist, and the sarcasms of
the Avitty and the Avise, the Avorld has never felt or exhibited
or in the doctors Avho pre
any lack of faith either in physic
Hence it becomes curious and interesting to ob
scribe it.
serve how little has been established in the prosecution of the
argument by which the author seems to be endeavoring rather
to convince himself than others, Avho, as regards the majority,
already believe a great deal more than he attempts to prove.
He has chosen Pneumonia as "a fair subject for the illustra
tion of his inquiry."
Louis, his great master and exemplar,
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cautiously to the conclusion that the familiar
remedy, venesection, is of some value, though
much less than has been almost universally taken for granted.
Certainly, he could scarcely haA'e selected a topic more suggesAt the present day, a very large proportion
tive of doubt.
of practitioners neglect and repudiate the lancet in the alleged

comes

sIoavIv and

and trusted

nay. Professor Bennett
position, that its use is relevant
case:

all.

His next

liable to the

specification,
objection,

denies,

if

as a cure

avc

understand his

for inflammation at

the influence of the
and

also,

antimonials,

is

very gene
they,
rally abandoned. The tAvo instances in Avhich physicians seem
agreed to speak Avith most confidence, are the administration
of cinchona in periodic fevers, anel that of iron in chlorosis
and kindred forms of anaemia anel spanacmia.
But our vieAvs,
even here, are clouded, not
the
only by
repeated failures of
these most vaunted specifics, but by the fact that so
many
other things are alike available, Avithout our
being able to
detect in them any analogous or
corresponding qualities. Thus
Ave see intermittent fever cured
by arsenic and common salt,
and maize flour anel cotton-seed tea, as Avell as
by the Jesuit's
bark.
And the whole catalogue of
chalybeates -will sometimes
fail to introduce the required
proportion of iron into the blood
of a female patient, who, at the return of an absent or
neglect
ful lover, or upon a pleasant
journey, or after a happy mar
riage, will bloom Avith a radiant gloAV, and promptly substitute
the rose for the pale lily in her cheek.
It

seems

same

to

us

that

are iioav

should be

especially cautious in
certainty of medicine ; at any
rate, we must contend that the ordinary modes of examination
and discussion do not
apply here. AVe are in somewhat a
similar condition with the
navigator, who traverses the sea by
means of the
appliances still familiar, as they were the exclu
sive resource in former
days, when steam was unknown as a

handling

this

question

Ave

of the

motive power.
Unable to predict
or currents, he still
exerts, by his

or

control the waves,
and skill in the

care

winds,

use of
his canvas, wheel, and
needle, a most undeniable control over
the management of the
voyage, anel the safety of the vessel.
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elaborate AA'ork, and one of considerable extent, in
preparation of which Dr. Bartlett appears to have ex
pended much labor and thought, is his "Essay on the Philo
sophy of Medical Science." There are, indeed, not a few who
regard it as his best and most successful effort ; and, although
it has never been very popular in the
ordinary sense, it has
undoubtedly exercised no little influence upon the current of
technical opinion since its publication.
On many accounts it
deserves a somewhat careful analysis and review.
It is com
posed throughout in his very lucid and agreeable style ; the doc
trines presented are forcibly and neatly expressed ; the illus
trations generally well chosen ; and the reasoning, for the
most part, fair and logical.
At the time when it was written,
the school of Broussais, so loftily in the ascendant of late, Avas
fast falling aAvay, and his peculiar views becoming to be re
garded as untenable and obsolete. By a reaction, AA'hich
experience has shoAvn to be universal, and which in fact would
seem to be a sort of mechanical
necessity of human thought,
the reign of abstract speculation or theoretical inductions being
over, a stringent and dry dependence upon mere facts, obser
vation of notable and palpable phenomena, usurped the SAvay,
and, commencing brilliantly in the methods of the patient
Louis, attracted at once, and soon enlisted a great proportion
of the young and ardent spirits who Avere then entering upon
a course of medical
study. By a similar necessity, which
experience proves to be equally uniform, this reaction Avent
far beyond truth and nature, and SAvept away, even into an
incongruous sort of enthusiasm, the more earnest and imagina
tive, a class Avhich would almost irresistibly be led to the most
more

the

remarkable

phy

excesses.

Accordingly,

we

find in

"

The Philoso

of Medical Science" of Professor Bartlett the extreme

exhibition of the doctrines of this numerical
both

and

school,
negative
positive.
facts, are deemed worthy of notice

Facts,
or

or

and

record

:

statistical

nothing

but

their relations

to each other may also be taken into consideration, but still
under the category of facts only so far as they come within
our actual observation, and in no AA'ise as matters of inference
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thrown

together into

as a mere mass

character.

heap,

The most irreverent disre

part of this
gard of authority
is
denounced,
and all medical literature
forms

one

of rubbish, Avithout

a

overwhelming elelugc ;
except in

so

far

as

it

and

Opinions
phenomena.
age," says one of the ad
Avere remorselessly brought under the
mirers of this essay,
operation of the dissecting knife;" say rather, the extirpating
and amputating instruments of knoAvledge, anel the most search
ing and destructive actual cautery. "Medical doctrines, as
they haA'e been held by Cullen, BroAvn, Rush, Broussais,
Hahnemann, anel a host of others, greater or lesser lights, are
consigned to one common tomb, as being all based upon a
All theo
A'icious philosophy, and supported by a false logic.
rizing, all hypothesis, all a priori assumptions, no matter how
plausible and ingenious, are repudiated by this zealous disciple
of the school of medical observation, so called." "This school,"
says Dr. Bartlett himself, "is characterized by its strict ad
herence to the stuely and analysis of morbid phenomena and
their relationships, by the accuracy, positiveness, and minute
detail which it has carried into this study and analysis, anel
by its rejection, as an essential or legitimate element of sci
It is the true
ence, of all a priori reasoning and speculation.
Protestant school of medicine.
It either rejects as apocry
phal, or holds as of no binding authority, all the traditions of
the fathers, unless they are sustained and sanctioned by its
OAvn
experience."
consists of

beliefs,

"

record of facts,

a

hoary

and venerable from
"

Such
testant

a

school

School

Hahn-hahn,
restrict

us

:

it is

this may indeed be Avell entitled the Pro
since, to use the phrase of the Countess of
as

"

capable

AA'ithin the

of

narrow

nothing

circle of

but

protesting."

our own

To

observation and

is to shut out, if consistent with itself and tena
cious of its own fundamental principles, all
hope of progress.
If " the traditions of the fathers are to be held as of no autho
rity in themselves," why are we to assign any Aveight to the
recorded observations of the sons? All are alike to be
tested,

experience,
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"

sustained, and sanctioned by our own experience ;" each for
himself, in his own limited opportunities of inquiry and anno
tation.

If

we

are

denunciation, why
as

to

except any

those of Louis and Jackson ?

down

dogmatically

tions,"

—

names

from this

not those of Cullen and

If,

—

as

how small

or
or
a

other ?

facts,

events, with their relation to other facts or
events, the whole classified and arranged',"

portion

of the vast field will it be

mind to occupy, all dependence upon
denied us? If we admit any other facts or
have ourselves

AVhat is meant

well

lays
primary proposi

in the first of his "five

one

Ave

as

Dr. Bartlett

if "all medical science consists in ascertained

phenomena,
phenomena

those

sweeping

Broussais,

by

observed, Avhose

relation

or

relationship

Richardson defines the words

possible for
authority being
phenomena than

shall

accept ?

we

of facts to each

implying connec
tion, conjunction.
inquire
they are connected
or
occur in conjunction, or must Ave reject such
Avhy they
inquiry as speculation and hypothesis? AVhose judgment
shall we admit in regard to this point ? And as to
classifi
cation and arrangement of phenomena," surely this is matter
of reasoning, which cannot be resolvcel into and decided by
On the contrary, we
mere observation of the phenomena.
or
exclusively valuable as it
hold, that observation is chiefly
AVe may almost
affords food for reflection, for reasoning.
Shall

as

how

we

"

affirm,

as

it has been

Avritten,

that to "think is to theorize."

Dr. Bartlett goes on, in his "fourth proposition," to state
that "medical doctrines, as they are called, are, in most in

hypothetical explanations or interpretations merely
phenomena and their relationships. All
medical science is absolutely independent of these explana
We feel compelled to enter here our deliberate pro
tions."
test against these views, fully believing that in the progress
onAvard from the known to the unknoAvn, there are no possible
methods Avhich shall exclude hypothesis, theory, reasoning,
stances,

of the ascertained

deduction, and induction.

phenomena,
absolute and

The

events, and their

mere

"

observation of

facts,

relationships," undisputedly of
indispensable necessity, as affording basis and
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advance

one

us

forwards

single step

the soul rise in her

or

flight

;
wings
upAvards. By
to
her
make
she
must
functions
and
way
by other faculties
Anel Iioav impossible
the lofty regions of truth and wisdom.
the plan thus laid down for the construction of any science or
department of science! Where shall avc stop in our collection

other

"Particulars

of facts ?

tells us, '-The

sea

"there

dox, that

of

has

no

arc

as

Bacon

says Aristotle.

infinite,"

examples

AYho shall

theories."

are

bottom."

the truth contained in Cullen's

questions

nO one

must

Besides

this,

seeming

para
as false
in
medicine
facts
false
many
the competency of any ob

guarantee

distinguish the real from the apparent ?
At
Dr. Bartlett speaks of the capacity as rare anel elevated.
a
to
false theories
pro
any rate, it is always easier to subject
than
to dispose of assertions so often
of
that
reason,
test,
per
contradictory. It will be difficult, nay impossible, to pass
Time is sometimes lost,"
upon or verify all alleged facts.
accumulation of
lrin
laborious
the
says Theophilus Thomson,
Numerism is only productive by the
miscellaneous facts.
amount of
dry light' Bacon's lumen siccum intellectual
intuition, applieel in the selection anel appreciation of facts.
There is an aristocracy of facts as well as of races ; and the
mind should be taught to discern their prerogative dignity.
ahvays

server

to

"

'

—

—

The naturalist who cannot
often Avorth

a

thousand,

or

as

will not

including

see

that

one

fact is

them all Avithin

itself,

and that it first makes all the others facts ; who has not the
head to comprehend, the soul to reverence, a central observa
tion

experience Avhat
protopluenomenon

or

called

—

a

ansAver

the Greeks
—

will

never

from the oracle of nature."

that few

Avould, perhaps,
receive

an

have

auspicious

It is indeed to be feared

thus

qualified. Of the great majority, it may be
k'they have ears, but hear not; eyes have they,
but they see not," or "see as through a glass, darkly," a
glass
colored by prejudice or dimmed by ignorance.
AVe are reluc
tantly forced to acknoAA'ledge that there is too much truth in
Quetelet's harsh characterization, when, in his "Essay on
Probabilities," he describes medical statistics as Observaaffirmed,

are

that

"
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incomplete, incomparable, suspected, heaped
Avithout discernment, or arranged

mell, presented

up
so

pellas

to

lead to the belief of the fact AA'hich it is wished to establish ;
and nearly always it is neglected to inquire whether the num

ber of observations is sufficient to

inspire

Medical science cannot exist without

a

confidence."
correct

appreciation

of the facts accumulated ; without an inquiry into their pro
per meaning or significance ; without an understanding of

their

relationship to each other, its nature and conditions.
interpretation, without which progress is not
to be hoped for, hypotheses and theories have been found es
sential in all the sciences ; there is no other possible method.
If," says a recent ingenious writer, "if there is any inquiry in
which mere comparison of facts might be expected to be ade
quate, it is the purely mathematical, for here we have, as we
may say, a complete analysis already performed ; and if, in such
cases, we find conjecture or hypothesis occupying a prominent
position, Ave may reasonably infer that in other cases it will
It Avould be sufficient to appeal to
not be of less importance.
this
on
mathematicians
question, but fortunately Ave can pro
duce historical proofs.
Kepler's investigation of the orbit of
than
more
Mars Avas nothing
trying successive hypotheses
until one was found Avhich fitted the phenomena ;' and, more
over, the ellipse which finally appeared to satisfy the condi
tions, did not give results identical with those of observation.
Such also Avas the character of Kepler's inquiry into the rela
tion between the distances and periods of the planets, which,
notwithstanding the simplicity of the law, was long unsuccess
In another case, again, even Kepler's unequalled in
ful.
dustry and ingenuity failed to discover, in the numerical
facts before him, the simple laAV of their dependence, namely,
In order to such

"

'

in the

case

of the lav? of refraction.

These two last

may almost be considered as instantio?
mechanical and rational methods."

It is

against

gizes

"

cases

betAveen the

this rational method that Dr. Bartlett directs

"Hippocrates," he eulo
simple philosophical empiricism," as contrasted with

his most forcible invecth'e.
a

crucis,

In his
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Greek
'•dogmatic rationalism:" and makes the grand old
a
"warn his hearers"
against the
supposed medical class
seductive and dangerous influences of the philosophers !"
"But," the author above quoted goes on to say, 'kbut avc
"

—

—

arc

able to cite another instance from that Avhich is often

Newton's great induction,
gravity with the earth's attraction

presented as
the identity

of

NeAvton remarked that

moon.

gravity

and the

:

struck

question

on

the

acted at all distances

from the surface of the earth at which the
been tried

re

the establishment of

him,

—

experiment had
might it not ex

Avhich, varying

? and if so, might it not be the force
inversely as the square of the distance, re

tained the

in her orbit ?

tend

as

far

the

as

moon

moon

obtained

lations,

anel

farther

inquiry,

a

had he

result

him to

slight
give up

him,

deviation from
this

enough to encourage
suggestion probable.
best, extremely doubtful;

at

in his

results, induced
Thus,

for fourteen years.

the first step in the great discovery of NeAvton Avas
ture, and one which the author Avas perfectly aware

warranted ; nay, Avhich he

logically
travagant."

calcu

the

exactness

investigation

required

near

thought

But it must have seemed to
for the

He made the

a

conjec

Avas

apparently thought

not
ex

then, fairly entitled to the conclusion, not only that
inquiry does not exclude the use of conjecture, hypo
thesis, theory, or a priori reasoning, but that they have been
found essential instruments in Avorking out the most important
AVe are,

scientific

and best established discoveries in science.
Still

more

earnestly

would

Ave

protest against the

tone in

Avhich Dr. Bartlett discusses the seA-eral theories which have
at different times

prevailed among medical men, and speaks
His good taste and refinement should have
preA'ented him from confounding in one sweeping denunciation
Cullen and Brown, Brbussais and Rush, Gallup and
proh
pudor Samuel Thomson. Honored for aye be the name of
of their authors.

—

—

Cullen ; and let no man who respects in his fellows the
capa
city for profound thought and ingenious reasoning utter one
irreverent Avord concerning BroAvn, or Broussais, or Rush.
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Even

Hahnemann, heretic and charlatan

as

he was, deserved

far better treatment than to have been mentioned in the same
breath with Thomson, whose coarse crudities it has pained
us

to

dilated upon in
erudition.

see

a

work full of

striking suggestion

and

elegant
The history of all branches of philosophy abound with ex
amples which prove that it is the very nature of progress to
ebb and flow, to diverge from the central straight line on this
side and on that, to wander in every direction. By these dis
cursive movements only can the Avhole field of knowledge be
explored. The scholiasts, the sophists, the polemic disputants
of all ages, the intellectual gladiators of every nation, ren
dered this service to truth, that they carried out fairly and
their
fully the exhaustive process, reducing themselves or
adversaries to the confession of error, and illustrating the
Wherever the light of
tendencies of all forms of doctrine.
mental research is thrown upon any topic, something must be
gained. There is, perhaps, no single dogma in any science,

well established that it is not liable to be as
"
Our knowledge," said the dying
sailed and controverted.
our
La Place, "is trifling;
ignorance is immense." The
sneer
entitle
not
any one among us to
imputation of error does
that
maintains
Bartlett
Dr.
facts,
at the views of any other.
contend
only, are to be studied. His opponents

even

now,

so

phenomena

sought for, laws ascertained, principles
AVbieh is right? or, are we all wrong?— anel is
deduced.
Dr. Bartlett himself to be placed in the same category with
Surely not! The
the herd of theorizers he. denounces?

that

causes are

to be

Not one line has
men are instructive.
very errors of great
been Avritten in vain by those whose intelligence has placed
them among our leaders ; and the student who, in the course
has not made himself acquainted with
of his

youthful reading,

the works of Brown, and Cullen, and Rush, will scarcely ever
be fitted to attain any high position in his profession.
AVe object again to another of the propositions laid down in
It is here affirmed, in strong terms, that
the book before us.
of
stock
our entire
pathological and therapeutical knowledge
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is not in any
connected with our physi

our

or

pathology

ology ; and that our treatment of disease is entirely indepen
The barrenness of anatomical skill is
dent of our pathology.
to sIioav that no great ameli
is
and
Jefferson
dwelt on.

quoted,
practice of medicine has been derived even from
It must
Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood.
entire
the
be confessed that here, as elsewhere throughout
anel that there is
essay. Dr. Bartlett reasons ingeniously,
Yet still, it is
a lamentable plausibility in his conclusions.
not difficult to show that here, as elsewhere, he has pressed
oration of the

his vieAvs

into untenable

Surgery

extremes.

has benefited

practical medicine is
directly by Harvey's discovery,
resources are all made avail
AA'hose
from
surgery,
inseparable
AVe tie the carotid, not only in aneurism, but for
able to her.
AVe appre
the relief of epilepsy and other cerebral diseases.
ciate, in consequence of our knoAA'letlge of the circulation, all
and

organic affections of the heart, and all the inelications
by the pulse, better than the ancients did. But Ave
It is true that our physiology
Avill not multiply examples.
still
and
unsettled
progressive, Ave cannot hope to build
being
as
a stable
it
pathology ; but scientific rcasoners,
yet
upon
both of ancient and modern times, have most earnestly urged
HoAvever
the endeavor to connect them as far as might be.
Avild the notions prevailing of normal or healthy life, they can
be shown always to have influenced strongly and directly the
Acid
received practical formularies of the existing schools.
acrimonies were attempted to be dulcified or corrected ; hot
maladies Avere treated by a cooling regimen, and cold ailments
by alexipharmics and cordials. At no time in the history of our
science did a pure empiricism hold SAvay, as asserted by Dr.
Bartlett.
Noav, haA'ing changed our theories, we reason and
reflect with the ingenious Marshall Hall, and the sagacious Hol
the

afforded

land ;

we

endeavor to excite

or

restrain reflex actions ; Ave en
irritability, and subdue

deavor to diminish sensitiveness and
irritation.

the

AVe institute nice chemical

developments

of the

microscope ;

Ave

and pry into
administer alkalies and

analyses,
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vegetable acids to correct supposed toxaemic conditions, with
Babington, and Bird, and Fuller ; introduce iron and salts
into the blood, with Stevens and Meigs, and aim at the remo
val of an oxyluric diathesis, with Houston.
Thus, with one
a
we
of
rationalist,
supply supposed deficiency
fatty matter in
the
of
from
liver
the
cod
another
Ave purvey
; with
phthisis
the required bone-earth, the phosphate of lime ; and with a
third, offer the hyperphosphates to carry into the organism
the necessary amount of phosphorus.
Let it be understood that

the truth

or

we

do not affirm

or

correctness of any of these notions ;

tain Avhat Dr. Bartlett

contend for

we

only main

and in many modes denies,
built upon an alleged connec

repeatedly

they all recognize and are
or
dependence of Therapeutics, upon Pathology, Phy
siology, and Anatomy. He really seems to argue that such
dependence should not be founded on or even sought for, and
that a preference is due to an empiricism absolutely insulated
and unreasoning, so exclusive is his reliance upon mere ob
servation of facts, and so ready is he to confound all reasoning,
Avith the speculation and hypotheses so eloquently denounced.
To the last allegations just commented on, it has been Avell
responded, that if Anatomy does not teach Physiology and
Pathology, still it is at least equally true, that neither Phy
siology nor Pathology can be learned without some knoAvledge
of Anatomy, and that if Therapeutics are not suggested by
Pathology and Physiology, still the general treatment of dis
eases is better conducted by one who knows all that is taught
in these departments.
writ
Dr. Bartlett," says one of his contemporary critics,
the
influence
of
under
one
ing against all theory, is obviously
himself, as an earnest disciple of the French numerical school.
It Avould be difficult to select a more remarkable instance,
than is furnished by our learned and ingenious author, of the
impossibility of Avriting on medicine, Avithout becoming the
advocate of some system. EA'idently his is a mind thoroughly
imbued Avith the true inductive philosopy. His conceptions
of AYhat constitutes science are eminently just (?), and yet

that

tion

"

"
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repudiating all hypothetical speculation, he gives indu
proof of being under the dominion of a mere hypo
thesis.
His Avork 'might be called An Essay on the Architec
Avhile

bitable

places in bold relief the different ce)lumns
and pillars
Avrought out each part in exact and due
proportions ; they are finished in a masterly manner. But
the architect is umvilling that the edifice should be constructed;
each part must stand separate and alone ; and although he
ture

It

of Medicine.

; he has

that the parts
declares that this is

sees

that

they

are

length

made to fit into each other, yet he
in appearance anel not in reality ;

only
isolated, and
frankly indicated

in fact

AVe have thus
errors

are

It

they

must

avc

remain."

deemed to be the

and defects of this very able and ingenious essay.
The
which
have
to
avc
extended our remarks, Avill best indi

cate, under the circumstances,
It is

so

Avhat

a

much

more

grateful

our

opinion
speak

task to

of its actual value.
of its excellencies.

particularly Avell-timed, and addressed effectively to the
requirements of the profession, at the period of its publication.
It breathes a spirit of thoughtful and considerate scepticism,
which was then needed to temper the headlong habit of confi
dent polypharmacy prevalent over our country.
To Rush,
more than to
other
perhaps,
any
teacher, must Ave impute the
unquestioning faith in, and daring resort to the most heroic
remedies, so peculiarly, though not exclusively, American.
While some abstracted from their unfortunate
patients pounds
of blood, others Avere administering, with
equally bold hand,
Avas

ounces of
Earth, sea, and air Avere ransacked for
mercury.
vehement agents, to be profusely, nay, almost
blindly em

ployed.
It was,

indeed, demanded that some earnest anel persuasive
raised, to check these irrational proceedings.

A-oice should be

This Ave feel to have been "the mission" of
Homoeopathy, at
least in part ; but there Avas so much
imposture and delusion,
mingled with thcchallenge, that it would have been disregarded
by the orthodox disciple of the schools. AVhen

however, by Bartlett, on this
other by Forbes, he
stopped

addressed,

side of the
to

Atlantic,

and

listen and consider.

on

the

These
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gifted men spoke with authority ; they pleaded impressively,
eloquently, wisely. If, in the natural ardor of controversy,
for
they went somewhat too far, let that slight fault be forgiven
honored
them
be
let
the great good they accomplished. Nay,
for the courage and frankness Avith Avhich they attacked pre
valent error, and risked their popularity and position, by
assailing modes of practice, rendered familiar by custom, and
everywhere adopted and trusted to.
AVe

have

writings,

a

not

followed in this notice of Dr. Bartlett's
chronological order, as will be perceived.

strictly

concluding remarks, his "Treatise
the first edition
on the Fevers of the United States," of which
has recently appeared,
was published in 1842, and a fourth
under the care of his distinguished friend and colleague, Pro
fessor Alonzo Clark, of the College of Physicians and Sur
Upon this work principally rests the
geons, New York.
Dr.
of
Bartlett, both at home and abroad. It is a
reputation
to
monument to his memory, Avhich will never be permitted

AVe have reserved for

our

perish.

Adopting cordially the sentiments and language employed,
the following paragraph from the January
we transcribe
the "British and Foreign Review."
They
of
number, 1858,
our trans
estimate
the
by
placed
serve to manifest
lofty
atlantic brethren, upon the character and standing of our
We hail with pleasure the fourth edition of a work,
author.
one of our predecessors bestowed
on Avhich, many years ago,
the
demanded
importance of the subject, and
the attention
by
It is
it was discussed.
which
Avith
the skill and learning
has
confirmed
voice
the
that
learn
public
pleasing to us to
but the
the opinion we then formed of 'Bartlett on Fever,'
in the
is
cold
author
the
for
gifted
pleasure is not unmixed,
"

observe, think, and write no more for the benefit of
'
mankind.
But, as the Greek proverb says, A tree never
much of the utility
wholly perishes ;' and much of the worth,
grave,

to

to the example and
of many men now living, is probably due
deeds
live after him ;
labors of Elisha Bartlett. A man's good
that it should be so, for thus is the world pro
and it is

good

gressive."
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in terms of too

high
model of its kind,
eulogy of this excellent A'olumc.
unequalled in value by any similar Avork upon the same sub
jects. The extensive research, the exact precision, the careful
accuracy, the judicious selection of particulars, the convenient
Difficult, inelecel, would

it be to

speak
It is

a

arrangement and collation of details, all sIioav the clearness of

intelligence, anel his peculiar fitness for the task
by him. Nothing known at the time seems to
omitted ; nothing exaggerated, nothing colored for

the author's

undertaken
have been
effect.

AVe say thus

much,

not because

avc

accord with him in all

the vieAvs which he advances and urges in this book, Avith so
much force anel ability.
AVe do not think that he has laid

example, upon certain facts bearing on
question of the identity or specific distinctness
typhoid feA'crs, but it must be admitted, on the

sufficient stress, for

the controverted
of

typhus and
hand, that

other

he has stated them in such

attenth'e reader to form

a
Avay, as to enable
for himself.
Indeed,

judgment
vastly to his credit that one of his foreign critics, while
ascribing the highest merit to his controversial exhibition of
the argument, and acknoAA'ledging the great influence which
he exerted upon the public mind, in giving direction to the
now
prevailing opinion, goes on to suggest that the settlement
of the question seems actually to have been retarded, by his
forcibly impartial presentment of the doctrines opposed to his
an

a

it is

OAvn.

Nor must

omit to

assign him the farther merit of antici
some
degree, the actual course of inquiry and
pating,
technical judgment.
The tendency of professional
thought is,
at the present time,
toAvards
a
subdivision
of
undoubtedly
many classes, and a more careful separation of particulars that
have been considered identical, or
intimately and essentially
connected.
differences
are
now dAvelt on, Ayhere
Specific
mere
varieties
were
formerly
recognized or admitted. Con
tinued feA-ers are still subjected to this
searching analysis,
anel, although there yet remain some doubters, it is clear that
the controversy as to the relations of
typhus and typhoid is
in

we

ELISHA

noAV

Men of note have been led

much narroAved*.

other,

like

gretted, hoAvever,

to

to

one

after

an

the accumulated evidence and

yield
reasonings presented.

AVatson,

the cogent
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It is the

more

to

be

re

that Dr. Bartlett should have adhered to and

confirmed the unfortunate and inconvenient name, Avhich his
French teacher, Louis, affixed to the more familiar affection,
and Avhich is
"

now

difficult to be got rid of.

Enteric Fever" which Professor AVood

The

has,

neAV

with

so

title of

much

and

propriety
consistency, conferred upon it, should by com
mon consent and universal
usage, be employed to designate it.
Further

distinctions,

hinted at in the

preface

of the first

edition of the work before us, will perhaps demand acknow
ledgment and require a nomenclature.

graphic description given us by Dr.
"Relapsing Fever," referred to by
Bartlett with such hearty and well-deserved encomium, we
find ourselves under the necessity, either of admitting a new
and hitherto unrecognized form of Continued Fever, as Jenner
regards it, or of rejecting this classification, and assigning it
a
separate place among Periodic FeA'ers. If Ave choose the
former alternative, we shall encounter the difficulty of a con
trast with all others of the same class, which if they ever
attack a second time, certainly are less apt of occurrence than
If Ave place it among Periodical Fevers, we must
at first.
either regard it as deriving its existence like its congeners,
If not, it stands, so far as Ave know,
from malaria, or not.
If it does, Ave must recognize, in its wide domain of
alone.
Thus,
Jenner,

in the clear and

of what he calls

indicated localities, sources of malaria and sites of its influence
As a non-malarious periodical,
hitherto entirely unsuspected.
it will be

absolutely

analogue, unless we arrange by
Remittent," so termed, of California.
Malarial Fevers must also undergo close
distinguished by narroAver as well as

without

an

its side the "Mountain
The Avhole order of

examination,
more

and be

precise limits

than have thus far been established between

An
Intermittents differ palpably among themselves.
"
of the common people, should not
feA'er"
anel
chills
the
ague,
be confounded with intermittents, such as are not unfrequently

them.
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course,

and regu

Nor does it

seem rea

long and entire

too, without any chill Avhatever.
sonable to class promiscuously together, all the

larly

rhythmical

to definite
specially
In one
nature.
in
rigidly kept separate
in
others,
its
tertian
and
quar
complications,
place we have
tans, which are rare elsewhere; in some places, quotidians

varieties

of

intermittent,

localities, find

abound; in
mans

cate

a

so

districts,

remote

and octomans,

This exclusive

attached

so

or

never

as

met

in Russia,

with here

or

in Great Britain.

prominent prevalence, surely

peculiarity

in the causative morbid

sett i-

read of

avc

seems

to

indi

agent.

strongly marked
speak of the hoay
by AA'idely
familiar admission or recognition of a so-styled
Congestive
Fever," avc have abundant 'and excellent authority for the
belief, that the periodic or intermittent fevers, of tho miclellc
and piedmontese country of the South, differ palpably from
Remittents, too,

arc

in

a

similar

diverse characteristics.

manner

Not to

"

those of the loAvcr alluvial

districts; the fevers of the

cotton

possible acclimation of
the negro in the latter, comparatively striking in degree, if not
absolute and complete, offers a strong contrast to the impossi
bility and non-occurrence of the like acclimation in the upper
country, as affirmed by Nott and others, of unimpeachable

fields from those of the rice lanels.

competency.
from

The

Of the African Coast

"Bryson's Reports,"

fevers,

we

may collect

many statements to the

same
pur
The
island
which
to
in
deserve
be noted
confirmation.
port,
of Fernando Po is inhabited by a robust athletic tribe of

negroes, but its climate is deadly to the natives of any portion
of the neighboring continent, or of any of the other islands
along its shores. AVe also find Dr. Livingstone's black com

panions, during his Avanderings in the interior, seized Avith
fevers ahvays or almost with certainty, on traversing regions
to which they Avere
AVe can hardly help con
strangers.
from
these circumstances that the febrific malaria of
cluding
every district, contains Avithin itself something peculiar and
specific, capable of impressing a relevant and definable modifi
cation of the type and character of the fever it is causative

ELISHA

in

For such

producing.

room

and

place

must be
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cohors

febrium, AA'e suppose,
later, in our books.

a nova

found,

sooner or

In many parts of this admirable volume we shall have occa
sion to notice the indifference to authority, and the disregard
of

respected names,
Bartlett,

which Dr.

remarkable.
self too

without
thus

so

characteristic of

our

country, and for
truth, was ever

in his earnest search after

Like other

compilers, also, he has allowed him
one
readily
authority against another,
the requisite consideration of their relative
weight ;
to

illustrating

profession

balance

Avhat the most eminent wit and poet of our
recently alluded to Avith humorous

in America has

"the hydrostatic paradox of controversy."
This
particularly to be regretted in the portion of the Avork
in which yellow fever is treated of, where he has fallen into
repeated errors from unquestioning reliance upon miscellane
ous
monograph essays, and from want of such guidance as he
would have derived from the opportunity of personal observa
tion and inquiry.
He has not, indeed, entirely escaped the same danger in his
history of periodical fever, especially the form of bilious re

felicity,

is

as

more

mittent ; and thus the value of the latter half of the book is
somewhat impaired. But with all these allowances, it must
be admitted to have attained
be

and

hoped for,
long after

Not

degree of excellence rarely to
certainly
surpassed.
the publication of the third edition of this,
a

never

his greatest and most successful work, Dr. Bartlett found his
intractable malady gaining ground on him so much as entirely

incapacitate him from labor. He therefore resigned his
professorship, and withdrew from all participation in business.
Retiring to his quiet home in Smithfield, Rhode Island, he was
received by his friends with the Avarmest affection, and attended
with all care and gentle assiduity. Here, in the seclusion of
his sick-chamber, he solaced himself with the delights of lite
rature ; Avith the composition of verses upon grave subjects
connected with and expressive of the warm philanthropic
to

energy which had rendered active and illustrated his whole
life and character ; and with those profoundly religious senti-
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gratitude, AA'hich had ever sustained and
soothed him : and, finally, he sunk into his hist sleep, after
tedious suffering, most patiently and manfully borne, in bright
hope and confident expectation of a blessed immortality.
nients

So

of faith anel

labored,

so

lived,

and

so

died Elisha Bartlett: and thus

eminence among the physicians of
deservedly
our
and
age
country enjoyed by few. Let his virtues and his
Avorth be held in perpetual remembrance.
he

attained

an

Samuel Uexrv Dickson.

MOEETON STILLE.
1822—1855.
Moreton

Stills,
October,

was

Stille,

the youngest son of John and Maria
city of Philadelphia, on the 27th of

born in the

1822.

Upon

his father's side the

family was of
member,
origin,
anything posi
tively is knoAvn, being Olof Person Stille", who emigrated to
this country Avith the first Swedish colony, in the year 1638,
SAvedish

under

a

its earliest

passport

or

letter of recommendation from Eric

Lord of

AVyk, Peningby,
Shortly after their landing

SAA'edes established

on

on

what is

on

Nynas,

in

Upland,

the banks of the

Bielke,

Sweden.

DelaAvare, the

settlements, principally on the
place of residence,
as
Lindstrom's map
Stille's land," Avas situated
at present termed "the Neck," and is the only
Olof Stille" s
"

Mr. AVatson informs us,

known of any of the
the list taken in the year
for the information of AVilliam Penn.

homestead,

SAvedish families Avhose

1693,

and

numerous

western bank of the river.

marked

of whom

On the maternal

side,

Dr. Stilld

was

descended from the

AYagners, one of Avhom came over to this country
and settled as a clergyman in Reading, Pennsylvania, in the
Mr. AVagner's father and grandfather were both
year 1759.
of them clergymen, also ; his great-grandfather was Tobias
AVagner, Chancellor of the University of Tubingen in 1662.
In the Biographie Universelle, vol. 1, p. 26, he is described as
un des Thdologiens les plus habiles et les plus fe'conds du
dix septieme siecle," one of the most skilful and fertile theofamily

"

of the

noAV

names are on
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lorrians of the seventeenth century.

Fcav Americans

can

look

back
longer line of ancestry, settled in this country, than
the family to which he belonged; and the tenacity with Avhich
to

a

the spot Avhere their first ancestor settled,
is, in our country at least, somewhat remarkable.
Moreton Stille began his school education Avith the Rev.

they haA'e

Mr. Steel,

clung

at

placed
industry and

was

reports,

Abingdon, in 1831. In the folloAving yeiar he
Edge Hill Seminary, Princeton, Avhere his
capacity for learning, judging from his teacher's

at

some

secured him

to

of Avhich still

remain,

in his class.

Avere

considerable, anel

In 1838, he entered the

a
high place
Sophomore class of the University of Pennsylvania. During
the whole period of his collegiate course he bore an excellent
character, and Avas much respected by his felloAV students for
He Avas a good student,
his gentlemanly bearing and conduct.
and finally carried off an honor ; but he took a peculiar inte
rest in the proceedings of the literary society to Avhich he
belonged, the Philomathean.
Having chosen the profession of medicine as most congenial
to his tastes, on the 17th of July, 1841, he began its
stuely
Avith his brother, Dr. Alfred Stille-.
IIoav admirably Dr.
Stille was qualified for the duties of a teacher, and how faith
fully he performed them, it may not be proper to speak of; it
is but justice to remark, hoAvever, that the even more than
fraternal affection Avith AA'hich Moreton regarded him in after
years, Avas greatly due to the feeling he conceived for him Avhen
his pupil.
In the folloAving October, Moreton matriculated in the
Medical Department of the
University of Pennsylvania.
During the Avhole course of his attendance upon lectures,
he was an attentive and even zealous student ; the
profitable
manner in which his studies were
pursued, is evinced in the
admirable Thesis he presented for his
degree, which received
the highest compliment that can be
paid to a student's effort,
the unanimous request of the
faculty for its publication. He
obtained his degree of M.D. in the
spring of 1844.
In the month of October, of the same
year, he embarked

moreton

for
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with the intention of remaining three years
It may not be
uninteresting to observe with Avhat
and, at the same time, elevated sentiments, he com

Liverpool,

abroad.

serious,

menced the

Avhich

journey

respects the

Avas

most eventful

to

and

occupy

important

a

period in many
history. In

in his

the month of

August, he thus writes to his brother Charles,
Europe :
I feel as if I Avere just
commencing life in earnest ; as if
were
just now setting out upon its untried sea ; as if I had

who

AA'as

then in

"

I

to buffet its storms or feel its
Indif
prosperous breezes.
ferent to the present, I live only for the future ;
upon it my
most earnest gaze is fixed, and I strive to enter its ever-reced

yet

ing portals,

to grasp its

sions.

for all

But,

this,

cloudy phantoms,
I

am no

its

beckoning

illu

dreamer.

closed eyes, lie upon the stream, and,
Avaves, be carried hither and thither.

I would not, with
the sport of its uncertain
'

Conduct is

fate,'

and

I go abroad Avith
every
may make his future if he Avill.
the determination, made neither hastily nor without reflection,
man

to be ' up and doing,' and to profit by the privilege I enjoy to
If I know myself, I shall not be content with a
the utmost.

place
His

might

in the croAvded middle ranks of the

plans

were

to pass

avail himself of the

to the medical

student,

some

profession."

time first in

more

that he

it then offered

advantages
especially to improve

numerous

but

Dublin,

himself

physical diagnosis, for the cultivation of which many of its
The remainder of his time
teachers Avere justly celebrated.
abroad, he expected to pass principally in Paris. Unforeseen
circumstances, as Avill be shoAvn hereafter, caused him to modify
his plans, as his last Avinter Avas spent in Vienna.
After a Avinter in Dublin, Dr. Stille repaired to Lon
His time had been so profitably and pleasantly spent
don.
The
in the former city, that he left it with much regret.
circle of society into Avhich he was admitted, Avas not only

in

refined and intellectual, but for one constituted
possessed even a higher attraction in the ease and
of its intercourse.

several of its most

as

he was,

informality
acquainted with
distinguished physicians, among Avhom
He had also

become
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Drs.

were

from all of whom he received many civilities and
treated Avith marked kind
He was, in

McDonnell,
attentions.
ness
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Dr. Stokes, who

by

particular,
evidently appreciated

his

good

sense,

and the earnestness with which he devoted himself to his
In his last letter from Dublin, he mentions with
studies.
pride that for two of his most precious anel flattering letters
of introduction, to Dr. Todd, of London, and M. Louis, of
he

Paris,

warmly
doubtedly

indebted

was

and

throAvn,

To Dr.
from his

attentions,

Stokes,

daily

by

him from his

a

society
hospital, he
correspondence gives
Avas

attendance at the

of the enthusiastic admiration in Avhich he

utterance

held that great physician's character.
The reception he met with from some of the London

cians

un

being
he

into Avhose

attached, and his

had become much

frequent

His

all these

valued and felt

more

letters

gentleman.

gratefully acknoAAdedge

the

stranger there.
much

that

to

physi

extract Avill sIioav

the

:
following
extremely kind,
Marshall
and
to
Drs.
Hall,"
Todd, Murphy,
My
I
the latter kindly given him by Dr. Shattuck, of Boston,
I can only say at present that I have been
have delivered.
delighted with the reception they have given me, and with
I shall
the disposition they have shoAvn to further my plans.

as

Avas

"

letters

"

try
to

to

me

and

see

a

great deal of Dr. Todd

; I have been round his

am

anxious to

"

hospital,

anel heard him

lecture,

of him."

see more

Of Dr. Hall's kindness to

speaks

; he has been very kind

him,

in

particular,

he

frequently

:

He is

always,"

know what he

can

he remarks
do for

me.

on one

He

occasion,
gave

me,

"

Avanting

among

to

other

things, an introduction to the meetings of the London MedicoChirurgical Society, which are held every fortnight, and where
I have an
opportunity of seeing most of the eminent men of
London, and hearing their views on important points Avhich
arise in the discussion which folloAvs the
reading of a paper."
in
Dr.
Stille"
left
Early
May,
London, and made a trip to
the AVest of England and AVales, revisited
Dublin, and re-

MORETON

turned to
York

London, passing through Glasgow, Edinburgh,

in the middle of

September.

Here his zeal for
To tell the

thrown

strongly

knoAvledge was again awakened.

truth, I

entirely
desire

seem

to have

I have

been,

He says

for the last few

:

days,

off my balance, and there is
nothing I so
to have my mind occupied in
something

as

that will make it think."
"

and

the way.
During the summer, he travelled through
the Rhineland, and Switzerland, arriving at Paris

by
Holland,

"
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And

shortly afterwards,

he adds:

much less time at my disposal than when I last
wrote, and I feel a pleasure in saying so, that can only be un
derstood by one Avho has like myself remitted for so
long a
now

time any

regular employment. I have a certain enjoyment
counting over my hours, and in saying to myself, such and
such are usefully occupied."
Finding that, owing to the new regulations which prohibited
private clinical classes in the hospitals, he could not pursue
his studies to as much advantage in Paris as he had antici
pated, Dr. Stille left that city in March, 1846, Avith the
determination of passing the next Avinter in Vienna.
The
time
in
was
intervening
employed
travelling through Italy,
in

Germany,

and SAveden.

He reached Vienna

on

the 1st of

October,

and

immediately

commenced his attendance upon the daily post-mortem exami
nations at the hospital.
He there became the private pupil of

Rokitansky, who treated him
thoroughly grounded him in the

Avith extreme
science of

kindness, and
Pathological Ana

tomy. He was also an assiduous attendant upon Skoda's
clinic, and under the distinguished teachers of the General
his

of urinary diseases, cuta
microscope.
Dr. Stille" left Vienna Avith many regrets, and after making
a tour through Turkey and Greece, in company with Mr.
Stiles, the American Charge" d'Affaires, returned to Vienna
about the latter end of May, whence he proceeded by the way
His
of Linz, Salsburg, Inspruck, and Frankfort, to Paris.

Hospital, perfected

neous

affections,

and the

knowledge
use

of the
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brother, marked ultima,

was

from that

city.

In it he says :
Six Aveeks of idleness, eA'en in the gay city of Paris, have
taught me that contentment and conscientious labor go hand
in hand, and I am not sorry soon to have in vieAv a life devoted
••

to

earnest anel

The time I have wasted I

profitable study.

employed, Avill, I
redeem,
trust, bring forth good fruit."
On the 9th of August, 1847, he embarked from Liverpool
for home, bringing Avith him, besides a collection of medical
AA-orks. chiefly German, a variety of anatomical moelcls, selected

hope

anel that which I have Avell

to

from Thibert's series of

Pathologic

Interne.

From the great attention Avhich he paid to his medical pur
suits while abroad, it AA'ould be incorrect to imagine that study,

only occupation there. His vieAvs
and tastes Avere
expansive and generous. Impelled
by a strong desire to see those places and objects Avhich are
renowned in the av oriel's history, or famous as the creations of
man's genius, he visited, during the summer vacations, nearly
In many of his letters he de
all the countries of Europe.
scribes, con amore, the genuine gratification he felt on these
occasions ; in fact, of all his recollections of foreign life, such
seasons of
delight were most treasured by him, nor can it be
that
doubted
they exerted a very happy influence upon his
though

his

chief,

Avas

far

bis

more

character.

Shortly

after his arrival in

with the intention of

devoting

Philadelphia,

he took

himself to the

an

practice

office,
of his

For thi.s, I need hardly say, he Avas in every
Avell
prepared ; his steady industry and large opportu
respect
nities having given him much more experience than usually

profession.

falls to the lot of

commencing practitioners. During the year
period and the folloAving July,
Avith the exception of several reviews written
by him, I have
no record of the manner in AA'hich he
passed his time. Early
in July, 1848, he was elected one of the resident
physicians
of the Pennsylvania Hospital, for the
unexpired, term of the
that intervened between this

late Dr.

Morgan.

He remained

at

the

Hospital

till March

MORETON

the

28th, 1849, nearly

nine

months, receiving

gers, at the close of his term,
his attention and good conduct.

a

certificate

Towards the latter end of June of the

cholera,

then

out in its most
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epidemic throughout

our

from its

mana

commendatory

of

same
year, malignant
whole country, broke

virulent form in the

Philadelphia Almshouse,
care of the patients Avas at first undertaken
Blockley.
by the Resident Physicians, but the number of the sick so
rapidly increased that their duties became too arduous for
them, and a separate cholera service Avas instituted by the
The

Board of Guardians ; to this Dr. Stille and Dr. Edward
R. Mayer Avere appointed physicians, in connection with a
Medical

Board, consisting of the Chief Resident Physician,
Benedict, and the consulting Surgeon and Physician
The excessive
of the Hospital, Dr. Page and Dr. Clymer.
and
of
the
disease
are shown
by the
rapid spread
malignity
fact that, out of a population of about 1400 persons residing
in the house, the cases admitted into the Cholera Hospital
from its opening on the 7th of July, until its closure on the
The ser
4th of August, numbered 222, of whom 192 died.
vices rendered by the Medical Board and their assistants,
during this period, were not only harassing and laborious, but
involved in their discharge, as may be supposed, great per
So poisonous, indeed, Avas the miasma that the
sonal risk.
health of se\'eral of them soon became seriously affected, and
two of them, Mr. T. M. Flint, of Philadelphia, and Mr. J.
Warren White, of Mississippi, gentlemen who had nobly
offered their gratuitous services to the sick, fell martyrs to it,
dying in the city, a feAV days after their removal from the
Hospital.* Ten days after the commencement of his duties,
Dr. Stills was himself attacked with cholera, and narrowly
escaped Avith his life. It took him a long Avhile to recover
from it, even as it AA'as, so shattered AA'as his constitution by

Dr.

the disease.

History of the Epidemic of Cholera, at the Philadelphia Alms
house, Blockley," in the November No., 1S49, of the "Medical Examiner."
*

See

"
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October, 1850, Dr.

Miss Heloisc De>touet.

Stille

of S.

daughter

was

married to

Destouet,

E>q.,

of

was, in every respect,
happy one,
Philadelphia.
leaving him, in his domestic relations, nothing to wish for. A
few days after his marriage, he again sailed for Europe, ac
companied by, his Avife, anel his brother, Dr. Alfred Stille.
The first part of his time while abroad Avas passed in Italy,
and the latter portion in Paris. Avhere his eldest daughter Avas
He returned to Philadelphia in the month of April,
born.
and
resumed the practice of his profession.
1852,
During
the years AA'hich intervened betAveen this period anel his death,
he endeavored to reap from the pursuit of his profession some
reAvard for his long anel conscientious studies ; but the measure
of his employment did not satisfy his expectations, or recon
cile him to the truth that success in the attainment of practice
is more frequently Avon by uninterrupted devotion to its daily
duties, than either by native talent or by proficiency in the

The union

a

Like many others Avho had
science upon which it is based.
similar
his
to
OAvn, he Avas impatient to
enjoyed advantages
succeed, and did not rest satisfied Avith the attachment and

respect of the comparatively small number whom his deA'otion
and skill had made his debtors.

He

forgot,

in

fact, that

the

years of his absence Avere, as regards professional practice,
lost years, although so rich to him in all the fruits of knoAV-

ledge. Yet,
anxiously, it

had he lived to

obtain

Avhat he

desired

so

may be questioned whether he would not have
looked back to those very years as among the happiest of his

life, and perhaps expended many

sigh upon their not unpro
period, I may mention,
that he devoted himself to the experimental
study of chemical
analysis, and acquired a knowledge of it, Avhich proved of

fitable

tranquillity.

It

Avas

during

essential serA'ice to him in the

Medical

a

this

preparation

of his Avork

on

Jurisprudence.

A year before his

the

death,

a

circumstance occurred Avhich

entirely changed
thoughts and feelings, as it
about that period that the idea Avas first
suggested to him
by his friend, Francis Wharton, Esq., of Avriting a work on
was

current

of his
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the

Mr. Wharton

should the

part of

offering

to undertake

meet with his vievrs.

it,
project
legal
proposition came at an auspicious moment, when the Avant
of some steady employment Avas, as we have just seen, being
daily felt by him, and in itself afforded so excellent an oppor
tunity for the exercise of his various poAvers, that he almost
immediately acceded to it. Of the intensity of his applica
tion, as Avell as of the conscientious spirit Avhich actuated him
in his labors, during the year which folloAved, his colleague,
Mr. AYharton, in the just and touching tribute to his memory,
contained in the preface to their joint work, thus speaks :
It Avas a year of patient and severe research, marked to an
extent of which the annals of science afford few parallels, by
the most self-denying industry, as Avell as by a rigorous and
almost fastidious conscientiousness in the pursuit, not only of
truth, but of the most appropriate terms by which that truth
could be expressed."
In the month of March, 1855, he was appointed Lecturer
on the Theory and Practice of Medicine, in the Philadelphia
The previous incum
Association for Medical Instruction.
The

"

bents had been his

brother, Dr. Alfred Stille,

and his

friend,

Meigs, anel the circumstance that he had been
to succeed such men, was both gratifying and

Dr. J.

Forsyth
thought Avorthy
inciting to him.

I have understood that he had but two
for his post ; and when it is con
himself
weeks
prepare
Avritten ones, and that at the
Avere
lectures
his
that
sidered
intermission
without
labored
he
upon his Medical Ju
same time
the fatigue he must
of
formed
be
idea
a
may
risprudence, good
he never once was
Yet
this
have
period.
to

undergone during

spared any pains to render his in
useful by procuring recent specimens of diseased
and employing in their demonstration, the knoAVhad gained with Barth, Engel, Rokitansky, and

absent from his

structions
structure,

ledge

he

post,

nor

dissections, and an extensive
His lec
literary acquaintance Avith pathological anatomy.
others,

as

tures were

resolutions

well

as

listened

adopted

by

his

own

with interest and satisfaction ; and the
by his class at his death, testify both their

to
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as

a

of his

With the

man.

nated for the

summer,
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ability

as

beginning
and at the

a

teacher,

and his

qualities

of June, his lectures termi
same

time the last sheets of

the press.
And thus, the bright prospect of future eminence anel re
nown
lay seemingly fair anel open before him, anel it only

his

posthumous

work

were

passing through

appeared needful for him to press omvard with diligence and
judgment, to be able to reach the goal with both safety and
honor.
But these hopeful anticipations were never to be
realized.
With every faculty of his mind intently engaged
his
labors, he either did not notice, or disregarded the
upon
gradually wasting and exhausting effects Avhich such intellec
tual efforts, in conjunction with his sedentary habits, Avere
producing upon a frame naturally delicate, and the uncon
sciousness continued, until he was suddenly made aAYare that
his health
to

the

to

the

health,

disordered ; nor did he even then attribute it
A trip
cause, nor consider it of serious import.

Avas

right

sea-shore, he imagined, Avould speedily
and enable him to return
With this

to

restore him to

his work Avith renewed

he went to

Cape May, intending to
The change of air
pass tAvo or three Aveeks at the sea-side.
was at first beneficial, as there was a manifest
improvement
in all his symptoms.
Most unfortunately, he was shortly
aftenvards attacked with pleurisy, brought on by imprudently
sleeping in a draught, after bathing. The attack was seem
ingly slight, but in his enfeebled condition, it greatly de
pressed and weakened him. Finding that he did not improve
at the sea-shore, he returned to
Philadelphia, and in a few
days afterwards, accompanied by his Avife and other members
of his family, set out for Saratoga, Avhich he reached, com
pletely prostrated by his journey, which it had taken him
seA-eral days to accomplish.
And there, on the 20th of
August, one short week after his arrival, soothed and minis
tered to by the affectionate care of those Avho were dearest to
him on earth, his Avife and mother and
brother, he expired, in
the thirty-third year of his age.
vigor.

view,

The character of Dr. Stille" may be said to have been dis-
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tinguished
ties than

faculty,

by
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combination of several excellent

quali

No one
any very marked or conspicuous one.
either intellectual or moral, ehvarfed or Aveakened

by

its

by
good

overgroAvth, the rest of his nature.
intellect, a high sense of duty, and a
Of these, the last faculty appeared to

resolute decisive will.

feature of his character.

undertook,

himself to with
or

allurement

a

AVhatever he

diverted him for

a

possessed

be the most

from Avhich

quiet determination,

ever

He

moment.

he

a

striking
applied

no

obstacle

This

steady,

perseverance in the pursuit of objects was observed
in his early boyhood, and contributed,
undoubtedly, more

unwavering
even

than any other quality he possessed to make him Avhat he was.
In its exhibitions, hoAvever, it Avas ahvays subordinated to his
and both

guided and regulated by what he con
duty. His standard in this latter respect
Avas ever of the
highest, and what is rarer and more com
he
lived
Thus, in the very heyday of his
mendable,
up to it.
alone
he
visited
; and, though not compelled hj
blood,
Europe
that
so
the
incentive
many require to urge them onnecessity,
as
himself
to
devote
Avards,
ardently as he did to science, his
a
of
as
sense
responsible and moral being, was so much
duty,
than
his youthful impulses, that neither the dissipa
stronger
tions of Paris nor the gaieties of light-hearted Vienna could
often Avean him from the quiet of his chamber by night, or
withdraAv him from the duties of the hospital or the class-room
by day. AVhen he Avished to relieve his mind from the severity
of his studies, he did so ; but his companions Avere men of

judgment,

ceived to be his

sense

and

distinction, and his relaxation tended

to

the refine

improvement in general knoAA'ledge.
The same conscientious spirit distinguished his course through
life, and it deserves to be ranked among the highest A'irtues of
ment of his taste and his

his character.
His moral nature, besides the qualities I have indicated,
marked by integrity, truthfulness, and a contempt of

AA'as

everything
Avrong, of

mean

or

duplicity

compromising ;

nor

dishonorable.

and
was

His vieAvs of

plain dealing,
he

one

Avho

Avere

was

right and
positive and un

ever

"ashamed to
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avow

what he believed

to

be true,

or

afraid

to

what he

practise

steadiness and

consistency
right." There
which
opinion in him in all these respects,
than
rather
showed that his conduct was guided by principle
by impulse, and his whole course through life Avas strongly

knew to be

Avas

a

of actimi and

illustrative of it.
Another feature of his character, so personal t«» him that
who knew him could fail to mark it, avus his modesty,

no one

or, rather, his absence of

pretension.
could

To

or

more

Not that he

an

Avas

averse,

that

so

and

feAV,

extent of his

ay

his labors.

like dis

anything

be

self-parade, no one
it was largely OAving to this trait, I imagine,
ere acquainted Avith the
even of his friends,
acquirements, as he very seldom spoke either

play

ever

of himself

unambitious

man

on

;

or

the

contrary, "that last infirmity of noble minds" Avas a strong
It Avas a high
and even poAverful element of his character.

worthy passion in him, hoAvever, that never seduced him
principles, and Avas aimed at respect and honorable
standing, not at notoriety or even popularity.
His attachments to his friends and family Avere strong and
not easily shaken ; in all the relations of life, in fact, he ex
He was a dutiful son,
hibited a bright pattern of excellence.
an affectionate husband, a kind brother, and a true and stead
anel

from his

fast friend.

failings and shortcomings, there can be no
doubt,
they belong in greater or lesser degree to
No
one
one.
acquainted with him, however, can fail to
every
his
that
moral nature was of a high order, as
acknowledge
That he had his

reason to

well
or

as

can

that

as

no

blot

so

blemish

tarnish the fair

truth, he had that

happily

or

termed

it,

sensitive and

reputation.
Throughout

a

"

ever

chastity

sullied his conduct in

he has left behind him.

name

of

honor,"

that would have felt

stain like

his estimate of

of his

life, Dr. Stille

cal and industrious student ; and
perly termed a learned man, his

though

In

Mr. Burke has

was

high-toned
good part

a

as

life,

an

Avound,
unspotted
a

Avas a

methodi

he could not be pro

acquirements

Avere

various,
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and far above the average.
Thus, besides being an excellent
classical scholar, he spoke and wrote both the French and

German

with

and

fluency, read the Italian,
facility, whilst in Vienna, to
enable him to understand Latin, the language then used by
the professors in their clinics.
Of his knowledge of medicine
sufficient has already been shown, and I shall
merely remark
that it was especially large in the departments of general
pathology and pathological anatomy.
and

languages
acquired

soon

ease

sufficient

His memory was retentive, and his intellect acute, clear,
and well-balanced. Never led astray by the false colorings
of

imagination, he saw things in their true light, not as he
might have wished them to be. Perhaps he was rather defi
cient in the imaginative faculty, and a larger development of
it, by making him more hopeful, and enabling him to live
more in the future, would
certainly have added to his happi
ness.

In his intercourse with

society,

his

bearing, though

some-

reserved, was manly, courteous, and dignified.
about
him, in fact, indicated the gentleman ; a nice
Everything
sense of propriety always marking his manner and conduct.
His temperament was serious and contemplative, his inclina
tion, even in early life, being rather for reading and study
He Avas not accustomed,
than for the usual pursuits of yDuth.
for
far
fonvard
look
to
at
least,
enjoyment, and was,
openly
more apt to take a desponding than a cheerful view
perhaps,
No doubt the reflection that
of the future and the present.
Avhat formal and

his studies and toils had not brought him a corresponding pro
fessional employment, tended to render his estimate of life
a
very Ioay one, and to make him regret that he
his attention to some other pursuit, in which
turned
had
merit are earlier attained, as well as more
of
the reAvards
this
Of
A'aluable.
feeling he seldom spoke plainly, but he

sometimes
not

certainly entertained it, especially before the commencement
His labor on that work was
of his Medical Jurisprudence.
he
a delight to him, and
evidently saAv in it the beginning of
The trait I have
a career of useful and agreeable occupation.
49
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mentioned was, nevertheless, far from rendering him gloomy ;
on the contrary he was ahvays cheerful, though seldom gay.
This mood, no doubt, his happy elomestic relations tended to
In his home, he found all the social happiness he
encourage.
Avas
anel
it
only from a sense of AA'hat the rules of cour
sought,

tesy required, that he sometimes entered into society.
domestic

circle,

few friends, and his

a

His

filled his affec

studies,

tions and his mind.

His
even

guage
ture

acquaintance with books Avas not confined to medicine,
largest signification. The German Avas the lan
he preferred, anel his knowledge of it rendered its litera
perfectly accessible source of pleasure. He sympathized

in its

a

deeply
mind,

with the earnest tone anel solid structure of the German
but had much less in

of the French,

yet occasionally
fashioned his

common

with the versatile

OAvn

mind to

a

singular degree

of acuteness in

matters of literary and artistic taste, cultivated
in respect to the latter by long familiarity with

Dr. Stille's
Morbus

medical

genius

the fanciful mannerisms of Italian literature ;
he read them all, and from all he dreAV Avhat

or

Avritings

Cterulcus, of

journals

of

our

consist of his thesis
numerous

scatterred

city, including

as

it had been

European art.
upon Cyanosis or
articles

in the

both reviews and

nal papers, and of his "Treatise on Medical
It is not too much, I think, to say of all of

origi
Jurisprudence."
them, that they

marked

by good sense, information, and an easy Hoav of
style, in most respects, is a faithful reflection
language.
It is methodical, accurate, and
of his character.
dignified.
As he never wrote upon subjects he had not studied and did
not understand, his OAvn ideas Avere distinct and well
defined,
are

His

and he communicates them
his readers.

clearly

and without confusion to

It may not be
uninteresting to
that he Avrote rapidly and easily, and that his

mention, also,
manuscript Avas
singularly free from erasures and interlineations. Composi
tion, in fact, was no labor to him, as he was naturally en
dowed with a great mastery and
facility of expression, and
he found no difficulty in clothing his
thoughts in appropriate
language.
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in the

July number, 1844, of the
Sciences," and occupies
of
The
its
eighteen
phenomena of cyanosis, it may be
pages.
briefly stated, were previously referred to one or other, and oc
casionally to both of the folloAving causes : 1. Obstruction to the
return of the venous blood to the lungs.
2. Presence of the
venous blood in the general arterial
system. Louis, Berard,
Bertin, Ferrus, and others adopted the first explanation.
Morgagni, Senac, Corvisart, Caillot, Labat, Bouillaud, and
particularly Gintrac, of Bordeaux, who had written an excel
lent treatise upon the subject, based upon a consideration of
fifty-three cases, advocated the latter vieAY. This last theory
is critically examined by Dr. Stille, and is shown to be unten
able, by the fact that in several cases mentioned by him, where
the characteristic discoloration of the skin and other phe
nomena of the disease were present during life, the autopsy
"American

was

published

Journal

of

Medical

an
open foramen ovale or a defective ven
tricular septum, nor did there exist any abnormal disposition
of the principal vascular trunks, by which the arterial and
venous blood could commingle.
Hence, he arrives at the de

revealed neither

cyanosis may exist without admixture of the two
By similar evidence he shows, secondly, that
there is no proportion between cyanosis, anel the degree in
which the blood is mixed ; thirdly, that complete admixture of
the blood may take place without cyanosis; and fourthly,
that the variation in the extent, depth, and duration of the
discoloration is inexplicable by the doctrine of the mixture of

duction that

sorts of blood.

the blood.

Having thus disposed of the popular theory Avhich referred
cyanosis to a mixture of arterial and venous blood as its cause,
he then examines the remaining doctrine, which ascribes its
of the venous blood
phenomena to obstruction to the return
to a congestion of the general
to the lungs," in other words,
obstruction in the right
venous system, resulting from some
side of the heart, or in the pulmonary artery, impeding the
If this latter theory be
return of its blood to the lungs."
"

"
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to exist, he states
true, the structural lesion Avhich it assumes
must meet the three following indications :
1st. That it shall account satisfactorily for the discoloration

of the skin and the dyspnoea.
or if
2dly. That it shall be found in every case of cyanosis,
cause
acting upon
not, there shall exist in its place some
similar

And

principles.
3dly. That

currence

of

tion of the

it shall

cyanosis,

exception

or

never

be found Avithout the

if it is, that

shall be

a

con

satisfactory explana

given.

The limits of this paper will not alloAV
regarding his proofs of these

particulars

inc

to enter into any

I will

propositions.

sixty-tAvo cases, all that he could
only state, therefore,
of the pulmonary artery
the
condition
in
Avhich
find recorded,
that of

Avas

observed, it

vious in

was

fifty-three

;

cither

contracted, obstructed,

while in the

or

imper

nine cases, in
there Avere found much

remaining

which this condition did not exist,
more important structural alterations, either of the heart

great vessels arising from
upon the circulation.

it,

and

acting

in the

The conclusions at Avhich he arrives from

a

same

or

manner

consideration of

all the facts, are, that the essential characteristics of cyanosis
are constituted by general venous congestion ; that there is no
one

lesion Avhich is entitled to be considered 'as its anatomical

character ; but that it
the

(contraction of
common), which acting
circulation, produces a stasis of venous
depends

upon any

pulmonary artery being the

at the centre of the

blood in the

cause

most

capillary system.
variety of lesions found in the heart and great vessels
of persons affected with cyanosis was the chief obstacle, it may
be remarked, in the way of the previous inquiries, and it re
quired the most careful classification and analysis of all the
facts connected with it, to arrive at any definite result in
regard to its pathology. In both of these respects, the paper
is a model one ; it is clearly Avritten, thorough in its
sifting of
evidence, and evinces high powers of reasoning, and although
tAvelve years have passed since it was written, its results still
The
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tion of all

Abroad,

investigators
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of the

it has attracted the atten

subject.

One of the most

Cheevers, says, in a paper
Gazette, March, 1847,
Medical Sciences, July, 1847, p.

Dr. Norman

thorough among them,
published in 1847, London
and American Journal of
"

Medical

cyanosis is exclusively due to the
blood through the arterial system,
has been satisfactorily disproved by Dr. Stille", Avho adduces
ample evidence in proof of his conclusions" and then adds,
The results of my OAvn investigations are almost entirely
confirmatory of Dr. Stille's inferences."
Dr. Still6"s contributions to the journals will be principally
207

:

The

opinion

circulation of the

that

venous

—

"

found in the American Journal of Medical

Sciences, between

All of them give evi
the years 1848 and 1855, inclusive.
dence of ability.
are exceedingly Avell written, also,
They

and many of them may be read with interest and instruction
For specimens of his critical powers, style and
even noAV.
I may refer to his revieAV of
his
mode of

subject,
treating
Experimental

Dr. Addison's*
and of Dr.

and Practical

Researches, and
Pathology,

Elements of General

to his notices of

Cbomel'sf
Stokes'sJ Treatise

on

the Diseases of the Heart and

the Aorta.
His paper on " The Psychical Effects of Ether," published
in the Philadelphia Medical Examiner, for December, 1854,
of notice, also, as a valuable contribution to
is well

deserving
knoAvledge upon a question of much interest. The subject
is carefully and candidly discussed, and the conclusions arrived
at may be fairly considered to be established.
The treatise on Medical Jurisprudence Avas, as previously
himself.
stated, the joint production of Mr. AVharton and
consisted
The share assigned to Dr. Stille" in its composition,
our

2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th books, on the Foetus and New
Child, on Sexual Relations, on Identity, and on the

of the
born

Causes of Death.

work
*

Avas

executed,

October,

1849.

Of the
I

only

manner

in which this

portion

of the

reiterate the unanimous sentiment

t April,

1849.

| July,

1854.
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of the

profession,

so

far

at
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least

as

it has been

expressed

in

rcvicAVs that have been Avritten upon it, in say
by all to be a most valuable addition

the

numerous

ing

that it is considered

certainly occupies a position in
same subject, for much
gathered from sources
almost entirely unexplored before, is positively novel. Almost
to the
every page in it testifies, by its numerous references,
extended research of the writer in these exotic regions.
The most impressive lesson Avhich the life of Dr. Moreton
Stills inculcates anel exemplifies, is the importance of the
early formation of good habits. By his exemplary conduct,
untiring industry, anel the singleness of purpose Avith Avhich he
devoted himself to his studies, when young, he not only
strengthened his intellect, anel furnished his mind with mate
rials for future thought anel comparison, but, what Avas of even
to our

medical literature.

It

preA'ious works upon the
of its information, owing to its being
advance of all

moment, he formed those habits of moral and mental
discipline, Avhich Avere their own best reAvards in after-life,

more

anel without Avhich

no man Avas ever

yet eminent in his pro

fession.

Of his

study

and

writings, the results
preparation, enough

in every instance of previous
has been said already.
When

all their A'aried and solid excellencies

death cannot but be

his premature
tune to the cause of
of his

youth

Avere

what he left

us.

our

are

considered, hoAvever,

regarded

medical literature.

as a

great misfor

The rich

promises

in part fulfilled by the publication of
Had a longer summer been allowed him

only

ripen his faculties, his final position would
distinguished one. His thorough mastery
and facility of expression, his large knowledge and honorable
desire for distinction, Avere the very qualifications necessary to
place and establish him in the position he had determined to

more

perfectly

have been

a

reach.

we

If

to

most

add to

these, that none of the common obstruc
pursuit existed in his case, that his means were
ample, and the claims of professional business upon his time
but slight, the assumption will appear even more
probable.

tions to such

Brief

as

a

his life was, he lived not in vain.

Within the
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peaceful years, all was gentleness, industry, and
duty. Every step was a step of power, and higher
AVho can estimate the
and
more perfect attainment.
culture,
moral uses, the determining influence of such a character ?
Like the gentle rain from heaven, it sheds its benign blessings

circle of his
devotion to

on

all around

it,

and the seeds which it nourishes contain

within themselves the germs of harvests that shall bloom, here
and in the world to come, forever.
Samuel L. Hollingsworth.

THEODRIC ROMEYN I5ECK.
1791—1855.

Schenectady, in the
State of New York, on
August, 1791. The
day
family, as stated in the memoir of John B. Beck, Avere of English
origin, but so long settled at Schenectady that their descend
ants, by association and intermarriage, became identified Avith
the Dutch population.
The rudiments of Dr. Beck's education Avere acquired at the
grammar school of his native city, under the more immediate
supervision of his maternal grandfather, the Rev. Derick Ro
lie entered Union College, at Schenectady, in
meyn, D.D.
anel
Avas
1803,
graduated in 1807, when only sixteen years old.
Immediately after this he went to Albany, and Avas admitted
Theodric Romeyn Beck

Avas

the 11th

born at

of

to the office of Dr. Low and Dr. McClelland.

completed, however, in the city
personal instructions of Dr. David
Hosack. At the same time, also, he attended the lectures at the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in that city ; and in 1811
he received the degree of Doctor in Medicine, on Avhich occa
sion he presented, as the subject of his inaugural thesis, a
the first fruits of the study of that
paper on "Insanity"
which
afterwards engaged so large a share of his
subject
attention, and upon which he expended such stores of learn
ing, and exhibited such powers of research. The thesis Avas
published in a pamphlet form, containing thirty-four pages,
His medical education

of New

York, under

Avas

the

—

and received from various quarters highly
flattering notices.
On his return from New York, he commenced at once the

THEODRIC
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practice

of medicine and
surgery at

year he

was

Albany,

and the

same

re
appointed physician
he
a
memorial
to
the
signing
office,
presented
supervisors
on the
subject of workhouses, the practical wisdom of which
daily experience proves at this time.
Dr. Beck was married in 1814, at Caldwell, Warren
County,
New York, to Harriet, daughter of James Caldwell.
In the year 1815, at the age of twenty-four, he received the
appointment of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine, and of
Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence, in the College of Physi
cians and Surgeons for the Western District, established under
the auspices of the Regents, at Fairfield, in Herkimer County,

to the Almshouse.

On

this

New York ;

an

institution then in the third year of its exis

Notwithstanding this appointment, which required his
absence from home only a small portion of the year, he con
tinued in the practice of his profession at Albany.
At the opening of the term in 1824, Dr. Beck delivered an
introductory lecture on the Advantages of Country Medical
Schools," which Avas published by request of the class. The
subject had been suggested by a remark made in an introduc
tory lecture by one of the professors in New York, disparaging
tence.

"

to

country schools, and which had found its way into

the New York

prints,

to

which this discourse

Avas a

some

of

severe, but

dignified and dispassionate reply.
Already, in 1817, Dr. Beck had withdrawn entirely from
the practice of medicine, having in this year accepted the
place of Principal in the Albany Academy.
His success in his profession had been quite equal to his
expectations, and with less devotion to science, or with less
care for his patients, he might have continued in practice.
But it

manifest, both to himself and to his friends,
could not long bestoAV equal attention upon both. He

was soon

that he

unwilling to assume the responsibilities of a physician
without devoting to each case that exact amount of careful
investigation which his high standard of fitness demanded.
Every new feature in disease provoked, in a mind trained to
new doubts, and
accuracy and observation, new solicitudes,
Avas
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more
thorough examinations. Added to
suffering which he was compelled to Avitness
wore
gradually upon a frame naturally sensitive, and his
health began visibly to decline.
At first, one must naturally regret that a minel so well
stored, and so eminently qualified, in many respects, to minis
ter successfully to the sick, should have been diverted thus
prematurely from its original purpose. It Avoulel be difficult
to measure the amount of good AA'hich, as a practitioner of
medicine, he might have accomplished ; Iioav much individual
suffering such talents might have alleviated, and hoAV many
This is a
valuable lives such attainments might have saved.
loss Avhich the citizens of his adopted toAvn, and of the country
adjacent, have chiefly sustained, anel which they must esti
It is a question to them, whether he made himself
mate.
as useful as a teacher as he
might have been as a physician ;
I
but
believe they Avill be slow to find fault Avith his choice,
when they have carefully figured up the account, and have
balanced the reckoning.
In fact, I think that in the fame
alone which his illustrious name has given to their city,
they
must find an adequate apology and compensation for all his
apparent neglect of their physical sufferings.
But this would be indeed only a narroAv view of the question
upon which the young, and, I have no doubt, conscientious
Beck, assumed thus early the right to decide for himself.
Although Dr. Beck formally, at this time, relinquished the
practice of medicine, and never again resumed it, yet his
interest in the science did not cease ; but to the
improvement
and perfection of some one or another of its
departments, the
balance of his life was, in a great measure,
devoted, and espe
to
such
as
were
of
or
of
universal interest.
cially
portions
general
He seemed, in fact, to have called in his attention from a narroAv
range of objects, only that he might fasten it again upon

and

claimed

new

this, the

scenes

a

much wider.

and the

rather

as

jails,

of

He AvithdreAV himself from the almshouses
in Avhich the unfortunate maniacs were treated

criminals than

medical care, that he

proper objects of sympathy and of
might, in the retirement of his
as

study,
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within which he had accumulated
nearly all the experience
of the Avorld, devise the more
unerringly the means of un

fettering

their intellects and their

limbs,

then

so

cruelly

chained.
In

a

letter to his

uncle, Dr. Romeyn, then

in

Europe,

dated

June

30, 1814, he says : " I have begun to look upon medi
cine in a very different manner from Avhat I
formerly did.
AYith
the
I
Although delighted
study, yet dislike the practice,
and had not

acquired sufficiently comprehensive views of its
importance as an object of research. I now
Avorthy of my mind, and for some time past I
have brought all my energies to its examination."
From this remarkable passage, in which Ave have definitely
the plan of his future life, we learn also what
enlarged and in
telligent views he entertained of the value of true medical
value and great
find it a subject

science.
In

Dr. Beck

appointed President of the New
Society, and he was re-elected the two
in
a sufficient
itself
succeeding years
testimony of the esteem
in Avhich he was held by his fellow-members.
His first annual address was devoted mainly to the subject
of "Medical Evidence," Avhich he regarded as embracing not
only the interests of the profession, but of the community
generally. In this address, he urges the propriety of ap
pointing in certain counties, districts, or parts of the State,
medical men, Avho shall be especially charged with the duty of
making the examinations upon the cadaver, in order that by
experience and study they may become better fitted for the per
In all cases, he believed the
formance of this important duty.
medical witness ought to be permitted to present a "written re
port" of his examination, and not be required to give it verbally
Nor could Dr. Beck see
and Avithout sufficient preparation.
are
if
such services
important to the com
any good reason why,
administration
of justice, the
munity in promoting the proper
1829,

was

York State Medical
—

medical

men

who render them

are

not entitled to receive

adequate compensation. "There is not," he says, "an
dividual attending on any of our courts, who is not paid

an

in

for
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exception

of such

as are

engaged

In his second annual address, he calls the attention of the

society to the rapid progress of the science of medicine, espe
cially in its growing distrust of mere theories, and in its de
votion to pathology, anatomy, chemistry, materia medica, and
the collateral branches.

In defence of those who pursue the
of
he
utters
the folloAving just sentiment :
study
anatomy,
"
All will grant their pursuit would not have been selected

except from

a

high

sense

of

gist
at

must

familiarize himself.

the risk of health,
As

the

a

It

duty.

citement, some moral courage,
mysterious change which death
startle the most buoyant spirit

to

requires some lofty in
employed. The

be thus

induces is alone sufficient to
but with

:

He

the

this,

proceeds

to

his

patholo
high office

often, indeed, of existence."
discourse, Dr. Beck selected

theme for his last annual

subject

"

of

small-pox, as one of permanent and abiding
only to us as medical men, but to the whole com

interest,
munity, indeed
not

to

the whole human race."

This paper consists mainly of a rapid
history of the origin
and progress of this terrible scourge, and of the value and
necessity of thorough vaccination, with a vieAV to its ultimate

extinction.
Dr. Beck continued to feel

an

interest

the science of medicine until

laboriously
life.
Selecting always those
were of the
largest interest to
to

discuss them in

a

manner

in,
a

and to cultivate

late

period

of his

themes for his discourses Avhich
the largest number, he was able
which indicated

an

intimate

ac

quaintance with all their relations and bearings. His sugges
tions are constantly such as might become a
physician, a phi
lanthropist, and statesman ; and that they were not Utopian
is proved by the fact that very
many of them, either in their
or
original forms,
only slightly modified, have been adopted
as measures of state
policy and general hygiene, or, if not
still
continue
to commend themselves to the
adopted, they
of
intelligence
enlightened men everywhere, anel physicians
still continue to reiterate his
sentiments, and to urge their
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care

of the

public

inte

rests.

I cannot omit to

hand of

a

ments in

tion of

indicate,

as

especial notice, the
recognizes the
discoveries and improve

Avorthy

of

Christian-like deference with which he

humble,

kind Providence in all those

medicine, resulting

our

race, of Avhich

in the amelioration of the condi

our

profession

has been

so

long

the

chosen and honored medium.
In

1826, Dr. Beck was made Professor of Medical Juris
prudence, at Fairfield Medical College, instead of Lecturer ;
and in 1836, he was transferred from the chair of Practice to
that of Materia Medica, in accordance with his own request.
These two chairs he continued to occupy until the abandon
the College in 1840.

ment of

Medical schools had been established both

Albany and
Geneva,
auspices,
having re
and
the
from
State
ceived liberal endowments
;
although the
of
the profes
the
confidence
College at Fairfield still retained
its
in
its
last
sion to such a degree that
pupils num
catalogue
bered one hundred and fourteen, and its graduates thirtythree, yet as it was apparent that the wants of the community
did not require three colleges situated so near each other, and
as both
Albany and Geneva had the advantage in their rela
tive size- and accessibilily, it was determined by the several
professors to discontinue the lectures at Fairfield.
At this time, the Faculty ccinsisted of Westel AVilloughby,
John Delamater, James Hadley, James McNaughton, T. Ro
Professor in
meyn Beck, and myself, as their newly appointed
the chair of Surgery, vacated by the resignation of Reuben D.
Mussey.
Very feAV changes had occurred in the school since its first
organization. Lyman Spaulding, the first Professor of Ana
tomy and Surgery, had died ; Joseph White and Delos White,
respectively Professors of Surgery and of Anatomy, had re
signed, and also Dr. Mussey, my immediate predecessor.
With these exceptions the Faculty remained as in 1815.
From the rude walls of this College, built upon cold and inunder

new

and favorable

at

each
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hospitable hills, have gone out more than three thousand
pupils, and nearly six hundred graduates ; of Avhom nineteen!
have held, or do noAV hold, professorships in colleges, eight are
in the United States service

surgeons, anel very many more
have risen to distinction in the practice of medicine anel sur
as

gery-

Immediately

on

resigning

his

place

at

Fairfield, Dr. Beck

elected to the chair of Materia Medica in the

Avas

Medical

College

he would most

Albany
Jurisprudence, to Avhich
naturally have been chosen, being already
This
very able teacher, Amos Dean, Esq.
; the chair of Medical

occupied by a
professorship Dr. Beck continueel to hold until 1854, Avhen
his declining health, together with an accumulation of other
pressing duties, induced him to resign his place as an active
officer, having noAV taught medicine in some of its departments
for thirty-nine years, and the trustees then conferred upon
him the honorary distinction of Emeritus Professor.
It has been mentioned that in 1817, Dr. Beck Avas made
principal of the Albany Academy ; and in a letter to his uncle,
Dr. Romeyn, dated August 1, 1817, shortly before the ap
This I know, that by zeal
pointment, he Avrites as follows:
and attention on the part of the instructors, it can be made
"■

an

eminent and useful institution."

believe that the mention of my
solicited and very unexpected.
as

such I shall

value."
now

ahvays

look

The citizens of

scattered

throughout

on

name

It is
it

as

Albany

...

"I pray you to

candidate, Avas
spontaneous offer,

as a
a
a

testimony

and his

of

un

and

no mean

pupils,
States, can bear witness
that institution, and how
numerous

the United

Iioav great was his zeal in behalf of
well he fulfilled his promise.

building occupied as the Academy, Avas erected for this
by the city authorities ; it is large, commodious and
distinguished, even among the numerous public edifices which
adorn this capital, for its fine architectural
proportions. Each
department is supplied Avith able teachers, and with ample
means for
illustration, and during the more than thirty years
The

purpose
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reputation

second to

no

similar institution in the State.
I find in

one

back, pencil

of the

papers, dated some years
few of its most prominent citizens,

Albany city

sketches of

a

The writer, Avho is not
among whom is mentioned Dr. Beck.
and of his reputa
other
of
his
services,
public
many
ignorant
tion
"

the

speaks of his connection with the Academy :
Albany Academy is an institution Avhich has furnished
community with more mind than any other academy in
abroad,

thus

The

this country ; a distinction that is doubtless due to the ad
mirable discipline and well-stored brain which Dr. Beck
brought with him into the institution, in 1817."

1848, Dr. Beck resigned his place as principal
Academy, and, on the death of James Stevenson, Esq.,
In

ceeded him

as

of the
he

suc

President of the Board of Trustees.

Agriculture, Arts, and
Legislature on the
incorporated by
Manufactures,"
Chancellor
Avith
12th of March, 1793,
Livingston as its presi
the
of
The existence
dent.
corporation was limited by its
of
charter to the first day
May, 1804. On the 2d day of
renewed the charter,
April, 1804, the Legislature virtually
of the corporation to
name
the
making it perpetual, changing
of Useful Arts," and
Promotion
the
The Society for
that of
the
president of the new
Chancellor Livingston was appointed
time
this
only twenty-one years
corporation. Dr. Beck, at
of
a member of this society on the 5th day
admitted
was
old,
distin
its
to
addition
in
February, 1812. Among its officers,
Simeon De Witt, John
guished president, already named, were
Van Rensselaer, De Witt
Taylor, David Hosack, Stephen
others prominent in the
Clinton, Edmund C. Genet, and
At its second meeting after
history of the State of New York.
of a standing committee
his election, he was made the chairman
and arranging
of five, appointed for the purpose of collecting
1st of April,
the
on
such minerals as our State affords." And
The

"

Society

for the Promotion of

the

was

"

"

1812,

pointed
of the

admission, he was ap
annual address at the following session

less than two months after his
to

deliver the

society.

This

duty

he

performed

on

the 3d

day

of
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The purpose of
he remarks, to "exhibit at one vieAv,

1813, in the old Senate Chamber.

February,

his discourse was,

as

the mineral riches of the United States, with their various
to the arts,

application

and to demonstrate the

practicability

of the increase of different manufactures, whose materials

are

derived from this source."
This
It

was

was

neAV,

eminently the field for
and everything had to

Dr. Beck's

talent.

peculiar

be learned from the

begin

host of persons and authorities had to be consulted,
and the Avhole to be carefully digested, analyzed, and applied.

ning

;

a

The result could not have
with his habits
was

at all

pelled

;

but to

acquainted

disappointed

Avere

less,

with the difficulties Avhich he

to encounter in the little that

mineral

those Avho

avIio had known him

one

Avas

familiar
or

avIio

Avas com

then knoAvn of the

of this country, the result seems astonish
that
and
to
elaborate and timely paper, the American
ing ;
manufacturer is, to-day, in no small degree indebted for his
resources

wealth and

It

prosperity.

Avas

the lens Avhich first

the scattered rays of light upon the subject to a
which iioav melts the ores in a thousand furnaces.

brought

focus, and
If, as Dr.

Beck asserts, American mineralogy Avas then in its
infancy,
Avas the first to
urge upon it a confidence in itself, and to

he

demonstrate to others its

unsuspected capacities; and it is
through
early guidance and assistance that it has so
rapidly groAvn to complete manhood, no less than to the per
severing industry, the unconquerable enterprise, and the ex
such

"

traordinary ingenuity
In

of

our

citizens."

Dr. Beck

1819,
read, before the same society, a Memoir
Alum," the object of which was to present a vieAv of one of
the most important of the chemical arts.
In preparing it, "I
consulted," says Dr. Beck, every work relating to the sub
ject within my reach."
"Had the work, conducted some
years ago by Professor
"

on

"

Cooper,

of

Philadelphia,

under the title of the

Emporium

of

Arts, been continued, this attempt would doubtless have been
useless, as the subject under consideration was one of those
which he proposed to notice.
I venture,
though with

unequal
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progress, and present state of
with
a
alum,
hope that my investigations
useful
to
some
who
are unable to consult
may prove
sys
tematical works, and above all, that
they may direct the
attention of our citizens to the means which
possess,

steps,

history,

the manufacture of

they

within their

of

converting

useless mineral

products
profit."
This, together with the paper first mentioned, is published
the Transactions of the Society, before which they were

into rich
in

reach,

OAvn

sources

of individual and national

delivered.
The

Albany Lyceum of Natural History was incorporated
Legislature on the 23d day of April, 1823. Stephen
Van Rensselaer was, by the charter, appointed its first presi
dent, and Dr. Beck, its first vice-president. A union between
this association and the Society for the Promotion of Useful
Arts, Avas agreed upon and carried into effect in 1824, and
consummated in form by an act of the Legislature of the 27th
of February, 1829, incorporating the Albany Institute, to
consist of three departments : the first, that of the physical
sciences and the arts, to consist of the Society for the Promo
by

the

tion of Useful Arts
natural

as

then constituted ; the

consist of the

second,

that of

of Natural

history,
Albany Lyceum
History, as then constituted ; the third, for the promotion of
history and general literature, to be formed for the purpose.
Of the Albany Institute so constituted, dating back its foun
dation to the establishment of the Society for the Promotion
of Agriculture, Arts, and Manufactures in 1793, and thus
being, I believe, the oldest institution of this character in New
of the oldest in the country, Dr. Beck was not
members, but it may be safely
without doing injustice to many others Avho have been

York,

only
said,

to

and

one

one

of the most active

connected with it, that he did more to keep up its organiza
tion, to enlarge its library and collections, and generally to
advance its interests, than any other person connected with
Its proceedings, as well as its published Transactions,
bear evidence to the fidelity and zeal with which he labored
it.

for its

prosperity.

At the time of his
50

death,

and for many
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before, he was its president. In 1835, Dr. Beck, by
appointment, delivered before the Institute a eulogium on the
life anel services of Simeon De AVitt, Surveyor-General of the

years

University, and also, at the time of
death,
vice-presidents of the society. After a
sketch of the life of this highly esteemed and venerable man,
remarkable for the simplicity and clearness of the style and
narrative, adverting to the loss Avhich the Institute had sus
State. Chancellor of the

his

one

of the

tained in the death of other members, he closes in language
a
peculiar appropriateness in this biographical

Avhich has

memoir.

"Happy," says he, "if, when our account is made up, we
shall be found each in his appropriate sphere, like our honored
fellow-members,

have done

service to the

community
morning of life, or at its
fervid bustling noonday, or in the declining hour, we depart,
our memories will be cherished, and our names
implore the
passing tribute of a sigh."
One of the originators of the plan for the
Geological Survey
or

the State.

to

Then,

some

Avhether in the

of the State of NeAV York, Dr. Beck became one of its most
ardent supporters, and under the successive
governors he Avas
intrusted with much of the supervision of the work.
The

Legislature of 1850 confided to the Secretary of State,
Secretary of the Board of Regents, the supervision
of the publication of the remainder of the Natural
History of
the State.
The geological survey having been protracted
much beyond the period originally
contemplated, and various
claims existing in reference to it, the two officers named were
required by law to report to the next Legislature what
and to the

those claims were, and what contracts existed between the
State and individuals for such of the work as remained to be

completed. They were also required to report a plan for
the final completion of the
survey, and to submit estimates of
the cost of such completion.
Dr. Beck's
acquaintance with
the history of this work, and all the matters connected
with
it, was perhaps more complete than that of any other person
in the State ; and this fact led to the selection of
the

Secretary
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post Avhich he then filled,

a

AVhether

science,

ROMEYN

as one

of the

com

look at the interests of the State

we

or

better choice could have been made.

The reports of the commissioners to the
Legislature, show
effects
of
the
made
good
inA'estigation
by them; and judg

the

from the order and system which the affair soon assumed
hands, and the comparative economy which at
tended their expenditures and plans, it is
hazarding little to

ing

under their

say

that,

charged

had

a

permanent commission of this character been

Avith the

would have been

care
more

of the survey from its outset, the work
systematically pursued, and at an ex

pense greatly less than that Avhich the State has incurred.
Since 1841 he occupied the office of Secretary of the Board
of

Regents, a position of great honor and trust.
Regents have a supervisory charge of the educational
interests of the State, and are required to report annually the
condition of all the colleges and academies under their care.
His reports made during the period of his incumbency are not
only voluminous, but they are equally models of accuracy and
The

of compactness.
But the supervision of

colleges

and of academies does

by no

limit the powers and responsibilities of the Regents.
To them is intrusted the care of the State Library, and of the

means

History, with also the management
foreign correspondence, and all of the literary
or scientific international exchanges ; most of which various
duties devolved officially upon Dr. Beck.
To his earnest devotion and eminent qualifications the State
is therefore indebted for its large and judiciously selected
library, and especially for its unrivalled collection of works on
the history of this country and State.
In the language of Dr. E. H. Vandeusen, from Avhose brief
but elegant biography, written for the New York Journal of
Insanity, I am indebted for several of the facts contained in
State Cabinet of Natural

of much of the

this memoir
"

:

Dr. Beck has witnessed the

public system

of

adoption,

education, elementary

in this

and

State, of

collegiate,

a

alike
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crowning effort in the
congenial labor, a State Li
completeness of organization and beauty of

and successful ; and
field of his severest, yet most

thorough

brary, which,

for

as

the

arrangement, stands unrivalled, and for which, it may be re
marked, the State of Ncav York is almost entirely indebted to

complete knoAvledge of the history of litera
no
science,
equal in this country, if,
indeed, anywhere."
Many years ago Dr. Beck became interested in the subject
In fact, while connected with the City
of a State Museum.
Lyceum, established in the Albany Academy, he Avas indus
triously accumulating and depositing everything of which he
could possess himself, relating to history, or to natural science,
a
passion which, it is Avell knoAvn, did not cease or abate Avhen
his admission into the Board of Regents gave him a wider field
To the State Library and the State Cabinet
for its exercise.
hereafter his time anel talents Avere in no small degree directed;
his extended and

ture

in which he had

anel

his zeal in behalf of these institutions that he

and such

Avas

did

hesitate,

times when the illiberal

policy of indi
Legislature hazarded the success of
necessary appreciations, to give his personal pledge that the
moneys should be judiciously applied, and by becoming, as it
not

at

vidual members of the

were, the indorser of

cognition

the government, he

of the claims of these

interests,

necessary supplies.
On the arrival of M. Vattemare in this

secured the

re

and obtained the

country, Dr. Beck

immediately saw the value of such a system
exchange as was proposed, and became at

of international

one of its
advocates ; nor did he eA'er cease to urge
upon the
successive legislatures of NeAV York the continuance of the
system ; and even upon his death-bed he entreated, as a per
sonal favor, that his friends would not
forget the claims of
this subject, in which he had always felt so
deep an interest.
In a letter lately received, M. Vattemare Avrites : " The
once

warmest

death.of
friend I

Dr. Beck
ever

had,

deprives

me

well

as

as

active co-operator in the noble

of the best and most faithful
of the most
enlightened and
cause

to

which my life is de-
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voted

I thought that with my friend all Avas
for
of his solicitude for the system of
the
recollection
gone ;
his
as
as
well
exchange,
paternal anxiety for the State Libra
ry

—

that

glorious

monument of his

patriotism

and

high

know

ledge revived my courage, and with it the hope that those
kind friends I have yet among the Regents of the University,
—

and the recollection of the
his association in my
their good will."

Outside of his

friendship of Dr. Beck for me, and
labors, would secure the continuation of
of

duties, no object of
finding in him a warm
supporter. AVhen the project of a University in the city of
Albany was started, intended to supply the scientific and lite
rary Avants of the whole United States, Dr. Beck, while seeing
clearly all the difficulties and discouragements attending such
a scheme,
gave it his full countenance and encouragement.

public

interest

OAvn

Avas

peculiar sphere

undertaken Avithout

Of the American Association of Science he

ber, and rendered to it many services.
In obedience to those promptings of
a

great

measure

to

was an

active

humanity which seem in

have determined his

course

for those who

in life

—

were
—

labor

least able to

zealously
ing ahvays
appreciate his sendees, or to recognize them he read
the New York State Society, in 1837, a paper on the
most

mem

before
statis

tics of the deaf and dumb, which had the effect to direct the
attention of the public and of the legislators more fully to the
condition and necessities of this unfortunate class, and the
results of Avhich may be seen in the establishment in the city
of NeAV York of a school for deaf mutes, unrivalled in the
anel in the perfection of its details.
excellence of its

system

incorporation, in April, 1842, Dr. Beck
Managers of the New York
State Lunatic Asylum at Utica; and he was reappointed
of each
by the Governor and Senate at the expiration
successive triennial period.
Upon the death of Mr. Muna non-resident member, Avas unani
son, in 1854, he, although
This important in
of the Board.
President
elected
mously
the State upon a scale
and
endowed
established
by
stitution,
By

was

the act of its

made

one

of the Board of
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unparalleled munificence,

is

no

doubt indebted

to Dr. Beck for his Aviso counsels anel efficient

Avhich he

at

all times

freely

largely
personal aid,

contributed.

occasional contributor to the pages of
the American Journal of Insanity, published at Utica, under
Dr. Beck

was

also

an

the e-ditorial management of Dr. Brigham, the former principal,
and when, upon the death of that gentleman, in 1850, the man

agement of the Journal fell into the hands of the Board, Dr.
Beck was chosen its eelitor, a place Avhich he continued to bold
"

until the close of the last

more

imperative

duties

volume, Avhen advancing years and

compelled

him to

relinquish

his edito

rial connection."

life, and of that Avhich

has

illustrious Avherever science and literature

are

Of the chief labor of Dr. Beck's
made his

name

cultivated,

it still remains to

speak.

I allude to his work

From how

Medical

on

in his life

Jurisprudence.
early period
subject of this work occupied his attention avc may infer
from the folloAving brief extracts from letters Avritten to his
uncle, the Rev. J. B. Romeyn. The first is dated in 1813 :
Permit me to press upon you the obtaining of one or the
other of the French authors on legal medicine.
It has long
been a favorite idea Avith me to prepare a work on that subject,
anel should I be enabled to procure Fodere" or Mahon, my de
sign may be completed."
The second is dated June 30, 1814, and was addressed to
his uncle, at Lisbon, Portugal :
a

the

"

"

As the communication is

open between Great Bri
you will doubtless be enabled to procure
the books I Avished.
Dulan advertised them some years
tain and

since."

now

France,

....

The treatise alluded to

appeared

in

1823,

in tAvo

volumes,

; and not

only attracted great attention at the time,
but has ever since continued to be a standard work on the
subject. The science of medical
is one of
octavo

jurisprudence

great interest and importance.
tions

in

required

Avhich the

It treats of all those
ques
of a medical man
may be

testimony
justice,

before courts of

and from the nature of
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many of the questions, it is obvious that their discussion
quires the Avidest range of medical and scientific

Although deeply

studied in

Italy, France,

and

re

knowledge.
Germany, this

science had

scarcely attracted any attention, either in this
country
England, previous to the publication of the
work of Dr. Beck.
To him is certainly due the
high credit,
not merely of
rousing public attention to an important and
neglected subject, but also of presenting a work upon it which
Avill probably never be entirely superseded.
In foreign coun
its
merits
have
been
and
tries,
duly appreciated
magnanimously
acknowledged.
In 1825, the work was republished at London, with notes
by Dr. William Dunlop, and it passed altogether through ten
editions, including the four English editions, during the author's
life. Since his death, a new and enlarged edition has been issued
under the supervision of Dr. C. R. Gilman, of New York, as
In 1828, the work
sisted by an able corps of collaborators.
was translated into German, at Weimar, and has been favor
ably received in various parts of the continent of Europe.
Considered all in all, it is unquestionably the most able,
learned, and comprehensive treatise on Medical Jurisprudence
in any language, and may, therefore, justly be regarded as the
crowning glory of Dr. Beck's literary and scientific life.
Although the two volumes originally comprised more than
or

in

two thousand pages

octavo, yet

edition he did not fail to add

exhaustible

stores

of

to each successive

from his

largely
knowledge and research.

American

apparently
Nor

even

in

here

did his labors cease, but he continued to contribute, almost to
period of his death, to one or more of the medical or scien

the

tific journals of the country, such additional facts or discoveries
In the "Ameri
as from time to time came to his knoAvledge.
can Journal of the Medical Sciences," edited by Dr. Hays, may
be found many of his most valuable papers.
There is, perhaps, no testimony more pertinent, as to the
rank occupied by Dr. Beck in the literary and scientific

world, than the large number of societies, both abroad and
at home, which conferred upon him either honorary or active
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less known,

we

may mention

elected a
Society,
New
York, 1813;
Physieo-Medieal Society.
Antiquarian Society, Massachusetts, 1816 ; Academy eif Na
tural Sciences, Philadelphia, 1816; Lyceum of Natural His
tory, Ncav York, 1817 : American Geological Society, New

the New York Historical

of which he

Avas

member in 1813:

Haven, 1819:

Natural Historical

Society, Montreal, 1821;
Society, London, 1824 : Medi
cal Society, Quebec, 1824 ; Corresponding Member, Linmean
Society, Paris, 182*) ; Honorary Member, Medical Society,
Connecticut, 1826 ; Society of Emulation, Charleston, South
Carolina, 1827 ; Medical Society of New Hampshire, 1828 ;

Honorary

Member of Medical

College of Physicians, Philadelphia, 1829 ;
Honorary Member, Royal Medical Society of Edinburgh,
1832 ; of Meteorological Society, London, 1838 ; of Ameri
can
Philosophical Society, Philaelelphia, 1839 ; of Medical
Society of Rhode Island, 1839 ; National Institution for the
Promotion of Science, AVashington, 1840 ; Historical Society
of Pennsylvania, 1841; American Ethnological Society, 1842;
Northern Academy of Arts and Sciences, Dartmouth, 1845 ;
Corresponding Fellow of NeAV York Academy of Medicine,
1847 ; Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, Copenhagen,
1848 ; Historical Society, Vermont, 1850 ; American Statis
tical Society, Boston, 1851 ; State Historical
Society, Wis
consin, 1854. The degree of LL.D. Avas conferred upon him
by the Mercersburg College, Pennsylvania, and by Rutgers
College, New Jersey.
Dr. Beck enjoyed during his
long life almost uninterrupted
health, the result, probably, of a good natural constitution, and
of regular, temperate, and active habits, so far at least as his
literary pursuits would permit.
In the early part of January, 1854, he suffered first from a
severe attack of
indigestion. In February, 1855, he was
again taken ill in a similar manner ; and these attacks AA'ere
renewed hereafter, with more and more
frequency, accom
panied with dyspnoea, and with such other symptoms as
Associate of the

seemed

to

indicate disease of the heart.

His emaciation
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became extreme ; and finally, after severe and protracted
suffering, which he bore with exemplary patience and Chris
tian resignation, he died on the 19th of November, 1855, at
the age of sixty-four years and three months.
To the inquiry, so natural to one who reflects upon the life
anel labors of Dr. Beck, " How has any man been able to

accomplish

so

much in

a

single

life ?"

The

reply is,

—

it

Avas

the result of system, indomitable perseverance, of ardent devo
tion, and honesty of purpose, united to excellent talents. But

quality

no one

ments

as

so

much contributed to his

that methodical

improvement

extraordinary attain
adopted

of time which he

from the first and retained to almost the last hours of his life.

place, with which no other duties
given portion of each day was
a
to
particular subject, and this arrangement Avas not
assigned
The morning study Avas never post
to be interfered with.
nor relaxation nor miscellaneous read
the
to
evening,
poned
ing permitted until the allotted tasks were respectively dis
patched. Having determined also upon any great purpose,
With
it Avas never relinquished until it was accomplished.
him there was no vacillation or uncertainty of design ; and at
his death nothing seems to have been left unfinished, but that
one labor which he had undertaken too late for its full comple
tion, a memoir of his early friend and counsellor, the lamented
De Witt Clinton ; a Avork for Avhich his long and intimate
acquaintance, his sympathy of feelings and tastes, Avith his
rare literary attainments, eminently qualified him.

Every duty

were

had its time and

allowed to interfere.

A

—

In his domestic
ate.

I

hesitate,

sanctity
instructs

of

relations,

even

private

me

Avas

kind and affection

biographical memoir, to invade the
which
; but I must yield to an impulse
unsullied
and
the example of a pure

in

life

to value

Dr. Beck

a

character in its relations to home and to the social circle.
To his wife, who died in 1823, at the early age of thirtyand of refined
one
years, a woman of rare accomplishments
attached ; and I am told that
he was

devotedly
sentiments,
the greater part of his work
Avritten while

watching

on

at her

Medical

bedside

Jurisprudence
during her last

was

and
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most

A'irtues anel to the kindness of his

touching

OAvn

memorial to her

heart.

Of his brothers, he Avas the eldest ; and, although accus
tomed ahvays to exercise over them a kind of paternal care,

singularly attached to them ; and Avhen, one after
another, they died, until he alone was left, he seemed to
suffer the most poignant grief; especially did the death of

he

Avas

the late LeAvis C. Beck,
his last and youngest brother
with whom his associations and pursuits Avere the most con

—

—

stant, fall heavily upon him.
that venerated Avoman, who herself had Avatched
infancy, and guided him carefully through his youth,

His mother
his

over

—

up to manhood

—

found under his roof

a

Avelcome shelter in her

years, where at all times her Avants
and her counsels anel precepts Avere

declining
supplied,
spected. Brought up under her
Avas solid anel
judicious, anel, until
of her
rest

more

than

reverentially

re

father's care, hen- education
the last three or four years

her mind gave way, she
literary pursuits. She lived to

life, when

in all

Avere

preserved
see

her inte

all her children

respectability, anel died at last at the
eighty-five years.
no sons.
His tAvo daughters, Catharine, wife
of Pierre Aran Cortlandt, Esq., of AVestchester, and Helen, wife
of Hon. AVilliam Parmelee, of Albany, still live to attest his in
estimable Avorth and to exemplify his virtues.
attain eminence and

advanced age of
Dr. Beck had

In the presence of strangers, Dr. Beck was somewhat re
and not unfrequently seemed unsocial ; but, with his

served,
more

intimate

acquaintance,

he

was

remarkably free, affable,

and unrestrained ; and through all his familiar social conver
sations there was a rich vein of humor mingling with the profounder currents of thought and discussion.

His

knoAvledge

treatises.
romance,

He read

of books

was

not

confined

to

He read most of the standard works in

scientific

history,

poetry, and in all departments of light literature.

rapidly,

and

soon

possessed

himself of the

meaning

value of any author ; a faculty which, united to a retentive
memory, made him almost the final umpire whenever ejuesor

tions of text
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authority arose. In the language of one who
intimately, and who had been a colaborer with him
His knowledge of
in the establishment of the State Library,
I
of
I
the
science
what
would call
literature, have never seen
equalled."
or

knew him

"

Not even the
liberal to the poor, and kind to all.
brutes escaped his sympathy.
Cruelty to animals excited in
He

him

was

ahvays

the most intense

His belief in the divine

disapprobation.

revelation,

and in its

doctrines, as
Christians, was firm, de

by the great body of Protestant
cided, and often expressed ; and he could never
attempts on the part of any person to impugn

held

tolerate any
or

to throw

discredit upon them.
Frank H. Hamilton.

I

JOHN COLLINS WAiaiEN.
1778—1856.

AVarren, the son of Dr. John AVarren, was
Boston, on the 1st of August, 1778.
In 1786, being then eight years old, he entered the public
Latin School. At this period of his life, he is described by those
whose recollections go so far back, as a boy of great sedateness, remarkable for his scrupulous neatness of person, anel
for his love of order, as shoAvn in his room, his library, and
JonN Collins

born

at

his clothes.

child for

high
feeling, but was cold, reserved, and silent, even
at that age.
Notwithstanding this external coldness, how
ever, he Avas naturally of a Avarm, ardent, and even impetuous
temperament. His disposition Avas affectionate, and his mother
often mentioned the devoted and patient attention Avhich he
displayed in watching by her sick-bed, when he Avas nine
He had a strong natural taste for music, and
years of age.
As an illus
could easily catch a tune upon once hearing it.
tration of this, it may be mentioned, that though in after-life
he never indulged the taste, yet he states in his diary that he
perfectly retains, after the lapse of fifty years, the air of a
Greek song, which he learned from one of Napoleon's officers,
He

Avas

also

distinguished

as a

a

tone of moral

with whom he boarded in Paris.
At the first distribution of the Franklin

Latin

School,

his

name

school for Harvard
of his
of

class,

July,

before the

"

at the

He left

College in 1793. He was then at the head
a
valedictory address, on the 13th
year, in laudation of public school education,

and delivered

in this

medals,

stood at the head of the list.

\-enerable fathers of the town."

JOHN
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in his handa
copy of which is extant, partly
were to remain
Avho
advice
to
those
consists
of
Avriting,
grave
in the school to avail themselves to the utmost of the advan

This

address,

tages which they enjoyed
because shared
a

feeling

former,

or

of

equally
cowardly

—

advantages

which

were

greater

between the poor and the rich, so that
depression was not cultivated in the

undue consciousness of

superiority

in the latter.

Jenks, of
surviving classmates,
honorable
his
to
of
Salem, testify
Boston,
Judge White,
standing in college, both as a scholar and a young gentleman.
They state that he always held in view the rank obtained by
his uncle, General Joseph Warren, as Avell as the high standing
his father had obtained, and his ambition was continually
stimulated by these examples.
He was graduated in 1797. It was his father's wish that he
should not enter a profession which he had found so laborious,
and in many respects so full of care and anxiety as his own ;
but that he should adopt the more immediately lucrative em
the Rev. Dr.

Two of his
and

John does not appear, at that
time, to have had any decided bias for his father's profession,
and he spent the first year after he was graduated in studying
the French language, as a useful preparation for whatever

ployment

of

a

merchant.

might adopt.
Europe had, at that time, deranged
it was found
mercantile affairs so seriously that, upon inquiry,
in a counting-room as his
impossible to obtain such a situation
there
father thought entirely suitable, and he was permitted,
a
he felt for
profession.
fore, to indulge the preference which
one year
remained
and
of
the
medicine,
He commenced
study
natu
not
was
with his father. That his taste for this pursuit
his
in
shown by his speaking
rally very strong, seems to be
the
pretended" study
letters of this period as a year lost in
occupation

he

The troubled state of

"

of medicine.

desire to visit Europe, and
year, his strong
afforded
by foreign hospitals,
avail himself of the advantages
sailed on the 16th of
He
London.
for
induced him to embark
his Bachelor's detaken
had
he
after
June, 1799, two years
At the end of

a
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gree, and arrived in London in tA\enty-four days. His passage,
though le-s rapid than those made in these days, had more

Despite of the assistance Avhich France
America, difficulties had arisen, anel a Avar
the
which, by
testimony even of a Frenchman, Las Cases, Avas
brought on by the vexations and insolent conduct of the

objects

of interest.

had rendered

French

—

—

ensued.

possible, at that exciting period of our history,
nephew of General AVarren, and the son of one of the
most ardent anel unselfish patriots avIio ever lived, to behold
public events Avith indifference. He had previously taken a
deep interest in politics, and on the breaking out of the French
Avar, took an active part in military affairs, and in the organi
This interest in military matters, and
zation of companies.
his connection with a company, latterly as surgeon, continued
through life.
He describes his employments on board ship as of a warlike
character.
He and the other passengers Avere appointed to
the charge of the great guns, and they soon became so expert
in the management of these heavy pieces, that, he
says, the
oldest seaman could not outdo them.
The captain inclining
to prove their
alacrity, once gave the alarm at midnight, Avhen
all
Avere
buried in sound sleep.
In five minutes we
they
were
all at our stations, and had every gun
prepared for
action."
They had many real alarms, and Avere forced to
Friends and enemies Avere
pass many nights in their clothes.
almost equally disagreeable to meet.
They were driven Avithin
After chasing a prh'ateer,
pistol-shot of the French coast.
quarrelling furiously with a British cruiser, and receiving
very polite treatment from others, Ave landed at Deal, on the
10th July."
Having arrived at London, seen the wonders, delivered his
letters, and received the consequences thereof, he commenced
at once the attendance of the
There are," he
hospitals.
two kinds of students in the
says,
;
hospitals the one called
dressers, and the other walkers. The first have the advanIt

was

not

for the

"

"

"

"

JOHN

tage

ing

of

practising

on

COLLINS

all the
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cases, and dress

simple* surgical

all wounds

themselves; the others merely see what is
done.
Of course the former have vastly the greatest oppor
tunities, but the expenses are likeAvise double, as the walker
pays <£25, the dresser £50.
Though I do not like to pay so
much money for one object, I believe I shall enter as dresser ;
for, as I intend to become a surgeon, I think the acquiring a

facility and standing
portance."

in manual

Our American student

operations

of the utmost im

fortunate in

having opportu
pupils of the
From them
celebrated John Hunter, of Guy's Hospital.
he acquired the taste and the facility of making anatomical
preparations, which he always pursued with interest, and
gradually formed the collection which he gave to the Massa
chusetts Medical College, and which is designated as the War
nity

ren

to

enjoy

Museum.

He

engaged lodgings

near

the

hospitals, comfortably

three stories from the earth.

ated,

sufficient size to
The

was

the instruction of the immediate

"

master

London,

"

require

two

His chambers

steps from

with whom he

one

engaged was

situ

were

of

side to the other.

at

first absent from

and he availed himself of four weeks

leisure,

for

a

large part of the south of
Wight,
in August, he entered
the
On
return,
surgeon's
England.
one
his name, and became senior dresser to AVilliam. Cooper,
tour in

and

the Isle of

a

"

of the best of

and most eminent surgeons in London."
afterwards connected with his uncle, and

men

Astley Cooper
Dr. AVarren always took delight in speaking of him as his
"master," a word that has become nearly obsolete with us.
Mr. AVarren speaks in the highest terms of Astley also.
Though both Avere of high standing, their opinions, he states,
Thus, Wil
were, in many respects, diametrically opposite.
an
of
abscess
was
the
that
liam Cooper would say
opening
than
it
could
and
effected much more kindly
safely by nature,
be done by art.
Astley maintained that an early incision, by
Avas

relieving the tension
much suffering.

of the

parts, aided

nature

and saved

sOO
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Here he devoted himself one year especially to hospital
practice, and to the study of Anatomy, Surgery, and Mid
He Avent only from
His time Avas fully occupied.

wifery.
his

room

the

to

hospital,

where he

Avas

obliged

to

sleep during

He
in very fast.
had from thirty to forty patients particularly under his care,
"
I had, among others, a very fine simple fracture of
at once.
In fact, Avithout the least
the leg, which I think will do Avell.
his Aveek to attend accidents, which

previous notice,
things of Avhich

I

am

I

never

Obliged to do
surgeon.
saAv a ease, nor had an idea of, and I
He Avrites to his mother, September

pitched

into

think I do very well."
"
27th, 1799, I am the luckiest
at

the end of the last

came

period

to

a

I Avas called aAvay
in life.
dislocated shoulder, Avhich I

dog
a

AVithin three days of
have reduced in very handsome style.
I
had
one
fractured
have
leg, and another that Ave
my Aveek,

thought

fractured at first ; one fractured rib, and this
I have
besides tAvo or three trifling accidents.

was

dislocation,

fortunate every Avay, and I
think I shall be famous."

been

exceedingly

really begin

to

September, 1800, he left London, and Avent by way of
Edinburgh, Avith the special view of studying
Medicine and Chemistry, not, hoAvever, losing sight of Anatomy
He remained in Edinburgh until June 4th,
anel Surgery.
1801, having diligently attended the lectures which closed for
the season about this time.
Travelling through Holland on
the
he
reached
Paris in July, and entered
of
account
war,
with M. Antoine Dubois, afterwards Baron Dubois, at the
Hospice de l'Ecole de Medecine, for one year. Here he
studied Anatomy, Clinical Surgery, MidAvifery, Chemistry,
and Botany, with Dubois, Vauquelin, Dupuytren, Chaussier,
and Desfontaines.
Through the aid of his banker, he obtained
a
in
the
place
family of Dubois, a situation attended with very
In the family of Dubois were two of
great advantages.
from
Avhom he received much attention
Napoleon's officers,
In

the lakes to

and valuable information.

He had laid the foundation of

a

thorough knowledge

of
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Edinburgh, by six months' attendance upon the
Hope, then the best chemical teacher in Europe.
In Paris, he attended the lectures of Vauquelin, whom he
describes as the best chemist in France, though certainly not
This course was two hours a day, for seven
the best lecturer.
His attention to Anatomy and Surgery
or eight months.

chemistry

in

lectures of Dr.

was, of course,

After the conclusion of the

remitted.

never

winter course, he attended the lectures at the Jardin des
Here were Fourcroy, whom he describes as a great
Plantes.

Cuvier, afterwards so distinguished, and Desfontaines.
Shortly before he left Paris, he received an invitation from,
or
by the order of Napoleon, to join the French army, wdiich
It would have been gladly
Avas then organizing in Italy.

orator ;

accepted,

anxious for his return, to see him
practice before his own health, which

but his father

established in medical

feeble, should fail,

Avas

was

and the business be taken

by

others.

Dr. John C. Warren returned home in the latter part of
the year 1802, and speedily began to aid his father in his
At that period, there Avere comparatively few
practice.
in Boston, and those of much note were of advanced

physicians
Though well acquainted with the principles of the art
age.
of healing, he was little familiar Avith the details of private
medicine ; details
practice, or the proportioning doses of
which,

however

important

to

the Avelfare of

a

novice's first

acquired by supposed in
tuition.
Many cases of midAvifery came under bis charge.
In the course of the succeeding summer, he was left with the
this
whole practice, medical, surgical, and obstetrical. At
a
period, he sometimes made fifty visits day.
in
The remarkable tact possessed by his father, in taking
Dr. Jack
at a glance the patient's case, has been noticed by

patients,

are

too

apt

to

be left to be

children possess in arithmetic the remarkable
faculty of arriving at results, without apparently going through
the previous steps, so did the elder Dr. AArarren perceive, by
the exact condition of his patient : he
son.

an

As

some

apparent intuition,

rode

rapidly,

From his

almost

father,

furiously,

and from his

and made very rapid visits.
rule adopted very early in

own

51
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wasting a moment, he undoubtedly acquired the
of doing a great deal of business in a very short time.
attention haA'ing, as a matter of necessity, been oe-e-unever

Avith the

study

of the

Theory

and Science of Medicine,

he underwent many severe trials, both from want of his habit
of prescribing, and from the uiiAA'illingncss of many to confide

adopt tho re
"Patronage,"
to
provide himself with a Avig ; he satisfied himself with keeping
his queue anel white top boots, for some time after they had
began to be abandoned by the young and fashionable.
so
Dr. AVarren did not
young a physician.
commendation of old Panton to Dr. Percy, in

in

He

Avas

much

more

home in the dissections, Avhich he

at

undertook to prepare for the lectures in Cambridge.
This,
however, interfered, he complains, with a more important affair

Avhich he then had
from

Europe,

he

on

hand.

Avas

In about

married to the

year after his return
daughter of the lion.
a

He went to live for

Jonathan Mason.

Mason's house, then the best in Boston.

he removed to the house in Trcmont
iioav

a

few weeks in Mr.
In six Aveeks

after,
Street, Avhere the Pavilion

stands.

Engaged as
other pursuits.
for the study

he

Avas

In

in active

1803,

business, he found time for

he became

member of

society
Philosophy,
LoavcII, John Quincy Adams, Rev. Dr. Kirkland, Josiah
Quincy, Dr. Jackson, AVilliam Emerson, and others, were
He also became a joint editor of the Monthly
members.
Anthology, one of the earliest and ablest monthly periodicals
in Boston.
The ablest literary men, among whom Avas the
highly gifted Buckminstcr, whose early death Avas so deeply
a

of Avhich

of Natural

a

Mr. John

lamented, contributed to support this Avork. Rev. Mr. Gar
diner, AVilliam Emerson, AVilliam S. Shaw, Buckminster,
Tuckerman, Dr. Jackson, and others, formed the Anthology
Society. In 1806, the society took into consideration the
establishment of
small

beginning

a

reading

arose

this time also formed

room

in the tOAvn, and from this
Dr. AVarren at

the Boston Athenaeum.

private medical society, with
Jackson, Dixwell, Coffin, Bullard, and HoAvard.
a

Drs.
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The earnest zeal of Dr. John Warren for the extension of
anatomical

knowledge had
body, instead of

the real

medical school
It

was

soon

introduced demonstrations upon
figures, at Cambridge. A

wax

formed there in connection with the

matter of

novelty ; and it is now difficult
delighted attention with which a
class of students, who were eager to improve in knowledge of
anatomy and whom privation had taught the value of the
privilege, listened during an extempore lecture, two hours
long. Those who enjoyed the privilege, describe the elder
Warren as very eloquent.

college.
to

was a

conceive the interest and

October, 1805, Dr. J. C. Warren removed to No. 2 Park
Street, Avhere he continued to reside for the rest of his life, a
In

period

of

Street

or

fifty years. During this year, he took a
apothecary store of Mr. White, in Washington
Marlborough Street, as it then was. Here he gave

more

room over

than

the

The same was used, for
demonstrations in anatomy.
connected with
many years after, for lectures upon subjects
medicine.
In 1806, he was chosen adjunct Professor in Anatomy and

public

Surgery

with his father.

of Dr. John

Warren,

in

This office he held until the death

1815,

when he

was

chosen to fill his

place.
Warren, while surgeon of a military hospital in
1780, had commenced the first course of anatomi

Dr. John

Boston,

in

cal lectures

ever

delivered in New
attended

by

England

; and the follow

the students of Harvard

ing year, they
which
College. He furnished a plan for a medical school,
In 1783, he was chosen
was adopted by the corporation.
Professor of Anatomy and Surgery, and Dr. Benjamin WaterIt
house Professor of the Theory and Practice of Physic.
to the professors, who
inconvenient
found
exceedingly
being
resided in Boston,, and the medical students in general, to
attend the lectures in Cambridge, the plan of transferring the
school to Boston was proposed, and carried through in the
In the year
not without great opposition.
year 1810, though
of
Diseases
on
a
Organic
1809, Dr. AVarren published paper
Avere
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Avhich had not before received attention

in this country.
In 1810, he began to make exertions, in conjunction with
Dr. Jackson and other medical gentlemen of Boston, for the

establishment of
too

a

hospital,

for the double purpose of relieving
care of at their own homes,

destitute to be taken

persons
and of affording

an

opportunity for

students to

acepuire

a

prac

of medicine.

tical

knoAvledge
The succeeding year, he united with Drs. Jackson, Gorham,
BigeloAV, and Channing, in the establishment and editorship of
This
the
Ncav England Journal of Medicine and Surgery."
Journal was conducted Avith great ability, anel continued to
"

flourish until the year 1828, Avhen it Avas united with
under the charge of the same editors, and took the
the

"

Boston Medical and

Surgical

another,
name

of

Journal."

On the death of Dr. John AVarren, in 1815, Dr. Warren
took the principal part of his father's business, in addition to

previously acquired. He was chosen Professor
Surgery. He also gave lectures upon Mid
Anatomy
and
wifery
Physiology. In this year, the Massachusetts
Medical College Avas built, the funds for AA'hich had been
obtained principally by the exertions of Dr. Jackson and Dr.
It Avas opened the succeeding year.
Warren.
But in addition to this unAvearied industry, Dr. AVarren
possessed that temperament, that faculty of throwing himself
into his subject, seeing it in the strongest light, and feeling it
vividly as a matter of personal interest; that faculty, in short,
in which talent and genius consists.
This gave him his power
as a clear and able Avriter, and an
interesting and successful
lecturer.
Seeing clearly, and full of his subject, but using as
few Avords as possible, he was lucid and intelligible.
By those who wished to depreciate his skill, but could not
deny his success, it Avas sometimes said that he was a mere
skilful operator, but destitute of the other qualities of a sur
They kneAv him only from Avhat they saw in public, in
geon.
the operating-room.
The fact was widely different.
He did
not value himself upon his
dexterity as an operator, at least if
AA'hat he had
of

anel

JOnN

celerity

is
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proof of dexterity. His motto Avas not tute, cite,
it was cautiously and thoroughly.
On the occa
sion of a physician from a distance
his watch,
out
taking
Avhen Dr. Warren commenced an
the
at
hospital :
operation
You may put up your Avatch, Dr.
the
said
,"
surgeon,
a

etjucunde;

"

"

I do not operate by time."
That he was a skilful and dexterous operator there is abunelant proof, but he possessed a much higher skill,
that of dis
—

disease at

tinguishing

glance,

and

it in the most

treating
an
operation, if an
was
and
operation
necessary,
instantaneously seeing any
change for the worse. It was said some years ago, by an
American physician resident in Paris, that if he was compelled
to undergo a surgical operation, he would come to Boston,
skilful

a

manner, both before and after

because he had much

more

confidence in the after-treatment.

Recognizing the truth of the
maxim that operations are the opprobrium of surgery, Dr.
Warren never made up his mind to perform an operation, until
The
all other probable means of cure had been fully tried.
patient, therefore, might always feel full confidence that he
would not advise or perform an operation, unless it was abso
lutely necessary.
Having determined to operate, he prepared himself delibe
rately for it, by reflecting in his own mind upon the method
required, Avriting a list of the contingencies that might occur
Other Americans felt the

in the

course

ratus that

of

same.

and of every instrument or article of appa
In important cases, he re
be called for.

it,

might

authorities, and often practised the operation upon
the dead subject.
Thus, every operation was with him a
matter of stuely, greater or less, according to its importance.
sorted to

He took

pains

also to avoid

Avith the steadiness of his

everything

hand,

or

the

might interfere
delicacy of his manual
which

might produce mental excitement in a tempera
as it was, was
ment, which, though kept under rigid control
always excitable.
He proceeded to the operation with the greatest deliberation
and caution, taking care to assure himself of the nature of
tact,

or

that
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before he divided

it, and

every step that he knew exactly Avhere he Avas.
The operation performed, he proceeded with
the

which with him

bandaging,

Avas

also

a

to

ascertain

equal

science.

care

wounds.

By

these

dages,

necessity

to

Perhaps

of the greatest improvements AA'hich he adopted,
the little use made of the needle and ligature in
one

at

Avas

in

closing

of adhesive straps and ban
judicious
often dispensed with, and the unpleasant

the

use

were

avoided,

of

making

aelditional

painful wounds,

and

leaving foreign substance to increase the irritation.
Thus it may be seen to the satisfaction of every one, that
the position which he noAV occupied Avas obtained and held, in
a

place, by his diligent anel earnest preparation in the
study of his profession, and by his availing himself to the
utmost, of the very great advantages Avhich he enjoyed abroad,
and secondly, by his continued and unremitting efforts, not only
to keep his ground, but to improve himself and his science.
If there were any Avho supposed that he fell easily and
naturally into his father's place, Avith little exertion of his OAvn,
or that he held his position Avithout both talents of a high
order, anel unwearied and exclusive devotion to his profession,
they were utterly ignorant of his labors.
In 1820, Dr. AVarren joined the religious society of Episco
palians, Avhich had then recently erected St. Paul's Church in
the first

Boston.
In

this year, the Massachusetts General Hospital Avas
opened. It differed from other institutions of this nature in
the

comparative elegance

of its accommodations.

There

were

the time great numbers that required its advantages.
The natiA'e population Avere generally well off, and had com

not at

fortable homes.
care

of

at

their

However poor, they preferred to be taken
own homes, and
felt a prejudice against

hospital. The accommodations, therefore, Avere in
give to a few in a superior style, everything which
their comfort or well-doing demanded.
The poor patient who
entered was sure of receiving all the care and
attention, and

entering

a

tended to

JOHN

having everything done which
equally with the man of wealth.

of

In

1828,
"

The
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would

promote

the "Boston Medical Journal"
before

England Journal,"

NeAV

was

his

cure,

commenced.

mentioned, had

sus

tained its character from its foundation ; but the professors
Avhose aid had rendered it so valuable, had noAV become fully

engaged in private practice, and were
freely to a work of this character, or
It was thought also
in its conduct.

less able to contribute

take

to

that

tion, someAvhat

of the character of the

would be

acceptable.

an

active part

weekly publica
London "Lancet,"
a

"
The Medical
paper,
in existence for some time, esta
been
had
Intelligencer,"
list
blished or conducted by Dr. Coffin, and had a very good
the
and
Avas
The
purchased,
of subscribers.
proprietorship
the
of
Warren
Dr.
united
charge
were
taking

more

journals
editorship.

A

weekly

;

two

He threAV himself into this new labor Avith his
raise the
usual energy, and exerted himself heart and soul to
the sur
caused
He
excellence.
of
work to the highest point
than
more
before;
be
to
the
fully
records
kept

hospital

at.

gical

valuable part of
and his selections from these formed a most
how he could
to
understand,
It is difficult
the new journal.
which
this
to
might seem
work,
devote the time which he did
no other
had
who
one
for
to afford almost sufficient occupation
business.
Dr. Warren

was

now

in the zenith of his medical

medical

as

well

career.
as

sur

private practice,
the
was
he
surgical operator in New England.
leading
gical ;
had recently commenced.
His labors in the temperance cause
He had

an

extensive

had
The affairs of St. Paul's Church
affairs.
other
beside
attention,
He

rose

in winter and

a

great share

breakfasted by candlelight

of his

;

and

when

o'clock,
visit his patients, until
He devoted
until two.
his
at
house,
he received patients
meal he
this
after
but
about ten minutes to his dinner;

went out

directly

to

rested for an hour or
noon he visited such
tea at seven

one

more.

In the latter

part

of the after

second visit ; took
he wrote and worked upon the sub; after which,

patients

as

required

a

sOS
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above alluded to, often until two

jects

o'clock,

The

a.m.

greater part of this time Avas devoted to the Medical Journal.
lie prepared the hospital records ; selected the extracts from

foreign journals, anel prepared original articles. The late
kept at this time, doubtless, did serious injury
to his eyesight.
A temperance society had been formed in Boston, in 1813,
hours which he

anel the elder Dr. AVarren

Avas

and

Vice-President.

very little,
in 1827, Avhen Dr. J. C. AVarren

accomplished

in

Avas

was

a

It, heiAvever,

languishing

condition

chosen President.

He

series of

cause.
He prepareel a
re
heartily adopted, and produced great
It Avas thought, at the time,
effect upon the community.
that men could not work without their regular supply of
ardent spirits ; and that their use ay as requisite to the health.

engageel

earnestly in the

solutions, which

Avere

The resolutions declared the contrary of this. Their influence
Avas
gradual ; but, Avith the continued labors of Dr. AVarren
and the

society, a total reform in this respect was effected.
intoxicating liquors upon the Common on public
had
hitherto been days of riot anel drunkenness,
days, Avhich
was
prohibited, in consequence of a petition to the city govern
ment, headed by Dr. AVarren.
The next step Avas to place greater restrictions upon the
retailing of liquors, especially of those to be drank on the
premises ; for grogshops were abundant in every street, and
Avere
places of riot and excess.
In all these labors, Dr. AVarren was a prominent mover.
The sale of

He worked Avith
of

so

intemperance

advised extreme

against
use

temperance

measures.

was

cause

His efforts

received

sometimes accused

; and

yet, he

never

directed, at first,
against the habitual

Avere

the most

of distilled

ahvays

much zeal that he

in the

prominent abuses, and
liquors. The compounding of
a
large share of his attention.

medicine had

Dr. Warren
the substitution of other forms of
medicines for the tinctures.
These had always been
freely
used by both sexes.
ladies
Many
their
now

daily

devoted himself

to

dose of "tincture of bark"

thought they required
or
Stoughton's elixir;"
"

JOHN
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and men who were ashamed to resort
to brandy or rum, took
these substitutes.
It was Dr. Warren's
opinion, that their
use occasioned an
imaginary necessity for their continuance,
and led
eventually to the employment of spirits, and this to
intemperance. His efforts so far succeeded that, in the course
of a few years, an eminent
declared that whereas

prior

bottles of
now were
a

apothecary
society's labors, his rows of
tinctures were regularly filled
every morning, they
almost untouched, and
hardly required filling once

to the commencement of the

month.

Dr. Warren

always paid great attention to the subject of
In his younger
days, he once recommended custard ;
and the lady, whose
daughter was sick, requested directions
diet.

to

the

ingredients. It Avas Dr. Warren's maxim never to
"
in
doubt.
appear
0," said he, "take some flour and eggs
and milk and stir them
together, and put in a little
as

sugar."

The

lady

kneAv how to make

directions how
AVarren

to make them in this

probably

was never

but she had Avanted

custards,

caught

in

particular
a

case.

similar blunder.

Dr.

He

attention to articles of diet and their

paid great

composition ;
and the skilful management of these, enabled him to
dispense
with a great deal of medicine.
The Graham bread, or bread
of unbolted flour, cracked wheat, &c, were introduced,
upon
his recommendation, as substitutes for cathartic drugs.
He
bestowed great attention also to the rendering medicines accept
able to the palate, and introduced many very elegant prepara
tions.

He

was

not

inclined to assert that wholesome medicine

is beneficial in

precise proportion
opposite principle, that,

as

it is

nauseous.

the less
upon the
the
better
will
be
its
effects.
palate,

Dr. AVarren's caution in

preparing

He acted

disagreeable

himself to

to the

perform

an

He introduced many
operation
already
new operations, which had not hitherto been performed in this
has

been recorded.

successfully a great number
operations, and had
amputations, extirpations,
removed many cataracts ; thus being successful in restoring
sight to the blind, by an operation oftener done than done
country.
of

His father had done

and other
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repeatedly performed

the opera
the shoul

lithotomy; and on one occasion amputated
joint, with complete success.
Dr. J. C. AVarren first operated for strangulated hernia,
anel met with great opposition from the friends of the patient,
and other medical men.
Subsequently he performed it so
at

tion of
der

do it with very little anxiety, anel he lost very feAV
patients. He introduced the operation for aneurism, and per
formed it in numerous cases, all of Avhich but tAvo Avere suc
often

as

to

cessful.

In

one

mens, and fell

a

of these two, the patient had delirium tre
victim to his imprudence.

extirpated the clavicle. The patient did
fortnight ; but some imprudence caused his death.
He performed the operation of removing the upper and loAver
jaAv. One case of this is given in the first volume of the Bos
ton Medical and Surgical Journal.
Keeping his attention
abroad every neAV
from
ahvays on the alert, he introduced
operation Avhich Avas likely to be useful.
I have ahvays considered it as my mission to
He says :
introduce the as yet unknown science of Europe, rather than
to attempt originality.
Still, hoAvever, I believe no one has
been more ready to propose and execute neAV and difficult
operations, required by peculiar cases."
In 1837 he published his
Surgical Observations on Tu
a
thick
octavo
with
mors,"
volume,
plates, giving principally
the results of his OAvn practice.
He intended it, not as a com
plete and elaborate treatise, but rather as a collection of cases,
In

one

case

he

well the first

"

"

intended to illustrate the distinctions between different tumors.

He

published this work on the eve of his departure for Europe,
family.
He sailed for Liverpool, June 12, 1837, leaving his son,
Dr. J. Mason A\rarren, in charge of his practice.
AVhile
he
no
in
abroad,
neglected
opportunity acquiring new informa
tion.
He visited every hospital or other medical institution
in places where he stopped in
journeying ; and he states that
he rarely failed to derive something valuable from
every one
that he A'isited.
One main object of this labor was to
acquire

Avith his

JOHN
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knoAvledge to be communicated in his lectures. In Paris, he
went
through a regular course of dissection, with a French
surgeon.
On his return from

Europe, Dr. AA'arren resumed his usual
duties,
daily visits, hospital attendance, and lectures. As
his son advanced in experience, and in the public confidence,
his

Dr. AVarren

objects

of

able to devote

more

and

time to other

more

usefulness.

He had

line,

was

public
engaged

friend

purchase an estate in BrookBoston, during his absence, and he found

a

six miles from

to

for occupancy in the summer after his return. He
became an active member of the Agricultural Society, and

it

ready

interested himself in the

importation

of

foreign stock, to im
also, in encouraging

prove the breed of milch cows and cattle ;
He became
efforts to improve the breed of horses.

Society of Natural History,
President.
Comparative anatomy

member of the
chosen

with him

science,

1845,

always

was

was

been

led to the

it

was

his

good

fortune to obtain the most
His work

on

perfect
the sub

private circulation, in an elegant quarto
recently published, must be too well known to
description. Dr. Warren, having given his valuable
first

—

volume

need

had

and from this he

skeleton of the mastodon which exists.

ject

earnest

of fossil remains.

study
In

favorite

a

an

of which he

museum

College,

printed

for

but

—

of morbid anatomy to the Massachusetts Medical
filled his house with a rare collection of fossil

soon

remains.

1854, he published a small work on Fossil Impressions ;
and in 1855, an interesting account of the Great Elm Tree on
In

Boston Common.
In

pulse

October, 1846,
to

operative

introduction

the introduction of ether gave a new im
He gives, this account of its first

surgery.

:

The amount of Avhat I knoAv may be comprised in a few
words. Dr. Jackson— Charles T.— suggested the use of ether
and Dr. Morton first employed it to prevent
to Dr.
"

Morton,
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at his

request I first

Dr. Jackson has also stated

that he advised Dr. Morton to

apply

to

me

to

use

it in

surgical operation."
AVarren, with his usual circumspection, Avished to pur
its use further, anel give it a fair trial before making the

Dr.
sue

discovery

public.

convinced of its

But fully
He was, hoAvever, anticipated.
gave it his sanction, and his Avell-

value, he

high reputation, both at home anel abroad, insured it a
It was speedily adopted in the English hospitals,
and Professor Simpson, of Edinburgh, entering Avarmly in its
favor, made experiments with a view of discovering some other
substance Avhich might ansAver the ends, but be free from the
disagreeable odor of ether. This he found in chloroform, and
its quick operation and pleasant odor anel effects insured it
rapid success. Deaths, hoAvever, occurred from its use1, and
Dr. AVarren set himself to ascertain if something might not be
After
found superior to ether, but safer than chloroform.
with
this
chloric
he
ether,
adopted
prepara
many experiments
tion, and continueel to use it in his operations."
In 1848, he published a small volume or tract on Etheriza
tion ; anel the subsequent year, one upon the
Effects of
Chloroform and Strong Chloric Ether as Narcotic Agents."
He strongly opposed the use of chloroform.
Dr. AVarren continued to contribute frequently to the Bos
knoAvn

fair trial.

"

ton Medical

Journal and the American Journal of Medical Sci

ences, and also to

supply verbal or Avritten communications to the
History Society, the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, the Medico-Chirurgical Transactions of London, &c.
Dr. AVarren's first Avife died in May, 1841,
leaving six

Natural

children,
solitary.

daughter
cember

most of whom

He

was

were

married

married,

again, October, 1843,

of Governor Thomas L.

17th,

and his house

AVinthrop.

Avas

left

to

the

She died De

1850.

The last paper,

probably, which Dr. AVarren contributed to
periodical, appeared in the Boston Medical Journal, for
May, 1855. In the fall and winter of this year, though his

any

JOHN

health for
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time past had been seriously impaired, he still
his usual hours for his various em

some

continued to

practise ; kept

ployments;

visited

AA'as

few

and

patients,

than

formerly to social enjoyment,
collecting his family around him on

more

in

a

seventy-seven years of age.

now

seizeel Avith

a

slight ophthalmia,

He devoted himself
and seemed to
such

cold

son.

This seemed

his

room

evenings

February,

delight
as

his

Avhen he

Avhich he attributed to

a

and Avhich caused him to send for Dr. Jack

sharp

wind,

He

operated.

even

other engagements did not prevent.
He continued in pretty good health till
AYas
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darkened,

a

slight affair,

but it

obliged

him to

and avoid out of door exercise

From this

as

keep

much

as

de

and the

possible.
accompanying
pression, he became dyspeptic. He, however, continued to
visit patients occasionally.
Subsequently he had tAA'O attacks of vertigo, followed by
copious faecal discharges, from Avhich he recovered Avithin
twenty-four hours. On the morning of the last attack, Dr.
Jackson found him Ioav and Aveak, but Avith no extraordinary
symptoms of disease. The following day he was so much
better that he rode out of town, and walked in his garden on
In the
the damp ground, an exposure unusual Avith him.
Avas attacked Avith chills and rigors, and had pains in
he
evening
The next morning
the limbs, but especially in the abdomen.
with the general
attended
and
Avere
the sufferings
aggravated,
confinement,

in
symptoms of fever, with great tenderness
From this time his mind

body.
was

at

no

Saturday,
ceased

lying

to

From three

o'clock, p.m., on
of the attack, he
the
commencement
Aveek from
around
those
to
attention
him, and remained

period

one

gradually

every part of the
failed, though he

delirious.

pay
motionless until two o'clock

Sunday morning, May 4th,

1856, Avhen he ceased to breathe.
Dr. Jackson, who has given this

account

of his

illness,

be very unlikely to show
thought that an examination would
was
death
any local affection.
that the immediate cause of

had accelerated his death.
He considered that distress of mind
and that of his
The loss of his first wife had been deeply felt,
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older anel feebler, still

Europe

more so.

The ill

also occasioned him great distress

anxiety.

ample materials for an extended memoir,
by will to be prepared for publication within
death. It has recently appeared, in tAvo octavo

Dr. AVarren left
which he directed
years after
volumes.
two

Edward Warren.

CHARLES

FRICK.

1823—1860.
Charles Frick
1823.

Avas

His

born at

August,
distinguished

member of the

of his

in 1855.

on

the 8th

day

of

Frick,
Maryland bar, and, after filling
several posts of prominence, was elected Judge of the Superior
Court of Baltimore City, a position which he held at the time
death,

father,

Baltimore,

the Hon. William

Avas a

Avas characterized by remarkable sweetness
early
a careful observance of the rights of his com
by
panions, by unusual quickness in the acquisition of knowledge,
and by a spirit of self-abnegation and a forbearance towards the

His

life

of temper,

weak and unfortunate, Avhich secured him the esteem and ad
His classical and mathe
miration of all Avho knew him.
at
Baltimore College, under
matical education was completed

Prentiss, Avho was heard to say, a few years
before his death, that he had been the cleverest boy he had
President

ever

the

had under his

profession

of

charge.

After

engineering,

and

leaving college, he selected
was employed for a while,

assistant, on the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. In the
of medicine Avith his
spring of 1843, he began t\e study
in
the ensuing autumn,
friend, Dr. Thomas H. Buckler, and
as an

attended

a

Maryland.
a

resident

City

and

partial

course

of lectures

At the close of the

in the

session,

he

University

of

admitted

as

Avas

hospital attached to the Baltimore
pupil
Almshouse,
averaging about six hundred
County
into the
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hundred beds for the

Dr. Frick took the

sick,

anel

a

lying-in

interest in his

cases,
deepest
department.
and
treat
his
their
Avith
diagnoses
young colleagues,
discussing,
of
avIio
those
bodies
to
the
and
never
examine
ment,
failing
diseases
the
of
died.
He Avas the first to keep a daily record
as
they Avere admitted, fineling that it gave accuracy to his
reports, while it improved his methodical habits, Avhich Avere

after wards of great service to him.
Professor AVilliam FoAver, a brother-in-biAv of Dr.

Frick,

having several years previously returned from Paris, Avhere
he had been a favorite pupil of the great Louis, Avas the first
knoAvledge of auscultation into the practice in
department, in the first instance, Mr.
Flick's attention was attracted, and to acquire a familiar
knoAvledge of it, he applied the zeal and energy ahvays cha
The accuracy and beauty of this science
racteristic of him.
to

introduce

a

To this

Baltimore.

ay

armed him into

enthusiasm,

and at hours Avhen the other

together, he Avas
thought they
about
from
bed
to
bed, with stetho
Avandering
in
out
limits
the
of
the
diseases of the
hand, marking
scope
In this way, not unfrequently, he Avould
heart and lungs.
ferret out, in the old chronic Avards, some rasping murmur, or,
perhaps, some heretofore unsuspected aneurism. To him, the
could sit and smoke

students

often discovered

never desfitute of interest, even when others com
plained of the dulness of the Avards ; for his time and his
thoughts Avere ahvays employed in investigating disease. His
talk Avas of medical cases, and his accurate ear, and, still more,
his great attention, together with his poAver of discrimination
and analysis, soon made him a fine auscultator.
Yet he never
hastily formed his opinions merely from physical signs, but
gave them their due correlative value, Avhen associated with
the subjective symptoms ; for he,
recognized the true principle
that, by themselves, they were indications of physical condi

house

tions,
to

Avas

and not of

him

were

a

source

Louis.

lesions.
The elead-house Avas
great interest, for his favorite authors

pathological
of

Andral, and Chomel, of the pathological school,
taught him that descriptions of disease were

all of whom
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valueless, unless the daily details of their progress were care
fully recorded, together with the post-mortem lesions, not
merely of those organs that appeared to bear upon a particular
point of their history, but of all of them, as minutely as
the modes of examination then accessible
permitted. When
others Avould Aveary of the unpleasant work, Mr. Frick Avould
remain, and try to search for truth even to the centre," at
"

the expense of any amount of time and trouble.
AVhen he
left the Almshouse at the end of his year, he carried with

him,

besides

number of

a

number of anatomical

cases

of

a

great variety

of

preparations, a large
disease, hoarded up in

the storehouse of his memory for future use.
We may be permitted here, at the close of his student's

life,
point in Dr. Frick's character, which was true
the day of his death.
He Avas of a social disposi
having many warmly attached friends among the

to allude to

of him to
and

tion,

young men,

one

Avas

tainments, yet
moderation ; he

present

at

never

AA'as

he

their

numerous

knoAvn,

at

any

convivial enter

time,

to exceed

His judgment
knew AA'here to stop.
for although the jovial friend, and full of

ahvays

clouded,
merriment, yet he Avas always ready to attend to,
AA'hat was with him of paramount importance, the calls of pro
Avas never

fun and

fessional
In

he took the

degree

of Doctor of

Medicine,

University where, tAvelve years subsequently, he
elevated to a professorship. His inaugural thesis was

in the
Avas

duty.

March, 1845,
same

Puerperal Fever, and contained numerous cases
carefully observed. In this he manfully
its
maintained
contagious character, and ably criticised NunoLits
identity Avith erysipelas.
nelly's view
article appeared in the April number of
first
Dr. Frick's
Avritten

on

which he had himself

It con
the American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1846.
made
Dr.
AVash
Fever
of
Remittent
sisted of reports of cases
by
remarks
Avith
F. Anderson and himself, together
by Dr.

ington

Alfred Stille", of Philadelphia. Its value may be judged of
from the fact that it has been extensively quoted in Bartlett's
book on Fevers, and, indeed, in all systematic treatises in
52
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included, as an important contribu
knoAvledge of its pathology. Louis' valuable

which remittent fever is
tion to

our

Typhoid Fever had made its appearance in 1836,
establishing the characteristic lesions of that disease. It
had had the effect of attracting attention to other fevers,
and Dr. Stewardson published, in 1841, bis paper on the
lesions of Remittent Fever, for the first time shoAving that the
treatise

on

anatomical characteristic of the disease
the

liver,

especially
slate

or

which

enlarged
right lobe, and

of the

bronze, the surface

SteAvardson's
Anderson's

cases Avere

were

of

only

eleven, with

who had had remittent

Avas

the condition of

with its consistence

Avas

a

its color

section

nine in
one

of

diminished,

changed to that
being polished.

of

a

Dr.

number, and Frick and

pneumonia,

in

a

patient

fever, from the pathological lesions of

which he had not recovered.
The great value of these observations consisted in their con
firming those of Dr. SteAvardson, and establishing the fact of
the

uniformity of the softening of tissue of various organs, but
especially of the liver, spleen, and heart. Thus we have had
a
point of pathology fixed, and material aid afforded to a clear
classification of essential, idiopathic fevers.
Soon after graduating, Dr. Frick opened an office, in the
spring of 1845, Avith his friend, Dr. Stedman R. Tilghman,
whose talents for surgery gave great promise of usefulness and
distinction.
As is usually the case in
large cities, these young
made
but
little
practitioners
progress in the first two years,
and Dr. Tilghman, having received an offer of the
position of
surgeon in

one

of the volunteer corps in the Mexican
war,
The climate of Mexico, and the

it.

gladly accepted
hardships
of the campaign overcame his once
vigorous constitution, and
he died the following summer.
Dr. Frick
patiently struggled
on, and organized, with three of his friends, in the fall of
1847, the Maryland Medical Institute, a Preparatory School
of medicine, he taking the
department of Practical Medicine.
This gave him occupation of a
pleasant kind, and developed a
talent for teaching, which, a few
years later, made him a very
acceptable professor.
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M. Andral's httle book

on the
blood, containing, as it did,
important researches as to its organic constituents, had
given Dr. Frick, Avhen but a student, a taste for animal
chemistry, which soon ripened into a fondness for it. More
over, with the fund of knowledge he had accumulated by his
hard study and his year's experience in a
large hospital, he
yet felt the necessity for still further aids to diagnosis, and
had a strong desire to dive deeper into the human currents.
He therefore cultivated his knoAA'ledge of chemistry, in which,
in fact, he had almost entirely educated himself, for he had

his

had but little assistance from others.
In

January, 1848,

he

published in

the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences the results of his

which,

as

he

stated,

analyses

he had undertaken with

of the

blood,

view of sup
to the chemical
no

porting any particular theory in regard
changes the blood undergoes in disease, but to determine its
healthy composition as a standard formula, in order to be able
to note any alterations Avhich disease might effect, and thus
Although Anprove of assistance in diagnosis or treatment.
in
dral had already done a great deal
ascertaining the changes
disease produces in the organic elements, yet it seemed to him
that there was an ample field in the study of the inorganic
changes. This article of Dr. Frick gave him a place among
the most distinguished medical Avriters of his time, and, in
modern Avorks on animal chemistry, these investigations are
quoted side by side with those of Lehman, Becquerel, Rodier,
and Simon.

analyses

In Ancell's treatise

of the

in that disease

The
were

care

very

and

organic
given

are

on

Tuberculosis, Dr. Frick's

inorganic ingredients

of the blood

Avith minuteness and in detail.

anel labor which he bestowed upon these analyses
He systematically tabulated every ingre

great.

modifying circumstances, in
fifty cases, including many of the principal
as tubercular phthisis, idiopathic fevers, rheu
such
diseases,
his patient spirit in his
matism, and anaemia. As evidence of
-his
and
scientific
of
perfect fairness in his
facts,
investigations
that in his conclusions he
stated
be
to
it
ought
deductions,
dient, with

one

all the concomitant

hundred and

or
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less than seventy of these troublesome
Avas some little
point in the diagnosis

because there

analyses,
or

in the

uncertain.

process Avhich lie considered
AVe cannot, of course, in the brief space occupied by this
memoir, attempt to give a synopsis of this interesting paper ;
yet there are one or tAvo results arrived at, Avhich are so
as

reputation, that Ave must call
regard to the normal proportion of
phosphoric acid, they were almost iden

identifieel with the author's
attention to them.

lime, soda, potash,

In
anel

One curious fact

tical with those of Nasse and Enderlin.

established

was

of the chlorides and

that the

quantity
potash is dependent,

phos

upon the particu
lar disease, but upon the season of the year in Avhich the ex
Thus the average for these salts is much
amination is made.
higher during the Avinter anel spring months, than it is in the

phates

of soda and

summer

This fact he

and fall.

exhalations from the skin

during

not

explains by
Avarm

the increased

He asks if

Aveather.

this does not correct the idea Avhich had become
that there

Avas

a

prevalent,

diminution of these salts in the essential

fevers, Avhich usually

occur

in the

summer

and fall.

Andral

reported that in purpura haemorrhagica, which he consi
dered a kind of hemorrhage, the fibrine was diminished, and
had

Franz Simon had found it reduced in
but in Dr. Frick's

analysis

4.204.

Moreover, he

the red

globules

it

Avas

one case as

increased

Ioav

even

as

as

0.905,

high

as

that the blood had not the pecu
liar dissolved appearance commonly described, but the clot
and the serum Avere found to be perfectly separable, whereas,
Avere

making the average
the same disease the
of red

states

diminished in each individual

considerably
proportion of

case,

beloAV that of health.

In

the iron to the 127 parts
far above the normal quantity, the
average

globules Avas
being nearly one-half more. The chlorides and phosphates
were also
increased, while the amount of lime was diminished
to less than one-half, the
average being 0.082.
Dr. Frick's paper concludes with the
remark, that ulti
mate chemistry
a most
plays
important part in the production
of disease ; and in unravelling the
tangled web of pathological
"
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In this

same

year
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—

1848,

—

principally be

relied

in the October number of the

"American Journal of Medical Science," Dr. Frick
reported
some cases

of

oxaluria, based

the oxalate of lime
he

acknoAvledged,

nature, he

was

not

was

with

upon

Golding Bird's
healthy urine.

views that

found in

In 1857,
frankness characteristic of his noble

a

mistaken,

and

that,

as

it

was

a

normal consti

tuent, his cases were valueless.
In October, 1849, Dr. Frick

was elected
Attending Physi
Maryland Penitentiary, a position Avhich he filled for
His yearly reports to the Trustees all contain
years.

cian to the
seven

data collected from observations of the effect of the confine

the inmates, which are of interest and value.
He
pains, after examining the convicts when admitted,
to Aveigh them systematically every six months for years,
carefully tabulating the results, in order to ascertain Avhat
they lost or gained in weight under the influence of their
imprisonment, comparing the different occupations, diet, &c,
He made the hygiene
upon both the Avhites and the blacks.
of the institution his especial study, and his practical sugges
ment upon

took the

tions

found to promote, in many ways, both the comfort
As evidence of this, Ave find that

Avere

and health of the inmates.

of three hundred and
years, only
the prison.

one case

eighty admissions, in the course of three
phthisis had its origin Avithin

of tubercular

Almshouse, urinary pathology
study Avith him, and he was pro
nounced a feAV years afterwards, by Professor John A. Swett,
of NeAV York, who had himself paid much attention to this
class of diseases, as the most reliable authority in regard to
Before Dr. Frick left the

had become

a

favorite

them in the United States.
As the fruits of his labor in this

explored,

he

published,

in

1850,

field, previously

his volume

on

"

so

little

Renal Dis

preface that his motive was to sim
and to make it attractive
plify the study of urinary pathology,
This he admirably succeeded in, together with
to others.
eases."

He stated in his
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important
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truths.

that it
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siasm, he
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never
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some
many valuable hints and
mind
Dr.
Frick's
of
great beauty

public

One

well balanced that, with all his enthu
he did not ewer estimate the
had hobbies,
so

—

As proof of this,
of any one set of symptoms.
call attention to the introduction to this volume, Avhere he

importance
we
was
same

decidedly
subject,

on

the

place

too

in advance of others avIio had Avritten

when he

much confidence

the

on

his readers not to

urged

examination of the urine, either
; claiming for it the same rela

mere

chemically or microscopically
position that auscultation occupied in thoracic diseases,
their signification to be interpreted by the other symptoms.
Although this Avork Avas published ten years ago, a second
edition could be rendered au eourant by a few additions, such
as his
subscejucnt articles would readily furnish. It noAV
tive

stands
to

its

on

record

author,

understood.

to

as
a

a

valuable

branch of

There is

very creditable
previously but little

contribution,

pathology

point, hoAvever, which,

in

justice
reputation,
pass by unnoticed,
because he bad been entirely misunderstood by Golding Bird,
who had represented dumb-bell crystals as composed of oxa
late of lime, and afterwards of oxaluret of lime.
Dr. Frick,
in this book, and in an article in the
American Journal," in
1850, acknoAvledged a form of dumb-bell crystals of oxalate
of lime ; but stated that he had met Avith crystals of the
dumb-bell shape of uric acid, especially at the period of dis
integration of the ordinary rhomboid crystals. It is singular
that Dr. Frick should have been misunderstood ; for, both in
his work and in the Journal article, he gave drawings from
the field of the microscope, representing the process of the
gra
to

Dr.

one

Frick's

cannot

we

"

dual formation of these uric acid dumb-bells.
views

on

this

admitted that

point
met

; for

point

are

Golding

now

Bird

of the

crystals
with, formed of

them of carbonate of

Dr. Frick's

generally adopted, and it is
entirely too exclusive on this
curious shape are sometimes

very
was

same

urate of

seen

lime,

give

soda, and we also have
of which Robin and Verdeil

draAvings, shoAving
than Avhen

them

more
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perfect

in their

angular

form

of oxalate of lime.

composed
American Journal of Medical
July, 1852, in the
found
a
be
Sciences," will
report from Dr. Frick of some
cases of diabetes mellitus,
giving, in minute detail, the symp
toms as they presented themselves, with
carefully drawn-up
tables, showing the influence of the various treatments upon
In

"

the

course of the disease, as Avell as that of the different diets,
animal, farinaceous, and vegetable. This paper is valuable as
confirmatory, by close clinical observation, of M. Bernard's
vieAv of the formation of sugar in the liver.
So minutely and
carefully is everything having any bearing, either upon the
nature of the disease, its hygienic or therapeutical treatment,
recorded in these cases, that it was spoken of to the writer of
these pages by one of the most eminent medical authors of this

model paper.
October, 1853, Dr. Frick married Achsah

country,
In

as a

Sargent,

the

Sargent, D.D., of Balti
daughter
Methodist
a
more,
clergyman.
distinguished
In June, 1854, he read before the Medical and Cbirurgical Faculty of Maryland, at their annual meeting, a
of the Rev. Thomas B.

eldest

different drugs, as shoAvn
paper on the diuretic properties of
no less than two thousand separate
in
his
experiments
by
These were the
observations on the inmates of the prison.

examination of a large num
average results obtained from the
same
the
ber of cases taking
remedy. Every precaution was
results
the
have
to
him
taken
accurate, by making allow

by

ance

the

for

controlling circum
Notwithstanding Becquerel and Bird's
that the quantity of fluid passed is no

condition,

stances, in each case.
works show

published

age, and other

test, of itself, of the increased

kidneys

; but that the

real test,

yet

or

quantity

diminished function of the

of the solid materials is the

the division of diuretics into two

classes,

the

and depurative,
generally completely ignored.
dis
In his paper, Dr. Frick draAvs particular attention to this
that
tinction, insisting upon its importance, demonstrating
the extra amount of urine passed is owing to
very frequently

hydragogue

is
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perspiratory functions being less active, or to the amount
of Avater imbibed greater ; Avhereas the number of grains of
solid material represent the elements of the Avorh-out tissues

the

anel those substances
subserve
outlet

an

which, although absorbed by the blood,

of the purposes of nutrition, and therefore seek
the kidneys.

none

by

experiments. Dr. Frick arrived at some novel
results.
The sulphate of quinine, three grains, with sulphate
of iron, one grain, Avas the most poAverful diuretic, producing
57 fluid ounces, containing 1248 grains of solid material, 700
being the natural average. Next in value Avas juniper tea,
causing discharge of 56 fluid ounces, Avith 1134 grains. Below
these tAvo came in order the prussiate of iron, sulphate of iron,
Sweet spirits of nitre, generally con
anel acetate of potash.
In these

sidered
the
782

so

fluid,

valuable

as

a

diuretic, did

and the solids to

grains.

Morphia

and

not increase in the least

slight extent, in fact only
strychnia decreased both the fluid
a

very

and the solids.
In connection Avith

urinary pathology,

Dr. Frick tried to

clear up the indefinite ideas generally prevalent, in regard to
Blights disease. In a paper read before the Baltimore Patho

logical Society, in 1855, and published among its transactions
in the Virginia Medical Journal, and still later, in two clinical
lectures published in the American Medical Monthly, of New
York, he substantiates the general belief that the mere pre
sence of albumen does not sIioav, as the
distinguisheel discoverer
of the disease taught, that there is any Brigbt's disease ; but
that it may be owing to simple congestion, or to pressure, as
in pregnancy, kc.
Dr. Frick believed, with Jones and Sievea diseased state of the blood is the essential cause of
that
king,
renal degeneration, and that this consists in an abnormal state
of the natural constituents, probably of the albumen or fibrine,
Avhich induces an unhealthy nutrition of the renal tissues.
He made a broad distinction betAveen the
enlarged kidney
from degenerative disease, and the contracted,
granular kidney,
resembling cirrhosis. Dr. Frick taught that the presence of
fibrinous casts of the tubes containing spherical
epithelium,

CHARLES
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mation of the
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enlarged,

are

corpuscles,
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indicate

congestion

or

inflam

and

nothing else ; but if these epithelial
and their walls thickened,
making them

opaque, if they are in sufficient quantity to block
up the channel of the tubes, and, moreover, contain a certain
quantity of oil-globules, Ave can have no doubt as to the nature
of the disease.
Equally important is it, when the casts are

unusually

almost

solid, containing more or less oil but no epithelium,
showing that the epithelial cells have been already thrown off,
and the nutrition of the part is incapable of forming them anew.
During these years that he was doing so much for the
his

reputation at home was gradually increasing his
a
practitioner, but not in proportion to his ac
merits.
He wras occasionally discouraged, but he
knoAvledged
knew if he persevered his success was inevitable ; so, with a
bold but patient spirit, he did persevere, all the time en
deavoring to prepare himself the better to attend to the cure
of disease, in all and any shape it might present itself.
He
science,

business

as

had many resources Avith which to fill up his spare time pro
fitably and pleasantly. Belonging to a family remarkable for
their cultivated

intelligence, he had early in life acquired a
general literature, with an appreciative taste for
the fine arts.
The study of the natural sciences Avas very
attractive to him, and he would have enjoyed spending much
of his time upon them.
Moreover, his social position gave
him access to the most refined and educated of the community,
and his cordial manners made him a Avelcome visitor. Although
his profession was the first object Avith him, yet he thought it
He
his duty to cultivate himself as a member of society.
followed the advice he gave to the graduating class, when he
said, You should bear in mind always that you are members
of an intelligent and civilized society, and that, as such, you
are bound to use all your abilities to multiply and diffuse the
heaven-born blessings, Avhich tend to adorn and dignify the
fondness for

"

social relation of man, and that constitute the greatest source
Remember that the tendency of every
of human happiness.

pursuit is

to

give

a

certain

narrowness

to each individual's
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pation,

too

great importance

and underrates all others.

therefore, endeavor in
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to

his

oavii occu

In your leisure moments,
of the useful and elegant

knoAvledge
polite literature,

arts, and in the charms of

to

enlarge

those

acquirements, which are common to all educated men."
During the years 1855 and 1856, Dr. Frick took a promi
The pro
nent part in the Baltimore Pathological Society.
as found in Dr. Ann Bibber's
this
of
reports
society,
ceedings
in the Virginia Medical Journal, contain some valuable papers
In this association, consisting, besides men of
from his pen.
date anel age, of
profession in the city, he

his

own

with marked attention.
he

some
Avas

In

of the older members of the

looked up to anel listened to
the discussions, especially on

eagerly appealed to as authority.
On the establishment, in 1856, of the Maryland College of
Pharmacy, Dr. Frick Avas selected to fill the chair of Materia
His accurate knowledge of his subject, and his
Medica.
peculiarly apt and impressive mode of imparting his informa
For two
tion, soon established his reputation as a lecturer.
He
had
no small share
with
success.
he
signal
taught
years
in starting on a sure basis this college, organized to promote
the standard of education among apothecaries.

urinary pathology,

In the

summer

of

Avas

1856,

he made

a

tour

of

a

feAV months in

hospitals in Paris
profit,
Europe, visiting,
and in London.
He could not but have been gratified at his
cordial reception, by the great pathologists, Paget, Todd,
Bence Jones, and Trousseau, particularly Avhen he found that
it was in consequence of their familiarity with his scientific
He speaks
papers, and their high appreciation of them.
glowingly in his journal, of his enjoyment of the good and the
the

Avith interest and

beautiful in art and in nature, which he met Avith in his travels ;
particularly attracted his attention, and had

but that which

beauty in his eyes, Avas anything connected with his
study. August 31st, he says : I have never seen any
so beautiful as the
thing
Alpine Flora; on every side, quanti
ties of aconite with its tall spike of blue hoods, the delicate
little campanella with its bell-shaped cup, and the modest blue

most

favorite

"

'
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gentian skirting the glaciers. And throughout Switzerland,
I met Avith quantities of colchicum."
Everywhere he kept in
view his lectureship, as Avas shown from his bringing home
with him, a number of rare specimens of materia medica he had
collected as he went along.
On returning from Europe Dr. Frick recommenced his
private practice with his accustomed energy and activity.
Already his name had been mentioned in other schools of
medicine, and he had been written to about them ; but he
would not consent, even to be offered a professorship else
where, for he considered himself as permanently moored in
Baltimore ; and we question whether the most lucrative chair
His friendships
in the country could have enticed him away.
and social connections

could be

think
very strong, and he did not
an
he
was
teacher of medicine unless

were

good
practitioner, daily meeting Avith the trials as well as
Dr. Frick
successes necessarily attendant upon such a life.
in him to apply for a place in
indelicate
be
it
that
would
thought
the school of medicine of his own city, particularly when the
had the
faculty, composed as it was entirely of medical men,
His high-toned sense shrank from such obtrusiveselection.
a man

a

active

But this

ness.

has

friend of his
unnecessary, for, as another
"in 1858 a vacancy occurred in the faculty
of
whereupon all eyes were turned

was

expressed it,

University Maryland,
medical
Frick, as the man above all others in the
Avas
chair
the
for
fitness
entire
whose
profession of our city,
in
verifi
the
when
and
faculty,
pre-eminent and undeniable ;
elevated him to
cation of the universally expressed opinion,
and
Medica
Therapeutics, most
the professorship of Materia

of the

towards Dr.

as well to the new Pro
hearty congratulations were offered,
confident predictions
most
the
and
fessor as to his colleagues ;

were

ble

uttered

part

he

reputation

as

was

to his success

likely

as a

to take in

teacher, and the considera

extending

the usefulness and

of the institution."

to the professorship,
Immediately on being appointed
of the Baltimore
took charge of the medical department
This
was, perhaps, to him,
firmary, as visiting physician.

he
In
the
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attractive part of his
general course of lectures
most

neAV
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field, because,

render his

to

complete, he Avould be obliged to
include much of traditional teaching in regard to the action of
remedies, about Avhich he AA'as by no means satisfied ; although
he endeavored, as far as possible, to guard against the exces
sive use of drugs, and a too great reliance upon them, without
attending to the hygienic management, such as the regimen
and the nursing, upon which he laid much stress.
At the
with
to
cases of intricate disease
investigate, he Avas
hospital,
perfectly at home ; anel he had an opportunity of practically
testing the value of the remedies of which he spoke at the
Unh'ersity. His great familiarity with all the modern modes
of searching into morbid phenomena, his being an expert auscultator, a fine analytical chemist, anel his dexterity in the
use of the
microscope, and, above all, his patient, umvearying
him a remarkably accurate diagnostician.
made
industry,
This, of itself, fixed the attention and excited the admiration
a
large class of students, Avho followed his daily visits. He

of

was

and anxious to

no

render all clear to them.

willing
pains to

his

impart

knowledge,

and

spared

His uniform kindness

attached them to his person, and his perfect frankness in
regard to his opinions, confessing, as he ahvays did, when he
was

in

doubt,

or

when he had made

an

erroneous

gave them great confidence in his judgment.
As a lecturer he was equally fortunate.
to

with marked

and

attention,
drugs themselves,

details of the

interest to them.

In

even

tered

through them
observation, and had

his

was

Avhen

he made

reading over
many original

He

diagnosis,
listened

speaking
his subject

lectures,

we

of

dry

one

of

find scat

views based upon his OAvn
the space, Ave would like to make
extracts of the most valuable.
In regard to the medical con-

troversies of his

opinions
bloodletting,
as

day,

we

Dr. Frick did not hesitate to express his
Of that in relation to

he had matured them.

he did not disbelieve that it

ful in

pneumonia

taught

that it

was

and other

was

sometimes

inflammatory diseases,

use

but he

inadmissible in any other than the forming
even then
only with a vieAv of relieA'-

stage of the disease, and
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Avhen it

was

to be resorted to

account of its

with

the blood of its red

depriving
globules, essential to its nutritive functions. In the important
change visible everyAvhere in the treatment of inflammations,
he did not deny the theory of AVatson and others, that there
had been a change of type of disease, but, to use his own
one
Avords,
great cause of the change in regard to active
treatment, including venesection, is the better observation of
diseases, their progress, and the results of remedies upon them."
In 1858, Dr. Frick made a report to the Pathological
Society, containing his interesting investigations in regard to
on

"

vaccination and revaccination.
cinations observed

cinia

him

by
being acknowledged

mum, it is curious

Avas

The Avhole number of

revac-

six hundred and twelve.

now as

that, whereas

Vac

variola reduced to its mini

in the latter the

percentage

of persons taking it tAvice is only five per cent., in the former
Dr. Frick found the percentage of successful reA'accinations
in

private practice

Avas

cent.

twenty-one per

per cent., and in the prison
He found that the susceptibility of

thirty-one

was not modified by age ; and, Avhat
that the percentage of successful reSo he
not greater as the years increased.

individuals to vaccination
was

still

more

vaccinations

concluded,

curious,

Avas

not

individuals

are

only

that there

was no

particular

most liable to successful

age at which
but

revaccination,

protection vaccine virus affords, contrary to the
impression, does not diminish by time, but is modified
the
peculiarities of the individual's constitution, which can
by
ascertained by experiment.
be
only
We do not feel justified in concluding this memoir without
speaking of, perhaps, the most suggestive of Dr. Frick's pro
ductions, his essay on the "Formation of Urinary Calculi,"
of
published in the American Medical Monthly, NeAV York, in
the
error he had
He
frankly acknowledges
April, 1858.
had
been
led into, by
more
fallen into, or,
properly speaking,
of
other
and
urinary pathologists,
explaining
Golding Bird,
that the

received

—

and

tity

diseases in accordance with the nature and quan
He
of the various substances contained in the urine.

naming
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emphatically, that the distinction into the uric,
phosphatic diatheses, is no longer tenable."
As to the origin of urea, the most important ingredient, in a
physiological point of vieAv, of the whole urinary secretion, Dr.
Frick was led by his own investigations to differ from Liebig
and Bischoff, Avho maintained that it Avas derived entirely from
the metamorphosis of the nitrogenous tissues, anel to agree
Avith Lehmann and Schmidt, in aelmitting this source, but
asserting that, in addition, the quantity is increased by the
ingesta of nitrogenous food. The immediate formation of urea
he believed, Avith Liebig anel Dr. AVilliam A. Hammond, to be
•"

oxalic, and

from the oxidation of uric

degree higher

stance

one

phosis

of matter.

Dr. Frick

normal constituent of the

Avhich he considered

acid,

a

sub

in the scale of

descending metamor
acknoAvledges that uric acid is a

blood,

and that in acute and chronic

gout there is ahvays an abnormal quantity present, Avhereas,
in rheumatism, the reverse is the case, the excess being in the
and the

urine,
vieAvs

justice

on

deficiency in the blood. To do Dr. Frick's
this important point, we feel Ave ought to

quote his own clear and expressive Avords :
portant to knoAv that a deposit of this acid
not

always

never

because there is

case

from

excess

all, it

must

be in

the

blood at

occur

from the laws of

vitality,

an excess.

alone.

solution,

"

or

But it is im
its salts does

Indeed,

such is

To be excreted from the
and

as

it is then removed

and free to be influenced

by

chemi

cal reaction alone, the cause of deposition whilst in the urinary
passages must be looked for either in the composition of the
urine

itself,

passes.

or

in the condition of the membrane

over

which it

The forms in which this substance is found to exist

as a
deposit are urate of soda, urate of ammonia, and, noAV more
rarely, urate of lime. Now, ammonia, as is well known, is
not a constituent of healthy urine, but results from
decompo

sition of the urea, either before or after emission.
tence, therefore, of urate of ammonia implies that
tion has taken
more

hence,

likely

to

place

after secretion.
in the bladder

This

The exis

decomposi
decomposition is

than elsewhere ; and
calculi of urate of ammonia should be most
commonly
occur
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found in this viscus.
Such is really the case.
Urate of soda,
on the other
is
the
normal
condition
in
which
uric acid
hand,
exists in solution ; and if ammonia alone be produced
de

composition,
from

the urate will be found in this form.

by
Again : if,

stronger acid than the uric be deve
soda, the result will be a
uric acid alone.
It is exceedingly rare for urine,

decomposition,

a

this acid will unite with the

loped,
deposit of
on its emission, to contain free uric acid or urates as a
deposit.
It is apparently so, for these changes are produced in a short
time from the metamorphosis of the pigment into lactic acid,
and sometimes also acetic acid, by the influence of the mucus
of the urinary passages."
This he imputes to what Sherer
had called "acid urinary fermentation."
The ferment can
be
removed by boiling fresh urine, by adding alcohol to
easily
it, or, still better, by filtering it. This fermentation can take
place either out of the bladder or before it is voided.
For this reason, Dr. Frick could no longer recognize a uric
acid diathesis, inasmuch as the increased amount is simply due
to a departure from ordinary physiological laws ; and the
deposit, to changes taking place in effete organic matter. In
the same way, phosphoric acid, being a normal constituent of
urine,

only

blood, and the amount is increased
diseases, and that is inflammation of the

is derived from the

in

one

class of

Thus there is no
brain itself, it being a phosphorized tissue.
Dr. Frick calls
diathesis
the
for
theory.
phosphatic
ground
attention here to the fact how exceedingly common it is to

phosphates in the urine of persons who, from para
other
causes, have lost the ability to empty their
lysis
In
have chronic inflammation of this organ.
who
or
bladder,
mucus is secreted,
altered
of
amount
undue
an
latter
this
find the
or

case,

result

which, acting as a ferment upon the urea, produces,
urine is removed,
ammonia, by which the acid reaction of the
as a

deposited. AVe must,
phosphatic calculi almost
therefore,
calculi being nearly ex
renal
bladder
itself,
entirely in the
acid. In regard to oxa
uric
and
lime
of
clusively of oxalate
to be an ingredient of
it
shown
had
late of lime, Lehmann
and the

phosphates

at the same time

look for the

causes

of
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out

which

of doors

means

to

temperature

a

the water alone freezes;

sIoavIv, and the crystals

are

found in

in the form of octahedra.

deposit,

These chief constituents of

calculi, uric acid, the phosphates

lime, being healthy constituents
one of them by no means proves
any

and oxalate of

of the urine,

a

it is in excess.
of
It may eA'en be coincident with a diminution, and therefore it
is fair to conclude, with Dr. Frick, that these diatheses, as

deposit

they
this

point,

do not

called,

were

exist.

really

he sIioavs that calculi

are

Having

established

most common in

England,

Holland, and in the northwestern part of France, Avhere there
is

a

This unusual amount of vapor
has the indirect effect, as is familiarly known

great humidity of the air.

in the

atmosphere

bronchi, of irritating the

mucous passages generally,
in particular, by interfer
organs
urinary
of the skin, and thus giving the
action
normal
the
with
ing
and altering the mucous epithelium either
kidneys extra
as

to

the

and of those of the

in

duty,
quality. Moreover, analyses have shown other
an
important bearing upon this point. For avc
having

quantity

facts

or

knoAv that these calculi contain much animal matter,
sometimes as nuclei, in the shape of clots of blood, mucus, or
noAv

epithelium

; and

calculi

organic
again, it

disease of the

bladder

act

freeiuently met
urethra, disease of

are

has been stricture of the

Avith Avhere there
the prostate, and
Then

ureter, and bladder.

kidneys,
long observed that foreign substances in
almost invariably the part of nuclei of calculi.

has been

the

These facts all appear to render Dr. Frick's vieAvs correct,
in attributing to morbid secretions, Avhether blood, albumen,
or

epithelial, resulting

from chronic

or

acute

bladder, the credit

of the formation of

has been heretofore

supposed,

to

the

irritation of the

calculi,

composition

and not,

as

of the urine.

the case, in order to prevent their formation or
re-formation, he advises that the remedies be addressed to the

Such

being

passages themselves, and not to their secretions.
This article shoAvs how unwilling he Avas to grope on in the

urinary

dark, taking

for

granted

Avhat other

men

had Avritten.

He
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thus searches after truth, and throws valuable
portant points in pathology.
Dr. Frick's last
his lecture

being

his views

on

the action of

A\re have thus

on

It is

a

made

one

It is

clear

a

class of remedies which he had
very practical.
Dr. Frick's career, short

scientific, yet

traced, step by step,

justice

record,

upon im

by his class,
exposition of

but valuable in its results to science.

duration,

has been to do
leave

was

Diuretics.

studied.

thoroughly
in

publication

on

light

Our motive

to his talents and his labors ; and to

for those who fOlloAV

how much

demonstrating
industry and unwavering

him,

his

bright example,
accomplished by persevering
adherence to high principle and

can

be

truth.
For
it

a

due

of the force of Dr. Frick's

appreciation

to be known

character,

from the moment of his

commencing
his medical studies to the time of his receiving the appointment
at the University, he was struggling under the depressing in
His proud spirit was
fluence of pecuniary embarrassment.
almost broken from feeling so acutely the sting of temporary
obligation from even his OAvn brothers ; yet he never flagged
Nor could offers,
in the study and investigation of truth.

ought

that,

we know were made to him, to go into business of a
lucrative
kind, tempt him to abandon the profession of
very
his choice and of his affections.
this narrative Avith the last sad and pain
Before

which

concluding

ful

scenes

of his

life,

Ave

speak of the high
city, by his pro
considered, not only as occupy

must be allowed to

estimate in which he

was

fessional brethren.

He

held in his native
was

position in science, but as destined to be a
ing
his high scientific attain
prominent practitioner ; for, with all
was
he
exceedingly practical, and his investigations
ments,
He was looked
had a direct bearing upon practical medicine.
own date ; and, over
his
of
men
the
up to Avith reverence by
an

eminent

influence.
the younger men, he had unbounded
and
his
learned
value,
medicine had already
in
consultations.
themselves of his knowledge

He

was

acknoAvledged

to

be the very
53

man

His elders in

were

availing

for the

times, in
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great revolutionary

doctrines, when

some
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movement

Avas

disposed,

Avere

going

on

in medical

in the reaction

from

to go to the other extreme, and become

skep
therapeutical agents. He Avas not credu
lous, but he did not permit his incredulity to shake his belief
He Avas not willing to be led by tradition
in all medication.
in medical science, but he AA'as ready to trust the statements
of others, Avhen they Avere based upon reliable experiments.
polypharmacy,

tical of the value of

He

it is true, very little confidence in the mere dicta of
however eminent, because no one kneAv better than he did,

had,

men,

upon Iioav loose anel unscientific foundations the reputation of
drugs had often commenced. He Avas conservative in the true

the ohl in
the
he

He

of the Avord.

sense

medicine,

avus

and

for

preserving

the

valuable of

in favor of the neAV, Avhen it

only

Avas

of healthful progress.
AVith all his enthusiasm,
deliberate in the formation of his opinions, and never

groAvth
was

intolerant of those who differed from him.

he

truly

highly esteemed, for he

Avas

attentive.

He

Avas

thorough

was

in his

As

practitioner,
sympathizing, kind, and
a

examinations,

and careful

anel watchful in his treatment.
Dr. Frick had been connected with the

University

for two

years with entire satisfaction to all parties, and as he advanced
in reputation and in practice, he devoted himself with increased
He seemed about to
energy to the acquisition of knowledge.
fruit
all
the
of
his
and
to
have
his patience re
labor,
reap
warded

by

a

proud.

He

was

success

in

life,

attending

to

of which he

might

have been

the active duties of his noble

avocation, cheered by
with

bright hopes

his present prosperous state, and buoyant
of the future.
He was the pride of his

friends, and the

ornament of his profession.
On Tuesday,
day of March, 1860, he performed, at the Infirmary,
the operation of tracheotomy upon a negro woman who was
sinking from epidemic diphtheria. From early childhood, he
had shown peculiar susceptibility to idiopathic
poisons. He

20th

never

attended

with his throat.

a

case

of scarlet fever that he did not suffer

So in this

the life of this poor creature,

instance, in attempting to save
he, apparently at least, inhaled
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the

poison, and the next day he complained of some soreness
throat, notwithstanding which, in the afternoon, he
went to the funeral of a friend, and stood in the graveyard on
the damp ground, with his head uncovered, when there was
bloAving a chilling March wind. That night he had a severe
chill, with increased swelling and pain about the throat, and
the next morning—Thursday,
Avhen his uncle and friend, Dr.
John Buckler, was called to him, already the foul disease had
taken a firm hold upon him, and the membrane characteristic
From this time, his sufferings
of diphtheria Avas forming.
became very acute, and the disease advanced in malignancy,
notwithstanding both Dr. Buckler and Professor George W.
Miltenberger brought to bear all the resources of the art, with
The agony in
the skill for which they are so distinguished.
Avas so great that it was almost impossible for him
deglutition
to accomplish it.
Friday and Saturday were days of intense
suffering. He went from chair to chair, from bed to lounge,
Avandering about the room, trying every position that might
bring breath, and, with it, ease. His frame was worn out, for
since Tuesday night he had no sleep, and could get none.
Saturday evening the dark shadow of the result Avas unmis
takable, from his cold, cyanosed cutaneous surface and his
depressed pulse. His physicians decided that tracheotomy
could not benefit him, for he was sinking, not from mechanical
trouble in his larynx, but from the depressing influence of the
of this,
poison itself upon his whole system. He was aware
afford him some
it
would
that
he
himself
it,
saying
urged
yet
and the opera
temporary relief. They reluctantly consented,
tion was performed, anel after it, all were rejoiced they had
him to take a refreshing
yielded to his entreaties, for it enabled
all else that was done for him, was of no
with
this
But
sleep.
real avail, for he gradually sank, and his pure, noble spirit
about his

—

fled

on

Sunday,

25th

March, 1860.

night of suffering can
indelibly is there impressed
never forget
the
memories
calm,
manly courage with which he
upon their
which
he was perfectly aware.
of
of
death,
met the approach
Those who

were

it.

with him that last

But still

more
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God's will and his fortitude

Never," said

Dr. Buckler,

"

were

never

forget the manner in which he arose from bis bed,
seated himself in the chair, directed Iioav the light should be
placed so as to east no shadow on the hand of the operator,
shall I

handed the

bistoury,

back his head Avith

with his devoted Avife
and

brothers, and

moned that

night

finger on the spot, threAV
He died
a
courage perfectly heroic."
by his side, surrounded by mother, sister,

and

in the
to his

placing

his

a friend, Avhom he
anel avIio loved
bed,
elying

arms

of

had
him

sum

as a

brother.

Such a noble spirit could not pass aAvay, Avithout leaving a
sad vacancy in the hearts of many in the city, Avhere he had
spent his life in eloing good. The neAVS of bis eleath spread a

gloom throughout the city. At his funeral, a large number
of the physicians attended ; the medical students Avalked in a
body to his grave, and many were the mourners among his
friends and patients.
The daily papers gave expression to
the universal sorroAV in the community, and a general meeting
of the profession was called, for the first time for many years
Their resolutions, laudatory as they Avere
for such a purpose.
of his virtues, and expressive as they Avere of the sense of the
loss the science of medicine had sustained, but told the simple
The speeches exhibited the deep feeling everywhere
truth.
shown at his death, as well as the high appreciation in which
he was held.
The proceedings of this meeting, together with
the remarks that Avere made, were printed, and extensively
circulated among his friends and in the profession.
His death in his thirty-seventh year, although deeply re
gretted, was not untimely, for he had completed the Avork his
Father had given him to do, and had done it well.
He has
left his mark, his impress upon his generation.
Young as
he was in years, he was eminent in science, skilful in his art,
high in the esteem of all who kneAv him, and his memory is
cherished in the hearts of the many who loved him.
F. Donaldson.
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